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VILAS GAME PRESERVE 

“State May Make This County 

| Scene of Game Preserva- 

| tion if Present Plans Are 
| Adopted. eee 

| A Wisconsin game preserve of 
10,000 acres for the protection 

| and propagation of moose and 
,elk may be established in Vilas 
county, according to Milwaukee 
papers, if the project is approved 
by the state authorities, who 

| visited the proposed location last 
i week. | 
| Atty. Gen. Bancroft, President 
|Charles R. Van Hise and Desa 
H. L. Russell of the uniyersity, | 
|members of the state forestry 
board, accompanied by the gov-| 
ernor, State Forestry Commis- 
sioner E. M. Griffith and Prof. E. 
R. Taylor of the university, agri- 
cultural land expert, were in the 
northern part of the state Thars- 
day, where they inspected. the 
state lands near Big Muscallonge 
: Titi akes suggested as 

a favorable location. 
Ifthe plan is approved, appli-| 

cation will be made to the feder- 
al government for a number of 
elk, crowded from the nation re- 
serve at Jackson Hole, Mont., by 
the influx: of settlers. The offer 
of the Boone and Crockett club 
of New York City, an organiza- 
tion for the protection of game, 
will be accepted and a number of 
moose added to the consignment. 
It is also planned to stock the 
lakes with mink ard beaver if 
the preserve is established. 

State reserve land will also be 
inspected by the officials in con- 
sidering the advisability of leas- 
ing government land to settlers 
in lieu of sale. The party were 
making their observations and 
investigations in the forest re- 
serves around Tomahawk, Boul- 
der Junction, Plum Lake and 
Star Lake. 

A game preserve in Vilas coun- 
ty in the state forest reserve 
|would be a movement that could 
easily be made to work in con- 
junction with the reforestration 
and conservation idea. Patrol- 
men could act as wardens and 
the transported game be protect- 
ed for a wumber of years until 
prolifie e«nough to insure their 
permanency, when game laws 

could be made to allow proper 
killing of the game.—-Milwaukee 
News.
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: LARGE ANDIALS ~ THO! OP GHRIR DISMAPPRARANCR (a ee Ne 

Pifty years ago, the territory now incinded in the state of Wisconsin, vas 
3 nearly in a state of nature, all the Lorge wild animals were then dbundant, 

: New oll has changed. ‘the ax ant plow, gan and dos, raflway and telegraph, have 

metamorphosed tha face of nature, Most of the large quadripeds have sitter — ee 

been exteratnated, oF have hid théusslyes avay in the wilderness, Ina short 

‘ine all of these will have A{sappeared from the state. ‘The date and orter in 
which animals beomd extinet within the boundaries of the state 1s a mibject of 
great interest, ‘here was a tine vhen the antelope, the woodland satthon, ths 
buffalo and the wild turkey vere abundant, bub are now no longer to be found. 

3 The Antelope, Antilocams Auericana, now confined to the western plains, 

S| aid, two bundred years ago, iuhebtt Wineonsin as for east 0 Wiciitgan,” In 

Oatober, 1679, Father Hennepin, with LaGalle ant party, in four canges, coasted 
| slong the western shore of lake Mihiga, In Hemnepin's narrative, he syst 

: "The oldest of then (the Indians) ome ug the next morning Pith their calunet 3 

of peace, and brought some wild goats." This was somewhere north of Milwaukee, 

| ; "Being in sore distress, we. saw upon the coast a great mony ravens and eagles 

(turkey vultures) from whence we Gonsoctured deat Was oome prey, and having 

landed upon that plage, ¥¢ found above the half of 4 fat wild goat, hich the 

wolves had strangled, Jie provision ms very asteptable to us, and the rutest | 

gf a sam aon ol eit grates tp bbrine Piivtdense vicleh tek v0 partlodles : 

gare of us." this mst have been somértiore near Racine. "On the 16th (October, 
1679) we wet with an cbundance of game, A savage we hat with us iilled several 

stage (deer) oat hd eae sik gee weld Sal gra way turkeys, very fat and big." 

Ath Ss amast have hason south oF Racine, ‘these ghats were undoubtedly antelopes, ; 

‘Shooleraft mentions antelopes as oceunying the Northwest Territory.
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When the last buffalo erosaed the Misetsstpps is mt precisely mom. It 

ts certain they lingered in Wisconsin in 1825, It is said there wee a buffalo 

shot on the St. Croix river as late as 1832, so Wisconsin claima the last buffalo. 

The woodland caribou, Rangifer caribos, were never mmerous within the limite of 

the state, A few were seen not far from La Pointe im 1845. The lest wild turkey 

in the eastern portion of the state wis in 146, On the Wississippi, one was 

ieilled in 1856, I am told by Dr. Waleott that turkeys were abundant in Wiseousin 

"previous to the hard winter of 1842-3, when snow was yet two fect decp in March, 

- with a stout crust, so that the turkeys could not get to the ground. they becoue 

°° Sy pee and weak that they sould wot fly, and tis bectne ah eany prey to the 

. wolves, foxes, wild eats, mizks, ete., which exterminated alnost the entire race. ; 

the Doctor says he saw but one aingle individual the next winter, lk were on 

Hay Myer 4n 1863, and I have little doubt 2 few yet rasain. ‘loose are uot 

on mmerous, a fow yet vouain in the northwestern part of the state. I caw moose 

tracke on the Mantrea) river, near Take Superior, in the sumer of 1845, A few 

panthers may still inhabit the wilderness of Wisconsin. Benjamin Bones, of Racine, 

| got one on the headwaters of Black River, Decedber, 1663. Badgers are uw nearly 

gone, and ine few years more the only badgers found within the state will be two~ 

legged ones. Beavers are yet mmerous in the mall lakes in the northern regions. 

Wolverines are occastonally wét with in the northern forests. Bears, wolves, 

and deor will contime to flourish in the northern and ¢entrel counties, chere 

unlerbrush, tiuber, and suall lakes sbound. ; 

"AUT Lerge animals will soon be drtven by civilization out of ¥isconsin. The 

railroad and inproved fireams will do the work, and thus we loss the primitive 

denizens of the forest and prairies. ee oie 

oe ey "By Dr, P. R, Hoy :



Deniel Carter says elk existed on upper high points 

in Pecos countrywhen he was a small boy and that he 

later on found many elk horns.
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Elk. 

H1k were living and hunted in the Manzanos,from 

1850-1855 by Mr.Lorenzo Labadie(A.Chaves),this man 

; also hunted them in the Sacramentoes as late as I86I
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/ WILD GAME NOW 
| A MEMORY 
Epes Nashville Tennessean has discovered, and re- 

| prints for the benefit of its readers, a portion of 

ine Christmas menu at the Maxwell House in Nash- 

ville in the year 1871. It shows in a striking man- 

ner what has happened to the wild game resources of 

the United States during the past half century. Guests 

jat the Nashville hotel on December 25, 1871, had their 

\choice of a long-list of dishes any one of which would 

now be a feast for a king. Just glance at this menu 

and be convinced: - | 

Leg of Rocky Mountain Black Bear, 
¢ Devil's Sauce 

| Tennessee Opossum 
| Baked Sweet Potatoes, Old Virginia Style 
! Mallard Duck with Jelly 

| Kentucky Coon a la Sauce Ravigotte 

1 Prairie Grouse with. Cranberry Sauce 

| , Saddle of Venison with Red Currant Jelly 
| Canvas Back and Red Head Ducks with Jelly 

‘| Blue Wing and Wood Ducks with Cranberry Sauce 
i Broiled Quail on Toast 

| Wild Turkey with Jelly t¥ 
|. Saddle of Nebraska Antelope, Robert Sauce 
1 White Swans, Roasted, Cranberry Sauce 
Le 1enot Montana Buffalo, Maderia Wine Sauce 

{ aunch of Arizona Elk with Red Currant Jelly 
ee 

This is not fiction. It is history. The list is an 

exact reproduction of the old menu. 

There are millions of present day Americans who 

have never even so much as tasted more than one or 

two of the famous items of food which are listed; 

yet the date of the old menu is within the memory of 

t}many living Americans. 

‘| The average American in 1871 probably never 

| dreamed that the wild game resources of the country 

‘|could eyer be exhausted. If modern methods of con- 
l|servation had been adopted at that time practically 

>jall of these resources could have been kept close to 

‘\their original standing. But such foresight seems to 

»}be foreign to human inclination. Even to this day we 

ljare prone to feast without restraint in times of plenty, 

{and starve when the day of abundance has passed. 

f -BULLETIM NOTE



100 FIFTEENTH NATIONAL GAME ERENCE Que 

/’ THE ELK SITUATION IN WYOMING | 

In our big £. investigations it is believed that we are headed in the 
right direction. These are projected to secure a sound biological back- 
ground for big game conservation and management. For over a year a 

trained and experienced field biologist has been at work on a study of 

the Jackson Hole elk. The objective is to get a complete year-round 
picture of these animals in their natural setting. ‘The work is conducted 

so as to obtain both comprehensive and detailed information regarding > 
the numbers of the elk, their breeding and feeding habits, their seasonal 

movements, and their range and feeding requirements in relation to 

livestock, and the diseases and parasites or other causes of loss among # 

these valuable game animals. 
Methods for study of the grazing activities of the elk have been 

worked out with the Forest Service so that the results may be serviceable 

to both the game and the livestock interests of this region, and consistent 

with sound forestry and wild life production practices. Findings of 

importance have been secured, and the results obtained regarding the 

major causes of loss among elk should be of interest. Starvation 
has in the past been considered as a major factor in the decrease of 
the elk herds. During the past winter, which was rather favorable, 
no cases of starvation were observed. All carcasses examined had full 
stomachs and only in three or four cases was the food improperly mas- 
ticated. The importance of parasites and diseases among elk figured 

prominently in the investigation. Parasites found included tapeworms, 

tapeworm cysts, lung worms, grubs, and ticks, while one adult bull and 

two adult cows were found affected by scab and several other cases were 

reported. 

The major cause of loss during the past year was due to necrotic 
stomatitis. Post mortem examinations were made of 193 out of the 
409 animals found dead. Of this number 70 showed definite indications > 
of necrotic stomatitis, the characteristic lesions of the mouth usually 

being in evidence. Many others showed indications of this disease. 
The evidence pointed very conclusively to the hardened barbed seeds 

of squirrel-tail grass as the primary cause of injury to the mouth and ¥ 
other parts of the alimentary canal, which induced this diseased condi- 
tion. The mouth lesions usually contained a quality of these grass 

seeds. Immediate action can be taken on this finding in bringing 
about improved conditions through elimination of this troublesome 

grass from the pasture ranges and from the hay.
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nance and increase of game species up to a maximum and measures for 

control of species that are detrimental to production of forest trees, + 
browse, and forage, as well as those such as predatory animals, which 

are destructive to valuable wild life. The outlook appears to be bright 
for the appropriation of funds under this act, and favorable action will 
permit us to start the year 1930 with the assignment of two or three 
men on the investigative program I have outlined. 

‘e Some of the investigative projects that have been undertaken by the 
Biological Survey during the past year I am sure will be of interest to 

you. 
he In coéperation with the American Wild Fowlers, information is being 

obtained from gun clubs throughout the United States as to the total 
annual kill of waterfowl. This information when correlated with that 
obtained from the results of our bird-banding activities and with 
the information derived from our waterfowl censuses, should help greatly 
in permitting us to reach a conclusion as to the relation of the total 
kill to the abundance of the waterfowl. 

Again in coéperation with the American Wild Fowlers, the Biological 

Survey has made a preliminary investigation during the past year of the 

relationships existing between the crows and the ducks on certain 

waterfowl breeding grounds in Canada. More study of this important 
subject is needed, and it is to be greatly hoped that a more comprehen- 

sive survey may be made. 
The Survey was greatly pleased to be asked to codperate with the 

Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers’ Institute which is 
making a comprehensive investigation of the game situation in the 
United States. 

CAUSES OF DEER LOSSES IN PENNSYLVANIA 

In response to an urgent call from the Board of Game Commissioners 
: of Pennsylvania, Mr. Vernon Bailey, an experienced field naturalist of 

the Biological Survey, was detailed during the past spring 
and again in the fall to examine conditions that might be responsible for 

“ the large loss of deer reported in certain parts of the state, and to 

obtain information regarding these and other conditions in the state 
that would serve as a guide in administering this important wild life 

resource. After extensive observations in the field Mr. Bailey reported 
conclusive evidence of overstocking, overgrazing, and consequent 

starvation of thousands of young deer last winter in sections where 

there was undue concentration of the animals.
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The studies are based on examination of approximately 7,000 animals, 
and the total loss found would represent approximately 5 per cent. 

One of the significant findings in this connection is a known loss of 259 
calves, approximately 18 per cent of the total of 1,406. 

The results obtained indicate the desirability of maintaining the elk 
in as nearly a wild state as possible. It is clear that every effort should 

be made in the direction of preserving the natural instincts of the elk, 

* so that they will care for themselves properly and so far as possible be 
able to harvest their own food. Reserves of hay will, of course, be 

necessary to meet emergencies, and the exercise of care to eliminate 

* squirrel-tail grass will go a long way in cutting down losses from this 

source. 
I am glad to mention also two important measures that have been 

taken looking to the welfare of the northern herd of Yellowstone elk. 

The first was an act of Congress, known as the Leavitt Bill, approved 

on May 18, authorizing an appropriation of $150,000 to improve 

conditions for these and other big game animals of the region; and the 
second, as I am informed by the Superintendent of the Yellowstone 
Park, is the selection of an eminent biologist of the country to make a 

study of the conditions surrounding the northern Yellowstone herd of 
elk, a study that will be coérdinated with the present investigations of 

the Biological Survey for the welfare of the southern Yellowstone elk. 

STATUS OF THE WOODCOCK 

The status of the woodcock at the present time is one of our real 

concerns. The reports received from experienced observers indicate 
that these birds have been seriously reduced in numbers over a great 

portion of their original range but that they are to be found plentiful in 

the northeast (mainly in the New England States) and two Canadian 
- Provinces. The length of the shooting season was reduced by one 

month in order to give these birds added protection, but there is most 
urgent need for thorough field studies to obtain more adequate informa- 

‘ tion regarding the numbers of woodcock in the various regions and condi- 

tions affecting them in their winter range, during their migrations, and 
on their breeding grounds. Two or three competent menshould be in the 

field constantly throughout the year making first-hand studies regarding 
the woodcock and gathering information from individuals who are in 
position to aid in assembling dependable data. There is reason to hope 

that favorable action may be taken by Congress at its present session, 
which will enable us to assign at least one man to this important work.
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PROGRESS OF THE WATERFOWL CENSUSES 

Efforts to ascertain the facts regarding the fluctuations and abundance 

of migratory waterfowl in North America through the medium of the 

continent-wide waterfowl observation and report system, or series of 

censuses, conducted by the Biological Survey are meeting with success. 

The results from the censuses already indicate that the original concep- 
tion of the project was conservative, and that information will be 

derived from it that will be of great value in the formulation of a sound ¢ 
policy for the maintenance and increase of the country’s waterfowl 

resources. 
In order to build up the organization and to obtain first-hand informa- E 

tion regarding local conditions in the various states, field trips have 
been made to most of the states of the United States, to Alaska, the 

Provinces of Canada, and to Newfoundland. These personal visits by 

experienced men are essential to a proper evaluation and use of the data 
being gathered. They had as their primary object the enlistment of 
codperation of the game officials and individuals in the various states 

of the Union, as well as that of the Dominion and Provincial authorities 

of Canada, and Newfoundland. Every official visited promised full 
support of this work, and the response given by our northern neighbors 

was most cordial and gratifying. 

In addition to the official codperation obtained, the aid of many 
game protective organizations, natural history societies, and individuals 
was enlisted, and many of the members are assisting in making the 

monthly observations. The Naval Communication Service of the 

Federal Government has recently been added to the eleven Federal 

Bureaus of the United States that are codperating. 

So cordial and important has been the codperation given that it is 
difficult to pick out special organizations for mention by name. So 

many of the states and Canadian provinces have offered their entire * 
warden force for service in this work, however, and so much valuable 
information has been gathered from them, that I consider that this 
fact deserves particular mention. State and Provincial officials realize < 
that as the results benefit the continent as a whole, the individual units 

will profit by the undertaking. 
By a mutually advantageous arrangement with the Biological Survey 

the Office of National Parks of Canada conducts the waterfowl censuses 
in Canada, and valuable information is thus being gathered. Accurate 
information regarding waterfowl conditions throughout this vast
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OUR WATIONAL ELK HERDS 

1 : A Program 

> (With Special Reference to the Herds on the National Forests Adjacent to the 

: Yellowstone National Pari) 

By 

Henry S. Graves, Forester 

U. S. Forest Service 

and : 

; E. W. Nelson, Chiof 

: Bureau Biological Survey 

For a number of years the clk within the Yellowstone National Park and 

surrounding National Forests have been the subject of much thought and study, in 
an effort to develop a policy that would preserve them from extinction. Definite 

investigations concerning the clk situation on the National Forests about the 
Yellowstone National Park were begun by representatives of the Biological Survey 

and the Forest Service as early 2s 1911. In obtaining the census of clk and in 
many other matters the National Park Service has participated in the work; and 

assistance has also been secured from representatives of the Boone and Crockett 
Club, the American Game Protective Association, and from many individuel sports- 

men interested in game conservation. : 

4s a result of the investigations and conferences named above, the fol- 
lowing facts are presented with a proposed program for the future care and manage- 

ment of these herds. : 

The Remaining Elk : 

Formerly widely distributed, the elk have been progressively oxtermi- 

nated or crowded back into limited areas until the fear that they are going the 

way of the buffalo has a very real basis. If the right steps sre taken, it is 

not too late to savo and perpetuate them in goodly numbers. Unless these steps ; 

are taken, the remining large herds will dwindle to insignificant numbers, and 

* eventually disappear. This would mean en opportunity lost to conserve a unique 

and exceedingly valuable national asset, . : 

| There are probebly. about 70,000 61k - the United States. The largest 
* herds are in the Yellowetono Nationol Pork and the surrounding National Forests. 

Other important herds aye the Sun River herds of some 2,500 elk in the Lewis and 

Clark National Fores} of Montana, tho Olympic herds of Roosevelt elk, comprising 

somo 7,000 head in “the nape Nabional Forest of Washington, 1,750 in the White 
River, 800 in the Bettlenien and 500 in the Guanison. National Forests, Colorado, 

200 in the Boise National Forest, Idaho, ard the small herds of the Selway and



Clearwater National Forcsts, Idaho, aggregating a tetal of cbout 14,500 animels 

In addition, smell nitive herds, or herds built up by restocking and eggregating 

each from 25 te 5(C enimeals, are found in many other National Forests end Parks, 

such as the Colorado, Pike, Dursngo, Loedvillc, Sopris, Rio Grande, Cochotope, ° 

Routt and Arapeho, in Coloredo, the Black Hills, in South Dakota, the Big Horn, 

Shoshone, Bridger, Washakie, Medicing Bow, and Wyoming, in Wyoming, the Mt. Pis- € 

geh, in North Carolina, tho Cache, Caribou, Challis, Idaho, Minidoka, Payette, 

Salmon, Sawtooth, Targhee and Weiser, in Idaho, the Fish Lake, in Utah, the Wal- 

lowa and Reinier in Washington, the Oregon, Siskiyou, and Suislew in Oregon, the 

Sitgreaves, in Arizona, the Wichita, in Oklahom., and elsewhere. In addition 

there ore a number of sm2ll private herds on large estates, including several in 

tho East. 

The Yellowstone Herds 

Of greatest importance are the elk herds of the Yellowstone Netional Park 

region. Here we have the largest number of animals anc the largest remaining areca 

of public land suited tc the perpetuation of 2 great number of elk in their -netu- 

rol haunts. The mounteins at the hoadwaters of the Yellowstene end Snake Rivers 

have long bgen the resort of a great number of elk. In the region now comprising 

the Yellowstone National Park end the surreunding National Forests the elk cerly 

found an ideal summer home. In the fall they drifted cut of the mountains ahead 

of tho storms and snow; scattering over the bordering cpen valleys and plains 

where the snowf2ll was light end where nourishing dry grasses were plentiful. At 

this season they often worked their wey from 100 to more than 200 miles from their 

summer feoding grounds. In the spring they followed the melting snow pack to the 

high mountains, above the zone of the annoying flies, where the climate was cool 

and refreshing, the forest offering grateful cover, and where fresh and succulent 

feed abounded. 

Then came the settlers with the activities of civilization in meny ways 

so disturbing to wild life. Their ficlds occupied lands formerly the winter home 

of the elk, their fences obstructed free movement especially in the fall and 3)... 

spring migrations and the introduction of domestic stock consumed the winter fced. 

In addition thousands of enimals were killed each year. Elk were never so wenton- 

ly slaughtered as the buffalo, but the settlors used their moat ond hides, they 

wore sought by sportsmen from near and far, and hundreds of thousends were secri- 

ficed by irresponsible market end tooth hunters. With the increase of live stock 

on the renges a growing conflict resulted between the interests of the elk and : 

those of the stockmen. As a result the elk were steadily reduced in numbers and 

the winter home of the survivors more ond more narrowly restricted. ; 

The diminishing herds were crowded further back into the mountains. In- 

steod of descending to the ploins in winter they remained in the remote valleys 

end on the lower snow swept ridges. They were thus restricted to what was natu- ; 

relly their spring end fall renge and in some cases oven whet formorly would have 

beon largely 2 summer range. Farther. and farther the settlement edvanced into the / 

mountein regions. Merc and moro restricted became the area on which the clk could ? 

spond the winter months, until now there is scarcely enough winter range to take 

care of the remaining. limited numbers during the average winter season, and in 

severe winters the loss by starvetion is extensive. In such seasons these losses 

would be mech greater were it not for the efforts of the Govormnent, the State of 

Wyoming, and some of the ranchers to furnish ficld pasturage ond hay te the needy 

herds. 
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The clk situction has reached a crisis. The steps already taken to pro- 

vide for the remaining elk in the Yollowstono’ region arc not edequate. A defi- 

nite program is needed including cértein radical actions if the size of the ex- 

2 isting herds is to be maintained. ‘Substantial additional areas mst be obtained 

to insure adequate winter focding grounds, proper safeguards instituted to reduce 

the losses from overshooting, predatory animels and starvation. This is entirely 

’ ° practicable with the cooperation and support of the public. : 

"Attitude of the Public 

The public is already deeply interosted. There is an increasing senti- 

ment throughout the country for the perpetuation of our big game ond other wild 

life. The passing of the American wilderness, the diminishing number of game ani- 

mals, the entire disappearence of certain kinds of game and other forms of wild 

life from large sections of the country, end the recognized inadequacy of tome of 

tho customary methods of wild life conservation as applied tc gome, have deeply 

: impressed the public mind. Poople are beginning to demand better legislation and 

more intclligent ond efficient administration for the conservation of gome- It is 

probable that we are at the turning point oné that in the near future constructive 

upbuilding and intelligent utilization of wild life will replace ‘the present im- 

perfect methods. : masa ‘ eas 

- Wild life conservetion is not 2 mere fed. dts value is hard to measure 

in definite terms, but is none the less real and tangible. While those most active 

in urging measures of conservation gonerelly do so on the ground cither of the 

sentimental or the sporting interest in wild life, a much wider range of interest 

is involved. A region in which wild life is abundant is the richer by reason of 

it. Tho recreational ‘values of the rogicn cre vastly enhanced. Oftentimes the 

indirect oconomic value of big game, thrcugh the expenditures of those brought in- 

4 to a locality by its presence, mke it 2 resource of primo importence. Interest 

in game consorvetion in such localities cen be counted on,. and some pecuniary sac- 

vifices incident to ‘game administration will be cheerfully and gladly accepted. 

: With the right leadership and 2 really intelligent end carefully. devised policy of 

geme administration, hearty ‘public approval will soon follow. These coysidera- 

tions apply with special force to elk conservation. ‘ ee iy 

The Plece of the Elk ai ms fete eS : 

, The perpetuation of clk under natural conditions means that the use of olk 

ranges by domestic stock mist be in certain perts prohibited and in other parts 

allowed only under cereful restrictions. This ‘definite conflict in the use of the 

_ public property as between the wild hcords and‘domestic stock has given .rise to ex- 

tensive controversies. Once for all a settled public policy mst now be estab- 

lished as to the place of the clk in the devclopment of the Yellowstone National 

' ° Park ond noighboring Forests. As a part of the elk summoring in the Park pass. the 

‘winter in the nearby Nationel Forests, the policy for the herds occupying both 

, ° elesses of public reservation must be considered as 2 single problom. kes 

Naturally the original conditicns, with the immense. herds of clk roaming 

freely over a vast unoccupied areca con never be restored. Even the most earnest 

friend 6f wild life would not desire to restore the wilderness to the ‘extent of 

wiping out thrivirig agricultural jacdustrics and. the homes now occupying the former 

Winter feeding grounds of the clk. On the other hand,. an equally extreme viow held 

by some is that in case of conflict between wild life. end industrial development , 

the former mst be destroyed. 
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The elk herds of the Yellowstone region at least up to their present num- 

bers have a very definite place there. ‘They supply one of the most picturesque 

ond valued assets of that marvellous nationel wonderland and their disappearence 

would be 2 deplorable loss to the nation. Tc demonstrate their importance would 

require a discussion not only of their value from the stendpoint of sentiment, 

put the direct value to the local public as a game supply 2s well as the influence 

they exert in the attraction to this region of persons seeking sport, health and < 

recreation. Outside of Llaske end excepting the deer in certain localities, the 

Yellowstone clk constitutcs in the United States almost the last stand of big game 

in large numbers. Certainly the country can well afford to take the necessery 

steps to conserve them. They will be increasingly appreciated by the Nation as 

one of the most valued assets of theso great public recreation grounds. They will 

serve inereasingly as a substanticl asset to the states and commnities within ana 

near which they arc located. 

-From an industriel standpoint the octual loss to the domestic stock indus- 

try from the clk in thc Yellowstone regicn is relatively small. The totel produc- 

tion of moat, wool and hides that could be secured from the range devoted tc elk 

con readily be made up olsewhdre. A fow individuals would, to be sure, be bene- 

fited by grazing their stock on areas which ere restrictcd to the use of elk. 

Locel communities 2s a whole will, however, be benefited by the existence of the 

elk herds. In short, the elk have o definite place in the development of the re- 

gion where they are located, a place that should be clearly recognized, and made © 

part of the development of the region, ; : 

Land _and Elk 

; The clk problem is a land problem. Because an elk is a grazing animal, 

it mst have grass and herbage to support it. It isa grégerious animel, running 

in bunches and herds, perticularly in the spring, fall and winter. It, therefore, 

requires feed in considerable quantities. Owing to its wondering and migratory 

habits the elk movessover 2 wide territory during the year, with special needs for 

forage during each of the four seasons. The clk is not like mountain sheep, moose, 

and white tailed dcer, oble to find feed in the mountains end forest to. muintain 

it during the winter. it needs during much of the year the same kind of foeding 

grounds as domestic stock. We have therefore the problem of furnishing to the elk 

hords of the Ycllowstone regien enough lend on which they can, during the differ- 

ent seasons, find adequate forage. 

The key to the situation in this region is the Yollowstone National Park 

ane the surrounding Netional Forests. Horo ore lends owned end controlled by the 

public. Here exists a vast mountain region which so far as the summer range of 

. the olk is concerned is adequate to support mony more of them then now live there. 

Unfortunetoly, when these reservations were established, and during the carly pears 

of their existence, the noeds of winter rongo for the clk were not given considera- 

tion. It was a question of lend chiefly valyable for its scenic interest and for ° 

forest ond water conservetion. Considerable winter elk range still remains in the 

public domain, but certain areas which are essential to the maintenence of the elk 

herds were not withheld from entry under the gencral land lews and parts of them : 

have become private holdings. 

Prom the foregcing it must be clear tant primarily the clk problem-is one 

of land control; first, to safeguard fer clk the uso of certain of the public re- 

served lends, and, scoond, t® secure for their use such additional lands now pri- 

vetely owned as are essential to the life of the wild herds. 
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Pertinent Facts Regerding Blk 

In addition to the general requirements of the clk described in the fcre- 

going pages, there are certain other fects essential to the development of ony 

comprehensive plan for their manegement. The acteiled discussion of the habits 3 

of the elk, such as their food, and their deily movements, and others, are not 

pertinent to this poner. Some. Hpecial feetures of thcir natural tendencies, how- 

ever, vitally effect the problem at hand. 

‘ Among the more important questions is the genorel drift or migration of 

the elk in spring and fall and the factors affecting it. It is necessary to deter- 

mine the route traversed between summer and winter feeding grounds in order to 190= 

cate the areas where winter forage must be provided. The most important factor in- 

fluencing drift is tho weather. The storms and cold of approaching winter on the 

summer ranges On the high mountains stert the movement of the clk in the fall. 

The variation of the weather conditions from year to year explain the differences 

in soosone] movements of the herds. In mild open winters with normal temperatures 

and light snowfall most of the olk may romain well within the mountains, grazing 

on wind swept ridges and areas where they can reach the gress by pawing through the 

snow. A heavy snowfall drives the elk to the lower levels, only the stronger ani- 

mals, chiefly the older bulls, remaining on the intermediate high slopes and 

ridges where wind blows off the snow. A crusting of the snow due to winter rains 

may be as effective as 2 heavy snowfall in forcing the olk down to the lower coun- 

try. 

: Elk like most wild animals are creatures of hebit. In normal winters the 

migration is norml, 2 large proportion of the individuals in the herds following 

@ general course year after year over the same ridges, plateaus and valleys. Un- 

usual storms, unusual depth of snow, or hardness of crust, at certain places may 

cause 2 deviation of the drift. These variations are of little practical conse- 

quence during ordinary seasons as thore is usuclly enough feed everywhere available 

to support the animals. When, however, vory severe conditions force the olk to 

lower levels, they may be crowded upon arces of limited foed end cut off from other 

arees having an abundance. These facts point to the neccssity for providing as . 

much lower winter rango as possible for use during the harder so2sons, with pro- 

vision for fecding hay where pasturage is inadequate. 

Hunting is the second most important factor in the movement of elk. Elk 

have an unerring ability to find and occupy reas closed to hunting. Unquestion- ‘ 

ably the migration of clk may be modificd by the establishment of refuge arcas 

since these animils seek the places where they kmow they will not be molestcd. 

The opening to hunting of formerly closed arcas is known to have diverted at lcast 

2 part of the migrating enimals to more sccure grounds. In the same way, shooting 

glong the boundary of a refuge tends to keep thom within its limits. If the shoot- 

ing is done in the line of normal drift it my force the elk back upon fall or 

summer range when the best interests of the herds require that thoy be allowed to 

descend to the winter renges. It follows thet the location of game refuges end the 

. administration of the hunting should be plenned with reference to their influence 

on the migration and winter distribution of game. 

A stock fence may block the natural drift when tho animals are in a weak- 

ened state and deviate the herds to an unfavorable winter locality, causing heavy 

josses. Thus in 1917 in the Gallatin Valley the herd was blocked by 2 certain 

ranch. Weakened by the lack of food they were unable to advance and 150 of them 

died near the fonce. Eventuelly it my become necessary to nequire certain pri- 

vately behd lands in order to maintain an Open passage between summer and winter 

fecding arcas. 
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The cffoct of grazing domestic stock on elk renges is largely 2 question 
of tho amount of available forege. Naturally, if domestic stock consume most of 
the fecd the clk suffer. In this mmner too heavy grazing by domesti¢ seek mey 
affect the drift of tho elk, and on a limited range m2y result directly or indi- 
rectly in heavy winter losses. Exhaustion of feed at certain points may cause 2 
congestion of the clk during some critical winter period at localities where suf- 
féringt feed is not available, with consequont Toss of many of the Weaker animals. 

Joint use of summer range by elk and sheep, where occupation of the range ~ 
by the letter wes light, has actually occurred at various points. But elk natu- 
relly soek arcas where they may be least disturbed by human activities. The very 
presence of bands of sheep, their herders and dogs, tends to force the elk awey 
to more quiet arcas. Thus may the summer distribution of elk be influenced even 
by ® light stocking of the ronge by sheep. Heavy stocking with sheep would of - 
course very quickly drive away the elk. : : ; : 

Cattle grazing has ordinarily little cffect on elk becouse the summer i 
foeding grounds of the clk are usually above and remote from where the cattle natu- 

rally renge. The conflict between cattle ond clk is almost entirely on the win- 
tor renges- In some cases this conflict is very limited. For excmple, the elk 
seck in winter the wind swept ridges and high slopes. lIany of these arc beyond 
the range of cattle which profer the bottoms and lowcr flats and slopes which in 

' winter are covered with deep snow. There is, however, an overlapping of the clk 
and cattle areas even under such conditions. The cattle work up on to many areas 
uscd by the elk ond in the spring and fall the clk graze over creas naturally liked 
by the cattle. Tho cxtent of actual conflict depends on the relation of the nun- 
ber of cattle to the carrying capecity of the range. Where necessary true winter 
elk range should be reserved exclusively for elk. If there are within the bounds- 

; ries of clk winter renge areas which on account of deep snow could not be used at 
that season by the clk, the grazing of eattle on such areas in spring or summer 
should by herding be closely confined to them. In most cases such common usé is 
impractical, and the cattle should be located outside the clk winter range. . ‘ 

The dete of the hunting scason is 2 factor in the winter losses of elk. 
Too early 2 season means that many cows are killed before the calves are weaned or 
have acquired the necessery strength to carry them through 2 hard winter. In ed- 
dition it leads to waste since the meat from the onimels killcd during the warm. 

weather of Soptember often spoils, even when every effort is made to save it. In 
those areas where the animals are plentiful, there is a distinct inclination upon 
the part of hunters to be careless, 2nd to assume that they are. entitled to moat, 
so if thet killed should spoil other cnimels are killed to replace it. ‘Shortening 
of-the season, and legislation requiring thet the meat of 21] animals killed shall 

.be saved ond utilized, would reach this source of loss. 
The disturbance of the clk when in 2 weakened condition during or at the 

end of & severe winter may cause many unavoidable losses. ‘Thus, in Jackson Hole 

after severe late winter storms the ‘elk sweep dowa on the ranches’, crowding into. 
tho ficlds and struggling to get 2t the hey stacks. Naturelly as the value of the , 
pasturage ond of hay increases, the ranchers tend more and more to drive the olk 
eawey. When.conditions are critical this very hazing of the elk causes many to dic. 

This fact is mentioned as showing the necessity for additional land in that region 

Where the animals may winter undisturbed on public pastures. 
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Directly in linc with the present cause of losses mentioned gbove is the 

loss due to spring hunting. i certain class of men start for the mowuntoing in the 
spring under the pretense of hunting coyotes. They follow enc drive the elk in 
the snow until the animol, weakencd by the winter, succumbs and the hunter accom- 
plishes his purpose without firing = shot. In like manner, unscrupulous persons 

apply to the State for trapping licenses ond enter the game ficids where they not 

; only trap indiscriminately, but practice the illegal killing of clk. The licens- 
ing of trappers as provided for in the Wyoming law is admirable and should be cx- 

. ‘tended to other states. . Abuse of the license privilege can be prevented by care- 
ful administretion. In this metter tho Forest Service can greatly aid the State 

euthorities. 
The predatory animal is a large factor in the amnual loss of elk, particu- 

larly of the year's increase of celves. Such substantial progress is being mede in 

in the destruction of wolves ard mountein lions that it is hoped in a short time 
they may be practically eclimineted as a sorious source of injury to the elk herds. 

' Headway also is being mde against the coyotes, but they cre still e dangerous 

factor in elk loss.. They follow the migrating herds in numbers, pulling down the 

eelves, especially those weakened from any cause. Still more vigorous measures 

against thom are needed. 

The points brought out above are 211 covered by the measures proposed in 

the plan projected in the subsequent part cf this paper. Meany other facts of in- 
terest and importance must be borne in mind in the actuel heudling of the elk ad- 

ministration, but they are not pertinent toe the present discussion. 

Specific Problems 

i oe There are three groups of clk in the Yellowstone region which may for con- 

venience be called the Northern, the Eastern, and the Southern groups. The North- 

ern groups comprise slightly more than 19,000 enimals, the number having been de- 

termined by actual count conducted in the spring of 1917, by representatives of 
the U. S. Department of Lgriculture, Department of the Interior, and State of Mon- 

tane, working cooperatively. This herd summors in the Yellowstone Park at the 
hoadweters of the Yellowstone, Gelletin, ond Medison rivers, end drifts northward 
to the northern part of the Park and nearby National Forests for the winter. 

The Bastern group of about 3,00C head, as determincd by ectuel count and 
close observations, finds its summer home on tho eastern side of the Perk on the 

hoeadweters of tho Shoshone River, end drifts out into the Shoshone National Forest 

to wintor. 

The Southern group summers in the southern pert of the Yellowstone Park 
and the high mountains of the Teton, Wyoming, cnd Bridger National Forests, and 

pesses the winter in the lover portion of the Teton Forest on Snake River and its 

tributaries. This herd comprises from 16,000 to 18,000 animals. The number is 

bescd on an actuel count made by representatives of the Governmont in the spring 

of 1918, and eftor making additions ond reductions for the naturel increase and 

loss since the count was mdc, consorvative figures pleco this herd at slightly 

A loss then 18,000 hoad. 3 : : 

There is some question whethor these various groups intcrmingle at any 

point or at all. That gucscion hes an interest in the ultimate development of 

the elk herds but is not imocrtcnt in connection with the present inquiry. 

For immediatc consideration the particular problems of the three groups 

arc cloarly separate. 
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The Northern Group 

Approximately 85 por cent of the more than 19,0CO animals in the Northern 

group renge curing tho summor on the mountains end slepes of the main upper Sel- 

lowstone River within the Yellowstone National Park. A limiteé numbor, possibly 

5 der cont, summer on the Absaroke National Forost immediately north of the Park. 

The balence of the Northern group range during the summor months in the northwest- 

ern portion of the Park and on the Madison and Gallatin National Forests. As soon 

as the early winter storms come in the high mountains the Yellowstono River herds 

Qrift downward and find en admirable fall and early winter range on the lower Lam.r 

River, lowor Hellroaring ond Slough creeks, and the so-called Black Tail Region. 

--.: In mild winters mony animels remain in these soctions, while some of the stronger 

+ -@nimals remain well back on the higher and more Oyen slopes. If the snow is heavy 

the hords move down the valley and mny of thom eross the Park poundary ond spread 

_. out over the; Yellowstone valley below Gardiner end on the neighboring slopes, & pert 

of which are in the Absaroka and Gallatin National Forests; between these forests 

-& part of the arca is public land, and a part privately owned. During severe win- 

ters the larger portion of tho herd may drift to these lands outside the Pork. 

The drift of the other portions of the Northern group is, in the winter, 

_ northward and chiefly down the Gallatin Valicy- In normel winterr they pass down 

tho valley to below Porcupine Creck in the Gelletin National Forest. 

. The first problem of the Northern group of clk is to provide more wintor 

range. ‘Summer renge is abundant, and spring and fell ronge is also plentiful. 

During the mild winters the animals fare well because they winter on what is natu- 

rally 2 spring ond fall range, or even on portions of their summer renge. Heavy 

snows or crust may crowd them off of these areas and the Park euthorities are then 

forced to feed them, but the facilitics for feeding are not adequate to take caro 

of all the clk. Nor is there now onough winter renge within the National Forests 

slong tho northern boundary of the Yellowstone Park to take care of 211 the elk 

that crowd down out of the Park. The result is loss by starvetion. 

The key to this situation is the area comprising about 140,000 acres lying 

north of the Yellowstono National Park, 40,000 acres of which lic between the boun- 

davies of the Absaroka and Gallatin Forests, extending north 15 miles elong the 

Yellowstone River from the towm of Gardinor to Yankee Jim Canyon. This latter aroa 

is partly public and partly private land. It was withérawn from further settlement 

en April 16, 1917, by Presidential Order, pending legislation to secure the land as 

@ game preserve. Cereful investigation has demonstrated thet the ownership end con- 

trol of this area by the public is essential to the future maintonance of the North-~ 

ern elk hord. Not only should it be added to the National Forests, but the buik of 

the private lands should be acquired. Within this areca between tho two National 

Forests aro some 21,000 acros of private land, 1,350 acres of school lands beiong- 

ing to the State of Montana, and over 4,000 acres of Northern Pacific Railroad land. 

It is probablo that an exchenge could be offected with the Reilroad company for 

their holdings for other National Forost land not so important to the public. The 

more important portions of the remaining private lands within the orca would havo 

to be purchased. Also on the winter elk renge areas within the Absaroke end Galla- 

tin Forests there are certain creas of patented land which it would be desirablo te 

secure by purchase or oxchango: 
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In order to acquire the necessary privete lands locatcd along the Yellow- 

stone river and importent private holdings within the clk renge on the Absnroka 

and Gellatin Netionel Forests, end construct the necessary fencing for the proper 

‘ use of the lends and the protection of the herd would it is pelicvod require the 

: expenditure of approximately $500,00C, This would assure the future welfare of 

the northern herd. 

The Gallatin Elk 

During 1917, 1,600 clk came down the Gelletin River. This number is muck 

less then formerly used this region as a winter range. The reéuction is partly 

due to the sleughter in the fall of 1915, when 2 vortion of the State Game Preserv 

wes thrown open. The cffect of opening that portion of the preserve end the moth- 

ods of hunting practiced tend. to prevent the restoration of the former numbers of 

elk. At present the winter foed in the Galletin is more then adequate to support 

the present herd. Further rostrictions of the alroady vory light cattle grazing 

then coupled with acquisition by exchange of necded railroad lends will reedily 

provide enough winter feed for from three to five thousand clk. 

The Medison Elk t 

The olk on the a@rainage of the ladison River constitute smo2l1l herds aggre- 

gating somo 250 animals, 2bout equally divided botween the Madison Netional Forest 

and the Yellowstone National Park. These small bends are no larger then necessary 

to restock the area. Grazing has been restricted on more than 70,000 acres of the 

Medison Forest with the viow of attracting 2 larger number of clk tO summer there. 

It is bolicved thet this restricted sree should be established as a State Geme 

Refuge ond thet the hunting season should be shortened end the number of liccnses 

Brented for.this locality materielly reduced. There is winter range on this For- 

est for on inercesed number of clk and steps should be taken before it is too late 

to allow these herds to build up more to their former numbors. 

It has been assertod by 2 number.of persons thot the grazing of sheep at 

tho headwaters of Hellroaring, Buffslo and Slough Creeks on the Absaroke Netional 

Forest deprives the clk of winter renge. All forms of grazing are prohibited 

there on 2 strip of about 50,000 acres along the northorn poundary of the Yellow- 

stone Park. None of this is good winter clk range, end but a small portion is ac- 

tually used by them even during mild winters. The areoas on which sheep ore grazed 

avepurely summer range. The presence of sheep on the present allotments hes 

i therefore no cffect on the problem of the existence of the elk, simply beceuse the 

sheep do not use the winter range. The only possible effect of these sheep is on 

the distribution of the elk at other seasons. A considereble number of elk now 

summer on the area within the shecp range. It is entirely possible that morc clk 

5 would: use this arcea as 2 summer renge if all stock were excluded. From the broad 

stendpoint of game administration such °. result is desirable. The area is pecu- 

liarly adapted to game cf 211 kinds and already conteins in addition to the clk, 

‘ many deer, moose, beaver, as well as bear end lynx. It is so located as to make & 

splendid hunting ground, such an crea as in the long run will be required in Mon~ 

tana to mect the demands of logitimate hunting. 

The ebove represent the lend problems connected with the Northern herds. 

: Such provisions 2s cen be token in providing forage for the elk go for naught un- 

less the hunting is strictly regulated. It is unnecessary to reiterete the lossos 
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to the elk by hunting in violation of the laws. Law enforcement is fundamental . 

It hes not been ‘ell enforced in the past. ‘Tho tooth hunter, the pot hunter, ond 

every game violator mst go. A new Regulation which has been promulgated by the 

Setretary of Agriculture will eneble the Forest Service to bring certain cases of ; 

violation of the State Game lews into the federal courts, thus supplementing the 

present procedure of action in the State courts. By vigorous cooperative measures 

by the Stato end Federel authorities, it should be possible to put a stop to the : 
lewlessness thet has long been a source of substentiel loss to the clk herds. 

Of grceat importance to the perpetuation of the @1k end their intelligent ad- 
ministration is the corroletion of the number of hunting licenses with the natural 

increase of tho herds. The elk herds should bo mintained at approximately their 

present number. The increase should be utilized for logitimte hunting, the meain- 

tenance of prescnt herds, and distribution to build wo herds elsewhere. At present 

the State law provides restrictions on the individual bag and prescribes & certain 

Open season. There is no limit to the number of licenses issucod. A more certain 

control of the uso of the increase should be provided. : 
There should bo-2 limit on the number of elk that can be killed in certain 

localities. Thus the Galletin-Medison herds should be increased and the number of 

licenses for hunting in that locality should be based on the increase of theso 
herds. Otherwise even if the total number of licenses of clk in Montana were lin- 
ited the Gallntin-Madison herds might be progressively decreased and finally wiped 

out. 

To this end it is recommended thot there bo legislation to authorize and in- 
struct the State Game Commission (2) to limit the number of licenses issued for 

hunting clk, (b) to issue licenses limited: to certain prescribed areas, (c) to base 

the foregoing limitations on the naturel increase of clk in each area; these limi- 

tations to be determined jointly by the State Game Commission and officials of the 
U. S. Departments .of Agriculture end Interior, end that this limitation should (a) 

be dotermined each year after due verificetion of, the situation so as to mintoin 

the clk herds at not less than their present numbor. 
In the case of the Gallatin herd there is recognized intcrference by hunting 

with the naturel fall drift out of the Park. ‘The hunters line up along the Pork 

boundary end thus tend to force the elk back upon unsuitable winter rengo. it is 

very desirable thet the State of Montana consider 2 revision of the boundaries of 

the Golletin game preserve. At the same time the matter of shortening the hunting 

season should be considered. : g 

The Southern Group — 

4 careful count mdo in 1916 indicated thet thcro were then in this group 

about 20,000 olk. In view of considerable losses occurring since. that time, ccn- 

servetism would indicate the use of 16,000 to 18,000 as a safe estimate of the 

present number. The bulk of these herds summer in the Teton Forest just south of 

the Yollowstono National Park. The belence pass the summer months in the Park and « 

in the high mountains of the other portions of the Teton Forest, some doubtless 

crossing over the divides into the Wyoming cnd Bridger Forests. Summer rongo is 
plentiful and constitutes no serious problem. In the fall as storms come on, the J 

largor herds drift cown from the north across the Buffaio River to and acrcss the 

Gros Ventre, spreading out over the bare ridges and slopes and swinging cround over | 

a large territory east of Jackson Velley, and finally large numbers deseend into : 

the valley itsclf. The balence of the elk Which during the summor arc well scat- 

tered over most of the high mountains of the Teton Forest, come down in the winter 

to the lower areas, and cannot, with prosent information, be Gistinguished from 

those drifting down from the north. 
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The Teton Forest. below the high mountains is cheracterizéd by many bore 

ridges ond slopes, portions of which aro svept clecr of snow in the winter. It is 

upon these areas that the clk chiefly remin during the fall and mony remin there 

during the winter. Even during the most severe winters the stronger animals m.in- 

, tein themselves successfully on those ridges. During hard winters, howover, most 
ef the cows, calves and younger bulls work their way dovm to lower levels and in- 
to Jackson Volley. During the past winter about two-thirds of the entire herds ' 

were driven to the valley end the nearby hills by a rain end freeze causing the $ 
snow to crust carly in the season, but later they returned to the hills. 

Just 2s with the Northern group, the critical problem of the Southern 
herds concerns the winter renge. In the early days the elk passed down through 
Jackson Valley to the pleins beyond. Now these areas are all occupied ond the Vol- 

ley itself is practically all divided into renches. For yoars in winter the elk 

heve come out on the open fields of the valley. ‘The Government mintains here its 
"Winter Elk Refuge," 2 rench of about 1,200 acres where a certain ampunt of hay is 
‘produced for emergency feeding. The State of Wyoming buys hey for the clk from 

: one or two of the privete ranches, and the ranchers themselves heave been liberal 

in allowing the elk to pasture in their hey moadows ond heve often given thom hay 
from their stecks. But conditions ere becoming increasingly difficult, the value 

of hey has increased as the renchers hcve had to do more winter feeding of stock; _ 
and further, the effort to reise winter wheat has complicated the field pesturage 

problem. Consequently for several yeors there has been 2 tendcncy on the part of 
the renchmen to undertake to keep the elk awoy from their fields cnd stecks. The 
result of this hazing of the elk from place to place in their wenkencd condition 

is on increasing loss. The present situation in Jackson Valley has: become intol- 
ereble. The ranchers ore suffering, ond 2s they undertake in self defence to pro- 

tect their intcrests the elk suffer. The ronchmen for years have really beon con- 
tributing largely to the support of the elk. Now they frankly say that they can 

not afford to continue to do so. 
Two points stond out cloarly in this situation. First, there must be 

provided in Jackson Vallcy more public feeding grounds where the olk can find win- 

ter pasturage undisturbed by people. Second, every cffort should be made to re- 
serve for the clk the fecd on available range beck of the valley sc the number 

wintering in the valley my be kept as low as possible. 
: The main drift into Jackson Valley tends to center in an arce oxtending 

from about the Government ranch to ond beyond Flat Creck. It is here thet, curi- 

ously, the snowfall is apt to be less than in eny other part of the Valley. It is 
in direct line with the drift of clk from the Gros Ventre River. It is backed by 

Open slopes end ridges thet cre clso used by the clk. It is in this area thet ad- 
tional lands should be acquired for winter feeding grounds. About 10,000 acres 

are necded, which could be secured at a cost of approximately from $250,000 to 

$300,000. In addition it would be necessary to construct adequate fences ond the 

lends Kept in a productive condition to furnish good pasturage end hey for omer- 
gencics. The elk would lergely congregate on this extended public feeding ground, 

» They would be undisturbed by hazing and guarded from illogel killing. The noigh~ 

boring private renches would be protected from the present destruction of ficlds 

end cropse If hendled right the existence of such feeding grounds need not result 
+ in domestication and weakening of the elk. On the contrary, the crea is large 

enough ond supplies sufficicnt grazing, coupled with the winter ronge reserved on 
the ridges, to require the elk to rustle, and feeding would bo the last oe 
very unusual winters. Coming through the wintor strong, the condition of the gn- 

tire herd would improve rather than progressively become weakened. Tho separation 
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Of calves and weak clk from the main hord in smell ficlds to be fed has been proved 

to be successful and cen be done on a large scale, thus saving lerge numbers of 
animals that would otherwise perish. The sum of $300,000 to purcheso the lond and 

build the necessary fences and make other improvements is a small sum to perpetuate 
the excnt elk herds of the Soytrerm’ érdup. z 

; But this masstyS"sione is not sufficient.° The existing winter range in the - 
adjecent Naticnol Forest supplements it, furnishing forage to animals that do not 
go to Jackson Valley. There three important centers of winter renge exist in the 
hills. The first comprises the ridges directly adjacent te tho valley #n the east. 

They include the ares added to tho Teton Forest by the Act of Congress of August 
16, 1916, 2s well as some of the londs included within the former Forest boundary. 
Upon these lends no grazing permits ore granted, thus reserving for the elk in win- 

ter about 25,000 acres. 

A second important center of winter grazing land is in the Gros Ventre River 
basin, extending from the Red Hills up the river for a distance of 25 miles ond 
including approximately 48,000 acres. This zrea is characterized by 2 series of 

bere slopes end ridges separeted by revines, low basins, end flats. In tho winter 
@ portion of the ridges are wind swept and bare, while the lower lands ore under . 

heavy snow. This area has been withdrawn from further alienation and a long step 
has already been taken in favor of the elk by the restriction of cattle grazing. 
During the past season all cattle wore off the area by July 7. The early grazing 
was on the lower levels that are not much used by the elk in winter. The late 

grazing was limited to small numbers of stock owned by settlors living Within the 

arez.. The condition of winter feed on the slopes end ridges here constituting the 

winter range is excellent and should improve from year to year. 
The program calls for such further restrictions of stock grazing in 

this area as may be found necessary. The winter renge is now safeguarded but there 
is still some conflict concerning use of the spring range, though this is small. 
The final readjustment to clear up completely 211 conflict can not be accomplished 
at a single. stroke, without umccessary hardship on those who have been using the 

range. Fortunately conditions are so favorable as to permit a progressive solution 
of this problem. 

In cofinection with this Gros Ventre area there should ultimtely be an emer- 
gency public clk ranch. There are over 7,000 acres of agricultural land withheld 
from entry in the area and several admirable locations for the proposed develop- 
ment. Such a ranch should be developed on the Gros Ventre to be administered in 

connection with the present. and proposed Government renchces in Jackson Valley. It 
would hold many anim.ls away from the velley by supplying hay in emergencies, just 

&s is done below. 

The third area of winter range is in the valley of the Hoback River, ex- 

tending from Bryan Flats dovm to end adjoining the reserved area adjacent to Jack- 

son Valley. This ares. comprises about 60,000 acres. The remeining public lends 

there are withheld from any further alicnation, but it contains a mech larger 
amount of private lands and cleims then either of the other creas. The grazing 

problems are also much more difficult to work cut es the land has been used for . 

many yoars by the settlers of South Park and any sudden ending of the grazing priv- 

ileges would seriously injure them. Fortunatcly, on the other hand, the produc~ 

tiveness of this renge is very good, better than that in the other two areas, and , 

it has been so lightly stocked that there is good feed even where the cattle have 

been grazing. On ths bulk of the arca thore’ is no conflict between cattle ands 7°. 

elk,--that is, the highor ridges used by the elk in winter ere above the cattle 

area. Within an intermediate zone there is an overlapping. 
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Within this grca the restrictions up0n the number of cattle permitted 
here should ultimately remove any conflict that will affect the forage available 
for the elk, at least so far as the public lands are concerned. Tho readjustment 

* can bo brought about in a way te prevent injustice and unnecessary hardship on the 
settlers. Just as in the Gros Ventre area, it would be desirable to develop a hay 
ranch in the Hoback area in order to provide forage for the elk in hard winters. 

° This would, as in the case of the hay rench on the Gros Ventre tend to keep the elk 
in winter widely distributed and relieve the great loss arising from too great con- 

gestion on a limited area in Jackson Valicy. 

The general program of clk protection would be greatly benefited if the 

restricted areas described in the foregoing pages should bo made State gamo ref- 

uges. As already mentioned, elk habitually go where they are least disturbed, es- 

pecially by shooting. If the restricted areas were in addition refuges from hunt- 

ing an additional fector is introduced to control and maintain the herds. Just as 

with the Northern herds, the land control is only one part of the problem of main- 

taining the Souther herds. Once in effect, the proposals made above will go far 

to prevent the present great losses due to hard winters end short forage. The 

prevention of the great loss due to illegal hunting is 2 problem which mst be 

solved. The Federal Government can help cure the trouble on the public lands and 

will back the State so far as possible in its efforts off the National Forests. 

The same recommendation as regards control of hunting licenses in Mon- 

tana is made for Wyoming. It my be thet legal hunting now does no more than use 

the naturel increase of the elk. Let us stop illegal hunting and other avoidable 

losses and encourage, under strict control, the proper utilization of the natural 
increase. 

The Eastern Group 

The Northern herd extends its summer feeding along the coast side of the 

Park and into the Thorofare Creek watersheé., one of the tributaries of the Yellow- 

stone River southcast of the Park. The Southern herd summers south of tho Park on 
the Buffalo watershed end in the Two Ocean Pass district. Undoubtedly there is an 

exchange of animals between the herds in the Two Ocean Pass end those im the 

Thorofare Creck district. A portion of the clk summering in the last named area 

drift to the east and south. Those going east cross the high divide and winter in 

the Shoshone Netional Forest on the watershed of the North and South Forks of the 

Shoshone River, while those going south cross from the Buffalo into the Wind River 

district of the Washakie Forest. 
The 1916 estimates showed 1,200 animals on the Shoshone River watershed 

and 2 certain number in the Clarks Fork and Sunlight Basin districts. These let- 

ter summer upon the head of the lamar River ond Clarks Fork River outside the 

Park, end will be givon nc consideration in this discussion. 

2 As the result of a careful count in the spring of 1916 sixtcen hundred 

elk were found in the Shoshone River district. A greater number over the 1916 es- 

timate were reported in the Wind River district of the Washakic Forest for the 

» wititer of 1917-18. The incrcase was undoubtedly coused by the additional drift 

‘as a result of closing the Thorofare watershed to hunting ond opening a portion 

of the State Game Preserve south of the Pork. While it is true that a part of the 

elk wintering on these watersheds summer there, there is a distinct drift Over the 

high divides from the Buffalo and Thorofare regions. The cast line of the Yellow- 

stone Park is west of the divide and et one time the hunting colong this poundary 
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: drove the game back into the Park where no winter feed was available. This situe- 

tion was remedicd by the creation of a State Game Preserve which extends east from 
: the Park boundary well down upon the Shoshone slope, thereby giving the cnimals 

ummolestod access to the winter renges. This winter range comprises 2 series of 
grass slopes with south and west exposures. The slopes are connected by ridges £ 

Kept freo of snow by incessant winds. The lack of snow upon the ridges makes pos- 
sible the passage of the elk from one slope to another in the progress of their 

feeding. Winter observetion showed practically oll the elk of this crea wintering ~ 
; on the North Fork of the Shoshone River and its tributaries. Elk Fork, one of the 

principal ‘tributaries of the main Shoshone River, provides range for approximately 
one-half the clk on the North Fork. There is ample range on the Shoshone River to 

winter at least 2,500 or 3,000 animals. Provision should be mde in regulating the 

e killing, for increasing the herd to this number. The clk wintering hore are always 

ae found in excellent condition and the winter loss is extremely light. As in the 

ease of the Shoshone, some of the clk wintering on Wind River remain there through- 

out the summer, though there is a distinct drift over the Divide from the Buffalo. 

Just how extensive this drift is will be determined by observations to be made the 

fall and winter of 1918-19. 
On Wind River the conditions are excellont for a winter elk range. 

large areas are so far from water in summer thet they are practically untouched in 
that season while in winter the filling of the coulees with snow and sweeping of 

the snow from the ridgos ond exposed mesas provides conditions exceptionally well 
suited for an elk winter renge. The distribution and fine condition of the elk 

there as shown by winter observation, together with the known unfevoreble topo- 

graphic and climatic features of the range for domestic stock, make unnecessary 

the reservation of any areas here for winter range other then those already exist- 

ing under present allotments. It is quite evident thet the present Wind River 

herd cen be token care of in winter and increased from 1,100 to 2,500 head without 

conflict with other local interests. , 
The development of a ranch to produce hay for winter feeding on the 

Shoshone River near the mouth of Blk Fork will undoubtedly be advisable to provide 

for cmergency feeding, should this herd be increased to the full capacity of the 

range. Ample are2s of cultivable land on the public domain are available here 

should such action be found necessary. Such a ranch location will also be neces- 

sary on Wind River, should this herd be largely increased. Owing to lack of 

aveileble public lands here for such development, it would be necessary to purchese 

& location. 
Somewhat apart from the Yellowstone herds is the Green River herd on 

the Bridger Forest. Winter observation in 1916 showed 946 head upon Roaring Fork 

of Green River, while 100 head were found wintering at the Big Bend of Green 

River in close proximity to that herd. The swamps and willows ct the Big Bend and 

tho nearby open ridges provide excellent winter renge for 2 limited number of clk, 

and these swamps and ridges are unaffected by domestic stock. Should this herd ma- 

teriolly increase there is suitable cultiveble public land within this area that 

can be used for the raising of hay for severe winters. : 

In addition to the number at the head of Green River, clk are found 

throughout the Forest south upon these streams flowing into this river from the ¢ 

east. Elk found here bring the total number for the Bridger Forest up to about 

2,000, which it is estimated is cll this renge will support. A State Game Pre- 

serve closes a portion of the Forest to hunting and a proposed drift fonce on tho 

Roaring Fork winter range will isolate the arce from domestic stock. 
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“The Program ¢ 

Summing up tho situation the following is the proposed program: 

; 1. The maintenance of herds in the Yollowstone National Park region at 

at least their present number, estimated to be from 40,000 to 45,000 elk. This 

includes those wholly within the Perk, those entirely within the surrounding Ne- 

: tional Forests, and those occupying the Park 2 part of the time and the National 

® Forests the romzinder. The present herds should not be increased in size except 

at certain points where there is now available surplus winter renge. 

2. The use of the anual increase or surplus for legitimate hunting and 

distribution to build up other herds. 

3. Stato legislation to authorize limitation of hunting licenses, in 

number and by regions, tho limits and seasons to be determined from year to year f 

jointly by the State and Federal officers. : 

4. Under existing Rogulations of the Secretary of Agriculture recourse 

to the Federal Courts is authorized in cases of violation of the State game laws 

on the National Forests. The Federal courts should be used to supplement and 

strengthen the administration of State game laws. ‘ 

; 5. The closest cooperation should exist between the States and the Fed~ — 

eral Government and most vigorous efforts made to stop all illegal practices af- 

fecting the welfare of the clk. 3 

e 6. The addition to the Absaroke and Gallatin National Forests of the 

area north of Gardiner, Montana, withdravm under date of Aprai-16, 1907 

7. The acquisition by purchase or exchange of the necessary portions of 

the private land within this area. : : ' 

8. State legislation establishing certain needed portions of these and 

adjoining areas as 2 game refuge. : : P 

9. The progressive readjustment of grazing permits on certain portions 3 

of the Gallatin end Absaroka National Forests to mect the present or futuro re- 

quirements of the Northern elk herds for winter range. i; 

10. The consideration of Legislation establishing a Game Refuge in the 

Madison Netional Forest, and mking certain extentions of the existing State game 

preserve in the Gallatin National Forest. i 

ll. The progressive extinguishment of the sheep grazing privileges in the 

ares. of the Absaroka National Forest north of the Park to the Boulder Divide in 

order to prevent eny possible conflict within this crea between wild life and do- 

mestic stock. 

42. The extension of the Yellowstone Nationel Park southward to include 

the areas in which the greater part of the southern group of elk find their sum- 

mer rango. , 

13. To acquire in Jackson Valley, Wyoming, about 10,000 aeres of private oO 

lands adjacent to the present winter elk refuge which are essential to provide f 

necded edditionel winter forage. : 

14. To continue, and at certain points enlarge, the three so-called re- 

stricted areas of winter range, that adjacent to Jackson Valley ELk eee that ee 

+ situated on the Gros Ventre River, and the third in the volley of the Haback; ' 

and to progressively work out the grazing problem to meet the full requirements - 

: og the clk which winter in this section or which mey be induced to do so. The re- 

* gstrietions on the number of domestic stock permitted there already put into effeot . 

constitute a long step in this direction. 
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15. To secure State legislation to establish these restricted areas as 

game refuges. 

16. To enlarge the present Government ranch under administration of the 

Bureau of Biological Survey in Jackson Valley; end to establish an ouxiliary hay 

' farm within the Gros Ventre restricted arca end enother within the Hoback area in 

. order to provide forage during severe seasons for cnimals wintering in these sec- + 

tions, and thereby constitute; an added inducement for more elk to remain in those* 

areas instead of drifting in¥o\Jackson Valley. | 

17. To extinguish ffrogressively the few sheep grazing preferences at the 

head of Willow Creck in thof Toten National Forest. This will eliminate 211 sheep 

grazing from the srea now within the Teton Forest. : 

18. The most vigofous campaign possible against predatory enimals that 

destroy clk. f 

19. Certain readjustment of grazing privileges in the Roaring Fork region 

of the Bridger National Forest to mect the negds of winter range for the elk. 

20. Consideration of State legislation needed to require hunters to report 

the number cnd kind of geme animals killed, and to preserve and make economic use 

of the meat. 

21. Furthor study of the grazing situetion southwest of the Park to de- 

termine whether there should be any further readjustment or restriction of the a1- 

lotments there to domestic stock. The data at hand arc not complete enough to de- 

termine this question. 
22. <A special study of the migratory drift, end winter and summer habits 

of the elk, to supply certain facts now in doubt. This should be in addition to 

regular observations by local officers to secure information bearing on the condi- 

tion of the herds, annual increases, losses, and other questions. : 

y , 

Decomber 23, 1918. \ 

a 
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Digest of “the Younding of Neweastle" (now Webster City, Ia.) 

Sarah BSrever-Bonebright 

Historical Department of Iowa, Des Moines, 1921. 

p. 6-7. Hager First settler in Hawilton Co. Minter Brassfield, 
» at Hooks Point (en route to Des Moines). Author 

located 6 mi. S. Webster City in 15hs. 

Pp. 24 Crop Nemace by pigeons, geese, sandhill erane, turkey. 

Pp. 5ST EXk. Brasefield Killed a total of 150 elk in Towa. 

Bp. 72 Beax. Nolmmersus. “Cur boys discovered bear sign only a few 
tines.” One killed at Brassfield place? 

Pp. 139 Swan. Captured several young swans in 19590. 

p- 141 Berg. “Our Wmmters supplied us with eges . . from the nests 
of wild turkeys ani geese.* 

p. 187 Prairie Fireg. Several settlers caught and burned to death. 

Pp. 215 Beer snd Bik Migration. Very hard winter in 1852-3. “The 
severe winds an’ storms from the 8.¥. forced the big came 
southward. At frequent intervals during the winter great 
droves of elk and deer were seon making their way through 
the mountains of snow alone the river east of town. « . 
Hazel brosh, bramble-thickets and saplince alone the path 
of the moving animals were browsed to the ground . . and 
good-sized trees were limbed and barked . . Big Game herds 
were never so mmerous after 1255.* 

Pp. 220. Mik milled around fn a solid mass of 150 to keep warme 

File: fowa 
: ; Park 

Bear 
Blk 
Waterfonl
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Copy. 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
FOREST SERVICE 

; TUSAYAN NATIONAL FOREST. 

/ 

a : @ Ash Fork, Arizma, 
Fish .& Game-Tusayan November 23, 1921. 

Forest Supervisor, 

Williams, Arizona. % 

Dear Sir: 

Reference to ‘your note of a few days ago inquir- 

ing about the elk horns in the window of the Northerh Arizona * 

CommercialCompany store as Ash Fork: . | 

These horns were picked up by Mr. H. Yoder this 

year-in 7. 24 N., R. 2 W, G. & S.-Ri Mer, Ur. Yoder states 

that he has picked up other horns in this vicinity. 

Mr. Thomas Smith (Tennessee Smith) states that 

the last elk he saw in this country was about 1881. 

Very truly yours, ; 

Frank J. Cox, : 

: Forest Ranger. 

Lea or Cegtd 3 

OE 

’
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3 A Quail Observation: "Previous to opening of the quail season a large number of 

5 half-grown quail were noticeable in nearly all the flocks in the Rincon Rmger 

S Station pasture, and along the creek just outside the pasture. Several of the local 

8 stockmen advance the statement that two hatchings of quail were raised this year, 

< owing, so they say, to the exceptionally favorable season. However, it is believed 

Lg the contrary is what really happeneds In May and Jue it was noticed that quail 

> were still running in flocks. In August and even as late as September, several 

1 bunches of small, quite young quail were seen and it is these that are arousing the 

x hunters! curiosity as to why this year's quail are not as large and well matured as 

§ in years of ordinary seasons. My opinion is that the wise birds concluded there was 

y insufficient water, or too meven distribution of water, for them to take up house~ 

a keeping prior to the rainy season. While the rainy season started, this. year, on 

PSs about the usual date, prior to that time the scarcity of water kept the quail con- 

S gregated close to permanent springs, which are few and far between in this neck of 

» the woodse occasions such as this, a law regulating the opening of quail season 

3 a few weeks mtil the birds mature more fully, would be a good move both for the 

x sportsmen and the State Game Department." (Coronado Bulletin) 

So; Held: Pooler (D-5) 
a 4 Visitor: Chapline, ashington (Coronado } 

S y> Leave: Talbot, Mullen, Kircher ; 

3 (9 Detail: Salton, Coconino (D.0.) ; 

rl FRANK C. W. POOLER, District Forester, 

i re By R. E. Marsh » Acting.



Lincoln Inspection - 1921 

H1lk in Ruidoso three double brow tined 

shed horns at Gavilan tower, evidently picked 

up locally. Also a horn at Ruidoso Sta,
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Lincoln Inspection - 1921 

Blk in Sacramentos. Messer says in early fall 

of 1899 he saw 1 bull, 2 cows, and 2 calves 

just west of Lightning Lake on head of Sacra- 

mento, Probably all killed by Riley Baker uma 

or S. M. Massey following winter, Horns have 

been found as far as Weed. Also found a few 

horns on Lineoln Div.
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Apache Inspection - 1921 

Becker has a set of elk horns from centre- 

fire on Blue; another pair of double brow 

tonged (place unknown) and a very heavy 

whitetail head from above ager.



Gila Inspection - 1922 

glk horn at © has elk horn picked up near 

Pryor Qabin. Double brow tine, huge spread.



Sitgreaves Inspection - 1922 

Blk Neither Maxwell nor Wilhelm knew of 

any Original elk on Sitgreaves or west - could 

not explain the Ash Fork head,



DATLY BOLIED IN 

Now 447 U. S. Forests Service December 5, 1922. 
A Southwestern Dist:cict 

Recognizance: Perhaps its a new Forest Service activity. A local item in a 
newspaper published in D~3 says that, "~~~ a member of the United Stetes Forsst 

Service's recognizance party has left the Service temporarily - --- ". 

Insurance: Many Forest officers took out their insurance in the Government : 

Employees Mutual Relief Association years ago, naming their beneficiary on the 

basis of cmditions existing at that time. Meanwhile conditios have changed 

for many of us ~ single men have married, etc. Remember that time to change 

your beneficiary is before death. F. C. W. P, 

Special Use vs. Mill Location: An interesting law decision from Montana sus- 

tains a prior ordinary special use permit for a residence as superior to a 

mill site location, The United States obtained odecree quieting its title 

and enjoining the mill site claimants from setting up, or re-asserting their 

claims or interivering with the cccupancy of the land by the tenant of the 
Government. While no defense was attempted, the case with the law laid down 
by Judge Bourquin, an eminent jurist, greatly strengthens our position. Mr. 

Bnothers represented the Forest Service in the case. 

Dry Years end Trout Fry: Has a dry year when no floods occur, like the present 

one, anything to do with increased natural re-stocking of trout in the movmmtain ae 

streams? I have asked myself this question several times this year. Accord- 
ing to my observations, i would say yes. I have noticed during the summer on os 

several trout streams on my district, thousands of small fry, averaging from 
13 inch to two inches. The number has been much larger compared tocother. years 

when floods occur. I think 211 mowmtain streams have had a large natural. © 

re-stocking this year. Would like to hear from someone else on this subject. 

J.A.R. (Santa Fe, News Bulletin) : 

An Elie on the Carson: The Carson Pine Cone says,"A bull Elk was found by 

Maurice Galjagher, a rancher in Red River Canyon, one day last week. At the 

time of first discovery the Elk was dom and could not get up and apparently 

suffering greatly. On a visit the next day he was found dead. Mr. Gallagher 

then skinned the animal and brought the head and hide into Red River City, 

where it is now in the possession of E. P. Westoby. Mr. Westoby has written 

to the State Game Warden for permission to keep the head. An examination of 

| the head disclosed the fact that one side of the lower jaw was broken, thus 

| preventing the enimal from chewing and eventually causing death. No bullet 

| hole could be found in the hide so it is presumed that the wound was probably 

| caused by a battle with another bull. No Elk is mown to exist in this part 

| . of the country, and the oly feasible explanation of this Elk's appearance 

| here is that in his pain and suffering he wandered from the Bartlett Ranchs 

‘ee is about sixty miles Northeast of here. 

_ Field: Isang (Forest Products Laboratory) 
Visitor: Kimball, Tusayan (DO) 
Leave: Kerr. 
Acting: Jones.



Santa Fe Inspection - 1923 

41k Horns 

& double brow tine: horns and 1 single 
brow tine found by Hiram A. Harvey at 
Harvey ranch about 1890. He said 
there were none left here when he came in 
1882. 

i double tine found on Blk Mt. in 1920 
by R. Springfeld, Porvenir Route, las Vegas.



Santa Fe Inspection - 1923 

Pankey says there are 2 elk (presum- 
ably drift from Pecos herd) on Saton Grant 
south of Lamy. Also says he has 350 deer.



Tonto Inspection - 1923 

Blk Cataract Cn. Musgrave said. Qld horns 

and records of Kill 20 yrs. ago.
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DAILY BULLETIN 
No. 24m107 U. S. Forest Service November 7, 1923, 

Southwestern District 

How Much is a "Mark": A letter posted in Berlin reached the DO this week. 
It had three five million mark stamps on the envelope, ihich would indicate 
that five milli marks are worth one cent. 

Into Business: Forest Ranger Frank Bascom of the Tusaysn resigned October 

$1 to take up comnerce with the Ackley-Mérrisom Merchantile Company, Sisson, 
California, in which coneerm he has purchased an interest. Mr. Bascom has 
the disginction of having once been secretary to Blbert “ubbard for a 
period of four years. 

Watershed Handhook: There is being prepared in this office for Cistributim 
to the field sometime this winter, a new section to be added to the Lands 

Handbook covering the subject of watersheds and erosim. ‘This section will 
cover what we know about erosim control ané watershed administration in 
the Southwest. It will consist largely of dhagrams and illustratims. 

fod Still They Go: Springerville reports that 15,000 ears have passed 
through there so far and 1500 more expected before the seas closes. 
Similar number is reported by Gallup authorities. The total for both routes 
would aggregate 33,000 cars. In addition it is estimated that 15,000 cars 
have taken the Deming route. This would place the total. travel through 

Albuquerque this season at 48,000 cars. ~The present daily average is 500 
cars, or about 2,000 people. 

Elk On National Forests Increase: The number of elk that graze om the nation- 

al forests of the United States is now placed at 40,500 by the recently coms 
piled big game estimate. Owing to mild winters and good summers the elk 
herds in the vicinity of Yellowstone Park have been growing during the last 
three or four years. It is feared that, with the limited range available, 
elk in that region may become so numerous that an wmusually hard winter will 
again cause heavy die-off losses such as occurred in 1919-20. The Sitgreaves 

herd which ten years ago cosisted of 65 head has now increased to over 350 
head. 

Roads and Trail Siens: Reference is made to item in Daily Bulletin of October 
8. Trail signs painted on this forest in 1910 are still in use in some places. 
These signs were painted on galvanized iro using three kinds of paint. The 
iron was first painted with a paint prepared for galvanized iron, two coatt. 
Then they were painted white with carriage paint ané the black paint used last 
painting over all except the letters. The signs were durable but as only oe 

coat of black paint was put m they did not last ay longer than the present 
Signs. The signs should be pumched for nails before being painted as the 
driving of naiis through the iron breaks the paint and causes it to scale. 

Z (Ranger J. C. McNelty, Prescott) 

Field: Kircher (Coronado); Marsh (Crook); Cheney (Datil); 
: Cook (Tmto); Hughes, Myers (Manzano). 

Acting: Leopold.



March 17, 1924. 

Elk. 

H. R. Leatherman of Taos says there were no elk to his 
knowledge in the Tacs Mountains but there were some around ; 
Raton. Elk were, of course, found in the Cumbres on the 
Amarilla Division. 

e\y\v



. . Sitgreaves Elk in Good Condition: Ranger Baldwin of the Chevalon District 

yw of the Sitgreaves says'he has recently seen several herds of elke These 

Cy ‘ are incréases from the planting on the west end of the Sitgreaves about 
cP ra nae years ago, A few days ago, he came upon a bunch of sixty or seventy. 

ws q@ '\ os “hey were, not wild and he was able to get within thirty: or forty yards of 
Cy A Ml them. THey tere all im good condition »fter winter. He could not deter- 

ji WW \ mine the proportionate number of bulls dnd cows in the band because none 
\“ of them carried antlers, it being the séason between horn shedding time 

and new growth- One 6f'the bands seen not long ago was inside of a pas~ 

ture, When the elk were scared they ran to the fence at once. Some of 

them cleared it without hesitation, while others pushed the wires with 
their breasts first and then when it did not yield they backed off and 

: jumped it easily. : Neva 

- monn ana ifen n= ‘ 
“96 ;
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Rc 7 
hci 6 = 40-24 Oe ' 

oe Points for Check List on Blk 

le Comparisons as to spread , length and bssal girth of 
horns of (a) virginel S.W. elk, present Yellowstone elk, and 
present introduced herds. - 

| 26 Have the planted elk kept their Yellowstone habits or 
have they adapted themselves to 5.W. conditions with respect to 
phrenology, food habits, ete. It would be extremely valuable if 
we could got eny evidence as to phrenology of originsl elk to see 
Beg ater had adapted their breeding dates to summer rainy period 
like the deer have, but I suppose this will be impossible. 

. 3» Individuel ‘histories of lone bulls persisting after 
exterminetion of x herds, such as the one alleged to have 
lived on Chicoma Mt. in Jemez. 

4, Individual instances of "drift" such as the ones from 
Sitgreaves herd seen on Freeman Mt, on Detil, Lake Roosevelt on 
Ponto, Mogollon Cr.(?) on Gila, and from Colorado seen on Valle- 
eitos Cr. on Carson. ¢ 

‘ 

5, Arizona “Island”, Was Cataract Canyon the winter 
renge end Williems country the summer range or were both year- 
long renge? If yearlong, were they separated or joined? 

‘ ee el neti eeu a os
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Jame 11,1924, 
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Fish and Game 

Sitgreaves 

Forest Supervisor, 

Holbrook, Arizona. ; 

Dear Sirs | 

Refererse is saée to your letter of May 28, 

and Mr Leopold's note of May 27: : 

I am not prepared to say just when the Blk 

do shed,but it is my opinion that they begin the 

later part of February and continue through Hareh, 

as I have never seen anyfri th horns eat this time. 

They rut through the later part of 

September, and the month of Oetober,and calve in 

May and the fore part of June,aceording to the best 

dope I have. 

Fae LL. : 

orest Ranger 
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é Fish & Game-Santa Fe, eh ee eed Albuquerque, lew Mexico,” 

; (Pecos Bik): Stare. October ‘8;: 1924. 3 

: * “MEMORANDUM “FOR DISTRICT PORESPER AND PORMST. SUPERVIS On. te : 

Se, On August 22, 1925 while: viding up.the ridge between. 
>) the forks of the. south’ fork of Willow’ Creek, 1 saw a bunch Se Sh 

fk. Of elk. praving in‘aspen timber.. Three horses: were aaa : 
2 With themy=.I rode up within forty feet of the bunch and watched ”.: 

: : them: samme: for perhaps half 'a minute. They took no notice of ~ 
meat @il.and I -could see plainly what =they .were.eating. This vc. 
consisted of grass entirely, no browse and no weeds, the grasses ee 

f »‘being Avene and two different Bromus: later examination — 
: ofthe ground where they were srazing: showed vetch nipped consid- —. 

erably. tut none of>the other vegetation which consisted: largely. y" 
: of. weeds, violets, straw berries, meadow rue, ‘geraniums, yellow 

peas, peas, and avlittle blue erass. es 

i - ‘Jd started riding up towards the bunch when -my horse : 
whifnied At-the other horses. ‘the edk, all dooked .up and showed : 

| a little animation but no» rush as deer would have done undér- : y 
ies similer .conditionss «@hey then started off on a slow trot down 

: :/ the’ hille@ehrough the aspen. One hundred yards farther-up the 
“< DETTE sawa big bull. with horns: about two feet ALong in the 5 

ae velvet. He was éating the same grasses the rest were and acted 
a we Lake “the cothers eiyine: no indication of ‘knowing of my presence ; 
, us) even thotpheEwas in plain sight. He trotted off slowly.as my: Pd 
[ae oe, Horse. Whim ied hes es : ge ee eee 

- The .count'was as follows - Bleven in 41]: consisting ... : 
of one calf, three bulls, five cows, one yearling and. one: other « <; 

= that. T eeuld’ not sée well. In addition there were’ probably ; 
erthreé or four others that I either heard or caught fleeting ; 

‘=< Glimpses (of: ae: they trotted away. Later; 1 crossed their tracks, <. 
£5 Qne milf mile away from. the place, where they had heen sreving and. = 

>: and they were still trotting in a straight line. ae ms 

Te > <Mhé country where they were ranging is’ feirly rough and: : 
the timber pret ty thick but, it has a‘good stend of feed and. is 

: not closely utilized. Iam still of the: opinion that. they will) o> 
= “run in the, very rowgh and inaccessible country only when forced : 

Ve into it .fromovererased. conditions ‘outside .or for protection, © : 
and«that they are very similar to.cattle -in- their. liking-for open~ .. 

uo va flat pa rks’.or open timber containins a:good stand ef forage, 3. | -.os. 

“Sopa Rasy ‘eraeses. (G'S Ss rm See 

ee ee WE Be ery ra a 
ee ta cay Go em ie See (Gra gAMe Ee eM iBank es ee



G de 
Fish & Game-Santa Fe, Albuquerque, New Mexico, 

(Pecos Elk) October 8, 1924. 

MEMORANDUM POR DISTRICT FORESTER AND FOREST SUPERVIC OR. 

On August 22, 1923 while riding up the ridge between 

the forks of the south fork of Willow Creek, I saw a benctr 

of elk grazing in aspen timber. ‘Three horses == 

with them. I rode up within forty feet of the bunch and watched 

them ae perhaps half a minute. They tock no notice of 

me at a; I could see plainly what they were eating. This i 

consisted of grass entirely, no browse and no weeds, the grasses 

being Avena and two different Bromus. later a examination 

of the ground where they were grazing showed vetch nipped consid- 

erably bt none of the other vegetation which consisted largely 

of weeds, violets, straw berries, meadow rue, geraniums, yeilow 

peas, peas and a little blue grass. 

I started riding up towards the bunch when my horse 

whinniea at the other horses. fhe elk all looked up and showed 

a little animation but no rush as deer would have done under 

similer conditions. They then started off on a slow trot down 

the hill through the aspen. One hundred yards farther up the 

hill I saw a big ball with horns about two feet ylong in the 

velvet. He was eating the same grasses the rest were and acted 

like the others giving no indication of knowing of my presence 

even though I was in plain sight. He trotted off slowly as my 

horse whinnied. 

Phe count was as follows - Eleven in all consisting : 

of one calf, three bulis, five cows, one yearling end one other 

that I could not see well, In addition there were probably 

three or four others that I either heard or caught fleeting 

elimpses of as they trotted away. Later, I crossed their tracks, 

one half mile away from the place where they hed been graging and 

and they were still trotting in a straight line. 

The country where they were ranging is fairly rough and 

the timber pretty thick but it has a good stand of feed and is 

not closely utilized. I em still of the opinion that they will 

run in the very rough end inaccessible country only when forced 

into it from overgrazéd conditions outside or for protection, 

and that they are very similar to cattle in their liking for open 

flat parks or open timber containing a good stand of forsge, 

largely grasses. 
WE eee 2 

Grazing Examiner. 

Copy on pal fe 
fad.
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MEMO FOR BOOK FILES 

on 

SITGREAVES ELK. 

Will Cc. Barnes says that the last elk on the 

Sitgreaves was killed at Cluff Cienega in 1884. This is 

the present location of the town of Cooley, recently 

changed to McNary. Mr. Barnes says that he helped to eat 

this elk. AL



Egan bof, 5 we, He Experts have spent three years studyinz the relation of this pheriom. i: ; On With the fall of rain and have learned that the interval between the 
f pa” dates when these wiant firgrorks are most active has grova progressively 
ae Shorter during the last half century, while the Periodic:ty of wet yoars 

in England has shown a corresponding change. The mathomatical curves indi- 
cate a relationship that is too definite to be Overlooked. They claim that 
if any faith can be placed in the constancy of the solar prominence of the 
Sun, the year 1525 Should be a dry one for England and a droughty one for 

- the rest of tho world. ; i : 
The year 1924 was bad enough from the forester's vievpoint, and if 

1925 is to be Yorse it behooves each and every man in the.Service to look 
to his lines of defense,—-J.17 2, 
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wep dS Antelones Increasing in Southern Nev Mexico: According to Deputy Gamo Warden 
an We Bue Soul @ oe Silver City, Nav Mexico, who has just made a report to the 

wee State. Game Department, the antelope herds of southern Nev Mexico are in- 
> Creasiag in size, Searcity of waterinc: Places, the same warden says, Has 
g erolren up the main herds into srmalq groups that are rangine in widely sep- 

a arated SORE OEE EE SES ONE MrEE TERE, ‘various herds at the average 
Sq? Tatio of one farm to about three old ones, This is said to be a decided 

increase over the pass fay years, 
é 

Sudden Service: The Forest Service has chafed at times undor delays in zete 
ting Service of bepers by United States Marshals, Here is a case, however, 
that so far as D-3 Imovs, is a Tecord beater. -It shows a burst of spced 
that offors a challenze-to be equaled. Late one afternoon the United States Marshal at Senta: Fe vas fiven Complaint and Summons to serve in- 
volving a genit which vas being filed for the regovery of Erazing fees, ‘ 
Service wag duly mde upon defendant fi fty miles northenst of Espanola, 
Seventy-five or eighty .milos from Santa Fe, the following day, as shown by 
the Marshalig return, ; 

; 

wen nn ah 

DISUR ICU As INTERMOUNTAIN DIsTR ier 
ee OUTEATIN DISTRICT 

Elk Drive: tn elk drive was Yecontly staged on the Nebo division of the 
Uinta Forest. S. B. Locke of the District Office was presont, Poproscnting 

wa aw



the Forest Service, to~other vith the local Ransers on the ground. As 

an educational matter the clk drive vas a huge success - as a drive it 

“ Was pretty much of a failure. it was planned to gather the elk, start— 
: ing near the southvest corner of the Nebo division and herd them north- 

ward above the fenced fields along the Forest boundary to the vicinity 

of Santaquin, thence eastward across Spanish Fork Canyon into the main 
Uinta Forest. The drive never even got started. The elk were located 

og in the mountains and drivers on foot and horscback went in on the west 
g slopes of Mt. Nebo and started thom westward down the ridges, while 

= a others were stationed below to turn them north, The first drivers fricht- 

& * ened them a little and they came down out of the mountains pretty fast. 
so 3 When they found other drivers at the foot of the mountain waiting tc turn 
% ds them they became thoroushly frichtcned. It was expected that under the 

a circumstances they would try to <ct back into the rough country and moun— 
j ; tains where they were at home, but instcad many of them headed for the 

s Open and tore through ficlds and fences, through farm yards and even 
> through the main highvay in the town of Mona.. Two animals, a cow and a 
aon buck, were run down by horses until exhaustcd and-vere taken by truck to 

3 . Springville. The buck which had injured itsclf in a fence diced and the 

V3 ° cov appears to be in quite a-preeariovs condition. At least three animals 
gs8 headed westward, crossing through farms, roads, and the railroad and 

of at finally reached the mountains on the other side of the valley- It proved 

—~ utterly impossible to pull off any controlled driving of the animals. 

Personnel Chanzes: Following the transfer of Mr. R. D. Garver from the 
District Office to the Mdison Laboratory, a large string of promotions 

; has gone into effect as follows: 

Supervisor Dana Parkinson:of the Vasatch Forest will take Garver's 

position as Assistant in Grazing, effective March 16. Supervisor E. C. 

Shepard of the Boise will move to the Wasatch to take Parkinson's position 

April 1. “Supervisor G. B. Mains of the Payotte Forest will move to the 

Boise to fill the vacancy there the same date. Supervisor Rice of the 

Weiser will move to Mains! old position and Supervisor Raphacl of the 
Uinta will take the position at Weiser.. All these changes are offcctive 

April 1, On May 1, Suporvisor DeMoisy of the Ashley will move to Provo 
to take charge of the Uinta Forest, while Deputy Supervisor Nord of the 
Wyoming Forest will assume the supervisorship of the Ashloy Forest May 16. 
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: « UNiTED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

THE FORESTER i 

AND REFER TO runs ce SS WASHINGTON 

G-Z April 4, 1925. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Forest Service Laboratory, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold; 

A carbon of your letter of March 30 to Mr. Rush 
of the Lewis & Clark National Forest has been received. 

I think there is no question but what mountain sheep 
have suffered from scab in many regions of the west. Whether 
or not they die of it is another thing. Scab as a rule sel- 
dom kills sheep but merely reduces their vitality, so that 
during a hard winter they are not able to withstand the lack 
of feed, and naturally those suffering from scab are the first 
to succumb. 

We have an absolute case where an elk hide was taken 
from a scabby elk in the Yellowstone region, brought to the 
east, and sent to the Bureau of Animal Industry for identifi- 
cation. The ticks were still on the hide when it was received 
here in Washington and were identified as cattle ticks. As 
a rule, however, it is safe to say that cattle and sheep ticks 
do not under ordinary circumstances infest other animals ex— 
cepting in extreme cases. Among these are primarily a very 
low physical condition of the animal, which the Bureau of 
Animal Industry felt sure was the reason why the elk was in- 
fected. 

I doubt very much if mountain sheep throughout the 
west were exposed to sheep scab fromdomestic sheep in the 
early days. This of course was merely because in the early 
days domestic sheep did not reach the high regions where the 
mountain sheep ordinarily range. Within comparatively recent 
years, however, where the mountain sheep have been forced out 
of the higher ranges due to heavy snows, they have come down 
lower than usual, which brought them into ranges where domestic 
sheep had previously fed. In these instances there is no ques- 
tion but what the disease could have been vicked up by the 
mountain sheep and carried back to the higher regions and 
left there, so that the mountain ranges have finally become 
infected. 

Sincerely your 

Ww Assistant Forester.
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the hardest, “iwhile they @o not want to be destructive in eny 
; way,".are getting to where they want the ontelope thinned down 

to where they will not consume so much of their forage, as they 
need it for domestic use. There are as high as from 25 to 50 
heac of antelope in“some of these places ct one time, and are 
there every dav. . 5 . 

caretin py fold etir f 
—— eee ee 

The following observations are given by Renger White of 
District Noi 1 of this IForest; 

"The rutting season for elk occurs during the 
latte: part o: Sepvtember, and continues through Ao 
most of October. The cows drop their calves from 
the first to the tenth of June. The migratory 
elk stert to leave the Park in the fell from the 
20th of September until as late as the 10th of 
November, Gevencing upon the weather conditions; 
they are generally all out from Jamuery 5 until 
February 2. They begin to migrate beck again be- 
tween April 11 and May 3 and are back in the Park 
agein some time betveen the first of June and the 
first of July. The elk, duzing the spring and 
fell, like domestic sheop, scem to »refer weeds 
to other forage plants. I have been able to make 
very few observations. during their summer feeding, 
but during the fell, as soon es they start to 
drift out upon tris district, I noted that they 

ate the following plants: frosted weeds, such as 
fiveweed, aster, lupine, tall larkspur, thistles, 
nearly every specimen of grass, particularly »sunch 
grasses, vrome, wheat, blue anc June grasses, wil- 
low and asyen leaves, pine needles (mostly dry), 
anc a very few fir cones. The examination of the 
contents of an elk's stomach, killed during the 
early part of the past hunting season, Cisclosed 
the fect that that particular elk had eaten ap- 
proximately 75% punch grass anc other fine grass- 
es, 14% weeds, 5% sedges, 5% aspen en@ willow 
leaves, and 1% arv pine needles and & very few 
cones. When there is no snow covering the ground 
the elk: feed by taking a nibble here end a nibble 

yo there, not feeding heavy in any one place, but 
when the snow gets deeper ani the grasses and weeds 
are broken down and lie close to the ground, the : 
elk eats evervthing that he paws the snow off cown 
to the groune -- weeds, grasses and everything. As 
winter proceeds anc the snow gets still Geeper, the 
elk eat more end more browse. I have observed that 
they ate willows, birch, shrubby cingquefoil, sage 
and asven (bark as well as young twigs). In ex- 
treme hunger, elk will feed on the neecles and 
young twigs of coniferous trees. Bull elk start 

ete :
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/ shedding their horns in March and continue to do so up until 
tne latter part of May and the first part of June. This de- 
pends upon the condition the bull is in -- if he is in good » 
snape he sheds early and vice versa. In June horns mey"De” 
seen in the velvet in a steges of develorment from small 
stbs up to horns 12 and 16 inches long. By the 10th of 
October the bull has his horms fully polished. 

"The rutting season for deer is approximately from 
October 20 until about November 15. Deer feed similer to 
elk except thet they co not consume so mich gress. They are 

‘ very fond of aspen leaves in the fell, end instences have been 
mentioned where they’-will stand upon their hinc legs with 
their, front legs resting against the trunk ofa tree in order 

“ tO reach aspen leaves. 

"Moose feed mostly from swamps and on willows. They con- 
sume a large quantity of spruce needles md young twigs during 
the winter. It is reported that cow moose have caives only 
every other year. The bulls shed their horns sround the first ; 
of the year." : 

-000- : 

The Garcen or Eden Discovered? 

Talking about ol@ things, the Garcen of Z¢ten now looms up, 
at least that is what locel historians have cubbec an interest- 
ing spot adjacent to the Mono Forest. 

The wonders of the place led to the-San Francisco EXAMINER 
sending 9s special reporter and later an experienced: nvestiga- 
tor to look’ it over. The site is along the Hust Walker river, 
almost the identieal spot where on January 25, 1844, Fremont 

found nuts of the single leaf pine from which the species was 
identified and namec. | § 

The main interest of the place is that prehistoric people 
have left their traces through numerous hieroglyphics. on out- 
eropping basaltic: rocks, covering several acres: The nlece be- 
ing close to a »xunlic roea. makes it easy of access enc it is 
visited by many a Sundey party. One of the young members of 
the reporter's party on visiting the "garden" asked where the 
fig trees grew. 

It may be possitle that later Giscoveries will lead to 
petrified specimens contemporaneous with the HMohave Desert 
palms noted in @ previous issue of the News Letter. Neer this 
Some spot a sheed herder picked up a fossilized tocth of a 
Mestodon. It is barely possible that thoss bloomin' mastocons 
ete up the fig orcharG shortly after Eve picked her first party 

frock. -- Mono. 

: California District News Letter. 
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Wichita Trip = November, 1925. 

Notes on Elk 
By Leopold 

@ 
Calves Shanklin thinks they occasion- 

ally have twins, as he has seen a 
cow with two suckling. Calves are 

e spotted. 

Horns shed from to April, 

but most come off during ° 

@ Herds Saw 8 prime bulls in one bunch 
but only spike bulls with does and 
yearlings. 

Wild Eli found in Wichita Mts. as 
late as 1881 (Nelson). 

Stock At least part of it came from 

Anthony, Idaho, in 1910. Shipped 
by Biological Survey. 
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interest and value would be enhanced to the General Land Office; Seth E. Gordon, Exec 

egree that attractive natural forest sur- utive secretary, Izaak Walton League; 0. H. 

roundings are lacking. Van Norden, Campfire Club, New York; Kermit 

I feel that this feature of camp- Roosevelt, American Game Protective Assn.; 

ground improvement is just as worth while as Dr. T. S. Palmer, American Society of Man- 

ine other improvements which we are in- malogists; and Arthur Ringland, National 

stalling. I would like to see it aggressive- Conference on Outdoor Recreation. 

ly taken up and worked out in accordance with Each of these persons represented an 

he opportunities and requirements in the organization deeply interested in the sub- 

" various regions. In many instances planting ject. All are well acquainted with the in- 

bees can be organized or local plantings by tricate and perplexing problems surrounding 

Boy Scouts and the like, so that added local the management of the Yellowstone elk herds 

interest will attach to the undertakings. as a whole and the Jackson Hole herd inparti- 

It would be a fine way to celebrate Americ cular, Each came to the conference convinced 

Forest Week. F that there was a crying need for a practical 

. _ well-thought-out plan for the future handling 

of this part of the Yellowstone elk. 

THE PROBLEM OF THE JACKSON HOLE ELK Fortunately almost coincident with the 

i meeting a count of these animals was fur- 

By Will C. Barnes, Washington. nished. It was made jointly by representa- 

tives of the Forest Service, Biological 

Early in February, 1927, Secretary of Survey, and the State of Wyoming. Under such 

War Davis, Chairman of the President's Con— supervision this count was accepted as being 

mittee on Outdoor Recreation, designated a as nearly correct as was humanly possible. 

Commission representing all agencies directly In order that the reader may grasp the 

engaged in handling the Jackson Hole elk serious situation which this herd constantly 

herd, as well as other organizations and faces, the five counts made by competent 

officials actively interested in their wel- Government officers are submitted, as fol- 

fare, to meet at Washington to consider the LOWS POLS A rekds OeCF U AOLG oi Oa Oe 

future management of these animals. The Com— ORL. awa) C4Gpe wages bere AO 49os eek 

mission included a personal representative it a beseos é 

| appointed by Governor Emerson of Wyoming. The counts of 1912 and 1921 followed 

| This body convened at Washington early winters of great severity but by no means 

in March. The results of their deliberations unusual. They were seasons such as can be 

have recently been given to the public in a confidently expected about every four or five 

| very interesting pamphlet issued by the years. They have come in the past; they will 

National Conference on Qutdoor Recreation, undoubtedly come again in the future. -There 

| of which Arthur Ringland, former District is but one reason for these changes in the 

Forester at Albuquerque, is the executive figures, according to the report of the Com- 

secretary. mission, and that is plain starvation. 

The personnel of the Commission is as The report points to the fact that 

follows: Charles Sheldon, Boone & Crockett whenever the herd reaches approximately 

Club, Chairman; Wm. C. Deloney, Jackson, 20,000 head it seems to stop there. The rea~ 

Wyo., representing the Governor of Wyo.; “sons for this are somewhat obscure and dadiffi- 

Robert R. Miller, Cattleman and banker, cult to understand. The Commission finds 

Jackson, Wyo.; Irving H. Larom, Dude rancher, that: 

Valley, Vyo.; E. A. Goldman, U. S. Biolog- _ "Although there is an open season and 

ical Survey; Will C. Barnes, U. S. Forest the State law allows both sexes to be killed, 

Service; Horace M. Albright, Supt. Yellow- only about 1,000 animals are taken annually 

stone National Park; F. §. Herbert, U. S. by hunters, who may kill but one elk. Losses
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SERVICE BULLETIN. 3 

by predatory animals and tusk hunters are not authority and responsibility of the Forest 

heavy and have been reduced probably to a Service, Biological Survey, and the Wyominr 

ninimun."” game authorities. 

Based on the counts and the history of 2. A pooling of effort and resource. 

the herd the Commission believes a normal by these agencies. 

maximum of 20,000 can be taken care of year 3. The creation of an advisory board 

after year with the present hay production on to counsel and assist the foregoing agencies, 

Government-—owned hay lands, supplemented by composed of representatives of several im- 

additional purchases of hay from local farmers mediately interested bodies, State and Fed~ 

when the Government's supply runs low, The eral, 

Commission does not approve the purchase of 4, A recommendation that the maxi- 

additional hay lands because it takes away just mum size of the herd be provisionally fixed 

that mush taxable property from the State. at 20,000 head. 

They also recommend that except to fill out 5, A cooperative and simultaneous 

certain comparatively small gaps between the winter count of the Jackson Hole and those 

Izaak Walton League lands and the government other herds in sections of the Yellowstone 

owned lands no new areas of public domain be region which it is believed intermingle more 

added to-the present refuges in the hole. or less on the summer ranges, although widely 

The report states that at the present separated in the winter. 

time 2,760 acres of Government owned land, 6. A close and continuous of all 

considerable of it hay land, have been set these herds by competent biologists in order 

aside by executive proclamation as a refuge that many now somewhat obscure and peculiar 

and winter hay feeding station for the elk. facts connected with the life history of the 

In addition to this, in 1925 the Izaak Walton elk may be better understood and possibly 

League purchased and donated to the Federal cleared up, 

Government 1.760 acres of hay-producing land, 7. The establishment of the present 

making a total acreage of over 4,500 acres. Commission as a continuing body. 

"The forage capacity of the summer 8, More flexible State laws so that 

ranges for the elk and the factors affecting changes in season, bag limits and kill of 

the life of the herd during their occupancy sexes may he made quickly if the situation —~ 

are favorable and constant", says the report. calls for such action. 

It is the occasional severe winter that causes 

all the damage. Additional winter ranges Altogether the results of this meeting 

under Government control the Commission finds and the formation of a permanent Commission to 

are not available. "The summer ranges are watch the future handling of the elk is a 

capable of turning off a relatively un- great step forward. The failure or success 

limited number of elk. The lack of winter of their plans depends largely upon a close 

range is the crux cof the situation." and harmonious cooperation with the Wyoming 

The report states that "7 pounds of game authorities, 

hay per animal per day are required or a 

total of 4,000 tons for an unusually hard . 
season." Full feeding is not necessary each OUR COOPERATORS IN SYSTEMAT OTANY 

winter, and the hay produced on the public 

farms will thus accumulate. Not a pound of By W. A, Dayton, Mashington. 

hay was fed in 1926 and the losses were al- 

most negligible. Considerably r a thousand Forest 

The Commission make recommendations officers are or @ been actively inter- 
which briefly are as follows: ested in range ant collecting and it has 

been intimateg/to me that an article on the 

1. The definite allocation of duties, systematic tanists who identify these Na-



Notes from 

"Northwestern Iowa - Its History and Traditions" 

Artimr F. Allen. §. J. Clarke Publ. Co., 
Chicago, 1927. 

Vol. I. 

p- 81. Swan seen on Medium Lake by Capt. Allen Aug. 23, 1844. Evidently bred. 

p- 82. Buffalo & Antelope killed by Allen in Lyon Go., 1844, but nonein 

Sioux or Plymouth (p. 83). 

p. 165. Elk killed by Franklin Prentice in 1849 at Dunham's Grove on E. 

Boyer River, Crawford Co. 

p. 181. Elk killed in Calhoun Co. in 1854 by Allen MeCoy on Coon River at 

"Oxenford Mill" (S. W. part?) 

p. 212. Wild turkeys in Calhoun Go., 1850s. location? 

p. 227. Grasshoppers in N. and Gent. Iowa, 1873 and 1874, 1878. Palo Alto, 1876. 

p- 245. Plantation Tax exemption adopted by Board of Supervisors of Cherokee 

Co. in "late 60s." Exemption on planted property up to $500. 

Vol. II. 

p. 643. Deer shot at Correctionville May 10, 1856. 

File Buffalo 
Elk .~ 

Antelope 
Turkey 
Iowa report 
Parker
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ELK ON WINTER RANGE, FORD CREEK, LEWIS AND CLARK 
NATIONAL FOREST 

ELK FORAGE IN MONTANA 

T. Lommasson, U.S. Forest Service. 

During the past ten years a widespread study has been made 
of the various elk herds in Montana. Of these the Northern Herd 
is the largest, numbering 17,000 head by the latest count made in 
February and March, 1927. This herd ranges from Yellowstone 
Park north into the drainages of the Gallatin and Yellowstone 
Rivers during the winter, while most of them summer in the Park. 
The Northern Herd is distinguished from the Southern Herd, 
which ranges from the Park south into the Jackson Hole country 
in Wyoming. 

The Sun River Herd, which is the second largest in the State. 
numbering about 4,000 head, ranges on Sun River on the Lewis 
and Clark National Forest, and across the Continental Divide, 
where it intermingles with the Spotted Bear Herd from the game 
preserve of the same name, returning to the Sun River range for 
the winter months. 

te The studies which have been made have been confined largely 
to these two herds, since they are largest and represent the major 

» problems in elk management in the State at the present time. 
“ While the work was designed primarily to determine the needs of 

these herds for use as a basis for a game management plan under 
which they would be perpetuated, considerable information per- 
taining to the habits, condition, food, and other features, has been 
obtained. 

Information on the feed requirements of these animals during 
the various seasons and under differing natural conditions, while
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incomplete, is of interest. They show that by natural choice the « 
variety of plants eaten do not differ materially from those taken 
by domestic stock. By force of circumstances, however, their diet 
is broadened to include many species which would be used to only ¢ 
a slight degree under ordinary conditions. 

The winter ranges of these animals were originally the valleys 
and prairies to which they drifted as the winter snows began to 
cover the forage on the summer ranges. With the advent of set- 
tlement these winter ranges became farms and ranches and the 
game was forced to find winter range in the mountains and the 
high valleys where the snowfall was so great that during severe 
winters feed became unavailable and starvation often resulted. 

On the summer ranges there is ample forage. During this 
period the elk find a wide variety of plants to their liking and 
exercise a constant selection in its choice, picking a bunch here 
and there and moving on to find others. The grasses are pre- 
ferred as a staple diet, while these are mixed with various weeds 
and browse species, but to a more limited extent. The amounts 
of the various plants taken varies between widely separated sec- 
tions of the State due chiefly to the difference in the variety and 
abundance of the species available. The grasses, however, lead in 
the amount consumed and are grazed throughout the year when 
obtainable. The weeds, while taken during the summer months 
to some extent, seem to be most palatable during the autumn 
months after having been frosted. In contrast to this, domestic 
sock, especially sheep which prefer weeds as a diet, leave this class 
of feed for the grasses after frost. This change in choice of feed 
by the elk may be due in part to the fact that the drift has begun 
to the winter ranges by the early fall months, and that the elk 
remain in the timbered areas where weeds are abundant until 
forced out by the snow. 

Aquatic vegetation forms a part of the summer, as well as the 
winter, diet. Elk have the same habit as moose in obtaining this 

¢ class of feed. They wade into the shallow lakes and marshes 
shoulder deep, and plunge their heads beneath the surface to bring 
forth the lucious root and stem of some plant growing from the 
bottom. The warm springs provide green cresses during the win- 
ter months and these plants are extensively eaten wherever found. 

The diet during the winter months is gauged largely by the 
severity of the winter. During mild seasons the cured grasses and 
weeds are available as well as the browse, and the elk winter well + 
with a minimum of loss. Severe seasons, however, cover the low- * 
growing vegetation with snow, and the animals are forced to sub- 
sist on the browse and tree species. With only a nominal depth 
of soft snow much feed is obtained by pawing the snow away and 
exposing the grass. However, when the snow becomes deeper and 
a crust forms this method will not suffice, and a straight diet of 
branches, twigs, needles and whatever else may be available on
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4 windswept ridges which may be exposed, is all that can be ob- 
tained. These do not fulfill the requirements of the animals, and 

they rapidly become thin and weak on this coarse diet. Infesta- 
* tion by ticks also adds to their plight, and many succumb during 

such a season. 

The classes of forage may be roughly divided into two groups, 
that used in the months of abundance, and the fare which is 
taken by force of necessity during the winter months. While 
these lists are not complete, they are representative by groups of 
the species taken by elk in Montana during the two main seasons. 

Forage on the high ranges, to which the drift moves progres- 
sively as the summer season advances, offers a wide variety of 
vegetation for the discriminating tastes of these animals. Of the 
grasses the fine-leaved fescue (Festuca) is in greatest demand, 
followed closely by the coarser wheat grasses (Agropyron), porcu- 
pine grass (Stipa), pine grass (Calamagrostis), sedge (Carex), 
brome grass (Bromus), June grass (Koeleria), blue grass (Poa), 
Melica, Cinna, Juncus, Agrostis, Torresia, Phleum, Aira and many 
others occurring in lesser quantities. Grasses make up the bulk 
of the spring and summer forage, but these are supplemented by 
various weeds, among which are dandelion (Leontodon), moun- 
tain dandelion (Agoseris), balsam root (Balsamorrhiza), dog- 
tooth violet (Erythronium), blue camas (Quamasia), hawkweed 
(Heiracium) Arnica, thistle (Cirsium), larkspur (Delphinium), 
Aster, Potentilla, and many others occurring in the particular 
region. 

Like domestic stock, elk require some of the coarser plants 
to balance their diet. To meet this need they browse lightly dur- 
ing these months on willow (Salix), aspen (Populus), yellowbush 
(Chrysothamnus), shrubby cinquefoil (Dasiophora), snowberry 
(Symphoriearpos), rose (Rosa), serviceberry (Amelanchier), alder 
(Alnus), inkberry (Distegia), Sage (Artemesia) and others. The 
variety of feed used will vary with the ecological associations in 
the region so that the species used extensively on one range may 
be used to a lesser degree on another. 

With the advance of winter the more succulent plants dis- 
appear, and as the snow deepens and increasingly less feed be- 

_ comes available, the trend is toward the shrubby types of feed. 
* During the autumn months the frosted weeds, tall larkspur, lupine 

(Lupinus), thistles, fireweed (Chamaenerion), Aster, Arnica, 
* einquefoil (Potentilla) and other taller species are taken readily. 
* During this period and up to the time the snow becomes settled 

and crusted the elk remain in the timber and in the gulches vary- 
ing their diet with sedges, which are taken in considerable 
quantity, such grasses as are available and browse. 

As the herbaceous vegetation on these areas becomes covered 
with snov;, the drift is to the windswept ridges where the forage 
is still exposed. These are grazed very closely, the entire stand
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of vegetation being consumed. Parts of the herd drift to the «& 
thickets and the browse stringers along the creeks, often moving 
from place to place in search of food. During the severe winters 
nearly every kind of available browse is taken, generally the en- ¥ 
tire annual growth being consumed, willow, sage, shrubby cinque- 
foil, yellowish, birch, aspen, rose, serviceberry, snowberry, kin- 
nikinnik (Arctostaphylos), Oregon grape (Odostemon), buffalo 
berry (Lepargyraea), choke cherry (Prunus), low huckleberry 
(Vaccinium), conifer needles and cones, aspen bark and the tough 
beargrass (Xerophyllum) when nothing better is obtainable. Such 
a fare is not sustaining and the animals rapidly lose in weight and 
strength, and during the critical months of February and March, 
when the snow is deepest and heavily crusted and the food supply 
is lowest, the greatest losses occur. 

The settlement of the original winter ranges of the elk has 
been responsible for the loss of thousands of these animals through 
starvation on the higher ranges. Active progress is now being 
made by the Government and private organizations jointly to pro- 
vide winter range for the established herds in order to insure their 
permanency. The matter of winter feed on areas where new 
herds are being started by transfer of animals from the existing 
herds is one which is of great importance to their successful main- 
tenance on the new range, and one which has not been given suffi- 
cient consideration in many cases. Adequate winter range is 
essential in order that the elk be insured against the hazard of 
severe seasons. 
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34 FUDO Leonold AMERICAN GAME 

For the Perpetuation of the Elk 
By M. S. CARPENTER, Secretary, Montana Sportsmen’s Association. 

HE Yellowstone National Park, the great men, break into their hay corrals, eat and the 1927 open season, the largest kill that has 
_ play ground of the nation, is also the trample large quantities of the winter hay sup- occurred for a number of seasons, but none too 

play ground and the home of thousands ply, and try to eke out a living on abandoned large when one considers what the increase na- 
of wapiti, the American elk, during a majority private lands that have been heavily grazed by turally is from the approximately 17,000 elk 
of the months of the year. In fact, the elk the stock of those who are still trying to carry in this herd. Of this kill 419 were mature 
have become so numerous within the park from on the livestock industry in a limited way. Just males and “spikes”, 935 mature cows, and 152 
time to time as to constitute a real problem, as long as elk are permitted within the Yellow- were calves, estimated to be fifty per cent males. 
the most serious phases of which develop dur- stone Park in any satisfactory numbers, just The total drift out of the park during the 
ing the winter months, becoming very acute so long will there be no escape from these con- last open season probably numbered 5,000 elk, 
during the more severe winters, when great ditions for the stockmen in this area. The leaving about 3,500 on this area at the close 
losses have occurred through star- of the hunting period. 
vation and exposure while in a This number of elk foraging 
weakened condition. around ranchers’ hay corrals and 

When snow and storms visit the Here It Is! meadows are going to consume 
park and the cold of winter sets in, ‘hol reason’ why. the perpetuation’ of tha Northen Herd great quantities of hay, tramp over 
the elk drift out of the park by of Yellowstone Park Elk is of nation-wide interest and and damage as much more, wreck 
thousands and in years past have importance: gates and fences and do untold dam- 
wrought much damage to stockmen Since 1892 Elk from this herd have been sent to 33 age. Just so long as elk in any 
and ranchers in the valley of the Bisee and the District of Columbia in the following num- appreciable numbers are permitted 
Yellowstone river between the town To the State of Alabama 50, to Arizona 258, California 2, to inhabit Yellowstone Park, and no 
of Gardiner at the entrance to the Colorado 237, Florida 3, Georgia 2, Idaho 263, Illinois 16, public-spirited citizen of this coun- 
park and Yankee Jim’s Canyon, a fouisies as aa BGchigan Re nes ote 30: try wishes to see the elk perma- 
distance of twelve miles. When the ississippi 2, souri 63, ntana Pee oes nently eliminated from the park, 
elk leave the boundaries of the park Mexico 100, New York 160, North Carolina 40, North Das thee annual ayia are ae to : : en E kota 5, Ohio 7, Oklahoma 7, Oregon 6, Pennsylvania 168, in this drift in a northerly direc- South Carolina 2, South Dakota 130, Texas 40, Utah 142, occur when deep snows and cold 
tion seeking suitable winter range, Virginia 201, Washington 432, West Virginia 25, Wisconsin and stormy weather conditions pre- 
they become the wards of the Mon- 70, Wyoming 27, District of Columbia 31. _ Total, 2937. vail within the park. A stock 
tana Fish and Game Commission This is the only reasonably extensive herd Beene ranck nnot b ssfull r- States that is accessible to railroad shipping facilities where SO re aera ycopel and have presented a problem that elk can be secured for restocking and exhibit purposes at ated in this area under these con- 
State and federal agencies have been reasonable expense. ditions, Hence this program of 
years in solving. fairness and benefit to the stockmen 

About seven years ago the Mon- st ‘Seal iat and of perpetuation of a great herd 
= tana Sportsmen's Association accepted as prac- present program on behalf of this herd of elk of the noble elk. That this program is of 

tical the suggestion that a fund be raised with offers the only practical solution. An impor- nation-wide interest and importance is shown 
which to purchase the land holdings of these tant factor in the instigation of this program by the list of elk distributed to 33 states and 
stockmen and ranchers, who had learned was a desire to provide a way in which these the District of Columbia in the inset item at 
through exasperating experiences that their dissatisfied stockmen could dispose of their the head of this article, 
industry could not be successfully carried on holdings in this area at a fair price, thus per- The right use of the wild life of today is 
so long as elk were permitted to inhabit the mitting them to locate in other and more ad- the serious responsibility of all the people of 
Yellowstone Park with the consequent annual vantageous localities. our country, that our obligations to coming gen- 
drift to the natural winter habitat of the elk. With these lands acquired and added to the erations may be as fully paid as possible. Here 
Several attempts were made to interest the two respective national forests and most of the is an honest, practical program for the perpetu- 
Elks’ fraternity in the project, but without suc- fences removed, the natural drift of the elk out ation of the elk, promoted in all seriousness 
cess. Finally Horace M. Albright, superintend- of the park would be unimpeded and they and accepted by the Montana Sportsmen’s As- 
ent of Yellowstone Park, interested a number would ‘ind sufficient feed on the area, which sociation in good faith and with a deep-seated 
of wealthy conservationists in the East in the had remained largely ungrazed during the determination to do everything within its power 
project and they contributed very generously spring, summer and fall. to put this program in full operation just as 
with the understanding that the amount they Montana laws provide that no elk shooting soon as possible, before some dire calamity 
contributed would be matched dollar for dol- be done in Park county before eight o'clock in should visit this herd. And now we appeal to 
lar by public funds. the morning and after five o’clock in the even- the sportsmen and game conservationists of this 
Through the efforts of all the agencies in- ing, which has eliminated most of the country, to the lovers of our wild life in every 

terested, a law was passed by the 69th Con- “slaughter” that has sometimes occurred in this State, to do their utmost to impress the Repre- 
gress (44 Stat. 655), and approved May 26, area. In order that due utilization may be sentatives and Senators of the 70th Congress 
1926, which authorized additions to the Ab- made of the annual increase in this herd, in and the President of the United States with 
saroka and Gallatin national forests, in line addition to such as may be shipped alive for the great need for this legislation at this ses- 
with the plans that had been devised. Under restocking and exhibit purposes, and thus pre- sion. The officers and members of this Asso- 
the provisions of this law a few tracts within yent an increase in the elk that might bring ciation will deeply appreciate your cooperation 
this winter elk range area have been secured, about starvation conditions, the law provides and help, and the game lovers of today and 
but funds to complete the project are sorely for an extended open season, subject to being of all the tomorrows will be your grateful ben- 
needed. On the opening day of the 70th Con- closed on five days’ notice by the Fish and eficiaries. 
gress Congressman Scott Leavitt introduced Game Commission in case of danger of too 
H. R. 15, seeking an appropriation of $150,000 great a kill, The success of the elk hunters 
to match private funds already contributed and in this area depends entirely upon weather con- Write or wire today to your 

to complete the purchase of some 20,000 acres ditions within the park, and no material drift Congressman and Senators ask- 
involved in the project, ‘ of the animals from the park occurs until con- ing iienmitounsiction passage of 

This money, when secured, will be used to ditions of deep snow and bad weather prevail é a 
purchase privately owned lands in the area in the higher altitudes within the park. H. R. 15 (Leavitt Bill) at the 
sought by the elk as winter grazing grounds Under these provisions elk hunters secured present session. 
and where they annoy the few remaining stock- 1,506 elk in this area during the latter part of
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eg The Pecos Elk Range 
A Report to the District Forester by Grazing Inspector 

D. A. SHOEMAKER 

I spent the time from the morning of February 22 grazing on the south exposures or slopes swept free from 
until noon February 25 in company with Ranger J. W. snow. If this were the case, it was believed a patrol of 
Johnson on the Pecos District of the Santa Fe. The pur- the upper area in the elk range during the winter would 
pose of the trip was to observe conditions obtaining on offer an opportunity of obtaining a fairly accurate count 
the elk winter range in the Willow Creek and Cow Creek of them and also of learning the species of plants consti- 
country. tuting their winter forage and in this way obtain a basis 

In the spring of 1915 an elk plant was made on the for any further adjustments needed in the use of the areas 
ranges above mentioned. I do not know definitely the by cattle or any other features of management of either the 
date of the plant or the number of animals turned on the cattle or elk that should be put into effect adequately to 
range but the story goes that some 58 head were shipped provide winter forage for the game animals. 
in from the Yellowstone Park herd in the fall of 1914 We traveled over-the-snow from the mine in Pecos 
and were wintered at the Valley Ranch, but that only 18 Canyon up Willard Creek to Irvin’s cabin taking our beds 
head survived by the time they were placed on the range and supplies by toboggan and camping at this place. From 
the following spring. It is estimated that these have in- this point traveling on skiis, we circled the main Willow 
creased to approximately 75 at the present time. Creek drainage one day and the next went east from Irv- 

Due to the habits of these animals to graze during in’s cabin to the divide between Willard Creek and Cow 
the summer on certain choice spots and from the fact that Creek, following this to the top of Elk Mountain, then 
they are primarily grass eaters at least at this time of year, dropping down into Cow Creek, past the Cow Creek cabin 

it has been advisable to adjust cattle grazing during the and out to the divide between Cow Creek and the head of 
summer to insure sufficient feed for the game and to pro- south Willow Creek, headed this drainage and dropped 
tect the areas from overgrazing. The local areas that are back down the main Willow Creek slope to Irvin’s cabin. 

favored by the elk such as the head of Willow Creek are The next day we went out as we had gone in, by the way 

not salted for cattle with the result that there is more of Willow Creek and the mine in Pecos Canyon. 

feed available for the game. Also, small reductions in On the way up Willow Creek the first day of the trip 

carrying capacity and stocking of cattle have been made the tracks of some 6 or 8 elk in one bunch and those of a 

to give protection to the elk range. The primary object single animal indicated their crossing between the south 

of our trip was to determine if similar adjustments should exposures of south Willow and main Willow Creek. These 

be made on the areas the elk favored during the winter. tracks crossed just above the forks of Willow Creek at an 
It seemed to be the general opinion that the elk would elevation of approximately 8,500 feet. Here the snow on 

be found when the snow was deep in a few bunches in the north exposures and in the bottoms of the drainages 

the upper country, going into the timber for protection and was from 2% to 3 feet deep but the south and southeast 

The high Pecos Elk Range 
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exposures were practically bare of snow, or spotted with A 
he of a This oe the condition on a south and MAN 1 ND WILD LIFE 

southeast exposures from an elevation of about 9,500 feet A radio address delivered from station KFI Los Angeles 
down. It was on these bare or partially bare exposures nyDE D. SILVERSTONE 
that the elk were grazing since the above mentioned tracks The oli f cea st {Gece ene 
were the only evidence we saw of them. Six head of deer ‘ ne? enomes ty g ached ee BS vee a, i cue = 
were observed crossing at about the same place the elk }2'5© Our eyes ro Nestea re eee ee ON avons! tracks were seen. In fact, these upper elevations where the bend down to examine the tiniest creatures of this lower 

snow ranged from 3 to 4 feet in depth were practically Reet 
deserted by all animal and bird life. Tracks of an For educated, ¢ivilized man to exterminate valuable, 
occasional snowshoe rabbit rarely accompanied by those wild life species of living things is a crime. It is a crime 
of a coyote and in one instance by the lone trail of a small against his own children and posterity. 
cat, constituted the only indication of animal life in all the No man has a fight, either moral or legal, to destroy 
high country traversed. However, one old black horse or squander an inheritance of his children that he holds for 
oe ae ee 2 them in trust. Man _the wasteful and greedy spendthrift 

: a that he is, has not created even the humblest of the species 
eke out an existance through a mantle of some three feet of birds, mammals, or fishes that adorn and enrich this 

of cen a ie See ee seen fe ee Boe earth. With all his \wisodm, man has not evolved and 
main iow Creek which, wi a small number of chicka- C oO 3, ; 

dees seen in a few places, constituted the winter bird pop- rere : te nad ae Oe ae 
ulation of these areas. with as we please; they have been given us in trust, and 

The binoculars revealed some 15 head of Mr. Vile’s we must account for them to the generations which will 
cattle grazing on an almost bare wind-swept ridge on the come after us and audit our accounts. 
reserve pasture of his allotment. These animals were at i 
an elevation of approximately 10,000 feet. The distance ; 
at which they were observed was too great to determine 
their condition or the character of the forage upon which : 
they were existing. 

While the results of this trip were disappointing in 
many respects, especially as to getting a count on the elk, |): 

c they did show that these animals do not stay in the high | i 
country after the snow gets deep. Apparently they were 3 .s 

~~ —very-imuciseattered-on-the-lower-south-cxposures: Cn —| ne EE a = 
these areas there is an abundance of dry feed of browse, , ; a 
weeds, and grasses, and so it is believed that with the A ; 
present numbers of elk on the range there is no need to i wry y= 

- be much concerned as to their winter range. “4 ; 
With the game animals scattered as they apparently i « t 

are at this time of year, it would be more difficult to obtain a 
an estimate as to their numbers than it would when they - 
are on their summer range. With the bare south ex- Irvin’® Cabin “bn Top of the World” 
posures interspersed with the north slopes and the bot- } 
toms of drainages covered with from 214 to 4 feet of B s laced fe Natureie erie 
snow it would be difficult to cover the areas where the elk sth rig na ions ae alee as 3 ve I 2 2 
were grazing. Apparently snowshoes over the snow and pe ae y — per rently ae one Speciss atte 
on foot on the south exposures would be the only practi- anu ji S ann ErOvE Ron ce ae cal way to get over this range at this time of year. A. Today the thing that stares me in the face every wak- 
horse could be used on the south exposures but difficulties ig hour, like a grisly spectre with bloody fangs and claws, 
would be encountered in getting a horse from one such 8 this extermination. To me, this is a horrible thing ; it exposure to another, is wholesale murder, no eh It is a capital crime and a 

After seeing these ranges both in summer and winter blackish disgrace 2 the Faced of civilized mankind, because 
it is my opinion that by a continuation of observations and es oe a The Great eae 4 ae a8 
study on the summer range with any further adjustments : : os uite Me eS te apeguut Bangs Wie eve ve ous 
that it appears necessary to make in the stocking and range @@"C°! é 4 ; 
management of the cattle, the Cow Creek elk herd on the We had a beautiful Passenger Pigeon. He is gone. Santa Fe will be provided adequately with range and Our Woodcock and Carolina Tree Duck are fast disappear- 
forage at least until such time as their numbers materially ing. The Antelope is but 11,000 from absolute extinction, increase. when once the plains and hills were covered. The Buffalo 

is only in a zoo. The list throughout the world of ex- 
tinction of species is a long a terrible one. 

In creation there is a tremendous struggle for exist- 
ence, to fight, to live. To die is natural—to be slaughtered 
is another story. ‘ 

> We are the supreme egoists sand monopolists of crea- 
cs tion. Our conceit and self-impottance are at times blas- 

+. eae. phemous. We are human peacocks, puffed up, inflated,
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"Historical Collections of Ida County" 

Dr. G. C. Moorehead, Pioneer Record Press, 1928 

pe 5. Water. "Wild ducks and geese lazily swam in the river, the water 
of which was so clear that schools of fish could be seen on the 
hard clean sandy bottom." (June 16, 1856) 

Hard winter, 1856-7 "coldest ever kmown in Iowa." Also 1880-81, 
1887-88. 

p- 7. Migration of elk. "At one time, when the floating ice filled the 
river, the elk travelling north gathered on the land now occupied 
by Ida Grove in such numbers that they covered the ground and 
extended south as far as caild be seen." (Hlk lasted till 1870, 
p. 26). 

"Wild turkeys“were abundant." 

"Prairie Chickens were almost tame and were trapped and shot at 

pleasure." 

"Quails were as abundant as sparrows today." 

"Ducks, geese, curlews and sandhill cranes nested." The latter 

species is substantiated by a pet, which must have been caught 

young. 

p. 16. Prairie fires. “At times deer and elk and prairie chickens were 
driven south by these fires, and were the first warning the set- 

tler received." 

p. 102. Migration. "Cattle never learned to migrate as the elk and 
buffalo did." 

Elk,~ 
Prairie Chicken 

Waterfowl 
Iowa report 

Parker
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. The White Mountain Elk: Past and Present 

By 
K. C. Kartchner 

President White Mountain Sportsmen’s Association 

The few sets of bleached and weather-checked der which he naturally was working, due to an obso- 

elk horns yet to be found in remote places, or on lete game code, and that to put the project over, some 

display in nearby towns, have become rare specimens assistance would be necessary. It was finally agreed 

of a vanquished native species, the Merriam elk, once that the Game Department would deliver the elk to 

to be found in countless numbers all through the Holbrook, the nearest railroad point, and the Asso- 

White Mountains of eastern Arizona. Shortly after ciation would meet the expense from there to point 

the coming of the white man in the early 70’s he began of liberation. 

his deadly toll, commercializing in elk meat, hides and Time went on, until sometime in January 1927, 

ivories. As pioneering increased and new settlements Mr. Pettis wrote that he would leave shortly for the 

were formed, elk meat became a common commodity, Yellowstone country to supervise shipment of one 

worth at the trading posts and general stores around or more cars of elk, thirty of which were intended 
7 cents a pound, more or less according to existing for the Blue Range. Then of a sudden we received 

supply and demand. For a quarter of a century this his wire on February 5, from Gardiner, Montana, 

noble and largest of cloven-footed game animals in advising us of the size and kind of crates needed for 

the Territory was hounded, hunted and slaughtered truck transportation and that shipment would reach 
| until the lone survivor, according to best authority, Holbrook in four or five days. Still we were figur- 

| was killed near Mount Ord in 1898. Thus was an- ing on yearlings and—please accept our apologies— 

other page added to the history of destruction, through had leased an alfalfa pasture at Springerville with a 

the agency of “civilized” man. large stack of bright hay fenced to itself in the center. 

But as the years passed a new spirit gradually An extra barbed wire was securely placed on top of 

took the hearts of even the old pioneers. Earlier in- an already better-than-average stock fence of seven 

differences came to be regretted and there developed wires well stretched and stayed. It was seven feet 

an almost unanimous desire to give back that which high all around and we thought surely by feeding and 

had been so thoughtlessly taken. The feasibility of gentle treatment we could hold the herd until such 

artificial elk introduction has already been demon- time in early spring as the road to the Blue Range 

strated two hundred miles west where in the fall of would be passable; also that in a high substantial 

1911 there were liberated in Wagon Draw, thirty corral to be built, the animals could be reloaded in 

miles south of Winslow, eighty-three head from the trucks with the help of local cow hands, some of whom 

Jackson Hole herd. By 1926 these had increased to are among the best in the State. Then along came 
an estimated total of 800. Somewhat contrary to Frank Bengard, the then new fish culturist and all 

expectations, however, this herd was ranging over a around game authority, with the statement that if 

relatively limited area, comprising the west half of the fence were a foot higher, or even another, we 
the Sitgreaves, extreme east portion of the Coconino, could not expect to hold elk in it, only as they might 

and the northern borders of the Tonto National condescend to accept our hospitality for brief periods 

Forest. Sportsmen and game authorities had had between jaunts through other pastures and over ad- 
visions of their eventual spread over most of, if not Joiming open range. No sooner was it clear that he 
the entire, Colorado Plateau. But with its proven too was talking about yearlings than word came from 
improbability, at least within long years to come, Pettis that the shipment contained mixed ages, mostly 

other measures must be adopted if the White Moun- grown elk, and for us not to depend on amy pasture! 
tains were again to support this one-time monarch A meeting was called hastily to devise ways 
of their yet pristine fastnesses. and means of coping with the new situation. By 

In November 1926, the White Mountain Sports- Forest Service telephone we learned that the road was 

men’s Association, an organization struggling thus passable for a few miles beyond Alpine, whereupon 
far against odds, whose achievements could hardly 1 was decided to keep the outfit moving just as far 
be compared with the height of its motives—but un- 4S the trucks could go, at which point the plant would 
dismayed—called a meeting at Springerville, possibly be made, as representing the best that could be done 

as much to lament the failure of the game law re- under the circumstances. 

pealer at the preceding election as anything else, and Meanwhile, Pettis was having his difficulties 
invited our present retiring Game Warden (all at Holbrook. Our truckers were there on schedule 
praise to him!) D. E. Pettis, who was in the vicinity at 10:00 a. m., February 10, prepared for thirty 
o nbusiness connected with local fish hatcheries and yearlings. When confronted with grown stock they 
the inspection of White Mountain game areas. To all but quit. The telephone line went out and with it 
our pleasant astonishment (almost), the various mat- communication with us. Reassured by W. P. Geary, 
ters advocated brought hearty and favorable response of the Holbrook Gun Club, that the extra expense 
from the peppy warden. Presently he said “How would be met, the truckers went with Pettis to the 
would you feel toward bringing in about 60 head of lumber yard where he personally assisted in rebuilding 
yearling elk for the Blue Range Refuge?’ Over the crates suitable for the larger animals. By 4:00 p. m., 
whole bunch eyes dilated and ears pirked, meaning the trucks were on their way with twenty-seven head, 
“nuf sed”. He explained the financial handicap un- all that could be crowded in; and Pettis was speeding
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on toward Seligman with the rest of his charge, some tion whose obligation to provide additional feed was 

30 head, for planting in the Hualapai Mountains. found unnecessary, but for salt, due to an open winter. 

People lined the main streets of the various small At this writing, there should be around 43 head in 

towns through which the highway passes, to get a the herd (which, by the way, has scattered so widely as 

glimpse of this unique cargo. Springerville was not to make observation difficult) based upon the ap- 

an exception when the trucks began rolling in at 10:00 ~ proximate calf crop in sight for 1927 of 15, a similar 

p.m. The boys were about all in from a strenuous crease in 1928, one bull being killed in 1927 big 

day, including Deputy Wardens W. W. Freeman and game season by some unspeakable parasite who left 

W. O. Hamblin, seeing the project through for the him as he fell, and a 10 per cent annual loss factor. 

Game Department. Daylight, too, would be a decided = Not least among the numerous matters connect- 

asset in fighting a perilous road off the main highway.” ed with: this plant was the necessary compliance with 

So nice rooms and warm meals were secured for the, an’ agreement drawn in 1919, and still in effect be- 

crews, and a decision was reached to holdup: for the tween-the State Game Department, the U. S. Biologi- 

rest of the night. ote cal’ Survey and the Forest Service, providing that no 

At 6:30 on the morning of February 11, the’ more eli< will be planted in the State by either party 

trucks left Springerville. Unfortunately, on-account without: full consent of the other two. Four local 

of being too tightly loaded, three of ‘the elk—a ‘cow, a. livestock associations and seventeen ranchers in the 

yearling heifer, and a yearling bull—had died during Bhie Range country were canvassed for sentiment 

the night and had to be removed from the ‘crates.: with “every reply being favorable. Largely actuated 

Roads were frozen and excellent progress was ‘made’ by this Showing, approval was finally given by the two 

to the long hill south of Alpine on the Coronado Trail,’ Bureaus in Washington. 

where two feet of snow was encountered andthe’ “Nor does all the credit for cooperation go to 

trouble started. The half dozen extra cars’ broke- the White Mountain Sportsmens’ Association. While 

track with the help of ten husky sportsmen coopera-' asa body it was the heaviest cash contributor in ad- 

tors, and in about two hours the two smaller:trucks, dition to guaranteeing and actively supervising the 

containing six animals each, were landed in the Notch: project, various other agencies and individuals helped 

at the divide. Not so for the big truck, a six-wheeled very materially. Apache and Greenlee County Boards 

affair with eleven elk left. A big four-horse teati:was of Supervisors each gave $50.00, the Holbrook Gun 

necessary, after more delay, to make it budge. “Once® Club $50.00, and citizens of St. Johns $34.25. With 
on top, however, sailing was good again-° With only” the Association’s $81.75 a total cash expense of $266.00 

brief delays getting this or that truck out of the ditch; was met.» Not so mtch, but the spirit shown by all 

and issuing words of encouragement to the truckers’ hands to the wheel was of genuine sort so necessary 

who were sick of their bargain, we finally landed on in making safe for present and future generations our 

the Campbell Blue at 4:00 p. m., jtist twenty-four heritage in wild life and other natural resources. 

hours after the elk had left their comfortable Santa OF 

Fe coach. é ; oe : 

Unloading brought a surprise to us all, in that BEAVER TO IMPROVE FISHING 

every single “critter” had’ to be dragged out of the The efforts of beavers on fishing streams has 
trucks with ropes. Once in the open, however, they a1yays been a inoot question and doubtless the effect 

each left the scene with twenty-foot strides up the Varies according to conditions and locality. It re- 

steep slope forming the north side of the canyon, mains, however,\for the Sportsmen’s association of 

little the worse for their trying expertence. hey were Seaétle, Washingtgn, to inaugurate a plan for system- 

in perfect condition at the railroad, having had plenty tically ‘directing Whe energies of these industrious 

of room (the main requisite), feed and water, and huilders so as to c\ntribute to the improvement of 
the trip to the Blue Range injured them only ‘as there, fishing in Washingtdy streams 

was not room in which to rise when they had fallen Tei cated | re et heavere frora thicle 

ee 5 sine pest ee ae a a unorganized program o{ building dams and put them 

: y Ss fanch twelve miles trom ©PriMs to work constructing darks at carefully selected spots 
erville, and another was injured in a hind foot when fteckotmiacon Aheloy Is ed fe i: pot 

unloaded. In spite of all efforts they died within a [7"* Se ee ees 

few days, leaving twenty-two head charged with re” tion che paige? IS Sem oo og 

i Ane the White Mountain area, starting on-its improvement of trout tishing—American Game Pro- 

ae Erase tte Blue Range. Of these” to ee bulletin. Gig 

were grown cows, 2 yearling heifers, 3 yearling bulls 
and one two (possibly 3) year old bull. 

A ton of baled meadow hay,, brought from ee NORTH 

Nutrioso by two utility trucks hired for the day,-and HINA 

100 Ibs. of salt was left on the banks of Campbell Director Wade H. Phillips ofthe North Caro- 
Blue River, which the elks soon patronized untilssome’ lina department of Conservation andy Industry, has 
weeks later every straw had been eaten, but by which received very favorable reports of the introduction of 
time the south slopes of the adjoining range furnished four thousand Mexican quail which were distributed 
them ample pasturage. Deputy Hamblin’ gave them in that state last spring, says a bulletin of the Ameri- 
his personal attention far enough into the spring’ so can Game Pratective association. Reports from many 
that every one seen was on his’ own and’ domg fine. sections indicate that the birds are thriving\\in their 
By agreement with the Department he reported fre+» new surroundings, and that they have mated and 
quently to the White Mountain Sportsmen's, Associa-.. reared broods of young. \ 

Re a
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SYNOPSIS OF MESTING CaLLED BY WYOMING STATE GM2 COMMISSION 

AT MAMMOTR HOT SPRINGS IN YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL 
PARK, JULY 17 and 18, 1929. 

Meeting presided over by Mr. J. T. Scott, Chairman of the 
Wyoming State Game Commission. Representatives present from the States - 
of Wyoming, Montana, Colorado, Idaho and Utah, the National Park Service, 

Forest Service, Biological Survey, Bureau of Fisheries and sportsmens 

; associations, 

iS eas : daly. 17-- A.M. ; 

a Mr. 0°. Morié, Assistant Biologist, U...S. Biological Survey, 

spoke on the survey of the Jackson Hole elk herd. . 

i This is a long-time survey to obtain complete like history of 
the elk.. One interesting discovery was that losses on the feed grounds 
were caused principally by calf diphtheria or "necrotic stomatitis. Re- 
sults largely by mechanical injury as from barbs of foxteil hay through 

which the bacteria enter. 18% of the losses of calves so caused. Winter 
before last 409 dead elk found. This disease affects moose, deer, and , 
domestic stock, A discussion was had on methods of feeding and its effect 

on hardiness and tendency of elk to rustle their living. Changing of fesd 
grounds suggested. Efforts to be made to eliminate foxtail from hey to be 

fed. Ticks affect development and study.to be made. Not determined if 

sulphurized salt will destroy them. 5 

‘a Mr. We. Mv. Rush : 

Stated that he hed besn employed on study of northern elk herd. 

Outlined efforts to preserve herd and conditions affecting it. Largely 
dependent on outside range during certain years. Area north of Park line 
needed ond private lend there being obtained by Forest Service’ in exchanges 
and by prrchase. Hunting of herd of two kinds, back country hunting with, 

pack outfit and pot shooting when elk driven out of park by snow. In 1915 
there were 500 killéd by tusk hunters. By efforts of State,: Park Service 
and Forest Service, poaching mch reduced.” Kill in 1926 was 500 and in 
1927 was 1,506. Size of herd 12,000 to 13,000. Better have smller herd - 

and graze the range correctly. Suggests cooperation with geime commissioner , 

to regulate hunting. Disense cnused by smut on foxtail grass causes loss 
of 3% of elk enlf crop. Frost retards infeetion, Cottonseed cakes spread 
infection due to mouthing end dropping of enkes, cottonseed flakes better. 
Elk in general resistant to disease. Mountain Sheep and antelope very 

suscevtible. Sheep, ontelove end deer have lung worms. His: 

Predatory animrls necessary for best development of deer family. j 

Without influence of predatory onimnls they would become sluggish. Ben 
kill meny elk c&lves in Yellowstone Park. Coyotes kill antelope, some - 
deer in winter but not mony el calves. Wolves and mountein lions ex- 

terminated.
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Eny fed in Yellowstone Park in 1928, 100 tons to 500 elk. 

Average is 200 tons of hay end 2 carloads cottonseed. Three pounds of 

hey and one pound of cottonseed per enimel per cay. Believes there is 

not mch intermingling of herds known as northern and southern. 

Col. Peck - Colorado 

Predatory animrls ore reduced systematically where domestic 

stock are bothered. Kill of game by predatory animals much heavier than 

by mmnters. Control rather than extermination is object.of predatory 

enimel work lsrgely. Bison range in Montana has 35% calf.crop of elk. 

Mr. Baggley, Chief Renger, Y. N. P. 

526 antelope in Park in 1928. Consistent gain in bison herd. 

Desired to hold bison herd at 1,/00 head. . The wild mountain herd varies 

. from about 40 to 75 head. These are always in good condition and are fine 

specimens of a superior type to those fed at farm. Herd started in 1900. 

* Very few winter kill. 

Few ticks on elk in high country. More numerous in lower country. 

Remedy - remove intermingling of cattle and elk in low country. Southern 

and northern el herés ssem to separete ot Mountain Ash Creek. Weather 

conditions largely control migrations. Cclf elk losses due to condition 

of cow. 

a. C. McCain 

Blk and deer go in opposite directions in drifting. 

Jo2 Douglas 

Elx herds intermingle at the Thorofare, no definite dividing 

line. 7,000 hend wintered on the Gros Ventre in 1928-29. Elk heve no 

sense when frcing hunters end all of large bunches killed. 

J.T. Scott - Wyoming. ; 

Future of elk herd needs attention. Wyoming hes surrounded 

Yellowstone Perk with game preserves. Thorofare area open to hunting 

in hopes to drift elk to enst. Would like suggestions for remedy. What 

should be open season. : 

R. HH. Hill - Montenn 

Present sorson October 15 to December 30 in Montane. north of 

Park. Park has both high end low country. Seven elx killed last season. 

Blk come out heavy snow years only. Gallatin senson November 15 to Decem- 

ber 25. Seasons have been satisfactory. Senson my be closed on 5 days! J 

notice to prevent sloughter and this power has been used without compleint. : 

Thers “re game preserves on West Gallatin. In the Big Horn 30 elk planted 

in 1907 and now are 3,000. 
e 

-2p- 
x
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gq. 2.. Scott 

Maintains, protection of elk around Yellowstone has resulted 
in scattering. Asks Mr. Rush if he believes herd can endure long open 
season. A 

W. M. Rush : : ‘ Ree a d ; 

Believes herds can stand more hunting if more winter range 
provided. Proportion of kill wrong. 60% cows, 12% bulls. 1506 killed 
of which 96% were by Montane hunters. 

By H.. Bilt ; 

The winter loss was three times that. 

Dr. Hocker cr : : - 

Auto hunters not as bad as resident meat hunters. : 

R. BH. Hill 

Prefers to see-hunters rather than starvation get elk. 

: Afternoon Session. —- 

Horace M. Albright, Director Ns. P. Service 

Relationship of Y. N. Ps to game. Was created in 1872. Paid 
tribute to men who conceived idea of establishing National Park. First 
object to preserve thermo-phenomena but found a few years later it was a 

great game preserve. Yellowstone National Park was first attempt to con- 
serve game, forests and nature. Was fine’ setting for a meeting such as 

this. Duty of Park Service was to preserve natural conditions. Now have 

el National Parks, Latest one being Grand Teton, one-fourth of 1% of the 
public domain. North Carolina and Tennessee raised $5,000,000 matched 

with $5,000,000 from Rockefeller to purchase Great Smoky Mountains for a 

park. Only primitive area in East. Must pay and move out 3,000 families. © 
134 varieties of trees in 400,000 acres. Virginia raised 2 million dollars 
to purchase the Shenandoah Park of. 360,000 acres and 4,000 people bought 
out and moved. _ = rumen e i 

People do not see game in Park as it is scared back by people, 

and tourists do not have trained eyes. The Park serves as a refuge and 

surplus works over the boundaries. 

Situation regarding slaughter at-Gerdner deplorable and may : 
need to be brought before nation to be corrected. - 

At Jackson Hole 11,000 acrés of land should be bought. Jackson 

Hole should never have been settled as farming is not profitable. Recog- 
nizes there mst be hunting. Herd should be kept at 2,000. Suggests 

er
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examinations for guides who become semi-officers of Perk. Mt. McKinley ~ 
Notional Park has 7,500 white sheep, Game increasing in all National 
Parks, even over-run in California Park, eating flowers and low vegete- 
tion in Yosemite.. 24,000 deer killed in California to check foot and 
mouth disease. There were 1,000 wild burros killed in Grand Canyon to 
make antelope range. Predatory animals killed only where necessary.. : 

Advantage in federal control of Forests and Parks in avoiding local 

pre judice. 

Mr. Scott 

Thenks Swoerintendent Albright. Soe 

Wyoming eppreciates the Y. N. P. end service and Superintendent, 
and gets a broader vision. Suggests passing on to fish business. He sp- 

preciates the cooperation of federal officers. 

Mr. ©. F. Culier -. 

States that the Bureau of Fisheries,of which he was an officer, 

desires to cooperate with States. The States! problems were their prob- 
lems. Necessity is for:an actual survey of conditions. Is state function 
to have stream and lake survey made. There was demand for planting of 

: large number of fish but it was tried without desired success. Meke sur- 
j vey and plant right kind of fish “in right plece. Estimated 3% of fry 

planted in streams matures while 5 to 6 inch fingerlings mature 75%. 
Plant more large fish. This tried at La Crosse, Wisconsin, and every re- 

_ port shows better fishing. Some of the'problems are cost, larger grounds 
: at, the hatcheries end more rearing ponds. Should have more information 

on the food in the streams end-lakes.: There may be lack of food and a 
‘ ‘proper food supply may be introduced. There is a problem of this sort at 

Yellowstone Lake. Should cooperate with schools to have trained observers 
: assist in gdthering field deta. Local sentiment affects location of hatch- 

eries sometimes. The hatcheries should be located in proper places and 
fish raised. to'a larger size, Concentrate one species in gone place. 

Mr. R. H. Hill : : 

As additional information on Gardiner elk situation states that 
one game preserve was tried along north boundary of park but failed. Was 
not recreated due to opposition of local sentiment. State has hed fine 
cooperation from Park Service and Forest Service. 

Mr. M. C. James. 

The Bureau of Fisheries is desirous of cooperating when requested 
in solving fish stocking problems. The question is not, shall we do it, 
but can we do it? The Burenu's primary obligations in game fish work are 
to keep up fishing on Federal lands such as National Forests, National 

Parks, and Indian Reservations. A stream and leke survey is necessary 
and should be made. Some of the eastern states are undertaking this. It 

ake
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is a heavy burden for the western states and also for the Bureau. It 

must have financial support and be made a major issue. States can assist 

by indicating desires and lending assistance. - 

The Bureau-is willing to meet problems with a real desire to 

cooperate. More facilities are necessary for raising fish to a larger 

size before planting. Will take back to Washington an idea of the prob- 

lems and suggestions to formlate their programs. Can produce fish and 

must make this effective to give results. 

Mr. S. B. Locke ' 7 : 

The water areas represent e wonderfully productive fundamental 

resource. We have not the proper information to mke the resource as pro- 

ductive as it should be. , It is a complicated problem and we have slight 
information how many fish we can produce and how to improve production. 
Work in open waters has been largely one of trial and error. There is 

need of a national program of investigation by the Bureau of Fisheries 
of broad questions and assistance to States in detailed surveys of lekes 

and streams, Development of a definite program to make this possible is 
necessary. 7 

Mr. Fred Foster 

: Surveys in the East are small in comparison with what we need 

here. There is a large.gap between the hatcheries‘and the maturing of 
fish in the waters. Lerger fish mist be planted. We must kmow what is 
in the streams.and what.species to plant. Suggests borrowing to some ex 

tent from propagation to carry out studies. 

Mr. R. H. Rutledge 

; Tells his job is to get things done when need is made evident. 

Sometimes difficult and most always needs funds. Suggests this group get 

behind Bureau of Fisheries to obtain needed finances, and suggests com- 

mittee to outline specific action. 

Mr. &. S. Peek - a 

We need to know where we are going. Have made general survey 

of streams in his District and indicated necessity of retaining ponds. 

Would like to see action to start such studies. 

Dr. Hocker © E 

Loss of fish in irrigation ditches big problem. Progress in : 

study by Bureau of Fisheries reported by Mr. James. Indicates electrical 

screen for larger streams and mechanical for smaller, Equipment now under 

observation and more data available later. Also studying fish ways co- 

operating with State of Washington in this work. 
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Mr. Scott : : 

Proposes committee suggested by Mr. Rutledge to formulate def- 5 
inite action on proposed fish investigation program. Named S. B. Locke, 
for Idaho and U. S. Forest Service; V. M. Tenner, Utah; Carl Lund, Wyoming; 
R. H. Hill, Montana; Allen Peck, Colorado; Fred Foster, Netionsl Parks and 
Bureau of Fisheries. : 

Wm. Whitney : : aS 5 

Fish inershsing in Utah.. Are raising them to larger size. Plant- 
ed 500,000. over 6 inches ond 500,000 over 4 inchés. Takes money but pays. 
Outstanding accomplishment is canning of carp and suckers for food. for small 
fish. Costs 21/6¢ per pound md is a successful’food. Put wo in l-gollon 
cans. Utah lake has unlimited supply. Have developed type of hatchery 
tank superior to trough. : : 

‘ Mr. A..S. Peck 

Beaver are more valuable than realized as an aid to fish propaga- 
tion. They regulate. stream flow and food is produced in ponds. 

Mr. C. F. Culler : : 4 ‘ : 

In answer to question of chairman regerding best species. Holds 
mountain trout or native in high regard. Blindfold test as td taste from 
some water very hard to tell. In Firehole and Medison Rivers the reinbow 
and loch leven have replaced natives and graylings. Rainbow ensily reared, 
gome ond hardy. : 

Mr. D. He Madsen : : 4 

Predicts dissppearance of blackspotted or native. Suggests more : 
funds for its propagetion. Yellowstone Lake is paradise for native trout. 

Mr. M. C. James Be 

Seys not funds but fish supply is real problem. 

G. PF. Culler : 

. Explains how yield of eggs ver fisn in Yellowstone Leke due to 
unfavorable food conditions. Mentioned Pyramid Lake, Nevada, as supply 
but Indians ore problem. Losses of fish occur in upper reaches of Yellow- 
stone River. : Sos 

S. B. Locke : 

: Suggests setting aside of certain lakes for hatchery vurposes : 
with fishing restricted. This has been done back in New Hampshire on the 
White Mountain National Forest. 
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. July 18, 1929 - 9:00 A.M. 

Mr. Scott turns ine ting over to Mr. Madsen. 

Mr. EB. A: Wilson c : 

Georgetown Leke is the largest artificial spawn taking station 
in the world. Thirty million eggs in a season of blackspotted trout. 
Shipped to various hatcheries and states. Checked carefully for disease. 

: Rainbow and blackspotted.do well here together. Georgetown Lake open to 
ice fishing to keep down grayling. Grayling reported being taken in Utah 

from Provo River. oe Z Bees 

ee a 

Have had splendid cooperation with State in fish work. There 
is a really increased appreciation of value of fish and game. Good fish- 

ing has cash value to any state. Western Wyoming end particularly lokes 

at head of Green River offer excellent record of work done to study re- 

sults. Needs careful stocking with a knowledge of factors such as foods, 
etc. Stocking should follow definite plan. Suggests reteining ponds. 

Report by Resolutions Committee. . Made by Chairman and follow- 

ing resolution presented: 

+ RESOLUTION Be ; 

Whereas: The witers upon the areas within the public lands, 
Netionel Parks, Netional Forests, and state.areas represent a large and 
important resource, both economic and recreational, 

And Whereas, public sentiment is. increasingly demanding greater 

vroductivity of the above waters, 

And Whereas, thé propagation: and distribution of fish has been 
greatly developed, it is necessary, in order that such work may be most 

effective, that additional study be made on a greatly increased scale in 
the line of ecological knowledge effecting ‘results in fish production, 

and Whereas, at the present time there are insufficient funds 

and a,lack of personnel to carry forth these fundementel researches, 

And Whereas, the results of such studies will be of broad ap- 

: plication and use to be shared in by all agencies concerned in fish cul- 
ture, this is an appropriate field for Federal, activity through the Bur- 

2) ee oF Fisheries, 5 : 

Therefore, Be It Resolved That, We urge the Bureau of Fisheries, 

the Burenu of Budget and, Congress to make adequate provision for carrying 

out this study. 6 & Cee 
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. Moved it be accepted by Mr. Knowlin of Wyoming. 

Seconded by Roy Thompson of Salt Leke County Fish and Game 
Protective Association. 

Represented: Wyoming Game Commission, Uteh Game Department, ; 
Montana Game Commission, Colorado Gome Department, Idnho Game Cormission- 
er, National Park Service, Biological Survey and Forest Service. 

‘A motion made, seconded and passed, that a permanent committee 
be appointed, consisting of one member from Idaho, Utah, Montana, Wyoming, 
U. S. Forest Service, U. 5. Bureau of Fisheries, National Park Service, — 
and Biological Survey; to give proper publicity to the foregoing resolu-- 
tion, and to carry into execution the same and any other matters that may : 
properly come before it for consideration. 

Auendment made, seconded and passed, that two members be appoint- 
ed for each state, instead of one. One from the National Park Service, one 
from the Forest. Service, one from the Burenu of Fisheries, and one to be 
appointed from the Biological Survey. : ; 

Motion made, seconded, but did not pass, that all go to Gardiner 
at 11 o'clock and adjourn at noon. 

Motion made, “seconded and passed, that each state and. each 
agency should choose its own delegation. ech to name its own committee 
prior to the close of the meeting. S s 

Motion made, seconded and passed, thet the other public land 
states be invited, to name two-members each to this:committee and par- 
ticipate in its activities. : 

Menbers appointed to this committee from the various States. 

Idaho: Welter Newcombe, Pocatello, Idaho. : 

R. E. Thomas, Boise, Idaho, to represent the 

Game Department. : : 

Forest Service: §. B. Locke, Ogden, Utah. 
J. H. Hatton, Alternate to Locke. 

National Park Service: Joe Joffe chosmes the member to 
: represent the Park Service. 

Utah: Roy Thompson, Salt Lake City, Utah. 

Wo. Whitney, Springville, Utah. : 

Wyoming: J. T. Scott, Casver, Wyoming. 

Mr. Brimier, Cheyenne, Wyoming. 

Montana: Mr. Wilson would prefer taking this matter up on 
his return home. Mr. Wilson is the only one of 

five members from Montana to attend the meeting. 

-8-
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E. A. Wilson, Livingston, Montena. 

Glen A. Snith : (Were appointed) 

Bureau of Fisheries: Fred Foster, Field Naturelist, 
: Washington, D.C. 

Biological Survey: .D. H. Madsen, Salt Leke City, Utah. 

Chairman, §. B. Locke; Secretary, Roy Thompson. 

". Motion. made by Mr. Thomas, seconded and passed, that we endorse 
the so-called wilderness area policies of the Forest Service, under which 
certain areas of back country are reserved from development by motor ‘roads 

and further urge that no auto roads be constructed to open fishing and hunt- 
ing areas, except when necessary for economical or protection purooses. 

Mr. Madsen discussed the new comission. This meeting was call- 

ed to have a get-together in order that the adjoining states might get ac- 
quaintec, and that out of this meeting some great benefit for wild life and 
forests might result. Permanent orgenization not conterplated when this S & + 

meeting was called. It will be largely up to the committee to formulate 
all plans. The committee is to adopt = neme for this orgnnization. Eleven 
western states are the public -land states, heaving 2 game commission already. 

This new cormission should work through them. 

“ In the general discussion that~followed it wes brought out that 

action to wenken the Western Association of State Game Commissioners was 
not proposed but that these strtes here represented similar problems ond 
could meet in conference with the Federal agencies and sportsmen and ob- 
tain mach benefit. If it preceeded the meeting of the Western Association, 
matters could be discussed and definite things presented to the Association 

for consideration. , 

Mr. Thomas 

" Stated that elk problem in Fremont County needs be worked out in 
cooperation with Wyoming ond Montana. Idaho has been planting too small ; 
fish. Endorses rearing pond idea. Have not been applying enough science 
to culture and propagation of fish. Have had difficulties in propagating 
Hungarinn ocrtridge in captivity.. The Mongolian pheastnt is henvier and 
more hardy than the ring necked pheasant. 

Miss Kennedy A 

' The bear is an excellent game nnimal and plea was made for jus- 
tice to the bear. Fish and game administration should be out of politics. 

D. H. Madsen 

. Pleo made for better protection of the mllard ducks which breed 
locally end are not yery migratory. When the local resident mallards are 
all killed few are left at all. 

=
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Mr. Newcoribe 

Fourteen counties in southenstern Idaho have a generol associa- 

tion of sportsmen representing oll within that section. Does awny with 

sectionolism ond strengthens action. : ' 

Mr. Springer a : 

Effort is to get awoy from or prevent law violations. In the 

magpie caupnign promoted by associntions 10,000 eggs and heads secured. 

Mr. Flonnigan : 

: Ore problem confronting sportsmen is that of using reclamntion 

projects for fishing waters. Some believe that these will be os private 

weters under the control of the water users nssocintions. 

: Mr. Wilson ; 

Prize of $500’ given for the local fish end gnome club getting 

the most mepies. Recommends an educational campaign ond tells of re- 

sults in employing educational secretary. : 

voll cell wes taken of a1] present at this meeting. They 

are the following: Z 

: H. Ms albright, Director of Wationel. Perk Service, 

Weshington, D. C. 

B. E. Ogsten, ass't Chief Ranger, Yellowstone Park, Wyo. 

Me C. James, Aass't Chief, Division of Fish Culture, - 

Weshington, D. C. : 

Fred Foster, Field Neturolist, Bureaus of Fisheries, 

: Woshington, D. C. : 

Roger W. Toll, Superintendent, Yellowstone Park, Wyo. 

0. J. Murie, iiss't Biologist, Jackson, Wyo. 

Robert .H. Hill, Stnte Game Varden, Helens, Montana. 

D..H,. Madsen, U. S. Biological Survey, Salt Loke City, Ut. 

Allen §. Peck, District Forester, Rocky Mountain District, 

; Denver, Colo. 

J. N. Lengvorthy, Supervisor, Shoshone Forest, Cody, Wyo. 

c. F. Culler, District Supervisor, Bureou of Fisheries, 

LeCrosse, Wisconsin. 

Joe Douglas, ass't Chief Renger, Vest Yellowstone, Mont. 

7. M. Rush, in charge of elk investigation, Yellowstone 

: Park, Wyo. . 

: John McLoushlin, Park Ronger, Conyon Renser Station, 

Yellowstone Perl, Wyoe 

Goorge Bagcley, Chief Ranger, Yellowstone Park, Wyo. 

Roy Thompson, Sec., Salt Lnke County Fish & Grms Associa- 

" tion, Salt Lake City, Utah. 

Ym. Whitney, Utah State Hatchery, Springville, Utah. 
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S. B. Locke, District Forest Inspector, Ogden, Utah 
Vi M. Tanner, representing Utah County Fish & Game 

association and the Izgank Walton League, 
Provo, Utah : 

James S. Simpson, Wyoming State Game & Fish Commission, 
Cheyenne, Wyoming 

Bessie M. Kennedy, unofficially connected, Jackson, yo. 

R. H. Rutledge, District Forester, Ogden, Utah. 

R. E. Thomas, Game Warden, Boise, Idaho. 

4. T. Springer, Secy., Bastern Idaho Fish and Game 

: Association, Pocatello, Idaho. 

«i. C. McCain, Forest Supervisor, Teton National Forest, 

Jackson, Wyo. 

Bruce Nowlin, State Game & Fish Comaissioner, Cheyenne, Wyo. 

A. Je Churchill, Wyoming State Game and Fish Commission, 

Sheridan, Wyo. 

Carl Lund, State Fish Commissioner, Cheyenne, Wyo. 

Robert 1. Hocker, Wyoming State Fish & Gome Commission, 

Kemmerer, Wyoming. 
A. J. Martin, Wyoming Fish & Game Commission, Cody, Wyo. 

E. A. Wilson, Montana Fish & Game Commission, Livingston, 

Montana. j 
J. T. Scott, Wyoming State Game & Fish Commission, Casper, 

Yyoming. ss 
B. L. Flannigan, Newspaper Editor, Salt Leke City, Ut. 

(For mailing purposes add to this list Izaak Walton League, 

Missoula, Montana). 

A vote of thanks was mde, seconded ond pnssed: I move that 
we place a motion of thanks to the Yellowstone Park Officials for the 

kind treatment that they have given us while in the park. 

George Baggley thanked the commission and invited them to re- 

turn for future meetings. 

The meeting adjourned at noon. 
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Elk Drowned during Migration.--Protector Almer P. Nelson, of the Elk Refuge, Wyo., | 

7] reports that from November 13 to 17 about 9 inches of snow fell at the refuge, and much of 

ott this was piled in drifts by heavy winds. Since this storm large numbers of elk migrated 

ee toward the refuge from the Teton State Game Preserve, on December 1 about 2,000 boing there 

gh- and many more on the Flat Creek and Sheep Creek foothills. On the night of November 17, 

& “a large number of elk migrating from the Teton State Game Preserve attempted to cross Snake 

River on the ice, about half-way between Moran, Wyo., and the mouth of Pacific Creek. Sixty 

animals broke through, five were rescued alive, but the rest drowned. Fifty of the dead |~ 

elk were dragged from the river and five disappeared under the ice. Mr. Nelson states that 

about eight years ago 32 elk broke through the ice on Snake River near the same place and 

were drowned. 
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THE SURVEY February, 1931 | 

Elk at Elk Refuge in Good Condition.--Protector A. P. Nelson, of the Elk Refuge, 

Wyo., reports that the weather continued mild during January, at the refuge, and that only clus 

about four inches of snow fell, part of which melted late in the month. Most of the Jack~ 

son Hole elk are in good condition, and Mr. Nelson stated on February 1 that unless nore @ING 

snow should fall it would not be necessary to feed them for some time. Most of the animals 

were scattered throughout the mountainous region of Jackson Valley, a number remaining back 

on the Teton State. Game Preserve.
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MOOSE-ELK IN MONTANA 

Known to U. S. forest rangers as ‘‘the elk with the funny horns, 
the first known specimen of a eross between a moose and an elk was ,,. recently killed in the Deerlodge National Forest, Montana. The 

Qe rangers had for the past five y ars kn wn of this a nimal that associated 
oe with and grazed like an elk, yet whose horns and body were half moose and half elk. He was first seen on the Boulder Creek District of Deer 

lodge Forest in 1925, when he appeared to be about a three-year-old 
He was finally killed in Bear Gulch, Jefferson County, Mor tana, and ; weighed 1100 pounds. 
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“Kearney in Iowa" 

W. Jd. Petersen, The Palimpsest. State Hist. Soc. Aug. 1931 

1820 Bxpedition 

pe 300 Elk Imnted at Odebolt, 1820. 

p. 301. Buffalo bull killed onhead of Soldier R. between Sac and 
Ida counties, July $, 1920. 

pe 302. 5,000 Buffalo seen July 11 south of Lost Island Lake. 

p. 303. 100 Buffalo seen near Ymnetsburg. 

p- 305. Erosion “the handsomest stream of water we have seen, since 
we left the Bowyer" (Cedar near Austin, Mim.) 

p. 307. Ruffed Grouse. “They reached Redwings Village (Minn. ) 
up the Mississippi by sundown. During the day Kearny noted 
many pheasants, the first had encounte ce cro 
the Allegeheny Mountainrs. (Fires probably reduced coverts 

in W. Iowa till settlements began.) 

1834 Expedition 

p- 329. Buffalo on head of @cunk in June, 1834. 

Buffalo 

Ruffed Grouse 

Iowa report 

Parker
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With dwindling range for our big game animals, and with growing demands upon the game supply by 
hunters, serious problems are arising on every hand. To meet these problems, the need for careful research 

has often exceeded the means available. 

By OLAUS J. MURIE 
U.S. Bureau of Biological Survey 

(All illustrations courtesy U. S. Bureax of Biological Survey) 

S an outstanding example of a big that the elk problem, in common with those enjoyed by the hunter. Indeed, 
A game problem the Jackson Hole any wild life problem today, is intricate we sometimes feel that the joys of such 

elk herd has become familiar and not easy of solution. The need for a quest are unequalled. 
throughout the United States. Some thoroughgoing research is now recog- It is not my purpose here to enu- 
years ago, when severe winters deci- nized and the demand for research per- merate the many detailed facts collected 
mated this elk so far in the work, 
herd, we heard é se but it may be 
much about the |g# —rti‘“éCOiw™OCC;iCt—w~w—OS—<—~—~—~;<s“sSsSCS<—NS—CSCS—S—f( ©=6hmh| UWorth while to 
ae ofthese [| fe ee 7 UL E| outl ing ao animals and con- | 7 errr F - 2 = + | some of the elie- 

servationists ral- Can. i abu - a r a _  +~—_=+} + ments in the pres- 
lied to the support |#@ e oo . , | ent elk situation. 
of eme a i fe c oa * “6 Le ——- lO oP ze #7 ,| The pate rlying 
measures for fecd- |W eg 2 uel DS OT (+ | --| cause of present 
ing them. Fol- pte we a. I yy. Z| difficulties in f lowing these oe ee fe hale e77\ maintaining our 
emergency-retief Jigmi Fa] zame supply is not 

: measures the Elk [47 8 0 2/2) 6 = 4 on” 3 wieboginy AF wees / difficult to find and 
z Refuge was estab- | fe NF, SCs pretty well 

lished in 1915 near |¥% i, 4 hs - ee “| known. Any spe- 
Jackson, Wyo., v/ SY SS ee : cies of animal or 
under the admin- [#8 = | ae oe io Cle bird must have a 
istration of the _ a Sd C place to live. In 
Bureau of Biolog- i « ee. oe ‘ é -—o the case of big 
ical Survey, for | | em : ee : b | game, there must 
the production of EE : : ps be a summer and a 
winter feed for |g es '| winter range. This 
these animals. | ugg | uaa Uc OO is fundamental 
Later the area |= 7 a. ns Pipes et . — and elementary. 
was supplemented og Se sr ee . In early days 
byadditionallands | ga : eS a “a the elk could leave 
purchased at this | 3 e ws oe, the mountains on 
point by the Izaak | LC Ae : — i the approach of 
Walton League of | | aaa at. le ee winter and repair 
America and do- = to the choice por- 
nated to the Fed- Calf elk dying from necrotic stomatitis in Jackson Hole territory, Wyoming. tions of the plains. 
eral Government. Their access to 
With the support suitable wintering 
of residents of Jackson Hole, the Wyo- sonnel is growing throughout the coun- grounds was unhindered and the win. 
ming State Game and Fish Commission, try. This was clearly recognized when, ter problem was comparatively simple. 
the Forest Service and other Federal in 1927, the Elk Commission recom- Today the choice winter ranges nat- 
agencies, a more or less definite pro- mended, among other things, that the urally are utilized by livestock and are 
gram has been developed for the care Biological Survey undertake a study of not available to the elk. The elk must 

‘ of this herd. Hay has been harvested the life history of the Jackson Hole elk, be satisfied by what is left to them, and 
and fed to the elk as needed to prevent as a basis for administration and a bet- we find that the present winter ranges 

. starvation in severe winter weather ter understanding of the problem. set aside for elk are not entirely satis- 
E when natural feed was not available. So it was that in 1927 we took up the factory. Periodically, snow conditions 
i On the face of it, this would appear to elk trail, a trail not only leading us out are too severe. Hence, emergency feed- 

be sufficient for the maintenance of the over the mountains, of northwestern ing of hay. We must recognize the 
. elk. Wyoming, through the winter snows as fact that as a rule we are giving to 

However, it became apparent that well as summer pastures, but also tak- wild life the left-overs after satisfying 
the situation was not so simple. Some ing us into the realm of biologic fac- necessary economic needs. Game ad- 
elk losses continued to occur during tors, revealing here and there some bit ministrators must do the best they can 
hard winters—and still do occur. It is of information, some hidden fact, help- with whatever means society sees fit to 
not necessary here to enter into all the ing to build up knowledge. There are give them. Sometimes this involves al- 
details of the situation outlined above. thrills and pleasures along this research most unsurmountable difficulties. 
The.point to be emphasized is the fact trail comparing well with the best of To make clear these abstract state- 

8
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> ments I shall relate some of the im- which sometimes 
portant incidents in the earlier phases produces a large 
of the investigation. The winter of lump or exostosis |__ — 
1927-28 was not particularly severe in on the lower jaw, : : 

the Jackson Hole country. The snow suggesting lump |2 = oem 2 . aa 

fall, however, was moderately heavy jaw. 1 laeeneeati soci ns ge a : ein 
and it was deemed advisable to feed the Here was an} = ig PS Ae 
elk that came down to the vicinity of unlooked for sit- 2. 4 3 a Be 

the Elk Refuge. A count made on the uation. The elk lt fee oe A ww? 

various feed grounds showed that were being fed _—-— -— foe me ee Ce 
nearly 7,000 elk were being fed. All daily, all the hay | r”t—~s—C—Hz Boek: ee Ve 

went well foratime. Aside fromsome they would eat. fs = =  § ,r”rt—st—CiC 
cripples and one or two bloody trails There was no ,,rr—r—CE Ps ae 
across the fields, aftermath of the hunt- starvation and ee 
ing season, there appeared to be no the animals that UT t—eNN eo wd ORR nial 

losses in the early part of the winter. were not infected at ee Ee 
Then one day a cow elk was found, in were in good con- | = re 
such a weakened condition that she was dition. Yet, in L ee rr 
mercifully killed. Post mortem exam- spite of this care, ll “s 
ination showed the presence of disease. animals were dy- a  -« CCC 
The lungs were badly diseased, there ing. The tota) -—=—= OO 
were lesions on the tongue and the tis- known loss on View of winter range of elk near Jackson, Wyoming. 
sues gave off an offensive odor. The and near the feed 
pathological indications pointed to grounds that winter was a little over cumbed, possibly due to the fact that 

Necrotic stomatitis, or calf diphtheria. 400 animals. This represented a loss deep snow covered the feed and the clk 

A little later lameness was noted among of nearly 6%, all classes, but about were forced to eat coarse, unpalatable 

the elk. A few more died. Several 18% considering the calves alone. The browse. The losses in the mountains 

showed no definite lesions, but some of greatest loss occurred among the calves. were not known, but on the feed 

them clearly indicated calf diphtheria. All of the losses were not due to grounds, at least, one dislikes to find 

As time went on and the losses became Necrotic stomatitis. There were some extensive losses. Investigation indi- 

heavier, diseased tissues were shipped deaths from miscellaneous, accidental cated clearly that such conditions had 

to the Bureau of Animal Industry in causes, but the majority died from this occurred in the past, as evidenced by 

Washington, D. C. Study of these tis- infectious disease. The cause of the observations made by Mr. A. P. Nelson, 

sues indicated the presence of Necrotic disease was not hard to find. In the in charge of the Elk Refuge, and by the 

stomatitis, but no clear evidence of any lesions and wedged among the teeth condition of old bones picked up in this 

other infectious disease. were masses of seeds and awns, identi- area. Squirrel tail grass and the in- 

fied as the seeds of squirrel tail grass, jurious brome grew on the refuge lands 

ie may be of interest to review here Hordeum jubatum, and Bromus tecto- as well as on adjacent private farm 

the symptoms and pathological ap- rum. These sharp seeds and awns, lands. 

s pearances accompanying this disease. picked up in the hay, had penetrated The findings related above do not - 

The only early symptom which could be the tissues of the mouth, suppuration “solve the elk problem. Indeed, this is _ 

observed was lameness, indicating ar- had taken place and the lesions pro- only one of many factors involved. 

thritis. Perhaps arthritis is secondarily duced became infected with bacteria, Since that first winter other diseases 

induced by the weakening influence of Bacillus necrophorus. have been found; parasites are a trou- 

calf diphtheria, which has already In other words, our own efforts to blesome factor; and we have forage 

taken hold of the animal. At any raté, assist the elk by feeding them hay re- problems. Space does not permit dis- 

nothing further can be discerned until sulted in the death of a definite per- cussion of those factors, in all their 

the animal appears dejected, with ears centage of the herd. In the neighbor- ramifications. But it may be well worth 

drooping. Binelly it lies down, hardly ing hills a few additional animals suc- while to follow = present discussion 

able to rise. At this rom cause to end 

stage the animal, if - i ne result, to illustrate 

young, survives . — how such informa- 

about twenty-four ; -.2hulUC( rDlUCUL TS tion may be applied 
hours, older ani- a = i ltst~<( ee S™~—ts|_ iin a practical way. 

mals possibly four Pr eal De a ee First of all, steps 
or five days. e a -—“—i«~wsOSSSC as CUCL CS*~*~< S| sSCeerree taker by the 
typical lesions of |F  — | jf i a 7 mo, | Biological Survey, 
Necrotic stomatitis | ™  .. 8 OO AE tet eee.| in cooperation with 
are pits in the | i SUI NR gy age | the Burcau of Plant 
mouth tissues, lined | i a Ne aul . | Industry, to elim- 
with pale yellow | 8 i Ne 4 inate squirrel tail 

cheesy material, |<. i 2 (ct Mi eRe 2) (or fox tail) from 
Sometimes these |g 94” 4 a fe bis + a! ef 4 =o | the hay fields of the 

sores cause the ac- i ee OT a - Elk Refuge. This 

cumulation of a |~ Rie VO hs a AMEN ad 7, ee gai iG ae proves to be a diffi- 

great wad of food “es Ry a ee, Oars pier e ee i ae Sa “ Sea. cult task but experi- 

which distends one |, Ge) BOR amen CNL on Ee VY cn sg z =| ments in manage- 
or both cheeks, in- Pi 8 ee AO oar TOY Oneal Sh ee wet Ete | ment of the hay 

terfering with eat- ae SPW LS Bae) Ss ae ON. ‘.ee= | lands are now un- 

; ing. Sometimes |B he oa ou Pu beaks tis, ies pee ONe soy Co der way, and it is 

the lungs are |RUQt AA MsR a G0 eh re geri te rua ee Sed! Ce me hoped to reduce the 

badly diseased. | RQ MRIs SS commento a a eee Fe 24 BW 7 key qs5| winter loss from 

Some cases reveal [Magia Giwclauy i net aL, | Gena as Bidens Df Wes ee ee 3| fox tail hay to a 

. stomach ulcers. Oc- |Site aceasta ee Re eee Ps eve minimum. As a 

casionally the liver ns) Pan Gor Ce RE AE i weer Cl further result of 
or apicen x ne- |e Ce hago NN BIS SS Ca ae . hess isrdies es 

crosed. In the case  ||Seas@nnae nite 2 Eee a Be Se SB Ae le ieep the an aiale of older animals the | Beata «asta Medea ae keep the pe 
sharp seeds lodge —=aete a —— scattered as muc 

between the teeth, Service berry heavily browsed by elk. Browse species are damaged where elk are aS possible. (Con- 

causing abscess, concentrated in too great numbers. tinued on page 40) 
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* : . is necessary, and on purchasing additional 
What s It Worth to Climb Fences? hay. If more land were available this hay 

(Continued from page 23) shortage would not exist and plans would 
And the reason a farmer doesn’t come to Certainly not. Game belongs to the man Pee pte oat ap the not uee 
town and brag about the double he made who kills it legally. But farmers can By OHS ee SN re Aes 
on rabbits or the right-and-left on birds, is charge a trespass fee for man and dog, and for Heeciic ipedaice 
that he knows the fellow he tells it to will they can charge ge Ser ent eben the iS E 
invite himself right out. sportsman comes back and shows his game. r é é 
When we sient to Lancaster township Also, they can band ringnecks before the VW pe Plans pe ee ae we had nothing for the farmers to sign. birds are released and actually charge for 2 cufhcicnt arcs ieee Anacon Sdetiveteae 

They've signed too much already, many of killing banded birds raised on the farms. Le Ree it Tacksou tial ie tt them. We are beginning to organize by sec- a Pee aot neocon a tee d We asked no privileges; we heard no ob- tions. There is no great hurry. Only rab- © ees ce ee ah ee oferine a 
jections. bit shooting is desirable the first two years. 5° et x ee il ee ae fe tt ie See at 

We urged no one, but we held out the Quail may now be killed legally, but there eae, 3 teenie and Gee : ae ee oe s promise of a trespass charge for all hunt- is no open season on ringnecks. After two Ca tee ca a aie a eaeection of ers and our co-operation in protecting the years we expect the whole state to be ees re pie See a Aaah all a game in every way possible for a Walton opened up for pheasant shooting. abl s soi ae as for the Tle. A baad organization. We offered to have cards This brings up another phase of the oe He “ill g, ae a x eee Ronntesas printed to post the township and the farms. question. In all this we have had the co- ih edi of % 1 sa ‘ eas snes a tith © ill Our reasons were these: A few years operation of Col. Richard Lieber, director bes mg) Eee Sate cond ee es ago farmers would say, “Sure, come on out of conservation, and Walter Shirts, super- de Hea eae for bur cea and I'll go along” ; then they said, “Well, it intendent of the Division of Fish and oa ae ney ee fhe could: Bec eet might be all right,” and now they say, Game. ere eae ee oN nearly ree die eee Stee pt “Uh-huh, when the corn shucking’s done.” ringnecks in 1931, and also supplied a few aa s = 3 It is a discouraging thing to oil up the gun hundred eggs for hatching by dependable pee ied oe Setaati is 3 ous - g kK 
toe AE eee reed auuenee ee pe son Hole. Many others have been under- 
we didn’t blame the farmers. es man Shirts deserves some particu- eee ae eee - ik big anes sey Said Bill Lucas, postmaster, to me one lar mention. I have insulted him and tee re se pie as ohide. Whea a day: “I'd like to go ona farm and pay my lambasted him. He has done fully as well by ice tee Resta undertaken: tea eu ye) way and feel welcome.” me. But he has performed a miracle in In- bae fully tealice tee eente ee ot aa ae Said I to Bill: “Like going to a movie diana all in one year. He has made a big ReEretcd The pratlem is eee ie —pay the admission and have the enter- game farm, raised more than 10,000 ring- may igeadiedot fie Taeod Hole di | Save tainment. Why not? We pay for the necks and some quail and wild turkeys, and ted ‘cs all on a great number of experts: shells, don’t we?” the cost of making the farm and raising the a f eaieraere ria on anes Ot =i Farmers at first did not chime in with birds is such that the whole program has a jn oe ‘i eee BEiGitGlsEise= oe that tune at all. “I'd hate to charge a man cost no more than 10,000 birds on the mar- ei fe aa re onthe Pe taniet the weed to hunt,” was the comment I got from one. ket, and he has the farm left, with build- ae: c t Se Bae as thes tematice: Oa te He is right in a way, too. And under the ings, light plants and fencing, as I get the elected ihe een T have fad the pence ee Blan te docs not have to charge ie jon not bragging about it; I’m just assistance of State and Federal institutions, 

“When eae ihe gue in Lancaster “Te Latesiter township a hunter’ pars eqtel serials With all thi township, we'll not get to hunt any of it,” dise? No. But, yet less than a year old, simple, the factors’ are so mumerons. The ‘ said a Waltonian to me. I hope he is partly it is promising. The farmers-have learned —ife history of a species, as understood to- right. There should be a few sanctuaries We are not a gang of vandals,.and we have day, involves a great mass of information 
in Lancaster township. They will help found that the farmers have a million and which was not. considered necessary in supply Be sot ee on which Bunting one vexations, some of them caused by earlier days. 
Toe io now it 1s going to be hunters. The complexity of our wild life prob- 

The agriculture teacher at the Lancaster ace lems pees eras Someta ee cen school joined the movement; so did the Since this article was written, farmers secon eres reebarehoes denen pean county agricultural agent. They think it from Union, Salamonic, Rock Creck and far fees Becisecd relauonghi a ae will make a better future for farming. Clear Creek townships, Huntington county, aragiount and we need Hie bese ee ceble They are hinting that having ringnecks, Indiana, have asked the Isaak Walton e dies BE lite histories hare wild lif ruffed grouse and quail and rabbits will be League to take them into a similar project, erobl ee Ee Onisuchiaetiets ee ea a good thing for the farmer-sportsman as and an individual farmer living near the e e BS iainicieation SEaaE herds and ar well as for the city folks who pay the ad- city of Huntington is working out such a ae rareinneee ae Gordons We missions. This is in the back of the head project to apply to his own farm, his oe Se it on eon Oli taraleeas of many a farmer, too. charges probably to be 25 cents a day for ou Nea ont. pore ene aes Will we be over-charged? I don’t think hunters. The Huntington chapter is now a reaeare one ae - eoieeton a so. If one square mile of farmers charge considering means of assisting these farm- in Eine ae Ree eet cononie nesds too much, we can go on to the next. ers to attain a@ genuine conservation pro- ma ok e pureyne = But farmers can’t sell game, can they? gram embodying hunting privileges. hee 
en — EE : 
Big Game Trails in Research Camp ao : 

(Continued from page 9) (Continued from page 39) 
The feeding grounds are changed from vate ranches in this area now utilize the |... . year to year. Not only is the congestion forage crop. The elk recognize no property By tous of fhe Serdnzs eee Be Pees of a large herd of animals directly dan- rights and frequently become a great an- V at Se ent , ‘di = ae yee gerous from the standpoint of possible con- noyance to these ranchers. It is often ad- ee BO aay rf 2 ae a daa aldiee. eee tagious diseases, but the accumulation of visable to begin feeding the elk in order to Palle S ak eS SaainGhea for manure resulting from the use of the same protect these ranches. ihe < * Oise x sia nee S iy caceiage feed ground each year furnishes, possibly, ic é oe ae Se ee ter of ‘the a fertile medium for the development of Fo several years the addition of this Sp: aerate oat eae a D caliber rifle 
bacteria. As a precaution, therefore, it adjacent land to the present Elk Refuge oat aes esos Son a arcund to marvel ‘ seems essential to avoid concentration. has been advocated and in view of my find- Bs f Ace a theoll rifles Finally, I am convinced that whenever ings during the present study I can think The Can ‘Be audimiatveled-at the and wherever it is possible, feeding of hay of no better action that might be taken than T ae aoe ae a ith ted plate to game animals should be avoided and that to make these lands available for the elk eae es ae ei Sei diel Oniee 7” grazing areas are much preferable. In herd. Here lies the winter range of the es al ie a Less A ik oe { ehooters view of the character of the winter range elk. Not the choicest in the state, from the t c Paige Ph Sears ae dak a Jniekar in Jackson Hole, it will always be neces- standpoint of climatic features, but the best ail . rom : af senEeS a A ie ney : e 
sary to feed hay in unfavorable winters. available at present. The present Elk Ref- c a Be ok ae a Cay One However, if sufficient forage were avail- uge cannot produce enough hay in one sea- See ene DIcee ae a ne genet acieat 2 ae present son to feed the elk the following winter 

efuge, the elk would subsist by graz- and it is necessary to rely on an accumula- = ing in many winters when under present tion from year to peas ine advantage Join the Izaak Walton League conditions it is necessary to feed hay. Pri- of mild winters when little or no feeding 
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Elk 

The Olympic Elk Seasgi” e Olympic eason 
Cone ING the protests against the 

short Olympic elk season in theme of 
Washington this past fall, during which 400 
licensees killed 157 bull elk, Hon. Lou 
Ovenden, Director of the Department of 
Game, comments as follows: 

“Every hunting party was checked as it 
went in, and the members were advised 
that they must remove all edible parts of 
elk taken. (Washington has a stiff law 
against wastage.) They were also advised 
not to kill or cripple anything but bull elk. 

There were enough game protectors in the 
elk area to see that these rules were ob- 
served. Violations were kept at a minimum. 
About’ the only criticism the hunters seemed 
to have was that they were checked too 
often by our game protectors. 

“This was the first open season on the 
Olympic elk in approximately 35 years: We 
are of the opinion that many of those who 
protested against this open season feel that 
no damage was done to the herd, and that \ 
the rigid restrictions enforced will have a 
wholesome effect on poachers who no doubt 
have taken many elk in the past. The ap- 
parent shortage of young elk was due to 
predatory animals, poaching, and lack of 
proper feed in concentratiGn areas.” —Amer- 
ican Game Association. B Feb 1933 p25 

,



ae mer : Wile: tuey 
COE Paes 8 sa E.G : a e Digest of wey” 

ga ; (On Grewfish River near Leke Mills, Jefferson Co.,Wis.). 

: ~ Ballebin of the Public Museu of the City of Milwaukee, Yol. II, 

De 356. Foods. “However, we find intersst in the work of Somers who, in ; 
: . 1888, mnde.a special collection of bone fragments from the refuse 

“heap along the river. He states that hie has identified the bones 
ae of "bear, raéeoon, buffalo, moose, deer, squirrel, wooddlmck, 

‘ Yabbit, wolf, pigeon, quail, ducks, reedbird, turtles, pickerel, os 
| ~~» pile, porch, buli-head, and sudkers.'!" ; & 

= _ Qlote absence of turkey, prairie chicken, ruffed crouse, SLi.) 

Be HQ. Quoting ¥. %. Sterling's viait tn 163s: os 

Pe eee oa , "On malting a section of the wall, we could see each stratum | 
which presented the same appearance at every point cat’ through : 

ee the wall. the clay wae mixed with either marsh grass or the 
: stalks of wild rige which erew sbundantly ‘in the strean near by." ‘ 

Be 3G, Again qoting® Somerst: = 

* . E “Bear Ameri can Raccoon, A . Buffalo Lone ts 

: ; ¥ox squirrel (Selusug cinerens), Yoodehuck (, 2 gk ss 
: ae ee several 7 8, a2 gylvations, cal ce fe 

5 ae ee oe is), Wolf (Canis lupas), ani several others not yet deternined. — 

4 se ee a nat (ort 5 Mood . B87 Pie heeds ; eer, 5. 

Chet Ae ou, A aoa), aa Dak amg shacain Dnt. rt (kde 2 
sh oxryzivome), several other saall birds not yet determined. 

ee tee ae a, ae 
x 1892. "Prehistoric Cenntbalion in America." Poyutlar Science Monthly, - : 

coe a Vol. 42, pp. or (Reprinted in Wiss Archeologist, Vol. 19, = 
no Bde Le! Bs 2024) » Bs ge See : at cs gui hg



Blk File 
Schorger 
Coon Valley 
R. HR. Davis 
Holt 

Els. An elk antler was exposed by a flood near the old mill dam at Coon 

Valley. Date or disposal unknown.



é ‘Exeerpt from letter from C..R. Townsend, Port Menier, Anticostic Island, = 
ele: : Canada, March 15, 1934. A cae Son ; Af nae 

Bh. er nte-entepeetteennrennesetinnerieneiinieattientonsentntnesmntnnrtpratipieteeshamtenantennitsatpeintertternmsterireananiwimi see nica rite " ne eae fe 

bt a stg ae I have been groping for the light in a great many problems in con- Bee et 
~. © peetion with our game (I here include fox aa a game animal); for instance, — 
©) eure fox take shows enormous variation from year to year, varying from less oy 

pe _ than 500°to more than 1600, incidentally if you are interested, I would be wee 
° “4 -@lad to send you a graph of the take forthe last 15 years. _ ie gS By 

The following may prove of interest; balsam is the staple food for deer sae i 
oe im the winter; our beaver live largely on conifers (we have but few broad : ‘ 

yori -leaved species) and the staple food in the winter is the bari of the spruce; ” a 
ee while only’ 20 partridge were introdtieed here and we now find them all over ye 

- ‘the, Island and pumbering thousands there 1g absolutely no sign of 11) effects. 
oy) from Anbreedings elk breed infrequently, onee im four years ig probably — aaa! 

; . correct. — e : ee : ace eo a 

Peller Deer a ey oe Ca ee en ag 

A “Hood and Cover ee ARE Be tae tials 7 ah API ei aah ls
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: STUDIES IN ELK MANAGEMENT 

s By O. J. Murie 
Bureau of Biological Survey 

The elk problem of the Jackson Hole region, Wyoming, has 
held the attention of the Nation for many years. We have always 
been aware of the general problem, connected with range and food 
supply, and some significant action has been taken from time to 
time. We must not lose sight of the fact that in early days 
individual ranchers showed sympathy for the elk and in times of 

stress fed them with hay from their own stacks. 
The first important accomplishment was the setting aside by 

Congress of a tract of land in Jackson Hole for an elk refuge, 
where hay could be harvested exclusively for the elk. Some years 
later the Izaak Walton League of America, recognizing further 
need, procured additional lands and these were donated to the 
National Government and became a part of the refuge, which now 
totals about 4,558 acres. This refuge is administered by the Bio- 
logical Survey. : 

These steps went a long way toward caring for the elk. The 
Wyoming State Game & Fish Commission has supplemented the 
Federal hay supplies by purchases from local ranches, and with 
oil cake and other concentrated feeds. The present elk refuge 
does not in any one season produce enough hay to feed the elk the 
following winter. It can produce enough only when several 

years accumulation is available. 

: CoMPREHENSIVE Stupy UNDERTAKEN 

In 1927, the Biological Survey undertook a comprehensive study 
of the elk situation. Previously several biologists of this organi- 
zation had made their investigations as time and funds permitted, 
but it was realized that a long-time study of the life history of the 
elk was urgently needed. For about six years these studies have 
been carried on. Among the features of the study I might 

mention the following: (1) Food and feeding ‘habits, month by 

e month, and range requirements. (2) Distribution and migrations, 

and their significance. (3) Breeding habits. (4) Parasites, dis- 

eases, and other factors affecting numbers and rate of increase. 

= (5) General habits, and numerous other items. 
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These studies led into fields of minerals and soils, botany, graz- : 
ing practices, entomology, parasitology, and especially the study . 
of diseases. The Food Habits Research Division of the Biological 
Survey assisted by analyzing stomach contents. We have been 
assisted by the Forest Service, by chemists and botanists of the 
University of Wyoming, the Bureaus of Animal and Plant Indus- 
try, of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, as well as by various 
individual specialists. 

Lire History Stupies EsseNTIAL 

My studies have convinced me more than ‘ever that such de- 
tailed life-history investigations are absolutely essential for any 
approach to game-management problems under modern circum- 
stances. As a resultiof these studies I have reached some definite 
conclusions, and should like to mention just a few, particularly 
with reference to hay feeding versus grazing. 

The feeding of hay was originally intended as an emergency 
measure in hard winters. Recently it has appeared necessary 
to feed the elk every winter, regardless of climatic conditions. 
When the elk come down from the mountains they easily find 
the haystacks of the ranchers and recognizing the superior qual- 
ity of the cured hay, they make every effort to get it. They also 
seek the hay on the feeding grounds of domestic stock, and early 
in winter cause enough disturbance to impel the ranchers to com- 
plain. The State of Wyoming has been paying damage claims 
in such cases, and in order to relieve the pressure the offending 

elk have been rounded up and driven to elk-feeding grounds. Re- 
cently elk have been killed by wardens and the meat given the 
needy. This has forced us to feed the elk even in favorable win- 
ters, and the situation as regards adjacent farms has become 

acute. Such a trend in game management carries with it serious 
dangers, some of which I wish to point out. 

First—Continuous feeding is expensive, since each winter it is 
necessary to purchase hay to supplement that raised on the refuge. 
To cope with the difficulty it is only natural that a reduction of 
the elk herd should be urged by many interested people, with the , 
idea that, on the basis of feeding every winter, a smaller herd 

could be cared for with the available funds. This is inevitable, 
under the present circumstances. Nevertheless, to be effective, <
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it may decrease the herd to a number too low to insure the per- 
~ petuation of the elk in satisfactory numbers. 

Second—Constant concentration of elk on the feeding grounds 
each winter increases the hazards from parasitic and other dis- 
eases. Any insanitary condition thus produced is a menace to the 
herd. As many as three or four thousand elk have been known 
to assemble on a single feeding ground. By a study of the blood 
serum we have demonstrated the presence of contagious abortion 
among these elk. Many cow elk fail to produce a calf in the 
spring and many abortions have been observed. Probably the 
only chance of combating this disease among game animals is to 
keep them scattered as much as circumstances permit, even 
though we may be unable to eradicate the disease. 

Whether concentration plays an important role in necrotic 
stomatitis, the cause of most of our winter kill, I do not yet 
know. But this disease is definitely encouraged by artificial 
feeding. I have repeatedly observed that while losses on the 
feeding grounds have consistently averaged 5 or 6 per cent of the 
number fed, losses among the elk wintering out in the hills are 
so small that they cause no comment. 

Squirrel-tail, Hordeum caespitosum, is known to be an important 
causative agent, and various other coarse feeds contribute to the 
loss. Aside from the effects of concentration, the feeding of 
hay, therefore, carries with it distinct hazards. 

It is, of course, possible that better nutrition may play a part 
in building resistance to disease, but although some experimenta- 
tion along this line has been made, we do not yet know whether 
feeding the animals grain and fattening them in winter would ap- 
preciably lessen the losses. Even if successful such improved 
feeding practices would still leave the other drawbacks to artificial 
feeding. 

Another feature of elk concentration is the destruction of 
browse species immediately adjacent to the feeding grounds, thus 
eliminating to a large extent that important type of supplementary 
food. Though willows have been largely eliminated from the Elk 
Refuge, such excessive destruction does not extend beyond the 
area of concentration. 
Third—Annual feeding of hay, as a regular practice, tends to 

“pauperize” the elk. Even now a part of the herd comes sttaight 
to the Elk Refuge in the fall migration, apparently expecting
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to be fed. If not promptly fed they wander off into adjacent 
areas and often become a nuisance to the ranchers. When = 
feeding once begins they cease “rustling” for themselves. 
Many observers, familiar with field conditions, have repeatedly 

called attention to the fact that elk herds that winter out in the 
mountains are much more thrifty than those carried through the 
winter on artificial feeding. Elk have a remarkable ability to 
care for themselves and to subsist under winter conditions, and 
such ability should not be weakened by the management practices 
employed. 

Domestication DANGEROUS 

Closely related to so-called “pauperization” is what we may 
term domestication or taming of the elk. Even during the period 
of our investigations in Jackson Hole, since 1927, a gradual taming 
has been observed and a tendency for the elk to neglect their 
spring migration. At one time a man afoot on the feeding 

grounds was likely to stampede them, and even one on horseback 
would cause the animals to draw away. The only way to go 

among them without disturbance was to use a team and sleigh. 
In more recent winters I have been able to walk across the 

feeding grounds with very little disturbance among them. In 
spring it has become necessary to drive many of the elk off the 
hay meadows with saddle horses and thus start them on their 
migration to summer range. Interference with the natural, bene- 

ficial, habits of a game animal, and developing new ones that may 
be harmful, in our efforts to help them, are distinct dangers. 

Perhaps one might here make the analogy of the semi-domesti- 
cated reindeer, as compared with the wild caribou. The reindeer 

are irregular in color and antler form, ranging from pure white, 

to the more normal darker browns. The antlers are often ab- 
normal and lacking symmetry. Some abnormal breeding habits 

have been noted, and the animals are comparatively tame. 

It does not seem sportsmanlike to keep an animal on the game 
list and at the same time to tame it and weaken its power of 

tesistance to the inclement factors of its environment. It is 
impossible for us to set aside the biologic laws governing the de- s 
velopment of a species. The ideal solution for the problem would 
be to provide the elk sufficient areas for winter grazing remote 
from ranches. This would do away with the dangers here men- a 
tioned and, prevent clash of interests.
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I have enumerated objections to annual winter feeding of elk. 
z This is not a criticism of elk management at the present time, 

either on the part of the Federal Government, or of State game 
officials. Under existing conditions both agencies are coping with 
the situation in a most intelligent manner. In the absence of 
sufficient grazing areas, and because private ranches are today sit- 
uated adjacent to the publicly owned winter feeding areas, the 
feeding of hay is an absolute necessity. Even were sufficient 
lands for grazing placed under public ownership we should still 
find it necessary to have a supply of hay for emergency use in 
the occasional abnormal winter. It is likely, however, that such 
winters would come at long intervals and that ultimately a much 
better program of management will be possible. 

CoNCLUSIONS 

My conclusions, therefore, are that the feeding of hay as an 
annual practice and permanent policy is inadvisable, because of the 
expense, the danger of progressive reduction of herds, which may 
eventually go beyond safe limits, the dangerous concentration 
of elk, the pauperization of the herds, and the tendency toward 
domestication. As a remedy I recommend that there be set aside 
more adequate winter range, of such a nature that more extensive 
winter grazing may be possible; and that conditions as natural as 

possible may be maintained. 

i 

*



Food of Blk 

See page 8, M. P. Skinner's "Report on Roosevelt Elk, Olympic Peninsula, 
Washington, Yor Boone & Crockett Club, April 20, 1934.
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"Vanished Game of Yesterday! Notes by Witmer Stone, Report of 

the Boone and Crockett Club, June, 1934, p. 35. :
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Extract from The Primitive Persists in Bird Life of Yellowstone Park by oF 
George M. Wright.’ The Condor, Vol. XXXVI, Mo. i, July-August, 1934, DiaGex ee 

“The road up to Old Faithful closely parallels Firehole River. Numbers of eo 

Dippers breed here in swmer, but in winter there is a much greater concentration ae 

i on this end the other warm streams, But where were the Dippers this morning? dees 

Finally we found them. We had been searching their accustomed rocks, tut these ne 

were ice-covered now, and the birds had therefore abandoned them for the winter ae 

to stand quietly on the submerged rocks, their legs warmed by the friendly river, 

"The elk, too, take advantage of the thermal heat. We saw many of them in a 
the upper Geyser Basin and knew that some would remain there for the winter, Ai 
loafing on the warm ground, which is always free enough of snow to provide some = 

forage, At that, they fare better than the bulk of their fellows who join the 5 
migration. It is generally recognized today that the elk wintering up on the % 

plates usually come through in good condition, whereas those on dole at the j 

feed grounds are emaciated by spring. Wild game prospers more if permitted to oe 
remain primitive. The mere presence of men is not so injurious. It+is when 265 

he attempts to have the animals live his way and die his way that ruin follows," Fa
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GAME POPULATION DENSITIES 

Acres 

Species Place Size of vait Per Head Remnarizs 

Quail Calif. 22,000 acres nine MacLean,1930. Foothill range 

Wis. 600 acres 5 Univ.Arboretum, winter 1933-34 
Mo. 6 sqmi. 5 Leopold, unpubl. 
S. Iova Inhabited farms an) Most frequent density, 1931-2 

Wis. 1,360 acres 6 Riley Cooperative, 1933-34 
Mo. 280 acres 1.3 Phil N. Smith farm, 1923 
" " 1 Gel " " 1 1 . 1929 

a ee a a a eee 

Pheasant Mich, 600 acres 2 Wight, 1931, fall 
" tt it ie ft tt rriinter 

Dal:ota 640 acres 2.6 Jonson, soring 
N.W, Iowa Inhabited range eal Most frequent density,1931-32 

ae 
Grouse Britain(Red) 5,000 acres 4 Leovold & Ball, spring 

tt t " ' 1.5 " a " ; tale 

Minn. (Ruffed) 640 acres 5 King, spring 
Se a a SP Na ase 

Hungarian England 6,500 acres 4 Maxvell, spring 

Partridge WT. Iowa Inhabited ranze 8-12 Most frequent density,1931~-32 
a ad Te a ere epee cee ea 

Rabbit Pa. 35 acres 0.2 Barbadoes Island 

England Ree 0.15 Spring density (Haddon) 

Ideho (Jaclz) 5,000 acres 1 Rabbit drive, winter 

u " 640" 0.5 Hich of cycle 
Ariz. (Jack) 5,100 " 1.8 April, 1925, drive 

s 1,260° * 4.0 May, 1923, drive 

" 2,560 -! 2.1 Wov., 1920, drive 

H. Mex. 64uo oF 4.0 June, 1927, drive 
PN aes a Sn 7 se eh ln Sen TO a oe 

Duclzs - Ohio 1,500 acres 0.1 Fall density,locals (Day) 
Minn, & lakes 1.0 Fall density,locals (Leopold) 

Be ee I ae a ae ee car 

Deer News 750 acres 7e5 Enclosure 
Minn, 390 sq mi. ae Itasca Park, 1920 
Mich, 22 sqemi. 30 Grand Island, 1923 

Ind, 16 Morgan County, 1820 

Pa. 12.5 Present density of deer range 

A a5 Est,capacity of deer range 

France( Roe) ? 25 Common density,roe deer 
Bohemia(Red) ? 100 Common " yred. 
Calif. 1,142 sqemi. 30 Stanislaus U.F., 1921-23 

Meow 16 sq.mi. 91 Adirondaci:s, 1929 
(Tormsend & Smith) 

emma mae a8 Ae ee Se A ae 

Antelope T.Mex. 4,650 sqermi. 1200 Ligon, 1926 
i sce Re aI ae a on aoe eg 

Vv Elk Yellowstone 3,400 sq.emi. 100 Yearlong range, 1927 

Park



Blk 
y Accidents. i 

( \ 

Evan Kelly told me in 1935 that he knew of a case of an elk : 

getting his horns tangled in a telephone wire and perishing. This 

was on the Flathead National Forest. i 

: 
AL. i a 

4
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The Elk Reduction Program In Yellowstone 
By Atserr E. Exxiorr, ’29, Park Ranger 

(From Yellowstone Nature Notes) 

; For a number of years, the problem of maintaining the 
Northern Yellowstone game herds has presented ever increasing 
difficulties. The summer range, which lies at high altitudes and 

: becomes covered with snow during the winter, is more than suffi- 
cient to accommodate the number of game animals which we now 
have, but during the winter months all of the elk, deer, antelope, 
and mountain sheep are confined to a restricted area which lies at a 
lower altitude and where snow conditions are not so severe. In this 
area the elk, deer, antelope and sheep are forced to compete with 
each other for food during the winter. 

A series of mild winters and dry, hot summers have seriously 
retarded the growth of forage plants on the winter range. An ab- 
normal increase of the elk herd, brought about by the decrease in 
hunters’ kills and subnormal winter kills, has accentuated the un- 
balanced condition between the various species of game animals, 
and between the number of game animals and the amount of winter 
food available. All of the winter range area has become overgrazed 
to such an extent that many of the forage plants have been killed 
or thinned out. This condition not only augments the shortage of 
food supply, but it has also removed a sufficient amount of the 
ground cover to allow sheet erosion to set in to such an extent that 
the entire range is in danger of complete destruction. We are not 
only faced with a critical condition insofar as our elk herd is con- 
cerned, but it is reasonable to believe that other smaller and rarer 
species of game animals are also in danger of extermination through 
starvation, due to their inability to compete with the elk for their 
food supply. 

: Faced with this situation, and the failure or impracticability of 
all other remedial measures which have been tried or suggested, 
it was finally proposed that a program of direct reduction of the elk 

> herd be adopted. An arbitrary reduction figure of 3,000 head was 
decided upon. It was agreed that the preferred method of reduction 
should come through hunters’ kills outside the park, and secondly 
through shipments of live elk to other regions where restocking of 
elk was desired, or where it was desired to increase herds already 
in existence. If both of these reduction methods failed to accom- 
plish the desired results, the expediency of slaughtering elk within 
the park and distributing the meat to various relief and Indian agen- 
cies would be resorted to.
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Even before the regular elk hunting season was due to close in 

Park County, Montana, it was apparent that the hunters could not 

possibly take nearly the desired number to reach the reduction 

goal; so plans were made to proceed with the shipping and slaugh- 

tering operations within the park. On January 10, word was re- 

ceived that a bill providing for the extension of the elk season in 

+ Park County until March 1, had been passed by both houses of the 

Montana state legislature and was later approved by the governor. 

The approval of this bill allowed for a considerable increase in the 

* number of elk taken by hunters, so it was decided to go ahead with 

the plans for filling orders for live elk, but to delay the slaughtering 

operations until such time as it should become apparent that the 

reduction goal would not be reached without slaughtering. During 

the remainder of January the daily kill by hunters held to an aver- 

age which would indicate that the reduction goal would be reached 
without slaughtering. During the early part of February, however, 

the daily average began to drop off and instructions were received 

to proceed with the killing operations. 

Due to the difficulty experienced in capturing elk in any of the 

three lower traps, it was decided to use the Slough Creek trap to 

catch elk for slaughtering and to fill the orders for live elk from 

the animals caught in the Mammoth, Blacktail, and Game Ranch 

traps. An ECW spike camp had been established at Slough Creek 

early in January and all preparations and plans for slaughtering had 

been completed. Accordingly, on the night of February 6, the trap 
was sprung and the slaughtering operations were begun on the 
morning of the seventh. A total of 186 animals was killed at Slough 
Creek and 25 head were killed at Mammoth. On February 15, the 
total reduction figure amounted to 2,734 head of elk, and it was 
decided to halt the slaughtering operations because the remainder 
of the reduction was almost assured, through hunters’ kills and 
unfilled orders for live elk. On February 16, the Montana State 

7 Game Department sent out word that the hunting season in Park 
County would be closed on February 21. At the close of the season, 
the reduction figure amounted to 3,132 and we still had orders for 

* live shipments amounting to 100 head. The total reduction as of 

March 14, was 3,265 head of elk. 

A game count, conducted on March 13 and 14, revealed an 
actual count of some 9,535 head of elk still in existence on the 
Northern Yellowstone range. Due to weather conditions, which 
were adverse to a successful game count, it was estimated that only 
about 80 per cent of the elk actually present were accounted for. A 
reasonable estimate of the number of elk remaining in the northern 

herd places the figure at approximately 11,900 head.
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The following table is prepared to show the reduction record 
for the winter 1934-35. 

Total number taken by hunters in adjoining area..............2,567 

Elk slaughtered and shipped to: 

Fort Hall Indian Agency, Fort Hall, Idaho... 60 
Tongue River Indian Agency, Lame Deer, Montana... 60 , 
Fort Peck Indian Agency, Poplar, Montana......0.000000000... 24 

Rosebud Indian Agency, Rosebud, South Dakota... 21 
Shoshone Indian Agency, Fort Washakie, Wyoming... 24 | 
Coeur d’Alene Indian Agency, Moscow, Idaho...................... 20 
Consolidated Ute Agency, Ignacio, Colorado... 12 

Agencies receiving live shipments: 

Crow Indian Agency, Hardin, Montana.....0.2000.000-..002........... 150 
Beartooth Silver Fox and Fur Farms, Red Lodge, Montana.. 4 
U.S. F.S., Las Vegas, Nevada (Dixie National Forest)... 31 
Virginia State Game Department, Pearisburg, Virginia... 56 
Idaho State Game Department. ..2.0.22.22.. cece 40 
Great Falls Wildlife Association, Cascade, Montana.............._ 70 
Lewis and Clark Rod and Gun Club, Helena, Montana........... 24 

Miscellaneous deaths (killed in trapping and from gunshot 
WORIDICS ates tert Pine soi eMbn Poe se vermetn are ciel 

Granp Tora, Repuction Fieuas. 00020502... 3285 

The 1934 game census of the U. S. Forest Service shows the 
following approximate numbers of game, predatory and fur-bearing 

animals on the National Forests of Colorado: 

GAME ANIMALS 

Ese tates eaieiets dept een er DD ee OR Ta IACK ro tatnt ai eiecas wacoe a Oe, 
Mountain Sheep......... 3,002 Bear (Grizzly)......... 3 
Mule Deer ioe tls var DUD LO: 

PREDATORY ANIMALS 
COYOTES soos antec ica eared O80) a2 WOLVES: Gg careeatcn wale e 10 
WGYDR Ss icles eaters hotles om Dp kO, MOUNTAIN LIONS), . seas soc 331 § 

FUR-BEARING ANIMALS. 
BGAViOl: velour nes Giant core eats SOs 1 90 me BAUR OMe eeharns aaa soe AO 
FOR So clave cdsvahs sie nsleuea) SOFC US eT MIN Ot mon sisapaicnic sos eet DO ¢ 
MAP ECDs. MoaiGs i Toye rine a tetesaie mS Were MBER Pees ina a ile aaj eyed OF OOD 
MADE aie ss ailaieeaiQyrays Wale enl gO Epes UL etme Suits. esha acs pteiate PRO 
OCG RE estos nc at seh easton 5 

The approximate acreage in regard to land utilization in Colo- 
rado is: 

State (private and public domain lands)..............66,341,120 

National Morests. can aehserimn ilies nia es ae tine etree Loe to, Ob 
Cultivated’ hands a... scl anacsin: oe pines a eta LB eT ES: 
Other (cities, towns, national parks, waste lands)....... 1,305,276 
WEALORSUPTAGCOM -nooiteke alesse aeeiuteis ai8ia cores ae aT ORE ES 185,609
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THE PRESENT PLIGHT OF THE JACKSON HOLE ELK 

By H. P. Sheldon, Chief, Division of Public Relations; Olaus J. Murie, biologist, 
Division of Wildlife Research; and W. E. Crouch, senior biologist, Division 
of Game Management. 
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Elk problem is lack of winter : Permanent solution requires 
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Ever since the first settlers occupied Jackson Hole, in Wyoming, the elk 
herd of that section has commanded public attention. In early days, the Jack- 
son Hole ranges were shared by elk, mule deer, white-tailed deer, moose, moun— 
tain sheep, antelope, and bison. The early history of the moose there is ob- 
scure, but since 1900 these animals have been increasing in numbers, until they 
are abundant and range over an extended area. Bison, antelope, and white-tailed 
deer have disappeared from the picture. 

Elk a Last Remnant of Old Times 

Narratives of old-time experiences with game provide material for a 
thrilling chapter in the story of this unique wilderness. They tell of the an— 
nual trek of the elk, the bison, and the antelope when autumn storms cause them 

of to pick their way out of the higher mountains through the Gros Ventre Basin and 
y the Hoback River country into the more favorable winter Tanges of upper Green 

‘ River and the sagebrush areas of western Wyoming, (See map, page 3.) 

Of that historic pageant of animal migration all that remains now is the 
annual travel of the elk from their summer pastures around the headwaters of the 
Snake River and the upper Yellowstone River to the valley lands of Jackson Hole, 
the favorite range being at the southern end of the valley.



Jackson Hole a Recreation Area 
Gal age in cra crores maa , 

Soon after the Jackson Valley was settled by ranchers, cattle raising i 
there became an important industry. A gradual change, however, has come over ) 

the economic picture. Although cattle are still raised there, recreation has 

come to the front. Some cattle ranches have been turned into dude ranches, and 

many ranchers have found themselves in an unprofitable business, though a few 

are still doing fairly well. The elk herd, however, is more prominent than ever 

before and attracts national attention. It claims the interest of sportsmen, 
tourists, and the general public. This elk herd is now recognized as one of the 

great natural resources of Jackson Hole. 

It is apparent that Jackson Hole is destined to become outstandingly im— 

portant from the viewpoint of recreation and its attendant interests, including 

game and game management, and in this transition the elk herd, the largest re- 

maining on the continent, will play an important part. 

Elk Problem is Lack of Winter Range 

The elk problem, which has existed since Jackson Hole was first settled, 

is definitely characterized by lack of winter range. In the Gros Ventre Basin, 

on the Teton National Forest, there is a favorable elk winter range, but the 

forage there is largely consumed each year by the cattle, which are driven over 

it to their summer ranges. 

There is some winter range on the Teton National Forest along the lower i 

foothills on the east side of the valley, the most important along the southern % 

half. In the valley proper the range formerly used by the elk is now mostly 4 
privately owned. As a matter of fact the elk have wintered to a large extent on 

private property for 20 years and more. ; j 

Winter Feeding Degrades the Magnificent Elk 

In order at least partially to relieve the ranchers of elk depredations, 
and to prevent the annual threat of destruction of the elk herd, through star— 

vation and disease, the Government has been forced to adopt the practice each 

year of winter feeding of hay. As a result, the elk have become somewhat domes— 

ticated; a definite percentage of the calf crop is lost from disease; and a 

large annual feeding expense is incurred. In other words, this feeding practice, 

which has been forced upon the Government under present conditions, is degrading 

the elk of Jackson Hole to the uninspiring status of domestic animals. 

Temporary Measures Costly 

In order to provide for emergencies, it is necessary to have on hand each e 

fall considerable supplies of hay and other feed, at a possible cost of nearly ‘ 
$100,000 to the Federal Government and the State of Wyoming. The severe condi- 

tions that prevailed during the winter of 1934-35 completely exhausted the re— 

serve feed supplies, and in the emergency it was necessary to purchase addition— 

al quantities to prevent threatened disastrous losses through starvation. More 

feed, adequate to carry the elk through a possible similar emergency, must be 
acquired and stored before fall each year that the present shortage of range 

gsm
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continues. To face a winter with less than the average quantity of feed is to [ 

invite appalling losses from starvation and disease, a situation that would a— 4 

rouse the justifiable indignation of millions of Americans. 

Winter feeding, therefore, while necessary to meet an immediate emer-— 

gency, is only temporary, and will afford no permanent relief. The annual pur- 

chase of feed represents an unnecessarily expensive hand-to-mouth policy, one 

that will not remove the threat of destruction to the finest herd of big-game 

animals in the United States nor relieve the Government of the necessity of each 

year expending large sums of money. 

Permanent Solution Requires Adequate Range 

The restoration and protection of natural range is the only permanent so-— 

lution of the elk problem in Jackson Hole. The elk need a natural winter range 

in order to be free from the yearly danger of starvation and deterioration, 

which occurs wherever wild animals are forced to depend on artificial food for 

long periods of time. Immediate difficulties would be met if the elk could use 

some 12,000 to 15,000 acres of land now privately owned between the Elk Refuge 

on the south and the Gros Ventre River on the north, together with a small area 

at the junction of the Gros Ventre and Snake Rivers to the north,and if live- 

stock grazing could be eliminated from the area. 

The herd should be maintained at about 20,000 animals, and any excess ; 

should be disposed of by hunting, by removal for restocking other desirable 4 

areas, or by regulated killing if necessary and the distribution of the meat for { 

relief purposes. Arrangements are being made to cooperate with State author- 

ities for keeping the herd at the optimum number of 20,000. ¥ 

Until the necessary lands become available for the use of theelk, there 

is always the imminent danger of a shortage of winter feed, with recourse to the 

undesirable expedient of purchasing and feeding hay. Purchase of private lands, 

together with the setting aside of some publicly owned land within the area, will 

probably terminate the artificial conditions accompanying winter feeding. 

It does not seem appropriate that the remnant of our splendid American 

elk should be required to forage for subsistence among farm crops like strayed 

barnyard stock, and it is hoped that by the acquiring of new lands to be includ— 
ed in the Elk Refuge, the herd will again somewhat resemble that of the pioneer 

days. Under such a situation Jackson Hole should present an inspiring spectacle 

of wildlife, with the elk.herd inhabiting its native range as free and untram— 

meled as on the day the first white man invaded this magnificent wilderness. » 
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SiN Veg HEN Lewis and Clark made their long journey through the 
Ra, aw” 3 western wilderness they encountered herds of wild animals 

; emer et A) in primitive abundance. In their journals one finds fre- 
ot . i oe quent references to their encounters with game, and the elk stand 

. ah ii_@ out prominently in these accounts. 
a 3 ae Si “Great numbers of buffaloe, elk, and goats are wandering over 
eo 4 these plains, accompanied by grouse and larks,” they wrote. 
a” 4 “Large herds of buffaloe, elk and goats were also seen.” 

eee (ele “The elk and buffaloe are in great abundance, but the deer have 
Nia become scarce.” 

‘ “... all the copses of timber appear to contain elk or deer.” 
; This applied chiefly to the Missouri River drainage. Westward 

_ j from the Rocky Mountains game became scarce. It was not until 
a. a the explorers reached the coast ranges that elk were again en- 

ee ig countered. Then once more, when they were at the mouth of the 
“<a a Columbia River they enjoyed the flesh of elk and deer. 

, 4 An elk was 
— ommceeriaatl praia tees " . an elk to Lewis 
ee Bee Oo ee ay ay Ses end slave tard 

4 ee ae ‘Sy eee ee eet | they record no 
ee IN ilo MRR appearance. Not 

- ae Bs : 4 eS Pi ee S. wef ES ig eo be - AG a : so to the mam- 

j { ee “ae s <9 Ra ton weg hee RS se pe sy ey 3 vus canadensis 
+ gf re ee cera i oe lag BS “ge eds Be, (was the name 

; A Ge See Se PS ew! ape be iven to the iy AARP yor Sie ees af . re is ia 3 a g iy hee A a ee: FS ‘ ; we eastern elk by 
a BS oS ae ke ; H - ae Mee Erxlebenas 

P  Neaeaas : ¢ a ee » ey . ya long ago as 
F « = i ena allay 4 io 1777, based on 

SS as Se : ; Pee oy 86a specimen 
eee] Pa 5 W Die ar! : : A Es fj eee =6from eastern 
CaN tie ent Gece . Lm | ee a en, Geet ee ae : Sg fa } ce ps oS as ae aa = oe ae eo ee 2 Phx oe eee 

gtk Ay. . ee 4 aa “a ~ oe ue s ~ A band of 

es s me N ee me (a> es = sa? + 5 Roosevelt. Elk 
ee EA i ay — ee “s Cys ek Pa a ae = eo] 3 ea rt Po in their native 
eee eo Os ye a & on Ce PY ea = > ai "= home in the 

Let Ee eg — * Be peed a vat = ay aeget = es a : Bi forests of the 

Leh ee ade ee Co es Se ae re Olympics. 

Photograph by Asahel Curtis 
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Canada. Other species were later designated: Cervus cana- brown bodies. Among the tree trunks I spied many elk 
densis manitabensis from Manitoba and Saskatchewan, by faces, with ears pointing in our direction. There was 
Millais, in 1915; Cervus merriami (now extinct) by Nel- a moment of mutual suspense. Then a spike bull trotted 
son, in 1902, from Arizona; Cervus nannedes, by Mer- down toward the river. A few restless ones followed 
riam, in 1905 (the “tule elk” of California.) Recently, in and in a moment the whole band was moving off through 
1935, Vernon Bailey gave the name Cervus nelsoni to the the woods, At this time of year the elk were at their 
Rocky Mountain elk, to distinguish it from the eastern elk. best, with smooth coats, rich blends of gray and brown, 

As long ago as 1827 the name Cervus c. occidentalis had with dark heads and necks, and as they swung into re- 
been ascribed to an elk supposed to represent the west treat the tawny rump patches almost glowed in the evening 
coast form, based on a specimen of doubtful origin. In light. 
1897 Merriam described the Olympic elk as Cervus roose- Like so many denizens of the humid coastal forests, 
velti, but more recently the name occidentalis has been the coast elk are darker than their relatives. Similarly 
used for that species by scientific writers. At any rate, many of the birds, such as the song sparrow, are very 
the common name, Roosevelt Elk, commemorating dark, while the more eastern species are pale in 
our naturalist President, has properly become comparison. The pine squirrel of the coast 
fixed in the public mind. My first ac- pi BR has also developed a dark coat with deep 
quaintance with the Roosevelt elk was Ss. SBT Po orange on the underparts. The Roose- 
late in the fall of 1916, and the oc- Ee ae a velt elk thus fits into the general 
casion is one that lingers in the Ree Ry aad < ah ie scheme of coloration for his 
memory. It was on the Elwha ee sae Wee yO igi SE os chosen environment and_asso- 
River, and my companion was Pe ine, NS ciated fauna. The antlers of 
the late Grant Humes, veteran (= A\ ee a SON the Roosevelt elk are shorter 
guide and woodsman, who /§ (2% Saar eae. PEE than those of the Rocky 
had his early wilderness a SA BRS Tk a nai Bex Mountain species, but they 
training in the Adiron- ; yh Seat it Va coe are often heavier and more 
dacks, and spent his last eos es ad ae ©: meee te rugose; in general, more 
years in the wilderness of ee. ei a Teo Laer rugged in character. And 
the Olympic mountains. AB Shiga) yt MeN f ie pa the Roosevelt elk is gen- 
His pack train was load- eS Foe a v4 i erally considered larger 
ed with supplies, includ- on : — i NY Res Fone than the Rocky Moun- 
ing my own camp outfit, Kbeaainae ce poe rane tain elk. While the data 
and we were heading for ide es r, Se ee. on this subject are mea- 
his ranch up the river. i pe ps: Cee ger, I believe, from field 
I recall the grandeur of Pe Re Te observations, that such 
the immense trees of " Th: as Via ee ig he ae is the case. The coast 
that great “rain forest.” oe & es he ae elk is not as distinct as 
The horse trail was strewn : aan) EE ; * many may suppose. A 
with autumn leaves,—alder, : § i Bai eee an number of people who 
vine maple, the large maple oes EO have casually observed the 
and lesser growth. A few awe ga." mes Pa Sa aa “ elk from various parts of 
limp. brown leaves _ still Sol Ps e Wee BoB a anes re the country have stated they 
dangled from the overhanging ee eek iy eS : . . diffe ene geen The 
limbs. The forest floor was thick- ait > At ie We ; _ anes oe ees : ok 
ly overgrown with the evergreen Pe user a ian abi no weyers yandl the coast elk 

: saa an taal has through the ages adjusted 
salal, luxuriant huckleberry bushes, ce a itself to the coastal environment, 
and large sword ferns. | We passed re has learned to cope with conditions 
burrows of the mountain beaver, that “:5 » peculiar to that region, such as food 
unique rodent peculiar to the Pacific ———— supply, snow, topography, and climate, 
coast of America. We saw sign of the fe ea coe Lee ae tdce and has learned the art of survival there. 
varying hare, which here does not “vary,” A Bull Roosevelt, Elk The center of abundance of Roosevelt 
but remains brown the year round. Where elk today lies in the Olympic Mountains 
the trail approached the river we had of Washington, probably the finest coastal 
occasional glimpses of the water ouzel or heard its rol- wilderness remaining in the northwest. Estimates of num- 
licky notes. As we rode along, Humes told me of the bers vary greatly. For a number of years the herd has 
cougar and bobcat, which inhabited these mountains, and been placed at 7,000 to 10,000 by various observers. It 
the great timber wolf. There were still a few wolves in is utterly impossible to count the elk in that heavy for- 
the Olympics at that time. est and we can have only estimates, but these are suffi- 

This was the wilderness we were entering and this was cient for practical purposes. 
the native home of the Roosevelt elk. Never have I seen To understand the status of a game animal one must 
a grander wilderness, a forest richer in interest—in its consider not only its numbers, but its environment, its 
animal life, vegetation, forest growth, or that intangible food supply, climate, the average balance between favor- 
mysterious something that seems to pervade a primitive able and unfavorable factors. In the Olympics there is 
wildwood built on a grand scale. The sun was behind a significant combination of climatic and food factors 
the mountains and dusk was settling into the narrow val- which has a strong bearing on the survival of the elk. 
ley of the Elwha. The trail had dropped into the river In the first place the Olympic elk are primarily brows- 
bottom and I saw the gleam of riffles through the trunks ers. Whereas in the Rocky Mountain States, grasses are 
of alders. important in elk ecology, in the Olympics browse is all 

Humes checked his horse and pointed. There was a important, especially in the limiting winter season. A 
loud bark,—an alarm call. I became aware of large considerable variety of (Continuing on page 197)
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4,102,215, the counties in lieu of taxes for a back-log of national timber supply. They .———— OT 
913, 1914 and 1915, $1,571,044, and for the are the state’s greatest natural resource. W 

iod 1916-1933, $11,001,929, or a total of Upon them much of its present and future For The armer 
16,675,188. Receipts from sale of lands, Welfare depends. Buk under the EEE 
imber and other sources for the same pe- lacie’ Poe of killing the oe y te a Months To Come ¢ 
‘iod amounted to $7,794,686, so that the ac- ae at a eas ‘and peniianeat lad ues e) ; 

ount is in the red to the extent of approxi- agement now and for the future is at a May we suggest a reg- Fae apt | ately $9,000,000 and not one cent has been tandetill ulation Forest Service [ae 
eturned to the Treasury to reimburse it as Wit Hass of. wdwiniieetion walls be if £ ub LANG i 
rovided by the acts for the $8,706,327 paid best P both pati a orivete ai uniform of the new ) S 
Rev counties. in lien of itares or fori ihe | cect stem boty pide, and private “view: lighter weight 9 oz. Be 
4,102,215 . 7 points can probably be arrived at only by 102, paid the railroad. Nor do any . . ‘ Bronze Heather Green i mabuisements ‘apoeae Tike? as ihe “fit an impartial study looking to the conserva- z e aS } 

. ppear ose’y in the iuture tion and utilization of the lands for the Tropical. It will prove |) AY, or the reason that yearly receipts since purposes to which they are adapted. This oh f ble! t 
933 have averaged only $300,000, while the z . ¢ i Spas mighty comfortable: % A < 2 will call for an intelligent land classification : laims of the counties continue at about * . : Also Regulation Gar- a that takes into consideration the real charac- = 00,000 a year. The Court and the Cham- . sa hi ps ‘ ments for Rough Field i‘ * - ter of the soil and its highest use in relation erlain-Ferris Act placed the value of these * . Wear. to the social and economic welfare of the - lands at $2.50 an acre. Today they stand the . . es Write for Samples, Prices and ; 

people of the United States a cost of $8 an 7°8!0- Certainly the limited areas that may Latest Descipiive Folder 
Sarr a warrant homesteading should be conscien- 

he mL eo aan on pag) advanced tiously classified and settlement confined to Th F hh ° B c 
ie counties in lieu of taxes for the perio * ‘ nee them. The excuse of ignorance may validly erecnneimer bros 0. 

1913-1926 and not mentioning the sums the apply to some sections of the Chamberlain- id i 
government is now spending to buy out Ferris Act, for it was passed at a time when Uniforms of Every Description 
tranded settlers. Unless the Stanfield Act  ; ooo i 

iis caled # chould h bi 1 information regarding the lands and forests 10 
rep 2 een ave Seen ‘ong of western Oregon was woefully meager. But CINCINNATI OH 

ecnee anes aa de ah £0 that excuse is not valid today because there 
ethin ae eee ao it er te fa my d ave is abundant information available through pri-_ §_ <————_______________ 
tated fd show tor it except more devas- vate, county, state and federal sources. 

ee i ; Notable among these is the Timber Survey GUESSING TIMBER 
_ Much might be written about this tax of Western Oregon, recently completed by the COSTS MONEY 

situation. Counties are continuing to carry United States Forest Service. This survey 
lon the tax rolls O and C lands assessed on for the first time supplies a reliable estimate Measure the Amount of Timber on Your 
the basis of green timber values, although of the amount of standing timber remaining Southern ie Ae with 
the timber has long since been destroyed by on O and C lands—45,000,000,000 feet—and Ee eee 
fire. In the fall of 1935 the writer visited the character and condition of the forest. It LOG-SCALE STICK 
an O and_C area that had been burned more supplies information on how to manage dif- and 
than twenty years ago and as late as 1932 ferent types of Oregon’s forest land. TREE-SCALE STICK 
was carried on the tax rolls valued at $15 an And for the first time, it gives a clear a lV auiyeam qu lela amd tuocusateln fel new 
acre. The land is not worth $1 an acre as picture of the magnitude and worth of the much lumber in board feet your logs of 
the only timber on it is some thin brush forest resources of western Oregon, of which So ne wl eee ee by cerca ea 
above which protrude dead and blackened the O and C lands are an intermixed part. sina ihe, Later ee Desks eal), ane. 
snags of a once magnificent forest. It shows a far-flung coniferous forest of 300,- —You can quickly and accurately tell 

From every standpoint, the O and C pot 000,000,000 feet, of which seventy-seven per how many 16-foot cuts there are in stand- 
calls for scouring. The government’s pres- cent is Douglas fir, one of the valuable com- *. ae ¥ 

is - 3 ; s : —You can quickly and accurately estimate 
ent policy, muscle-bound by vicious legis- mercial species of the country. Here in the the ‘contents in board feet (by the Doyle 
Jation and political lockjaw, is fast con- two corners of one state is more standing Rule or the more accurate International 
verting a great natural resource into a _ timber than is to be found in all the states pale) let een See phe menace cet, 
needless liability. The O and C lands are north of the Mason and Dixon line from the = iL a ‘id 
the property of the people of the United Atlantic Seaboard to the Prairies. Of the Only $1.00 a set, Postpai 
States. It is for them to demand of Con- total, forty-six per cent is in private owner- THE AMERICAN 
gress a complete and impartial inquiry fol- ship, thirty-seven per cent in the National FORESTRY ASSOCIATION 
lowed by the drafting of an intelligent leg- Forests, fifteen per cent in O and C sections 1713 K St. N. W. ‘Washington, D.C 
islative and administrative plan of man- and two per cent in Indian Reservations. 
agement that will be fair to the counties and Valued at a dollar and a half a thousand 
will assure the permanent preservation of feet, its worth approaches $500,000,000. 
land and timber values throughout the re- This is the forest which O and C lands, [_—.— 
gion. It is in the interest of Oregon no less by virtue of their checkerboard location, ' NATURAL B RID N] F 
than that of the nation that this be done control for better or worse, depending upon ee ee inn | 
without delay. Properly managed these for- the demand of the American people that | ONE OF THE SEVEN NATURAL | 
est lands may be nage a bulwark of last- political exploitation stop and that intelli- | eee WORLD WONDERS ing prosperity for Oregon communities and gent management take \its place. Be : b naa on 

WY \ l= 
i Sa \ | HOTEL z \\ We) Rooms [Ps yy THE ROOSEVELT ELK \ Lo ead 

(Continued from page 164) | ; COMTAGES 

eo elie ltt, 
shrubs grow in the Olympic forests, and staff of life, during the season of heavy Se = . 
the elk have a wide range in taste, but the snow the first three mentioned must be relied em 
chief diet comprises a limited number of upon—salmon berry, vine maple, and huckle- | NATURAL BRIDGE, VIRGINIA. | 
species. The principal ones are salmon berry, berry, with the help of salal on some ranges. CB 
vine maple, huckleberry, and to some extent In: the:imountain areas: ‘snowfall | is.very . $2 Sees 
salal. These species are abundant and with- heavy, deeply covering low vegetation. Even 

‘in reach. Alder is abundant, but not so some of the huckleberry on the slopes is cov- We aT 
palatable and the elk browse on it only oc- ered. The elk must subsist entirely on i USE THE l| 
casionally. There are others which are eaten browse, and only on that which is not snow 
at every opportunity. The large maple, Acer covered. The result is that the elk come ima Dp | oN AY 
macrophyllum, is very toothsome but the elk down into the river bottoms, to the vine- F | 
must be content with fallen leaves or limbs, maple and salmon-berry thickets and to what FIRE PUMP 
since most of the tree is out of reach. The huckleberry is still exposed. A few elk t= Foresi, Grass, Brush Fires y/ 
same applies to cedar. Douglas fir and hem- remain on the high ridges and winter there, 2 
Jock are both eaten, and various other spe- just as they do in the Rocky Mountain See D. B. Smith Ad eS 181 
cies are utilized, but for every day use, the ranges. The result of these conditions is 
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Wapiti 

Gestation period - About 8.5 months 

(C, Emerson Brown, Jour. Mamnal., 1936)
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Oe ITS EXTERMINATION AN 
Aibrary of 

Euld Z, By RICHA! 
0 Leopold 

- . ' their favorite haunts. Extermination in the Pocono Plateau dis- 

oF oo trict in the diagonally opposite corner of the Commonwealth was 

— Ss _ completed between 1835 and 1845. 
ii ‘<n vo During the 1840’s and up until the early 1850’s, a fair number 

 7N eS o of elk yarded and were annually hunted in those sections of Elk, 

ae : Cameron and McKean Counties lying between the headwaters 
: ae his of Bennett’s Branch of the Susquehanna on the southeast and the 

oo —ae " 2 Clarion River on the north and west. It was due to the presence 

- of these animals in the region that Elk County received its name 

when established in 1843. 
- ] _ | _ During the winter of 1852, a herd of twelve elk are reported 

i. , - to have yarded along the Clarion River near the present town of 

Fh 9g . L Ridgway. Seven of these animals were taken by two Indian trap- 

oF j  _ pers and following their slaughter, a band of native elk appar- 
ee Nee Sg — i : ently never again yarded within the State. 

FF _ From 1855 to 1865, history tells us that elk were occasionally 
— CLl«tdtiCisCCaCiésC(OiéiéC(CON#(CO#N =. 3 © seen and taken at various points in the north-central part of the 

Native Pennsylvania elk horns Courtesy J. G. Dillon State. Steadily pushed back into the wilderness areas, the last 
survivor in the Black Forest region was 

HEN the white man first came to vague to throw much light on the subject, taken in 1862. This left only one small area 
W North America, the wapiti, or elk, but the writings of Peter Kalm about the in the State harboring the pitiful remnants 

ranged in great numbers over most middle of the eighteenth century tell the of wildlife species widespread throughout 
of the United States and southern Canada. first part of the tragic story. From his works, the Commonwealth only little more than a 

From that time, the species has played an we learn that elk had been killed in great century previous. 

important part in the history of the conti- numbers on the present site of the city of Along the headwaters of the Clarion River 

nent. Philadelphia even as late as the middle of in the eastern half of Elk County the wapiti 

Even through the opening years of the the seventeenth century, while from William made its last stand. There, in November 
eighteenth century, the animals are known to Penn's writings it was found that shortly 1867, one Jim Jacobs, a full-blooded Indian, 
have roamed in varying numbers over almost @fter he arrived in Pennsylvania, in 1862, the killed the last known Pennsylvania elk. It 
every part of the Commonwealth of Penn- animals were in that same section not partic- appears that this animal was also the last 

sylvania. They were found in greatest abund-« Warly common. individual of the species to live in the vast 
ance im the mountainous midsection of the There are numerous eighteenth century Allegheny Mountain section of eastern 
State where they inhabited the densely for- records, but few are of especial interest. North America. 

ested areas which were interspersed with E. T. Seton in his “Lives of the Game Ani- Having traced the history of the extermi- 

beaver meadows and other open glades mals” cites one valuable comparative state- nation of the elk, it is important that the 
which frequently surrounded the numerous ment under date of 1760. The report tells came be carefully compared to the general 

ine “li ” f an animal roundup in Snyder County, + . natural saline licks.” When hard pressed by © a : p es history of the State. Detailed study reveals 
severe winters and other enemies, they are Pennsylvania during that year wherein ii the fact that exactly as did the white peo- 
known to have been driven in large numbers buffalo and two elk were taken. Since we 5145, population increase and spread within 
into the lower parts of the Delaware, Sus- have good reason to believe that the original He Cotimonwenlth ser did eae Ee 

i ; ;. buffalo population was at most not more |. ? coe fae quehanna and Allegheny River basins. Evi- IO DEP Hare = tion decrease and finally disappear. Swedish 
dence of the animal’s former widespread than five or six times as large as the elk pop- Polaninis the tallow f William Pi d 

; : ulation, we can, accordingly, surmise that 4 tS Oh a et cae 
abundance is today found in the appearance ss e By» hi - 

A . : even in such favorable territory as was that ther settlers first populated the southeast 
of its name in the nomenclature of counties, a7 . ern corner of the State whence the elk first 
townships, towns, lakes and rivers through- 2%? 10W embraced by the Counties of Union ished. The eich r a 
ent the State, and Snyder, the elk had been greatly re- Vanished, The eighteenth century ound a 

? duced in number by the middle of the eight- telatively high human population density 
The species of elk native to Pennsylvania eenth century. in southeastern Pennsylvania; an appreci- 

was Cervus canadensis. Certain of the older Nineteenth century elk records for the able but lighter density in the upper Ohio 
records seem to indicate that the animals ciate are mi . River district and through the south cen- 

Sais ost abundant and equally inco- 1 ees habitation in th h 
within the Commonwealth reached a greater herent, S. N, Rhoades, E. T. Seton, Theo- tra ReneS: sparse habitation in the north- 
size than in any other part of their natural dore Roosevelt and countless minor writers east; and only an occasional homesteader in 

range. Unfortunately, it is impossible to de- give numerous and somewhat contradictory the Allegheny Mountain region. As already 
termine the actual facts of this matter, but reports for the period in question. Compiled pointed out, the density of the elk popula- 

there remain today many unusually large from all available sources, however, the fol- ton was at the same time in a condition 
and beautiful sets of elkhorns which were owing paragraphs will give what the writer exactly opposite to that just mentioned. 

carried by animals shot decades ago. These elieves to be the most accurate possible ac- The wapiti rapidly retreated before the con- 

racks bear testimony of the mighty mon- count of the animal's late history. stant advance of civilization and were last 
Se rich ee bugled in the forests The opening of the last century found the found in that section which last gave way 

Oo ne ey ne oe wapiti exterminated in southeastern Penn- '° settlement. 
Ruthlessly slaughtered for hide and for sylvania; rare west of the Allegheny River In 1912 the Pennsylvania Board of Game 

tooth, the elk in Pennsylvania had shown a and in the Blue Ridge and Cumberland Commissioners decided to enter upon a pro- 

great population reduction even as early as Mountain Ranges; numerous on the Pocono gram designed to re-establish the elk in 
1750, but to accurately trace the history of Plateau; and abundant throughout the Alle- Pennsylvania. The release of a number of 
the extinction of the animal is most difficult  gheny Mountain and Plateau sections. the animals in the State in 1913 was the 

in spite of the fact that it is a comparatively By 1830, the archives show that the ani- first step in the newly adopted plan. 

recent happening. mals had disappeared from the southwestern During the spring of the year last men- 

The earliest available records are far too section of the State, an area once among __ tioned, 72 elk of that same species originally
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a rrrr—C=S NTRODUCTION io | LL ae EE . staal: a 
Sead AE a ares ae age er oo y . | oC a ae caf 

Serie Cee MTEC RRS eee ME i HH Eee TH TL aE 
TELL oo. |  .. a Egg retroeatus Mtoe preiapeimyuersesnrat eT ter eT rr Al | Tio 
native to the Commonwealth were purchased a Ft SY Ef ait ogee cas, = HH SU Al 

for restocking purposes. Of the total, 50 Lo 3 fs —lmrmrmrmrrmr,rrCrCrstCSCSsCsS iz 

individuals came from the Yellowstone Na-  =#H}(™es 3 Pe eer eee Serres Sete eee saea ee: FZ tional Park in the northwestern Wyoming, | Mi | SM @ 8 0 |g 
‘ : ; Ewa = reese eeeaae See eeaeraan ee cree aa neers es while the remainder were obtained from a oS ie a See anit ce es 

; i Wiel Sie eae see eee asec ee ease EEE EEE Set REDE ee 
Be ere ontaphes: in Mouron<Aeat pairs a og (2p ohmhm,rrrrrrrt—si‘<iC CC = 

sylvania. EAM ty Pees Ese eee ee ee eet eer EE) Hee 

The animals obtained from the West were | gM OM 8 $8 
released in two groups of twenty-five each, a SP eee ee ee ea 
one in Clearfeld County and the other in | gM OM 8 8 
Clinton County. Fourteen of these animals, [23/9 oa a Sieg has deal Ate eg insane Us ea ran iniaatianeatasanientt ced 

fren from each group are own to have | gM Mg 
perished shortly after release, apparently es oma cra AED EESce eee EEE EE EEE eee RE a 
due to the effects of shipment and the on ‘i eee 
climatic changes encountered during trans- ee ee ee meee TIT Oe Pe Bee ne eee eee 
plantation. Also, certain of the animals were ze Le bewely Kile Bal wt For Mate is Tadeo S| 
within one week from the time of release ‘ 

known to have wandered fully forty miles were known to have been killed in viola- mals could be shot only by still hunting 
from their liberation site. Of the specimens tion of the law during the year. and not by driving. Similar open seasons 
obtained in Monroe County, twelve were re- In 1915 a total of 95 wapiti were obtained Were annually allowed up to and including 
leased in the same county and the remain- f,om the Yellowstone and were released in the fall of 1931, Since that time the season 

ing ten in Centre County. Apparently none the following counties in the numbers in- as remained constantly closed. 
of these succumbed immediately following dicated: Potter, 24; Cameron, 24; Carbon, In 1923 the hunters legally killed 23 bull 
their release, but some of them migrated 24; Forest, 10; Blair, 7; and Monroe, 6. ¢lk. The number dropped to 10 the follow- 
twenty or more miles within a few days. Again a few animals are known to have img year and to 6 in 1925, but rose again 
Four calves were reported during the sum- perished soon after liberation, but the herds in 1926 and in 1927. 
mer of 1913, while two animals were ille- throughout the State appeared to be in- _ Six bulls were purchased in South Dakota 
gally shot during the fall, a bull in Mifflin creasing. Two elk are known to have been in 1924 and were released in Elk County 
County and a cow along the Centre-Clinton illegally taken during the annum. the same year. In bee ae like pea eek 

Sime : specimens were obtained from the same 
fe ounty bonudary: E There was no restocking in 1916, but six source and liberated in the same county, 

No releases were made in 1914, but the animals were illegally killed and elk damage Wart the ideal kill * . 4 
S eae s gal kill steadily dwindled until 

animals were apparently thriving. Several complaints became more abundant. only, one animal was recorded in 1931 and 

reports of elk damage to gran fields pete The damage complaints and the number the season was closed the following year. 
filed with the Commission, while a cow killed of elk continued to increase in 1917, During Presented herewith is a graph which 
in early spring in a grain field in Centre the summer of that year, a herd of from shows the known elk kills and releases an- 
County was found to be with calf. More twenty-five to thirty individuals, both young nually recorded from 1913 through 1935. 
than eight additional calves were reported and old, was several times observed in a Although it is realized that the kill therein 
seen during the summer and five animals farming section of Blair County more than depicted does not represent the actual totals 

twelve miles from the nearest point for a number of years, and hence for the 
of liberation. entire period under consideration, because 

Se A survey of the Commission’s it has been impossible to check all illegal 
- “| Annual Reports will reveal the kills and to obtain a report of all animals 
PF fact that the elk herd maintained killed to protect property, several important 
= oe ] an increasing tendency from 1917 facts may be obtained from a careful study 
ee a. _ through 1920, A few animals were of the chart. 
| fee 2 - illegally killed during the period, First, it will be noted that the records 
‘abd (tee es bose .. gg but there remain today no accu- show a total of 177 animals released and 

4 es ble? ie 4 pe ~ * . & rate reports as to the numbers so 176 killed. In addition to the elk released 
bs : : taken. by the Commission, a few animals were 

— . The first open season for the stocked by private individuals interested in 
os killing of elk was to have occurred conservation practices, but since it is also 

: in 1921, but was postponed until known that the recorded. kills are incom- 
a the fall of 1923. During 1921 several plete, the fact remains that for every animal 

A elk were killed for property dam- stocked, approximately one animal was 
g age, but the herds continued to killed. Furthermore, it will be noted that 

é = oo grow accompanied by an increase of the recorded kills 56% were bulls with 
i ,_ . = in the number of farm complaints four or more points to one antler legally 

: et both in 1921 and ’22. For these taken during the open season. 
ae rs two years there are available no Secondly, the facts just mentioned, al- 

See | ro... 6 figures relating to illegal kills. though even in them no consideration has 
‘ ' - a The open season of 1923 was re- been given to fatalities other than those 

= ie : : ee ‘ stricted to that period from Decem- wrought by man and gun, clearly show that 
f e . 4 ber Ist to 15th inclusive, Sundays the elk originally stocked materially in- 

s eB excepted. Each hunter could legally creased in number during those years im- 
kill one bull elk with four or more mediately following their release. 

Reintroduced bull at rest points to one antler, but the ani- (Continued on page 26)
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THE ELK IN PENNSYLVANIA dering the forest country where they grazed proportion of an enlarging army of hunters 
(Continued from page 7) on farm crops, found shelter in the woods to the region. The net result of the same 

Various authorities have estimated that and proceeded rapidly and successfully to was that the elk herd was almost constantly 
the normal annual increase to be expected propagate under the ideal conditions en- subjected to human contact in one form or 
from elk in the wild state approximates 10% countered. another. 
of their total number. By detailed manipu- Because of excessive property damage Since the elk is by nature a rather “high 
lation of the figures presented on the.chart, wrought by the animals, it soon became strung” animal apparently unable to suffer 
it is possible to calculate roughly the popu- necessary to remove them from the farming human interference, a greatly reduced an- 
lation trend of the Pennsylvania elk herd sections and to limit them to the larger ex- nual increase accompanied the expanding 
from 1913 to 1935 and by so doing, it will panses of wooded mountain country. So influences of civilization and the animals 
be found that apparently from 1913 through limited, they continued to show a yearly have finally been driven back into those 
1923 the herd maintained or exceeded the increase from 1923 through 1927 even same areas where they last existed approxi- 
expected normal increase; that from 1924 though faced with an annual open season. mately seventy-five years ago. 
through 1927 the increase was probably Up until about 1928 the elk had one all Under the influences during the past few 
slightly less than normal; and that from important factor in their favor, namely, a years brought to bear by the “opening-up” 
1928 through 1935 the rate has constantly comparatively small amount of human in- of the last wilderness areas, chiefly through 
remained far below the expected normal. terference, There were no large lumber the construction of roads by the C.C.C., the 

Finally, the figures on the chart, together operations in progress and the vast un- elk population has become so small that its 
with 1936 population statistics, seem to in- broken woodlands in the north-central part individual members have assumed that in- 
dicate that the Pennsylvania elk experiment, of the State were not readily accessible to explicable psychological status whereunder 
though partially successful in the past, is a large number of people. Even the hunters they cease to reproduce their own kind and 
doomed to failure. were from 1913 through 1927 not particu- are once more doomed to extinction even 

Since the trends of the newly established larly numerous in the elk country. Fewer though rigidly protected by law. 
elk herd have been pointed out, it is not licenses were sold than in recent years and A continued plan of restocking at regular 
amiss to attempt an explanation of the the gunners were principally attracted to intervals might possibly prevent immediate 
same. the more southern mountain districts which extinction and assure a constant elk popu- 
When the first animals were stocked, they were more easily reached from the great lation which would afford enjoyment to a 

were placed in certain refuges in the north- population centers and which then sup- very limited number of persons who were 
ern half of the State where range conditions ported the heaviest deer populations com- so fortunate as to occasionally glimpse one 
were most suited to them. Being also under mon to the State. of its members, but under present condi- 
legal protection, a rapid increase naturally By 1928, an improved and greatly ex- tions, any program designed to allow the 
would be expected and actually took place. tended highway system, together with an hunters to reap an annual or even occa- 
Almost immediately, the animals evidenced increased number of better and faster au- sional elk crop are destined to failure, 
their known tendency toward extended tomobiles, rendered the forest areas of the For the reader’s ‘convenience, the history 
wanderings and their apparent preference north-central counties readily accessible to of the elk in Pennsylvania as herein de- 
of grazing over browsing. Accordingly, they the summer traveler, while an increased scribed is graphically portrayed on the map 
moved to the richer agricultural areas bor- deer population attracted an ever greater attached hereto. 
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Our Noblest Deer 
The American Elk or Wapiti 

By VERNON BAILEY 

Illustrations by R. Bruce Horsfall 

“The stag at eve had drunk his fill ages been always wise. Much of it has been wasted or 
Where danced the moon on Monan's rill’ wantonly exploited for personal gain. Thousands of elk 

have been killed for their hides or merely for the two 
JAR FAMED in poetry, art and royal sport, the Old upper canine teeth to be sold as trinkets. Only in recent 

F World stag is a splendid deer, well worthy of a years have we as a nation begun to realize our respon- 

Walter Scott or an Edwin Landseer. It is generical- sibility in the conservation of native wild life, which is 
ly related to our American elk or wapiti, but is con- not, as it first seemed, inexhaustible. Now we must act 

siderably smaller, with lighter antlers. Next to the moose quickly or it will be too late. 
our elk is the largest living deer in the whole world, and What a surprise it was to the early explorers to find in 
the adult bull in full prime with towering rack of antlers _ the forests of the New World “deer as big as horses” or 
is truly a magnificent animal. “bigger than oxen”, great herds of them, not so wild or 

Only two centuries ago these great deer roamed in timid as the small Virginia deer, easier to kill and better 
millions over prairies and plains, through the forests and _ to eat. Some of the earliest records of elk were made in 

over the mountains from the Atlantic to the Pacific, and 1535, from eastern Canada near the present site of 

from Canada almost if not quite to Mexico. Their num- Montreal; from Virginia in 1650; from Carolina in 

bers are now reduced to a few thousands in restricted 1731; from Pennsylvania in 1748. But their great num- 
areas of the far west. Their rapid reduction was in- bers did not last long. As early as 1784 Pennant wrote 
evitable for several reasons. They were needed to feed that “elk are decreasing as population gains ground in 
and clothe the explorers and pioneers who swept across the Colonies.” 

the continent ahead of permanent settlements; they had There were still a few elk in New York State in 1842, 

little regard for fences and were fond of most of the . and in Pennsylvania the last one was killed in 1867. They 
crops raised by the farmer for his own use. They ate the were reported in West Virginia as late as 1847, but at 
grass needed for his cattle, horses and sheep, and would _ that time they had disappeared from Kentucky. At that 
have eaten the haystacks left out over winter, had they time it was said some still remained in Illinois, but no 

not been nearly extirpated for meat before the rancher, abundance of them short of far up the Missouri River. 

with his cattle and crops, reached their range. My father killed his first and only elk in Tuscola 

' But for the beaver, the buffalo, the deer, and the elk County in southeastern Michigan in 1857, but when my 

our country would have been explored and settled much people moved from Michigan to Minnesota in 1869 the 

more slowly, and the United States might still have re- elk had nearly disappeared from both states. We settled 
mained the original thirteen colonies, even if these had at Elk River, Minnesota, but then only a few old antlers 

dared to cut loose from old ties. The debt we owe to the were found in the woods where elk had been numerous 
tich resources of the New World has never been fully a few years before. 

appreciated nor has our use of the wealth here stored for In 1800 elk were abundant in the Dakotas (Dakota 
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Territory), but as these rich prairie states filled up with Valley as far as Billings and along the edges of the Big- 
settlers during the next eighty years, the elk were killed horn, Wind River and Green River valleys to escape the 
off ahead of the settlements. Lewis and Clark, when win- deep snows of winter. But already the cattle and ranches 
tering among the Mandan Indians on the Upper Mis- were occupying the haylands and willow thickets in the 
souri in 1804 and 1805, found elk meat a staple food of — bottoms of these mild and semiarid valleys. 

the natives for much of the winter, and Maximilian in Now this fertile valley land is fully occupied by 

1833 and Audubon in 1843 found elk still plentiful in ranches, and all of the forage is used for stock. Driven 
that general region. Roosevelt reported them abundant back from their former summer range, the elk have 
along the Little Missouri River up to 1881 “when the last climbed higher and higher into the mountains, to pro- 

of the big herds was slaughtered”. tected areas—national parks, national forests, game 

When I reached North Dakota in 1887 there were still refuges, even to wind-swept ridges above timberline—for 
a few scattered elk in the Turtle Mountains and a few their summer homes, while in winter many descend to 

along the timbered bottomlands of the Upper Missouri foothill slopes and the higher and colder basins above the 
and the Yellowstone Rivers, but these did not last long. _ settlements. They were always migratory but now their 

By 1893, on my next trip into Montana and Wyoming, migrations are blocked by settlements, and they are cut 
most of those in the valleys and open country had been _ off from any suitable winter food supply. 
killed or driven back into the higher lands. From the The Indian with his bow and arrow had hunted elk 
mountains a few still wandered down the Yellowstone for untold ages without depleting their numbers, but be- 

fore the rifle of the white man they rapidly disappeared. 
a Over most of the country they were slaughtered ahead 

r of the advancing settlements from the Atlantic in 1535 

i oe to the Rocky Mountains in 1900. At the same time other 

an : herds of other varieties were being destroyed in the 

o ek, eo. south and west. Now at least two of the well-marked sub- 

i a, species, the eastern elk, Cervus canadensis canadensis, 

s \ ae H fi Bi of and the Arizona elk, Cervus canadensis merriami, are 

- Fi Bie wae " extinct, and two others, the tule elk, Cervms canadensis 

aay rf - ey he nannodes of California, and the Manitoba elk, Cervus 

4, a ne canadensis manitobensis, have come close to the verge of 
oy s Ly extinction. The two remaining forms, the Olympic elk, 

fo 2. = ee Cervus canadensis roosevelti of the Pacific Coast Region, 

a bag ; + Sey and the Rocky Mountain elk, Cervus canadensis nelsoni, 

= a as ‘w still occupy a part of their original range in considerable 

ae 4,0" ¥ ¥ numbers and can be permanently maintained if intelli- 

: oj 7%.) sae eS. gently provided for. 
‘ Ms  % eS The old days of living on game are gone forever; the 

oa ‘a : 4 . romantic glamor of invading 
ae PY ‘ the wilderness and living on 

1a 1 tp a e c. "WITH WELL-POLISHED ANTLERS, pes eee “aes ‘ - 
oY ea r ir TESTED ON MANY A ROUGH sAp-_ thing of the past. Few of the 
Joe : oe LING" THE BUCK PREPARES FOR pioneers of America are now 

wet mm L 2 THE MATING SEASON living. We can well pause to 

ae er - 7 look back at the thrilling 
wy rik ££ p Bi ee past, and forward to try to 

_ “get h | os . : y Gs — *» visualize what the future will 

RY ; So Me _ a i a Cae 4 5 hold for those who come after 

¥ (a ‘~ J eo a us. If we plan wisely it may 
\g [| =o | eR ? i still hold much of the interest 
“yay . : Bo sr, and charm of life that helped 
AV: A) ¥ ms id 4 ae to carry our fathers across the 
vow v7 fi Ls) ) WV continent and into every re- 
‘3 ~ es .. ; 3 i | (ae mote corner of the country. 
‘ > » } 5 fg ‘ = ® ——3eey b ra n i fe : In the management of any 

ie ms | sn a OS Oh a animals a thorough knowl- 

SX) 7%) | Sag Fe op SY ee Wi] tv my edge of their habits, disposi- 
f a ‘ res Ps fp é a Wy 4 a ay £ tions, physical needs, diseases 

; rae JZ Ketan 8 Y eg ee Oy - if gh, a and relationship to man and 

eT Oe hy tiewee. other animals is necessary. 
q tid ye ee 7 Elk have been studied and 
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FIERCE ENCOUNTERS TAKE PLACE, AND THE VICTORS GAIN IN CONFIDENCE AND IN THE FAVOR 
OF THEIR FAIR FOLLOWERS 

written about for three or four centuries in this country, lusty calves feed together in nearby flowery meadows. 

but our naturalists are still learning important facts about This is the happy, growing time of year, the season of 

our remaining herds, their seasonal food habits, their safety, comfort and abundance. 

local migration routes and seasonal movements, and their But winter comes early on the peaks. September snows 

fighting, breeding and mating customs. A large book bury the low vegetation and start the elk herds down- 

could be written on their everyday and yearlong man- ward, just as the early blizzards long ago on the Dakota 

ners of life. prairies started them for the sheltering badlands along the 

In summer, the chief business of a bull elk is raising a river valleys. Halfway down the mountain sides they 

pair of huge antlers. With these, by sheer strength and find green meadows again and pause for more feeding, 

courage, he fights his way to the head of a harem of ten or _ but the spirit of autumn is in their blood. The hardened 

twenty or more cows, passing on his superior strength antlers are again polished, the fat cows take on a few 

and courage to a few generations of elk calves and then _ more layers of fat against the cold and famine of winter, 

giving place to younger and more powerful bulls in the _ the five-months calves are getting most of their food by 

prime of life. With well-polished antlers, tested on many —_ grazing, but some are still depending in part on their 

a tough sapling, with heavily maned and swollen neck, mother’s milk, and much on her care and protection. Let 

the old bull in September bugles forth his challenge to all _a bear pass by and the mothers are all in front, ready to 

who dare to come and fight, to test their strength and fight for their young or to lead a swift stampede. 

skill and courage; and only those with equal courage re- Then, in early October, a snowy night comes to the 

ply to the challenge. Fierce encounters take place and timbered country and the bugling begins, a series of long 

the victors gain in confidence and in the favor of their quavering, roaring, or braying notes, well described as 

' fair followers as the vanquished ones are forced to their “‘bugling’’, but perhaps better by Maximilian’s term of 

knees and then driven well out of the herd. No weaklings “fléting’’. It carries for a mile or more on the still air of 

are allowed to pass on their characteristics to the coming _ night, and mixed with the squealing of the cows and 

generation, but another year the strength and courage of barking of the calves of the herd all around one, it thrills 

some of these vanquished bulls may pass the high test for _ to the very marrow. 

victory. They will wait and in March will cast aside the After the mating season the November snows pile 

old weapons of warfare and begin a pair of new antlers deep in the mountains and only the strong animals can 

that will take much of their blood and energy through dig down for food to the dry grass beneath or reach to the 

the long, idle summer. The choicest of foods are sought long cropped overhead browse. Then the real migration 

above timberline on the mountain heights: juicy clovers begins, and in single file, generally led by some old cow, 

and lupines, tender young grasses and a host of flowering the herd breaks a new trail above some very old one, 

plants. Great snowbanks and sparkling rills help to cool down, down to lower levels and less snow, with the fond 

the fever of their soft, velvet-coated, growing antlers, hope of more and better food. When the way was un- 

and help to keep away the tormenting insects of the lower obstructed by ranches and fences and the summer grass 

levels. All fights and feuds are forgotten, as old and and browse had not been consumed by sheep and cattle 

young bulls gather in friendly bands while the cows with _ and horses, the migration was (Continued on page 188) 
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ORIGINAL RANGE Type locality, near Montreal, C: 
Apparently ace so large as 2, 

OUR NOBLEST DEER coats if suitable food is available to keep Moun : Oe repens nue as sito 
(Continued from page 139) their inner fires burning. But they do enjoy a Solel) hallbee ae 

pleasant and profitable to the elk herds as ue shelter from storms afforded by dense — ad ae 
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Feeding hay and grain is a tem Only ‘through definite pl ildli i i ° porary e plans for wildlife Type locality: Manitob 
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not good for dhe eile andMinettud! sitter smaller forms of game can be maintained _ typical Beenie not naa ae ia 
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Generally there is no scarcity of summer ee aie content affords great areas un- poataliee fo Netonal Zool peal Earl io 
food and range for a reasonable number of ne to cultivation but well adapted to eee tegieats, in 1904 
ee as_ they can out-climb and out-travel es, of forests and game in abun: Pee coe tes antlers “long: and 6 
lomestic stock, but winter food is their great a still more fortunately, we are erally slender. Color in summer yellowi 

need. There is an abundance of public land eye senine to the necessity of making bull ae Pocva Head, neck ad belly bea 
suitably located for winter range for all of acai plans for such maintenance. Ad- 18 Winter peer ubey ead peer 
the elk now occupying the western States. ministrators, naturalists, sportsmen and the and legs brown. : 
The only problem He Mie anal people at large are joining forces in a com- Still abundant locally over a wide ran; 

: used for winter range for the elk, or shall feo ese of far-reaching erlucation itatleamtue Nock) Mountains. Introduced aaa 
all of it be given up to domestic stock? e carried out will surely perpetuate far into States, mainly in the West. 

Some privately-owned ranch land in high fe fi oo gs oe eo Se Giles 
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2 the Biological Survey for elk hay land, fee eee eon and in- Cer: i j 
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are available in sufficient quantities to sus- the North American varieti f elk ely deg bie Lapeer 
tain permanently a definite number of ani- though the Roosevelt, Mé oe eo 
mals. It is just as fatal to the food supply elk may have etl fade ] _ i aameneiet 
to overstock the range with elk as with aGR, The sideiene a ely oe ae oe ue 
domestic stock, for the carrying capacity superficial nature. aie eS oe ee es 

of the range would soon be ruined by the shown by a wide peed | a oa a as ieee 
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mer greenery is but a memory, j ss " - SP” a ree eT 3 “—— — “ 
even the golden glory of autumn ee im ' : tin i 

has faded, the leaves have flut- eee ‘ 

tered to-the ground, and the : : 

trees stand bare and leafless, j 

waiting. A few flurries of snow Peg ' 

and cold days. Time for storm i 2 Feats, 2 . gy -t : ' 

windows and full coal bins, for oe , oe 4 z oR : 

winter is at hand. , ‘ ; ry A . 1 pet are 

This is an annual occurrence . * i ado oy : 

in the picturesque valley fa- x | = i" ‘ sl 

miliarly known as Jackson 7 oo a ek ! : pe 

Hole, lying in the Rockies at . a a Sy co we —~. 

an elevation of more than 6000 ‘. o 4 ARE Se we. j 

feet. The summer tourist season ‘ ' 4 . oe 5 

is over, the eastern ‘‘dudes” i ie Seas 4 baa ee : 
have departed for their homes, $ vs if} 4 ; — > “ 3 , 

returned to the grind of school “y - i : = : . ‘ | 

or business. Yet for a time there Al fc 7 
is plenty of human activity, for i a 
the elk hunting season is on. a iil: 

Strange cars are in the valley, ee ~~ 

guides and outfitters vie with re & : 7 

ODS oe es) ac pars PHOTOGRAPH FROM U. S. BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 
busy. Now and then a car leaves g1K IN THE FOOTHILLS ON NATURAL WINTER RANGE 
the valley with an antlered elk Nhe aniesdle con dd tu Betta c cond tons, 
head lashed to the bumpers. strong and healthy herds are the result 

But sooner or later come the 

heavy snows. Hunting camps are broken, outside cars West, and they have thrived and multiplied through the 

leave the valley, and the silence of winter settles over centuries. But there is a difference today. Where formerly 

the snowbound countryside. A few elk have been drib- _ the valley lands were covered with wild hay and immense 

bling southward toward lowland ranges, but now they willow patches, ideal winter provender, they are now 

come in droves. No longer do the mountains ring with marked off in a patch work of square farms under fence. 
their bugling. They drift quietly, feeding as they go. The willows have largely disappeared and much of the 
Some remain behind, finding sufficient food on isolated forage is put up in fenced stacks for cattle. There is still 

mountain tops and wind-blown ridges. But these spots some food for the elk, good grass on the open foothills 

are limited and the main herd moves on, many of them as well as on parts of the lowlands. And for many years 

to the Gros Ventre basin, many others to the foothills or _ there has been available for the herds a tract of land set 

the valley bottom near the town of Jackson. Hard times aside as an Elk Refuge, administered by the Bureau of 

have not yet come. There is still plenty of food and the Biological Survey. But the elk smell the fine hay in the 
early loose snow is no hindrance. forbidden stacks of the ranchers and cannot resist trying 

This has been the story since elk first lived in the to get some of it, leaving the foothills and their own 
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A VIEW OF AN ELK HERD FEEDING ON THEIR NATURAL WINTER RANGE 

The meadow is pitted with their diggings where they have pawed away the snow to 
reach their food. So they lived before the ranchers came 

refuge to invade the domain of the ranchers. And there Furthermore, under artificial feeding, our winter losses 

lies much of our well known elk problem. have often been very heavy, frequently many times as 
The ranchers are harassed, but wildlife authorities do great as among those that winter naturally. This was the 

the best they can with a restricted winter range. The result result of diseases directly induced by the feeding of hay 
has been that hay was provided directly for the elk, to and the necessary concentration of animals. 

furnish food and to bait them away from the ranches. The evils of artificial feeding have become known, 
For years we have fed the elk—the Federal Government the results deplored. But what could we do about it? 

on the Elk Refuge; the State of Wyoming in outlying For some time the Biological Survey has had in mind 
districts. Hay feeding has passed the emergency stage certain remedies for the situation, but until recently has 
and has become an annual program. Game authorities had no opportunity to try them. Certain ranch lands in 
have become accustomed to it, and so have the elk. The _ the valley appeared to be the key to the situation and in 
animals come promptly to the Elk Refuge in early winter, the last few years a program of land acquisition was put 
sometimes several thousand strong, and stand around in into effect. Furthermore, a long drift fence has recently 

the fields expectantly, awaiting the dole. been built to keep the migrating elk from wandering west 
Hay feeding has been necessary under the prevailing of Jackson to harass certain ranches there. It was thought 

circumstances. It could not have been avoided. But a that if the elk movements could be somewhat controlled, 
change of thought has come about concerning artificial a more efficient, cheaper, and more desirable manage- 

feeding of game. We have become conscious of the fact ment program could be adopted. 
that artificial feeding is expensive and after all is not The plans are only partly completed. The fence was 
good for the game species. The animals become semi- built and additional acreage was made available for the 

domesticated, dependent, less virile. Once feeding is be- elk. But already the prospects are promising and the re- 

gun, the animals lose incentive to seek their own forage. sults in the winter of 1936-37 are interesting in this 

I have heard the elk on the refuge referred to as the “hos- _ respect. 
pital herd”, because of the weaklings so prevalent there The heavy snows came as usual. So did the elk. They 
and their general lack of vigor and spirit. On the other could not bother the ranchers seriously so they were left 
hand, those that remained in the hills, rustling for them- alone, to paw through the snow for their own food. The 

selves, were more “‘thrifty”, as the game men speak of snowfall was fully as heavy as in any normal year, yet the 

them, more alive and alert, certainly finer looking animals. usual hay feeding program was omitted. Day by day the 
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elk could be seen scattered over the fields of the Elk of better methods in the future, when hay may be left 

Refuge, helping themselves by digging through the snow __ standing in the fields for the elk to harvest by their own 
in the manner of their ancestors. And they thrived. efforts and with only enough hay put up in stacks or bales 

On February 23 I climbed the hills east of Jackson to to take care of real emergencies. 

examine feeding conditions. From a vantage point I could The crying need of wildlife today is a place to live. 

look down on scattered elk, quietly feeding or resting. The To try to concentrate animals on a domestic stock basis, 

field was pitted with their diggings. On the slopes above _ on limited areas, with all the artificialities of stock raising, 

me were other groups, some resting in an aspen grove, simply means to produce a “‘soft’”’ animal, less able to care 

others strung along on a wind-blown area. The snow was for itself, and to destroy the very qualities of strength, 

criss-crossed with their trails. Here was a perfect picture agility, and alertness that we so admire in a game species 

of elk on winter range, a return to natural conditions. or in any wild animal. Welfare of wild creatures depends 

Furthermore, the animals were in good condition, con- on mankind's generosity in letting them have some por- 

tented and thriving. Whereas in other years the winter tion of the earth’s surface, equipped with at least some 

losses would have been well under way at this date, the share of their ancestral environment, in which to live their 

losses during this entire winter were negligible. accustomed life. This is true kindness to our wild animals. 

To be sure, some time in March it became desirable to It is heartening to know that some progress in that direc- 

do a little feeding because of some local circumstances tion has become possible with our famous Jackson Hole 
that developed. But this winter’s experience gave promise _ elk herd. 

e 

Albino Wake-robins By RAYMOND §. DECK 
T 1s a wild, beautiful place—that tiny finger of forest 

loz the white wake-robins grow. True enough, rE - 5 i 
Pe a Yen 

there’s a trim bridle-path just beside it, well-ham- ee a 3) eS ta 

mered by horsemen from the Big City; and a mighty . Ss cae BD vs) 

boulevard a few rods away roars all day and night with ’ pal ys we 
New York traffic. Still, there are other sights and sounds eB cl 5 

there: a pair of oven-birds that nest every year . . . ferns Na . e 

... tree-frogs . . . the golden chimes of veeries. . . . ees 

The wake-robins spring up every April just as the YY 

ancient beech trees about are shaking out their leaves. XN i L a“ 

I don’t know how they have managed to survive in a ey po ae = 
place like that unless it is because the woodland is so > . iz a wa 

small that flower-pickers overlook it. The plants are ax y 7 Pr) _ = 
there in dozens, and no every-day wake-robins are they = A a é ee - ye 
either, but doughty individualists, as wild things ES . as ; aS, 
should be that have the fortitude to dwell in the fringe AN Lf Pen 4 a 

of the Big City. Some of them, of course, are just like Se a | a 

your wake-robins, with red-black blossoms nodding i ay t A ‘4 
sedately over trios of lush leaves. But there are others f “ ye VO -- 

the like of which you would never see in years of tramp- i yi : Ed . 

ing through springtime woods. : i 

Some are silvery white, as clean as snow. Some are ’ 

tawny yellow. Others are buff, with streaks and splotches : : 
3 ONE OF NATURE'S RARER TREATS 

of ancestral purple. And last spring there was one wake- ee 
: : Trilliums they are, but not the usual red-black blooms of 

robin there more elegant than any wildflower I would our garden. These, discovered in a tiny woods near a 
ask to see: a huge crisp blossom with white petals vein- much travelled highway, are white, buff or tawny yellow 

ed and washed with bluish pink. The ring of anthers, 

bursting with their load of pollen, was bright blue. The should at least have gathered its seeds and sowed them 

flower didn’t look at all like the big white trillium, which in an urban plot along with snapdragons and delphin- 

grows pink and more beautiful as it fades away. It iums. Its kind would be a prize in anyone’s yard. But 

didn’t look like any other sort of trillium either. It was somehow albino wake-robins would seem out of place 

just one of Nature’s one-time-only experiments—an al- in a yard. They belong where mine still are today, in a 

bino wake-robin. nostalgic finger of beech forest where it is damp and 

Maybe I should have dug up that beautiful plant and cool, where veeries sing, where flying squirrels play at 

borne it off to bloom year after year in my garden; or night, and where all wild things are at home. 
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THE ANNUAL NORTHERN YELLOWSTONE ELK 
HERD COUNT 

By Victor H. Cahalane 

U.S. National Park Service 

Because it is important to keep a close check on the annual fluctua- 
tions in number of elk of the northern herd of Yellowstone National 

Park, an annual census has been made every spring or late winter 
for a number of years. This count is made by the direct visual method 
by men assigned to designated divisions of the total range. Of late 
years the Forest Service has cooperated by making a count on the 
national forest north of the Yellowstone National Park boundary 
and the Montana State Game Commission has directly assisted the 
park staff by detailing wardens to help with the census on the park 
itself. 

The work is done, if possible, before the snow begins to melt in 
order that the elk will be found concentrated on the winter range. 

In this way the area that must be covered is considerably smaller 
than it would be if the count were deferred until later in the season 
when the elk had begun to move to the higher elevations and to 
spread into areas from which they had been excluded by the deep 
snows. The count is made, both inside and outside the park, on the 
same days as quickly as possible consistent with securing a reason- 
ably accurate result. In advance the entire winter range is divided 
into about fifteen counting units based on topography which largely 
regulates depth of snow and movements of the elk. To each unit is 

assigned a crew of from one to three, or occasionally four, rangers, 
wardens, naturalists, and wildlife technicians. The precise number of 
men allotted depends on the size of the unit, the mode and ease of 
travel, and cover and other factors governing ease of counting. Care- 
ful instructions are issued to each crew regarding the limits of the 
area to be covered and notes to be taken on number of dead animals, 
cause of death if quickly ascertainable, and conditions of live elk and 
other large mammals encountered during the field work. If neces- 
sary, the men go to their stations the previous day in order that all 
counts may start early in the morning of the day designated. 

Travel is by snowshoes, skis, or horse, depending on snow condi- 
tions. The principal precaution to be taken is to prevent duplication 
of counts, to reach all known isolated bands of elk, and to avoid run- 
ning animals over ridges or other natural barriers into adjacent 
counting units. Many factors enter into a successful and accurate 
count, the weather being very important. This is the only factor that 

REPRINTED FROM’ TRANSACTIONS OF THE THIRD NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE 
CONFERENCE, 1938. AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE, 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C.
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is not subject to control. Visibility must be fairly good. As men- 

tioned above, deep snows restrict the winter range and therefore re- 
duce the area to be covered ; crusted snows keep the elk out of heavily 
timbered areas and therefore in better view. Trapping of bands by 
deep snows in inaccessible ‘‘pockets’’? must be considered although 
most of these are known by the date of the count through patrols 
made early in the winter. Frequently a correction factor must be 
used to allow for an estimated number of elk not actually counted. 

In 1935, an airplane was used to supplement the ground counts. 

Its chief value was to count the animals in areas inaccessible to men 

on the ground. It was found that the results of the count from the 
air alone were not nearly as thorough and accurate as the more labo- 
rious ground count. This has therefore not been repeated. : 

Last year the census was made on two favorable days between April 
10-15. Counting on consecutive days was not feasible because of bad 
weather. Of course, blizzards on these intervening days may have 
driven some of the elk into sheltered canyons and potholes where they 
were not seen. Also, as the total winter snowfall was light and did 
not crust, it is probable that scattered bands wintered outside the nor- 
mal winter range and were not included in this count. For these 
reasons the tallied number of 8,318 was increased 10 per cent, making 
a total estimated number in the northern Yellowstone elk herd 9,675 

animals. 

.
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istory Of Elk In The Black Hills 
Warden Virgil Johnson, Custer 

The slopes of the Black Hills were crops of the ranchers along the park the aid of the Game Department. 

undoubtedly inhabited by numerous fence. Several seasons it has become Having become infested with carp 

herds of elk in the good old days, but necessary for the Game Commission, and the water level at a low point, it 

they went the way of our American with the approval of the Custer Park was decided to “start from scratch” by 

Bison and plans were made to import Board, to open the season on the elk draining completely and giving it a 

some. outside of the park fence, to run con- general housecleaning. 

The first importation of elk was Currently with the deer season, No- All game fish will be carefully re- 

made in the northern Hills in 1912 and Vember 1st to 20th. The permits were moved and kept in holding pens for 

1913, through the cooperation of the set at $10.00 for residents and $35.00 restocking purposes, while the scav- 

U. S. Bureau of Biological Survey and for non-residents. One elk, regardless  engers will be marketed to help defray 

Federal Forest Service, there being of age or sex, could be taken during the expense. Tree stumps and other 

two shipments of 21 each. The first tis prescribed season. In this way rubbish in the lake bottom will be re- 

bunch of elk secured by the Game it was hoped that the elk outside of moved. 

Commission arrived in Hermosa March the park could be cleaned up, thus If the program is successful, Bon 

27, 1914. There were 23 elk in the VYelieving the rancher of the elk’s Homme County’s favorite recreational 

bunch and they were transferred to foraging depredations and at the same center will again be a popular fishing 

Custer State Park in a 20-foot rack- time giving hunters a chance to hunt spot in a few years. 

like affair, drawn by four horses. All larger big game. a ee 
succeeding shipments were trans- About 90% of the season’s kill is Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Doll of 5682 New 

ferred in the same way. These elk made in the first five days of the Hampshire Ave., Chicago, have spent 

came from Yellowstone Park and _ season. The reason for this, I believe, about three weeks of each of the last 

were shipped from Victor, Idaho. The is that the elk are more gregarious three hunting seasons out of Sisseton. 

rounding up and corraling of the elk than deer, as you very seldom see Mr. Doll is secretary and treasurer of 

fell upon the broad shoulders of more than five or six deer in a bunch the Illinois Skeet Shooting Associa- 

Steve Elkins, who in those days was outside of the Park, whereas it is tion. He is an ex-service man and at- 

a well known big game hunter and not uncommon to see fifty to seventy- tends our Legion meetings while here 

trapper. five elk in a herd. and is known to most of the local peo- 

Additional elk were brought into The rutting, or mating, season for ple as “Larry.” 

Custer during the years 1915-16 and elk generally starts during the latter M. L. Shipley, 201 Wells St., Room 

1919. The first load brought into Cus- part of October and runs into Novem- 600, Chicago, and eight companions 

ter escaped. There were about 65 ber, depending somewhat on the _ hunted in the vicinity of New Effing- 

head in the corral when the train weather. During this period the bulls ton. Mr. Shipley is an insurance 

backed up past the corral, blowing are very pugnacious and challenge broker and upon his return to Chi- 

off steam and whistled a couple of continually. Their bugle or whistle is cago received a very nice write-up in 

times besides. Well, it was just too rather a weird sound. It always sounds two of Chicago’s leading dailies with 

much for the elk as they were already to me at a distance more like a photographs of their birds. 
“spooky” from their train ride, so coyote howling than anything else. —Warden ‘Herbert Hegna, 

when the train backed past making They drop their antlers during Feb- Sisseton. 

all that noise, the elk hit that fence ruary and March, although the spike- Se 

like two 70-ton tanks and went north bulls sometimes carry their antlers More than 1,100 duck stamps were 

and west out of town. This bunch until much later. The fawn is spotted sold at the local post office before 

finally settled out in the vicinity of the same as the fawn deer, but loses the opening day. The county treas- 

the head of Spring Creek, although its spots in about fifteen weeks. The urer reported sales of more than 2,500 

some of them were seen around Custer elk is the second largest of the deer resident and 77 non-resident licenses. 

for quite a while and a few others were family, the moose being the largest. Other bonded dealers listed 802 resi- 

seen on Elk Mountain. In fact, a Snail dent and 14 non-resident. 

few scattering ones were seen at var- LAKE HENRY TO RECEIVE Many prominent personages from 

ious places in the limestone. A COMPLETE GROOMING out-of-state enjoyed the excellent 

The elk that were placed in Custer ———— hunting in this vicinity. Most of 

State Park soon started to increase by Supt. of Fisheries Van Leur and his them got their limit of ducks and 

leaps and bounds until they were not crew have been busy the past couple pheasants while a number of bags on 

contented within the confined area of of weeks draining Lake Henry, four “Huns” were reported. 

the park. They started breaking out miles east of Scotland. This lake was —Warden George Woods, 

and causing considerable damage to one of the early ones constructed with (Oct. 10) Aberdeen. 
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VOL. 7 OCTOBER, 1940 No. 10 hunter was acquainted with our territory is not a suitable habitat for 

Ms tn es Lae aa We: “elk,” who not remedy the situation? 

South Dakota We are not going to condemn our Why continue to kid ourselves about 

Conservation Digest visitors as a class, however, for the our state being a “natural” for this 
J. W. Cluett, Editor large majority of them are fine, true- species of big game if evidence shows 

Issued monthly by the South Da- blue sportsmen. Only a fraction of otherwise? 
kota Department of Game and Fish. one percent of them are of the “game If it were possible to keep these 
Entered at Pierre, South Dakota, as hog.” species. This is nothing ex- animals within the confines of the 
third-class matter. ceptional as we have the same “un- State Park, there would be no cause 
———— OO Udesirables” among our local hunters. for complaint. As matters now stand, 

Permission to reprint any material Our only reason for commenting on ranchers constantly complain about the 

in this issue of the Conservation Di- nis subject is due to the “hellabaloo” 4epredations of these animals and 

gest is hereby granted, provided due ,Ji,0q by some of these non-residents eVidently they are very disastrous to 
credit is given this magazine. because they were “caught up with” certain crops. Interested parties con- 

= a Eas by some of our alert wardens. What a tend that many surplus deer could be 

RINGTAIL PHEASANTS laugh they would have had back home ‘aised on the feeding areas now used 

tiga had they been able to get by with their 0 support elk, thereby creating a 
We never need to wonder whether Gaesiionabiemnnriods: larger field for big-game hunters and 

or not the DIGEST articles are read. ie x i eliminating the complaints. 

Our September issue had hardly been They all had the privilege of taking a # - 

in the mail before we were besieged Heese semis aie beds anda at Agee a eens ene See . 

with inquiries as to the new “ringtail” Story waterfowl on their non- O2— when all controversial issues are 

Pieaeane peiie aised. tn out nas resident license coupons, yet they usually solved—we would like ae have 

KOtL. tried to slip one over hoping to get by! eeiee es expressions on this oat 

Senin OL cin peddersewerscevidently THAT CRIME DOES NOT PAY in oes subject. The columns of ae 

sincere but most of the boys? letters 0sNs four \game laws is clearly pete ee ae Bence 
were interwoven with a little dash of ‘eflected in the case of several of ere yen ee peur lone ee 
Hikiow ana tisidly sarcasm these offenders. They were fined $100 please confine them to the issue in- 

Naturally, when someone pulls a and costs, their birds seized, guns con- volved. 

“poner” the poor printer gets the final fiscated and licenses revoked. Imagine 

jolt and iso weeare going tobe con- traveling out here from Indiana to MANY PREDATORS “BITE THE 

sistent and “pass the buck” on to him get such a jolt and having their hunt- DUST” 

in this instance. ing trip spoiled. Yet, they had it ea ee 

The ring is still around the pheas- Coming! The audit of Predatory Animal Boun- 

ant’s neck even though it may have Naturally, they were indignant, voW- ty claims by E. Peterson, clerk in the 

temporarily slipped back over his tail jing that never again would they come pepartment of Game and Fish, shows 
in trying to escape from the barrage of to South Dakota to hunt. All of which that 8,507 coyotes were killed during 

No. 5’s during the present open sea-  syits this department. Until they can the months of April, May, June, July 
son. come here and learn to respect our and August of this year, of which 6,579 

Sagiuas- aoe laws and enjoy our excellent hunting were pups and 1,928 were adult coy- 

WE DON'T WANT THEM BACK! like real sports WE DON’T WANT  otes. 

Arrest reports coming in from the ce ee Stanley County turned in the most 
On the other hand, as long as our returns of any county in the State, 

field force show a number of non: .ome supply warrants it, those real- with 1,114 coyotes killed, including 
anes hailed oul colin Tor sila: blooded sportsmen who do appreciate pups and adults. 

aie a ee result of the ee Mone elem ee es Only one wolf was killed in the 
hunter erecedifesthe ‘bag slimitvor iL hahaa nd a welcome awaiting state, according to the claims turned 
legal shipment and transportation of " in, and this was in Codington County. 

game birds. All this despite the fact Claims will be pro-rated on a basis 
that this department exercised ex- SHOULD ER INELA CS of 85% of the bounty set by law, as 

treme care in sending the applican HILLS BE DISPOSED OF’ the total number of claims exceeds 

all available literature relative to o Tete ran the annual appropriation. 
open season when he made applicatign Perhaps we are touching upon a ace 

for a license to our main office. controversial subject which is loaded The bird dog scene on the front 
Our wardens and authorized license With hi-power powder by bringing this page of the September Digest featured 

agencies were also well supplied with topic out in the open but we may as olden Spike No. 301327, owned by 

copies of regulations and every effort Well face the facts. C. B. Gunderson of Yankton. Credit 
was made to see that the out-of-state If it is true that the Black Hills for same was inadvertently overlooked.
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"There were several Elk seen at different times in 
Waushara Co. by old settlers which ranged during the 60's 
and early 70's but have not the exact dates but got 
personal reports from very reliable parties when they 
saw them." 

: From a letter to the Wisconsin 
Conservation Commission from 
Guy Mumbrue, Dec. 18, 1940



File oie folder 
; Sawyer County folder : 

July 19, 1943 

Ernest Swift tells me that two cast horns of elk were found by Pete Larson 

of Hayward between 1902 and 1904 imbedded in soil under Mosquito Brook, 

four miles northeast of Hayward, Wisconsin. They were found during some 

kind of excavation work. ' 

(Aldo Leopold)
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United States th : 
of America PROCEEDINGS AND DEBATES OF THE 78 CONGRESS, SECOND SESSION 

——————————————————————————————————————————————EE————————————_=_————<_* 

SPEECH only sixty-one one-hundredths of 1 per- | ing a bill—Senate 380—introduced by 
oF cent ee aren area, and that | Senator Haypen to authorize the pay- 

land still belongs to the State. More- | ment of a reasonable portion of national 
HON. a HARDIN PETERSON over, the State’s jurisdiction over the | park tourist fees to the counties in which 

OF FLORIDA lands in the monument is exactly the | the parks are situated, and I am intro- 

same today as it was before the monu- | ducing a similar bill. Both the Presi- 

ER HOUR ERO EE SEN ESTEVES ment was established. The State has | dent and the Secretary of the Interior 
Wednesday, June 7, 1944 - lost nothing. have indicated their support of some such 

Mr. PETERSON of Florida. Mr. No individual rights have been lost by | measure to compensate Teton County. 
Speaker, I want to make a short state- | the creation of the monument, either. Obviously, the way to deal with that 

ment about the Jackson Hole National | The monument was created subject to | PtOblem is for Congress to authorize the 
Monument in Wyoming, which has been | all valid existing rights. Any rancher, or | Decessary payments. Abolition of the 
a subject of Nation-wide discussion and, | anybody else, who had rights in the area | Monument would solve nothing and 
I regret, a matter of much misunder- | before the monument was created has | Would be purely negative. 
standing. those same rights today. Contrary to the When I went to Wyoming, I also found 

After Jackson Hole National Monu- | impression that has gained wide accept- that there was not unanimous opposition 

ment was established last year by the | 4Mce, nobody’s private lands, homes, per- Ae Ee at Ape found ep urere 
President, the gentleman from Wyo- | mits, or other rights have been damaged is an honest. difference of opinion con- 

ming (Mr. Barrerr] introduced a bill | or threatened in any manner whatso- | Ce"ning it. As an example of. what I 
H. R. 2241, to abolish the monument. | eVer- Ce ene ee 
Since Mr. Barrett’s bill concerns the Shortly after the monument was re- : ee tae oe oe He ane ea of nae 
public lands, it was referred to my com- | served, the Secretary of the Interior is- oe ene er - too late to include 

mittee, where it has been thoroughly and | sued a most reassuring and forthright | SON, Wien faeces 100 ee nat the 
exhaustively studied. At the conclusion | policy statement governing the adminis- ee nk t Bee b Teas 2 also wish 
of extensive hearings here in Washing- | tration of these Federal lands. In this tainade a eeieecate ed b: numerous 
ton, I went out to Wyoming to see this | statement he said, and I quote: o TULARE RLEGEAET STEW Haniciedsto 
famous area myself, to study its prob- In fact, all permits issued by the Forest Eee I was ‘éhere, supporting the 

lems on the ground, and to get first- | Service or other Federal agencies for use of t alert u hich auidicated 

hand information, As a result of that | lands now within the national monument | Monument, and a leter Ware bt e 
study, I have reached the following con- | Will be honored by the National Park Service plainly that many other people in Jack- 
clusions: during the lifetime of the present holders, | Son Hole would support the monument 

ss F and the members of their immediate family. | openly if they dared. 

_In the creation of Jackson Hole Na- ‘This includes existing grazing privileges on These petitions are as follows: 
tional Monument, there was no depar- | monument lands and stock driveway privi- JACKSON, Wyo., August 16, 1943. 
ture from established precedent. leges. Cattlemen desiring in the spring and | yon. J, Hanpiw PETERSON, : 

Congress, in 1906, authorized the Pres- | fall to drive their cattle across the monu- Chairman, Public Lands Committee 

ident to establish national monuments. pee ee between their respective Lipase of the House of Representatives. 
i i i rq- | 22 summer ranges on national fores' Dear Siz: We would like to bring before 

eae cesta Hines eeard— or other lands will be permitted to do so. your committee our vigorous objection to 

monuments under this authority granted The establishment of Jackson Hole Ce a ee oe pe 
by Congress. A total of 82 such national | National Monument is no detriment to | President's promaniutn vent. “We are all 
monuments have been created under this | Teton County, in which the area is situ- | now, and have been for many years past, 
authority to date. Many of them are | ated. residents of Jackson Hole. We have seen 

smaller and many of them are larger Private property in the monument is | Jackson Hole grow in the last 15 years from 

than the Jackson Hole Monument area. | still subject to taxation. In this connec- | ® small cattle town to the thriving com: 
No State’s rights were disturbed by | tion it is interesting to note that the munity with its many activities as you see it 

the creation of this monument. State of Wyoming collected more than | ‘ou0y.,We Dele at, Fa eationel 
The proclamation setting up the area | $150,000 in taxes from Yellowstone Na- | gro, quick people all over the country are 

refers only to the Federal lands within | tional Park in 1941. That shows that | peginning to hear about through the National 

the described boundaries, and more than | tourists pay. Park Service. We believe that the influx of 

92 percent of the area included within When the private lands which have | tourist travel has just begun and that after 

the monument boundaries is either Fed- | peen purchased in Jackson Hole National | the war it will greatly increase. 2 

eral land or land bought with the | Monument to donate to the Government iE eniete nol eee er eae peng 
knowledge and consent of the people of | are accepted by the Government, Teton in a national park area, ¢ ese Sas 

Wyoming to be donated to the Federal | County will suffer a temporary loss of one Ete eee O ae spate ae 

Government. about $10,000 annually. That situation | country. This they were beginning to do 
State lands inside the monument | should be rectified and it is up to Con- | when Jenny and Leigh Lakes and the Teton 

boundaries amounts to 1,367 acres, or | gress to rectify it. There is now pend- | Peaks were protected by the creation ot 
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Grand Teton National Park and Mr. Rocke- ; and that it can and should continue along | going rights which, although now guaranteed 
feller bought up most of thé privately owned | with the recreational activities. The cattle | by the statements of officials of the Interior 
lands in the north part of the valley. On business is by the very nature of the country Department, should be placed beyond any 

the other hand, we believe that this area, | limited in its operations and the rights which | possibility of doubt by legislative action. 
protected by a national park, administered | the cattlemen have always had, to drive their We have asked those of our fellow citizens 
in accordance with the peculiar character of | cattle in the spring and fall across what is | who agree with us in our conclusions to in- 

this country (which is quite different from | now a part of the National Monument, should | dicate their approval by signing this letter 
Yellowstone) can take care of all of the tour- | be secured to them, their heirs and assigns, | with us, and so that may more readily be 
ist travel that will come here and will greatly | by national legislation and should not be | done we have signed this letter in six origi- 

inerease the prosperity of this valley and the left subject to change at the will of bureau | nals. 
businesses in the town of Jackson. chiefs. As private lands in the Monument W. Z. Spicer, R. T. Black, John Wort, 

On the faith of this belief, we have made | pass to Government ownership, and the w.J. Grant Orin H. Seaton, Virgil 
heavy financial investments in the town of | fences are taken down and the available area W. Ward, J. Wallace Moulton. 

Jackson to which we are now committed as | is thus enlarged, this right can, without det- é Oe 
they are in the shape of buildings and equip- riment to other considerations, and should, We, as residents of Jackson Hole, in Teton 

ment which are permanently there. We made | become the right to drift and graze across the | County, Wyo., endorse our approval of the 
that investment in the belief that this area | Monument to and from the summer range. above letter: 
would become a part of the national park 8. The wild game for which this region is James Budge; Del Brown; G. L. Weh- 

system, protected and developed as such. If | famous, is the property of the State of Wyo- ville; Mrs. M. R. Yokel; Mrs. M. E. 
we had not believed that, we would not have ming. There are many problems of manage- Ward; Elbert E. Davidson; Mrs. 

invested our money here as we have. ment which should be left to the trained Julius Sensenbach; J. J. Goodrich; 

We earnestly urge you not to undo the | men of the State game department with Mary A. Budge; R. C. Lundy; H. A. 

Jackson Hole National Monument, but, if it | whom the Wildlife Service of the Depart- Curtis; Jesse D. Wilson; Edna E. 
needs bettering in any way, that you | ment of the Interior has always cooperated. Wilson; M. R. Yokel; Nephi 
strengthen and perfect it by legislation. We believe that the State of Wyoming should Moulton; M. E. Moulton; Seth 

Our businesses. and our investments in | continue in the management of its game Johnson, Independent Oil Co.; 
Jackson are written after our signatures. herds and in the control of its big-game L. Sager, ranch manager; Harry 

Respectfully yours, hunting. Hein; Jack F. Moore, Moore’s Cafe; 

W. L. Spicer, garage and property, 4. We all know that if Teton County is to Ruby Spicer; Lucy Curtis; Jean 
$45,000; Ben F. Goe, saloon and | continue its existence as a county (and we Johnson; Helen Black; Laura B. 
property, $70,000; Wort Bros., John believe it should because of its geographical Seebohm; Robert L. Price; W. H. 
& Jess Hotel and other real estate, |. location) it must be provided with funds to Seebohm; Howard Erwin; Pauline 
$200,000; H. C. Richards, Ideal | compensate it for the loss of taxes on pri- Hein; John J. Nelsen; Mrs. John 
Lodge, $80,000; R. T. Black, Black’s vately owned lands taken over by the Gov- James; John Nelsen; Joe Pfeifer; 

Lodge, 845,000; John James, James’ | ernment within the Monument area. Both Mae O. Kafferlin; F. J. Edmiston; 
Cabins, $45,000; Jack Moore, the President of the United States and the R. D. Reimen; E. A. Seelemire; W. 

Moore’s Cafe, 840,000; A. Martin, | Secretary of the Interior have stated they C. Miner; Wafie E. Robinson; K. 
laundry, $20,000, would give their support to legislation to ac- M. Robinson; Ben F. Goe; Helen 

| complish this. Seelemire; R. C. McQueen; Ger- 
ag | 5. The Jackson Hole country, its beautiful trude Bessette; Clover Sturlin; 

Jackson, Wyo., August 1943. lakes and watersheds, have been in constant John James; V. M. Hess; Alice M. 
To the House of Representatives, Committee | danger of exploitation in the past. The Giles; A. Martin; H. C. Richards; 

on the Public Lands, Hon. J. Hardin Pe- | Presidential proclamation of 1918 and sub- Eliza Richards; C. C. Scott; John 
terson, Chairman: . sequent proclamations and the vigilance and S. Smith; Ivan Basye; Emil Bes- 

INVESTIGATIONS IN CONNECTION WITH H.R. 2241 | COOperation of our State officials have so far tuyville; Cuhl Clason Eneuy Ja- 
prevented such exploitation, but Federal leg- cobson; Frank P. Bessette: Dave 

GENTLEMEN: We, the undersigned, are | jsiation has long been needed to make per- Madsen; Frank Gosarson; Myron 
long-time residents of Jackson Hole, Wyo., | manent that protection. Seaton: ‘Helen ¥ Seaton: WoL 

and are actively engaged in business here. 6. While we would have preferred an act Suclemivee Oamilia= ir Seciewaire: 
For the past 25 years or more there have been | of Congress, setting aside the north end of Richard Winger; J. D. Flavin; Mrs. 
arguments and disputes about the future of | Jackson Hole as a recreational area and in- Mary Heninger; Walter D. Huyler, 
this valley that have at times become so bitter | corporating in the act guaranties of protec- Bear Paw Ranch Wils ae wy ae 

as to wreck old friendships and entirely to | tion for our country, the grazing rights of the Margaret P. Huyler, Bear Paw 
lose sight of actualities and facts. The es- | cattlemen and all other existing valid claims, | Ranch, Wilson, Wyo.; Marta Win- 
tablishment of the Jackson Hole National | and private ownerships remaining in the area, ger ghekton Wyn Gor Giles, 
Monument has caused these old feuds to | nevertheless the Presidential proclamation of Moran, Wyos°'W.L. Giles, Moran, 
flare up again, and we feel that so much | March 15, 1943, setting aside this section as Wyo.; “mabert Ss tuliner es Mosse: 
misinformation is being given out in the heat | the Jackson Hole National Monument, has Wyo: Struthers Burt, Moran, 
of passion that we have concluded that some | provided the much-needed permanent pro- Wyo: Katharine Newlin Burt, 

of us who have not been involved in these | tection so long required and should be al- Moran. Wyo.; P. M. Browne. ioean 
controversies should take it upon ourselves | lowed to stand unless and until more com- wyo.; ‘Aldea Perry Browne, aia 
to bring before your committee the simple | prehensive legislation is enacted by the Con- Wyo: Genevieve D. Turner, 
facts of the case as we see them. We have gress of the United States. akGoee ws nae , - 

, Wyo.; Mrs. Maxine Jacob: 
tried to separate the wheat from the chaff and 7. Tt is our final conclusion that it is time sOni Lester suecieen: IGHE.-C. 
these are our conclusions: for'us to work constructively together and to ‘Walker:Clarenée:# Hervin;-dack 

1. We believe that Jackson Hole is one of | put an end to quarreling, and we urge upon eee Fr res Teen 
the. finest outdoor recreational _areas_in_the | our congressional delegation that they trans- Boyce; eee L. Flygore; ae . 

world and that it should be protected and de- | fer their efforts from the present Barrett bill Houchedh, 2. Da tieminaom, Aad, 
veloped as such. to efforts for constructive legislation that will Remington; H. G. Prutt; Paul W. 

2. We believe that the cattle business is an | supplement the monument proclamation, by Dial; Lyle Walker; A. E. Schera- 

essential part of the industry of the valley | giving permanence and certainty to the fore- lacher, 
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@ Census Figures for Elk 5 

Elk Inventory for the United States* 

Tear 2wiSRef, Nat.For. Nat.Par, ind.Res. Statedpriv, ' Gragine Dist. Total 

1937 5,495 130,804 13653 1,800 11, 604 2, 408 165, 764 

1938 8,096 139,828 21,543 2,940 13,981 42,483 228,871 

1939 9,329 144,622 19,671 1,607. 23,857 2,290 201,376 

* from Bureau of Biological Survey Wildlife Research and Management 
Leaflets, 39-122, BS-12, BS-207
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Extracts from 

; Blk Below, The Writings Of Orange A, Olsen,1945. Stevens and Wallis, Inc, 

p. 35. Nebo range in Utah= no elk for 35 years(1880-1915)4s planted in 1914, 
1924 to 1924 84 mature males removed. 1927 160 spike and mature bucks 
removed. 

Population 700 in 1928, agreed to hold herd at 500-600, 

p. 39, Airplane census used since 1931 is 90 % correct and a great timesaver, 
Herd of 600 will yield 125 anmai crop to hunters or 21 %, 
Hunter success is 89%, ’ 

Pp. 59. In November elk prefer grass and weeds (454 grass, 9 % weeds) 

pe 63, Blic will eat 10# of hay and 5# grain dally which equals 17.5 # hay. 
One elk equals four sheep, 
One ell equals 4/5 cow. 

p. 64. Considerable overlapping of forage use with livestock depending on 
availability, extent and season of use. 

p. 65. Idmiting factor on elk is winter range, Only 6,3 % of Nat. For, in 
: Region 4} suitable for game. 

& p. 69, Harem size averages 5-6, 

For breeding data see chart,



& ‘Extracts fron 

Field Notes on Wildlife, Vol. II, no, 9sémg.1,1941. Elk of the Northern i 
Rocky Mountain Region, by Raymond I. West. 

Pp. 17. In slaughtering operations in Yellowstone in Jan. and Feb. 1935: 

Balls ows { pregnant Sa terns pares 

63 129 Ae Wd hg 533 2) 5 15 19 

Jackson Hole, Dec. 1935. | 

747 sp) 19747 90" 5B 92 52 aH 55 
2 yrs.) : , : 

‘ Yellowstone, Feb. ,1937. 

& 1 ah gk Bt oy 

Sip) HTS 53h |” NOR GOR UA 56S 

* Total of three twin pregnancies found. 

p. 24. Mlk transplants: First planting in Region One on Deerlodge Nat'l. 

Forest in 1910, and 32 herds to date have been successfully 

established by this method, 87% coming from Yellowstone. The 

total, of 1,784 elk transplanted has reached a total of 7,000 head.



Extracts from 

ee Rush, R,M. 1932.Northern Yellowstone Elk Study, Montana Fish and Geme Commission 
, 131 pp. 

The elk now ranges at higher altitudes than in early times, causing higher 
mortality to calves(7 to 11 mos.) and also results in a small calf 
erop due to poorer condition of females. 

Phenologys Calves born May 13 to June 10, Weaning lasts to Dec, 15. 
Spike buck between 1 and 2 years old, 2 to 4 points by 27 mos. 
Faull set is 5-6 sets, Antlers shed 3/10, 

Weights: Calves at birth 23-45# (ave. 37#). TI-0", 
Adult males average 850#. 

More phenology: Velvet shed about Sept. 1. Harems then form, averaging 

six, breeding Sept, 15 to Oct. 10, after which herds form, 

Herd composition, ete.: se special chart. 

Diseases: four types; 
1) parasitie= deer bot, tape and lung worms, ticks, 

- 2) bacterial- Bang's disease(contagious abortion, necrotic stomatitis, 
2) deficiency diseases-osteomalacis and osteoporosis, 

S$ ) travmatiem= shock from mechanical injury and wounds, 

Extracts from 

Cramer, Albert J, Har-tagcing elk, Pield Notes on Wildlife.Yol.I, no. 2.1939. 

By working a six-day period centering on June 1 about four to six 
calves per man day can be ear-tagged, Peak of calf-fall occurred in 

1937 and '38 in a ten-day period centering on Junel. 
Best to use @ only every third day in an area for tagging to 

prevent undue disturbance to females, Also an area should not be worked 

more than three times, 
Five men were able to tag 89 calves.



“4laiize Management 179 be 

: Donald R. Thompson 

oe A study of the range habits of Blk on the Selway Came Preserve, Vernon 
© A, Young, and ¥, Leslie Robinette. The University of Idaho Bulletin, 

Vo1.XXXIV, No, 16, Dec. 1939. School of Forestry Bull.No. 9. 47 pp. 

3 ped. “palatability values still remain uncertain formany plant species." 

p. 10. Gaits: other than the previously reported walk, trot and gallop, 
the bound is described which seems to be associated with play, 

among immature elk, 
Jump? jumpsof 5 feet in height were observed. 
Senses: highly developed sense of sight an hearing, and remarkably 

keen sense of smell. a 
pell. Young feeding: First young seen foraging was July 5.0n July 9 a 

check showed on four calves that willow was preferred, 
pe 12, Young pelage: lose spots by middle of August and molf in late 

August to late Sept. : 
p. 14, Oalf crop? Observations on open range between July 9 and October 11 

showed 335 cows and 248 calves or 74% calves, but thinks 60% is 
a fair correction, — : 

p. 15-21. Breeding habits: Bugling increasingly prevalent from August 27 to 
peak in middle of September, ‘ ; 

Bulls in summer preferred to be with one ortwo other bulls, 
spikes divided attention between cows and bulls. Bulls solitary 

. a week before shedding velvet until end of breeding season. 
Spikesin this period in twos or threes as bulls chase them. 

= Most of bulls had 2 to 4 tine sets of antlers, Six is a f 
; mature set. Earliest shedding of velvet on Aug. 20 genip~ 

leted by Aug. 27 except spikes. 50 % of spikes y Oct. 10, 
Bulls begin searching for cows afetr shedding velvet. 
Greatest breeding activity Sept, 10 to Oct. 5, 
Bulls collect a harem of one to four cows, breed them, then search 

for other cows. 
Bulls visit salt licksin breeding season apparently to collect 

cows, 
Pe 21, Salt licks: Elle numbers increased at the licks from June to a max- 

mum on July 18, Few visits at night, Spent an average of two 
days in vicinityoof licks, how frequentlyiis unlmown. 

pe 27. Palatability studies: June 30 to Oct, 6.Grass and sedges comprised 
the bulk of the forage from early summer to mid-July. Browse spec- 
ies furnished the bulk from July 15 to Sept. 15., with grass and 
sedges again forming the bulk from Mid-Sept. to Ost. 6. Weeds 
are relatively uniform in usage ranging 15 to 20%4, 

p» 46, Key species on summer range: Salix spp., Acer glabrum, Bromus car- 
inatus, Elymms glaucus, Carex geyeri, Important species are 
Amelanchier alnifolia, Sorbus scopulina, and Prunus emarginata,.



: Wildlife Management 179 

@ Donald R. Thompson 

5 Schwartz, John B.,1I, and Glen B. Mitchell. The Roosevelt Mlk on the Olympic 

: Peninsula, Washington.Journ. Widlf.lian.Vol.9,no. 4,0ct.1945.0p.295-318. 

pe295. "The velataelna areas of several elk ranges were being over-grazed, 

elic had died in considerable mambers, and crop damage was occuring in farm 

areas," 

History: Formerly ranged ever western Washington, Oregon and into California, 

now restricted principally to the heavily timbered remote and mountainous 

areas of western Washington, Oregon and . penis in California, 

largest population now occurs on Olympia Peninsula, 6,000 te 7,000. 

Bounty offered on cougars in 1904, in 1905 a ten-year closed season 

( was enacted, and in 1909 the Mé.Olympus National Momiment was eracted 

& to photect the elk. 
Signs of food shortage and overpopulation evident by 1915. 

Extensive die~off in winter of 1916-17, with periodic divoffs in 

severe winters subsequently. 

p+296.Neights: Mature bulls 700-1000 Lbs., cows 400-700 lbs. 

p.297. In winter many older males arift onte the higher benches or slopes : 

not regularly used by the herds. 

p-298. Calves are able to follow mothers at 10-14 days age. 

p+ 301. Gompetition between game and’ livestéck is limited. 

Usually the plant bis -yhies which is.most palatable and abundant at the 

Sine soveiven the greatest use. In Minter they feed lonser dul:more closely 

on individual clumps of browse or pathes of vegetation. Hl are more 

damaging to the range than deer. ‘ 

S | ‘py. 308. Tho tendency of elk to remain long on favorite feeding ani bedding grounds 

: | has resulted in overbrowsing in certain areas. 

A 4 > ae 3 *



Schwartz and Mitchell, 1945, cont. 

e p.3ll. : 

Sex and age classes of Blk. em Sate : 

Glass Number 4 : 

Bilis Yel a a aaa rey 
Calf counts in July and August 

Spikes 279 y ‘ 
showed 61% of all cows with calves, 

Ne. ¢ 27g" ye ; 
and therefore allowing for calf mertal- 

Cows 4685 66 ; 
ity about 65 % of total 66 % cows 

Calves 1385 ° 20: mews 
gives 43 % breeding cows.in herd. 

Total 7ou9 100 : 

p- 312. During severe winters deaths among calyes almost equal those of adults, but 

in mil@ winters only one-third are calves. an 

| : 

|



Digest 4f 

= Swift, Lloyd ¥, A partial history of the ell herds of Colorado. J. of Mam, 
: vol, 26,, no.2, May, 1945, pp. 114119, 

: History: 

Closed seasons in whole state 1913 to 1920, 
1910= 1920 Refuges created and transplants made from Yellostone 

and Jackson Hole. 
In 1910 there wer only 500-100 elk in ten small bands. 

‘ From 1912 to 1928 14 introductionstotalling 350 were made, Half 
of the releases were made in 1913 to 1915. 

Estimate in 1945 was 2,000 elk. 

Tabulation of herds: (Compiled) 
No, and 

Area ee Day te 2 f tran’ S plan’ oe t Demaze ES Ag tion = Pre Sen’ t no WJ c 

I. S,. Platte drainage 1°) = 
Estes a * 25 Yes Reduced '41 and '2 ? 

191 25 
Nederland 1913-17 BD Never prospered 

‘. Idaho Springs i914 25 Yes Hunting 1942 1500 

II, Arkansas drainage 
® Pike's Peal 1916 % Mush poaching 20 

Twin Lakes 1920 10 110 

LLL,Rio Grande drainage 
San Iuis valley 1905  25(native) Yes Hunting ApoCee 
Goose Creek 1907 100(nebive) Yes 1 

IV] San Juan Drainage 1500(1940) 
Hermosa Creek 30 native,23 plant Yes Hunting 

V. Gunnison drainage 
Coal & Soap Cr, 1911 200(native) 800(1941) 
Gunnison Natl.For. Yes 6,000 
Grand Mesa " * 300 
Uncompahgre Riv.1922 & 1928(transpl) Hay depred. Hunting 500 

VI.Colorade drainage 
Middle Park 1913 50 Yes 500 killed 1929 
Eagle R. and Roaring Falls 

1913-15 62 Some 1700 
Vil, White drainage 

North and South Forks overcrowded, 2,300 in Wh.R.area OK, Humting 1939, 
VIII. Yampa drainage 1912 120(native) Hunting since 1912 800



. e Hk Transplants? 

; Wisconsin- Staber W, Reese.Wisconsin's Ml Herd. Wise.Cons. Bull, 

Vol. IX,no. 4,Apr.1944, pp. 6-10. 

Shipment from Yellowstone in 1913 suffered high mortality 

leaving only two cows; later a bull was supplied and another shipment 

of 26 surviving animals received. Held at Trout Lake Game Farm 

until 1932 when they were released on open range. Increased 140 % 

Cites restocking of Grand Isle, Lake Superior in 1900, 

» Wherein a herd of 11 increased to 250 by 1911. 

© Michigans Stephenson, J.H.Michigan Blk.Michigan Sonservation, vol. 

XI, noe 11, Dec. 1942, pp. 89. 

Herd of 18 at the Crawford State Game Refuge was broken up 

and seven released at Pigeon River State Forest. Ustimated at 

200 in 1925 and between 300 and 400 dn 1939.



Points on Which Information is Seant or lacking on Blk 

: Banding studies are just beginning in the form of ear-tagging, 
: Much ofthis is needed to provide information on on migration, lnogevity, 
. turnover, etc, in a manner similer to that used on birds. 

There is still much question on certain phases of mating, e.g,, per= 
manence and shuffling of harems, : 

Much more quantitative information on turnover rates and life equations 
is needed. i i 

More inforation on the economics of elk is needed in order to clar- 
ify the importance of elk to various interests. 

The effect of forest fires (and grassland) needs study in relation 
to elk and elk habitat. 

Palatability ratings are incomplete, carrying capacities can only 
be guessed at, and characteristics of good elk range are incompletely known, 

Relation to livestock grazing is kmown generally, but area studies 
aré critically needed due to great variation with conditions, 

Physiology is unknown except by transfer of information from domestic 

stock, 

Population controls are unkmown in that often no prediction can be 
made as to what the success of a transplant will be. Predator relations 
are very sketchy. 

Behavior patterns, ©.g., wallowing of bulls, are not known. 
. True mineral requirements and availability are very incompletely mown, 

Sex and age ratios, optimum and actual, for herds for proper manage- 
Eo ment still need mre quantitative study, 

: Territorial requiremeats, e.g., summer and winter range, need to 
be characterized, 

Relation to weather conditions, especially for herds in malmtrition 

or unbalanced in composition, need study in relation to range available, etc,



SELECTED REFERENCES ON ELK ' 
(Compiled by Donald R. Thompson, 1946) 

Cahalane, Victor He 

1943 Elic-food-and-vinter. Outdoor America 8:3:4-5,16, (Feb.) 

1943 El management apd herd regulation-Yellowstone National Park. Trans. 8th 

N. A, Wildlife Conference 95-101. 
Case, George 

1938 The influence of elk on deer populations, Bull. #8, School of Forestry, 
Univ. of Idaho, Moscow 25-27. (Dec.) 

Murie, 0. J. 
1930 An epizootic disease of elk. Jour. Mamm, 11:2:214-222 (May). 

Olsen, Orange A, 

1942 Managing Nobo's waniti. Trans, 7th N.A. Widlf. Conf. 375-381. Also 
printed in "Blk below, the writines of Orange A, Olsen", Stevens and Wallis, 
Inc. 1945. Zs 

Preble, Edward A. 
1911 Revort on the condition of elk in Jackson Hole, Wyoming, in 1911, 

U. S. D. 4. Biol. Survey, Bull. Ho. 40. 23 ppe? : 
Rush, William M, ‘ 

1932 Northern Yellowstone elk study, Montana Fysh and Game Comnission, 

131 po. 

1943 ‘Two-way waste. Amer. For. 49:6:286-289, 318, 320 (June). 
Schwartz, John B, II, and Glen B, Mitchell 

: 1945 Tho Roosevelt olk on the Olympic Peninsula, Washington, Jour. Wldlf, 

Memt. 9:4:295-319. (Oct.) 
3 Skinner, M. P. 

’ x Story of the whitebar elk; the life history of a Yellowstone clk, 

Reprinted from Natural Historye 

Swift, Lloyd W. 
1945 A partial list of the el herds of Colorado, Jour, Moma, 26:2:114-119. 

(May) 
Young, Vernon A,, and W. Leslie Rovinette 

1939 A study of the range habits of elk on the Selvay Game Preserve. U. of 

Idaho Bull, 34:16. 4S pp. 
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Form 874—13, \ 
(Revised July 1, 1908.) \ 4 

GAME..KILLED,. 1915. 
Deer Turkey 

New Mexico 

Alamo 57 61 
Carson 8 34 

Datil 300 130 

Gila B03 223 

Lincoln 2s 38 

Manzano 20 30 
Santa Fe 40. 64 

656 580 

Arizone : 

Apache 475 $75 

Chiricahua 88 -- 

Coconino 75 30 
Coronado 150 ? 
Crook 52 -- 

Prescott 54 26 
Sitgreaves 91 67 

Tonto 31 64 

Tusayan 47 = 
1063 563 

Both states 1719 1142



Form 874—13. 3 
(Revised July 1, 1908.) 

GAME KILLED, 1916 

Deer Turkey 
New Mexico 

Alamo-Line- 
oln 127 205 
Carson 34 10 

Datil 250 100 

Gila 125 78 
Manzano 32 37. 

Santa Fe 50 129 
618 » B49 

Arizona . 

Apache 204 148 
Coconino 50 40 
Coronado— 
Chiricahua 3253 a 
Crook 97 6 

Prescott ta BG. 190 
Sitgreaves 30 39 
Tonto 38 104 
Tusayan 69 3 

827 344 

Both states 1445 893



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

DISTRICT 3 

ANNUAL REPORT OF GAME KILLED 
‘ NATIONAL FORESTS OF ARIZONA AND NEV MEXICO 

OPEN SEASON OF 1915 

: :Tur-; 3;Coy-: : : 
__Forest . :Deer:key :Bear:otes:Wolves:Lions: Remarks _ 
WU EXTCO2 Sse eee ee 

--- : : : : : : sTurkey ex= 
Alamo BP ba QO: 60: 10% 4:tinet in 

: = . HS : ; :Quadalupes 
Carson : Os. Gas eon eee. os 4:20 wolves kil- 

: : : s : $ $ sled nearFores t 
Datil ==500* 1505 is =e $ eos oe 
Gila S204 ee ee as as Ts 
Lincoln So BOs 208s De ees Os ae 
Menz2no $203 = 30: TS ?3 23 os 
Santa Fe S403 645-265 oes ao 4:Also 28 cats, 

ee A ee ee 

: : 656 ; 580 ; 47, 445 | eee Lo: 

ARIZONA : : : : : . z 

Apache s A765: S754. 222 — bes 15: 44:Also 39 cats, 

: : ‘ : s : 380 ducks 
Chiricahua : 88: 0: 33 2s iss 8:Turkey believ- 

: : : ‘ a. : zed extinct 
Coconino On oe tt=2608 Bs 5:1500 ducks. 

: : re : ‘ z sAlso 13 wild- 7 

: . : : 3 : scats. ‘Two 
3 : : : : : scactus bucks 

Coronado s- 150% 25 23 ee 23 as 
Crook $252 -5 0: Le as rae ?:No blacktails 

: ; : : ; rie sor turkey. 

: S 2 : $ : :Deer all white- 

: 2 * : ; ; stails. 

Prescott t= 54:- 26> dete oe Oe 37:78 wildcats 

: : : : : : skilled. 

Sitgreaves : 91: 67: O25 414 oO: 0:20 deer killed 

: : : : : : sN. of Forest 
Tonto come bes Ta 50-s : o. 

Digeyen 6 Be Oe ee 
:1063; 562; 34: 404, 44. 102: 

(Sea.) Aldo Leopold, 
in Charge, Game & Fish 

\ -



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE : ; 
A Gg te ty 

Fish and Game v ‘ oe Game Census, 1923 \ “ouly 24, 1924. 
eG \av 

: Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
; Forest Products Laboratory, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I take pleasure in handing you a copy of our 
cumulative summary of big game animals in the National 
Forests of the United States for the years 1921, 1922, 
and 1923, the figures for which have just been worked up. Beginning with 1924 we expect to use a new form 
which will be cumulative for a ten-year period, so that this sheet should be preserved for comparative purposes 
as these figures will not be again published. 

A brief review of the 1923 figures shows increases 
in deer in Arizona, Florida, Idaho, Montana, New Mexico, 
and Washington, all of which are due primarily to a closer estimate by our men who are becoming more familiar and ex- : pert with this phase of their work. Idaho shows an increase =i of about 2200 elk, due also to closer estimates, while 
Montana shows a clear loss of about 4,000 due to an error in our figures for 1921 and 1922 wherein we included elk which are on the Yellowstone National Park for the greater part of the year, using our Forests only in certain winters when driven out of the Park by deep snows. We realize that these should be counted as Park animals and not as depend- ent on the National Forests. 

The total figures for deer, moose, and goats show &@ general increase mainly due to the inclusion of eo 
‘for Alaska in the 1923 column, from which we have not here- 
tofore secured any reliable estimates. The census shows for all the National Forests over 511,000 deer, 49,000 elk, 
7,900 moose, 18,000 mountain goats, and almost 13,000 moun- tain sheep, In general our men believe deer and elk are increasing in numbers, with moose, goats and mountain sheep holding their own.



pe Gelifornia still stands first in the mmber of 
deer, 187,000 head being found in the National Forests in that’ state. na lTOgOM, Sones evens with 52,090. sranabsactn 

© HERR sas as monde ake mejoany of, as tk fe ashe é , ; é 9. 

ESE loud eg tan Sijorde mathonsh Poreete 

oe é Zdeho with 3400 gosts and Colorado with 5600 mountein 
sheep ate. at the head of the List with those suimels. Colerade 
fox several years past has paid special attention to the pro= 

gut cat nay Gove tankameel Sadia ait are Stee te eek -* 
at tiaabers in ail the Nationsl Foresta in the States 

. -.- Mbtention might be galled to the fact that not ali the 
iavge deex herda are found in the far West. The State of Now 

ees @ hae 10,000 head, the State of Minnesota over 3,000 
+ and Florida 1200 head. 

: i 2% showkd be thoro understood that these figures : 
aover pias Stinghs found exly va tue Hetiomnl Forante. ithe 
States wentioned and are not intended te represent the eatize 

é Humber of any “ind of animal in the particular State. | 

Be A a So 2 @ preservation ani. tection, — 
in reviewing 1 gine Seale Sack Youd, made the Pallocing 
statements 

es At, roahiee that the figures can ont be aporoxinn 

able data that omn be compiled and, that through the train- 
See ree saa ceee Pre Sere Mane SERMENNE SLIS Pee Be 

each e = z ¥ 

Wao dona trust tive plans for conserving and building | 
eee teak ren ee ee ee 

knowledge of Poon ep gga vo The game census is a 
res basie feature in whole scheme. Your figures will grow 

The dstomtuntion of tee Zante ob te castes gees ie 
sucsaing or caseeagtogs® : ‘ 

OP on gi Nag tag eh cog seg Regma bom of 
interest not o to the country a} Large but + ar pame 3 tloular caste, = . | 

Very sincerely yours, 

WILL G. BARNES, 
Dictated by Mr. Barnes , 
but. signed in his absance. Per; LZ Ge Louse Lf Clerk.
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r . CUMULATIVS SUMMARY OF BIG GAMR ANIMALS ON THE NATIONAL FORESTS 

1921-1922 & 1923. 
Pigures as of December 31 of Bach Year. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

Yall FOREST SERVICE 

Gi. uot svc oe 
ae angst WASHINGTON 

fs Fish and Game 
Census - 1924 May 20, 1925. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Forest Products Laboratory, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold; 

I am sure you will be interested in the enclosed 
tabulation showing by States the number of “oo an- 
imals found on the National Forests in 1924. These tig- 
ures of course are by nO means absolute and are not giv- 
en out as such. They are estimates by Forest officers, 
and thwough careful check are believed to be as relia- 
ble as such figures can be made where an actual count 
is not possible. 

We have eee ee out the same information 
for the years 1921, 19 and 1923. We are now start- 
ing a new period, iez4, 1925, and 1926. If = have the 
sheets of farece years you will be able to look back 
and compare the figures and inform yourself as to the 

: ebb and flow of the big game animals. Our men have now 
had a number of years of making such estimates and re- 
ports and some of the changes shown by the 1924 figures 
are undoubtedly the result of more careful estimates. 
This is especially the case because 1924 was a very dry 
season throughout the entire west, which resulted in 
unusual concentration of game animals around ~— 
places and enabled our men to see more of them than in 
ordinary seasons. 

On a country wide basis antelope show a slight 
increase in nearly every National Forest. Here and 
there herds have decreased from unknown causes. Pach - 
ers and predatory animals undoubtedly have played some 
part in this reduction.



For 1924 we have begun to keep track of the number of 
bear and are hereafter going to consider them as game animals. 
oar States already classify them as game, and we hope legis- 
lation will be secured along these lines in the rest of the 
States. 

{ It is interesting to note that in California, famous 
as the greatest habitat of the grizzly, not a single animal 
of this species is known to exist within any National Forest 
in that State. Montana reports over 450 of these animals, 
Idaho 116, and Arizona 27. New Mexico, which up to within a 
few years had a large number of these animals, reports none. 
I recall well seeing six huge silver tip hides stretched on 
@ hunter"s cabin in northern New Mexico, in 1901, every animal 
having: beens killed during the summer season when the hide 
was at its lowest possible value. Evidently such work has 
about exterminated them in that State. 

Elk have increased in every part of the country, es- 
aor in the Yellowstone region, where due to the past 
hree fine seasens, mild winters and excellent summers, the 

increase has been unexpectedly large and the question is again 
ouaeee the authorities as to what shall be done with the sur- 

' plus. 
With few exceptions deer show increases everywhere. 

One or two Forests in California show apparent reductions, 
whieh are believed to be the result of closer estimates. 

’ Mountain sheep and mountain goats show a slight de- 
i cline in mumbers which officers report is due to disease, 

pneumonia in one case and hemorrhagic septicemia in another. 
One herd of mountain sheep in Colorado of about 150 head has 
been practically exterminated from the latter disease. 

Beaver are increasing everywhere in spite of the fact 
that in one or two States, notably in Oregon and Golorado, 
permits for trapping and killing these animals have been 
granted by the States, presumably for the purpose of removing 
animals where damage is being done te headgates and works of 
that kind. The reports indicate, however, that many people 
are taking advantage of these permits to extend their opera- 
tions far beyond the animals immediately concerned with the 
damage. 

It should be understood clearly that these figures 
show the number of big game animals using only the National 
Forests for practically the entire year. They do not take 
into consideration those which grase on adjoining areas out- 
side the National Forests. 

Very truly yours, 

tech 
Assistant Forester. 

Enclosure. 

-2~ =
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© 40) UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

4 \y 8 FOREST SERVICE 
Ww ( 

WD ora 
by ru? @ WASHINGTON 

Fish and Game Cr aa i 
Geme efuges 
Zational and State 

The enclosed sheets are intended to show the status 
of the = refuges beth Pedersal and State within the Ba- 

: tions] Forests, their es the gropertion of the land 
invelved whieh is ueed by livestock, ani such other infor- 
wation ae our records contein. 

These @ata are not absolutely correct as to acreage, 
inaemoch as many of the State refuges are laid out on wa~ 
tereshed lines end have not been eurveyed. The acreage in 
these cases is approximate but fairly accurate. 

soot this etatement there are nearly 20 mil- 
lien acres of Wetional Forest lands set aside ae game ref- 
ages by the different Stetee which are recognized by the 
Forert Service, and upom which the Service regulates the 
nie oe other ases to the ond that the game animels may 

fully protected. 

In addition to this there are within the Notional : 
Porest boundaries a number of Federal game refuges cover- 
ing 1,290,900 seres. 

The State of Idaho has the most State game refuges, 
their combined area cametins 3,409,000 acres of Hational 
Foreet land. Colorado & next, with over 3,900,909 aeres. 
The largest of the State game refuges ia the. feten Game 
aefuge, in @yoming, which lies aes aaeske 04. of the 
Yellowstone Hational Park ané covers nearly 700,000 acres. 
the Shoshone State Game Aefuge alice in Wyoming, lying im- 
mediately east of the Yellowstone, contains ever 640,000 
SOTGBs 

Of the federal game refuges thet of the Grand Canon 
Bational Game Refuge in northern Arisona covers about 676,000 
acres, while in North Carolina the Pisgah Butional Game aef- 
uge covere 98,900 acres. The latter ie a forested property 
thet was purchaced from the Vanderbilt ertate several years 
ago end wae well etoeked with deer and game birds the 
time of ite trensfer to the government. : 

Very truly you 2 

Assistant Forester.



SUMMARY OF BIG GAME ANIMALS ON NATIONAL FORESTS 

Betimates as of December 31, of each year : 

1924 - 1925 - 1926 

Antelope Bear caribou Deer £1 x Moose Mt. Goats Mt. Sheep 

Black or Brown Grizaly 

Forest 1924 1925 1926 1924 1925 1926 1924 1925 1926 1926 1925 1926 1924 1925 1926 1924 1925 1926 1924 1925 1926 1924 1925 1926 924 1925 1926 

District 1 
Idaho 

Clearwater oe as es B00 ase 30 ew fay sere AGROQ) tee se 460, 0 eee BO 200K tas Eos na 
Coeur d'Alene as 5 ee BOO se ES ces: ie co do ao oc Bee a ee eee ee 30) WeSc seas 35S ay 
Keniksu as ea ie bs se 16 oe ioe HO ee, | a 45878 oe ae co 40 oes Be rn ee eee a 
Nezperce = es (BBB) ae ee ewe, ee NRO, SBR Boe oe 240) te ae 4800. es 
Pend Oreille ao oe bs B60 see LGN? Sues BO te) fac 26100, cen ee ca ee ss eee 2041 Sa ues cas a 
Selway = bs oe (600 este Cco ve tere 84000 Tse 5s 2,680 8 ee Be a5. ee - 
St. Joe a = ee 275s oes eens Boe eer te oe b0 nee ice 6 ae oo oe ba ae are a 

Total for Idaho 2,305 ‘cs 20 16,465 2,502 107 135 83 

Montana 
Tosaroke a a Cn 290 gree oS x. 86 Bony oaese, | (GU aoe So mG) oo es 80 vee Saou 200. Bo 
Beartooth 4 de na 68 ies cs Sees ce Sa Soe 600) ee: Secs 26 TO 4. se cases 66 66 S 
Beaverhead oa Gs ee 8 eee Shey Te oe es Ties aston 2 cee (Beg) 406 ss abe oe 55 a 
Bitterroot Ss es se B88 es Bl ince 25 oe oe ee D800 BHO CO ce se | (GNSS ws 20001. os 

Blackfeet a : Be AUG. Ge os SO SS ts oe Ae ens) S800, esaven vs 1 eye YE SS se 20) ae ee os i 
Cabinet ae 2S Sa AB) as ee QE cs ae KG Be adh (6860) es EB we os ERR yee 105, 3. a 
custer 525 oS 5 Pee Se aa a eee eat eee ANA ee ae comes ee oS eee os 
Deerlodge oe on Ss 188 ese 1 ee as Roy co ety O00 Cece. MNSOB cg oe BO Se se ZEB Ge ae 46. a 
Plathead eo Be So M00 ks ee, BE Se A ae BOA 6 RCR. 50 0 cn horse 667) eo fe, = a8 pa 
Gallatin a on Peat sk ee Ble ee Pet 296 oe 0s eee 40/8 eee nee a ae 285. ae 
Helena a aS SSE ens gers ant Oe ee 1070 ee Es UES LG ue ee aeene ns ee BO oS Es 
Jefferson ES a se) ABBY oe te eer Se cree ees aT MCE eee teo) 2 ace se 6s 3s ae Scns Bs ee 
Kootenai a ie oe at! oe ca aa) Gs $0 ES) 18,000, Bxe 20 2: os 6 so Seo 40 wa ie 50. Es 
Lewis & Clark Be be os = 0) se cs TRU Gs ce Se 4s Ge 700 Gk e600 40i° SM 500 ha 525, % 
Lolo - & ee SEE Mo ncs Be Seo ee ae eae ee aS ees 25. es 
Madison Re o ge MNS: be Ge Gs ae cee ee MB Os GB! Es : COS cs Me ees B47 ee 
Missoula Bs ie te 2888S AD iss | as ey ies | eve SID i ee ecpeeer76O Ue, eet00 G5 esOy ee ae 155. s 

Totel for Montane 529 378 458 20 50,625 9,206 17120 5264 1,856 
Wash ington 
tenn is = Se SABES ese Ae ee say se) SOS ee se aaa eee ay se Se ee) ee Sec s 

Totel for Dist. 1 529 aS s+ 7,309 Be 60 8,465 iT, 708 eT 3389 336 

District 2 

colorado 
Arapaho 3 we oe AMEE ea 1S Ge eee ise we GSB ee wt BM Mees ae ee peewee woe as 
Cochetopa on Bs ae ae oe Bs Gos epee By ee LER as: a) Ee os ty as | Ss Se ee ges 250 se = 
Colorado Ee os ae 4. tees a ee ee ewe oe BSB we BER Se So 6 7 88 Si see 1690 ee ae 
Grand Mesa Bs ae S386 ie ee croc By can ee 680, ce ments) 1460) ecs 10s ee) dew se oes ws 40 oe “ 
Gunnison pee bs Say tb ese ee been oe 2980 ee we OER Se eee te ee we 2,280 ee = 
Holy Cross os a See A560 Dee Saw Bice, ee Ses, eS AOO sen, cemnOLBUN Dec) Ise pee ess Sa. se oe 26 ea 
Leadville 40 K a 7 ene ob! ge.” cab meee) aes | co a8) es een Se enane 445 0 a 
Montezume ae On bo Coe aaaence cee og, Megs mas EE oo SHA 56 ee eee ces eee) see 25) ce oe 
Pike 20 a ee BB fee as aa See cg pee oo GHEE coe og GEA oh) Lod aol m2 100 ey Cee es 190. on 
Rio Grande a ES ee BB se ae: Oa cs SLO DES TOA ee Eee Pent ee oem ss ez. ag 

Routt Se BS se (205, See Coes oe Gist SECO DEE 2) NEC CEES OD NEES: es een ee 65. - 
San Isabel RS & ss ge es oe ee Se ee we BCE cs | ca edeO Ss ees tae ee es S300. de 
Sen Juan es a Some SOI 3c we eeu Go os See BK ee BIBS Se a ee: Go necucs B06. ee 

Uns ompangre a2 AG SS Es ae jee ee ee BO ae Ss ee ono se Se) ieet) <eD,0S8 nce <a 
e River is a o mS fee.) NSS Nie SG) os See BIB eB Re OSes fe Woe Se qer ss a 

Total for Colorado 63 e720 7 Beers Sr a8 

Michigan os ae ae BO fae tare oe osu es My ee eve. BRO Geer sree Cann) enor Dem ae) eee oa) aos) eee me i a 
‘Winnesobe 
Winnesota oe Bo er weno ee eens ccumeeee) esa 200 Meter Weal oem a ACen por a ee oe See oc 
Superior oe Be ol ISB oe) foe me hoe kes Boe ie | ge BLBOO Mt he Ei a) © Feo) 5) ee dul aoe Rau coo o 

otal for Minn, 685, ee 3,750, 960 
Mobreska ee ee & ag ag cs De GOlnce a) Goan 86 C6 ss ea nes a Gs se ose BS Se “ 

plac 3 ss Be Bs ee ae ae oy ie ae Sen ees | a) ORE ace See | BNOO) © is eas eee Sener : 5. ds sis 
Harney oe oe ae oe oe ae oe oe oe oe ae ay 620 oe ae 130 oe . ee ae oe ae oe oc oe oe ae 

Total for S$. Dakota ae 830 
Syoming Bighorn mes ae a Che Te 8G She ea a ee Gs, lies ee 18,04 ve ci ie09G | ee ee ee nee ees 66 me 
Hayden ES oe BA 60 GS ss a eS Be ea es 80 eae ah 2 ca ee man esp airs Sou eum te Bae ve 
Medicine Bow es nS & 200 es we Se oy es ee eee) eee OOS ec cee siG se) y hs eae es Esc es ao oe 
Shoshone 275 % oe Bakes ee Bela 3h ee wees wep By GBR en aa MAG | Ge Be WO. is Ss een On ees 900. = 
Weshakie se be ge MOO se | ae LON Dba) ee Se: 6 one nem e700 SONsd el. wat e260) nl mcs BB tw ce see 4250. eh 

Total for wyoming 275 eT 62 7,486 5,565 FEE: 1,591 

Total - Dist. 2 338 3 3,974 we 89 ne 22 “6 35,606 is 12,597 56 1,085 ae as 6,251



SUMMARY OF BIG GAME ANIMALS ON NATIONAL FORESTS( conta. ) 

Bstimates as of December 31, of each year 

1924 - 1925 - 1926 

Antelope Bear Caribou Deer Bix Moose Mt. Goats it. Sheep 

Black or Brown Grissly 

Forest 1924 1925 1926 1924 1925 1926 1924 l9Z5 19z6 l9z4 1925 1926 1924 1925 1926 19z4 1926 1926 1924 1925 1926 loz lees 1926 1924 1925 1926 

District 3 

rizona 
tare 10 ne oy SL i as @ al = a te es B00) ses ee ee eT conn aw a ie ce ie ie 

Coconino 350 as a 50 Sais eS ane a 2) 2605200) i es "Bisa eS a i Sees ue Succ 
Coronado a os oe 86 Eo Ese s oso toa) Use ta ie Se BOG) he cee eos ToS or 50 Ss 
Crook as es +. 180 eee ce Oo mo eee AREAS) ee LaeSca nss Se eee ee soi Gs ae 3 sar) es 
Prescott 555 5G a 9 Re eee ee Bn me oe DETER as cae eee) es vec ear ae SRE ee a Ha io 
Sitgreaves 90 oe oo 18 cers on So BS GS as oo es an pecans eres 0M os 
Tonto we OK +. 880 on Sea ee ee e CO ee eee ee ee S00 | ce -a oo eo re a aes 

‘Tusayan 416 - 2 12 ca eR Se crf Nese GSO Te ras oe ee ps mes pean arr an ee 
Totel for Ariz. T,421 RE ar 19,020 Ce OE 

New Mexico 
Carson xe eo a 76 coe ce a i) ee B00 ae a ee ea re aCe be ws ea res 
Datil 614 Be iG 48 Co ee is ee es a Se Oss 25600 a, Ba ae Peas conn * Sc 
Gile 80 vs a AD Re mee Sc comments a Be 6 BRB Sake Se Jew aon ose os ony > 

Lineoln 14 ne vt 109 ai is canes ee we ee BOOB eas oe Sane es eee 150 Cente 
Manzano 20 es Bo 35 aes a) eee am Sb eee CLO Conn ee ee ica ea Sen) aes eee . te ee 
Santa Fe 7 Ss oe eeee Se aa, 8 606 a. ee eg EMBBL gece AO cc, 50 cS 2 Te Se eee nA as 

Total for New Mex. 728 “er 19,446 40 “50 
Rotel - Dist.3 2,149 eo 1,407 eG 27 ee Ps ++ 38,468 a 699 ae of 214 

District 4 

Arisons 
Kaibab se ne e 6 cure en es as ee se 680,000 as se eee ke ene Fe a pence 

Idaho 
Boise as a ++ 400 eas Uo ac wate vet) es F400 1 ee BOD ca ers sees we OOO! ee 20 tee 
Cache ue ee oa 45 Gon ee ieee te ae meg ce OLB ren ee BEB oe ee ls ae ecees aS Cee 
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Weiser ie ne See es ea Seen ee Si SeeeBIle3 ssBe  S5e coe ces See ss 17 ees 

Total for IdahoI,353 0a —it 35,988 1,90 —T a —r 
Nevada 
Humbolat 40 a BS ae eee eau ne) ies + an mens A So) sors es Fees) ee - tes 
Nevada 35 es as a one eon) fe mse Sal gees CeER2E es SouCeey meanness Re eee mee ae re 
Totyabe 215 56 De Gn aes ae nee oS ae ee ASEB ss oe can ee cue kee ee 01 ae | a se0 

Total for Nevada 290 area ii 

Utah 
Ashley ve - a 31 oe + oe oe ae oe oe «+ 1,330 oe ae 45 oe + oe oe ae +e oe oe 100 oe 
Cache we os ae O- ee Oat Seen ob eon cen As oo $808 Gs) cs ses eo as Soe: 
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Wasatch o os oe 87 o . 2 oe oe . . ve 576 we aoe 4 oe . a o. ve oe oe o ee os . 
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Wyoming 

Targhee os ee ce ey) ie ye ee be ob 4, ite BBs pe eee ee ee 2 rn ene 62 ee 
Teton o + o. 370 +. + oe os . “ +) 1,810. ++ 9,450 es oe ame o o. o. o Be eos oe o. 
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Total for Wyoming "BOE Ter TT,477 TE, 1eo) T,0e7r 

Total for Dist. 4 1,658 "4,548 56 86,206 15,187 2,249 1,847 2,695 

* Includes 122 grizzlies



SUMMARY OF BIG GAME ANIMALS ON NATIONAL FORESTS( conta. ) 
Estimates as of December 31, of each year 

lg24 - 1925 - 1926 

Antelope Bear caribou Deer Bix Moose Mt. Goate Mt. sheep 
Black or Brown Griazly : 

Forest 1924 1925 1926 1924 1925 1926 1924 1925 1926 1924 1925 1926 924 1925 1926 1924 1925 1926 1924 1925 1926 1924 1925 1926  1b24 1925 1926 

District 5 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

ares SEM 
WASHINGTON 

G 
Fish and Game 
Census of 1925 June 28% 1926. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Forest Products Laboratory, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

I take pleasure in handing you our annual estimate 
of the number of “y | animals on the National Forests 
as of December 31, 1925. 

These figures of course are by no means absolute 
and are not given ont as such. They are estimates made by 
our Forest officers who spend a large part ef their time 
in the woods, and are the reeult of their esreful observa- 
tion throughout the entire year. Im one or two cases where 
the figures show marked changes this is due to more careful 
estimates and recheck of those made during the preceding 
year. 

: Antelope 

faking the National Forest States as a whole, ente- 
lope show am increase over previous years, part of which is 
due to aos. tara of these animals from the lower, open 
ranges which they have always used into the higher mountain 
regions. This migration of the antelope is a complete change 
in their ordinary life-habit- In the early days when they 
were more plentiful they were seldom seen in the mountains, 
preferring the open plain country. With the occupation of 

theee Sa % grounds by local stock the antelope have been 
forced into the higher timbered areas. 

According to the reports of the Bureau of Biological 
Survey of the Department of Agriculture, there were about 
30,000 entalope in the entire United States in 1924. ‘The 
present cerisus shows Sane a 7,500 antelope as being 
ot ov National Forest areas, or about one-fourth of the



With the establishment of a number of State game refuge 
ae in Nevada, northeastern Oregon, ond other western States, 
eovering ranges where antelope are founé in large numbers, to- 

ther with a fine public sentiment favoring the complete pro- 
eum of thene little animals, their future preservation seem 

reasonably well aseuped. So far sney heve not thrived where hel 
in fenced inclosures even of large size. 

Bear 

: The sentiment to eoneider bear, expecially the almost 
- harmless black or brown bear, is growing threugh the weet and 

‘in a large number of States the bear is now classed ar & game 
- amimal, to be hunted only at euch time of year ac the fur is 
© of prime eee The reports shew an increase ef about 2,000 

bear, due undoubtedly to closer estimates. 

In New Mexice the prevent report shows 22 grisuzlies, a 
; species almost extinct in that Stete. 

Desr 

4 sommery of all of the States shows e general increase 
in the number of deer, the major portion of the increase being 
in the State of California. hie is the more imgeresting be- 
Cause, due to the prevalence of the foot-and-mouth disease in 
that State, it was necesvary to kill ever £2,000 deer on the 
Stenislaus National Porerct. 

Considering the comparatively email ares within the White 
Mountain National Yorest, the major portion of which is in Hew 
Hempehire , =o with the gensity ef population in the “ 
surrounding it and the tremendous number of summer vieitere it 
has every year, it ic interesting to learn thet there are over 
7,000 deer existing within that one National forest. 

Inereares are oa believed to be due te lecal con- 
ditions such as unsatisfactory hunting seasons, betier enforce- 
ment of game laws, destruction of er animale by Government 
or State hunters, and in twe or three of the States complete pro- 
hibition of hunting owing to danger from Porest fires. 

The total kill of deer by iocel hunters as reported will 
not run much over ten per cent of the herde., <Arcuming that the 
number of hunters in the hille and their kill are approximately 
eerrect, apparently enly about one out of every three hunters 
who went into the forests last fall was suceeerful. Our men at- 
tribute thie to the antos and extension of roads whieh now bring 
thousends of new inexperieneséd hunters into the wooés. 

fe



Blk 
Elk continue to increase in numbers. Im a number of 

the States where plante of elk have been made in recent years 
they haveiincressed © rapidly that the State game authorities 
in both Utah and South Dekots have announced a epecial open 
season during which a limited number could be killed. ‘the 
Government hae slwo been forced to dirpore of a large number 
of elk within fenced game refuges, where the animale had so 
inereased in numbers thet it was absolutely neceseary to make 
reductions to prevent overgrazing and possibly lesses from lack 
of forage. ; 

Mountain Sheep and Mountain Goats 

There animals ery are holéing their own, in spite 
of the prevalent fee — that they are in a of complete ex~- 
tinction. It is the belief of many persons that the grazing of 
domestic eheep in the higher ranges of some of the western FPor~ 
ésts where both these animals are found imperile the future of 
the wild sheep and goats. The Forest Service is restricting 
so there is the least possibility of competition be- 
gen the domestic stock and these two classer of wild game. 

ne : 

This is: the first a the Forest Service has endeavored 
to estimate and report the number of beaver found in the vari- 
ous National Porests. The reports show a total of over 114,000 
beaver on the National Forests, exelusive of Alaska. This is 
not shown on the accompanying sheets but the figures indicate 
that the beaver is by no means extinet mé under present methods 
of protection ie inersasing at a very satisfactory rate. The 
State of Colerado stands at the hea@ of thie list, with over 
47,000 of the animals; Montana coming second with ever 15,000. 

In all probability there are half se many more ocoupying 
areae outside of the National Forests. 

It should be understood clearly that cur ceneve figures 
apply to the big game animals aga omy the Rational Porests 
for practically the entire year. They co not teke into con- 

: sideration those found on the adjoining areas outside the Na- 
tional Forests, the Hational Parks, Indiom or Military reserva- 
tions. fy 

Very truly yours, 

Assistant Porester. 

Enclosure. 

--
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SUMMARY OF BIG GAME ANIMALS ON NATIONAL FORESTS (contd) 

Hetimates ss of December 31, of each year 

1924 = 1925 - 1926 

Antelope Bear Caribou beer Elk Moose Mt. Goste Mt. Sheep 

Black or Brown Grizzly 

Forest ‘1924 1925 1926 1924 1925 1926 1924 1925 1926 1924 1925 1926 194 1985 1926 1924 1926 1926 1924 1926 1926 1924 1925 1926 1924 1925 (1926 

District 7 (contd) 

North Carolina 
Nentabals re 2 sé es & oe es aio 2a BOE es eo ss “i a 0 
Pisgah ee ce we! ae Re i ae ise ae es So 26 

Teta) for Necerolina —s 5 E50 ETE aE 
Oklehome 

Witenite 13 16 ve oe aa oe aie) we ” 100 300 250 we ae oe <- ie, - 

BP lvenia 
aieETecyiae we . +s 120 Be oe = oe +e 1,456 +9 10 oe “ os os ve os 

Tentessee 
Cherokee BS “ 10 me es ie eee os 36 Sy a Fe s re ee ee 
Unake. a BS 6 6 ea ay es 2 ioe SS os a a a ve ae as aS 

Total for Tentessee Te 6 3B 

Virginia 
Jalerel vriage ea ws 25 100 eB ra wi es is 10 60 60 “s % ue + ae op 
Shenandoah 35 oy 200 200 we ae os a 50 25 ie se ve ee is Ge a we 

Total for Virginie “EES BO i “re a 

West Vir ia 
oncngahela “ ise 60 60 o . . “s on 30 Se 55 o “ a #5 os 5G 

Totel fr Dist. 7 13 16 974 Bal os . ose 7,565 12,253 400 345 ve « ss “e = a 

District 8 

Sieeesh 2,600 3,500 300 00 5,000 mage! as a . a 5 a “ oe o 5 os ; oe 400 aw 
Tongaes a e 33000 SS aj400 ees 50,000 ae cee as 45 as A000 ve “ n 

Total for Alaska 8,600 FIO 50,300 3B “35000 “385 
SUMMARY BY DISTRICTS 

Distriot 1 529 470 7,309 7,619 836 540 “BO TH 68,465 69,049 21, 70813,720 1,227 1,668 3,989 5,496 1,938 1,873 
3 2 338 2,162 3,974 4,196 89 85 22 3 35,606 37,480 12,597 14,306 ‘1,085 1,179 oe oe 6,251 5,753 
" 8 2,149 25520 13407 13893 27 Bl ee 38,468 395647 599 "873, ee Ee oe on 214 "245 
" 4 13658 1,975 “43248 3,962 54 as es 86,106 82,161 15,18720,651 2,249 2,669 1,847 1,340 2,695 2,781 
< 5 354 394 7,582 10,627 se oe we oe 161,500 226,615 135 156 te +e oe ae 865 968 
" 6 30 31 13132 11,728 18 17 a te 823557 62,259 11,959 12,114 Be a 2,08 2,061 70 82. 
i 7 13 16 974 cate 2 a8 a wcGE + +e 7,665 Be epee 400 345 ae sce se dee ae eh 
© 6 oo a 5,600 _5,6( 3 o o. 50,300 _ 50 3 oo ae 545 545! 9,000 _9 00% 400 400 
Total all pists. 5,071 7,586 “EAIEE TOTEBS SHEL BIESS ez SEO EEy GOEL TEE ‘BE, Oo E15 “57108 F,0eT IAEA TES? ‘TE; 7BS 12,088 

‘ SUMMARY BY STATES 
Alaske a es 8,600 5,600F 4,900 4,908 gore 50,300 60,3007 a 8 545 Bast 9,000 9,000f 400  400# 
Alabama ee ee se ae ae ae we oe ve 67 ae se oe oe oe oe ae 
Arizona 1,421 1,809 796 1,233 27 29 5 3 49,020 49,638 669 797 o 5S sa Ba 64 120 
Arkansas = a Ss me & #19 Se alec 415 °670 oon 23 3 oe fe a a. 
California 354 394 7,882 10,633 +e ae oe +e 181,800 227,145 135 156 oe oe oe oe 865 968 
Coloredo 63 70 2,720 2,783 27 26 Ss oe 225673 23,390 6,404 7,358 a os 6 = 4,860 4,318 ee 

Plorida ae ae 23 ae se oe ae ee 600 io ae + ae oe ee ae oe ae 
Idaho + 1,353 1,495 5,352 5,238 116 99 20 68 49,423 52,639 4,404 5,900 198 673 2,582 3,186 1,014 1,185 
Michigan +e we 30 15 oe +e ee oe 120 95 +e oe oe ae oe + oe oe 

Minnesota ae en 685 720 ve a 22 3 3,750 3,785 OR _ 960 1,010 or me te 50 
Montana 529 470 4,879 5,120 458 436 20 20 60,825 48,024 9,206 9,816 1,120 1,140 3,254 3,700 1,855 1,748 
Nebraska oe + ae ae oe oe oe 35 50 a oe oe os ae 
New Hampshire al ie 600 oe ee we a oe 4,000 7,000 “s ie oe se ie ae a ae 
New Mexico 728 721 611 660 “ Py “3 oe 193448 20,009 40 «768 os oe we = 150-150 
Nevade 290 © 165 50 a on = Bog =a5 3,7 4,355 aes on oe " 37518 
North Carolina on a 50 65 “ os a a 2,600 2,750 20 25 ao ae ae Ee o aS 

Oklahoma 13 16 ae oe oe te oe oe oe 100 300 250 oe oe +e a ae oe 
Oregon 30 31 6,102 5,593 cis 2 SA se 59,07 58,869 3,441 3,689 a5 ae oe ea 45 43 
Pennsylvania oe oe oe 120 oe oe we ae 1,455 ae 10 we +e oe ee oe ae 
South Dakota oe 2 oe oe oe +e oe oe 1,542 2,280 830 7 oe os oe oe . 
‘Tenm seee te sf 16 & ss + oF oe ae 36 ae ae oe oe se +e se ae 
Utah ib 8 439-398 iz se a 18,161 18,421 1,808 1,564 oo a6 ee Sg see 270 
Virginie & e 225 _ 300 ae es mes 60 35 ea 160 aS ie a ae ms ae 
Washington ae ee 6,805 5,923 22 80 20 82 23,725 24,740 8,498 8,430 a s 2,408 2,052 25 89 
West Virginie ae os 60 |” 60 es ee aes ss 30 eo) as a a os a te 
Wyoming 275 2,390 1,501 _1,600 62 60 oo ss 9,253 9,971 16,840 33,317 2,283 _ 2,693 s ss 2,458 _2,746 

Total - states 5,071 7,568 44,326 46,266 5,624 5,593 Be 143 550,567 605,964 52,655 7,165 6,106 6,061 17,844 17,887 12,438 12,062 

* Includes 122 grizzlies. “buffalo - Dist. 7 N.C. Pisgah 1984 A986 
Okla.Wiohits 166 16) 

# 1924 figures 17 —Tes
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GAME ESTIMATE 1/1928 DISTRICT ONE NATIONAL FORESTS : 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

ares EM 
Ut WASHINGTON 

‘ G Seni hes 
Fish & Game Jume 6, 1928 
Census 1927 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Forest Products Laboratory, 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: ~ 

I take great pleasure in handing you our anmuel 

census of the number of big game snimals on the various 
National Forests as of December 31, 1927. These . 
estimates made by Forest officers - close observers, 
stantly in the field, and always on the lookout for ga. 

animals and birds. he census covers only the snimals 
found on National Forest areas, and does not take into 

/ consideration any wild life outside the Forest boundaries, 

on the ee domain, in National Parks, Indian or military 
reservations, or on private lands. 

Antelope 

The totals show a slight increase in these animals, 

the number reported being about ten per cent higher than 

s last year. With the exception of the few herds in captivity, 

the antelopes seem to be thrifty and because of well-enforced 

protective laws are increasing gradually. For reasons not 

yet clear these animals do not appear to thrive under fenced 

conditions. Our little herd on the Wichita Game Preserve 

: in Oklahoma has not prospered during the lagt four years, in 

apite of everything possible in the way of sare and attention. 

On the other hand, several rather large herés in the North- 

west, running on the open ranges and competing more or less 

with grazing stock, are increasing in numbers. One or two 

herds have grown to such a size that they have become a 

public burden because of their depredations in the winter 

upon the farmers' fields and haystacks. 

The plan of raising young antelopes on the bottle for 

distribution to parks and zoos has proved a great success 

and makes possible a wide distribution of the species. The 

little ones, being tame and used to handling, can be shipped 

without danger of injury.



Bear, black and brown 

Black and brown bear show about a ten per cent in- 
crease over 1926, due possibly to closer estimates, Making 
a game animal of this species has contributed greatly to 
its increase, It will be a surprise to many to learn that 
660 bear were killed in the State of Pennsylvania during 
the season of 1926. 

Bear, griazly 

The Alaska report shows a heavy decrease in the number 
of the giant Alaska brown bear, classified with the | ene 
in this census, This is due to better estimates by forest 
officers in Alaska who made a special study of the bear 
during the season. Outside of that Territory there are 
but 880 members of the famous grizzly species in all the 
Forests, of which nearly 50% are in Montana. ‘The record 
shows not a single grizzly in any national forest in Cal- 
ifornia -- a state in which these animals were once found in 
iarge numbers. The buffalo was never half as near total 
extinction as is the grizzly today. 

Deer 

in spite of liberal open seasons, there is a steady 
increase, amounting to about 5% each season, in the number 
of deer in every Forest. Reports indicate that the number 
taken by hunters each season is about 10% of the total. As 
in past seasons, there appear to have been about three or 
four hunters for each deer Killed. In spite of their 
numbers, deer evidently are not an easy animal to approach 
in the hills. Perhaps the new crop of hunters is not as 
expert as the old-timers. 

fhe problem of the Kaibab herd in northern Arizona 
is still unsolved. The present situation is far from satis- — 
factory. The State of Arizona objects seriously to a large 
reduction in numbers, either by increasing the bag limits 
or through a general killing of males by hunters employed 
by the Government for that purpose, with such disposition 
of the meat as may be possible. The herd, which now con- 
tains approximately 28,000 head, is not holding its own. 
The winter losses for the last two years have taken a large 
per cent of the previous year's fawn crop. 

In California, on the Stanislaus Forest, where some 
22,000 deer were killed by Government hunters in 1925 to 
stop the spread of foot-and-mouth disease, the recovery in 
numbers has been unexpectedly rapid. 

swcilhae



Blk 
The elk herds all over the country heave made excellent 

increases sinee the unfortunate spring of 1920. The winters 
since that year have been comparatively mild and the forage 
growth during the summers rather above the average. Not 
only have the calf crops been good, but the winter losses 
among the calves much below the average. For these reasons 
the elk herds are increasing with each year until some of 
them are approaching the point above which further increases 
in numbers are franght with danger to the animals. 

About 1,000 head were Killed by hunters out of the 
Jackson Hole herd during the 1927 hunting season, which is 
about the usual number. Approximately 1,500 head were taken 
from the Yellowstone or Park herd -- not enough to offset the 
season's increase. The history of both these large elk herds 
shows that whenever they number above 20,000 the possibility 
of winter losses is but a matter of time. 

The several elk plants throughout the West are all 
prospering. Some States very wisely have announced open 
seasons for these animale in order to keep the number down 
to the proper limits of the aveilable range. 

Other Big Game 

Mountain goats and mountain sheep show small increases, 
while moose have seemingly become scarce on most of the 
National Forests, 

Beaver j : 

These animals continue to increase in every part of the 
West. Their value to the irrigationists of the Intermountain 
States has been well established, while the income from pelts 
taken from surplus animals promises to be » permanent source 
of income to the State game funds. 

Damage to grouse and other ground-nesting birds 

For several years the claim has been made that the 
scarcity of grouse throughout the mountains of the Vest was 
due to damage done by grazing sheep which trampled upon the 
nests, destroying either the eggs or the helpless young birds. 
For the last two years forest officers have been taking notes 
on this matter in an effort to determine the truth or falsity 
of the charge. Reports for both seasons indicate clearly 
thet the sheep are not responsible for the shortage of these 
birds. Forest officers have established the fact that the



eges of grouse are laid and hatched and the young have left 
the nests long before the sheep reach the grazing grounds in 
the high ranges where the grouse are found. There is a 
feeling among our men that this seareity of grouse is due 
to other causes -- perhaps some unknown disease, or, what 
is considered as more likely, raids upon the nests and young 
by some of the smaller fur-bearing animals. 

In certain regions magpies are charged with excessive 
damage to birds and in some States bounties are now paid on 
the heads of these handsome but undoubtedly predatory birds. 

Taking the country over, an awakened public sentiment 
for the preservation of wild life of all kinds ané a stringent 
enforcement of all same laws are mainly responsible for the ~ 
general increase in numbers of game animals. 

Very sincerely yours, 

— wd f 

WILL C. BARNES 
/ Assistant Forester. 

Enclosure. 

hes



FIVE-YEAR FISH AND GAM® REPORT y5Y 

REGION. ONE : “Le 

2) 968 9 

GENERAL CONDITIONS AVPFECTING BIG GAME. 

(a) The following tabulations show the trend and 
percentage of the four principal. big game animals in the Region 
auring the past five years and the increase in numbers by 
Forests and for the Region: ° 

The numbers in 1924 compared with those of 1929 show the 
increase or decrease in present numbers not considering the kill. 
These indicate that deer have decreased 2.8% since 1924, elk 
have increased 60.3%, moose 39%, black bear 5.1%, grizzly bear 
13.6%, mountain sheep 15.6% and mountain goats 53.5%. 

Considering the total increase which is made up of the 
/ present gain in numbers plus the kill during the five-year 

period, the deer show over 100% killed. Of this kill 41.5% 
is by hunters and 58.5% by predatory animals and other causes. 
21k show a kill of 52.5% of the total increase. Of this number 
90.7% was killed by hunters and 9.3% by predatory animals and 
other causes. Moose, which are protected, show a comparatively 
small loss from all causes, only 10.4% of the total increase 
having been killed by man either by poaching or by being 

\ mistaken for elk or other game animals. By far the greater 
amount, 94.7%, was lost through predatory animals and other 
causes. ; 

‘The general war which is being waged by stockmen on bear 
is being reflected in the 87.8% of the total increase of black 
bear which has been killed during the past five years. The 
small gain of 12.2% is comparatively slight. Grizzlies, on the 
other hand, show a still larger percentage of kill, 94% of the 
total increase having been accounted for in this manner. 

The loss of mountain sheep is 74.5% of the increase from 
ell causes, largely predatory animals, while goats show 43.3%. 
Over a majority of the District both of these animals are 
protected, which accounts in a great measure for the comparatively 
lighter kill than would otherwise be the case. 

. Fur-bearing animals show a consistent sain for all species 
regularly enumerated. Otter show the heaviest increase, 45.3% 
with fox showing a 38.9% increase, marten 22.4%, beaver 16.8%, 
mink 4.4% and miscellaneous fur-bearers 40.1% increase over the 
numbers reported for 1924. 

>



“The decreases in numbers of predatory animals seem to 

be in keeping with tue increase in fur-bearers, since a great 

many of the fur-bearing animals are subject to the depredations 

of the predatory animals. 

Wolves show a heavy decrease since 1924, aggregating 

77.1% of the number at that time, with mountain lion following 

with 41.1% decrease. Cat or lynx, however, decreased only 2% 
and coyotes 1%. With the heavy kill of coyotes which is had 

currently it would seem reasonable to expect a greater decrease 

than this small amount. However, when it is considered that 

the coyote is a most difficult animal to kill and that 

distribution has become so widespread, any decrease in numbers 

over a period of years indicates progress, since the increase 

in numbers each year is large. 

Taken as a Wiole, the figures on game and fur-bearing 

animals are encouraging with the exception of deer, which are 

probably the most widely distributed and most hunted of any of 

our large groups of big game animals. 
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Probably the most influential reason.behind these 
inereases has been the establishment of game preserves which 
serve as distribution centers for the dissemination of zame 
animels propagated therein. Restriction of grazing in some 
localities has also assisted through providing acditional feed 
Gurinsg, the winter and spring seasons. Recuction of predatory 
enimals also has resulted in a decrease in losses. 

Enforcement of the game laws has been maintained at 
about the same level during the past five-year period and con- 
ditions have been on the average fairly favorable during the 
winter seasons. With the increase in recreation, business an 
increased number of hunters have been in the field and this 
is, I believe, reflected in the number of deer killed, since 

there are more open seasons in more localities on this 
particular animal than any other big-game species. In 1918, 
42,744 resident licenses were issued and 741 nonresident 
licenses. In 1928, 75,063 resident licenses were issued, while 
the nonresident licenses increased to 4745. 

(>) Probably the greatest need in some localities is the 
putting into effect of the Buck Law which restricts killing 
of deer to males only. Some counties in Idaho and some in 
Montana still allow the killing of either sex with resultant 
decrease in the number of animals produced. The sentiment, 
however, I believe is swinging in the direction of the Buck 
Law rather than counter to it. A further destruction of 
predatory animals is needed and in some localities a further 
restriction of crazing use to provide additional winter range, 

especially for elk. This is a problem which is on the increase, 
since there is a consistent tendency for game associations, etc., 
to increase the number of elk plants throughout Idaho and 
Montana without giving, as a general rule, sufficient 
consideration to tre maount of winter range which will be 
available when these animals inorcase to more than a 
comparatively small number. 

The winter-renge problem is very much present with the 
Sun River Elk Herd and the Northern Elk Herd in Montana and is 
assuming noticeable proportions in the Uighwoods and the Main 
Division of the Jefferson, especially on the South Fork of the 
Judith River und on the urainage of the Musselshell as well as 
other scattered localities. 

Careful consideration is given by the Forest Service to 
proposed plants wiere range must be provided on the National 
Forests and agreement is had between the State Fish and Game 
Comiission for subiiitting proposed plants to the Regional 
Forester for his approval before they are made. This in a 
measure restricts indiscriminate plants of elk where conditions 
are not such that ysarlong range is available. 
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Considerable sentiment is present and is growing in 
various localities toward the elimination of grazing on the 
National Forests in favor of exclusive use by game. This is 
being fostered by various sportsmen's organizations, generally 
without a full knowledge of conditions on the ground. A 
knowledge of the situation gained through hunting once a year 
is generally the basis for the conclusions drawn and the 
contentions put forward. These most often are at variance with 
the opinion of men who have been on the ground greater lengths 
of time and during all seasons and who have made special 
studies of the situation. 

Considering that the National Forests provide only a 
comparatively small. amount of range suitable for winter use, 
especially by elk, it seems highly improbable that the number 
of these animals which is desired by the various sportsmen's 
associations will ever be able to run at large on the National 
Forests, since when their numbers become such that starvation 
must ensureowing to the lack of winter feed, the number will 
be automatically cut down. The logical move so far as the 
National Forests are concerned in this matter seems to be to 
limit the herds to the carrying capacity of the winter range 
and maintain them as nearly as possible at that number. This 
involves action by the State legislatures to provide an open 
season long enough and elastic enough to allow a certain 
percentage of kill each year in relation to the number of 
animals produced in that year's calf crop. Such regulatory 
powers could well be placed in the hands of the State Fish 
& Game Commission. 

In the prairie regions of Montana it might be possible for 
the sportsmen's organizations, if they were properly financed, 
to acquire sufficient bodies of land adjacent to the summer 
ranges, turning them over to the State for use by elk during 
severe winters, to assist materially in the solution of this 
problem and thereby allowing the increase of the herds beyond 
the present canacity of the winter range on the Forests. Such 
a plan is in all probability not feasible .of accomplishment 
without nationalized concentration upon the problem such as was 
had in connection with the acquiring of land in Jacksons Hole 
and on the Yellowstone. 

Tne curtailment by the State of promotion schemes in 
obtaining of game animals such as was had with the elk at 
Delpine, Montana, by Durand would be highly desirable. This 
probably should be placed under the authority of the State 
Fish & Game Commission through the passage of a State law in 
order to prevent misuse and starvation of game animals such 
as was Gone in this case. The Biological Survey, no doubt, 
has learned a. lesson from the above deplorable experiment, 
since the elk involved were obtained from the National Bison 
Range at Dixon, Montana. 
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(c) The number and distribution of game preserves in 
Region 1 is fairly satisfactory. Some of these ere open to 
érazing use during the summer months with no resultant detriment 
as a game sanctuary, since an abundance of feed exists on the 
sunmer ranges. In otler cases grazing is not permitted on 
these preserves but they are reserved exclusively for use by 
game. Effort has been brought to bear through game 
associations to remove stock from game preserves, but generally 
this was predicated upon a lack of knowledge of the true 
conditions on the ground and the imagined conflict between 
grazing and game use was not so real as the associations would 
have liked the Forest Service to believe. In some quarters 
the argument for removal of livestock from game preserves has 
apparently been used as an opening wedge for the complete 
removal of all stock from certain Forests. In Montana the 
time is rapidly approaching when the stockman, at least in 
many localities, is going to be squarely face to face with an 
increasing insistent demand from sportsmen and recreationists, 
often through the medium of their transportation systems, the 
Gude renchers, for the complete removal of his stock from the 
summer ranges. Such a situation involves on the one hand heavy 
investments in ranch lands and livestock and on the other 
hend no investment on the part of the sportsmen and tourists 
end a comparatively small amount in the greater number of cases 
by the dude ranching outfits. However, the force of nublic 
opinion seems to lie strongly in favor of the sportsman, the 
tourist, and dude rancher an@ against the livestock ower 
and resident rancher whose taxes and business maintain the local 
community. It seems highly improbable that the State of Montana, 
even though the tourist business increases materially, will 
ever be in the same status of dependency on the tourist trade 
as the State of Celifornia, since the season in this northern 
country is short end if such a thing as removal of stock fron 
the National Forests ever transpires, one of the principal 
sources of yearlong revenue of the State will be set aside in 
favor of a fluctuating and uncertain short-season tourist 
traffic. There are, however, certain places of especially 
desirable scenic attragtion from which stock might be excluded 
to advantage. These are, however, comparatively small when 
the Region as a whole is considered. The harmonizing 
and co-ordination of these uses is the answer to this 
situation so far as tiie Government is concerned, since the 
prosperity of a considerable portion of the livestock business 
in the State depends to a marked degree upon National Forest 
range. This use should be maintained insofar as possible and 
yet allow an increased use of the seme areas for recreational 
purposes. So far as the unrestricted increase in game as 
demanded by many local sportsmen's associations is concerned, 
the actual circumstance will be governed largely by the amount 
of winter feed available. While this may be true, it will 
require a long process of education of the zeneral public by 
every means in order to get the fact across that such natural 
restriction will govern the solution of the problem itself. 
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In order to have a sound basis for such a program it is 
becoming increasingly apparent that the Forest Service have a 
more thorough knowledge of conditions on the ground, habits and 
food of the different classes of game animals as well as the 
many other points which it is necessary to know not only for 
the reason that they are essential to the formation of a sound 
management plan but also in order to enable the Forest officer 
to talk with authority on any of the many subjects brought up 
in opposition to the management of game animals on the Forest. 
Such a study as is now being carried by Mr. Rush in Yellowstone 
Park on a co-operative basis with the State and other Government 
departments would be not only extremely helpful in solving the 
aifficult situation on the Sun River with regard to public 
opinion but is also essential when the proper management of the 
Sun River and Spotted Bear herds are considered. It seems 
axiomatic that if the Forest Service is to continue the role of 
teacher in order to put across the program which it considers 
sound with relation to game management, that a sound foundation 
is necessary first before anything conclusive can be accomplished. 
The detail of a man of Mr. Rush's training to study the Sun River 
and Spotted Bear herds and the other game problems in the 
Region for a period would be one of the most helpful and 
constructive acts which could be devised to assist in the 
solution of our problem. 

The Region is endeavoring and has endeavored for a number 
of years to gather all the data possible with regard to the 
habits, food and other points with regard to game animals. 
This, coupled with the efforts of administrative officers, has 
netted some results in getting a working knowledge of some of 
these points. This is not, however, adequate and the gathering 
of information from so many different sources, most of which is 
gathered on the ground by observation only, is not the soundest 
method. for developing such knowledge. An adequate knowledge of 
tne food habits of deer during all seasons, for instance, would 
be a powerful factor in settling the on-coming demand for the 
eiimination of livestock from Forest ranges in favor of these 
animals. Data gathered up to this time show that winter feed 
of deer is almost entirely browse which is not used as food by 
domestic animals during the summer months and therefore the 
conflict between the deer and domestic stock so far as winter 
feed for the game is concerned seems to be very much over-rated 
by the average layman. This information has been gathered from 
sources comprising a wide territory and widely varying 
conditions, and while the reports seem consistent it cannot 
be stated definitely that we have sufficient authority to speak 
with finality but must voice the findings obtained from second- 
hand sources. 

Considerable salting of elk has been Gone in various 
parts of the Region and apparently with considerable success. 
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Sulphurized salt has ordinarily been used under the assumption 
that it was beneficial in limiting tick infestation. In this 
connection it is of interest to know that the veterinarians in 
the State of Idaho have stated that sulphurized salt in limited 
quantities is an effective remedy for the eradication of mange 
mites which infest some of the elk in the Clearwater and Lochsa 
regions. If this is true it means one possible evenue for the 
control of this infestation which otherwise, in all probability, 
would go uncheckec, at least until it had reached considerable 
proportions, since the character of the region makes it 
impossible to handle elk such as is done in Jacksons Hole or on 
the Yellowstone, and the promiscuous killings of infected 
animals on the range wherever encountered would serve only to 
further disseminate the infestation unless every carcass were 
burned, since spread to predatory animals and by predatory 
animals would only serve to make the number of game infested 
much greater. If, however, sulphurized salt is efficacious, 
considerable quantities might be placed in regions where animals 
are known to be infested with mites and should assist in the 
control of this disease. It remains to be seen, however, how 
effective this type of salt is. 

C. The game preserves located in Region One seem to be 
well chosen and effective as centers of increase in dissemination 
of game animals. With two exceptions, the Big Snowies Preserve, 
which includes the Big Snowies Division of the Jefferson Forest, 
and the Powder River Game Preserve, which lies east of the Ashland 
Division of the Custer Forest and adjoins the Wyoming State line, 
no modification is needed at the present time. This Big Snowies 
Preserve includes an entire island of mountains in a prairie 
country and it is intended to recommend the withdrawal of the 
greater portion of this division and restrict the game preserve 
to a more strategic end smaller area which will include only a 
portion of these mountains. This will allow sone hunting and 
prevent an increase of game which will in time overstock available 
winter range. 

The Powder River Game Preserve near the Ashland Division 
of the Custer, which was apparently intended as a buffer against 
Yyoming hunters but which does not serve any useful purpose at 
the present time, should also be discontinued. These changes 
will require action by the legislature. 

The extension of protection on some of the existing 
preserves would be beneficial in case of game birds. Some game 
preserves in Idaho are open to hunting of birds but are closed to 
the hunting of big-game animals. The creation of three bird 
preserves has been recommended this year, one between Running 
Wolf and Dry Wolf Creeks and one between Pole and Cottonwood 
Creeks, both on the Jefferson. These will also be new game 
preserves. It is intended also to recommend to the Idaho game 
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department the extension of the bird protection feature to the 
entire Bluck Lule Game Preserve on the Nezperce. In addition 
to these additional preserves are proposed on the Beaverhead, 
Kootenai, Madison and Missoula. The Kootenai reports that the 
killing of birds and came is done mostly from automobiles from 
tne highway and recommends preserves extending 300 feet on 
each side of the road. Such shootings under the Montana law is 
prohibited andi the establishment of such a preserve would in 
all probability be nc more effective than the present law. The 
action required in this case is enforcement of the present 
State law with regard to shooting from cars. 

Law Enforcement. 

4A. While being fair, law enforcement is not adequate and 
almost without exception the. various Forests report the need 
of more State game wardens both in Montana and Idaho, not only 
to work Forest areas but also to cover the outside regions. 
A portion of this is due to the comparatively small number of 
State game wardens in proportion to the territory to be covered. 

It is interesting to note that the Kootenai reports that 
during the past five-year periad the caribou reported for a 
number of years have apparently migrated from that Forest, the 
last trace having been seen in 1926. They have, in all 
probability, swmg north into Canada again. 

2. Game Birds. 

Considering the Region as a whole, game birds may be 
said to be on the decrease. This applies not only to upland 
species but also to migratory water fowl. Over a period of 
years it is increasingly apparent that both of these largé 
groups are decreasing in numbers, since the number of upland 
birds seen at the present time is not nearly so great in the 
same areas as they were five or ten years ago. It is also 
becoming increasingly apparent that the northem flight of 
migratory birds in the fall is steadily decreasing in numbers. 

During the past few seasons it has been noticeable that this 
fiight has almost ceased to occur as such and seems to have been 
brokén into more or less a migration of stragglers in small 
groups to the south. It may be because of weather conditions, 

and again the decrease in numbers may have some effect upon 
the grouping for the southern migration in the fall. 

The Cabinet reports an increase of upland game birds and 
attributes this to closed seasons and the recent open seasons 
which have been very short. All Forests are unanimous in their 
agreement that sheep grazing is not detrimental to these birds, 
since the upland birds hatch during May and June, depending 
largely upon the elevation, and in most parts of the Region 

- use of the range by sheep does not begin until July 1. This is 
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one of the favorite arguments put up by sportsmen for the 
elimination of sheep from the Forest ranges. 

Many reasons are advanced for the decrease in game birds. 
Cold, backward springs result in heavy loss of birds owing to 
the unfavoravle katchin; conditions and considereble loss 
occurs apparently from the wet snow storms occurring during a 

lete sprin;. 

Predatory animals and birds seem also to be a large 
factor in the decrease in numbers, the principal ones of which 

are weasel, marten, coyotes, bobcats, fox, mountain lion, 
hawks and owls. These constitute to a great degree the natural 
enemies of our upland birds. 

Some digease is undoubtedly present, especially among 
the grouse in the Region, since the decrease of blue grouse 
especially has been marked during the past ten years. Many 
birds have been found dead for no apparent reason and a number 
of these have been examined and have been found to be diseased. 
The assumption that disease is quite widely spread is supported 
by the fact that in remote regions such as the Lochsa and 
Selway drainages of-.the Middle Fork of the Clearwater River on 
the Selway Forest which are not hunted, a large part being in a 
geme preserve, show nearly as marked a decrease in these birds 
as the more accessivle and nonprotected regions. 

The human factor also enters in a great degree in the 
decrease of both upland birds and water fowl. Many hunters, 
large bag limits and lons open seasons account for a heavy 
mortality of all game bird species. Prairie chickens, or 
pintail grouse, have practically disappeared from the lower 
areas in Montana and Idaho. The mortality among sage hens is 
heavier than it should be, since under the present laws the 
season is sufficiently late so that the young are difficult to 
distinguish from the older birds.. This has led to a great 
degree to indiscriminate snooting and the leaving of the 21d 
birds where they drop cue to the fact that they are not so 
desirable for food as the youn,er, The earlier opening of the 
season at which time tzxe youn: birds are more easily recognized 
would assist in eliminating this practice. This matter will be 
presented to the Fish & Game Commission which has authority to 
change the season. 

Ruffled grouse are decreasing in numbers probably due 
largely to hunting and their general accessibility, since they 
do not migrate to a higher country in summer and are therefore 
nore readily available to poachers and more accessible during 
the hunting season. 
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Fool hens are generally protected, but owing to the 
fact that they are so easily obtained, since it is possible to 
kill them with sticks or stones, they are seldom seen at the 
present time except in the more remote regions. 

Ptarmigan are present at the higher elevations in the 
northern part of the Region mainly along the backbone of the 
Continental Divide but are comparatively few in numbers. 

Mourning coves, plover, snipe and quail are included in 
some of the lower regions, especially in the North Idaho 
country. These birds ordinarily are outside the Forest 
boundaries. In Montana the State Fish & Game Commission has 
closed the season on upland game birds, which has assisted 
materially in their protection and has in all probability tended 
to increase their numbers, 

The reduction in native species is being offset to some 
extent by the mors widespread introduction of Chinese and 
Hungarian pheasants. These species thrive on the lower 
elevations and eventually, in all probability, will be the main 
game bird species outside the Forest boundaries. 

Of the migratory water fowl a comparatively small number 
remain in the Region during the summer season. These 
include mallard, pintail, canvasback, spoonbill, golden-eye, 
scaup, ruddy, redheed, merganser, teal, green wing and blue wing 
or the duck group, end to a lesser extent some geese remain in 
the xegion during the summer months. These inhabit the lower, 
outside waters princivally. 

B. There is a general agreement among Forest officers in the 
Region that shorter seasons and decreased bas limits on all 
species of game and weter birds are needed in order to maintain 
the present supply and possibly increase numbers. This is 
especially applicable to misratory water fowl, since the present 
season is long ant the bag limit is generous, even under the 
recent Federal restriction in numbers. Limits on ducks of 
eight birds per day with a shorter season, adjustable at the 
discretion of the State Fish & Game Commission would do a 
great teal toward checking, the reduction ané increasing the 
numbers. More refuges are necessary for nesting and rest ing 
places. These should tend to increase the local supply. 

In addition to the present protection given upland birds, 
the further reduction of predatory animals and birds would be 
beneficial. Mony of the State sportsmen's organizations are 
sponsoring campai.ns to reduce the number of predatory birds. 
These campaigns have proved of considerable value. 
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3. Fish. 

A. The fish supply in Region One may be said to fall into 
two general groups depending upon the location of the fish- 
bearing waters. Those which are accessible to the public are 
generally depleted to less than their normal supply in spite 
of the heavy stocking which is taking place in most regions. 
Those waters in the inaccessible back-country areas are generally 
being maintained at avout the same level as formerly, except 
where this stocking is influenced by the depletion of the same 
waters in the lower accessible areas. This has taken place in a 
great many streams and may be illustrated by the salmon run on 
the Clearwater, Snake, and Salmon Rivers in Idaho where the 
surply to-day is very small as compared with the great numbers 
which used to run these rivers in the past. This has been due 
almost entirely to heavy fishing on the lower reaches of the 
Clearwater, Sneke, Selmon, and Columbia Rivers. In fact, it has 
gone so far that the State of Idaho is planting salmon in the 
head waters of some of these streams in' order to maintain the 
commercial supply of salmon on the lower rivers. The peculiar 
habit which the salmon have of returning to their hatching place 
for spawning has been accountable for this in a large measure, 
since the reduction of the supply going upstream to spawn means 
progressively fewer fish returning to the sea from their hatch- 
ing grounds. The same general situation is true of trout, 
except that spawning habits are not identical. The decrease in 
numbers by fishing in the lower rivers, however, is reflected in 
the decreased numbers which go up the streams during the summer 

months for spawning. 

Teking the Region as a whole, the supply of fish may be 
said to be iecreasing, since with the extension of transportation 

facilities into formerly unused regions being progressively 
carried out those areas wnich maintain their supply because of 
natural protection are being reached more and more by the general 

public with a consecuent reduction in supply. 

Large numbers of various species of game fish have been 
planted in Montana end Idaho during the past five-year period 
and while no definite check is had upon the numbers of these 

. fish which have survivec, it is safe to say that the mortality 
of planted fish is heavy even when properly placed in the 
streams where food is available. This to a great degree is 
due to the cannibalistic tendencies of the larger fish in the 
streams. The small fry apparently have considerable 
difficulty protecting themselves from the larger fish and in a 
great measure form a food supply for the ones already there. 
This difficulty is being met to some degree and increasingly, I 
believe, by the extension of rearing ponds and the holding of 
fish until they are of considerable size before liberating them 
in the streams. 
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B. There is considerable sentiment toward closing of feeder 
streams to fishing in order to maintain a supply in the main 
streams. Such a method, however, if universally practiced would 
probabiy mean the exclusion of smaller mountain streams to fish- 
ing and concentration on the larger streams, mainly those lower 
down or outside the Forest areas. A better method would be to 
rotate the closing of feeder streams in such a manner that fish- 
ing would be allowed either in alternate regions or in alternate 
streams supplying the main streams. The principal difficulty 
with such a plan would be in the education of the public and 
the enforcement of such a provision. 

The decrease in the fish supply is being felt not only 
in the streams but also in the large lakes such as the Pend 
Oreille, Priest Lake, Coeur d'Alene and other vodics of water 
of considerable size in the “Region: which are accessible to 
the increasing recreational use being made in the region. A 
general recuction of catch is desirable. This should be 
reduced from 20 pounds and one fish to 10 pounds and one fish 
in one day in Montana. The present limit in Idaho is 15 pounds 
and one fish of the game species and for thc conditions in the 
Forest regions in that State this scems reasonable. It is 
interesting to note that there is a limit of 25 pounds a day 
on the Dolly Varden trout in Idaho, while in Montana this 
specics is considered by many sportsmen as predatory and has in 
the past been marketed out of the Flathead Lake commercially. 

C. The fish ladder problem in the Region is not an 
extcnsive onc, although thero are a number of places where 
more fish ladders are nseded. The grcatest concern, however, 
with regard to the fish is the problem of the effective 
sercening of irrigation ditches in order to prevent the fish 
from cntering them and being lost on the ficlds. The chief 
obstacle in this connection to date has been the lack of the 
development of a suitable screen which would at one time 
prevent the fish from entering, the ditches and yet not 
obstruct the water flow by eatching, debris. This means that 
such a device must be automatic with regard to allowing 
obstacles to pass through, thereby not impeding the flow of 

' the irrigation water. New type fish wheels are being perfected 
and installed with good effect. : 

D. The following tabulation summarizes the stocking needs 
of the streams in the Region, rearing ponds and estimated 
costs of these: 
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:No.Miles:No.Streams:No. Miles :Lakes and :No. Rearing:Estimated 
‘Fishing :Adequately: Needing :Reservoirs: Ponds :Costs for 

FOREST :Streams :Stocked :Restocking:No.: Area : Needed ‘These Ponds 
Absaroka : OZ = ie L : 164 =: : :Not Known =: 
Beartooth : uO ae 0 8 SLOl eA S60 Aas 0 8 
Beaver head : 620 Ss 29 . SOOT e soa: 3 15 : $450 

Bitterroot : 244 3 Qe Seas 133 : : 0 : 

eee ee ee ee ee 
Cab inet : Deol: 25 : 500: : 5 LO : 2000 
Clearwater : 5007 = 5 500 : DOMES 5 : 2 : 400 
Coeur d'Alene 3: 554 3: D : Bis $ : 4 : 400 
Custer cae oe Olas 0 Boe e 40: $ atte anata msec aa ge 
Deerlodge an Oe ous 0 : S25 una: : Cae aes 

Flathead eee OOM: Oni anc OUREICOO: a oes Phe Ae. 
Gallatin emLGt Oe 855 3 LEONE : O4A. : 29 B 5525) Gs 
Helena : 340 7: 150 : TOO: 8 27S) enstde s ' 

: Siuninoee Bestel: B : > 6 outside : 900 9 
Jefferson A és Gee 34 ; ae : : 8 : 1600 nf 
Kaniksu, Idaho: HOO. 22 80 : L602: : eee pat 200 
Kaniksu, Wash.: HB5" : 0 ; To 0ri : : 3 : 500 

ROCve ee ee ee 0 ee oo 
HewisrvnOlark ss BUCO: 2 Bia ee ROU Sang: hee reen a et 700 
Lolo 1 Saar: 4 : BLO ems Jee ome Me SOR 
Hadison ie AMA SS 0 ; ATA : : me : 5Omas 
Missoula a: 500r: 0 : SOOT ms ee Cs 1200 
Nezperce : 559omr: Ss : CROs Gal nae ee __400 
PendvOrei lear 6200s: 12 : 475 3. 1:40Q000A: 2 2000 
St. Joe s 7 1580)": 904. Slee nee CO. Someone = UE ee OO 
Selway oo ZO Ss: 40 : 280: é oes aoe :No costs given 
Bast Selway : 2LOUS ED IS Te eee ae Ot : a 0 : 

Totals S12 699i ts 2,692 : 10,225 :528:44,092: LSC 3 18;475 exclusive 
of Selway 

° Warm water streams.



Forest officers in the Region have been very active 
in co-operating with the State end in initiating fish plant- 
ing in streams on the Forests. Very g00d co-operation is had 
from the State and Federul hatcheries and the joint efforts of 
these and the Forest Service have resulted in quite an effective 

stocking program over the Region. As recreational use in- 
creases this work must also increase and more planting will 
necessarily have to be done. Larger fish undoubtedly will 
result in greater survival than is had with the planting of 
small fry. It is believed that considerable study of the 
methods of stocking and the reasons for heavy losses is needed 

before an adequate system can be devised to insure maximum 
results from the planting of fish. 

E. In all probability the amount of time spent by Forest 
officers in this work cannot be materially increased, since 
ranger districts are becomin,, larger and the amount of work 
is becomins more stabilized at the present maximum volume. 
Thorough studies by the Bureau of Fisheries of the Region 1 
streams with regard to better methods of fis: planting should 
result in a reduction of the time required and the number of 
fish necessary to secure adequate stocking of fishing streams. 
Rather than planting more fish and taking whatever loss may 
develop, it would yield better results to study the situation 
thoroughly, determine the reasons for loss ané acting upon 
these findings devise methods to eliminate this loss. This : 
should result in more fish reaching catching size with a 
smaller number having been planted and would thereby reduce 
the amount of work involved in keeping the streams adequately 
stocked. The screening of irrigation ditches, construction 
of*fish ladders and other stream improvements should be cone 
by the State Game Department. 

4. Organization and Co-operation. 

A. Fisn and wane protection and management is an activity 
which is given a great deal of thought and consideration in 
Region 1 and much attention and considerable time is given 
in the field in working out various problems in this connection. 
Probably the maximum amount of work is now béing dore which it 
is possible to do with the present personnel. While this amount 
of time takes care in a reasonable way of the bulk of the fish 

. and game work in the Region, provisions should be made for a 
progressive study of the underlying principles of game and fish 
management over a period of years. In order to accomplish 
this a man trained in this work who could spend his entire time 
on these activities would be of great value in working out the 
fish and game problems in the Region. With the wide range of 
conditions and the many species of game and fish, a ten-year 
period of assignment for one man would not be too long. 
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B. Enforcement of the State Game Laws by State and Federal 
officers has progressed at slightly higher level during the 
past five-year period. Of the cases handled by Forest officers 
a large percentage has resulted in conviction and there is no 
doubt that the influence exerted by Forest officers in the 
enforcement of game laws is one of the most effective deterrents 
to more widespread violation of the game laws on the Forest 
areas than now exists. The general situation may be said to 
be fairly satisfactory, although the general opinion of Forest 
officers in the Region is that more State game wardens are 
necessary on & yearlong basis and that those, as well as the 
ones now under appointment, should be more active during the 
winter season in the fiel¢. Temporary wardens during the peak 
of the fishing and hunting seasonswould be of much value in 
handling the larger territories covered by the tourist public. 

The co-operative agreement between the State and Forest 
Service is being observec. There have been no specific instances 
reported to the Regional office where game wardens have assisted 
in fire suppression. It is believed, however, that such 
assistance would be given wherever the circumstances made it 
practicable. The general instruction issued to all game 
wardens, however, is without doubt a beneficial influence toward 

fire prevention. 

C. Numerous fish and, game associations and rod and gun 
clubs are scattered throughout the Region. Montana has one 
State organization, the Montana Sportsmen's Association, and one 
exists in western Montana under the name of the Western 
Montana Fish & Game Association. The Izaak Walton League 
also has several chapters in the State. One of the greatest 
needs at the present time is the co-ordination of the ideas 
of these various organizations in order that they may work in 

harmony with one another in accomplishing objectives which, I 
believe, are common to all of them but with which the method 
of approach varies. 

5. Statistical Information. The big-sgame census for 1929 is 
included with this report; also the compilation of the annual 
game reports. Both of these are included on separate sheets. 

6. Additional Information. 

B. Bis Game, Habits, etc. 

A number of points of interest relative to the habits 
of big-game animals have been included in the annual reports 
and most important of these will be summarized as follows: 
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Bear. Bear get the blame for killing livestock in a great 
many cases when such stock are killed by coyotes, bobcats or 
other predatory animals, since the bear is a scavenger and cleans 
up the carcass, and not being so clever as the coyote, etc., gets 
caught at it and is siven credit for the kill. Judging by the 
experiences of last season, bear are more active from a predatory 
standpoint during seasons of small berry crops. The summer of 
1929 was extremely dry and practically all berries dried on the 
bushes, consecuently Year had to resort to other sources for 
food. Their diet is somewhat varied, consisting of grubs, various 
insects, herbs, and to some extent animal life. They have been 
known to kill calf elk and sheep and occasionally cattle, under 
extreme circumstances. Glacier Park and Yellowstone Park form 
breeding areas from which the drift onto the Lewis & Clark, 
Absaroka, Gallatin, and Beartooth is considerable. Much of the 
increase in bear on these Forests is due to the proximity of 
these parks. 

Deer. The Coeur d'Alene reports the rutting, season for deer 
to be in September, shedding horns in January. The Lolo reports 
the rutting season in October, bringing youn; in May and June 
with one to two fawns. Horns are shed in April. The Beaverhead 
reports the rutting season the latter part of October and first 
part of November, horns shed during March and April. It is 
apparent that these functions are governed to some degree at 
least by the season and the season is doubtless dependent upon the 
locality, which accounts for the variation in the rutting season, 
shedding horns, etc., of the same species. 

One of the favorite plants upon which deer feed winter and 
summer in this Region seems to be Ceanothus velutinus (mountain 
laurel). On the Jefferson, deer were observed throughout the 
winter to have fed almost entirely on prostrate juniper 
(Juniperus communis) on a range which had not been touched 
during the entire grazing season and upon which the grass 
projected above the snow. Apparently no grass was eaten. The 
deer searched the crea locating the juniper by smell and then 
pawed and fec on it. This range supports an excellent stand 
of Idaho fescue, various wheat srasses and other desirable 
native species. It is interesting to note that the Beaverhnead 
reports many doe deer taking their young to protected areas in 
cultivated fields and near ranch houses presumably for 
protection from precatory animals. The Nezperce and Lewis & 
Clark report considerable losses of deer from coyotes which 
catch them in deep snow or on slick ice or by driving them into 
open water which carries them beneath the ice. Coyotes are 
credited with averaging from four to eight pups a year. The 
Lewis & Clark reports that in that region deer use erass to a 
greater extent than on most of the other Forests. This is 
probably due to the fact that browse is scarcer than in the 
greater part of the remainder of the Region. However, it is the 
general consensus of opinion of observations that deer browse 
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very largely yearlong and upon species that are of little 
value to domestic stock. It would seem, therefore, that any 
conflict with grazinsy of domestic stock will not be any 
considérable factor in the case of these animals. It is 
generally agreed that ceer need more protection than almost any 
other game animal which is widely distributed. This, it is 
believed, is reflected in the .eneral figures over the five- 
vear period which show a decrease in the number of deer in the 
Region during that time. 

Elk. On tie isiena the ruttin, season is past on Novenber 15, 
on the Lewis & Clark the rutting season for elk extends fron 
about the middle of August until the last of September. Cows 
usually have one calf, and occasionally twins. These are 
caciead for the rirst few weeks of their lives sometimes in 
bunches of as many as a dozen in one place, and are cared for 
by one or two cows while the others feed. Native grasses seem 
to be favored in winter and early spring when available. Weeds 
seem to be in demand in the fall, especially in the timber where 
they are protected from frosts. The general habitat is the 
higher regions in summer and the lower valleys and windblorm 
Yoothills in the wintertime. However, during mild seasons, elk 
are known to winter on high ridges obtaining a sreat deal of 
their feed on the north slopes, which as a rule are the 
most snow covered. This, however, is impossible when the snow is 
too heavily crusted or too deep. The older bulls isolate them- 
selves from the rest of tne herd after the mating; season and 
spend the winter in the hisher mountains in groups of two to 
a dozen. They shed their horns in March or April. On the 
Lolo the rutting season occurs in September end October, the 
young are born in April and May. Horns are shed in April. In 
this region they frenuent the hizh mountain meadows, lakes, and 
old burns in tse sumer months and drift to the open lower 
grass hills during tie winter. Some of the overflow of elk from 
the Yellowstone Park reaches the Madison. In the Beartooth 
region they begin drift to the lower country at the inception of 
the fall storm period. They usuclly »unch about the middle of 
October, while the ruttin:; season begins avout the middle of 
September ana extené.s until about the time of bunching in 
October, in this region much browse on the steep slopes is 
utilized by this class of game animals. On the Gallatin elk are 
reported in drainages which they did not frequent ten years ago, 
indicating a j,eneral spread in that region. The salting of 
elk for control from a management standpoint and for tick 
eradication using sulphurized salt, however effective this 
nay be, is favored over a large part of the Region. The net 
increase of tie Sun River Herd is estimated to be 14% annually. 
At that rate it is not difficult to foresee the results of an 
extremely hard winter in a comparatively short number of years. 
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Moose. The moose rutting season on the Lolo is the latter part 
of September and the first part of October. They bring their 
young in April and Mey and usually have one or two calves. 
Their horns are shed in January if they are in good condition, 
otherwise later. Their preferred summer range consists of the 
lake and swamp regions and dense timbered country where they 
feed on moss, aquatic vegetation, willow and various other 
species of browse. They winter very largely on browse in the 
stream bottoms and meadows and suffer comparatively small losses. 
They are not polygamous but pair off during the breeding season. 
Animals of various shades of color have been seen, all of them 
being males. On the Selway numerous bodies of moose have been 

found witn no outward injury or no indication of disease which 
would show cause of death. The Supervisor attributes losses of 
this sort to poisonous plants. Such a circumstance is possible 
but there is no way at present of substantiating such a 
contention. 

Mountain Sheep. These animals inhabit the high mountain regions 
and rougher portions of the Forests. They subsist Largely on 
weeds, browse, and alpine types of forage. During the winter 
months they drift to lower elevations where they feed chiefly 
on grasses. They usually have one lamb, but occasionally twins. 
Much of the loss of these animals has been due to pneumonia, 
which becomes epidemic periodically, also many of the young are 
lost by eagles and some by cougar. ‘The Missoula Forest 
recommends distribution of salt for mountain sheep. : 

Mountain Goats. These animals have the same general habitat 
as the mountain sheep. They do not migrate, but live in 
practically tne same locality throughout the year in contrast 
to the habits of the sheep. They subsist largely on alpine 
types of forage and are particularly fond of ferns and mosses 
found among the crags. It is believed that the males do not 
separate from the rest of the herd at any time. The slow 
increase is attributec to bald and golden eagles in the Selway 
region, but even with this handicap their general distribution 
is increasing ang they are at the present time found on areas 
not formerly used by them. 

Antelope. The increase of antelope on the west side of the 
Snow Crest Ranse on the Madison has developed a herd of from 
two to three hundred head and it is probable that some action 
will have to be taken by the State to provide for proper care 
of these animals. The herd on the Custer also is progressing 
satisfactorily in numbers, having increased 76% during the last 
five-year period. 
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Deer. Careful notes taken during the game patrol on the 
Blackfoot £ddition of the Helena during the winter of 1929-30 
indicate that deer preferred their regular browse diet, which 
consists of mountain laurel (Ceanothus velutinus), prostrate 
juniper (Juniperus communis), service berry (Amelanchier 
anifolia) and wild rose which made up their main diet, to 
hay placed out for their use. The hay was left and the browse 
was resorted to. This was mainly twig browse with the exception 
of the juniper. The leafage of the other species having fallen, 
it was estimated at the time that more than 90% of their food 
was browse. Only one place was recorded during the entire 
patrol where grass was eaten to any extent and here it was 
confined to the finer blade species. In the Blackfoot River 
region the valley bottoms are used during the summer months 
and the hills in the winter and late fall. Deep snow in the 
valley bottoms makes it difficult for deer to winter there, 
while the open south exposures in the hill country are freer 
from drift snow end are clear of it earlier than the flats each 
year. No areas were found where deer had pawed for food 
during the winter. They had depended almost entirely on browse 
feed and entirely on feed above the snow. The hay distributed 
was fed to some extent but part of it was left on the ground. 

C. Game Birds. 

The principal food of most of the upland game birds 
consists of seeds, berries, insects of various sorts such as 
grasshoppers, etc., during the summer months. Blue grouse 
mate in June, laying from 5 to 9 e.6s. During the winter 
they live on the new growth of browse and buds of red fir and 
spruce. Fool hens also subsist on much the same-diet. The 
blue grouse does not mizrate from the high country in the 
wintertime but remains in these thigh regions the entire winter. 
On the game patrol on tzxe Nezperce last winter, it was noted that 
when temperatures were from 10 to 50 degrees below zero the 
blue grouse flew into the snow at night to roost in order to 
protect themselves from the extreme cold. Most of the game 
birds migrate from the mountains in winter in contrast to the 
blue grouse. It has been noted, however, that the blue 
grouse in some regions inhabit about the same winter.range as 
the deer. This was noticed in particular in the Salmon and 
Snake River slopes in Idaho where in November the birds 
congregated in large numbers. Deer also congregated in large 
numbers in this region for wintering. 

One of the worst enemies of the bird life in the hills 
is the weasel and although this animal is a fur-bearer, it is 
one of the most destructive to bird life in the hills. Reports 
from most of the Forests indicate that these animals are 
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increasing. Goshawks, sharp-shinned and Coopers hawks and 
owls® are some of the worst enemies of the game birds, while 
the ordinary predatory animals take considerable toll. It 
has been observed during bad fire. seasons that more birds. are 
lost by being smothered by smoke than by being caught in a 
fast fire advance. 

Considerable additional study is needed before the 
habits of even our common game birds are thoroughly understood. 

D. Predatory, Fur-bearing Animals and Small Game. 

Fur in this region ordinarily is prime, that is at its 
finest point, in November and December depending upon locality 
and to some extent on species. Pine marten on the Lolo are 

s reported to have from 5 to 9 young annually and tnat their feed 
is largely mice, grouse, squirrels and rabbits. This class of 
animal, along with the weasel, subsists very largely on the 
same class of feed, while the mink and otter take large numbers 
of fish in addition. The latter animals are most abundant 
along streams where fish are plentiful. Fox in this region vary 
considerably in color, there being red, cross, silver, grey, 
and black reported. Their principal food is grouse and rabbit 
and other rodents. They are not plentiful. Some of the mink 
found in the St. Joe region are an unusually dark strain 
supposed to have been brought in by the Hudson Bay Company 
from the North in the cays: when that company occupied the 
Oregon country. These are a finer grade of fur than the native 
mink. Considerable trapping is done in the Region each winter ~.. 
and the need for regulation of this business is increasing. 
Probably the most feasible action to be taken would be 
regulation of the trapping areas by districting, limiting the 
number of licenses issued to equal the number of districts and 
assigning one district to each trapper, thereby preventing 
conflict and stimulating the interests of the user toward 
constant annual production of fur. The amount of catch should 
also be limited. Without doubt the indiscriminate trapping 
which is practiced at the present time is not beneficial in any 
way to the fur industry as a business. 

HE. Fish. The following species of fish are reported in 
the waters of the National Forests in this Region: Eastern 

brook, native, rainbow, golden trout, Loch Leven, Land-locked 
salmon, steel-heads, grayline, whitefish, cutthroats, mackinaw, 
Dolly Varden, bass, perch, and Chinook and dog salmon. 
Native and rainbow spawn in May and June, and eastern brook 
in October and November on the Beartooth. On the Beaverhead 
natives spawn as late as July in the higher waters. The 
Coeur d'Alene reports that native trout spawn at four years 
of age and weigh from one to four pounds at that time. The 

° Except the short-eared owl 
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Lewis & Clark reports that native spawn in the spring, return 
to the main streams for the winter. The rainbow run to the 
heads of the streams and spawn in early spring. The Lolo 
reports that native spawn in June, eastern brook in the fall, 
Chinook salmon in April and May and dog salmon in the fall. 

Rainbow trout planted on the Beaverhead in 1927 were 
16" to 19" long and weighed from 24 to 3+ pounds in August, 
1929. Silver salmon in Morrison Lake planted two years ago 
now measure from 12" to 14". Makinaw trout planted on the 
Kaniksu were 7" long when liberated. The tendency in that 
locality is to keep all fish until 4" to 8" in length before 
planting. This should decrease the mortality to a great 
degree. The tendency of fish in the mountain regions is to 
move upstream in the summer months and about the first of 
September the downward trend begins to the lower and larger 
streams. 

F. Extension, 

(1) Elk in sufficient numbers for planting purposes 
are present in the Sun River Herd of the Lewis & Clark and 
from the Northern Yellowstone Herd which winters north of 
Yellowstone Park. The latter is the best location for ob- 
taining animals. These can be had at a reasonable price per 
head. The cost of capturing, crating and placing aboard the 
cars is about 37 per head. There are no facilities at the 
present time for capturing the elk from the Sun River Herd. 

(2) During the past season golden trout from California 
have been introduced into some of the high virgin lakes in the 
Region. The success of tiis venture is still in the 
experimental stage and it remains to be seen how well this 
species becomes acclimated to Montena conditions. 

(3) Five new spawn-taking stations are recommended -- 
Mystic Lake on the Beartooth, Leke Como on the Bitterroot, 
Michener Springs on the Gallatin and the upper end of Hebgen 
Dam and South Meadow Creek Lake on the Madison. 

A statement of the game preserves recommended for dis- 
continuance and those recommended for establishment, as well as 
the need for care of the antelope in the vicinity of the 
Madison, with the description of the possible spawn-taking 
stations will be taken up with the State Game Warden in order 
that he may be advised of these points. 

Glen A. Smith 
Submitted May 3, 1930. Assistant Regional Forester. — 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

. ot Se 
Ut WASHINGTON 

6 as 

Fish & Game, ¥, July 12, 1929. 

2 Census, 1923 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Forest Products Laboratory, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir: 

There is enclosed herewith for your informtion our cmeus 

of big game animals on the various Netional Forests covering the 

calendar years 1927 and 1928. These ere estimates made by forest 

officers and cover only the enimals found within National Forests. 

Antelope 

For the National Forests taken es a whole sntelopes in 1928 

show en inerease of $29 head or almost 11 per cent more than in 1927. 

Our reports indicate that 118 antelopes were killed 
by predatory : 

animels during the year, and 17 by hunters. Owing to the fact that 

these animals renge normally in open, accessible country 
they will 

coutinue to vequire a great deal of protection from mumting and 

fron their naturel enemies if the species is to be preserved from 

extinction. 

Bear, black and brown 

The inerease in black and brow bear was very smill,— slightly 

over 2 per cont. 

Bear, grizzly 

Yor the country es a whole grisly beer show a slight increase 

of about 2 per cont over the estimated mmber reported in 1927. More 

then 72 per cent of the animals in this class aro in Aleska where for 

the purposes of this census Alaska brow bear were classified with 

the grizzlies. Outside of the Alaska Territory only § States were 

reported as containing grizzly bear, more 
than half of these being in 

Mon tana. The extermination of this species in California where it 

was canmectod with much of the State's picturesque pioneer history 

Toreibly impresses the necessity of adequate 
measures to safeguard the 

griauly's existence in the greatly restricted 
territory where he 4s 

still found.



Deer 

Deer show a net increase of almost 7 per cent for 1928. This 
imerease seems to be pretty generally distributed throughout the Na~- 
tional Forests and States. ‘the estimates indicate that more then 
100,000 of these animals wore killed during the year — 42,967 by 
man and 65,219 by predatory animals. As a result of protection deer 
have increased in mmy localities to the point where their careful 

management presents a serious and pressing problem. Provision mst 

be made for removing the surplus in a way that will serve an economic 
purpose and allow the maintenance of the vegetation upon which these 

geome enimals depend. 

Buk 

Elk figures are almost 53 per cent higher for 1928 then for 
1927, As in the case of deer, elk herds have responded to protection 

quite generslly and have increased to such an extent that control 

measures must be applied te prevent serious losses trom starvation 

during droughts. According to our reports 2,681 head were killed by 

hunters during the year and 900 head by predatory animals. 

Moose 

While a comparison of the estimated muuber of moose at the 

close of 1928 with the figures for 1927 would seem to indicate a rather 

: serious decline in that species, forest officers im Alaska, where the 

principal reduction was reported, stated that the decrease in that 

Territery is accounted for by a more conservative estimate fran the 

best sources obtainable. It will be seen, however, that moose are not 

widely distributed, Aside from Alaska they are centralized in Mimne- 

sota, Wyoming, Idaho, and Montena, in which States there was reported 

an ineresse of almost 9 per cent during the year. 

Mountain goats show a slight decrease and mountain shesp e slight 

inerease over the mmbers reported last year. These species have been 

crowded back within their matural ranges until they cecupy the roughest 

mountain regious where unfavorable feed and climatic conditions together 

with their natural enemies keep the herds fron increasing es they should 

if undisturbed. 

Very truly yours, 

Se a 

CCL 
Enclosure. 

Aeting Forester. 

~~
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Legal Deer (Bucks) Killed on National Forests 

(According to Estimates of Local Forest Offieers) 

Forest : 19153 : 1914 : 41917 : 1918 #: 1919 

t 3 3 3 t 
We have made a thorough search of our files and have written the Rangers 

in an effort to locate the above information tht the data is not on record 
and since most of the men on the forest are comparatively new men an estimate 
would in all probability be inaccurate and misleading. - C.E.M. 

( Crook (014) 188 
°  1925( Crook (Apache) O Entire area within game refuge. 

1926(Crook (01d) 129 
(Crook (Apache) O Entire area within game refuge. 

1927(Crook (old) 104 
(Crook (Apache) 39 Part of refuge opened 1927. 

° 26 and 
crook Supervisor: In addition to the above, can you divide your 1925, 19 

1927 nee whieh, according to our records, are 188, 129 and 143 respectively, 

between Crook (old) and Crook (Apache)? If so, please supply this additional 

information for those yearse , 

wit 
/ wa p & 

yw 
Bus
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Legal Deer (Sucks) Killed on Bational Forests 

(According te Estimates of Local Forest Officers) 

Forest : 4913 : 1914 +: 41917 : #iI9ls : i919 

LLL LOL LC LO TE LC LUNN tates ntentteeteetenaae, 

Sitgreaves : 50 : 46 ;: 43 5 27 ‘ 23 

These figures are only approximate and in some instances are based 
on guesses since our records are not complete. 

Fi 

Ape. Oo | 71 | L 
gm eK 

‘ oe ¢



Leal Deer (Bucke) Billed on Mational Forests 

(secording te Setiates of Local Forest Offieers) 

Perest : Wis : i934 +: 417 : #Wle +: i919 

“Sata re 17° ° + +19 5 S|” SC6S 

: t ‘ 8 : 

5(v? |e



oq February 21, 1028. 
Fish & Game 

Mr. Frank Pooler, 
Forest Service, ; 

Albuquerque, N.M. 7 

; Dear Frank: 

Thank = very much for getting the back kill 
; records for me. am sorry you had to go to the ficld for 

the old ones. Most of the Supervisors have already sent 
me their figures. 

My Gila figures, which you point out are at variance 
with your records for 1926 and 19: 7, were obtained from the 
‘Sportsmen's Association. I will be indebted to Scotty if he 
can iy me any light as to the nature of this rer ag 
My 1926 figure is published in the "Bulletin" , and the 1927 
was obtained from Kellogg by letter. I am ending a copy of 
this to Scotty. p 

I ag some high —_— from ~ book at the St. Louis . 
meeting of the American Forestry Association and they seemed 
to be well received. 

Thanks again for your help. 

Yours as ever, 

AALDO LEOPOLD. 

ELS.



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

SOUTHWESTERN DISTRICT 

. aan Veg 

Biv URS 
Prereicy FORESTeR Sai iat GAS AND ELECTRIC BUILDING 

nee oe : ALBUQUERQUE, NEw MExico 

G 
Fish & Game. 

February 11, 1928 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Your letter of February 2 only reached the office on the 9th so it must 
have been delayed in mailing. 

Realizing the importance of the time element to you, am sending you 
all the information available in the District Office records on one of the 
sheets you enclosed without attempting to complete the record by waiting for 
additional information from the Supervisors. In all likelihood, however, 
the records for 1917, 1918 and 1919 am@ since required by the Fish & Game 

Handbook, is obtainable in the Suvervisor¥s/officeSand it must be that the 
reports for 1915-1919, which can not be found here, were returned in connec- 
tion with disposal of files although it would hardly seem to me that annual 
reports of this nature, even though old, would have been so handled. At any 
rate, to expedite matters, am sending the Supervis a form as per sample 
attached asking thomfenetieis records oeOnPTTe the S58 if available, for 
1913, 1914, 1917, 1918 and 1919 since you already have the 1915 and 1916 
records and we have been able to supply the records from 1920-27 inclusivee 

I am asking them to send one copy of the report direct to you at the forest 

Products Laboratory, the duplicate coming to this office to bring our own 
record right up to date. In view of your intention of using Ligonts data 
for Col. 1 and the last two columns, I have not included them on the form . 
now going to Supervisors 

I am telling the Supervisors that you are in a rsuh for this infor- 
mation and am asking them to make every effort to get it to you direct with 
the least possible delay. 

With reference to the foot-note on your table as to Apache-Crook-Latil 
pounda2ries, you will note that we have divided the Apache for 1926 and 1927 
into Apache (New Mexico) and Aprche (Arizona). “they can be consolidated for 
your purpose if you wish, also the New Mexico Apache can be added to the Yatil 

for these y-ars if you so desire. ie have no way, however, of splitting the 
Crook beginning with 1925 between old Crook and Crook-Apache by-stmiteruse,



Mr. A. Le : 

but 38 4, foot-note on the form being sent the Crook I am asking that if they 
can saypety their figures for 1925, 1926 and 1927 between old Crook and Crook- 
Apache, we would like this information also. 

You will note that the Supervisor's reports for the Gila are 346 and 629 
instead of 417 and 691 as indicated by you, and since special emphasis seems to 
be placed on these figures I am asking the Gila Supervisor in a foot-note to his 
form to indicate which set of figures is correct. 

In a few days we will have copies of the D-3 game census and other statis- 
tical data relative to the fish and game work, which is in the form of a cumulative 
record for 1925, 1926, and 1927. In the belief that these compilations may be 

of service to you, I am asking the Office of Grazing to send you a copy as soon 
as the compilation is worked up. 

; Needless to say, we all wish you every success in the completion of your 
publication, ani if there is any additional information that we are in a position 
to supply, we will gladly do so upon requeste 

Very sincerel ours ry WY, v ¥ ’ 

Mh 7 

by. 
District Forester. 

Enclosures=2 
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legal Deer (Sucks) Killed on Bational Poreste 

(:eeer‘ing to Estimates of Less Forest oF risers) 

Forest s 1903 + Wie : Wer : i968 1: too 
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Legal Deer (Bucks) Killed on Nationel Forests, Accordingz to Estimates of Local Forest Officers. 

“— s8q.milest oo: : #¢ #¢ +8 8 + #+4.G  ¢ #8 @ #4¢ °+4.¢ ' § 3 Per }6q. Miles 
Forest : deer £1913:191431915:191631917:1918:1919 3192031921 :1922:19233192431925:1926:1927:Total:year sper buck 

———~-—tanee ig gd 

SO penn ink pe i het ef gt ey ee 
—Gereon og kd seat —id tif 71 23 841 2s Fle yt : 
ODatil 3 tl 3002 250: he BW: es [67 thls: 283 2b Faby aah a: : —Gila 3 2500 sss 2031 1253 819: Bhs eyes 207 BUST es 73s egy: tO e_bincoln 300 ps 8 a7, Tek eet ae ae ft Zee: 2ON: Barr est sate : 
—Manzano oo: 00 gg BOs Fes Bs Abs Bi /e 3 ays BO 7s 53 aor tk : _ Santa Fe st tt Os 50: 13: Slr) 52: Uni azese: er “Ht 37 — as: oe: : 

New Mexico: : 66631033: 656: 618; 423: : : : ‘ : 21030: 9 ,42/8 5 : : : 

Tppache oe WI BO, ee a ee ey eT ria 
__Qoconino 3 00 8k tee: 752 50: Ltd et Os ge 178 3 Met 2S 3/04: 7B: : : Coronado 3: 3 ‘GB! 238: 253: tt) ask BBI0 8 gb 2 228: 26933433 27h ht $ : 
OUFOOK tC ie Zhi t i] ar: — te ae ee ELIE ts z : 
Prescott : t ee bs BOs sy tee t/t 573 TIBT 90: és? L373 : i ___Sitgreaves;" ze ots 0 7 Ba a ee et et : <.Tonto ss Se ys 81s 983s t/t 2923S 3 IOS ye/ 3 9G: IF : : 

___Tusayan 3 2 37:5 3 7 a3 : i] 2 F/ i Gli $2247 3 OFS get 0° GY3 3 : 

Kaibab : 700 (area open to hunting) : : : : : : :(650)(390)(626) : : : 

Arizona} : 7623 686310633 827; ft GG t gg Phooey =P EY 
(Omitting ; : 3 2 3 : : : : : : : : : : : $ : : 

Kaibab} : si : : 3 : : : : 3 : : : : : : : : : 

(N.Mex.& rl¥es:1g13:17l9:1M5s ttt 70h at : : 
(| Arizona ; Hes: : : : : : : : rf : : : : : : : 
a a a ag eae ec pee ge ee es eS 

Sold boundaries, throwing Clifton country to Apache and considering Apache-Datil boundary as State line. 

*Reliable figures gathered by "Gila Patrol".



¢ 
Alyaquerque, New Mexico, Fish & Gane, 

Pebrusry 11, 1928. (Reports of Came Milled) 

Memorandum fer Forest Supervisors: 

Attaghed are three eopies of a form which I would Ske exceodi te have you fill out for your Forest at the eurliest pos: ible date; cotaiien the third gory €0 ‘ldo Leseend, eng, one te the Distriot Ores, ant senting the third sopy to Aldo Leopold, © Forest Products Laboratory, ladigon, Wig- consine A reant ta the records for the other yours but they are lacking for the period indicated in the forme He is eoupleting a dock en “Jane liamgenent in tle stuateest”, and urgently needs this informtion at the earliest protivable date. Will you, therefore kindly supply it as eomplote 8 possible from your roverds and mail out the forme as indicaved. ™ 

District Foresters Ene lesures=3
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G Prescott, Arizona, 
Fish & Game . 

3 (Reports of Game Killed) Pebruary 13, LOEB 2 omen, 
er eae enact? LABARAT aRY ' 

; | ” WAOISGE wise i i 

REC EY = * 4h 

i npc Ee + 2 p) a Op Lind dre 
fate nets oe || 

Memorandum for District Forester: 

Your memorandywm of February 11 is received. 

It is regretted that the information requested in this memo- 

randum cannot be furnished since the fish and game reports for all 

years prior to 1523 appear to have been destroyed.e 

A Govy of this memorandum is being sent to ire Lespolde 

Frank Grubb 

rorest Supervicore 

\ “
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G Springerville, Ariz., 
Fish and Game-Apache - 

(Reports of Game Killed) February 17, 1928. 

Memorandum for District Foresters: . 

Reference is rade to your memorandum of February 11. 

Attached is your forr filled out as to bucks killed 

in the year 1914, 1917, 1918, and 1919. A careful search 

of the files fails to reveal any data on the kill for the 

year 1913. A wild estimate would place the number at 150 

or moree You will note. wide discrepancy: » between the nurber 

killed in 1914 and the other years which it is believed was 

incident to the establishment of the extra large Bue Gare 

Refuge after the 1914 open season. 

: A copy of this merorandum and tabulations are being 

sent directiy to Aldo Leopold at the Forest Products Labora- 

tory as per your request. 

K. C. KARTCHNTR, 

KCK/DE : Forest Supervisor. 
Ene.



Legal Deer (Bucks( Killed on National Forests 

(According to Estimates of Lecal Forest Officers) 

Forest * 1915 : 1914 : 1917 +: 1918 ; 1919 
————— 

: 3 3 3 3 

Apache 360 27 16 80



Legel Beer (Suske( Billed on tional Porests 

(:eoerding to Estimates of Local Porert Officers) 

 Foreat : i919 +; 19% + 1917 + Ils +s 1929 
ceca CN EERE TEEN EL COLOGNE COLO CLO ANEALN 

Coca: gi my : : 2s t= 6 Cf 88 

wo
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Lezal Deer (Bucks) Killed on Natienal Forests 

(According to Estimates of Local Forest Offieers) 

ee ne i Canes ln eet Ge POs ieee: ao 
Forest : lois : 1914 : 1917 +: 191e +: 19 

Lincoln 134 _ iz a, eee



G 
Fish & Game, - Carson 
(Reports of Game Killed) 

. Legel Deor (Sucka( Killed on National Forests ; 

(Aesording to istimates of Local Fore:t Officers) 

Forest : is +: WM : i917 : I9l8 +: 1919 

sie peso ete seteipasoanisdeesianshinetsonrsaectaateeaphasiasaacaiansnensiaspsitihslinet siestoeeee ie aan ieSr SOE 

20° Fis eS e726 a 

C.R, DWIRS 
Forest Supervisor



COPY FOR MR. LEOPOID,¢/o FOREST PRODUCTS 
LABORATORY, MADISON, WIS. 

Legal Deer (Bucks) Killed on National Forests 

(According to Estimates of Local Forest Officers) 

Forest 3 1913 3 1914 2 1917 $ 1918 s 1919 

ee a ee 

Coronado : 116 : 137 : 119 : 149 = 299 

—AeRLOMn 
Forest Supervisor. 

kU



G--Fish & Game-Manzano 

Leal Deer (Bucks) Killed on National Forests 

(According to Sstimates of Local Forest Officers) 

Forest : 1913: 1914: 1917s isis : 1919 

LL LL TL LCE TTL CLES EE TTS ANs ti icatnete eit tnsaiacaitnaatatnameattas 

$ 12 + ia & @) z 10 3 27



o/, Fores! Produc. bo. 

DDB , 

Lynne 

Legal Deer (Bucks) Killed on National Forests 

(According to Estimates of Local Forest Officers) 

Forest : 1913 : 1914 : 1917 3 1918 3 1919 

cTusoyan , 4S: IF: Bo: so: Se 

ee . a 
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Legal Deer (Sucks) Killed on Bationnl Pogents: . 

(According to Estimates of Local Forest Officers) 

Forest > 1913 :s 19 : 1917 : «(lol : i919 
Tonto <meta eh ounevnnnaraetvavenuesecns 

Black tail deers 2 3 52 3 8 3 24 
White * " : : 26 : 1? : it 
Wild turkey : : 67 : 68 : 60 

No record for years prior to 1917.



G 
Fish & Game February 2, 1928. 
(Reporte of Game Killed) 

Mr. F. C. WY. Pooler, 
District Forester, 

Forest Service, 
A lbuquerque, N. u. 

Dear Frank: 

I am taking a month's leave to finish up my "Game 
Management in the Southwest". 

I find that my records on reports of game killed on 
the National forests have some big holes in them. Could you 
ask somebody to help me out by filling these in to the extent 
that is pessible from the D.O. records? 

/ The eres figures in Column 1 and the last two columns 
may be left blank as these have to jibe with some deer range 
deta Ligon is collecting. 

POBBibly some of the early kills given on the attached 
sheet are laGking from your records - if so, of course have them 
copied if you wish. 

I hope my book will be a credit to De3. Certainly 
it would heave been an impossible venture but for the cooperative 
spirit and toleration of personal excursions into new paths 
which are more characteristic of D-3 than even you are aware. 

With best regards, 

f Yours as ever, 

/ 
/ 

. ALDO LEOPOLD.



Legel Deer (Bucks) Killed on Nationel Forests, Accordiny to Estimates of Local Forest Officers. 

—““tSq.allest i tt i: tt 9 ¢€ «€ ¢ ¢ 3 oa of tt 3? Per :8q.Miles 
Forest : deer 2191331914191531916:1927:1915 31929 2192021921:1922:1923:19243192531926:1927: Total: year sper buck 

rrengee . . : £ 3 s * 2 i i * : 3 : . * . i 

: : 2 : t 3 : t 2 t t 2 2 t 2 : 3 3 3 

2 : : : : t : $ 2 3 : $ t t : : 3 : : 

3 : 8 : : : : 3 : g : t : : : : : : : 

Carson : : : : &: Bass 15: 3 : : : : : Bs : : : : : 
oDatil : : : : 300: 250; 45; : : : : : : 3898 : sat : : 

Gila : 2500 3 : : 203: 125: 219: : : : : $*3422*3163*373:94173*%691: : : 

Lincoln : : : : 85: 127: 121: : : : : t : 26h; : : : t : 

Manzano 3 : 2 : 20: 32: 8: : : : : : : 203 t 3 3 2 : 

Santa Fe 3: : : : Kos 50: 13: 3ls 52: Yl: 32: 7S: YO: 378 3 : 3 : : 

: : t : : 3 3 : : 2 : : : : : 3 : : : 

$ i t t. 3 $ : : t : : : : : : : $ : 

New Mexico: : 66631053: 656: 618; 4233 : 3 : : 2 21030: : : : : : 

2 : : : t : 3 : : : : : : : : : : : : 

© Apache : : : : 475: 204: t : : : : : : 52: : : : : : 

Goconino 3; : : : 75: 50: : : ? : : : : 1273 : z 2 : 2 

Coronado 3: : : t 238: 253: : t : : 3 : : 228: : : : : t 

o Crook io 3 : : 52: ab: 3 : : 3 t 5 : re : t 2 3 2 

Prescott 3 : : : 54; 86; : : : : : : : 118; : : : : : 

Sitgreaves;: : : : 91s 30: : 3 $ : : t : Bhs 3 : 2 : + 

Tonto : : : : gh 28 : : : : : : : 96: : : : : : 
Tusayan 3 : : : 47: 69: : : : : : : : 5b: : : : : : 

t : : 3 : 2 : 2 t ? : t : 3 : : : 2 : 

: : g : : t : : : t : 2 $ : : 2 : : 

Kaibab : 700 (area open to hunting) : t 2 : 3 : (650) (390}(626) : : y 

2 : : : : : 3 : : : t 3 : t t : : : 2 

t : 3 : : : : : : : : : s : : 2 : 3 : 

Arizona ? : 762; $8031063: $27: : : : : : : : 740: : : : : : 
(Omitting : : 3 z : : : t : : ? : : : : 2 t : t 

Kaibeb) : 23 : 3 3 : : t : 2 : 3 : ? : 3 ? : : 

: : : : : : : : : : z : t : : : t : : 

( N.Mex.& : 3142831913:1719; 14453 : : : : : : 21770: : : : t : 

( Arizona ; riod; : : : : : : : ' it : : : : : : , 

apes rere niente Neen we a Ne ene 

°91d boundaries, throwing Glifton country to Apache and considering Apache-Detil boundary as Str 

"Reliable figures gathered by "Gila Patrol".
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Copy for Mre Leopold. nai 7] 
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Legal Deer (Bucks) Eilled on National Forests \ 

(According to Estimates of Local Forest Officers) 

For st : ils +: 1914 +: 917 +: i988 : = 1919 

ecto ann SSSA 

3 t : 45 3 253 144 

No record found of kills made in 1913 ~ 1914. Figures are for 

present Datil only, and do not include kills on District taken over by Apache. 

Aching Forest Supervisor.



sth cides doa commen Se be 

(\eeording to Ustimtes of Local Forect yy ER 2 ‘099 | i 
te Lu, ae 1. § 

For at : 1983 : I9%4 +s IIT +s i958 + 1919 % 
nm = * 

! * 5 ae 

i 9 139 241 : 250 ‘ 600 As 21 ‘ : 

\ i 

*Estimate of 600 killed in 1914 based on data furnished by Sportsmen's 

Association of Southwestern New Mexico, and is believed to be too high. 

**Te War and "flu" epidemic reduced the number of hunters in 1918, which 

accounts for the smail kill. 

Gila Supervisor: Leopold's figures for 1926 and 1927 based on the “Game Patrol" are 417 and 691 tespectively whereas the Supervisor's report shows 346 and 629 respectively. Is there any explanation for the diser please include it heres fy ee eee 

The “Game Patrol” figures were compiled from reports submitted by all 
parties taking part in the patrol and necessarily include some duplication 
whereas the Supervisor's report is based on rangers’ reports which stl 
to eliminate this duplication and are more apt to represent she actual number killed. Ze /. _ 

eS 2g ON fi



CAME ESTIMATE: (930 REGION ONE 

PREDATORY GAME ANIMALS GAME ANIMALS KILLED | FISH LAW ose Sees ra | AWIMALS CUB BEANIEE ANMISES VL ED BY MAN BY PREDATORY ANIMALS| PLANTED | ENFORCEMENT wT a | tae TT ar or i ie te a eee he Per er poe “ASES (CONVICTIONS Deer|E/k Moose! ME \ MP he. boil se A Wolf Beavers Fox Morbi Mink|Otter| Misc \Elk \Deer | or” NO’ Stare | Eth Deer MoosdGoats| Shee, eae SheeplGoat Lynx |C/2" Goake|Slack\Griax yen BA [a 
[Absaroka }3/0|275| 96 [ros] - [280] 20 | ~ [vao] 75 | 5 | — | 746] 96 |795|159 | 10 |2a0| «69 bw | — [35 | — fess|aonr | | 5 | —| — | - ]460,000 —|-]-] 
Beartooth \ioo| 79 |20 |éo| - |ros| 2 | 4 |ses|/as| / | 3 [eco] a6 |320| 290| ~ |2s0| 7 | @ | ~[¢ | - [40] mone | — [5 | | —| — [as0000 [7 [2 [ols] [= bod ns] va | # [er z00|ao 200] = es] 77 [va] — [2a | — lexa|won? |— |x} | ~ rove sao [aiverroot fos nal [a5 leas] aes] 7 | = laod| nal a | 1 [rrs|evolres| az] « braoleo |wo| 7 |2r| = |seolwonr| 7 vs atartw | 2oaco0t—t—T oto 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE _~ a 

FOREST SERVICE ¢ 

G LsaeTaEc 
Fish & Came, Wee, Ue WASHINGTON 

Geneus, 1929 + July 7, 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

In Charge, Game Survey, 

42] Chenistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Deer Sir: 

Snolosed is a atetement showing estimated numbers of big geome eni- 
male om the national forests of the United States as of beceaber Sl, 1927, 
1928, end 1929. 

Antelope 

‘the national forests as « whole show an increase of 1,726 antelope 
during the year 1929, or 20 per cent. ‘The Stete showing the greatest in- 
eveese is Srizona, for which State national forest officers report 64 per 
cent more antelope than were reported in 1028. Our records show that 173 
antelope on the national forests were killed by hunters during 1929, ond 
about 180 were killed by predatory srimals. 

Sgar, black end brown 

: The statistics indicate « decrease of 1,567 bleck and brow bear 

during the yoar, or 3 per cent. In the forests of Oregon alone the decrease 

ie shown as 1,428, or 90 per cent of the muuber reported as of December Sl, 

1923. ‘This decline is dus to a revision in the estimete. Attention should 

also be called to an apparent lose of 1,505 im Michigan ond Minnesota. ‘This 

ie due to the fact that the forests in these two States were trensferred 

during the year to Region 9, and the new Region was not sufficiently organ- 

ized to fwnish complete reports. 4 few other forests show decreases, but 

om the whole there is a rather generel increase in mmbers of black and 

brown bear, notably in the forests of Washington State where S55 more cre 

reported for 1929 than for 1028. ‘The Regions report a total of 5,452 beer 

killed by hunters during the year. 

Boer, grizaly 7 

Grisaly bear on the national forests have shown @ slight increase 

of ebout 2 per cant for each of the past tro yeers. Aside from Alaske the 

venge of the grizaly bear on national forests is limited to those of eight 

States. Ag Will be noted by the summery some 74 per cent of the animale 

listed im thie colum, or 2,000, are found in Alaska. This sumber includes 

the 4iaske brown bear. Compared with other States the grizaly beer would 

seem to be thriving in the national forests of Monten, where more than 500 

were reported. Om the other hand a sharp decline is indicated in the State 

of Washington, or a drop from 100 in 1928 to 19 in 1025.



Saribou 

Only 20 caribou were seen on the national forests in 1929, all of 
which were in Alaska. The decline in caribou is attributed to the disap- 
pearance of the herd on one forest adjoining Canada, and it is assumed 
that the herd has shifted its range to Canada. 

Deer 

The tabulation indicates an increase of 7 per cent in this species 
during the past year, or the same rate of gain that 1928 showed over 1927. 
West Virginia is the only State reporting a decrease in the number of deer, 
and in this ease the number involved is too small to have an appreciable 
effect. As ig indicated elsewhere, no data are available for the national 
forests of “ichigan and “innesota, With these exceptions deer are report~ 

ed for every national forest. A total of 50,506 deer were killed by hunt- 
ers on the national forests in 1929, and approximately 85,890 by predatory 
shimals. 

eee 

An increase of almost 6 per cont is shown since December Sl, 1928. 

While elk are not so widely distributed as deer they have spread over a 
rather large area. Out of 151 forests 97 report elk. During 1929, 5,114 
elk were killed by hunters on national forests, and about 925 by predatory 

animals. 

pose 

The apparent decline in numbers of moose is due to lack of estimates 

from Minnesota, which State in 1928 reported almost one-third of the total 

number on all national forests. ‘The forests of only four other States and 

Alaska contain moose, but all of these save Pennsylvania show an encoureg~ 

ing increase. Huyters killed $1 moose on the national forests in 1929, and 

predatory animals killed about 20. 

Mountain goats end mountain sheep 
The distribution of mountain goats on the national forests is lim- 

ited to those of five States (including Alaska). Im each of these States 

a slight increase over the 1928 figure is reported, which for the country 

as a whole amounts to about 9 per cent. Hunters killed 564 mountain goats 

on the national forests in 1929. Mountain sheep are more widely scattered 

than mountain goats, but for the national forests as a whole a decline of 

11 per cent during the year is shown. The greatest difference is in Alaska, 

where the mmber dropped during 1929 fram 2,000 to 1,000. Hunters killed 

114 mountain sheep during 1929, but the decline is attributed largely to 

disease and predatory animals, the latter accounting for 605 mountain sheep 

and 602 mountain goats. 

Very truly yours, / 

€.@ Ka ebfed 

Enclosures. he Sasistant Forester.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE fr. “ae F 5 Cn 

FOREST SERVICE % wt 
. ; 

ar SERVI 
Fish & Gane, eGo, WASHINGTON, 

Game Census, 1930 3 0, 

May 25, 1931. 
Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

In Charge, Game Survey, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Sir: 

i take pleasure in enclosing for your information our estimates on 
big geme enimels on the National Forests as of December 31, 1930. The num 
bers represent the nearest approximation that can be made by experienced 
field officers who are in constant touch with the wild life on the National 
Yorests. You will understand that these estimates do not include animals 
on Yange in public and private ownership outside the Forest boundaries. 

ANTSLO Ps 

4 comparison of present estimates with those of the three preceding 
years shows that antelope on the National Forests are steadily increasing 
im mumber. With only 7,665 in 1927 we now show 11,142, or an increase of 
45 per cent; this in spite of an uneuccessful attempt to establish a small 
herd on the Wichita National Forest in Oklahome, where only one of the ani- 
mals eurvives. ‘the outlook as « whole is decidedly encouraging. As 4 
general rule it my be said that antelope in eaptivity or in fenced enclos- 

ures d> not seem to thrive, while those living in a wild state are asking 

satisfactory progress. 

BRAR, BLACK SND BROWN 

The number of black and browmm bear romains stationary, or nearly so. 

The slight decrease indicated may be the result of more exact counts. Our 

records show that 5,339 bears were killed by hunters on the National Yoreste 

during 1950, which is believed to be lower than the actual number kilied. 

There is a general belief that the totel kill does not equal the naturel in~ 

CTOSBS. 

Boek, GRAY 

This ie another species which shows a slow but steady gain. ‘The 1930 

figure exceeds thet of 1929 by 5 yer cent, and that of 1927 by slust 9 per 

sent. Considering five-year averages, however, the records indicate a de- 

@line in this species. 

2B 

Our statistics show that one species of deer or another is present on 

every National forest. Inereases are #0 general that in some Yorests the 

supply of feed is insufficient to keep theu well 
nourished during severe win- 

ters, snd resultant overbrowsing has proved injurious to range and other re- 
sources. This is particularly true of the herd of mule deer on the Knibeb



National Forest in northern Arizona. Under cooperative agreement with the 
State of Arizona, hunters have been permitted on the Forest for the past 
several years, but es yet the forege and browse have not been restored to 
their original productivity. last year 5,033 deer were killed by hunters 
on the Kaibab Forest, and it is estimated that over 1,900 were killed by 

predatory animals. 

Barly in June a further study of conditions on the ground is to be 
made by the Forest Service in cooperation with game experts representing 10 
organizations interested in game, &s well as game authorities in the Bureau 
of Biological Survey and the Nationel Park Service. A representative of the 
American Netional Livestock Association will secompany the committee making 
the exemination, which among other things will consider the relationship be- 
tween deer browsing and cattle grazing on the area. 

BE . 
The elk is another big game animal whose renge is widely distributed 

and which thrives under varying climatic conditions. For several years an 
estimated increase has been reported over the country as a whole. Some of 
the western States have open hunting seasons on elk, and 4,352 were killed 
by hunters on the National Forests during 1930, 

MOOSE 

The range of the moose on National forests is limited to those in five 
States and Alaska. The Forests in Wyoming, which contain the largest herds, 
report a slight decline in the mumber of moose. An estimate of the moose in 
Minnesota was not secured during the past year. The figures used are believed 
to be conservative. 

MOUNTAIN GOATS AND MOUNTAIN SHEEP 

Mountain goats have increased about 4 per cent and mountain sheep slightly 
over 1 per cent during the past year, In the case of the former the range is 
limited to the Forests in five States, including Alaska. Three mountain goats 
are shown for the Harney Nationel Forest in South Dakota for 1930, the first re- 
ported there during the past several years, All the Regions containing mountain 
goats report an increase excepting Region 2. In that Region 12 mountain goate 
which were on the Colorado National forest in 1929 are not included in the 1930 
report, since the animals were not seen during the year. 

While mountain sheep are not so restricted in their range, the increase 
during the lest year is negligible. In fact the 1930 figure is 9 per cent less 
than that for 1928, possibly due to more conservative estimates and loss from 
disease. 

A total of 525 mountain goats and mountain sheep were killed by hunters 
on the National Forests last year. 

Sineerely yours, 

ae QO 

Enelo: é sure Be @ EB Rachford, 

Asetetant Farester



ESTIMATE OF BIG GAME ANIMALS ON NATIONAL FORESTS 

As of December 31 each year 

1930 - 1931 - 1932 e 

: Antelope t Bear : Deer : Elk : Moose : Mountain Goate : Mountain Sheep 

i Y Black or Brown Grigaly ° i i : : 
- Forest £1930 1931 1932 : 1930 1931 1932 1930 1931 1932: 1930 1931 1932; 1930 1981 1932 ;1930 1931 1932 ; 1930 1931 1932 : 1930 1981 1932 

"REGION 1 
~~ TDAHO Tlearwater om 370 13 1,720 795 40 270 A 

Goaur d'Alene = «s ais Re 1}195 85 a oe se 
Kenikey & 91 2 1,195 oe os 25 a 
Nezperce . 669 6 7,875 420 61 411 148 
Pend Oreille zs 295 35 2)240 es oe 90 as 
Selway +. 695 33 7,400 4,850 401 1,090 a 
St. Joe oe 249 aes 1,620 187 16 149 se, 

Total Idaho . 2,687 89 23,245 6,337 518 2,085 148 

MONTANA 
Tosaroks « 250 20 1,310 275 96 ae 105 
Beartooth 105 2 1,100 19 20 ae 60 
Beaverhead 98 126 on 13580 680 360 497 50 
Bitterroot ae 255 iz 2)050 175 11 835 85 
Blackfeet os 350 52 3,600 167 78 32 ve 
Cabinet . 750 42 9.400 340 7 275 85 
Custer 485 +e +: 175 s+ +e +. os 

Beoriodge + 104 5 1,360 1,070 100 500 95 
Fla thea +. 550 206 3, 000 13637 54 670 a 

Gallatin 15 475 25 2,225 ‘550 210 5a 200 
Helena . 3365 ee 3,500 715 Fe & os 
Jefferson - 158 3 4485 375 ae ne ae 
Kootenai + 610 34 7,750 238 nL 1i4 60 
lewis @ Clark «+ 208 70 13255 4,615 55 610 605 

Lolo os 395 4 4120 15 3 “s 15 
Madison . 300 20 2,300 390 175 re 545 
Missoula mes) 525 2 3,750 785 295 663 265 

Total Montana 500 5,496 526 53,560 13,006 1,568 4,196 2,170 

SOUTH DAKOTA 
Custer 500 o oe 10 “ oe o- we 

WASHINGTON ee 
Yanikeu a 293 2 1,860 Bp < ee fe 

Totel Region 1 1,000 8,476 617 78,675 19, 343 2,086 6,231 2,018 

REGION 2 
© COLORADO ftrapaho a ne 10 1,610 1,590 + oe 157 

Cochetopa 60 a1 Ba 2,900 254 = es 380 
Colorado RS 180 a 4,835 708 Re a 17 
Grand Mesa a 44 as 1,960 850 G5 a 6 
Gunnison ef 293 4 7655 1,058 oo dei 1,060 
Holy Cross oe 225 on 8,200 1150 ES os 270 
Montezuma ee 345 ee 880 148 oe = 34 

Pike 12 54 Ge 3,055 800 se a Bee 
Rio Grande ee 81 36 1)355 823 & BS 105 
Routt o. 330 o 815 192 oe . 235 
San Isabel 30 72 Ss 1,820 96 ee 3 189 
San Juan as a7 3 1410 826 be = 185 
Uncompahgre ae 335 ae 13210 102 op oe 410 
White River = _.e 145 ay 3.675 1,275 ne pie 80 

Total Colorado 102 2,684 uw 36,380 10,472 a oe 3,450 

WEBRASKA 
Nebraska ae a ~ 96 os i ae es 

OKLAHOMA 
Wichita * 1 4 375 350 “s oe . 

SOUTH DAKOTA 
Bisok Hills o = ae 2,480 16 ee ee ee 
Harney Ee = pees 2,734 228, a wi aes, 

Total South Dak. .. an 65 5,214 341 fe 3 oS 

WYOMING 
Bighorn + 235 99 5,480 4,450 a sy 55 
Medicine Bow 100 193 ac 3,785 530 ae ie 6 
Shoshone 420 295 65 3,875 2,975 183 a 900 

Washakie a 145 26 945 2110 125 nee 545 

Total Wyoming 520 868 91 14,085 10,065 308 ee 1,506 

Total Region 2 623 3,556 108 56,150 21,228 308 3 4,956 

* Wichita National Forest in Oklahoma also contains 292 buffalo and 72 longhorn cattle.



ESTIMATE OF BIG GAME ANIMALS ON NATIONAL FORESTS (Sheet 2) 
Estimates as of December 31 of each year 

1930 = 1931 ~ 1932 
. : Antelope z Bear 2 Deer t Elk 3 Moose ; Mountain Goats : Mountain Sheep 

: Black or Brown: Grinaly =: : : : : 
Forest 11930 1981-1982 : 1950 1931 1992 : 1930 1981 1952: 1930 1931 1982 =: 1950 1931 1932 {1980 1991 1932 1930 1981 1998 £1930 1981 1932 

REGION 3 
ARIZONA 
Tpache— 10 176 1 12,300 45 a * os Coconino —-3, 300 70 2 8,300 440 a aS Be Coronado 40 60 3 17/800 on e - 2i0 Crook a 138 3 22;900 30 Sc ae Sp Prescott 550 10 an 4,500 Bs a a i Sitgreaves 65 18 es 2)450 2,160 ve es Se Tonto 40 150 BS 32300 25 ea fe 36 Tugayan 675 6 ms 1800 25 Ss es was 

Total Arizona 4,690 623 9 68,350 2,715 ~ 245 
NEW MEXICO 
Kpache 40 15 1 14,400 ie ao ee 0 Carson ss 70 2 1000 es os a ie Dati 800 45 3 7800 Ks 2 a of Gila 190 245 12 42/100 10 e as a Linooin as 86 as 11}500 5 a 2g 176 Manzano 5 15 a 1450 oe oe EG os Santa Fe og 390 ae 3,000 276 is we a 

Total New Mex. 1,035 925 18 81,250 350 a “s 175 
TOTAL REGION 3 5,716 1,548 an 149 , 600 3,065 oe oa 420 
REGION 4 

ARIZORA 
Kaibab o os . 23,000 ce es as 30 
IDAHO 
Boise a 290 ia 8,550 975 me 390 wi Cache a 45 a 13350 350 a oe ee Caribou BS 295 oe 945 132 9 on oe Challis uid 225 ae 3,300 85 Bs 120 175 Taaho 76 720 i4 97380 480 i4 270 810 Lemhi 2,100 94 o 3, 082 as 2 us 55 Minidoka 3 es ES 950 22 on Re ss Payette ms 165 Qs 5,300 120 as 56 106 Salmon is 252 7 4,418 79 5 230 ne Sawtooth = 105 me 1}100 75 a 140 60 Targhee uA 275 ea 480 400 ual oe 20 Weiser ae 285 as 2,000 250 oa ea 20 

Total Idaho 2,223 2,761 a 40,855 2,968 181 1,315 1,452 
WEVADA 

Humboldt 45 a es 2,259 5 ee a as Nevada 120 os ee 2,700 os es ae 108 Toiyave a1 a a 11975 a ed a 40 
Total Nevada 196 " ve 7,034 a0 - « 145 
DH 

Tebley vs “4 . 1,940 56 5 6 uw Cache eS 40 ‘ 1900 635 os oa we Dixie os Be o 13; 000 80 ie ve Bs Pishlaxe . 10 ra 20/700 385 us as BS LaSal ta 16 a 1,285 7s os ve 96 Men ti oa 35 es 8;800 1,200 ne a 5 Minidoka + oe ae 120 se on “ : Powel] a iy i 2,800 oe oS ea a Uinta o 35 z 21075 800 te ee BS Wasaton om 40 ate 21289 49 ie = 87 
Total Utah “ 234 1 54,749 38,108 a Ee 169 WYOMING 
Taritou os 10 ee 20 ee Targhee ms 185 20 60 520 67 s 20 Teton os 255 46 2,765 17,200 1,760 es oes Wyoming nd 327 _15 680 2/810 532 aS 435 Total Wyoming =. a1 81 3,625 « 20,530 2,69 oo 1,240. TOTAL REGION 4 2,419 3,772 103 129,163 26, 603 2,510 1,315 3,136



ESTIMATE OF BIG GAME ANIMALS ON NATIONAL FORESTS (Sheet 3) 

Estimates as of December 31 of each year 
1930 - 1931 - 1932 

: antelope : Bear : Deer : Elk : Moose : Mountain Goats : Mountain Sheep 
: : Black or Brown: Grizzly : : : : : 

Forest 21980 1931 1982 : 3930 1931 1932 : 1930 1931 1992: 1930 1931 19s2 : 1930 1931 1932 : 1930 1931 1932 : 1930 1931 1932 : 1930 1931 1932 

REGION 5 

CALIFORNIA 
Engeles co oe + 4,368 a as oe 40 
California of 500 Bb 25,000 ae a es oe 

Cleveland oe 2 o9 3,400 7) os ais ve 
Eldorado a9 350 oe 11,800 a . a6 we Inyo ae 15 aa 10; 000 es 5 200 Kamath ao 1,400 is 19,000 os +. as re Lassen 200 750 ee 14, 200 o o- oe ats Modoc 700. 15 Be 21,300 0 ay ee oe 
Mono Be 129 ss 2,525 ae oe co a 
Plumas + 900 a 17; 500 20 oe ee a San Bernardino. = a) 5,000 a o as 108 P Santa Barbara =. 50 ue 17,500 ob “ a ae Sequoia oe 550 os 23,000 oe a a 225 

Shasta 300 850 o. 13,225 60 . ae a 
Sierra +. 400 es 20'000 ve 30) ms 30 
Stanislaus ais 900 ce 19,800 ae os ca ee Tahoe + 1,473 oo 14,880 ue oe o os Trinity oe 700 aaa 16,800 ie a) ee ao 

Total California) 
TOTAL REGION 5 )1,200 8,984 . 259,298 a7 o . 600 

REGION 6 

OREGON 
Tascade ae 350 ee 5,227 255 aS & a Grater .. 355 ve 5,050 60 2 se 98 Deschutes 125 225 30 2,800 mn ws o e Fremont 10 46 aa 3,423 a ag ae = Malheur 50 165 Re, 3,360 100 a me ea Mt. Hood eb 945 & 2,085 137 oo ue Ma Bchoco a 81 a 13360 20 ue oe as Santiam 275 ae 2}410 20 aa no me Siskiyou + 1,010 ae 13,500 35 a a a Siuslaw ~ 500 oe 6,950 430 us ad ~ Umatilla oR 810 oe 11,275 3,100 me iS 90 Umpqua oe 430 bo 3,200 ss es . oe Wallowa as 390 a 8,300 2,161 a 5 60 Whitman ary 690 = 15 {580 2,597 aes ay wee 

Total Oregon 185 6,272 ee 84,520 8,956 ee ce 60 
WASHINGTON 
Uhelan a 988 3 4,582 Pe re 1,508 6 Columbia “ 700 te 1300 200 oe 12 es Colville +e 200 oe 2}800 oe en ae a Mt. Baker Be 1,600 6 25950 10 ie 1,190 is Olympic a 2}080 me 8,500 7,000 ae 2 BA Rainier a 800 és 3)400 1500 = 95 a Snoqualmie we 655 on 1,110 6 ea 500 By Wena tohee se 1,020 as 4,500 91 ar m0 ee 

Total Washington -- 8,043 15 29,142 8,801 os 4,017 6 
TOTAL REGION 6 185 14, 315 15 113,662 17,757 . 4,017 66 
REGION 7 

ALABAMA 
‘Alabama oe oe oe 500 ae +e oe oe 

ARKANSAS 
“Ouachita - 2 ee 1,245 ee we a aS 
Ozark eit mts es — 109 a a —s pace 

Total Arkansas os 2 * 1,945 or = ee ne: 

FLORIDA 
Thoctawhatchee oe 10 oa 350 oe +e oy + Ovala oe 12 & 2,200 oS os Be oe 
Osceola as 100 et —100 oasis sais mess a 

Total Florida o. 122 a 2,650 Ne os ee ts 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 

White Mountain .. 800 ve 3,000 os 4 a ee



ESTIMATE OF BIG GAME. ANIMALS ON NATIONAL FORESTS (Sheet 4) 

Estimates as of December 31 of each year : 
1930 - 1931 - 1932 

: Antelope 2 Bear 3 Deer t Elk 2 Moose ; Mountain Goats : Mountain Sheep 

: : Black or Brown + Grizzly : : : : : 

Forest +1930 1931 1932 : 1930 1931 1932 : 1930 1931 1932 + 1930 1931 1932: 1930 1981 1982 : 1990 1931 1932 : 1930 1931 1932 : 1930 1931 1932 

REGION 7 (Cont'a.) 
H.CAROLINA ~ Nantahala— oe 4 ea 85 on an ae = 
Plaga as amr a 5,531 38 ae as ES 

Total N.Carolina .. 181 0 5,616 38 ts es oe 

PENNSYLVANIA 
Bilegheny 300 e 5,000 4 oa os o 

TENNESSEE 
Ther okee a 8 ve 225 a < o as 
Unake aes 20 eS 10 as ES es ae 
Total Tennessee .. 1s & 235 a6 ve es wie 

VIRGINIA 
Watural Bridge .. 200 o 12 1 on a oe 

Shenandoah 1 350 Ban a as as a an 
Total Virginie .. 550 ae a 15 do = 8 

WEST VIRGINIA 
Wonongehela.- 300 50 30 a ec a6 a 

TOTAL REGION 7. 2,273 19,057 uz 4 = i 
. 

REGION 8 
° 

ALASKA : 
Chugach . 2,500 1,100 500 oe 520 5,500 1,000 
Tongass o 3,250 2,700 63,000 a4 ait 4,800 sees 

Total Alaska ) 
TOTAL REGION 6) .. 5,750 2,800* 63,500 14 580 10,300 1,600 

REGION 9 

MICHIGAN 
Huron oe 50 ary 175 oe ae oe +e 

MINNESOTA 
Chippewa a 60 = 1,200 e u “6 s 
Superior as 1,395 ae 7,300 oe 2,265 as ans 
Total Minnesota. . 1,455 ts 8,500 i 2,276 es i 

TOTAL REGION 9 1,505 a 8,675 as 2,276 aia = 

* Includes Alaska brown bear.



ESTIMATE OF BIG GAME ANIMALS ON NATIONAL FORESTS (Sheet 5) 

Estimates as of December 31 each year 
? 

1930 - 1981 - 1932 
: t Bear 5 : : : : 
: Antelope ; Black or Brown: Orizaly 2 Deer 3 mk : Moose : Mountain Goats : Mountain Sheep 

REGION : 1930 1931 1932: 1930 1931 1932: 1930 1931 1932: 1930 1931 1932 =: 1930 1931 192 : 1980 1931 1932: 1980 1931 1932 : 1930 1931 1932 

SUMARY BY REGIONS 

REGION 1 1,000 8,476 61? 78,675 19,343 2,086 6,231 2,218 
2 623 3,556 108 56,150 21,228 308 3 4,956 
3 5,715 1,548 27 149/600 3,065 ie a 420 
4 2,419 3,772 103 129/163 26,603 2,510 1,315 3,136 
5 1}200 8,984 «e 259; 298 er fe a 600 
6 185 14,315 15 118; 662 17,787 ae 4,017 66 
7 oe 2,273 aie 19,057 7 4 os os 
8 ee 5,750 2,800" 63,500 14 580 10,300 1,000 
9 ae 1,505 = 81675 Se 2,276 oe as 

Total All Regions 11,142 50,179 3,670 877,780 88,214 7,764 21,866 12,496 

STATE SUMMARY BY STATES 

Alabama a5 Pn “s 500 ss a +. ie 
Alaska ES 5,750 2,800" 63,500 14 580 10,300 1,000 
Arizona 4,680 623 9 91,350 2,715 = “ 275 
Arkansas * ie a 1,945 oe oe o. ae 
California 1,200 8,984 a 259,298 87 oe ms 600 
Colorado 102 2,684 1? 36,380 10,472 ae “ 3, 450 
Florida +s 122 ee 23650 oe os +s ae 
Idaho 2,223 5,448 10 64,100 9,305 669 3,350 1,600 

Michi gan + 50 os 175 ee oe oe 
Minne ao ta ee 1,455 oe 8,500 oe 2,276 ee oe 
Moxtana 500 5,496 526 53,560 13, 006 1,868 4,196 2,170 
Nebraska s as ae 96 a5 os ae 
Nevada 196 Ss ae 7,034 &S Fs os 145 
New Hampshire a 800 es 3,000 as 4 Bs oe 
New Mexico 1,085 925 18 81; 250 350 & a 175 
North Carolina “ “lei o 5,616 38 . ne 
Oklahoma 2 4 oe 375 350 “ a 

Oregon 185 6,272 Eo 84,520 8,956 ee a 60 
Pennsylvania +e B00 ae 5,000 4 ae ts ae 
South Dakota 500 iM ae 5,224 Bal eA 3 Ge 
Tennessee oe 18 235 me es Aa es 
Utah ae 234 io 54,749 3,105 ne os 169 
Virginia ae 550 ve 81 75 ae ee oe 
Washington a 8,336 wv 31, 008 8,801 as 4,017 é 
West Virginia :. 300 ae 30 va as ay A 
Wyoming 520 1,645 1 17,610 30,595 2,667 ss 2,846 

Total all States 11,142 60,179 3,670 877,780 88,214 7,764 21,866 12,496 

* Inolwjes Alaska brown bear.



ESTIMATE OF BIG GAME ANIMALS ON NATIONAL FORESTS 

As of December 31 each year 

1930 - 1931 - 1932 

: Antelope 2 Bear : Deer : Elk : Moose : Mountain Goats : Mountain Sheep 

i {Black or Brown Grizaly is e : : : 

Forest $1930 1981 1932 : 1930 1931 1932 1930 1931 1982: 19301931 19g2; 1930 «1931 «1932 :1980 1931 1932 ; 1930 1931 1932 : 1980 1931 1932 

REGION 1 
TDAHO Tlearwater 9 a 370-375 13 Ol 1,720 1,785 795 825 40 47 270-282 . oe 

Coaur d'Alene oa a 318-335 Se os 1,195 1,140 86 80 o ae +. as BG 

Kenikeu a ae 91 (101 2 2 1;195 1,115 a a ey 350 (is ay se 

Nezperce o . 669245 6 3A 7,875 = 5,975 420 250 61 40 411 10 148 = 100 ’ 

Pend Oreille oo 295 320 35 20 2,240 2,035 o. 10 ve as 90 115 mi oe 

Selway oo o 695 = 609 33 15 7,400 7,450 4,850 4,390 401 180 1,090 1,015 a o 

St. Joe pes une: 249 __293 as 1,620 _1,530 187 210 ag” 2 149 _'147 Se nae 

Total Idaho oo ae 2,687 2,278 89 47 23,245 21,030 6,337 5,765 618 289 2,035 1,588 148 100 

MONTANA 
Kosaroka oe 16 250 255 20 31 1,310 1,750 275 385 96 «147 as oe 105 133 

Beartooth tes 105s. Bie 1}100 : 79 ae 20. veers 60 oe 
Beaverhead ae ao 126 © 303 oe 2 1,580 3,250 680 865 360 428 497 555 50 0-157 

Bitterroot . o 255 700 12 20 2,050 4,100 775 «1,100 111 «150 835 1,100 85 200 

Blackfeet oo oo 350 = 370 52 53 3,600 2,650 167 185 7m 71 3235 < on 

Cabinet +s u 750 520 42 20 9,400 5,000 340 290 9 oe 275 (155 85 18 

Custer 485 = 733 me 145 en oe 7115 2,360 oe 95 af 12 on ee a 54 

Deer lodge o 104 200 5 zs 1,360 2,715 1,070 1,420 100 260 500 600 95 95 

Flathead is 550 440 206 146 32000 3,000 11637 1,590 BAS 670 675 anaes 
Gallatin 15 1 475 585 25 31 2,225 2,730 550 720 210 331 oe + 200 300 

Helena + ie 335 = 360 ae 1 3,500 3,975 715 855 ve 1 ao af oe a 

Jefferson oe oe 158 oe 3 ae 4,485 a9: 376 oe oe oe ve ae asi ae 

Kootenai . oo 610 615. 34 34 7,750 7,700 238 310 a 27 114 (128 60 120 

Lewis & Clark oe . 208 380 70 16 1,265 9, 625 4,615 5,220 55 49 610 600 605 570 

Lolo on) BG 395 B49 14 61 4,120 7,275 B15 «2,220 3 108 ve ROB 15 165 

Madison ae good ee 2 2,300 390 . 178) ) se Somes 545 Be 

Missoula Se 525 +. ers 3,750 __»+ 785 as 295 __. 663 ++ 265, Ss 

‘Total Montana 500 0-863 5,496 5,722 5260-465. 63,560 52,130 13,006 15,255 1,568 1,617 4,196 4,103 2,170 1,869 

SOUTH DAKOTA 
Custer —S»s 500s. Bp a oe 10 ” na on ack an ey, ee oS ” 
WASHINGTON 
Kaniksu Be a 293 315 2 . 1,860 1,850 . o an 3 Sol ee ae 

Total Region 1 1,000 863 8,476 8,315 617 9-512 78,675 75,010 19,343 21,020 2,086 1,909 6,231 5,691 2,818 1,969 

REGION 2 
“COLORADO 
‘Arapaho 2 oD ne 113 10 10 1,610 1,685 1,590 1,650 ee ee es 157-132 

Cochetopa 60 65 91 97 Ss ie 2}900 3,200 254 300 es ae Oe 380 369 

Colorado ee a 180 9-205 ee ae 4,835 5,775 708 825 oe oe eS ae 17 134 

Grand Mesa a5 oe 44 39 oe a 1,960 2,430 850 61,010 oe 88 ee oe 6 ed 2 

Gunnison a + 293-349 4 1 7,655 9,050 1,058 1,195 Soe oo ae + 1,060 1,090 

Holy Cross a . 225 «(127 a oe, 3,200 3,650 1,160 1,465 aay 20 ie o 270 320 

Montezuma tess 345345 ee 880 880 ag "160 ow Sa ho woe 344 

Pike 12 ie 54 68 oe +e 3,055 4,045 goo 1,155 on, | 3* oe. os 222 250 

Rio Grande we o 81 81 as 3 1,355 1,445 823 860 esi We . . 105 =: 150 

Rout t ss ae 330-333 o “ 815 810 192 940 oe tt oe a 235 230 

San Isabel 30 35 12 716 om oe 1,820 1,645 96 125 iS . oe . 189 148 

San Juan a . 37l 385 3 3 1,410 1,530 826 995 a o. . 185 205 

‘Uncompahgre ae . 335-325 os as 1,210 1,315 102 145 ee oo oe . 410 385 

White River ese att 145 135 mee nee 3,675 = _3,700 1,275 1,400 ee eee Ee eases 80 64 

Total Colorado loz «le 2,684 2,678 uw 17 36,380 41,160 10,472 12,215 ee) ee ee . 3,450 3,511 

NEBRASKA 
Nebraska oc oe os ee a) . 96 968 a - em [ee we + . 

OKLAHOMA 
Wichita * 1 Es) 4 4 és 375 400 350 375 eo ese oe, ae oe 2 

SOUTH DAKOTA 
Black Hilis- ae = Be Ee Pe oe 2,480 3,010°* 16 175 Me) os a oo ee +s 

Harney eee ey eee a ea 2,734 = 1,140 225 = 00 fe) ees al | tty erie 2 

Total South Dak. .. o BA oe se bo 5,214 4,150 341 255 mo ss 3 oo a5 2 

WYOMING 
Bighorn ne a 235 255 we 1 5,480 6,075 4,450 4,495 as 2 ee . 55 50 

Medicine Bow 100 100 193 228 an ae 3,785 4,066 530 =, 530 ae ob wc . 6 6 

Shoshone 420 370 295 280 65 68 31875 4,025 2,975 2,900 aes 302 ie o 900 880 

Washakie oe) ats 145 28 —86 28 945 = 1,080 2110 2,260 agp —2e8 a 545 __550 

Total Wyoming 520 470 868 878 91 95 14,085 15,195 10,065 10,185 30s 309 ae! ae 1,506 1,486 

Total Region 2 623 «(582 3,556 3,560 los 49:12 56,150 61,000 21,228 23,030 308 309 3 oe 4,956 4,999 

* Wichita National Forest in Oklahoma also contains 292 buffalo and 72 longhorn cattle. 
aesi: * on " 7 399 ” 76 8 * 

** some of these deer are in that portion of the Black Hills Forest that extends into the State of Wyoming.



ESTIMATE OF BIG GAME ANIMALS ON NATIONAL FORESTS (Sheet 2) 

Estimates as of December 31 of each year 
1930 ~ 1931 = 1932 

: Antelope : Bear : Deer : Elk : Moose : Mountain Goats : Mountain Sheep 

: : Black or Brown: Grizzly : : : : : 

Forest :1930 1981 1932 $1930 1931 1932: 1930 1981 1982: 1930 1981 1982 : 1930 1981 1932 : 1980 1981 1932 : 1930 1951 1932 : 1930 1981 1932 

REGION 3 

ARIZOI 
ae lo | 10 175-200 tes 12,300 15,500 45 60 wei os Do ae Se as 
Coconino 3,300 3,900 10 80 2 +: 3,300 4,000 440 500 oo BS i me ea oe 
Coronado 40 50 60 70 3 3 17,800 18,100 ae ae oe os oe 210 210 
Crook a + 135 160 Bw 22/900 22,900 30 30 ro a we rs 

Prescott 550 © 600 10 10 ns 4500 5,000 ae a Be ee eos SS can 
Sitgreaves 65 (125 is 30 wanes 2}450 2,800 2,150 4,500 an 55 be oe 
Tonto 40 60 150 100 sete 3,300 4,100 25 10 oa ee chu kes 35 40 

Tusayan 675 __700 5 10 =e 1,800 _3,000 25 50 fas) eae as aes ee 

Total Arizona 4,680 5,445 623 660 2 38 68,350 75,400 2,715 5,150 ie co 245 260 
NEW MEXICO 
Kpache 40 40 15 70 1 a 14,400 16,500 ae os ae oe aa oe ae) 
Carson ae oo 70 70 2 2 1,000 1,000 +e 5 +e oe oe a oe ee 
Datil B00 ©: 900 45 50. 3 3 7,800 9,200 a ee ae Sa ns a o ws 
Gila 190-170 245 © 260 wz 6 423100 41,600 7 90 en! Ot, 10D oe ae 
Lincoln a oe 85 80 nal ae} 11,500 13,000 5 5 7 a. se ae 175 100 

Manzano 5 . 16 10 ey .- 1,450 1,600 oe ss oe oe oe oe . ne 
Santa Fe se ae 390 450 ase, aes 3,000 _ 3,900 275 660 eel) ee ae at 

Total New Mex. 1,035 1,110 925 990 18 il 81,250 86,800 350 760 oe oe oe oe 175 «100 

TOTAL REGION 3 5,715 6,555 1,548 1,650 er 4 149,600 162,200 3,065 5,910 oe + ae oe 420 350 

REGION 4 

ARIZONA 
Yaibab— ve ae ea sr) me Se; 23,000 15,000 50 ea cy ARE Poe 30 © 30 

IDAHO . 
Boise we ee 290 375 cay ee 8,550 10,050 975 1,225 were 390 500 we ee 
Cache Be . 45 48 aa . 1,350 «1,275 350 395 on aie oe me ae 
Caribou a ee 295 285 So ee 945 1,450 132 95 9 ou eer od eae 
Challis 110 15 225 225 se se 3,300 3,150 85 BB ne 8 120 185 175 750 
Idaho mi +: 730 © 665 14 (14 9,380 9,050 480 a 4 1 270 ae 310 290 
Lemhi 2,100 2,425 94 95 ee te 3,082 3,350 ne oo eS 2 ns 148 5566 
Minidoka oe oe ae as ee ee 950 1,400 22 oo wel oe ee +: oe 2° 
Payette is ae 165 = 205 a a 5,300 = 7,250 120 170 ae, <8 50 10 100 120 
Salmon 13 oe 252 | 297 Tow 4,418 4,400 79 40 5 Oe 230 268 2 198 
Sawtooth ae a 105 100 ae a8 1,100 1,200 15 90 oe ote 140 140 60 60 
Targhee ao ga 275 «195 con: 480 595 400 460 121 107 eel” a 20 25 
tieiser is 285 _295 Byes. 2,000 _2,205 250 _405 ee aed 20 __20 

Total Idaho 2,223 2,500 2,761 2,785 a i 40,855 45,375 2,968 3,465 151 138 1,315 1,191 1,462 1,519 

NEVADA 
Dine ae “ ae) Gs ce es 100 100 S “ Oe ce = Se 
Humboldt 45 50 ae 2 8 co 2,259 2,645 ee 1 se eo ay ee 

Nevada 120 120 oy + oe oe 2,700 2,750 + oe oo oe oe 105 105 
Toiyabe a 25 Sa ee aS 1,975 _3,600 2: mates Cas a im age 40 _40 

Total Nevada 196. 195 ee 2 ne o 7,034 9,095 «e a ee a es oo 145 (145 

ant 39 1,660 ” 55 ‘ohley a “ a ie 1,940 1, 56 ee ae ene 
Cache = eS 40 (26 See 11300 _ 2,075 635 685 ae ay os iy) e8 
Dixie a . ie + sal ee 13,000 14,500 80 2. eo) a ae os aS 
Fishlake . a 10 5 Gi WOE 20,700 28,000, 385 460 a es aoe ae 
LaSal a ¢e 16 83 tes 1}225 1,350" oe 2. aie) Se nee 95 110 

Man ti o. os 35 (184 aoe 8,800 10,000 1,100 960 a ee oe y ue 
Minidoka ae o ee “. pmane 120 60 canes a is aaa 
Powell we se 1 14 a i 2,800 2,900 SS SS ae eee S ie cw ge 
Uinta a . 35 «118 Sa 5 21075 2,250 800 500 i oe Ses 
Waeateh eae 40 137 eae ss 2ire9 _2,520 49 65 ae ee b7 43 

Total Utah #6 ee 234 © 496 a 1 54,749 65,315 3,105 2,725 oc ee oO ne 169 «179 

wyourng 
Tartbon we s 10 15 ea on 20 20 ae 1S é a 
‘arghee ‘2 185 135 20-20 60 145 520 565 65 oes 20 25 

Teton ee L 255 245 46 46 2,765 2,700 17,200 17,200 1,760 1,455 Be 885 925 
yoming sees 327 290 15 15 680 185 2,810 3,125 532 __ 605 was) (ees 435 __442 

Total Wyoming oe oy 777 = «685 6. Bl 3,625 3,650 20,530 20,890 2,39 2,135 = . 1,340 1,392 

TOTAL REGION 4 2,419 2,695 3,772 3,968 103 (96 129,163 136,435 26,603 27,081 2,510 2,273 1,215 1,191 3,136 5,265 

*Inoludes about 150 deer on that part of La Sal Forest extending into the State of Colorado.
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ESTIMATE OF BIG GAME ANIMALS ON NATIONAL FORESTS (Sheet 3) 

Estimates as of December 31 of each year 
1980 - 1921 - 1932 

: Antelope Bear : Deer : Elk : Moose : Mountain Goats : Mountain Sheep 
: : Black or Brown; Grizely : : : : : 

Forest 11930 1981 1982 : 1930 1981 1952 : 1980 1991 1932; 1930 1931 1932; 1930 1931 «1932 ; 1980 1951 1932 : 1990 1951 1992 : 1930 1931 1992 
REGION 6 

CALIFORNIA 
‘Angeles We a oa Pe o Be 4,368 4,800 a S ee. a a 40 58 California o ce 500 350 oe 25,000 25, 000 oe oe . oe o oe as oo Cleveland o ws 2 3 a. 3,400 3,900 7 9 oe oe ae . aa oo Eldorado on cio 350 410 o oo 11,800 11,650 oe o + + . +6 se Inyo i ate 15 15 ee oe 10;000 10,000 ate . aia “ ae o 200 200 Kamath ae o. 1,400 1,400 as + 19%000 19,000 u es ae! oe i a vs Lassen 200 255 750 "670 mB “ 14}200 20,000 eo * ac is a Modoc 700. 800 15 20 ey oo 21,300 24,800 ae oe “ ea o xs x ae Mono oe * 12996 A - 2,525 2,525 ae + ce ES a oe 1 Plumas ae 300 800 a - 17/500 16,655 20 20 Bd 2 o i ae San Bernardino .. oo oe +: Os oo 5,000 10,000 . o ee ee a ve 105 95 Santa Barbara =. . 5060 aa o 17500 17,500 ms ne ee. a oe z ae Sequoia oe 550 453 oa . 23,000 17,550 a ae es n on 285 1 Shasta 300 550 850 900 oO o 13/225 20,709 60 100 ie as lt ea es ee Sierra, . 400 600 os o 20,000 20,000 a a Sas eS ee 3050 Stanislaus +. . 900 900 & . 19,800 20,600 i ox com <a es S ae i Tahoe + 1,473 1,100 eo 14/880 19,880 i a a =e Me i + Trinity eee 700 _'715 Re es 16,800 _19'800 ees moss ee sass: ae ee 
Total California) TOTAL REGION 5 )1,200 1,605 8,984 8,482 ae o 259,298 284.360 87 129 ae . ea ay 600 405 
REGION 6 

OREGON 
Tascade o o 350 300 on “ 5,227 5,250 255 265 Me Pe ma . o Crater eeese 355 350 me me 5,050 7,565 60 80 ae ; : ies te Deschutes 125 160 225 380 ee 2 £05 3"860 er oe : 06 oe . 
Fremont 10 275 4600«O45 a es 3423 4,100 a .* Sec: ae ae oS ab Malheur 50 . 165 190 eG ae 3,360 4,710 106 160 a En a os oe Si Mt. Hood Soce 945 © 945 a ee 21085 = 2,810 137 125 ome. | n u Os = Qohoco one 81 87 Bs + 13360 1,850 a 5 2 n un u a Santiam oy . 275 325 Be oe 23410 2,510 20 20 ae bg ea oe . oe Siskiyou ee 1,010 1,160 ae os 137500 14,000 35 35 wes es a : Ss Siuslaw a + 500 347 ee ae 6,950 7,000 430 440 5 a mA Be a oe Umatilla . . 810 170 ee oo 11,275 12,200 3,100 «3,185 “ sd oo oe au . Umpqua sie o 430 450 ae o. 3,200 3,250 a os ae 4. ae oe a ss Wallowa. os . 390 = 450 ee 2 8,300 10,300 2,151 2,516 ae ca 20 og 60 61 Whitman a 690 __658 pip) tao 15,580 _19,550 2,597 _3yP25 ee wee ge ues Se 22 

Total Oregon 185 9 425 6,272 6,457 oe 2 84,520 97,955 8,956. 10,160 is a" ae ee 60 61 
WASHINGTON 
UheTan o o 988 1,250 3 2 4,582 7,905 =e a we . 1,508 6 Columbia a we 700 775 ss . 1/300 1,425 200 210 Lt oe 2;p08 10 6 . Colville ae se 200 200 Bis ae 21800 4,800 ee mse +. nf . Mt. Baker Canes 1,600 1,600 é 4 21950 3,075 id oe cad 1,196 1,370 2 Olympic tee 2/080 1,650 o. + 8,500 7,680 7,000 6,000 ee 5 oe L ag ee Rainier ae a 800 1,000 ae ee 3,400 3,600 13500 3,100 a ° 95 160 as ais Snoqualmie oe oe 655 660 ine oe 1,110 1,150 ae 10 i oe 500 550 ae o Wenatchee Se EE, 2,020 1,020 26 (=f 4,500 _4,685 91 110 ea eS 710 775 ran es: 

Total Washington o o 8,043 8,155 15 il 29,142 34,320 8,901 9,430 ag oa 4,017 4,380 6 6 
TOTAL REGION 6 185 9 425 14,215 14,612 15 13 113,662 132,275 17,757 19,590 oe es 4,017 4,380 66 67 
REGION 7 

ALABAMA 
“Rabama eel ss ra Pa a . 500 Sco os oe <n -.. oe Pe oe . 
ARKANSAS 

“Quachita a a 2 4 ee oo 1,245 1,120 ee we 00) a ais o eo . Ozark eae a on se ee 700 __700 A ny 28 ie ea a sis am 
Total Arkansas ae sie 2 4 a o 1,945 1,820 Be o. ie a ne o re oo 

FLORIDA 
Thoctawnatonee ., 10 10 10 oa o- 350 360 0 . Coe as os ES Ooala oe te 12 25 SF 2,200 2,000 a a: SA + ws S Osceola pati ors 100 150 ee) ees 100 —125 a wala aS os a a isi ne 

Total Florida oe 10 122 185 os . 2,650 2,475 . . ve . aie oe os . 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 

White Mountain ‘ae oo 800 880 is Sa 8,000 3,945 ae oo 4 10 a ve ee oo



ESTIMATE OF BIG GAME ANIMALS ON NATIONAL FORESTS (Sheet 4) 

Estimates as of December 31 of each year 
1980 - 1931 - 1932 

: Antelope t Bear 3 Deer t mlx % Moose : Mountain Goats : Mountain Sheep 

: : Black or Brown + Grizely : : : : : 

Forest +1990 1931 1932 : 1930 1981 1932 : 1980 1931 1932 + 1930 19a 1932 : 1930 1981 1982 : 1930 1931 1932 : 1930 1931 1982 : 1930 1931 1932 

REGION 7 (Cont'd.) 

CAROLINA 
Nantehala— . oo 4 6 . . 85 100 on ve . as oe ee os . 
Pisgah a im7 250. mee 5,531 8,675 poo ae Be. a aes 

Total N.Carolina .. a 181-256 o a 5,616 95,775 38 25 on oo oot a on 

PENNSYLVANIA 
‘Kilegheny ——. eo 300 300 re . 5,000 5,000 4 5 a ee oes eS 

TENNESSEE 
~Ther okee #6 Pe 8 10 es . 225 425 os . ae an ae 

Unaka aes oe ee ae LO ene ath ate mee, es a eee Geek 
Total Tennessee .. . 18 25 os on 235 440 a oo o oo ee oe . . 

VIRGINIA : 
Watural Bridge .. ee 200 250 a + ue 15 15 75 Ben) ee 2p 00 on. ‘yp 
Shenandoah = 4. se 350-270 ae 188 se tt mee, ee eee oaeeaee 

Total Virginia .. oe 550 520 a “e a 150 15 15 me ee se gi ge 

WEST VIRGINIA 
Wonongahela-. + 300 300 39 “ 30 100 is 3 Pb Be ch a0 roe nee 

TOTAL REGION? .- 10 2,273 2,470 “ tte 19,057 20,305 7 105 4 0 aie ae oe ae 

REGION 8 

ALASKA 

Chugach ae as 2,500 2,000 7,100 27209 500 S00 oe 4 520 425 5,500 5,000 1,000 2,500 
Tongass an a 3,250 3.750 1,700 1,900 63,000_ 75,000 14 12 60 _85 4,800 _6, 000 as eis 

Total Alaska ) 
TOTAL REGION 8) .. as 5,750 5,750 2,800* 3,000" 63,500 75,600 14 26 580 500 10,300 11,000 1,000 1,500 

REGION 9 

MICHIGAN me rs on 
Hiawatha** ‘ 45 8 1,745 ss Bs 3 sy 
Huron oo MG 50 30° te o 175 soo) oD us ee ms oe es a a 

Marquet te** oo +e . a ant ee om 8 2 it 

Ot tawa** — 60 ae 3,000 = aa: aed a 
Total Michigan Ba 135 ae B95 @ 
MINNESOTA 

~~ Chippewa ee + 60 60 os - 1,200 1,550 ae oe 1 10 yea oe os oo 
Superior ces 1,395 1,540 er ees 7,300 74,100 me us 2,265 2,820 tt aot 
Total Minnesota... oo 1,455 1,600 a + 8,500 8,650 o- 14 2,276 2,830 on oo . oe 

WISscoNsIN es 
Flambeau** 2 3,000 os - a 
Moquan** . 4 as 200 “ ‘i : i 
Oneida** mes 43 nes ‘3.200 =— =_ ~ ad 

Total Wisconsin oe 54 o 6,300 a we ee ey 

TOTAL REGIONS .. .. 1,505 1,789 es . 8,675 20,345 4 2,276 2,834 ec: ae ” 

* Includes slaska brown bear. 
** New Forests, established during 1931. 

.



ESTIMATE OF BIG GAME ANIMALS ON NATIONAL FORESTS (Sheet 5) 

Estimates as of December 31 each year 

1930 - 1931 - 1932 
: 4 Bear : : t : t : Antelope : Black or Brows t Grizzly + Deer : Elk : Moose : Mountain Goats + Mountain Sheep 

REGION : 1930 1931 1932: 1930 1931 1932: 1930 19a 9s2: 1930 1932 1932: 1930 1931 19a2_: 1930 1931 1932: 1930 1931 1982: 1930 1931 1932 

SUOARY BY REGIONS 

REGION 1 1,000 863 8,476 8,315 617 512 78,675 75,010 19,343 21,020 2,086 1,909 6,231 5,691 2,018 1,969 2 623 582 3,556 3,560 108 112 56,150 61,000 21,228 23,030 308 309 3 ee 4,956 4,999 3 5,718 6,555 1/548 1/650 27 14 149,600 162/200 3,065 5,910 oF ea ae ae 420 350 4 27419 2,695 3,772 3,968 103 (96 129/163 138/435 26,603 27,081 2,610 2,273 1,315 1,191 3,136 3,265 5 15200 1,605 8,984 8,482 as #s 259,298 234/360 ar 129 * on Pe us 600 "405 6 185 425 14,315 14,612 15 13 113,662 132,275 17,757 19,590 oe “a 4,017 4,380 66 67 7 ae + 25273 2,470 se oe 19,057 "20/305 a7 105 4 10 ee 5 a a 8 ae . 5,750 5,750 2,800* 3,000* 63,500 75; 600 14 26 580 500 10,300 11.000 1,000 1,500 9 L 2 1,505 _1,789 ae ai 81675 _ 201145 ms 14 2,276 2,834 se as 1 2 
Total All Regions 11,142 12,725 50,179 50,596 3,670 3,747 877,780 969,330 88,214 96,905 7,764 7,835 21,866 22,262 12,496 12,555 

STATE SUOURY BY STATES 

Alabama = 2 2 se as 500 600 ee Pe oe Pa oe ss me -. Alaska Be .: 5,750 5,750 2,800" 3, 000* 63,500 75,600 4 26 580 500 10,300 11,000 1,000° 2,500 Arizona 4,660 5,445 623 660 9 3 91,350 90,400 2,715 5,150 oe eo ca + 275 280 Arkansas + +. e 4 od te 1,945 1,820 ae a a ce vs +. a o: California 1,200 1,605 8,984 8,482 oe oe 259,298 284,360 87 iH oe a oe oe 600 405 Colorado 10200«12 2,684 2,678 ly 17 36,380 41,160 10,472 12,215 a0 . a 3,450 3,511 Florida a o. 122 "185 a ae 2,650 2,475 ee - a os a oe ive -. Idaho 2,223 2,500 5,448 5,063 no 61 64,100 66,405 9,305 9,230 669 427 3,350 2,779 1,600 1,619 Miohi gan Be gs 50 135 e . 175 5,195 5 a s 4 on . ae - Minne go ta ee Be 1,455 1,600 a oe 8,500 8, 650 ee 14 2,276 2,830 ie oe ne . Montana 500-63, 5,496 5,722 526465 53,560 52,130 13,006 15,255 1,568 1,617 4,196 4,103 2,170 1,869 Nebraska op ss a as aa + 96 95 ae a9 ae ee Vs . ae as Nevada 196195 ae 2 oa + 7,034 9,095 oe i a 20 es ‘ 145 145 New Hampshire es a 800 © 880 aa ae 3,000 3,945 Ss oe 4 10 ee ao a ae Hew Mexico 1,035 1,110 925 990 is) 81/250 86,800 350 760 od me me aa 176 100 North Carolina Ee se 181-256 aa ee 8616 5,775 38 25 a6 ae ea eS i a Oklahoma 1 me 4 4 ae + 375 400 350 375 a ea ee = uf fs Oregon 185 425 6,272 6,457 ce 2 84,520 97,955 8,956 10,160 & oe . 60 61 Pennsylvania 8 - 300 300 ie o 5,000 5,000 4 5 oe oe oe ” eo 2 South Dakota 500 es - a 24 + 5,224 © 4,150 Bal 255 oa a 3 o ee oe Tennessee c S 18 25 oa + 235 440 ae o. a . nb + ce os Utah ae es 234-496 y 1 54,749 65,315 8,105 2,725 ae ‘ ee + 169 179 Virginia os * 850 | 520 3 26 81 150 75 75 oa “s ee +: E oe Washington ee aS 8,336 8,470 iv ll 81,002 36,170 8,801 9,430 23 3 4,017 4,380 é é West Virginia Sao 300 | Be oe *. 30 sd Sats A . . i pend Wyomin 5i 6 . 2 18, 84 , 2,667 2, ae °° . 
Wyoming, eo _420 1,645 a 17 146 17,610 30,595 s 66 “ eg 2,846 me 
Total all States 11,142 12,725 60,179 50,596 3,670 3,787 877,780 308-335 88,214 “96,908 7,764 7,855 21,866 22,262 12,496 2,555 

* Includes Alaska brown bear. 

°
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REGION ONE NATIONAL SORESTS 
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F&G form A 

Park 2 SUMMARY OF ANNUAL GANIE REPORT 
RLGION ONE NATIONAL FORESTS 
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—Credotory Animale Killed on Nations! Forests \ State and Federal Game Qefiges and Preserves \ Game Arezs by Admin, Restrictions Meoting |"Low Lak | Deer Seen by larest Officers 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE mo Ler [ct re 

FOREST SERVICE I ere geet 
Hy or 

oT SERVicg 
@ WASHINGTON 

Fish & Gene, a. Oe, —_ 

Game Consus, 1931. July 25, 1932. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

In Charge, Game Survey, 

421 Chemistry Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

: Dear Mr. Leopold: 

For a muuber of yours you have been furnished a copy of Forest Serv~ 
ice estimates of big game animals on National Forests. I om sure you appre~- 

Giate the fact thet an inventory of resources is basic to the formulation of 
plens of management. The Forest Service recognized this fact a great many 

years ago, and initiated a plan by which the local men would record the best 
date available om the verious species of game animals found on their districts. 
It was realized st the beginning that the records would not in all cases rep- 
resent the actual numbers of geme animale in any one locality where large 
mumbers existed. Continucus observations over a long pericd of years, more 
aceurete methods of estimating, and actusl counts in epecific instances have 
iuproved these estimates. checks which have been made in specific cases have 
shown thet in each instance the estimates ware conservative and under rather 
then ehove the numbers reported. it may be stated that numbers recording 
only a few head of big gune animals by forests are more accurate than when 
the numbers reach the thousands. 

The collection of these data has enabled the Forest Service t keep 
abreast of what was actually happening in the verious localities. It has 
pointed to the possibility of overstocking of game range, especially with 
deer and elk, and has enabled the Forest Services to prepare for meeting an 
inevitable problen of overstocking if numbers were allowed to continue to 
inerease. On the other hend, it has enabled the Gervice to take steps look- : 

ing toward inereeses where conditions justified that action. 

‘the imuediate application of game management plans, however carefully 

prepared on the most reliable date available, is not always possible under 

the prevailing situation. ‘The Forest Service has full authority te deter~ 

mine the uses to which National Forest lends will be put. It also has auth- 

ovity to develop lend management plans. In the case of all resources except 

wilé life, it has authority to execute those plans. In the case of wild 

life, however, the Forest Service has relied upon the various States for the 

establisheent of bag limite and sesems, whieh constitutes the only available 

means of regulating numbers to the productive capacity of the area.



Under existing State laws and because of public sentiment the ad- 
justment of seasonm and bag limits, except in a few States, is a slow 
Process. This is responsible for mumbers of stock in a few areas having 

exceeded the permanent capacity of the ranges. While overgrazing under 
these conditions prevails, adjustments are now being satisfactorily ap- 
plied in cooperation with the verious States. 

This statement is issued at the present time to indicate t you 
the main purpose of the estimates on gime animals, the difficulties en- 
countered, and the way in which they point to needed management in advance 
of the conditions becoming critical. 

In Previewing the enclosed estimates you will find a good many 
changes between 1950 end 1931. ‘These changes are due to four primary 
causes: 

i. A more reliable estinate. 

2. Consolidation of Forests, as has occurred in Region 1. 

3. Greation of new Forests, as in Region 9. 

4 4n actual increase or decrease. 

Considering all Forests, the estimates show what may be considered 
& satisfactory trend in condi tions. 

Very truly yours, 

, G. BE. ° 
Enclosure. Bac . 

Re



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

6 orev 
Fish & Gane, WeOe,y Ue WASHINGTON 

1930-31-32 July 12, 1033. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

421 Chemistry Building, 

P Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Me. Leopold: 

Enclosed for your informtion is a copy of our census of big game 
animals on the National Forests for the three-year pericd 1980-32. While 
in the case of sum of the eualler herds thie census is based upen actual 
counts, in many instances the figures are extimated. ‘The estimates areas 
accurate as Forest officers can mke them, end since these officers are 
frequently on the ground and constantly on the alert to observe signs of 
wild life, it is believed that no more exact figures cen be obtained at 
present. In the case of the larger dear end elk herds, the estimates rep- 
resent th» nearest five. It should be borne in mind that these figures 
apply to animis in the Netionel Forests only, and have no reference to 
enimeis within the various States which occupy range outside the National 
Forests. 

Suttelope 

‘The 1962 figure is 19 per cont higher timn that for 1930, and 3 per 
cont higher than that for 1931. ‘These animals are found in the National 
Yoreste of nine western States only. 11 of tie antelope which were placed 
wpen the Wiehita Netional Forest in Oklahows « few years ago have died. 
They 444 not seen to thrive in a fenced inclasure, and disease ané injuries 
were responsible for the extinction of this emall herd. How tt the Porest 
ie being fenced, theze animeis will heve a more naturel environment, and we 
expect to mesteck with entelope as soon as possible. 7 

Black and Brown Bears 

The increase of these animals has been amall but steady, the 1952 
estimate being 4 per cent higher than that for 1930 and 3 per cent higher 

than that for 1951. However, these animals are present, though often in 

amell maabers, in almost all eof the States which have National Forests. 

Grissly Bears 

The increase in grizzlies of 40 per cent since 199) appears to be 

qaite large, perticulerly in Alaska where the reported number jumped fran 

2,800 to 4,800. As will be noted, this nuzber includes the Alaska brown 

bears, on which species recent investigations end studies have mde pos- 

sible more reliable estiates.



Deer 

AS Will be observed, the distribution of deer is more widespread end 

the numbers greater than that of ony other big game animal on the National 

Forests. ser of one species or anc ther are present on all of the Forests. 

In order t prevent death and disease due to starvation and undernourishment 

on account of searcity of feed, regulated reductions have been found neces- 

gary im both Arizonn end North Carolinas. In the Kaibab Forest in Arizons, 

undsr cooperative agreement with the State, the area has been thrown open to 

hunters for a specified season each year; also for « time predatory animels 

were allowed to take their toll, which under natural conditions tenis to keep 

numbers of deer down. In the Pisgeh Forest in North Carolina, regulated hunt- 

ing wes practiced in order to reduce the herd of deer on the Forest to the 

nomal carrying capacity of the range. 

wak 

Next to deer, elk are more prevalent on the National Forests than any 

other species of big game snimal. The incronse in elk has been faifly general, 
and sinee 1980 for the Forests as « wile amounts to 18 per cent. 

Mogae. 

The nuuber of moose continues to rewain fairly stationary, the differ- 

enee since 1930 amounting te only about 1 per cent. 

Mountain Goats 

These animals are found in the Forests of only five States, including 

Jlaske, where almost half of the totel mmber are reported. For the Forests 

as e whole a slight decréase, amounting to about one-half of one per cent, is 

indicated since 19%. 

Mountain sheep 

While the mumber of mountain sheep is estimated to have declined by 

50 head, or less then one-half of one per cent, since 1931, the 1952 figure 

represents a slight increase over the 1950 estimte. 

Very truly yours, 2 

cin ) 

Enclosure» Assietent . 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE c oT ~ 

FOREST SERVICE Oe oP" 

NORTHERN REGION hp 

os 

ADDRBSS REPLY TO UF 

REGIONAL FORESTER unite 4 FEDERAL BUILDING 

AND REFER TO MISSOULA, MONTANA 

G 
Fish & Gane April 16, 1954. 
Statistical Report 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Ave., 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I take great pleasure in handing you herewith a copy 
of the game or wild-life estimates for all of the National 
Forests of Region One, whieh includes Montana and Idaho north 
of the Salmon River. 

In comparing this report with those of past years, it 
will be noticed that there are some marked fluctuations in the 
number of game animals on some of the Forests. This has been 
caused partly by the consolidation of Forests and partly by 
better game counts secured through game studies. 

We have been making steady progress in our winter game 
studies. During the past winter we have had one man on five 
months' detail making a study of the big game in the Sun River 
drainage, including the Sun River Game Preserve. This man has 
been assisted a part of the time by a State Deputy Game Warden. 
We have also-had two men working in the Flathead River drainage 
in the Spotted Bear Gase Preserve, and another two in the Big 
Prairie territory in the South Fork. These men also expect to 
be on this work for a five months' period. They are doing an 
exceptionally good job gathering data on movements of game, 
climatic conditions, snow depth, range conditions, forage, and 
habits and condition of the big game. 

The men are divided up into three parties of two men 
each. Snow measurements are made at strategic points along 
their routes of travel, and snow conditions and depths in the 
most important places are photographed. A photographic record 

is also being kent of range conditions. Somewhat less inten- 
sive studies have been made of the game areas where the smaller 
herds are winterins, such as the Bitterroot, Skalkaho, Little 
and Big Blackfoot, and many others.



Conditions have been favorable to game during the past 
winter, and only light losses are expected. The winter of 
1932-33 was, as you know, very severe on game and no one will 
ever know just how great the loss was, so such winters as the 
one just coming to a close are welcome to all lovers of the 

great out-of-doors and our wild life. 

It is hard to realize how very limited is the National 
Forest range - during hard winters - which is available to our 
big game. Since these Forests, now the home of about 82% of 
our big game, are within the belt of heavy snowfall, it is 
evident that such range is confined to south hillsides, wind- 
swept slopes and "bottoms" with snow light enough so game can 

get at the feed. 

Systematic observations extending over many different 
years and many millions of acres, indicate that winter range 
is, without doubt, the key to the present wild-game situation. 
And since observations show that upward of 70% of our deer and 
elk leave the National Forests during hard winters, it is the 
owner of private lands who now holds that key. 

Some means should be worked out to bring such lands back 
into public ownership for management for game ranges. The 

President's game-management »lan vrovides for this. It isa 
movement to which all interested in the welfare of big game 

might well give their active support. 

Very sincerely yours, 

: — a wis 
ee Gb e9 Lo tAhhhREeY 

“vase //} 
ff 

EVAN W. KELLEY, 
Regional Forester. 

Enclosure 

spe
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WILDLIFE CENSUS 

State Pennsylvania Allegheny National Forest. Year 1935 

Gross area_741, 344 Acres. 

Kill during ndar Yea Population 

mecies B Per MA ota per Uae] Sotel Per ii dc} Total) er MAc 
Black Bear 60 og {None | = fF ~~ so] 8 6 

Elk TC Ce = 
iioose a a a ee = 

Tot. Big Gane [16,897] 22.8 [Sone {=} acer} 2a Pe 6 
Rabbit 25,000] 33.7 | 0 | 40,000 | g [45 632] 61. 
Squirrel, BG 2Fl 6 uel 8.7 | 500) 9 ome 
quirre ed Po.55al 12.9 [1.200] 1.6 [4.5 [3h g20] 47.0 

Raccoon [ys we | of on [7 | 993 | : 
Opossum a 5 

L Pd fe = 
ot.Small Gane [2.5551 56.0 he,yool 22.6 | saausl  7s.7 too ual 13h 

Turke Lione |_| Tt et 202 
Grouse 3,948] 18.8 | 000] 30.8 | ar, qe] 29.6 132.9711 Mb. 
Quail 200] +3 | 100] 1 | 300] Yo] | 26 
Pheasant [30]. owl asl oe | ST ost 67 | 209 
Ducks CO) ee de = 

eose [jaa mete oe | [| me eG = 
Woodcock r250[. 33) 30! 04 | ego] a7] | = 

ey rae hae agai le ote NE ae Me ee = 
S.Tot.Game Birds ioecn 2 
Wild cat Poff ft L.. 

House cat Po; o7f = |  - | sof of 450) 6. 
LS Se ee eee sa 

S.fot. Predators | 50] .o7| - |  - | sof oq 460) 6 
Fox fp (as 
kunk 4 | - [= [oot 5 T5000) el 

Otter ie i Pn i a a =e 
. Marten ane a | Ann a | | =a | ee = 

Min! im 555 | nme [|| 5g | sea 1.0 
_Heasel Peso, | CTC OTT 6,000] ae 

ave ce | NN | | | ae |S | ee 
Muskrat 14.0 

ee ee es oe ee eel ast 
S. Tot Furbearors si 

Lee Ee ee Ee eae ee |) _: 
Porcupine 2.9 

[cee | | a | | a | S| ae 

Total All Species|80,349[ 108.4 [26,235] 35.4 [106,584[" 143.8] iea54ol  ee.o 

“lo. Trappers meee 
Bunting Acciden ae ae aaa ee 
Fata’ sexe ee 
Wonetats [ees | soe | soe [aac Tf OE 
otal XXAX xeex [xo | xxxx | 5 2006} Xxxx XXEX 

= :



STATE GAMS REFUGES 

State. Pennsylvania = Year 1955 

a |_Grazing—Domestic Stock 
Year % Tot} Protection Arforded 
cre- c.c.}| Resident Game Keeper, 

mn ated lAcres lcre 2H. 1S.2G, | used County Warden, Etc. ; 

Refuges on National Forest d_b oopers Acroemon 

Queen Creek 1933 | 40o IN County Warden 

b Totals [xxx [Yoo [ KXXNANK | 

Refuses on State or Private Land (exclués public shooting areas). 

State Game lands 

Golinza #ou4 1919 | 1500 Rosident Game Keeper 

Hallton #28 | 1912] 3000 Keeper died, not yet 
replaced. 

Kalbfus #29 | 1918] 8715 Resident Game Keeper 

ub-totals kcxxx igerg {| sce 
Grand totals xxxx 11361 i Meee r cso. i 

Os
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| WILDLIFE PROTECTION BY FOREST OFFICERS 

State Pennsylvania Year 1935 

lerooment, Cases se Ae, ee oe 

Tot. Disposition a 

(1) xxxxxxxxx  |No. | Pending | Acquitted| Convicted 

Reported to na 

State* State Officers] Investigation 2 2 4g = 

— [i Lele L_ Pro ion 

| sities eo | Forest ismiss i warnings XX XXXEX Rn 

iam alesse : Arrested by Forest Officer : 

oe eee Ie eee 
'*Cases handled chiefly or in part by State Officers 

**Cases handled entirely by Forest Officers. 

| 
emarks } 

Number full time State Wardens 
' 

| 
| Number part time State Wardens _60 (17 regular dep.) (43 extras). 

| Number Forest officers with deputy 

State Game Warden commissions. 2 with Deputy Fish Wardens 

{ Number licenses issued by Forest Officers None 

| Number licenses examined by Forest Officers 5 

| 
Character of violations, reasons for failure 

to secure convictions, etc. (Use extra sheets if necessary.) 

1 - Killing of illegal game 
2 - Hunting without license 
3 - Exceeding bag limit. 

4 —- Killing game out of season. 

Lack of sufficient evidence was the reason for acquittal. 

(1) No cases reported by Forest Officers. : 

~
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Population 

Perhaps the initial step in wildlife management on an area is the 

determination of the numbers of the various species of enimals and birds 

as accurately as possible. Anyone familiar with the situation realizes 

the difficulty in obtaining accurate counts. This is a new field of en- 

deavor and unfortunately there are no proven methods for taking wildlife 

inventories. Each system devised must be sufficiently tried before it 

can be relied upon to give the desired results. In order to test the 

"Game Drive" method initiated on Allegheny Forest in December 1934, drives 

have been made upon twenty-six separate areas during the month of August 

(1935), upon the same areas in December (1935) just following the hunting 

season, and the same areas will be driven again in March (1936). Such a 

test should determine the value of this method of game census on Allegheny 

Forest. 

The gross area actually driven has been reduced from 2% of the gross 

area of the Forest (741,344 acres) to a little more than 1%. This was found 

necessary to insure greater accuracy of count on the individual areas. The 

figures obtained were reduced to a per thousand acre basis, and compiled ac- 

| cording to the five major wildlife cover types for the gross area of the 

Forest. The areas driven represent a good average of the environment found 

on each of the major wildlife cover types. 

The estimate for the number of deer from the August (1935) drives was 

enormous and unbelievable, yet the reason for such figures was not apparent. 

After the December drives, it seems justifiable to say that the impossible 

figures obtained in August were due to a general disregard of instructions 

by enrollees making the drives; which resulted in duplicate tally. All 

deer tallied on esch of the individual areas driven in December vere checked 
by a count of tracks. The weatherman favored the job by supplying fresh 

tracking snow each day drives were made. Few instances of double tally vere 

found; the checking furnished the necessary incentive to obey instructions. 

The figures obtained from the December drives are, therefore, accurate for 

the individual areas, but there may be undiscovered fallacies in the appli- 

cation or compilation of the data, Comparison, however, of the estimated 
(1934) herd and its probable natural increase with (1935) kiXi and size of 
the remaining herd (1935) does not indicate any great discrepeacy. If the 

March (1936) drives are executed as well as the December (1935) drives were 

and the figures do not correlate, it will be apparent that tne failecy lies 

in the method of compilation of these data. 

The number of deer obtained from the December drives (23,1644) is the 
reported figure used as of January 1, 1936. For all other animals and birds 

the drive figures were used as the basis for the estimated number, being 

correlated with other work such as grouse brood survival study, beaver and 

furbearer population study, kill figures, etc. in addition, careful checks 

of several drive areas, both before and after the drive, supplied vaiuable



Wil 
information for the estimate on such animals as bear, opossum, wildcat, - 

weasel, skunk, fox, end house cat. It is extremely difficult to estimate 

the number of migratory birds on the Forest, and since they do not stay Di 

on the Forest, no population figures are given for woodcock, ducks, or we 

geese. Perhaps an occasional pair of ducks and some fifty pairs of wood- ei 

cock nested on the Forest last year. th 

Bi 
The Kill and Number of Hunters Th 

- in 
The number of deer and bear killed during the hunting season was gr 

obtained by a system of checking stations. These stations were located 

at strategic points of entrance to the Forest, Men at these stations ¥: 

tallied only the deer and bear on cars passing the station which were leaving — 

the Forest. The number of hunters was ottained at these same stations by a 

tally of only those hunters entering the Forest. Hach census station ob- A 

tained the following information: p 

t 
1. WNumber of hunters in cach car. 
2. Men or vomen. 

3. Direction of travel. b 
4, Car license number and State. 
5. Deer or bear killed (sex of animal). 

The stations were manned in shifts from as early as 4:00 a.m. to 10:30 pm, 

It was possible to eliminate duplicate tally between those stations where 

this was likely to occur because approximately 90% of the car license num- 
bers were obtained. 

Local hunters residing on the Forest were accounted for by taking 

the population figures for the various townships and reducing them to a pos- 

sible number of nunters on the basis of the number of licenses sold in Warren 

County. This added 2,924 hunters, and by using the success ratio of 11% as 

determined from the checking station figures, added 322 deer to the kill. 

These figures are conservative as those persons living in the rural sections 

generally hunt more and with greater success than the average city hunter. 

Hunting Accidents 

These data were obtained from the local County Game Protectors. It 

is remarkable that with the great army of hunters in the woods, there were so 

few accidents. <A total of five accidents, one of which proved fatal, occurred 

during the open game seasons. 

Sate Game Refuges 

There was no grazing of domestic livestock on game refuges within the 

Forest during 1935. 

Bos



Wildlife Protection by Forest Officers 

The efforts to obtain Deputy Game Protector appointments for the 

District Rangers vero unsuccessful, but Deputy Fish Warden commissions 

were obtrincod for the tvo members of the Wildlife steff. In eddition, 

eight members of the regular force have been given appointments authorizing 

them to enforce the provisions of tne Migratory Bird Treaty Act, Migratory 

Bird Conservation Act, Migratory Bird Hunting Stamo Act, and Lacey Act. 

The wildlife program on the Forest should result in greater activity and 

incrensed interest in the protection of vildlife by all members of the or- 

ganization. 

Fish Planting and Distribution 

Stream stocking on the Allegheny is handled by several agencies, 

largely independent of the Forest Service, consequently, it is almost im- 

possible to furnish complete and accurate figures on fish planting and dis- 

tribution. 

At the present time, fish are being distributed to Forest streams 

by: i 

1. ‘The State Board of Fish Commissioners. 

2, Individuals and clubs requisitioning fish from the Bureau 

of Fisheries and distributing them independently. 

3. “Rod and Gun Clubs - producing trout in local rearing ponds 

for distribution to nearby streams. 

4. The Forest Service - receiving from the Federal Government 

an annual allotment of fry for distribution. 

These agencies are listed in their probable order of importance. 

During the past year the Forest Service has cooperated with these 

various agencies. Many fish, requisitioned by sportsmen, vere actually 

planted by stream improvement crews. These crews also frequently assisted. 

in the planting of fish delivered by truck from the State hatcheries. 

| With approximately one hundred miles of bass water and four hundred 

miles of trout streams, coordination of stream stocking plans is vitally im- 

portant if any successful plan of management is to be developed on the Forest. 

Some progress in this direction has already been made by the Warren County 

Council of Sportsmen cooperating vith the Pennsylvania Board of Fish Commission 

ers. At the present time, the vishes of organized sportsmen are rather closely 

adhered to in regard to species of fish planted in each stream by the State. 

It seems that the Forest Service's part in the picture would logically con- 

sist of working out a complete scientific stocking plan for all Forest streams, 

this plan to be used by all agencies planting fish on the Allegheny. In view 

=3o



of past cooperation, it is believed that all parties concerned would be 

willing to avail themselves of such a stocking plan. 

Stream Improvement ; 

The development and management of fishing resources is a matter of 

increasing importance on the Allegheny. Largely as a result of policies 

thet were originally designed for improved forest practice, the physicel 

conditions on many of the Forest streams are beginning to improve. While 
this improvement will doubtless continue to be closely related to the suc- 

cess of other Forest policies, every change in strenm conditions brings 

new problems, wnich, for satisfactory solution, must be met with management 

pians based on complete and accurate knowledge of the streams involved. 

With the early cutting of timber from the watersheds of the Forest, 

conditions on many trout streams were altered to such an extent that natural 

reproduction of trout was seriously effected. Indeed, within recent years 

it has become a common belief smong many anglers in this area that natural 

propagation, as a means of providing fish for future sport, no longer warrant{ 

serious consideration. With the extensive facilities availeble for producing 
trout in Pennsylvenis hatcheries, it is doubtless true that a high percentage 

of the fish caught by anglers are, and will continue to be, the result of 

artificial propagation and restocking. Even on the Allegheny, it is realized 

that thousands of trout of legal catching size mst be planted annually if 

satisfactory sport is to be maintained for the army of anglers that fish in 

the Forest streams. It is not likely that the principle of sustained yield 
can ever be fully applied to trout streams on the Allegheny. However, no 
program of stream management cen be considered satisfactory that overlooks 

the potential capacity of streams to maintein their fish population. Im- 

provement of watersheds on the Allegheny, with resulting beneficial effects 

upon stream flow and temperature conditions, lessening of the amount of sedi- 
ment carried in suspension, improvement of stream bank shade, construction of 
stream improvement devices to expose gravel beds for spawning, and other 
changes that are being brought about, should ultimately result in the creatia 

of conditions that will make natural propagation not only possible, but a fac+ 
tor of considerable importance. Future management policies on the Allegheny 
should aim at the restoration of natural conditions insofar as such a plan can 

, be successful under existing conditions. 

Streams Improved in 1935 

During the past season approximately ten miles of trout water vas im- 
proved on the Forest as follows: 

1. Bear Creek 

On Bear Creek a section of approximately three miles has 
been improved through the combined activities of tvo crews. This 
stream furnished an excellent example for dexonstration work be- 

wills



cause of the fact that it was greatly in need of improvement, 
conditions called for the installation of a wide variety of 
devices, and because it is potentially a good stream. De- 

spite the fact that prectically all of its watershed has been 

cut over in recent years, Bear Creek, at the time of the pre- 

liminary survey, carried a satisfactory volume of water. Sub- 

sequent examinations disclosed the presence cf fish food in 

sufficient quantities consilering the size of the fish poou- 

lation. Temperature records gathered during the sumner show 
that this stream maintained a lower maximum temperature than 

many others on the Forest that are better supplied with bank 

shade. Al! of these factors, when considered together indi- 

cate that Bear Greek can be made a very fine trout stream. 

Practically ali of Beer Creek that is suitable for year 

around cecupancy by trout has been improved. Recent inspections 

of the improvement installations show that the high water re- 

sulting from fall rains is accelerating the formation of pools 

until good winter shelter is now aveilable throughout the im- 
proved area, 

2. Salmon Creek 

Stream improvement work on Selmon Creek has been limited 
to the construction of experimental devices that should help to 
demonstrate whether or not trout waters demaged by beaver can be 

successfully reclaimed. Much of this stream is todey a succession 

of shallow, mud-filled pools, created by beaver dams. Many of the 

pools are no longer used by beaver, but remnain to serve as set- 

tling basins in which silt has completely covered the original pro- 

ductive stream bottom. 

Salmon Creek offers an interesting problem in wildlife con- 

trol. If, by the removal of abandoned beaver dams and the con- 

struction of special improvement devices to assist in flushing out 

mud and silt, Salmon Creek can again be made to provide a satis- 

factory environment for trout, it will establish an important pre- 

cedent, It is obvious that problems of this nature are going to 

| be encountered frequently in future stream and beever management 
on the Allegheny. The results obtained from experimental work on 
Salmon Creex will do much to point the way for future management 
policies. 

3. Minister Creek i 

Avproximately two miles of Minister Creek have been improved 

to date and plans are under way for the continuation of this pro- 
ject during the 1936 season. 

ie
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Minister Creek is one of the outstanding brook trout 

streams on the Forest. It is also one of the most heavily s 

fished. It lends itself ideally to improvement work and € 

beneficial results are already evident from the devices in- 

stalled during 1935. 

4, The Branch 

Approximately two miles of this stream was improved a 

during 1935, being all of the stream suited for such develop- 
ment. This is one of the streams that attain dangerously high | 
temperatures during the summer months. From observations made 

during the summer of 1935, it appears that this is also one of 

the streams that depends very largely upon annual restocking q 

for maintenance of the trout population. I 
| 

( 
The devices installed on The Branch were designed pri- I, 

marily to improve shelter conditions. By preventing early | 
fishing out of stocked trout on The Branch, results from fish | 

planting should be decidedly more satisfactory. 

5. Spring Creek 

Spring Creek is one of the unfinished stream improvement 

projects that has been recommended for continuation in 1936, 

The East Branch of Spring Creek, where improvement work 
has been concentrated up to the present time, has most of the 
requisites for making a good trout stream. It is particularly 
favored with good shade and a good water supply. With the ad- 

dition of shelter resulting from stream improvement, this should 

become an excellent trout stream. 

Discussion of Statistics 

The Deer Herd ; 

_ Census figures indicate that there are approximately 31 deer per 
| 1,000 acres or nearly the same as was reported last year. Projects which 

have been and are being initiated are designed to furnish more definite in- 
formation on proper carrying capacity. The best available information indi- 
dates that proper stocking should be 20 deer per 1,000 acres. The actual 

figures on the drive areas show the number of deer per 1,000 acres to vary 

from zero to one hunéred and forty-two, which indicates thet there is a 
i sizeable problem in bringing about proper distribution of deer on the Forest. 

| Checks show that the overbrowsed condition of certain areas on the Forest 
| varies directly with the number of deer per 1,000 acres. The weighing of 

| 439 deer during the 1935 hunting season showed a direct correlation between 

| the weights of deer and the number of deer per 1,990 acrésyv— For example, 

| on the Sugar Run area, where there is an average of 16 deer per 1,000 acres, 
| the average dressed weight of buck deer was 126 pounds, and over 33% weighed 

140 pounds (dressed weight) or over; on the Salmon Creek ares, where there 
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is an average of 76 deer per 1,000 acres, the average dressed weight of buck 

deer was 111 pounds and only 7% weighed 140 pounds (dressed weight) or over. 

The figure of 16,837 deer killed includes the following: 

g00 - illegal 
300 - on the highways by motorists 
400 - by farmers (property damage) ‘ 
350 - natural causes 

14,887 - by hunters during the open deer season 
(antlered 4,211, anterlerless 10,666) 

These figures, other than the hunter kill, are estimates based upon figures 

obtained-from-the lecal County Game Protectors. It was necessary to make some 

deductions from their figures since Allegheny Forest is within parts of four 

} different counties. : 

There were two antlerless deer killed to every antlered (buck) deer. 

The season on antlered deer was open for eight days and for antlerless deer, 

three days. Census figures after the hunting season gave a sex ratio for the 

Forest of one buck to five does. The season on antlerless deer was badly 

needed; it not only reduced the size of the herd, but improved the sex ratio. 

Correlations based upon the 1934 deer population figures corroborate 

the census and kill figures for 1935. With a sex ratio of one to five last 

year, there would have been some 22,000 doe deer. If 50% of these deer fawned 

on the accepted ratio of one and one-half, the total increase would be some 

16,500 or ebout equal to the total estimated loss from all causes during 1935. 

Bear 

The legal kill of bear was 40 during the three day open season accord- 
ing to the check made by the census stetions, and Game Protectors reported an 

illegal kill of 20 or a totel of 60 bear. The Forest could well support more 

than the present estimated number of 267 bear. It was rather unfortunate far 

the bear that the open season came so late in the season (December 4, 5, and 

6) and during the open antlered deer season. The total kill figure of 60 
bear is undoubtedly very conservative and it is likely that the reported pop- 

ulation figure is high. Due to the migratory habits of bear in their search 

forfood, it is very difficult to obtain an accurate population figure. It 
is believed that the planned checks of typical hibernation areas on the Forest 

will furnish more reliable figures. 

Small Game 

The 50,759 small geme hunters killed a total of 41,555 small game 
animals and 14,428 game birds. Small game hunters do not compare in numbers 
to the big game hunters, but the number of game killed attests to the success 

of these hunters. 
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The number of rabbits and squirrels have greatly decreased since 
last January 1, 1935. Indications are thet the rabbit decrease is due to of 
a downward tread in the cycle which would not be stopved by any change in t: 

the season or bag limit. There was a very poor mast crop (beech nut and v 
ecorns) on the Forest this year and large numbers of squirrels migrated 
to better food producing creas which accounts for the decrease in their 

numbers, 2 
v 

Studies such as those which are now being carried on within the oC 

Kinzua Wildlife Manazement area (see Root Run Kill Census, page 15) will 
furnish more accurate information on the numbers of small game and birds 

which should be allowed for each predator. It is probable that the allow- pt 
ance of 3.5 per each predator is low. 

Pe 

Geme Birds } 

Grouse studies (see page 16) indicated this year to be a good brood | 
year and census figures substantiated these studies by showing an increase ' 

in the population of grouse on the Forest. There were fewer woodcock b 

killed on the Forest this year due to the fect that the main flight occurred | 
before the hunting season opened. It is estimated that during the flight, f 

there was not to exceed 3,000 birds on the Forest at any one time. t 

Suitable habitat for ring-neck pheasant and quail is somewhat limited 
on the Forest, However, both species heve been introduced on the most suit-— 

able sites. These plantinzs have been only partially successful and neither 
species will perhaps ever become very plentiful because of the lack of proper 
food and cover. f 

During the year 1935, a few plants of wild turkey were made by the 
State Game Comission on some of the best sites within the Forest. Turkey 
at one time were very plentiful, but were largely killed off before the chest-— 

mut blight killed out the chestnut. The loss of chestmt on the Forest, their 
principal source of winter's food, perhaps caused extermination of turkey in — 
this region. Until such time as food conditions improve, it is hardly pos- } 

sible that wild turkey will exist unless artificially fed. The acreage of i 

the so-called osk-chestnut type on the Forest is small and consists largely \ 
of young stands which produce only a limited supoly of acorns. The beech nut | 
crop is ample in good vears, but too unstable to rely upon. The best as— 

surence of successfully re-introducing turkey seems to be the introduction 4 

of some blight resistant chestnut’ or some other equally good food species. f 

Beaver and other Aquatic Fur-bearers 

An inventory of the beaver population and food supoly, together with t 

a simultaneous survey of the cover for the other fur-bearers found near streams 

is approximately 1/3 complete. The remainder is set up for completion when : 

the streams return to normal. The streams not actually treveled within that ; 

portion of the Forest surveyed were reported by foremen of the C.C.C. camps \ 

who were well acquainted with them as having no beaver. All streams suspected 
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‘of harboring them on the areas worked were inspected in detail. Two impor- 

tant sections of the Forest, the Kinzua Management Unit, and Blk County have 

been practically completed. 

_The method used in making this survey follows: The observer tallied 

all dens, signs, and tracks. He also classified the streamside cover as to 

‘value for the various fur-bearers, recorded all beaver houses and dens, and 

classified them as old, new, or abandoned. 

-!]6tal figures for Forest's population were based upon the assumption 

that an equal proportion of beaver would be encountered in the survey of the 

remaining streams as were found to date by the survey. This proportion is 

approximately right according to rough field checks. 

Other fur-bearers found along streams have been censused by a slightly 

different method. Tables were drawn up dividing the streams on the Forest 

into three different size classes, The number in the average family for 

mink, raccoon, muskrat, and opossum was then set up, and an allowance of a 

family unit per section of stream was determined, based upon the value of 

the streamside cover for each of these species. Many miles of cover classi- 

fication was’ at hand from the beaver population survey upon which to base 

figures. The unsurveyed portion of the Forest was figured in proportion to 

the results from the streams covered. 

It is realized that this method does not give en accurate census, but 

the population table based on stream size, cover, and family units was care- 

fully drawn up with due consideration to the habits of all the species and 

the specific conditions on the Allegheny as found during the past season. 

So it is felt that the figures are reasonably accurate. 

Plans are being made to arrive at more reliable figures for theseé 

animals by repeatedly patrolling various sections of typical streams to find 

the correct average populations. 

Trapping and Fur Take 

The total value of the fur take, together with the incidental State 

pounties on weasels, grey foxes, and an occasional wild cat, annually amounts 

to thousands of dollars. Just how large this sum is cannot even be approxi- 

mated at present. Fur resources are recognized as an important source of 

additional income to an integral portion of the Forest's population--the 

scattered rurel residents. Definite steps are in mind to evaluate the fur 

income to these people in connection with a more accurate trapper census out— 

lined below. : : 

Methods for finding the total number of trappers on the Forest to date 

have given only the roughest approximations, Cooperation involving the State 

Board of Game Commissioners and the local fur buyers is being worked out, and 

a better system is expected to produce reliable figures in the future. 
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The number of school boys who set a few traps, and whose zeal is 
closely correlated with the weather, complicate the trapper census. This 
year the trapping season did not open until December 1. The weather was 

very discouraging for any but experienced trappers. The woods were liter- 

ally filled with deer hunters. These conditions materially reduced the 
amount of casual trapping, and consequently, the fur take, for the first 
part of the 1935-36 season. If weather conditions are more favorable, as 
when seasons open in November, the school-boy trappers account for a consid- 

erable catch on the Forest. 

Predators and Rodents 

None of the predators on the Forest are varticularly plentiful. Hunt- 

ing, trapping, and the bounty system keep the several species of predators in 

check. The wildcat is dangerously close to extermination on the Forest and 
it is believed that bounty on this species is no longer necessary. There is 

sufficient knowledge of the predators as a group to safely assert that it is 
not desirable to completely exterminate any of the existing species of pre- 
dators on the Forest excevt the "stray house cat", Planned and existing 
studies will ultimately give us the essential data to adequately control this 
group of animals on Allegheny Forest. 

The house cat offers a problem of immediate concern. Their numbers 

ere increasing and more accurate population and distribution figures are 
needed before an effective eradication program can be initiated. The house 
cat problem might be solved by obtaining the support of the various well or- 

ganized sportsman's clubs within and adjacent to the Forest, A special survey 
is being planned which will furnish the necessary information needed. 

During the year, the number of porcupines has been greatly reduced. 

It will be unnecessary to plan any form of broadcast eradication as long as 
the local game protectors and sportsmen continue to give us such excellent 

cooperation. 

Studies — Management 

During the year 1935, the addition of a yearlong Wildlife Assistant 

and a Wildlife Technician, and detail of a Stream Improvement Technician 
from the Bureau of Fisheries has made it possible to initiate an organized | 

program of fish and game management on Allegheny Forest. Over 9,000 man days 
has been spent on wildlife and fish work on the Forest in the past eight 

months, mich valuable and needed improvement work has been accomplished and 
many study projects started, Before scientific management can be applied or 

a comprehensive plan written, it will be necessary to obtain many additional 
data. In order to obtain these data, the following projects have been under-~ 
taken; 
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Kinzua Management Area 

This area, with a gross area of 53,296 acres, including 

almost the entire drainage of Kinzua Creek, was selected as a 

wildlife demonstration area upon which methods of management 

would be perfected. It was not possible to select an area upon 

the Forest that would be representative of the entire Forest and 

therefore, it may be necessary to initiate some studies upon other : 

; areas. A detailed study program for this management unit has been 

: prepared for approval. 

Census 

A discussion of the game inventory drive method of taking 

census will be found under "Population" on page one of this re- 

porte 

Foods — Carrying Capacity 

In order to scientifically manage the wildlife on the For- 

; est, the next important thing to know after the number of animals 

has been doteriined is how many animels the Forest will support, 

The carrying capacity saould be based upon proper utilization in 

coordination with other forest uses. A tentativo wildlife cover 

map has been prepared for the Forest by using all available data 

from timber and acauisition survoys, supplemented by field checks, 

Such a map is very nocessary, but is not accurate enough for a ; 

Management plan. It is very desirable that a survey be made of the 

entire forest as soon as possible, a survoy which will make an ac- 

curate cover type map and collect tho basic information necessary 

to dotermino the carrying capacity for herbivorous animals. The 

: plan submitted for the Kinzua Management Area has outlined a pro- 

posed method for obtaining this information. The five major wild- 

life cover types recognized in this plan are: 

1 - Old growth 80 years and over. 
2 -— Maturing cover 20 to 79 years. 

3 - Regenerating cover 0 to 19 years. 

4 — Streamside and swamp cover. 

5 - Non-forested areas - (Urban.areas, farms 
. cultivated). 

: These typos are separated into the necessary sub-types such as 

| northern hardwoods, onk-chestaut, northern hardwoods—henlock, 

aspon-pinchcorry, cutover and burn, cic. 

Palatability ; 

In order to obtain more definite information concerning 

palatabilitios, utilization and carrying capacity exclosures are 
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being erected on tho following areas: heavy deer concentration, 

oak-chestnut type, and aspen-pinchorry type. Additionsl ex- I 

closures will be erected on the other representative cover types 
in order tnaat the same data my be obtained for all of the major i 

types on the Forest. These deor-proof oxclosurcs vary in size 
from 1/4 to a full acre, with one-fourth of the area both deer and 

rabbit-proof. The data will bo collected seasonally on quadrats - f 

inside and outside of the exclosuros. ; 

Mast Crop | 

Fourteen movable mil-acre rodentproof mast traps were con- . 
structed and placed in representative cover types to ascortain the 

average size of beech nut and acorn crops. Delay in the construction | 

made it impossible to get theso traps out in time to collect these | 
data for 1935. However, five traps were put out and the experience 
gained will enable the projoct to be successfully carricd on next 

year. To oxclude climbing rodents from the crowns of a few trecs 
which will be isolated by cutting surrounding trees, tin guards 

similar to rat guards on ship hawsers, vill be placod around theo 
bole of the tree. The isolation of a few trees in this manner will 
give data on the percentage of the mast crop used by squirrels. 

Chemical Analysis of Food 

It has been suggested that the small size of white tail deer 

on Allegheny Forest is not due to a lack of sufficient quantity of 
food but to the low nutritive quality of tne food. Some twenty 
samples of summer and fall foods have been collected and a collection 
of winter foods will be made. It will bo desirable to have the Bur- 
eau of Chemistry anzlyze these foods. Comparison of similar ana- 

lysis from other regions will enable us to ascertain the facts of 

this supposition. In addition, soil samples from naturel licks have 
been collected for analysis. 

Stomach analysis 

With the excellent cooperation of the local County Game Pro- 
tectors, it has been possible to collect twenty-one deer stomachs, 

an avorage of almost three per each month for the period of May to 
December, inclusive. The stomachs were obtained from deer killed 

by motorists, except for those collected in December which wore 

killed by hunters, These stomachs, after being proverly prepared, 

are sent to the Biological Survey for analysis. Information on 

species taken and comparative percentages of the various food species 

will be obtained from this study. 

Herbarium 

Approximately four hundred sixty plant specimens have been 
collected. It has not been possible to prepare these specimens for 
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r transmittal to the Burcau of Plant Industry for positive identifi- 
cation. Thoereforc,the exact number of different snecics is not 
known, but it is thovght that this figure might be 250 or 300, 

Seed samples of some 50 species of plants, shrubs, and trees have 
beon collected. Those samples will greatly facilitete stomach and 

crop analysis work. 

Game Food Improvement 

In line vith the belicf that wildlife‘ manogement should 
eventually practice an absolute minimum of artificinl feeding, 

careful attention is boing given the improvement of game food cover 

on the Forest. The present program embodies the utilization of the 

proposed nursery on the Forest for game food plants to stock areas 

of scanty food cover, the devclopment of the Chappel Fork Game Food 

area, the improvement of numerous old orchards scattered about the 

Forest, and the widening of compartment lines to produce additional 

: geome food. The Forest nursery will provide necessary space for the 
production of game food plants. Various projects nov undor vay call 
for the stocking of such plants. It is expected that the Chappel 
Fork area, the orchard improvement project and possibly openings 
along compartment lines will furnish ample outlet for all stock the 

_nursery can produce. The proposed Chappel Fork Game Food improvement 

project located vithin Kinzua Game Management Unit is typical of many 

areas on the Forest and an excollent one for this study.e It comprises 
approximately ten acres of open land surrounded by a stand of young 
hardwoods. A map has bceen made of the area shoving the covor in detail. 

On this aren it is plennod to make expcrimental plantings to deter- 
mine which foods best supplement the native cover and produce the best 
protective cover in relation to food plents. This project will also 
serve as an excellent demonstration area to show sportsmen what the 
Forest is doing in this type of work. 

Further study of compartment line construction work should 
eventually determine the value of the various widths for gamo food 

production and of the slashing of lov value species on small arcas 

to provide additional food. 

Present knovlodge is too meager to warrant extensive programs. 

Improvement of Old Apple Orchards. 

Apple trees, both cultiveted and wild, are important wildlife 

; food producing cover on the Allegheny. Numerous old orchards persist 

from abandoned farm lands, and concentretions of wild apple trees 

either at the site of old orchards or old logging camps attract mony 

deer, bear, game squirrels, and rabbits during the fall when the apples 

ripen. Many of these trees need relatively simple attention to greatly 
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increase their productivity and longevity. ; 

The general plan for the Forest has been to locate the : 
areas in each camp vorking unit needing improvement and then 

to make a correlated program for the entire forest, : 

It is planned, when the improvement work starts in 

February and March, to complete this project on the Kinzua Unit 

areas as soon as possible. This priority will bo given in order ; 
to continue the development of this demonstration area at a maxi- 
mim rate of accomplishment. 

Improvement Cutting, Sales, Compartment Lines, etc. 

The wildlife cover type map of the Forest readily indicates p 
the predominance of large unbroken even-agod stands. From the stand- 
point of wildlife, these large tracts may approach biological deserts. 
The environment for wildlife on these areas can be greatly improved 

by breaking them up into smaller tracts of mature, maturing, and re- 

generating cover.. To ascertain the best methods of timber cutting to 

bring about this eheckerhoard effect,it will be necessary to establish 

an experimental area. By careful and systematic collection of the 

data on this area, it should be possible to determine the methods of 

timber cutting which will produce the maximum crop of timber and wild- 
life. Such a project will be initiated as soon as the most suitable 

area for the experiment is found. 

: In addition to the proposed planting of game species on 
the open areas in connection with compartment line construction 

: rj work, brush piles are being constructed. The brush is located and 
5 Deh) piled in such manner that it will afford excellent small game and 

on bird shelters. 

| : Check Lists 

The necessary information has been obtained to preparo tonta- 
tive plant and animal chock lists for the Forest. 

: Deer and Rabbit Damago Study 

It is quito evident that the only way to prevent damage to 

plantations, other than foncing, is to reduce the deer herd in the 

vicinity of plantations. Two experincntal planting plots have beon 
established to determine the percontage of deer and rabbit danage 
to plentations. A portion of each of these is fonced against both 
deer and rabbit in order that rabbit as well as deer damage can be 

determined. : 
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Decr Weighing and Measuring —_——._ 

During the big geome senson (December 2 - 14), 439 deor | 
and 7 bear were weighed and measured. Of this avuber, 240 were 

legal male deor, 120 mature female deer, and 79 imanture male | 

and female deer. Antler measurements teken were in accordance : 
With the standard set up by the New York Zoological Society. | 
The weights were of dressed doer (viscera removed), tho total 

: Tive weights being computed by using Dr. W. T. Hornadny's formulas 

: "The dressed weight being given in pounds, add to i 
it five ciphers, divide by 78,612 and the result \ 

will be the live weight in pounds". | 

The following information was obtained on this project: dressed } 

weight, computed live weight, sex, antler measurements, location 

of kill, date killed, tracking snow, number of days hunted, and 

hunter classification (men or women). As has beon previously | 

mentioned, this project not only gave us average figures for the | 

weights of deer on Allegheny Forest, but gave us the difference | a 

\in weights for difforent sections within the Forest. These data | Gchad 
definitely show that the deer are larger on the more normal stocked 

areas. The uncertainty of the age and relatively few immature deer 

weighed is not sufficient evidence to prove the theory that the av-— 
erage fawn in over-stocked areas is pormanontly stunted during the | 
first winter. The data obtained, however, do soem to indicate that j 

growth of fawns is impaired during the first winter. | 

Ratio of Sexes j 

Authorities disagree as to the best sex ratio for Whitetail 

deer, but the estimated average of one buck to five doe is con- 

sidered fairly good for the forest. The average ratio for the 

P Southern Ranger District is one to nine and the average for the 

Northern Rangor District is one to three and one-half, and figures 

obtained on individucl drive areas indicate that on local areas 
the ratio is as high as one buck to tywonty-cight doe. It is pos- : 

sible, however, that a few bucks which night have shed their horns , . 

were tallied as doc during these December inventories, and that < 

ithe average figures present a more accurate picture of actual con- 

{attions. 

7 | The work on Root Run and the Beaver study vill furnish re- 
* jiable information on desirable sex ratios of deer, other aninals, 

and birds. 

Root Run Hunter ond Kill Census 

Hunters can entor this area of 1,140 acres within the Kinzua 

Management area by only one route - the intersection of a forest 
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trail and road at the mouth of the run. The entire drainage 

is well defined by a prominent ridge on either side and is a 
typical game area. A checking station maintained during the 

small and big game seasons obtained the following information 

on the area: 

1. Number of hunters (men or women and whether 

State or out of State hunters). 
2. Total carse 
3. Number and sex of cach species of game killed. 
4, Illegal kill (by check on area). 
5- Location of all kills on large scale map of 

i area 

Study of this area is being continued which will determine the 

population of each species and by careful collection of data 
throughout the year for several years, should give much re- 

liable information on ratio of sexes, increase ratio(normal 

yield), kill ratio, kill per unit area, cruising radius, carry- 

ing capacity, success ratio, yield per unit area, predator kill, 

allowance for predators, etc. The value of such a study in or- 
der to supply these data can hardly be overestimated. It is 
probable that it will be necessary to begin similar studies on 
other areas in order to obtain such data on all species. 

Habits (observation notebooks) 

To supplement data on the habits of wildlife obtained on 
various other projects. Members of personnel who are interested 
and qualified have been furnished with special notebooks for res 
cording their observations. From this source, additional val- 

uable information is being obtained by accurate reports of ob-— 

servations made concerning mating dates, dates when young are 

born, number per litter, when young are first seen alone, age 

of maturity, longevity, preferred location of dens, date of hi- 

bernation, food of all species, kinds, and amounts, favorite en- 

vironment, etc. ‘ 

Ruffed Grouse Nesting and Brood Survival .. . 

Efforts this year to obtain detailed kmowledge on nesting 

and brood survival of Ruffed Grouse on the Forest were limited to 
a preliminary investigation in the nature of an informal study. 

Due to the Wildlife staff not being started until May 1 when the 

nesting season had already begun, the problem of a grouse study 

could only be felt oute However, it was thought that valuable 
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pointers for a more detailed study might be forthcoming. Such 
proved to be the case and some interesting facts, as well as 

helpful experience, were obtained. 

The approaching nesting scason will be studied with con- 
siderable care to arrive at further data on nesting dates, average 

number af eggs hatched, predator egg losses, nesting sites and 

similar information, During the summer and fall, attempts will 

be made to find the types best suited to the production of grouse. 

Obtaining the average survival per brood will also be an important 
part of these fall investigations. Information of the nature out- 
lined above is considered fundamental to grouse manngement plans 

for the future. : 

Diseases and Parasites 

No serious outbreaks have occurred within the past twelve 
months, but. a number of diseascd carcasses have been examined. 

Cases which cannot be satisfactorily explained here on the Forest 
are forwarded to the Biological Survoy for diagnosis when the speci- 
men is fresh enough to allow shipment. This cooperation is ex- 
ccedingly holpful as illustrated by the following example. 

When the fourth of a series of doer died with similar symp- 
toms, that could not be ascertained as cnuses for death, it vas 

shipped by express and carofully cxamined by Biological Survey 
pathologists. Their findings shoved it apparently died from peri- 
tonitis brought on by mechanical injuries that in themselves were 

unlikely to cause death, 

Tumorous growths have been observed on sevoral deer. The 

decr in one case could not see with one eye, and at the best, but 

very little with the other one on account of growth closing the 

lids. Judging from reports by local residents, these growths are 

somewhat. more pronounced. thon usual this winters -Careful-check is 

being kept on the number of deer found with this disease by close 

cooperation with the Rangers, Camp Foremen, and State Game Protectors. 

These samc groups also enable a check on any possible increase of 

other discascs in decor. Bot fly-larvac in the nasal passages of door 

on the Forest have been reported in other yoars, but no new cases 
were found this year. All deer found dead were examined and only 

one was infested. This one was examined in early May sevoral months 

after it had been killed by bullets. <A single dead bot was re- 
covered from its nostrils.. Plans for a wildlife scouting party to 

work from each C,.C.C. camp during the period February 1 to May 1 

will add materially to the present kmowledge of the number of decr 

dying from exposure and starvation as well as from other causos. 
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Rabbits infested with larval tapeworms (1. pisiformis) 
have beon found in a ratio of about one out of every 8 dead 
rabbits examined. This tapovorm becomes adult in dogs and 
foxes. The danger of feeding heavily infestod rabbits ontrails 
to dogs is placed before the public whonever suitable oppor- 
tunities are available. 

A remarkably diseased porcupine was also shipped to the 
Biological Survey. It was afflicted with a skin disonse attri- 
buted to mange mites. The importance of this discase and boney 

abnormalities on each front foot has not yet been settled. Every 
possible means of natural control for porcupines is being considered, 
among them any such diseases as are likely to limit the porcupine 
population. 

Beaver Meadows Waterfowl Site 

Plans for the Beaver Moadows Waterfowl site have been ap~ 
proved and clearing the area preparatory to building the dam is 
under way. This dam will create a shallow lake of approximately 

fifty*seven acres. It is hoped that the croation of suitable 
habitat on this area for waterfowl will attract many birds. Plant- 
ings of favorite waterfowl foods will be made on the area as soon 
as bottom conditions become suitable. If the project proves suc- 
cessful, there are other possible sites which, if developed, vould 

add materially to the already interosting varicty of animals and 

birds found on Allogheny Forest. 

Stream Pollution 

Stroam pollution is recognized as a serious problem on the 
Forest. Accordingly, a preliminary survey of pollution sources and 

their consequences was made this fall. Each source was inspected, 

located on-a map, classificd as major or minor, based on its effect 

on the stream, and an approximation made of the distance polluted 
by ite A detailed report on the results of this survoy is being 
prepared and vill be submitted. This report shows that six of the 
eleven main drainage units on the Forest are subject to some degree 

of pollution. The most important of the Forest's streams with ex- 
tonsive possibilities for fishing, bathing, and boating are involved 

in these polluted units. 

The major sources include such difficult problems as oil re- 
finories, tanneries, destructive wood distillation plants, a large 

paper mill and sevoral cases of untreatod sewage disposal. Periodic 
discharge of waste from the refineries alone killed thousands of de- 

sirable fish during 1935. 
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Exact mileage of polluted stream cannot be determined 
without chemical and microscopic analysis, unfortunately, but 
meny miles of stream on the Forest need no such refinements 

for classification; the senses of sight and smell, together 
with a total lack of fish are sufficient evidence of pollution 
in all too many cases. The totals arrived at by the survey are 
63.5 miles of bass, and 70.5 miles of trout water, or a total of 

134 miles polluted on or bordering the Forest. 

Stream Improvenent Plans for 1936 

During the past season stream improvement work on the 

Allegheny has been seriously hampered by difficulty in obtaining 
suitable logs for the construction of dams,. In some cases it was 

found necessary to transport this material from supplies five or 
more miles distant. This has resulted in heavy labor costs per 
mile of stream improved and reduced the mileage that might other- 

wise have been completed. In view of the short working season on 
the Allegheny, it is believed that the few warm months should be 

utilized as fully as possible. 

Owing to the uncertainty existing at the present time as 
to the future ECW program, it is not considered advisable to be- 
gin cutting logs and assembling materials for stream improvement 

more than thirty deys in advance of the date set f6r starting con- 

struction work, However, March 1 has been tentatively set as the 
starting date for two crews, one in each Ranger District, By 
April 1 it is planned that sufficient logs can be cut and delivered 

to the improvement locations to permit starting ectual construction. 

During the coming season, it is believed that from five to 

eight projects involving approximately twenty miles of stream im- 

provemont can be handled on the Forest, provided an early start is 

made, The following streams have been selected: Completion of 

Spring end Minister Creeks, Meade Run, Mill Creek, Farnsworth Branch, 
Browns Run, North Branch of Sugar Run and Bluejay Creek. 

Effectiveness of Stream Improvenent Devices : 

During the months of February and March it is planned to make 

a careful inspection of all stream improvements installed during the 
past season. It is believed that the fer days required for this pur- 
pose will be decidedly worth while in pointing out possible defects 
in the design and application of various types of improvements. The 

washing and digging action of improvement devices is greatly accel- 

erated by the high water stages thant prevail during winter and spring 

months so that observations made during this veriod should do much to- 
ward improving technique for future work, Information as to the re- 

sistance of various types of stream bottoms found on the Forest to the 
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digging action of shelter forming improvement devices will make 

possible the planning of new work which will do the job more 
efficiently. In addition, such an exeminetion vill no doubt dis- 
close any need for small repairs which, if made promptly, rill 
save much additional subsequent labor. 

Feeder Streams 

At the present time, practically all of the trout furnished 
by the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries for plenting on the Allegheny are 

fry or very small fingerlings. It is believed that considereble 
improvement can be made in the planting program for liberating 
these small fish, Through the careful selection of small tri- 

butary streams, vell suited as a habitat for small trout, and hav- 
ing them permanently closed to fishing, natural nurseries can be 
developed on so many streams that will provide ideal conditions for 
maturing small stocked fish to legal catching size. There is noth- 
ing new or original in this plan. In fact, it is a return to the 
uge originally made of these small streams under natural conditions. 
The only difference is that we will plant small trout in these feeders 
yhen natural propegation fails to furnish a sufficient number to fully 

: utilize their capacity, 

During the past summer, in connection rith improvement work, 
certain small feeder streams vere kept under observation to form a 

basis for recommendations as to suitable areas for use as nursery 
streams. The streams included on this list are valuable principally 
for the production of small trout. At the oresent time, few legal 

fish are taken from feeder streams and the value of the sport fur- 
nished is not sufficient to compensate for the damage caused by in- 
juring meny trout under legal size. 

In the development of a fish management plan for the Forest, 
it will eventuelly be necessary to formulate for each stream a de- 
finite plan forthe utilization of 911 feeders; planting in each the 
correct nuaber of fish of the proper species annually. 

To obtain accurate information on which to base recommendations 
for the principal trout streatis on the Forest, it will be necessary to 
make a careful feeder stream survey. This project will require the 
services of tro men for several weeks, preferably during the month of 
August, to collect the needed information. Information gathered will 

include water temperature, shelter for small trout, minimum flor, lia- 
bility to excessive floods, etc. From these data plans can be formu~ 
lated showing tne proper stocking policy for best utilization of feed- 
ers, 
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Considerable intcrost is being manifested in this natter 

by local anglers and it is believed that the cooperation of the 

Pennsylvania Board of Fish Commissioners can be obtained in the 

Developiient of feeder stream utilization plans. 

Fisherman Census 

In order to determine with accuracy the number of fisher-— 
men, size of catch, man days of fishing, and other factors to be 
considered in developing management plans for the Allogheny, a 
census will be taken on Bear Creck during the opening woek of 
trout scasone This Creek, in the Southern Working Circlo, is 

particularly well adapted for this project because all fishermen 
traveling to and from the stream must traverse one of two roads. 

By maintaining tvo census stations, practically every fisherman 

can be checked for a section of fishing water seven miles in length. 

Bear Crock Temperature Study 

It has been suggested by Dr. H. S. Davis, of the Bureau of 

Fisheries, that Alleshony National Forest should afford ideal con- 

ditions for some oxperiuental work to determine tho effects of 
various devices used in improvement work upon stream temperaturo. 

This is undoubtedly truc anc the information derived from such a 

study would be extremely valuable in planning future work, Tonta- 
tively, an area on lower Bear Creek, below the improved section, has 
been selected as a satisfactory location in which to conduct this 

experiment. 

Several improvement devices of the sane general type will be 
constructed in the experinental area and daily records kept for a 

period of one month on the stream at - 

A. A point immediately above the area where the ex- 
perinental devices are installed. 

Be A point immediately below the last of the experi- 

mental devices. 

Accurate air temperatures prevailing at the tine readings are taken 

at A and B will be made and, in addition, a measuring device may be 

installed just above the experimental installations to gnugo accurnt— 

ely the amount of water flowing through the éxperinental area. Water 
temperature at points A and B, as well as air texperature and strean 
flow records, must also be kept for one month preceding the con- 

struction of oxperinental improvement devices to furnish data for 
comparison with conditions after improvoment. 
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Minnow Collection e 

In connection with the fish population studics on the 
Forest, an excollent opportunity has been afforded to gather 

data concerning minnows. Since information of this type will j 
be very valuable in formulating management policies for the 
Allegheny, all improved streams are being given a rating from q 
the standpoint of minnows available for fish food. 

A collection of the nativo minnows, taken from Forest 

streams, has been preserved in formalin. Each snvccimon is being 
mounted in a small glass vial with proper identification, to be- 
come a part of the permanent collections of the Forest. 

Strean Improvement Records ; 

On each improved stream, a record is kept of the stream 
flow in gallons por minute, abundance of fish food organisms, 

including minnows, shade conditions, fish population, pool and 
riffle grades, etc. For this purpose, the forms temporarily 

approved by the Regional Office are in use at the present time. 

Sheets covering the records on streams improved during 1935, as 
well as subsequent records showing matérial and labor costs 
are attached. : 

More than one hundred pictures were made during the past : 
season in connection with stream improvement activities as a part x 
of the plan to maintain pictorial records of physical changes 
brought about on cach streams In many cases pictures have been 
made of improvoment sites both before and after construction. By 
making similar pictures in the future from the same camera point, 
it will be possible to show graphically, over a period of years, 
the effects of any type of device under given circumstances. Each 

improvement device is given a number, which is usually scribed up- 
on a nearby tree, to provide permanent identification. 

Public Relations 

Many interesting pictures of wildlife and wildlife work 

have been taken. These are being made into colored slides which 
should be of considerable value in acquainting the public with 
wildlife work on the Forest. 

Education { 

The education of members of C.C.C. camps, by courses in J 

Wildlife Management, is very important and desirable. A tentative 

program has been approved. It is planned to have specimens of 
native birds and animals mounted to facilitate this educational 
work. There is also considerable need for such specimens for ex- 
hibition purposes. 
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Summary 

The potentialitics of the wildlife resource on Allegheny Forcst 

are groat, but the maximum dovelopnent of this resource, in coordination 

with all other resources, depends upon the cooperation of the sportsnen 
£ and State Game and Fish Commissions with the Federal Government. If all 

agencios work together as an orgonized group on 2 systematic program, 

cs scientific menagenont of fish and game on Allegheny Forest vill become a 

reality. 

Through managenent, the Forest can and will produce good crops of 

timber and wildlife. Since management must be based upon facts, and very 

fow of the necessary facts are known, the initinl step toward wildlife 

management is tho establishment of the fact finding machinery. This re- 

port indicates the progress which has been made within the past eight 

months toward the preparation of a wildlife menangenent plon for the For- 
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i, Pereent of deer killed in Kettle Falls end Curlew Districts is 
extraordinarily mmall, This is partially due to the 500 square mile Game 
Preserve in these districts, from which deer overflow into adjacent hunting 
country but little, but from serutiny of Table II other causes mist play 
& party 

&. If our census figures ere correct, and less from poachers and 
predators is kept down, it should be possible to inerease the annual 
tale by 50% without damage to foundation stock, : 

3, The annual kill has been quite constant for the past six years, 
; elthough size of herd and number of hunters has materially increased, 

This is thought to be due to tremendous area in Game Preserve, 

4, This yearts kill per square mile in individual drainages, 
seems to have no relation te the number of deer counted in the same 
drainages lest February, indicating « marked shifting of the deer pop- 

: ulation between October and Psbruarys : 

5 There is a wide variation in thesmubber of bucks killed per 
square mile in differsmnt drainages, g 

GaThere is apparently no connection between the number of bucks 
killed per square mile on e given drainage and the intensity with which 
itis grazed by domestic stock, 

Te -~409 bucks per square mile were killed on range grazed by 
sheep a8 compared with 4 kill of .58 bucks per square mile on range 
grazed by cattle. The greetest kill per square mile (1,50 bucks) was 
secured on 18 square wiles of range grazed exclusively by cattle, but 
the next largest kill per square mile (1,082 bucks) occurred on 1 
square miles of range grazed almost exclusively by sheep, Last Winterts 
survey date indlested that deer graze indiscriminately on range grazed 

‘ by either cattle or sheen. 

8, More then 50% of the total Bill occurred during the first 
five days of the thirteen dey open season, but the two days when the 
largest kill was made both fell on Sunday. There was a new fall of sow 
on both of these days. o 

9. Registered mmters report seeing 5,25 does for every buck, 
while experts believe that 4 does for every buck will insure full pro-’ 
ductivity, It is thought that failure of hunters to see more bucks may 
be due in part to the oarly season, with most of the older bucks still 
in the high country and not running with the does, The large size of 
our Game Preserve may also prevent to some extent the overflow of surplus 
bueks into. the surrounding country, y 

1b
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The distribution of bucks gcems to vary somewhat in the differ- 
ent districts, Curiously enough, the proportion of bucke is highest 
in the district where the smallest kill was made, end only 1 to 9 does 
in the Republic Distriet where the kill was the largest on record, 

10. In the management of deer, the general range of antler 
: point classes in the kill on verious forests is always of interest. 

Four point heads have always been most frequent in these tabuletions, 
but the record on the Colville shows 45,4% two pointers as compared with 
23.04% four pointers and only 11% with more then four points. 

The very large percent of forked horns killed may be due to the 
early season and. that fact thet many older bucks were still ranging elone 
at higher altitudes, or it may mean a shortage of older bucks, ‘ 

ll, It is generally conceded that a buck's thyroid glands are 
swollen during the rutting season, Of 244 bucks examined for glanduler 
swelling between October 20 and Noverber 1, 13% had swollen glands, 
17% slightly svollen glands, end 70% had no swelling, The majority of 
those swollen were older bucks with prime heads, Only 5% of the 2 pointers 
and 9% of the 8 pointers were swollen. Thig would appear to indicate that 
only a small percent of the bucks are rumning with the does during the 
last ten days in October, the peak of the rutting season not occurring 
until Novembers This supposition is borne out by the much improved quality §. 

» of the meat secured, a5 comoared with thet obtained in November of pre- 
vious years, 

12,. It is interesting to note that mmters from 94 different 
communities from every part of the State registered at our checking — 
stations. Those registered are believed to represent approximately 50¢ 
of the hunters, but only 82 hunters who got their mest are not included. 

We estimate a total of 2000 hunters in the North Walf with en 
approximate success retio of 4 mmters to one bucks : 

With a 30 day season in New York State the retio was 11,2 lumters. 
; to one buck in 1927, Average success ratio in Pennsylvania over a two 

year period was 4,5 hunters to one buck, while California provided one 
buck for every 5.25 mmters over a two year periods rahe 

18, Some gportsmen oppose the buek law which has been in effect 
here for 20 years, on the ground thet many does are shot and left in the 
woods to spoil, Only 12 does were reported killed on the North Half this 
year, bring the total kill to 480 head during the 1935 hunting season, 

“The does represent 2.5% of the grosa kill. 3 
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4, Only 4 deer were killed during the hunting season on the 
Colville Indian Reservation with a gross acreage of spproximately 496 : 

: square miles, but Indians may Inmt there at any time of year end kill 
animals of either sex, The greatest kill on that area is thought to 

be during January and February. % 

15, It is believed that there is a late Fall drift of deer esch 
yeer from Cenada into the Cedar Creek, Bulean, and Stevens County 
areas, these deer returning to Ganada in the Spring, A later hunting 
season, while undesirable from other standpoints, might result in 

; Americans getting a crack at these deer Bhat summer in Canada, : 

16, The sual] kill of White Tail deer is thought to be due to 
the tremendous area of the Game Preserve where most of this species . be 
were counted Last Winter, the large food reserves on this Preserve, 
curtailed seasonal nobility for this species, and to some extent because 
they are more difficult to kill than mule deer, 

17, Only one buck killed was reported in poor condition and 
the herd is apparently quite free of disease and parasites. 

18, Total kill on the 1512 square miles of deer range in the 
‘ North Half was .809 bucks per square mile of hunting eountry, while kill 

on the entire Colville aree was approximately one seventh of the kill 
in the entire State. — : 

l. Consider desirability of establishing several small Game 
Preserves, to replace the Dollar Min, Game Refuges 

"2, Stress the importance of securin g information on the dis- 
: tribution of sexes during the coming Winter survey. g 

3. Give further consideration to proper open seasons from the 
stendpoint of period of rut, fire hazard, palatable meat, weather con- 

ditions and date of yardings 

4, Investigate seasonal drift from Canade,y 

5. Give special attention to the Stevens County, Little Boulder 
and Lone Raneh areas to determine the reason for the light kill, J 

6. Check on dates when famis are dropped next Spring, 

7 Secure detailed information this Winter concerning aveil~ 
ability of forage on the Colville area for increased numbers of deer. 
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a 8. Repest this study next year, but check all Iumters instead 
_ of only those who have made a kill, e 

Let eos | Gabmitted: December 12, 1955. re 

pe Forest Supervisor, . : 

é Approved by Sportsmen's Committee ae ae oes 
for Colville Deer Herd, oe ; ee oe ere 
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: ‘You are acting os the agent of the Sportsmen's a jorthe — ee 
_ Gontral Weshington, who are trying to got en a:surate sotint of te deor 

_ killed by hunters during the hunting sesgon on the ares enclosed by the 

Reservation end the Colville Forest, We wish to get a good count and at 
* the sane tine net eause tho huntera ond other cer drivers much trouble 

: or detain then umnecessumily, f@ hope that. by following the rules given — 
here, the job will be sereesble to the checker and leave vith the drivers 
stopped, ® good impression of the project, : se 

: Rs Stop care leaving the ate, Cheek care ap quickly ae 
: end methodically. as possible about se follows:- = 

Ay Gee neh earying hunters should beelionet wight on 3 
through. Learn cers that go by regulerily end fon't stop nee 

R, Gere carrying hunters, Make the seceserry explanation’ 
end ask them if they hewe killed a deer, If they aay "Ho", 
Rot them pers by. If they sey "Yeo", ask if you ean see it 8 =. 

gers end £131 ont the forma furnished. Do thia as quickly as ; 
possible in arder to avoid undue delay, Vill out the cara ; 
furniohed and bend it to thedriver, | o) 

: C, If anyone shows you a card showing thet they have been 
: checked already, let ‘them peas unchecked, : : t 

Be Remember: (o) You cannot eserch the oar: you ean only ask 
5 4 permdemion to see the deer, Generally deer will be esally = — 

aeene Senne ; Ke a ‘ 

ae Pee (>) You should always respest the persons righte 
ve and @esire for privacy. - ie 

ee ; (¢) Do a1 in your power to Leave with the hunter ©. 
os ae good inpresaion of the projects : : : ‘ 

2. Ours ehtering the hunting rea need not be stopped wnlesa they do 
a 80 Yolunterily. ‘hen they do stop, explain the service furnished 

> {abows eontaeting then ta eaareronctes ) end, take doun thelr names, 
ear Mieense numbays, ond comping place on the form furnieheds « - 
Anawer any questions esked thet you are eble but do not delay cere 

: 4 i : nis <3 =



|S If, fer a good reason, you suspect mn tumter his illegally Killed deer 
/ | Gn the caw, geeerd the license nucber and notify, if possible, the = 

- « Reerest Ranger who will teke proper action, 9 ; ie 

= "dy Moways keob a nent appearence. 20. be ee ae (2 

5. Don't oe Coe eee eG Pe 
Be  {e) talk with 2 elesrette in your mouth or while chewing. ; 

xe : a > (ep Lear ageiust cars, 1t micht cause en ecoident. ; 

. (a) shout imlese absolutely necessary. © ae : oy 
ose fe) forget to be agreeable (It is povsible to be courteous 

ee and BG the seme time met agreeable). fe Ce ye 

Ge PALing owt forms furnished: eee ae 
oa) Te ie believed that 011 the forme ore self explanatory, _— 

se wey heve aiffieulty in paming the plece where they Killed their. 
: deer, In that esse try to cet « location as near es possible 

but wiless the exact location is known put e question mark after 
a3 ee _ the location, thuss Acnaes reek 7 Be ae 

- fe) A elise Ae furnished you phoxinc the method of telling the | ateterence ee eo 6, Witte teil, and blnck tell deer, You ss 
ee . | should heve these differensee well in oind so you ean tell 

. {e) Maps of the Forest sre furnished you for your use in locating = 
a oo eigenen cenping enounte: mt gee neessrvea, when requested, 

ee oreo that bunters can show you where they killed the deers 
Te im Supe ghouls be taken, however, not to detain bnters ageinst | 

: A - theiy will ss a general Location is better then none, 

a ‘Yunters entering the huntine ares showld be reainfed about the necessity of 
having Bit Game Seals. These cen be purchased at the following storett A 

 Stantey's, Bepbise@ = = sMfomdts, Keller 

 figen’s, toto «~—=:—(—i(i=(i*«‘“‘~*‘~*‘«éiR brs verre, Orv 

Mesetey's, Royts Ma Ms Gallor'a, hommes 
ee
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Table RM=14 GAME CENSUS, NATIONAL FORESTS, R-4, 1935 Rl. Statistics 

Page 1 

: GAME REFUGES 
: :State: Date: Acreage ; Acreage Accessible 27Total ; No. & Class 2% of Total 

: : or 3Crem;Inacces~3 to livestock s:Acreage: of stock :¢.0, of (2) 

Forest ; Name :Fed~ :ated;sible to;Acreage not grazed :Acreage :(a)+- : on (a) st (da) 

and ; eral ; : live- :;by domestic stock :grazed by :(o)- 3 3 sused by 

State ; : : : stock :Not closed ; Closed;domestic s(e)d- ¢ : : stock 

: : : : primarily :;primar~-; stock : (a) : CH: S& ;: 

: ‘ : : :for game sily for; : : : : 

: : : $ : 3: game 2 . : S : 

: : : ae ae (b) ep ee) : : : : 

IDAHO ¢ : : : : : : : : : : 

Boise :cc. Fork ef Payetio :State:1911; 80,000 : - :100,000: 70,000 :250,000; 81: 5,000; 33 

: eM 1955. = : “ 7 =» ‘s 49,260 + 29,280. Hee 2,500: 100 

Geche | sBieetelic Gane Presto a 1919s (= ~ ¢ 19,00 >” -'*) . 8,960 3 28,560: Obs 1,525: 10 

:C. B. Wilson #1 s M xheeg, 1.280: ligg . «= ‘': 92,000 + 13,760; wees 2,619: . 90 
:C. B. Wilson #2 2 * 31931; - : - >= : 34,040 : 34,040; 960: 4,207: 90 

Lemhi :Big Lost River : ™ 31917: 52,669 : - : 1,200: 394,579 244s 44s: 6,151: 36,260: 90 
:Crooked Creek : " 31924; 24,000 ; - : > = “s DELL 760. #65, 7608 1,510! 19,00: -100 

Minidoka; C@ssia-Power Co. sc yT9sns 751: POL se. | SHS, 790 3555, 5les15, 725% V7, 8862 .100 
Salmon :Big Deer Creek : ™ 31929: 30,080 : - : 5,600: 4,000 : 39,680; A568 a2 

:Hawley Creek : "  s19262 1,900 ¢ - som fy 25,600 ey coc, 690; 4NGo, 95 
Sawtooth; Soldier Mt. : ™ 31925: 91,704 : 8,570 : ~ +: 343,538 :443,812; 3,914; 69,129: 97 

:Warm Springs Creek : " 31925; 22,000; 1,000 : = +; 44,000 ; 67,000: 65: 9,500: 96 

Targhee ;Teton-Madison“Bonnevile; "™ ;1931; 1,200; ” : = ¢ 149,720 :150,920: 2,300; 23,245; 90 
:Bonneville Co. in : : : : : : : : : : 

:Swan Valley Dist. : ™ .1927: 14,000: - . = ¢ 101,525 :115,525: 1,100: 20,000; 90 

:Crooked Oreck : "31928; 500 : = 2 2s 75,980: eos 75:_1,400: 90 
Total for Idaho Sana = 23k <9 PN, 100, 800; 1, 620, T1222, 301, 31, ee, a1;
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Table RM~14 GAME CENSUS, NATIONAL FORESTS, R-4, 1935 R-4 Statistics 
Page 2 

: GAME REFUGES 
: :State:;Date: Acreage ; Acreage Accessible s Total ; No. & Class :% of total 

: : or :Cre~:Inacces-~:; to livestock sAcreage ; of Stock, . <C.Csor (6) 
Forest ; Name :Fed~ :ated:sible to:Acreage not grazed ; Acreage ; (a)t+ : on (d) s+ (a) 
and : geral : : live» :by domestic stock :grazed by: (b)+ 3; : sused by 

State ; : : : stock ;Not closed :Closed :domestic ; (c)+ ; : :stock 

: : : : :primarily ;primar-;stock : (4) : C&H: S& ;: 

: : : i :for game sily for: : : : : 

2 : : : : : game 3 : : : : 

: : : Se aCe (b) @ (ch 2) : hls Cua Gael a 
NEVADA ; : : : : : : ; : . ‘ 
Dixie  :Charleston Mt. :State:1935: 12,800 ; - : 50,610: - 463,410 5 - ¢. =. 3 - 
Humboldt: Humboldt g (MH 31924: * 5,000 + - : - : 201,800 +206, 800 2 1,100; 42,700: g0 

:Jarbridge : ™ 31923; 5,000; - : =  : 35,300 ; 40,300: 100; 11,000; 80 
:Santa Rosa es Wi e1g25. 2,000: ; - : =: 62,000 ; 64,000: 1,900; 1,200; 80 

Nevada :Reese River : " 31925; Us dbo : - : weg WES, S20" $195, (60% Lyssre 2m a es 15 
:Meadow Canyon : " 31929; 3,280; ” : - +: 14,000 ; 17,280; 26; 2,288: 100 
:Bade Flat : " 31929; - : - : = ¢ 11,840 ; 11,840: 4on: 312; 100 
:Nye County Grant : ™ 31923: 26,726; 9,644 : - +: 52,718 +: 89,088; 300: 2,000: 100 
Add. Nye County Grant : " :1923; ~ :° 6,000 .; -= «3 19,600 ¢ 25,6005 100: 1,000: 100 
:Schell Creek : " 31923; 25,400; 2ag2 ;. =  : M4718 +: 70,400: 150: 6,000; 100 
; Lehman xl 521923; 50,000: 35,512" 2. ey 90,000 1 2175 bles es 5,155: | 100 

_ Total for Nevada t=: = 178,046 : 51,438 : 50,610: 677,296 :957,990 : 5,462: 71,633: - 
WYOMING ; : $ 2 : : : : ‘ ‘ 4 
Teton ;Teton :State:1905: 44,000 ; ~ 2450,000; 15,000 :509,000: 700: = :; 10 
Wyoming ;Star Valley : " 31934: 10,000 ; 7,000 : = +: 63,000 : 80,000; 425; 15,000: 80 

gol! " wt tetgs5s (5000 s 3,000 : = ¢: 50,000 : 58,000: 304; 4,750; 100 
:Grey's River eM) SSDS 2 O00) ie - : 12,000; 36,000 : 50,000: 500: 9,533: 90 
:Green River : ™ :1929:107,720: 11,520 =: 14,720: 71,040 :205,000 ; 3,500: 1,783: 60 
:Popi Agie : "31917: 40,000 : ~ t= + 80,000 :120,000; O: 25,000: 100 

——dotel for Wyoming ee OS) POM et e076, 720s 515,00 31024000: 5,929: 56,066;



> \ \ 

Table RM~14 GAME CENSUS, NATIONAL FORESTS, R-4, 1935 R-4 Statistics 
a Sa ee ke Ne dee 
ee eee UCR rete 
: : State; Date; Acreage ; Acreage Accessible : Total ; No. & Class % of total 
: : or ;:Crex;Inacces~; to livestock _ :Acreage ;: of stock :C.0.of (c) 

Forest : Name :Fed- ;ated:sible to:Acreage not grazed ;Acreage ; (a)+ : on (d) geo (as) 
and : seral ¢ : live- :by domestic stock :grazed by : (b)+ : : used by 

State : : : : stock ;Not closed :Closed ;domestic : (c)+ ;: : : stock 
: : : : :primarily :;primar-:stock : (a) : C8H: S& 3: 
: : : 4 :for game ;ily for; : : : t 
: : $ : : : game 3 : : : : 

: : : Se as AUD) : (ce) (a) = 3 : : : 
UTAH : : ‘ t ; i : . : : $ 
Ashley ;Ashley :State:1925: 1,000 : - y oles gt. 763000 s 77,000; 2,000; i neg.s . go 
Cache  ;Cache 2 " aa914. -6,270 : 1,920. ¢ . =. 9 129,810» 128,000; 4,368.22 221-2. ~-95 
Dixie :Dixie : " 31920; 8,240: 4U4doo : = +: 419,388 ; 432,028: 7,182: 2,913 ; 

; Parowan~Paragonah 2 " 91920; + : n elie. ge Upeors 2 Wa bb0s~ ees. 
Fishlake:Glenwood Mt. 2 Te : 8,000; - : =  : 168,138 : 176,138: 1,491: 15,161: 90 

:Fishlake : " 31912; 26,380; - : 320; 247,300; 274,000: 5,550: 16,250: 85 
Manti :Gentry Mt. : " 31923; 3/2 3 - ¢ 2 239,500 2 39,672: 1eze:” 2,058. Too 
Wasatch ;Big Cottonwood . ot We OOO te “Seabee Lane 7,168 : 66,900: 705; 818: 5 

;South Willow 2! 41934. Bee ™ ee SD MOOR GG SORE ohare ae ey 
: Timpanogos : ™ 21930: 11,280 ; - : =» $3 32,600; 43,680; 960: 43,382: 75 

Uinta :Strawberry Valley(Fed.:State}1909: - : - : = : 68,490; 68,490: 1,915: 32,590: 100 
:Nebo :State:1935: 18,901: 1,697 -: =~ : 150,071 : 170,669: 6,024; 13,074: 100 

Total for Utah on ts: 87,965: 60,749 : 320 21,373,325 21, 522, FR 51, 875:11e, 7: = 

TOTAL FOR REGION : = tm 799,455: 167,948 :634,450:4,292,373 :5,804226:74,888:486,977;
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Table Bite GAME CENSUS, NATIONAL FORESTS, R-4, 1935 R-4 Statistics 
Page 7 

: GAME AREAS BY ADMINISTRATIVE RESTRICTIONS 
: :Date;Acreage ; Acreage Accessible : Total : No. & Class: 4 of total 
: :Cre-;Inacces~ ; to livestock : Acreage ; of stock : 0. C. of (ae) 
: :ated:sible to :Acreage not grazed ; Acreage : (a) :__ on (a) : # (a) 

Forest ; Name : :livestock; by domestic stock :erazed by: (b)+ : : : used by 
and : : : :Not closed: Closed :domestic : (c)t ; : : stock 

State : : : :primarily :primarily : stock : (d) : C&H: SaG ; 
: : p :for game ;:for game ; : : : : 
: : : (a): (Bb) as (ee ae AO : : : 

IDAHO : “ : : ‘ : ‘ : : 3 
Challis ;Primitive Area 21931: 49,510 : ~ : 9,600 2 12,600 # (71,910 4 150 4 2,000 % 30 

:Warm Springs Creek 21913: ~3;000 + - @ 16,500 < “ +) 215500 wi 2 - 5 ~ 
Idaho ;Primitive Arwa 21931:731,000 ; - : 10,000: ¢. 9,000 2 750,000: 202 = 3 i 
Payette :Primitive Area 21931: 65,042 : ~ : ~ : 17,356 * 82,598 +. 200 3 ™ . 10 
Salmon ;Primitive Area :1931:150,000 :; 5,000 ; ” £20,416. 4 165,64 1064 6 2 66 
Sawtooth; Hast Fork 21920: " : " : 1,920 « ™ : 1,920 4 so + : - 

:East Fork Add. $1932: 250.2 - : (RR 2 e  Tj000 8. ee eg ™ 
:Red Fish po9l9r 61,220 £ 1,600; 2,560 + 4ibgo + 60,7602 50-2 1,600, 25 
:Alta Creek 21920; 600 : “ 3 Sb 5e0 ” Bc A OROUK eS phekaty see ts - 

Targhee ;Partridge & Snow Creek: =~ +: 20,000 ; - : “ $ - 2 20,000) s mos ee 
Total for Idaho : = 31,080,622: 6,500 : HE 650 : BH, O52 31,185, 82u; 580 : 3,600 : - 

WYOMING ;: x : 3 : : : $ 3 : 
Teton :Elk Winter Range Ar. 1 21918; “ : ~ : 111, 897 : “ : 111, 897 780 3 ~ : 20 

:Elx Winter Range Ar. 2 :1918: - : - : 34,838 : “ ee. Sege 42) BE sy: el ..4 7 
:Elic Winter Range Ar, 3 :1918: ” : - e, 175180: 2/50;000-<. 47.180.5 S15. =. 2. 86 

Wyoming :Roaring Fork + 31924; 4ougo " oc) 2,500 2. 7,040. s--14- 080s. 205% 4s 56 
__Total for Wyoming tes 80: n g 1G 315.6 57,010 2 207,995 5 ljee: os fs ~ 

TOTAL FOR REGION f.~ 21,065, 102s 500 pelt, leo: 91,092 1,595,819: 1,908: 3,600 ¢ - a IIS 8 tI OS 98 ty JOR DyOU0 $e



Table RM-14 GAME CENSUS, NATIONAL FORESTS, R-4, 19355 R-l Statistics 

Page 5 

ee 

: GAME PROTECTION BY FOREST OFFICERS 

: Cases reported to State : Cases reported to State 

~ Forest : for prosecution : for investi gation 

: No. ; No. ¢ Con~ : Not cons; Now: No. ¢: Con- :Not con- 

:Cases; Pending;victed; victed ;Cases: Pending: victed;: victed 

STATE OF IDAHO 3 : : 3 3 3 : $ 

Boise be ho ee ee © “ge ee ge god 
Cache eo, 6.8. eae eg ee es 
Caritou es & eS eos : - @ .G.% " : oo” ee 

Challis Sow aie oe es! 6 (= foe 8 ee ee 6 = 

Idaho fee © sas - ¢ Log ogo et 

Lemhi fee ee Poe a eee 
Minidoka 2 ey ew gk 6 8) eg ee ee et 

Payette 2S 3 4 22 ” g Weg: Sy eg 8 

Salmon a ee a eos 1 4 9 he ee OAs 
Sawtooth e. = gs. y= 3 « : be: i o* : 4 

Targhee - © eS Bie os “ ce ere ee 

Weiser fp. = 4 = “  * % ‘| .s a a 2 

Total for Idaho @ 1 ge ef : 6 : U7 : pg es ee 

STATE OF NEVADA : : : : $ $ : : 

Humboldt Se g ds - cio 4. Bo a ee 
Nevada ae ee ee i Se = so ae ei 

Total for Nevada: 1: 5 ca - ao jo eee eee 

STATE OF UTAH 3 $ $ $ : : : : 

Ashley , es = tore - ge ee ge ie a 
Cache 2. © 5 Se ; 8 a oo es hee ee 

Dixie os iy fe e eo ee ee 

Fishlake = ee e -he g 6 ¢ S68 go ee 5 

La Sal pb eS Sek ee oe ee ee ae 
Manti e 2 6s as 4 pt 4 ae ee 
Powell ; = 3-8 pe 8 . a athe Ro ee 
Uinta 2 -8.°¢ 9S ace ot = Boe eee SF 
Wasatch e 2 6S . eos n SP eo ee 

ipGeeoe ies ye ek 
STATE OF WYOMING ;: - : ¢ : 3 - : 

Caribou gs ge tomo: ~ ; * See 8 eg & 

Targhee ?: = 29 ee “ : ee Se ees 
Teton if eo Gs 3 2 Sige Oe ee tS 

We a ee é 
Total for Wyoming ; 1 tof = 2 : s tis i : : 

TOTAL FOR REGION Li i= Sef: ay 23 3. 2 5 30 eo



Table RM-14 R-4 Statistics 
Page § GAME CENSUS, NATIONAL FORESTS, R-4, 1935 

:GAME PROTECTION BY FOREST OFFICERS: Licenses;Licenses : Fish 
3 Cases handled by Forest s:Issued by: Examined ;Planted 

Forest : Officers : Forest sby Forest: 

is :No. :Dismis- :Arres-:Con- : Not :Officers :Officers ;: 

f :Cases;:sed with: ted: vict-: con=: : : 
: iWarning : : ed : victed: t : 

IDAHO : : : : : : : : 

Boise oh ee 5d ee et = oe eo ey eS 2 2,667 < 303,200 
Cache 2 ae « 2 sb os oy S * : 25 @ $1,000 

Caribou yo gL wo 2 62 1 Ses mi a Ge : 165 : 225,800 
Challis ee qh BS GSS 4 ge ES : 795 +: 292,600 
Idaho Fs 3 a ® Soo e. m 2 51 : 107° = 791,100 

Lemhi ces - om Ps ess 20 : 105° -¢ 152,500 
Minidoka cigs 8g Sle ee im aos ae : 173-51, 3500 
Payette Stag 6 FS ee ope Se ee : 65 +: 289,200 
Salmon Ce eee e Peo Oka ee : 314 ; 166,500 
Sawtooth fee 8 Ch ea a ee) : 30 : 817,000 
Targhee ope eee me we Oy ee a : 18 ; 824,500 
Weiser ee toon goon sos os “ : q2. 4 21 700 

Total ~ Idaho; 31 ; ou Ct ise ee : 4,674 46,200 
NEVADA : 3 : : : 3 : : 

Nevada Gg See Ms ge th og ye p56 ee 
Humbolét fm 8 _ ton ee Be 95 $ i : 123,800 

Total ~ Nevada; : 2 : : ei sens aU : 340. : 295,700 

UTAH : : : : : 2 : : 
Ashley Cg ee ee 68 : 364,300 
Cache = a Ce ey ge : 14; 340,000 
Dixie fs 3 = oe gg aw oS ey : 332: 944,000 
Fishlake s 6 <2 en Re ee A : 4,890 :1066,800 
la Sal ee Se aie: eo ay aa Sy oe : 48; 20,000 
Man ti g “ee Se Pb hg ab ge 55. eS ee 8 ee 
Minidoka et 78 1 : + 4. ¥ ees * 3 a - 
Powell 2 by hk ee ee ee ee : 73: 170,400 
Uinta oe eee ee ae ee : 120 :1155,800 
Wasatch 65 ee " ooo. < = es, eS 10 : poe 409,200 

Total = Utah +: 16 3s Ii £25 4 Cees To : ,085 34/742, 500 

WYOMING : 2 : : : : : $ 

Targhee [3S e 3 Se SS : 40-4 = 
Caribou 2 ey tee ee ee ee : yt ee 

f Teton ¢ 8 52 a ae ee : 1,297 : 236,300 
Wyoming $f 8 » £22 We ae “ : 4. s 505,700 

Total-Wyoming : ll_: 2i 0: 2 oe : 2,551 + [42,000 
TOTAL = REGION: 64: NG ap wee aa 200” 0 Hoo



Table RM-14 R-lL Statistics 
Page 7 GAME CENSUS, NATIONAL FORESTS, R-4, 1935 

: GAME ANIMALS 

: Elk +; Moose ; Mt. : Mt. : Deer sAnte-;_ Bear 
Forest : : : Sheep : Goats ; Mule :White:lope :Black: Sil~ 

: : 3 3 Tail : :Brown: ver 
IDAHO 3 : : $ 3 3 % : 2 
Boise : 1,255: gi 4k me x 500k 5, 000s). § os = 250 z= 
Cache e= 6008 oe af 2 = 3s eee 2,07 ew pj me 2 55-5 = 
Caribou : 303 ‘a ses 1,925¢ 9 t= 2 375-4 = 
Challis : 565 ey ge OOD * 190: 2,950; =» % 250% 195 2. « 
Idaho : 810; 32; Ua 300; 7,000: 575: - : 330 210 
Lemhi : ifs -4 22 = 503, 290; 5 .Ys0: ~ sh, 3002 955 = 
Minidoka 3 10: “ $ “ : =: 2 6,500¢. = oo =o -= 25 

Payette e 0he = ee eS Ss 10; 6,550" = 4% =. & 570 5 = 
Salmon : 98: WY, a5; 305: 4,800: 75: 18: 3503: 1 
Sawtooth + BGs ws 60 ; 102 4,900 = 150 2 
Targhee : 1,625: 175: 50: ere 1, (008° = = = g 3G0-a15 
Weiser : Car ee ae ie P15 50s me oe 199 : 4 

Total ~ Idaho: 5,168; 228: 1,590: 1,485 : 51,500: 50:4, 568; 2,665: 28 
NEVADA : : : : : : : . : 

Dixie : Spe Sse 65: ~ 3 200: 250: - gf = 3 5 
Humboldt a : . : « : =o: 2,650: . 3 U5; = go 

Nevada : (ies eos 8 145: wit 6,600; = 2 1/75 2 4 oe + 
Total - Nevada; 110: = + 210; a 2 11,450: 250s 220 2 = a> 
UTAR : : : : : : : : : 
Ashley i eee 15: ~ : 1,490; - : 130; 42: - 
Cache : 1,100; Ba oe 120-8, 4 3,800: ow hw ep WG gw 
Dixie oe es eee “; 2 €O,500 #- g © g =H = 
La Sal 2 110: ~ : 1,400; - : = : 20: = 
Fishlake $6602. we ue ys ~ 235,250: = : = : Gen 
Manti @ dy JOSS RE eS = ; 12,550; = : = : 104; - 
Minidoka - = fe <2 a am ee ess 500s 8 Se a oe a 
Powell fe Bone fe =e ee =i 2 3,600: « 5h = & Ayes 
Uinta <5 et ge ee eS “3 E,7 see & ee Woy 
Wasatch : yee as 2 25: iw. hy SOD Se 18)2 4 
Uotal = Beh = =: 5,805: 5 ss ss BY e00e = 2s 190 596: 
WYOMING : : : : : : : : : 

Caribou C os = 3 - 3 ~ os 25: « me 10; ~ 

Targhee pi,075:. 200, ho. Hee 305s 102 +R, Bfba 
Teton 218,000: 1,050: 1,800: mos 3,800: + 5. = § 355296 
Wyoming p5, (65% Oi NOs e's A NOOs - oe eg Oe 

Total - Wyoming 322,860: 1,765: 2,330: #55, 590: 10s" 5 eee 
COLORADO : : z : : : 3 . $ 
La Sal Se eee ee oe ee e508 200: 5 et a 

Total - Colorado: ~ ” : “ : ~ 3 2002 on. ee ee 8 10: = 
TOTAL - REGION :32,003: 2,000: 280 : 1,485 156,000: 910 24,018:4, 330: 84



Table RM~14 GAME ORNSUS, NATIONAL FORESTS, R-4 = B+} Statistics 
Page & 1955 

RO as 
__Forest__: Coyotee _: Cat or lynx : Mt. Lion : Wolf __: Forcupines_ 

. IDAHO : : : : : 
= Boise y 4,700 225. 70 : - : 2,700 

Cache * 4,500 + 260; 25 : “ : 1,800 
Caribou s 2,000>*s 190 : 3 : 10 : 2,100 
Challis ‘ 750s 260° "5 Lo : Ws J00(10 ber) 
Idaho 2 Repo S00 5 100 : “ : 865 
Lemhi ¢ B,860. 600 s 30 : 4s - 2,000 
Minidoka » 2,150: *: 195 : 10 t 7 : 900 
Payette 2 2,500. S 135 : 70 : 15 aco ge 
Salmon : 1,500"; Woo 2: Pico : I tte. 3,850 
Sawtooth : goo ; 125 : 15 : - z 1,500 
Targhee : 2,600 *s 100 : 10 : 2 : 2,200 
Weiser : Os: 26 : : Se ee 

Total - Idaho : 17,850 ; 3,255 : 40 : ft : 23, 75000 bar) 
NEVADA : : ‘: : 3 

Dixie : 450 : 30 : ™ : ” : te 

Humboldt 5,500 600 : 2 : - : 1,087 
Nevada = 5,150 = 1,550 : 7O : - ¢. 3,250 

Total - Nevada; 9,100 ; 2,180 : je : = 2 ooo 
UTAH : : : 3 : 

‘Ashley : 715 —« Log. <5 30 : - : 1,640 
Cache : 4oo 60 30 : - : 600 
Dixie ¢ 4,000 (00 7 45 : - 24 
La Sal s 000. 465 : 20 3 ” aes 
Fishlake :. 2,000“. 580s 50 : - : 9,250 
Manti $0002 yoo ls 50 : - : 2,100 
Minidoka : 250 : 100 : - : - : — 200 
Powell ¢ W5e0 850 : 100 : - : £,750 
Uinta << 1 es 500 65 : “ : 1,700(7 bear) 
Wasatch : 800 : 400 : $2 : ” :_ 3,050 

Total ~ Utah: 9.405: 245 3 0 ‘ - :21,290(7 bear) 
WYOMING : : t 2 : 

Caribou 3 10 3 5 : - 3 - : “ 
Targhee : 370 *3 60 : 5 : 6 s . 600 
Teton 3 25250. 2 15 : 5 : 3 : 1,650 
Wyoming 7. 140: 140 : 2 ‘ p 2 2,050 

m Total ~ Wyoming: 1270: 280 : 10 : 1 eee eee 
COLORAD® 2 : : : ‘ 

La Sal : 100 3: 30 : 10 2 : 100 
Total ~ Coloral 100: oO. 4 10 : ~ sce 
TOTAL ~ REGION: 40,725 : 10,990: 1,012 268 353, 789(17 bear)



Table RM-14 GAME CENSUS, NATIONAL FORESTS, R-4, 1935_ R-l Statistics 

Page 9 

: FUR BEARING ANIMALS 
Forest :Beaver; Fox ;Marten: Mink :Badger; Ermine: Musk~; Otter: Skunk 

: : : : : : yrat oo: : 

IDAHO : : : th : $ : : : 

= Boise ee 600. 2) 250s: 700° +4, 200): 550. 282 ;000m =” et = zt = 
Cache sf JOO ct. “Os. 100 si 17582, 550 222,50! =" 2! ee = 
Caribou #2100 2:° 100s; 585: s~  9(52e, 265 stl, pUtrs = st 
Challis 2-295 2: 35r: 5902: SUOe: 500 3:1,550:: - 3 505% = 
Idaho 2: 265: Wigs 985 +:1,600:: 905 + 3,350: 125 2! 25 2° = 
Lemhi 2 165 3: 2303; 460 3; 40021, 810 ¢ 4,800: = 4: = 3' = 
Minidoka e805 ste et a ey Pe: Sep gc Test we as eee 

Fayette es B6O-st: 2ROst 260a:  Wibies 175 961, 990c< 500 tat a = 
Salmon ¢> BOO 2: 32521,055 #1 915s: 680 25,9001: = 2° = ti = 
Sawtooth : 465: Io: 430: 700; 640: 1,600; 200: - : = 

Targhee : 510: 35: 680: 550: 820: 4,000; 50: = : 30 
Weiser 3: 85 3: 10: 180+: 425; 540 211,550: = : 27 : (1082855) 

Total - Idaho 26 olio *2 135°6 035 211.020°10 720731 000° 875 * 100 SHORES. 

NEVADA : ¢ : : : : : : 

Dixie gi Me gS OO sy Te eer ei Ot ee te ee 

Humboldt si WRG 2s 7545 HO a PGe 910s OG en er ert 

Nevada ee eee oe ee 2 ge (00 yi co" bse 

Total ~ Nevada ¢) eb: $465 ai Ost bbs 14 9522,106 Sf 8° 8) Gee oe 

UTAH ‘ ( . 3 : : : 3 $ 

Ashley as 660-53 UO ed 360 $5 220g: 225re HS0.ct wt ak eee 

Cache + JO) 25-2: 4Os HGs: S750: GbOse: 6. qt sl? 

Dixie ¢. 125 $:100 4: = : = @ 270s: 200+ 200s: 5 2° > 

Fishla&ke #2925 45555 2: 50.2 20st 10s  Bj0 ss 4. Gi ee 

la sal v= 205 gt525 2: 30 22 = gt (2LO3: 100g: =. =. $1,180 

Manti e (LO ws 55s 70 : WOOs -1,, 20034 250 wees gt see 

Minidoka : LO °¢4 sre) = : ar 2002) 150 go i640 7= 4! * 

Powell : 100; 305; 10: 60; 490; 285: = : 4 os = 

Uinta m (10 5:°60 4" 290 2: 550 6: Bf5elje50m: =* 2: eee 

Wasatch 31,625 3° 50 2° (2b 2s 875.2 dado". Ga0 £1 250; ee 

Total ~ Utah 4, 340 :1,215:1, 605 21,871 : 5,745:8,c45 : 450: 21,100 

WYOMING : : : : : : : : : 
Caribou gen et SB et 16 ete € LOs* - SO.eiae et eet 

Targhee a’ $80 <*° 20°s= 200 ei Sey ¢* 275s: (OO-ss 70 sists 30 

Teton 2,500 : 170 :2,500: 520: 800:6,150: ~ : 10: 300 

Wyomin, 21,445 + 295: 800: 635 : 1,095:6,150 :1,500: 10: 25 
Total - Wyoming 24,325 : 490 23,510 :1,390 : 2,180:13,050:1, 570: 20 5: 385 

COLORADO 2 : - 3 2 . : : : 

La Sal : 50-52 0 10-9 "3 10: pe he el et 0 

Total wdlorado..«: 30 #: YO«.: 10% =a 8 TGs a eo 

TOTAL » REGION '14, 86124, 31511, 210714, 536420, 150'54;4o1!2, 895? 12h 10 BaGa



Table RM=14 GAME CENSUS, NATIONAL FOREST, R-4, 1935  R4 Statistics 
Page 10 

: Game Animals Killed by Man Os eee 
Forest : Deer : Elk ; Mt. : Mt. :; Bear ;Antelope: Number of 

IDAHO : : : ; : : ; 
Boise s ~ 1elgis = See 11: 5: ¢. 5,000 
Cache : 4133 dGy eo ee oe ee 
Caribou : 85: = : . : - og : ” : 210 

Challis : 530; = : is 123 os: 8 : 1,400 
Idaho : 385: Ss bs Go: 5 - 555 
Lemhi : 285: = Poe ds De a {® 
Minidoka : aids « gic ett! as ae ee : 261 
Payette : WB: ee eS BO GD 
Salmon : 669: = : u; 18s > ee a8 10% 

Sawtooth : LGe Sy et 8: 6g 5 
Targhee : Bie SSG Se ee ee 

_Weiser : es 8 ee ee ee : 33 
Total for Idaho : 4,603: 437: Eas ees es 133 2.15596 
NEVADA : : : : : : : 

Dixie : ors es eee iS 
Humboldt : we: : - : a oe ee - : 490 

Nevada 3 ROSs oh ee ee, ee es eI 
po eeson Neveees 500th ee 
UTAR ; : : : : : : 

Ashley : 268; = ® eo oe Sig eee SS * : 660 

Cache : 630: Bie se 2g eee Sen : 2,000 
Dixie : 2,649; - es re ee ee es ee a +. 3,413 
Fishlake : 4,903: 16s. 2 go 2 ey goo BS : 9,034 
la Sal : 100: = ee ee ee ee : 229 

Manti o 1550% Bee ee a oti 4 eho : 3,695 
Minidoka : Se See ee ee | ee 20 
Powell 3 226: « : a : “ <s : y : Buy 

Uinta : Yes Bey  ¢- meiwe C Bs R oe ee 
Wasatch : ue s Wes oe ee ae ee aoe 

WYOMING t : : $ : : : 

Caribou : 1 es ee ee es) 
Targhee : 2l: oe ee fos : iyo 
Teton : (Os Geka 27:60 Moose: 9,190 

2 Wyomi : DORs MYT gs ele aan £8 

COLORADO : : : : : : : 
ia Sal : Dee Sis. 2 eee 8 Ss 10 

Total forCdorado;: 5 4s : ae Bo ie ws 10



Table RM~14 GAME CENSUS, NATIONAL FORESTS, R-4, 1935 R-4 Statistics 
Page 11 

Forest : Mt. Sheep : Mt. Goats : Deer : Elk =: Antelope _ 
IDAHO $ : : ; 3 

~ Boise : - : 5 es Se SF - 
Cache : ” : ” « « 100 : 20 $ ” 
Caribou : . : - s . LOO 3 " : “ 
Challis : 60 : 15 + 500. 2 Brg 25 
Idaho : 35 : ho :: 560. By ss “ 
Lemhi : z 5 gs SHO ee ee ND 
Minidoka : “ : “ : 200 : “ : » 

Payette : - : - 5.3 $25 : - : 6 

Salmon : 60 : 35 31,000 ; = : - 
Sawtooth : “ : EOS 39 5 : " 
Targhee : ” : - : - : - : cl 
Weiser : - - : “ 8 = : ss 

Total - Idaho 3 156 : 120 — a5 a BD. : 150 
NEVADA : : : : : 

Dixie : ” eae Si: 55 8 “ : “ 
Humboldt : “ : - : 60 : ‘ “ 
Nevada : « : ~ : eho : ” : " 

Total ~ Nevada : - Peo coe 2 3 = $ . 
UTAH : 3 : : $ 
Ashley : a : " $s 900 — <5 e : 15 
Cache : _ : ™ : 180 : 10 3 * 
Dixie : - : ™ «+670. sy ” : = 
Fishlake : - : - toy 0e0. -¢ . Oe c = 
la Sal : 10 : ~ : 200 : ” : “ 

Man ti : : bs = DOR. -@ 5 : “ 
Minidoka 3 ” 3 = : 15 $ = ¢ = 
Powell : - : " : 500 : - : = 
Uinta : . : " 3 250 = 20 : * 

Wasatch : ” : ” 3. 125 : 85 : 15 
Total - Utah : Lt : ~ :6,e40 x 170 : 30 

WYOMING : : ‘ : ¢ 
Caribou : “ : - to. : ” : * 
Targhee : ~ : * fon : - : - 
Teton 3 - : ” : 4 20 ¢ 10 Moose 
Wyoming 2 10 ‘ r $5 3 65 : re 

Total - Wyoming : 10 3 ~ tA : S z 10 Moose 
COLORADO : : : : : 
La Sal : “ i ” ‘ a - : - 

Total - Colorado :; s : s : be = 3 . Sieamcle 
TOTAL - REGION : : : : 3:10 Moose 

e : =f ‘ _ eS :480 Antelope



Table RM~14 
Page 12 GAME CENSUS, NATIONAL FORESTS, R-4, 1935 R-4 Statistics 

: PREDATORY ANIMALS KILLED ON AND ADJOINING NATIONAL FORESTS 
Forest :Coyotes:Mt.Lion;Cat_or Lynx:Wolf: Bear ;: Porcupines 

ee IDAHO : 3 ; : : 3 
“Boise : ee, a 9 bee 365. 206 
Cache gE wa 2 os bt} Bow ee 
Caribou : 1,000; is 34 ee es ae 
Challis STS Gs 15. ee 0 ge 85 
Idaho Ua: EL geo eg T 
Lemhi oer Js 69 <g> 8 <a. 550 
Minidoka 7 oT 3 eg ee ee ee 
Payette 5 207 a5 es 5 wie ot ei 226 
Salmon e HOG es 3 BF Se 69 es 2 8. Bt eee 
Sawtooth : 230 : “os 9 sie. 8 8: 93 

Targhee : 363: = 3 14 gg 
Weiser :  4o7: is 12 Me Bee 

Total - Idaho ese 2 ORs 378 soe py hee 2570 
NEVADA : : : : : : 

Dixie : 15: 3 5 ¢ S.6 ats e 
Humboldt : 68 "og 90 om ¢ “ts 78 

Nevada 21,236: 6: 182 eee nice ele 
Total - Nevada :2,133 ; 6: aT or “os 327 

UTAH : : : : : : 
Ashley NG es BL Re a Mee 1g 
Cache ‘ Se a i.e 18 eB Ls 5 F% 161 

Dixie : 686 ; ee 87 Pim .¢5 mig See 
Fishlae > 916 ; Wh, 212 oom. 4h Be Re Bes 
la Sal pe OE + Pee 12 Em iso oe 74 
Manti oP oRiG. “4: 28 86 ee ee 
Minidoka -. 70:4 wo C0. 4.8. 35 7 85 
Powell pA. 18S 102 lw st Aste Seo 
Uinta fay “2105 8 :5 : 5a; 458 
Wasatch go oS7 as [as 50 Si ete a See 

Total ~ Utah ee = a 133 poe 2 Pe 9: 5146 
WYOMING : : : : : : 

Caribou : 20 : 2 # =e «48 ho 

Targhee ¢ 250.2 x, 2 9 $e SASS ye 
Teton t 350.3 ».§ ” tm 4 = 5 172 
Wyoming >. Jee aoe UO) - Se Oe 5s 

Total ~ Wyoming ¢~ 910 - 3 ot, © 2g og 8 Le & 19 

COLORADO : : : : : 
Ia Sal eo : 3 ~ os moe 10 Bes 
Total - Colorado : = mes pt Se 10 
TORAL = REGION ¢ 32,709: G4m; 1,056: 3 = 1052 6,072. |



Table RM-14 R-l Statistics 
Page 13 Lake and Stream Improvement 

1955 

Forest : Miles ;No. structures planx« :Miles or ‘ACTES: Structures ; Rearing Ponds :Cost of “To. man days 

and :Surveyed:ned for and staked 3; improved :Installed_:No. ;: Area :Materials ; worked 

State 3 sout : 2 No. 2 : 2 3 

Idaho 2 : 8 : : : ‘ : 
Boise + 60.5 : 105 : 8.5 miles : 68 ios " : ” :  6O4 

Cache ae : 46 A - : - et “a & : - : ” 

Gaijbou af 11 177 :9.5 miles; 150 2 yes - : 30.00 ; sho 
e : : : : 2 : : $ 
Challis ; 15.5 ; 202 :2.3 miles; Bh eee “ et HOSO6 -g* 2558 

Idaho ee Leo 5e : 5 miles : 7 tos « et: 65.85 5 120 

Lemhi ae 6 : 198 $ - : - aac 8 - : mw 4 ” 

Minidoka : «= : 19 : -5 miles : 19 ‘ - ‘ - ‘ - 5 209 

Payette at Uf : “ : 3 miles : 52 ee. s 1 99.67 + 255 

Salmn : .75: 75 ts3-miles 5 Base. :¢) tte 

Sawtooth : 10. : “ ee : So ee bo photo OF 

Targhee : 82 : 34 : 1.5 miles : 53 ee - : eos 112 

Weiser gh ee 3 : 1 mile : Sees ~ : eee 34 

Total 1229.25. * 961 fe ena. Be NBO NGAP Bs6ebs | t. 2G0e
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Table RM~14 Ret Statistics 
Page 1h lake and Stream Improvement 

1935 

Forest : Miles ;No.structures planned: Miles or acres; Structures ;Rearing Ponds :Cost of :No. man days 
and :Surveyed:for and staked out : improved sInstalled :No. : Area :Materials : worked 

Ss a ae 

—m. ot 
Ashley . be ‘ * ‘ . : ” i 28 = ‘ © < 

Cache G2 os 1 : - ‘ oo eg he ge oe oe - 

Dixie : WS fg 93 : 1 miles oe ie a. 
: : : 11.3 acres : 2 : : : 

Fishlake ; = : * : 2487.31 acres: 2 eee - : 200 : 214 

La Sal 2). : - : : : * 4a " : < : e 

Manti ae : = : 2h acres : 2 Rie ‘ = ‘ 5636.00 ; 1,645 

Powell 5 Ae.5 ‘ - : - : - : ~ ; : * : = 

Uinta + 4 146 a or a ee ee ae 600 

Wasatch 9: 15°): 65 : 2 miles : ee eee ee ee 637 

: : 17-15 miles: Fla : : Total ws 415 Weieces:  ,: 19. 2 o*, - ,0372.00 4,161
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Table RM~14 R-l Statistics 
Page 15 Lake and Stream Improvement 

1935 

Forest : Miles ;:No.structures planned:Miles or acres: Structures :Rearing Ponds ;:Cost of :No. man days 
and :Surveyed:for and staked out : improved sInstalled : No.:; Area :Materials : worked 

State : : 2 2 No. r : Z : 

Nevada : 2 : @ : : : : 
Humboldt ; moog 100 : 45 miles : 5 ew SOOR-A: i S506 160 

Nevada : 6% 6 : 1.5 miles 3 6 .2 we 410 : 36.00 182 
3 : : : : : : : 

Total $ 6 $ 106 : 6.5 miles : ad PD ee hOD Rae 121.06 : 342 

Wyoming : : : : : : : : 
Teton 50% 29 : .3 miles : 4 em ge - : 398.90 : 328 

Wyoming * ge : 50 : UU miles : 28 : 1 : ep he i) 2 1,145 

Total : ge ks 19 : W.7_ miles : 32 ; 1 : 2.5 4 : 398.90: 1,473 

TOTAL~REGION: 376.45 ; 1,561 : 2523 acres ;: 678 : 5 : 8.605 :7128.54 : 8,668 
: : : 46.05 miles : : : : :
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26S, ee SUMMARY OF ANNUAL GAME REPORTS 

a sail Region One National Forests 
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G-Fish and Game Tallahassee, Fla. 

- Florida January 24, 1936 

Game Drive 

REPORT ON THE FLORIDA GAM@-DRIVE : 

MEMORANDUM FOR TH REGIONAL FORESTER: 

I. INTRODUCTION. 

Two Florida forests were examined for game by the drive-method last 

fall before the hunting season; namely, the Choctawhatchee and the Ocala. 

Thirty-one areas were driven on the former and twenty-two on the latter, 

in a fashion similar to that used on the Ocala in the spring of 1935, 

Excepting for certain refinements in technique, which I will discuss later, 

the general organization and procedure were the same; namely, posting of 

“standers" on three sides of an area and driving through from the fourth, 

tallying all wildlife that broke through any of the lines. 

The resultant field data, however, were more thoroughly analyzed, 

catalogued and compiled for future reference in solving more obscure prob- 

lems, as well as for presenting at this time the more obvious conclusions. 

I extend my sincere appreciation to Mr. J. G. Osborne of the Southern Forest 

Experiment Station for the time and effort he has devoted to review and 

discussion of my statistical methods, and for the helpful suggestions he 

has given me. 

II. FIELD WORK. ; 

The Choetawhatchee Drive was made with the help of a colored camp 

from October 8 to October 28, and the Ocala with a white camp from 

November 6 to November 2C, the day before the opening of the hunting 

season in that particular region. In a comparison of the efficiency of 

the two CCC organizations, and the relative importance of the factors in- 

fluencing the technique, I would say that the colored camp was as efficient 

as the white. The Choctawhatchee census shows a lower standard of error 

than the Ocala; but balancing this is the fact that more sample areas were 

examined, and that the density of cover and the location of the units in 

relation to accessibility were more favorable than on the Oeala. 

fn interesting point of psychology was brought out in my work with 

these two organizations. It seems thet colored crews, although slower to 

learn than whites, will show more constant efficiency the longer the drive 

continues. A colored man is more susceptible to the influence of habit 

than a white and after he once learns his particular job, he will do it 

untiringly with approximately the sane earnestness. A white crew will show 

intense enthusiasm for the first few days and when the novelty wears, will 

quickly become bored. Thenceforth its efficiency will fluctuate strongly 

in proportion to the unusual circumstances that had just been experienced. 
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For this reason, I kept the colored workers on their same job and in their 
same place throughout the drive, but switched the white enrollees from one 
to another every other day. 

From my experience with this drive method I have several suggestions 
to make regarding technique. The many chances of error that enter into the 
funetions of an orgenization as lerge as that used on census work can be 

avoided if corrective measures are thoroughly stressed. All that I have 
enutierated below should be given careful consideration and modified to fit 
the conditions of the particulsr region in thich the drive is to be made: 

A. General. 

1. A short "pep talk" to the enrollees every morning while 
organizing for the first drive helps to keep up interest, and 
elarify all hazy points regarding their job. At this time ll 

mistaken ideas can be thrashed out and corrected. 

2. Before the first drive and during the general instruc-— 

tion talk, explain thoroughly the species listed on the tally- 

sheets, and give the enrollees the colloquial names used in the 
region. 

3. New tally sheets should be given out for each drive, 

and the old ones collected. This prevents mistakes of telly- 

ing under the wrong column. 

4. It is well to furnish a square of heavy cardboard to 
each man to which he ean fasten his tally shcet. Tally sheets 

are much neater in appearance when hendled properly. 

5. It is best to collect the pencils at the end of each 

day by having the men file by singly and depositing them, Not 

collecting them at all is better than haphazard gathering 

because many enrollees seem to have a mania for hoarding these 

and will be without one every day in hopes of getting another. 

6. Be absolutely certain that all tally sheets have been 

signed; and check them for obvious questionable data, while 
taking them up at the end of the drive, 

2. Stress daily the importance of vigilance, and count- 

_ ing only the wildlife that leaves the picketed area crossing 

between the one man and the man on !ris right. Impress upon 

each man that his data are to be absolutely truthful, that his 

efficiency is not rated by the number of marks upon his tally 

shect, but by the sincerity with which he performs his job. 

8. Stress daily that there shall be no unnecessary noise 

made by the men as they take their place for the drive; and 
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that there shall be no smoking except between drives. 

Be Organization. 

1. Use the best transportation facilities available, for a 
break-down of one truck will hold up an entire camp and vill 

amount to a tremendous loss of accumulated time. 

2. Before renching an area to be driven, stop and organize 
the men on the trucks in accordance with your plans of posting 

them about the section. For instance, if the standers are to be 
placed first, put these men on the first trucks, so that there 

will be a minimum of noise and confusion in organization when 

the crews arrive at the drive-area. 

3. Always try to approach the drive unit from the "dom- 
wind" side, and send out those mon first that are to be posted 
on this side. It is also usually better to post, first the 

standers and then the drivers if this be possible. 

C. Drives and Drivers. 

1. It is best to drive as near with the wind as possible. 9 : 
There is less chance of game attempting to break back through ; 

the drive-line and possibly leaving the areiuntallied. 

2. It is best to drive sections containing a large swamp 

from the border of this type avay, rather than towards it or 

parallel to it. This eliminates the necessity of placing a high 

concentration of standers slong the type boundary, where visi- 

bility might be especially poor. 

3. In examining triangle or trapezoid-shaped areas, it 

is better to drive them from the broad side toward the apex or 

the narrower side, thus automatically closing the drive-line 
rather then opening or lengthening it. 

4 Other factors being the same, it is better to drive 
toward a narrow road or firelane than toward a wide one. Game 

is reluctant to cross a wide exposed area, and may cut back 
through the drive-line rather than venture into the open. 

5. Where possible, place a section leader in charge of 6 or 

7 men on the drive. It should be his duty to proceed behind 

these drivers and see that they remain properly spaced, do not 

allow breaks to form in the line, and cover their particular 

sector as intensively as possible, cutting through dense 

brushy arcas rather than around them. 

6. Compassmen as “guidons" are a great advantage in keep- 
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’ ing the drive-line straight, but where woods-wise men are used, 

orientation by the sun is equally as effective for a distance 

of a mile. 

%, Spacing on the drive-line of more than 60 feet is 

ineffective for tallying anything but deer, Beating the brush 

with sticks often uncovers small game that otherwise might have 

been passed by. 

8. Several shots from a firearm are effective in starting 

a drive; but almost equally as effective is passing the signal 

along by shouting. 

D. Standers. , 

: 1. Standers spaced too far apart: become inefficient. They 

become bored with the work and may allow wildlife to slip by 

unnoticed. If they are spaced too close, wildlife becomes hesi- 

tant in crossing between them. Ideal spacing is from 5 to 8 

chains being extremely careful in rolling country however that 

no blind" spots exist where wildlife could cross unseen. 

2. Standers should remain perfectly quiet and constantly 

on the alert from the momont they are stationed until relieved. 

When game is approaching, these men should "freeze" so as to 

afford the game every opportunity to eross as soon as possible. 

No vehicles should be permitted to move on the stand line during 

.the course of the drive. ‘ 

3. Standers posted on the sides, in line parallel to the 
direetion of the drive, should, when the drive comes up with 
them, proceed along the "stand-line" to the next stander ahead, 
before falling into the drive-line. By this method the stand 
area immediately ahead of the drive is constantly covered be- 

fore the stander enters the brush to join the drive, Until the 

men are thoroughly femilier with this job, a responsible crew 

leader or foreman should follow along the side "stand-lines" 

abreast of the drive to see that it is carried out. 

Many more factors influence an examination for wildlife than one 
for timber. The fact that wildlife is mobile makes it necessary to use 
methods whereby this mobility can be controlled long enough to afford a 

reasonably accurate tally. So far the best method found is the one of 

using an exceedingly large crews 

A large crew however to work efficiently requires certain advan- 

tages on the ground that are not necessary to a smell one. In addition 

the mobility of wildlife makes it mandatory that there be certain features 

characteristic of a unit that will make for driving it. Such features as 
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accessibility from nll sides, visibility along stand-lines, topography and 

cover type are all features which limit the choice of drive units. 

It is therefore best to choose points on the map by some mechanical 

means epproved for other forest surveys and then selecting the area nearest 

each point that meets with the preper requirements of a drive unit. In 

this fashion one still embodies in his selection as much of the mechanical 
as is possible, without a sacrifice in efficiency. 

III. COSTS OF FIELD WORK. 

Both the Choctawhatchee and the Ocalan camps averaged two drives a 

day for 15 working days on the former and 11 ‘working deys on the latter. 

The following table gives the approximate labor ind costs for this work: 

Choctawhatchee Ocala Total 

1. No. units driven 31 22 53 

2. Total area driven 18,920 A. 13,502 A. 32,422 Ae 
3. No. man days 

Aver. 140 per day 2,100 ) 

Aver. 135 per day L485) © By585 
4. Truck mileage 

Average 7 trucks - 50 miles 

per day = 350 miles 

@ .07¢ per mile > $24.50 $367.50 $269.50 $637.00 
per day 

5. Personnel 

Average 5 men $535.00 $402.00 $937.00 

Total Costs (CCC labor figured on besis of $1.50 per day) 

ccc Labor 3585 x 1.50 = $5,377.50 

Supervisory Personnel 937.20 

Trucks __ 637.00 

Total $6,951.50 

6963.50) nse $131616 Cost per Unit 

_ 53 

695,50 = $4214 Cost per Acre Examined 
32,422 
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Iv. ANatysis. 

There has been much discussion relative to the value of this method 
of making a game census. Some believe that it is inaccurate, whereas others 

feel that it is well worth while. Personally I believe that the time and 

effort that has been spent on it was justifiable. True, one cannot expect 

wonders of the method; one cannot expect an estimate of the deer population 

of a forest to be as accurate as that of the amount of timber, granting that 
the intensity of the estimate of exch was the same. But one must consider 

not only the factors evolving from the mobility of wildlife but also such 

other points as: 

ae Thirty deer per 1000 acres as against 150 trees per acre. 

b. A crew of 140 unskilled workers as against a crew of two 

trained estimators. 

ec. Fifty plots of approximately 600 acres each as against 

thousands of plots 1/4 acre each. 

These facts are bound to influence the accurecy; and a timber 

estimete cannot be compared with a game estimate. 

Accurate timber estimates have been made for years, and one expects 

later estimates to be more accurate than earlier ones. But not many accur- 

ate game estimates have ever been made in an unknown region; and a method 

that will give even a reasonable estimate is far superior to one that de- 
pends upon a good guess. By this I do not mean that a man thoroughly fam- 
iliar with the game of e particular region camnot give a reasonable estimate, 

but that the drive method is valuable in obtaining an initial count in a 
new region of which little is known. 

An unalysis of the deer count of the Croctawhatchee indicates a 

_o@, standard error of 12.3%, meaning that there is an average population of ap- 

>‘ [ proximately 2 deer more or less than 19 per 1000 acres on the area estimated. 
wr _° The Ocala count on 22 plots indicates a standard error of 20% or about 3.6 
‘sao’ deer more or less than 17 per 1000 acres. Tnese deviations may seem large 

at first glance, but when one considers that the 53 plots tallied ranged from 

0 to 67 deer per 1000 acres, the error becomes comprehensible. 

Although the drive method gives 2 reasonable estimate of the popu- 

lation of deer, livestock and some of the smaller game, which will efford a 
basis on which to organize a plan of management, it is equally, if not more 
important as a means of arriving at several other biological facts. It may 

prove some, and it may bring others to one's attention. MTnese facts could 
be enumerated under the folloving main classes: 

1. Distribution and concentration areas. 

2. Tinber and cover types preferred by certain species; the 
effect of these on density. 
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3. Direct end inverse ratios between species and groups of 

species. 

4. Migrations of species. (Provided drives are made at differ- 

: ent seasons.) ; 

I nave attempted to analyze the data as thoroughly as possible, 

not so much with the hope of discovering something startling, but in an 

effort to put it into workable form, and gain as much information regard- 
ing obvious biolcgical facts as possible, as well as find hidden leads that 

may at some time help solve a problem or may indicate a necessity of 

future research on some particular phase of management. Fortunately most 

of the units thet were examined contained but one major cover on timber 
type, and it was therefore not difficult to obtain a reliable figure of 
the proportionate density of wildlife in each type by means of a weighted 

average based on the area of each unit. Inasmuch as the units differed 

so widely in size, it would have been unsound to give them all equal weight 
in the computations. T.c results of these computations were combined into 
groups of such species as I believed would have an influence on each other, 

‘as, for instance, 111 predators, o11 hoofed amimals (deer and live-stock), 

small game (rabbits, quail, squirrels), Fox and Skunk, and several others. 

ee ee a ee ee ee 

It way seem that an unnecessary amount of time and effort was spent 

on analyzing these data. Tuis mey be true in the light of the small number 

of plots examined and the difficulty in obtaining a high degree of accuracy; 

but when one considers that almost 4000 man days were spent in gathering 

field data, and thet the information is still the most accurate ever ob- 
tained, I feel that no smount of analysis would be excessive. In fact, if 
additional information from drives be evailable in years to come, it should 

all be assembled and analyzed as completely and thoroughly as is possible 

with the latest statistical methods. 

V. OBSERVATIONS AND DEDUCTIONS. 

In order that the observations and deductions may be referred to 

more readily, I have segregated them into a number of groups and sub-groups, 

and have tabulated as many of them as possible. I heve expressed these 

largely as statements of fact, and claborated on them only to the extent 
that I felt was justifiable in the light of the field date. 

Ae General Observations on the Game Drive. 

1. The physical condition of the game that I personally 

observed during the course of the drives was good. All deer 
appeared healthy and vigorous, and showed no signs of external 
abnormalities or screw-worm infestations. The antlers of the 
bucks appeare? normal in shape and as well developed as those 

of the average Florida Deer. One fawn was found dead on the 
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Choctawhatchee, but it was too badly decomposed to allow for 

determining the cause of death. 

2. Deer and other animals leave an area that is being 

driven in a rather haphazard fashion. Generally most of the 

deer break through the stand-line from 1/4 to 1/2 mile ahead 

of the drive line, usually keeping in the hollows or lower : 

places, Where a stand-line is posted along a wide fire-break 

as on the Ocala, a deer will generelly prefer to cut back into 

dense cover and find an exit elsewhere, rather than cross such 

an open areae 

3. Small game generally hunts cover in which to elude the 

drivers, or cuts back through the drive-line. The Fox is perhaps 

the only small game species tallied that will continue on ahead 

of the drive line for eny great distance. Quail will flush first 

as a covey, and then scatter to be flushed again as they break 

back singly through the drive-line. 

4. Nocturnal animals cannot be tallied with any degree of 

accuracye Tue fow individuals that hed been tallied constitute 

only those thet chanced to have been in the direct path of a 

driver or had been routed from their den by efforts more inten- 

sive than can profitably be used on a drive. 

Be General Comparisons of Both Forests. 

1. Fawns on the Choctawhatchee were much younger than 

those on the Ocala. They were still spotted, and one specimen 

captured and exnmined appeared to be only about three weeks or 

one month old. Fawns on the Ocala were well developed, appearing 

to be on the average of 5 months old. 

2. Foxes and Skunks were tallied comparatively often on the 

Choctawhatchee. No foxes were seen on the Ocala, and only a very 

small number of skunks. This difference may be due to any one or 

a combination of the following: 

ae The relative abundance of the species on the 

two areas, 

b. <A marked difference in the habits of the species 

on the two areas, 

ce. The fact that the dense cover made it impossible 

for the drivers to see these animals. 

3. The ratio of buck:doe:fawm, (5:6:7,) on the Choctawhatchee 

is more ideal than on the Otala.s Assuming for conservatism that 
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1/5 of the does on the Ocala were in reality large fams that were 

mistaken for does, the ratio would be approximately 5:8:4. This 

bears out the fact that a ration of 50:50 seems to be more ideal 

for deer propagation than one in which does are vastly in the 

majority. 

From my observations on the Ocala during the past hurting 

season I am inclined to believe that the buck:doe:fawn ratio is 

more nearly as shown by the cctual game tally. 

4. The acorn crop of turkey, water, nnd live oaks on the 

Ocala was especially heavy during the past fall, but on the Choc- 

tawhatchee, the turkey onk bore very few acorns. This fact did 
not, however, have a marked effect on the presence of deer on the 

oak-covered types of the Choctewhatchee. Rather they were more 

numerous than I had expected, judging from my conversations with 
the Ranger end other people familiar with the area and the game on 
it. 

5. Favms, but no does,were tallied on four units on the 
Choctawhatchee; one of these areas contained 11 fawms. No such 
areas were driven on the Ocala, This might be explained in 

several ways, but nevertheless seems to me of sufficient interest 

to warrant consideration in future research work. 

C. Deductions About Species Tallied. ¢ 

Rather than list all the obvious deductions concerning each 

species such as timber and cover type preferences, which are 

common in various degrecs to all wildlife, I have enumerated only 
those of seemingly outstanding importance. ...-+ ee 

One may observe on the Choctawhatchee for example, that: 

1. Deer are comon to all timber types but are of maximum 

abundance in virgin open-grow longleaf stands. 

2. Areas of sparse cover sufficient only for rabbits, con=- 
tain no deer and very little other wildlife outside of rabbits, 
quail, hawks and owls. 

3. Cutover areas with cover of medium density seem to sup- 

port generally more wildlife than other types. 

4. Fur bearers appear to be most common to areas being tur- 

pentined and to the Sand Pine-Hammock type. 

5. Snakes and hawks seem to be at their minimum on turpen- 

tined areas. 
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6. Livestock seems to be most common on cutover areas of 
medium density; hogs being most common however on areas border- 

ing creeks. 

The Ocala data indicate that: 

1. Deer have their maximum concentration inside the refuge, 
and on ores of 1921 Burn sand pine, which however can be discounted 
by the fac the major portion of the refuge is '21 burn sand pine 

type. 

2. The 1916 Burn area which is now about 20-year-old second- 
growth sand pine, seems to contain the largest amount of game 

exclusive of rodents and hares, which, in the sand pine type, are 
most common on old growth areas with cover of medium density. 

3. Quail of course are much more plentiful on longleaf 

areas than in the scrub (sand pine type); but seem to be at their 
maximum in the scrub on double-burned areas and in old stands 

containing cover of variable density. 

4. Rattlesnakes, other snakes, Jays and small raptorial 

birds seem also generally to be more plentiful on open double- 

burned areas. 

5. The 1935 Burn generat ly shows a scarcity of wildlife, due 
perhaps to the fact that it had not as yet been able to re- 
establish itself. 

De. Ratios Revealed by the Data. 

Although the data show numerous vague, and some obvious re- 
lationships between different species and groups of species on 

both the Choctawhatchee and the Ocala, they need not all be ex- 
pressed in writing. ...... So many factors of environment 
influence an organism that it is almost impossible to state 

definitely that one species is directly or inversely proportionate 

to another without having a large amount of accurate supporting 
data. However, certain ratios on both forests were noticeable 
enough to warrant attention. Although I cam think of explanations 
for each, I do not believe I am justified in expressing them without 

further proof. 

1. Ratios Expressed by Ocala Data - 

a. Direct ratios in order of intensity: 

Hawks and Owls : Snakes, Rodents, Hares 
Large Hawk : Cat Squirrel 

t be. Inverse ratios in order of intensity: 
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Deer : Jays 

Deer : Jays and Rabbits 
Skunks : Rabbits 

2. Ratios Expressed by Choctawhatchee Data - 

ae Direct ratios in order of intensity: 

Other snakes ; Hawks 

Hog : Rattlesnake 

b. Inverse ratios in order of intensity: 

Deer : Habbit 

Skunk : Large Owls 

In general the factors influencing the welfare of two distinct 
species on the same area may be divided into two main groups: those 
that have a similar effect on both, end those that have an effect 
on one opposite from that on the other. If the group of factors 

having a similar effect isfiuch the lerger, the ratio between the 

species will be direct. Conversely if the group having opposite 

effects is the more influenti:1, the ratio will be inverse. It fre- 
quently happens that the influence of the two groups of factors will 

show a direct ratio in one timber or cover type, and an inverse in 
another. Therefore many more data than con be obtained from one 

drive are needed to prove conclusively any relationships. 

E. Regnrding the Observations and Deductions. 

Many more apparent facts are revealed by an analysis of the 

data than I have mentioned, but those listed are sufficient to 

illustrate the numerous possibilities that should be borne in mind 

when planning and conducting future studies on wildlife management. 
A point like the fact that farms are generally younger on the 
Choctawhatchee than oF the Qcala could eee lead to a little 
effort in having the deer of both forests thoroughly identified. A 

strain of the northern variety on one forcst may account for an 

earlier rutting season. Typicnl Florida Deer may have a much 

later mating season. 

The fect that areas were examined that contained a number of 

fawns but no doos may develop into a problem of distribution, 

knowledge of which would be necessary to proper regulation. Or 

» investigations to develop suggestions of timber and cover prefer- 

ences and ratios as brought out by the drive data vould help when 

a plen of management is formulnted. 

Even though meny of the deductions dram from an analysis may 

subsequently be proven false, they have been valunble in bringing 
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to one's attention a question. They will be the direct cause of 

further investigation; and no well-planned investigation is 

worthless. They help to enlarge the sphere of present knowledge 

and meke for more detailed observation, in that they place before 

one certain preblems, the solution to which may ordinarily be 

passed over in the course of routine field-work. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS. 

I believe that a game-drive is especially valuable as an initial step 

in’ formulating a policy of game management; it is as important as a timber 
survey. To what extent this method can be modified to be effective in 

mountainous country cannot be said, but at least it should be tried. Game 

counts, unlike timber estimates however should be meade at rather frequent 
intervels; and this method would be unreasonably expensive if used every 
year. If it be used at intervals of 5 or 10 years (provided the labor be 

available), it would warrant consideration. It would act as a eheck on all 

observations and would help support with figures any theories that might 

heve developed. 

Several possibilities exist of making somewhat loss accurate but 

much less expensive game counts, and these should be developed for annual 

estimates in the absence of a drive. 

Frederick J. Ruff /s/ 

FREDERICK J. RUFF 
Assistant Forester. 

Frank A. Albert /s/ 

FRANK A. ALBERT 
Forest Supervisor. 
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10 s 610: Te IS: Or @: Gs 2 ‘ : a iB 2 Be Ss 16% ‘ 5a 20% i 413 : : 8: oo Ue Ss a0-'% 
an ‘ 460: ie ds Sy 48 Oe : : : 43 as : Wey 6Gs 3 : 203 : 83: $ 13s 24: 2 B38 43 
12 ¢ 620: at Oe Te Boi Be : : : 5: t . So: 462 : a LG: £ 93: 3 Ls 40: 3: 64 ig 
13 © 650: ey € Se a : < : : : a5 : See $ : Ais s | BG: 3 : Tp? : ¢ a 
14 e. @00e.. Be ee Ss 8: 5: as ¢ : : oe Be ws SSs : Bs Ig: : 723 for DBs $6: bs es ee ame © 30 
BG § -6S0e SE Tee Adee Ss : : 3 : 8: ot : By iis : 5: es Pes £ Bs ke 3: or SOs 
16 . 640: Be Be Pe Be ae Ds : 3 oe ons : Of. BOs : 6s 33: : 47: , Ss: 28: : ae a3. 4 
Ly : 640: Dey Pe ol Se aS é : : : ot ee 8: 35: k Se Bs : 423 ‘ ae : 2% 22 3 
18 : SEs day 2 is : 3 3: : $ : Ss 8 @: Sie : 53. : 3 548 t : Ss Be . Os 
19 & L000? 43 10; 123 ee 3 : $ : Ge mig ae 62 18% E: es 123 2s oS: : 7 30s 4: 23 25:4 
mor G42 8: 12s Ss Be. ee : 5 : 5: Be Se 62. 163 : : es : 6: : 2: 16: 23 By ABs 
21 f 640: Ge GF 5: 2 Be : 3 : : Ds ' 8: 63 . a os : Ar : dae: 492 5 O42 Beg 
22 & £03608 oe Ot os + EBs : : : Di eae 2 aus, 20e : is St : 30: ¥ Re 14: ay aug ase 
23 : 880: Or Ser Bs es. 72 Ls : : 5: as Bs aor 6103 5 hg 16: £ 43:3 : Os 56: 23 a TO 
24 : 660: Be tas 2St. 2 Vhs : : : Ss Boh Be Bp tee 5 oF 12s : 6% ‘ its 53: Be Gs 33 : 
25 : 640: os. 5: os Bs Ds : 2 3 5: Bo Be Gs 8s 3 165 Be : 6: 2 : 20: : . Te ¢ 
26 ~ 640s 16: ‘ds Gs) Se . : $ x : se oe Ae : : OF : oo8 . Gs 27% 2: Bt 22 3 
27 2 4503 9: 7 26: B62 49+ eS: : ® 2: : Bs 2 203 : Rs Tes : Ges > Se Sl: vs 2 G25 
28 : 640: Cs.aeme Ie: 2 a : 2 : Jeke Bit 56s Gs 14s : 8: tis : 58: : 5: Lee 23 33 oe 3 
29 $ S00 122 -24h 163 2. ae ae : 2s 43 4 © 2t os. 192 ; 3 LOs $ 4: 8 4 44; 6: 2s 52 ¢ 
30 x 630: 5: 13% 3: 132130: 3: : ‘ 25: 6. Sees. 5 6653 f 22 70: : 87s : Ses. 109s S246 = 21: 
31 : 640: oF Ge Se 163-625 es $ : 2: 2: 8s Ss: Se : 8s 223 : 49; : 16: 94: 3: Brg 17s 
Totals 18920: 164:195: 218:135:511: mee : 2s 146: 63 : 75: 184: 960: . 110: 509: 2: 1558: © 2523 950; 592 4%. 577: 
iver: £ '-s : : : : : : : ; : ‘ : : & : : : : 3 : : . ‘ 
age : 6102 5.526.533 7.0:4.4416,5% #9 e edie 4.7: 260 22.43 5.9:34.8: 5 S62. I6,4:- .1y.53.0% % (Bel SSe@2. 1692 Ge? 2 18.6 2 

Gis *



Table 5 AREAS EXAMINED BY TYPES OCALA 

LONGLEAF 
: CUTOVER SAND PINE 

: & CULLED :Stands. 235 Yrs.old & Over :Prairie : 

: Cover :Double:1916 :1921:1926-27:1935 : Cover :& Slash : 

Unit : Area :Med.:Sparse;Burn :Burn:Burn: Burn _:Burn :Dense:Med. :Sparse:Variable:Bomers : Water 

Ree 6452 ‘ 645: : : : $ : 3 - 3 : : 

2 4 6453 s 645: : : : 3 $ : : : : : 

S % S60: s : 30: 3 S50: : ‘ 2 : : : $ 

4 3: 640: : : : : : : < ¢ S20; 320 + : : 

os 570: 3 $ : 3s 460: . : : eRe : ¢ 

Gas A753 : $ $ : : L760 : ¢ 00% : : : 

m3 675: i . 30: : 8 4352 : . : : 280 -¢ : 

6 3 630: $ s : ¢ (505s : : ¢ et 228% : : 

o. 605: $ 3 : 2 4253 $ : s 180: : $ : 

O° 640: : : 2 : 630: : i $s. 208 : $ ‘ 

ix: % 850: 3 : ¢ 2103 220: e : : : : 420 3: : 

ig 4 660: : : : + 555: > : : : : 45 3 40 3 20 

1S 3s 6162 ; 3 : og SIS: : : ¢ 41% : : : 

i4 ¢ 6353 : 3 : s-. 80s ¢ Sbos : : : : : 

Las 640: $ ° 3 $ 200: ; 3 : : : 440 3 : 

EG) 2 525: : ; 503 8 : dees : : t Peas gO. ¢ 

Ae. eas : ¢ : ¢ REG: $280 ¢ : : 65 3 : 70 
18 2 4908 : $ 3 : $ B. B60e $ 2 660% $ $ 

a0 4 585: : r 3 : ‘ 549: € : S6e : : ‘ 
ao & 5603 $ $ 395: : 963 69: < : : : 2 3 

ey  s 595s 190s = £ 3 : : : : 3 $ 405.3 . 

ba 3 620: : t : : $ 3 : . : : 620: $ 

Total :,13502: 190: 2290: 505: 210:4562: 1223: 1085: O : 892: 885 : 2500 ;: WO! 90 
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_ Table 6 ACRES EX:MINED BY TYPE CHOCT:.WHA.TCHEE 

: : LONGLEAF sLONGLEAF : JONGLEAF 3 3Sand 

“:CUTOVER & CULLED :BEING TURP. VIRGIN ROUND 3 Other :Pine 

Total : Cover : Cover : Cover sCreek : :Hammock 

Unit :Area__;:Dense:Med.:Sparse:Variable:Densethied. :Dense :MedsSparse:Variab le:Borders:Flatwoods:Upland 

aig 4402 400: : 2 : 3 3 : 3 : oe 4c 3 : 
2s 4603 : 450: : 3 : : $ . : 3 ; BOs 5s 

O08 640: = 2502 2408 3 8 : $ : : £ 150 ¢ : 

% -S 180s 3} sd: : $ : $ 3 3 . 2 : . 

: Ss #400: 480: : 3 $ 3 3 ‘ 3 : 3 ‘ : 
62 Gab: : £ : 200) 5: : : Seca A : 3 : 530 
NG SGC” Goose : : : : : : : ‘ : : : 

; Be: 8 460: : 420: : ‘ $ 40% : $ : ¢ ‘ : 

Ge  aeOs : ¢ Bee : 2 490: Gee : : : : 
10) 610: : : : 3 : : s6108 : : : : 
i.e 4602 *3 460: : : : 5 : $ 3 : $ : 
12 45 620; : . : og : 3 : § 620: : : : 
ae 650: = 650: : : : . : 8 3 : 3 : 
143 640: : eh : 640 : : : : $ : : : $ 

18s 630: : : . : : : : $ ; 600 3 20°: 2 
a6 4 640: 560: > s 3 : 3 : ; % $ BC : : 
17 $3 640: ora F 2 | 6640 : : Spas : : : : 
T6853 $703 : : : 370: ¥ : 2 : & z : $ : 

19°: 1000: S20: S20: ‘ : ; f. 360: : 2 3 2 . 
20.3 6402 3 : S : 2 3 : 2 : 640 ¢ : 3 
21 3; 640; 3 : : : : oe 2640: : : : : 
ee" = ISOs : $ : s 640: 3 (390% 3 3 : $ : 
ao. & 880: 2. 7502 = 8 : $ $ ‘ : : TO) 3° $ 
24 3 6602 360: 300: 2 : : : : ; : ¢ : 

; Bo 3 640: 2 640: 3 2 : : : : : : " 4 
26: 640: : 6402 : En : Bias peas : : : : 
27 3: 450: : 2 : : uae : 24408 : Use “kG : : 
28 3: 640: 640: 3 : 3. : t ‘ : $ : : 2 

20. 800242605 : : : Re aeMoigie : 26403 $ $ . $ 
oO 630: : 630¢ : 2 3 : 3 . : : : : 
a. § 640: 2 640: 2 : : : ae : $ 3 $ 3 

Total : 18920: 4150:5690: 240: 1780 3 640: S30: 750ceaxe 620: 1240 + 440 3 JUGS 530 

-reas — Cutover and Turpentined - 168400 Longleaf Sand Pine 3000 
Round 69100 x Creeks and Borders 8000 
Swamps 8600 Total 263100 

21S



WEIGHTED AVERAGES OCALA 

INDIVIDUALS BY SPECIES PER M ACRES BY TYPES 

: Longleaf: : Sand Pine -:Stands 23 years old 

3 Cover. :3Double 1916 1921 1926-27 1935 :& Over - Cover 
tMed. Sparse: Burn Burn Burn Burn Burn :Mcd. Sparse Variable 

Species 2 Accel aerate 5 6 cot38 9 10 

Deer $15.0...1eSe¢-$.8..47,0...-85.6 6 San LO eB seegenronsittis 7 26.5 

Hog $ Beast oo ol bee 

Cow : es 4 8 3 

Cat Squirrel : S.05t° 156. ~ 630 3.3 Soe 4,6°% 1450" 58 Se? 

Fox Squirrel : 2.0 elas 4 aew 1.4 0 20S ee. ee 1.5 

Skunk : Zs0eg5 0 1236 9 0 0 : at 7 +o 

Rabbit Sens" “Bede taro” O,0e teee “tees 6.8°t i7ee" 76 1266 

Rattlesnake . fo Bee 160 2 25 sBP =o 0 1.0 

Other Snake ©:10.0 10.0:: 11.7 13.0 9.1 3.5 7.5: 6.7 6.5 9.6 

Quail 325.0 100.525" 10.4" 4.0 4.5 1.0 ons 6 39 Oe7 

Large Hawk sioe0 .-2enee 10 200 1,0 2.0 SOU aso eS 2.5 

Small Hawk Seos0" “OSOss = so* 450 2.6 1.9 Pel i? nee eee 2.6 

Large Owl . cs 1.0 7 0 <o 8 1.2 oo 

Small Owl Pree? “irr bet 450 1.4 oo oO Piss” dae Le? 

Jays 224.0 22.0::115.5° 28.0" 71.8 78.5 15.0 : 59.4" 38.1 30.7 
Total : cS : 

Wildlife $94.4 161.5::169.7 112.0 136.9 117.8 56.7 :121.3 75.1 104.6 

Opossum, Raccoon, and Fox not included in this analysis as they do not 

portray a correct picture; not enough materi:1 collected on these. 

This table bears weight more as a table of comparison between the dif- 

ferent cover types than as an absolute count. 

TOTALS Table 10 

Ungulates 5.0 4.05% G5 4730 27.6 6.5 19.6 214.1 Vs? 8655 
Raptores $500 Sg088 869° 10 5.7 4.4 Oat - Veo 6.6 Vee 

Snakes 10.0 —1LOs0e2 15,9 04.0 9.4 4.0 By5 §. Blox Bao 10.6 
Rodents & Herea:24.0 14.02: 14.5 17.0 17.6 23.4 11.9 : 32.9 14.6 1956 
All Game S520 LUGSOse S087 - GByO = ATR. S0e0- B9s6 % 46.2 252 55.8 

in 
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WEIGHTED AVERAGES CHOCTAWHATCHEE 

INDIVIDUALS BY SPECIES PER M ACRES BY TYPES 
Table 8 sci ae entail 

: e Being: Virgin sCreek: Sand 

: Longleaf :Turpentin-: Round ¢Bor= : Pine 

rCutover & Culled :ed : sders :& Up- 
: Cover : Cover 3 Cover fe sland 
. sMed-:Spar-:Vari-: :Med-: sMed-:Spar-:Vari-: :Ham- 

Species :Dense:ium :se rable :Dense:ium :Dense:ium :se sable : smock 

Deer ¢ Weltloet: 8.02 14.9% 25.02 5.0: 24,0251.5; 5.0 + 25.8: 12.72 16.0 

Hog s eee Dustn O- 2 oAc0t 0 ot Ba%tn 0 28173 2 F504 ef 

Cow tp Vesidledie 0608 4513 Ibs0h 2ossn1l. 6515854200 tm 10s soeGe. 850 

Opossum : eet wTS 0 ¢ IeA4t 0 © Vide. 0 #. 26250 $9.35 ees 0 

Cat Squirrel c, 4652.6.635 2.0¢ 27542 Ss05 1sGt. 4.0242.0:-550 2. 654: 4.82 1920 

Fox Bq@iirrel ¢. 1642.28.67. 0 + «6: 4.03 5.85. 3.02.32: 0 $ dsQs 1902.0 

Fox pe MabsaOeGtn Be0t aBe72 1s0t 3.8% :1 0th ed? 0 ta dese 150ce S50 

Skunk S “Asd: 6.82% 5.02 s2n42 20.0: 2.82514. 28-4. 52n55009 5 Soe 1OsGr eso 

Rabbit : 21.2:52.6: 47.0: 37.6: 25.0:42.3: 21.6:14.6:45.0 ; 13.6: 29.6: 35.0 

Rattlesnake she S.7.5.75 + 2.02 aS.0! 21.07 -0 He eOrs@setcke0 ta Beet Seles BO 

Other Snakes : 13.5:22.5: 17.0: 10.8: 9.0: 9.9: 10.6:11.8:10.0 : 9.5: 18.9: 17.0 

Quail + 62.6:48.6: 80.0: 54.5: 30.0:36.3: 41.0:27.2:93.0 : 30.2: 61.9: 25.0 

Large Hawk SagOeolO.Gt Se0t adeds 2.08.4. 5sqo4 AP hI Pelee ta Bad-° 7.0% 6e0 

Small Hawk =: 24.3:44.6: 20.0: 23.1: 14.0:25.2: 21.7:39.6:40.0 : 13.6: 31.0: 24.0 

Large Owl Se eteO sa eGe 20. QOe5e. 0s Ouns LBs 5-8: 3.0 : 2.5: 1.0: Oo 

Small Owl © @608 S.85 -D.0t  8.7:- 2.051152: 2.0: 1.6: 8.0 ‘ 0 : 4.0: 2.0 
a a es St eRe Se 
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WEIGHTED AVERAGES RECLASSIFIED CHOCTAWEATCHSE 

Table 9 

———— iongleaf Longleaf Virgin: Creek Sand Pp. =~=~C—é‘“‘“iSSSSSS~=“<=:s*sts~S™S 
Species :Cutover Turpent Round : Bor- Upland : Med- 

: z ders Ham. =: Dense ium Sparse Variable 

Deer : 16.4 14.8 > 25.1 ; 12s 16.0 : 20.2 19.0 5.8 18.6 

Hog 4.0 veah a 8.3 0 : el Oe cine Sa? 

Cow * 18.4 ONE 8.8 : 8.3 8.0 : Saves “ess 2.8 

Opossum : 9 3.4 ee Bee 0 : eee ee 0. 8 

Cat Squirrel : 4.9 3.6 3.8 : 4.8 13.0 4.4 65.1 4.2 Sst 

Fox Squirrel : 1.8 4.8 2.2 1.5 0 : oO. 2 60) 0 8 

Fox 3.1 2.3 1.2 : 1.0 3.0 : Bet eee ao Bee 

Skunk ; 5.2 12.1, 6.0 : 10.8 16.0 : 150, goeG Se 5.5 

Rabbit : 29.6 $2.9. 19.2 : 29.6 35.0 ; 21.7 28.35 45.6 27.7 

Rattlesnake : 4.5 4 2.0 : i Bul : 2e0 2 Ale 230 2.8 

Other Snake : 17.5 9.4. 10.8 : 18.9) 17.0 ; 12.6 18.8 12.0 10.3 

Quail : 55.0 Geet! Oked : 61.9 25.0 : 55.9 42.0 89.4 44,4 

Large Huwk 7.6 a1, 8.6 : v0 6.0 : A,B. 1056' O55 3.5 

Small Hawk ' 37.4 161 30.3 i 31.0 24.0 ; 22.8 42.0 34.4 162 

Large Owl : 1.8 5 3.0 360 0) Dee Be Be Bin 2.5 

Small Owl : 5.7 6.2 Bol : 4.0 2.0 : SD Bel Tee 1.6 

Total : 211.8 156.4 156.5 204.9 LEV ed : 172.2 220.4 220.5 149.5 

=



WEIGHTED AVERAGES OF GROUPS OF SPECIES 

INDIVIDUALS PER M ACRES 

Table 11 
TOTALS CHOC TAWHATCHEE 

sLongleaf:Longleaf:Virgin :Creek:Sand P.:: Cover 

:Cutover : Turpent:Round :Bor- :Upland :: Longleaf Type 

: : i sders :Ham. ::Dense Med. Sparse Vari. 

: i ‘ 2 3 3 oa 35 5 ee 36 ie 8 9 

1. Unguletes © 600 25e%a BA.7 2 28.5: 24.0 ts 29.6 S025 10.0 2568 

2. Squirrels $ Gute 3 Be45% G0 eG.) TSO Gime St 4.8 et 

3. Snakes Pes Ocoee Sv6en 14.8 2.22.0: 19,1 s+. 1559 25.2 14.0...13.1 

4. Rodents & : 3 : : : it 
Hares : B6.0 2 4165 = 85,2 $95.7: 46.0 2¢ 26.0 S654 49. “Sie8 

5. Fur-Bearers : See a tee os Ye: Dae Os - 16.0 Ss TOs 3.8 4.2 8.5 

6. All Game 5 107.7 + 89.0 = GEG 2210.3: . 950 +:204,1 07.4 145.0 3a.6 

Veo Small Raptores: 41.1": 25.5 : S2.4°% 35.0: 26.50 2% 26.5 40.7, 4126 20.6 

8. Large Raptores: O.4 + Oso 2  EES6 2 B.Oe 6.0 82-625 le.8- “Hie “6.0 

9. Ait Reptores = 50.9 © 28.9 $= 44.0°3 45.0: S2.0°3: S256 58.5 53.1 26.8 

10. Hawks S 42b.0  % gese 2. S669 £9550; S0L0' 28 27.6 ba.6 43.7 22.7 

11. Owls : Sed 3 6.7 3 Sad 2 Ons Be0 22 O60 Bed 9.4 4.1 

12. Fox & Skunk : Geo 5  d456 —¢ Vee < LieOs 19,0 2 FeO Bar 4.2 Tel 

aie.



OCALA 

Table 12 TOTAL NUMBER INDIVIDUALS 

ON THREE MAJOR TYPES EXAMINED 

cai en Umea eR re ee a fe ee ee oe 

Species i Longleaf Pine : Sand Pine : Total : Game Refuge 

: Cutover $ : : Sand Pine 

SEES EEE EERE EEeneeene eee 
*Deer : 70 : 3,654 : 3,724 : 2,823 

Hog ; 59 : 115 : 174 89 

Cow : : 57 : 57 : 

Cat Squirrel : 70 : 1,052 : 1,128 : 250 

Fox Squirrel : 59 ; 201 260 ; 73 

Skunk : 59 : 86 : 145 : 56 

Rabbit : 200 : 2,487 2,687 ; 944 . 

Rattlesnake : : 115 . 115 ; 8 

Other Snake : 255 : 1,626 : 1,861 ; 589 

Quail : 2,362 : 956 ; 3,318 : 347 

Large Hawk 59 : 316 : 375 ; 24 

Small Hawk : ne : 497 : eis ‘ 89 

Large Owl : : 143 : 143 ; 40 

Small Owl : 23 : 239 : 262 ; 89 

Jays : 517 : 11,038 = * 12,555 45679 

Area ; 23,500 ; 191,800 : 214,800 80,670 

Small Hawks - Sparrow Hawk, Coopers Hawk,Sharp-shinned Hawk.: 
Large Hawks - Florida Red Shouldered and Red-Tailed Hawks. 
Small Owl ~ Sereech Owl. 

Large Owl - Barred Owl, Great Horned Ovl. 
Jays - Florida Jay (Not a Blue-jay). 

* adjusted estimate of total number of deer: 

Entire examined area - 4000 

Ocale National Game Refuge - 3000 S 

ao—



CHOCTAWHATCHES 

TOTAL NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS 
Table 13 

ON FOUR MAJOR TYPES EXAMINED 

: Longleaf + Longleaf : Creek : Sand Pine : 
: Cutover : Virgin : Borders : (Upland : 

5 Species + Culleéed : Round : : Hammock) : Total 

ee er Se re at 

* Deer : 2,745 SS 1 7Ga Sa BOR A 4,725 : 

Hog : 640 : 332 i 66 . 0 : 1,038 

Cow 3 £254 2 608 $¢ 66. ¢ 7% 3, 710 

Opossum Ss 185 : el _ 10 : 0 2 216 

Cat Squirrel : 808 2 a 38 : i 5 1,225 

Fox Squirrel : 354 ~ 152 : 10 : 0 : 516 

Fox : 505 2 83 S 8 Z 27 : 623 

Skunk : 977: AS 4 56s 144: 1,622 : 

Rabbit : B,000  ¢ Lyon? oy 267 : 216. = 6,914 

Rattlesnake : 707 : 138 : 25 : 19 2 889 

Other Snake : 2,829 : 746 Se RSE : 153 : 3,879 

Quail : G,aeD. 5 - 2,646 t.- 495 ' 225 : 12,291 

Large Hawk 3 1,212 : 594 : 56 2 54 : 1,916 

" Snell Hawk : Deaho se 25004... 248 : 216 : 8,031 

Large Owl ? 286 - aor Ss 8 : 0 : 501 : 

Small Owl : 674 : 145 : 32 : 18 : 869 

Area : 168,400 : 69,100 : 8000 $0.58, 000<7 + 254,500 

Small Hawks - Sparrow Hawk, Coopers Hawk, Sherp-shinned Hawk. 
Large Hawks - Florida Red-shouldered smd Red-tailed Havks. 
Small Owl - Sereech Ovl. 
Large Owl - Barred Owl, Great Horned Owl. 

* Adjusted estimate of totel number of descr - 4800 

mtdiwe



STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DEER 
Table 14 Based on Weighted Areas OCALA 

Deer :# : Minus Deviation : Plus Deviation : 
per “heres  < : : 
M :Driven : : 3 2 ° 
Acres:(n) eae oO td eS ns Greate 

Oe 645-2 13. BBs 585s : : 109,005; 
a4 560 : EE s 6, l60cs : : 67,760: 
5.8 645 : 10 $ 6,450.3 3 c 64,500: 
4: 6753 9 +: 6,075: : : 54,675: 
sige 640 : 8 Dy lBOes : : 40,960: 
Gos 40685 " % 3,430: : : 24,010: 
T2 585 : 6 +. 3,910: 3 : 21,060: 
9.3) P2089 4 4,520 25 * : 19 2505 
13(c) 1070 : : : : : 
1A. -s 560 : : : Ley ae D560 ¢ 560: 
> 2 1665-% . & Bet ore: ¢ 7,540: 
16.3 650) = . : 53 3150 : 15,750; 
ao 641 : : % 65 2 3846 : 23,076: 
oe. 525 : : 3 Qe: 997% 169 7525. 
34 ¢ 640 : % : PL oe Vedas 282,240: 
45 : 640 : $ - Se 4 ¢ = .204801-¢ 655, 360: 
47 3 856° : ‘ : Oa 5  <28900; ¢ 982,600: 
60: 616 3, : : 47 : 29952 : 1,360,744: 

Total: 13502 : 43,950 2735673 3,918,645. 
& + : 

eee d@n = -/"3916645 = 1250.2 = 17,04 st. neviation 
n 13502 

True origin = 0 + (=dn)+(4dn) = 13 4 (-43950)+t-11307% 13 oh Dl TBe1 
5 n 13502 

(Stomdard Deviation)© _ 29053 mew eee EO, =. A 2 (Standard Error) No. of plots x2 - 22; 290.2 = 22 x® 

x = 13.2; x = 3.63 = Standard #rror wo) 20% _ Standard Error 
1BF25e3 fe 

(17,04)® - 290.2 - aes sey “a 358 plots for 5% Standard Error 

=25=



STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DEER 

Based on Weighted freas 

Table 15 CHOCTAWHATCHEE 

Deer sNo. :Minus Deviation: Plus Deviation : z 
per sAcres 2 : : d“n 

M sDriven = : 3 

Acres _3(n) Beso 3 Se A 

0 : maOre 17: & 15,776 2 : : 234,090 
4 : goore 13: : 12,350 : : : 160,550 
5 | GaQur 12%: 7,440 3 $ é 89,280 
6 : 480° 21: : 5,280 + : : 58,080 
? ‘ Ooo 10: & 6,500 + : > 65,000 
8 : 1100: 9 : 9,900: : : 89,100 

il : £2004 6: = 7,660 ¢ : : 46,080 

13 : 590: 4 : 2,360: : : 9,440 
15 : 6805; 2: 2° 7,760 : : : 3,520 
16 if EEO: 3 Ls eer 270 = i : 1,270 
EY Ce). 1740 ; : z € : 
18 < 640 : : ;: + *% 640 3; 640 
ol : 630 : : : as ayoee 4 10,080 
22 : 1280, > % ‘ 5. 6,400 4 32,000 
23 : 1030; : '°°6 3 6,180 4% Siecee 
25 £ LOLO: ¥ z : 8 3 12,880 * 105,040 
30 : 630 3 ‘ ¢ i6 % 8,190 +: 106,470 
32 : IO9O"s : > ID 2: 16,000 % 265.200 
33 é 660 : $ +46 4% 10,;560..: S69,600 
52 : 800 : : z 35: 28,000.: 980,000 
67 : 180 ¢ : ¢ Ses 9,000 =: 450,000 

Total ¢ LegZe¢ % 66010 2 ¢ LOOS20 25,090,570 

cof eee 
Ss c\/ d’n = je = ~i758 = 12.78 = Standard Devias 

n 18920 157665 +ion 

s origin = 0 » (cob) Gein) = yp (268820) a 0070) True origin = 0 + chee aaa a ae So 

ee = 1 TM _ T5050 a 18.71 

Max. Error of 10% = ,10 x 18.71 = 1.87 
Standard Error = 1/2 Max. Error = .935 

(Stendard Dev.)” -(12,78)” - 163,93 = 
(Standard Error) a — a ~ 187 plots for 5% Standard Error, From 

i - this formula: 

= 163.53 = 165.35 . 12.78)” _ standard Error 2,3 or 2:3. = 12.36 31 (plots) ; matey eR = Standar ° ° ie = % 

, -26- 3



. UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRIGULTURE ed Ree 

FOREST SERVICE OP cho : e 

SOUTHERN REGION As wt oad 
ADDRESS REP TO GLENN Buupae ys 

REGIONAL FORESTER Parc ATLANTA, GA. 

AND REFER TO = UaSI na 

: : 

G-Fish & Game May 6, 1936 sce 
Florida i i 

Game Census 

Forest Supervisor. ‘ ea: 

Dear Sir: : : 

Something more than a year ago game drives for census purposes 

were initiated on the Ocala Fortst. You have received reports on these 

and other drives. Since that time Assistant Forester Ruff and other 

members of the Florida National Forest organization have made other 

drives. Mr. Ruff has compiled and analyzed the statistics and presents 

this information in a memorandum, which is attached. 

The purpose of these game drives is to obtain a census of the 
wildlife population on the Ocala and Choctawhatchee Forests. Both Forests 

are extremely low in timber values and, although they have been used to.a 

considerable extent for grazing pwrnoses, the range is of low productive 

value. The Ocala Forest was a state refuge off and on for many years up 

until a portion of it became a federal game refuge in 1930. Portions of 

the Choctawhatchee have been designated as state game breeding areas for 
many years, but the administration and protection of these state areas 

have been left largely in the hands of the district rangers, who have 
done the best they could with it even though they possessed no authority 

as state game wardens and federal authority was entirely lacking. ‘The 

main objective of both units was the production of deer, ; 

I consider Mr. Ruff"s memorandum of particular interest because 
of his analyses and the treatment of the data. The information he 

secured will serve as a foundation for future game estimates and for the 
development of game management policies by both the state and federal 

governments. Census methods such as those used are practicable only when 
large numbers of men are available. Txese methods are very expensive -- 

«21 per acre driven, $.02 per acre for the whole forest -- and the data 
are by no means permanent in value except as historical matter. This form 

of census appears to be of questionable value as regards nocturnal animals 
and those animals and birds that find their principal place of abode in 

the swamps and other areas which cannot be driven, Such species as turkey, 
bobeat, fox, skunk, bear, raccoon and mink cannot be accurately censused 
by this method, while rabbits, deer and quail appear to be easily and 

accurately counted... We still must find some practical and economical means



of accurately censusing wildlife. The drives have taught us that our 

former methods of estimating were*little more than poor guesses at the 

pest. We have also learned that the forests have much greater carrying 

capacity than we have believed and that there are many more game animals 

and game birds than we once thought. ? 

It is my opinion that the chief value of this memorandum of 

Mr. Ruff's is that our ignorance of game is strikingly set forth. Less 

than a year ago an expert reported that the Choctawhatchee did not have 

enough wildlife to be worthy of management, and today we find it contains 

more deer than the areas adjacent to the Ocala refuge. I trust that this 

memorandum of Mr. Ruff's will be as interesting and as stimulating to you 

as it has been to those of us in this office who have reviewed it.: 

é Very truly. yours, 

JOSEPH C. KIRCHER, Resional Forester, 

: » Acting. lI Cau ing 

Enclosure 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

SOUTHERN REGION 

ADDRESS REPLY TO GLENN BUILDING 

REGIONAL FORESTER FOREST SERVICE ATLANTA, GA. 

AND REFER TO 

G-Fish and Game May 19, 1936. 

Florida 
Game Census 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Professor of Game Management, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letter of May 14 has just arrived and it has interested me very 

much. Joe has been absent in Porto Rico since the latter part of April and 
will not return until early June. When he returns your letter will be 

brought to his attention. 

We gave this report quite a wide circularization, sending it to all 

of our Supervisors, the other Regions, the Chief's office, and a couple of 

the Experiment Stations. I am now enclosing a set of charts which were 

prepared by Mr. Ruff but which were not sent with the widely circulated 

report because of the cost of producing them. There is also enclosed 

page 7-a which was left out of that portion of the report which was given 

wide distribution. If I had only thought, I would have sent you the charts 
and this page when the original was mailed to you. 

I am taking the liberty of sending a copy of your letter to Mr. Ruff 

(we transferred him to the Pisgah Forest the first of January), and I an 
sure that although he is very busy in his interesting new job he will wish 

to take advantage of your invitation to publish a condensed report. 

I am sending you a preliminary report on a game census project on the 

Pisgah. This work was done under the direction of a Junior Forester, and he 

did not attempt to make the analysis nor draw conclusions as Mr. Ruff has 

done in his report. However, I believe the Pisgah data will be interesting 

to you. We have also conducted game census drives on our recently estab- 

lished Federal Refuges on the Quachita National Forest in Arkansas. I will 

have copies made of these reports and sent to you since you may be interested 

in reviewing them, especially since I suppose you saw some of Arkansas during 

Region 3 days. 

Now as to the grouse matter, we are collecting data on grouse on the 

Pisgah under Mr. Ruff's direction. We are also collecting some data on wild 

turkey, squirrels and fur-bearers since our deer Ga study is so far along 

that it has developed into one requiring only periodical observations rather



than a full-time study for a single man. I would welcome any suggestions 

you may have on the direction such studies should take. I was a grouse 

hunter twenty-five years ago and have always kept my interest in them. 

Having spent a number of yearsin the Appalachians, I noted the fluctuation 

in grouse populations, but I do not have enough exact data to be worth much 

to anyone. 

It might interest you to learn that we have three Junior Foresters 

training under Mr. Ruff. These men were picked from some 250 Junior 
Foresters who are now on the Region’s payroll and they were chosen because of 
their interest in wildlife work, their apparent aptitude for the job, and the 
promise they offered as prospective game managers. In a few months more, we 

shall have another batch on the job, and we expect to keep a small group 

in continual training as wildlife administrators. 

This has been a long-winded letter, but it is a long-winded subject. 

I recall with much pleasure the half day that 1 spent with you at La Crosse, 

Wisconsin, two years ago. I should like the opportunity to conduct you 
around to some places in this Region where we believe that game management 

has a reasonably fair chance of success. 

Very sincerely yours, 

ee = 5 coe 

oo : 
\ f ( (Se) 

A. C. SHAW, 
Assistant Regional Forester. 

Enclosures 

“gs



I have attempted to analyze the data as thoroughly as possible, 

not so much with the hope of discovering something startling, but in an 

effort to put it into workable form, and gain as much information regard- 
ing obvious biological facts as possible, as well as find hidden leads that 
may at some time help solve a problem, or may indicate a necessity of 
future research on some particular phase of management. Fortunately most 
of the units that were examined contained but one major cover or timber 
type, and it was therefore not difficult to obtain a reliable figure of 
the proportionate density of wildlife in each type by means of a weighted 

average based on the area of each unit. Inasmuch as the units differed 
so widely in size, it would have been unsound to give them all equal weight 
in the computations. The results of these computations were combined into 

groups of such species as I believed would have an influence on each other, 

as, for instances, all predators, all hoofed animals (deer and live-stock), 
small game (rabbits, quail, squirrels), fox and skink, and several others. 

Two major series of graphs were plotted, one to show the relations 
of all important species and groups of species by timber and cover types, 

and one to show these relations by individual units examined. These graphs 
were plotted on the basis of relative frequency rather than actual numbers, 

so that relations between one species or group could be visualized more 
easily. In short, the minimum number of a certain species constituted 0% 
and the maximum number 100%, Intermediate numbers then took the form of a 

percent of the difference between these. 

The graphs expressing the frequency of groups were plotted in two 
ways. The first group was based on the actual summation of the number of 

each species included in a group; i.e. in a group of Hawks on the Choc- 
tawhatchee, plot 6 contained 5 large hawks and 23 small hawks, giving a 
total of 28 hawks or 51%. The second was based on the average frequency 
as expressed by the graphs of each, i.e. plot 6 expressed a frequency for 

large hawks of 28% and for small hawks of 32%, giving an average of 30%. 

Both methods of plotting were used in order to test the results, 
but the second gives the more accurate picture in that it attaches more 
weight to the generally less common species rather than give each equal 

weight, One large hawk may be able to live on the same area with 20 small 

birds. A graph on the basis of the sum of these would disregard this fact; 
the sum 21 could mean 1 and 20 or 10 and 11, each of which should show an 
entirely different relation. 

Obvious relationships revealed by these graphs were redrawn on the 

ratio of one species to another in each type or unit. These have been in- 

cluded in the appendix. 

It may seem that an unnecessary amount of time, ete. etc. 

-Ta~-
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CHOP -¥ 

G - Fish & Game 

Game Census , 

REPORT ON GAM CENSUS 

Pisgah Game Preserve 

Introduction . 

The. primary purpose of the Census is to determine the deer popu- 

lation of the Pisgah Game Preserve. Additional objectives of the 

project are: 

1. To determine the sex ratio existing in the deer population. 

2.° To determine as far as possible the population of other game 

animals, birds, and predators on the Preserve. 

3. To obtain a method whereby censuses can be made in the future 

with a minimum expenditure of funds. ‘ 

The census was started on December 4, 1935, by thé drive method 

and completed on the 29th of January. During February the areas were 

surveyed by chain and compass to obtain the acreage. A portion of the 

district, namely Davidson River watershed, excluding Avery Creek, was 

examined for game by the strip method. A total of thirty-five areas were 

driven, fifteen of which were on Davidson River. It was intended to 
usé CCC Camp F-1 for all drives, but the fact that it was abandoned 

January 1st made it necessary to use both Camp F-14 and F-22 to complete 

the drives. The roads were practically impassable during a large part of 

January which also hindered the progress of the work considerably. 

This report will stress only the major points brought out on the 

Census. The data will be filed for detailed analysis in the future. |. 

Field Work : 

It has been mentioned: that three CCC Camps were used in making 

the drives. In one way this may be considered a disadvantage due to the 

necessity of instructing and training each camp. .On the other hand,’this 

disadvantage is outweighed by other considerations. The men have intense 

enthusiasm for the first few days and when the novelty wears they become 

bored and lose their efficiency. By dividing the drives up among the three 

camps I believe it kept their interest throughout the Census. 

A few suggestions regarding the technique are as follows: 

l. Before the first drive is made a talk should be given at the 

Camp, giving them general instructions. After this, if possible, each



one of the men should ._ receive a mimeogranhed copy of the instruc- 

tions. During the talk the tally sheets should be explained thoroughly 

and each species gone over carefully. : 

2. Quite often it is advisable to give the enrollees a short i 
talk before each drive is made, explaining to them the general topogra- 

phy of the area to be driven and it will also act as a “pep talk" to keep 

up their interest. 

3. New tally sheets clipped on a small cardboard should be given 

out just before each drive and collected immediately afterward. 

4, All pencils should be collected at the end of each day. ~ 

5. Tally sheets reporting game should be signed, thus enabling 

a check if questionable data are found. 

6. Stress daily the importance of counting only the wildlife 

that leaves the area crossing between the one man and the man on his 

right. : 

7. Stress daily the importance of no noise during the placing of 

men about the area to be driven. % : E 

8. No smoking to be allowed except between drives. 
° 

9. Stress. the importance of the men keeping within sight of each 

other on the drive line, especially in rough country and laurel thickets, 

10. Use the best transvortation facilities available. .. 

11. Have men organized on trucks, that is: drivers on certain rs 
trucks and standers on the remaining trucks. . 

12. In a country where the topography. is rough it is advisable to 

drive from the head of the coves dom. 

13. If possible, drive towerd the narrower side of the area, thus 
closing the drive line rather than lengthening it. 

14. Drive toward an old logging road or trail where possible as 

the deer are reluctant to cross a wide open area. 

15. If possible, place a member of the supervisory personnel, a 
warden, or a leader with every ten men on.the drive line, , It will.be _ 
their responsibility to keep their ten men in line and correctly spaced. 

i 16.. A member of the supervisory personnel or a warden should be 

placed at each end of the drive line and it should be their duty to 

follow through the drive,placing the standers in the drive line wherever 

the drive line widens out or to decrease the number of men accordingly.



17, The drive may be started by a shot from a firearm or by 

shouting along the drive line. ‘ 

; 18, Tue drivers should be urged to make all the noise possible 

during the drive. { 

19. The spacing of drivers or standers can not be set up by any 

certain distance due to the great variation both in topography and cover 
type. O.ten in dense laurel thickets it is necessary to place men thirty 

or forty feet apart, while in en open area as much as eight to ten chains 

may separate some standers. — a ee i , 

20. Standers should remain perfectly quiet and attentive until ; 
the drive line has passed their ‘stand. They will then fall behind the . 
drive line and follow along the side "stand line" to the trucks unless. 
instructed by the member of the supervisory personnel on their end of the 

line to fall in with the drive. 

Method of Selecting Areas 

It was originally plenned to drive twenty-three area mechanically 

picked from the entire Game Preserve. After driving a number of these 

areas and the data analyzed by Mr. A. L. MacKinney of the Appalachian 

Forest Experiment Station, the standard error was found to be so high it 
would be necessary to examine more areas than originally selected. It 

was also decided that statistical analysis is not a true criterion of 

accuracy of the drive method in view of the fact that there are so few 

plots on which to base this analysis; and thus it was decided to drive 

thirty-five areas in all. Davidson River watershed, excluding Avery 
Creek, was picked as an experimental area in which fifteen areas were 
driven and afterwards the entire area was examined by the strip method. 

The data of both methods were worked up in order to get a comparison of 

the results and costs'on:this area of the: two method. It might be well <— 

to mention that the twelve other areas to bring up the total to thirty- - 

five were also picked mechanically, that is: all areas were driven as : 

near as possible to the location'pickéd’on the map mechanically, although 

topography necessitated changes’to’a’certain extent. The remaining areas’ 

(twenty) gave a’good average representation for the rest of the Game : 
Preserve. eer ; : 

- It was planned to survey each area and blaze a line around it 

before the drivés. Towever, in order to complete the drives before the 
bucks ha@ shed their horns, it was necessary to drive the areas first 
and then survey them afterwards to obtain the a@reage. These surveys 

were made and plotted on a scale of 1 ins = 10 chains. These sketches 

show the chief topographical features of the areas. The areas vary con- 
siderably in acreage due to the topography of the land, the-number of men 
available for a drive, and the fact the majority of the areas were driven 

before being surveyed. 

‘ste



Costs of Field Work 

: The number of drives per day by each camp varied from one to three 

drives, three drives being made only on one occasion. Due to the in- 7 

accessibility of the majority of areas the average per day was one and one- 

half areas. a : 

The following table gives the approximate labor and costs for this 
work: ; : see : : 

Cost for Drive Method on Pisgah Game Preserve . 
. eS Totals 

Ls) NUDE Or UNIS Ariven: sisuwcwcwwiemenesmncsawess ve bes tec c ce. 35 
2» Total area driven, seececsssecceesccecstecessccercocccsecce 4557 acres 
3. Per cent of Game Preserve Driven 4537 # 98351’ = ..ceceeee 4.61% 
4. Total number of man dayS (BOW) .sccecseccvecsccccecceccccs SOLD 
5. Total cost of HOV ($1.50 per day)? scc.e.eeee eG5272950 
6. Total cost of Forest Service Personnel .J.s.e. 276200 
7. ‘Truck mileage total 4,140 mi. @ ‘,.05 per mi.‘.° 207.00 

8. Total cost of surveying areas (EC) .e..seeee0 111.00 
Dovel OSE Gin site's vise sews SOD SOE DO ; 

Average cost per unit: | a ie 

aoe = 6167.61 

Cost: per acre examined: Se : 
5,866.50 — Sree 29 

4537 

o Note: All ACV Supervisory Personnel rated at $1.50 : 
‘ in working up costs. y 

: Cost for Drive Method. on Davidson River ft : 

ie ‘amber of-unite drivetiiesyss veces de rcedecesevews 15 
Be Dotalvarea -driveniesieciisedtvced verecocsececssed L947 Acres : 

3. Per cent of Davidson River: driven E : 

1947. #: 20855 = ccevecencccecceseeIed0h : 

4, Total mumber of: man days (ECT) ...ccceses ce nons 0 L000 . 

5. Total cost of ECW (41.50 per day)? ercccccnccccscecessoes Ho, 200200 

6. Total cost of Forest Service Personne] eescccecsccscecece 114,00 ; 

7, ‘Truck mileage total 1410 miles © (3.05 per mile wreccecoee 70.50 
8. Total cost of surveying areas (BCs) wscccseccceececcceees 40050 

MOtHL Conti cis sins sin arises cuistes eee OeO0 ; 

Average cost per unit: ; ; 
$2,475.00 sie SED 

1s ; . 
Cost per-acre examined: . ‘ . ‘ : 

$2,475.00 _ 1,99 is 
tie 1987 te : ft oh PE. ei Pe: tease Sy 

-4— ai ean : z



o Note: All HCW Supervisory Personnel rated at $1.50 per 

day in working up costs. eat Ae : 

Strip Method eS ‘ 3 

_AS already mentioned, Davidson River watershed was picked as an 

area on which to compare the’cost and resultant data of. the two methods. 

The census method used was a modification of the parallel strip 

timber survey. A strip width of two chains was adopted; one-man crews 

were used; a set of status Atlas sheets was used as a base map. Strips 
were run asoroximately twenty to thirty chains apart and they were 

generally run at right angles to.the topography. Strips were referenced 

to topographic features and distan¢es scaled from the Atlas sheets. 

4 Wardens Edmundson, Huffman, and Eller were assigned to the 
work of stripping Davidson River, under the direction of Assistant 
Ranger Seely. A total of thirty man days were required to complete the 

field work," This-:estimate covered. 6.44% of the total area (20,855 acres). 

: -The following. table gives. the. approximate cost for the strip 

method : ‘ 

ot "Total cost of truck mileage’ s.6....ececaceeeee o: G2140 
3 Total cost of Forest Service personnel gest neseGlOleoO 

(Actual jardens' salary used in working up : 
costs. Possibility of training ECV‘ personnel’: : 
“thus reducing cost). . Bs : 
SUES Pe che : : +a. . Total. cost eccccces G152.40 

pests. se : 

Following are tables which briefly summarize the resultant data 

obtained ‘from the: drive-method on.Davidson River Experimental area, the 
remaining areas on the Preserve, the strip method on Davidson River, and 

a comparison of the above mentioned tables as to the number of acres per 

deer: a. hs, A Ge ee ae 

Ga



Drive i.ethod on Davidson iver 

. sHosshcre=: : 3 :Total:Rab-:Squir—:Tur-: sLarge:Sm. sLarge:Sme: $ 

Area: sDate :Menzage _ :Buck:Doe:Favn: Deer:bit : rel :key :Grouse:Hawk :Hawk:Owl :Owl:Fox:quail 

Laurel ike 3 Rc’ ae $ : coy i : ae 3 : : $ : : 3 3 : 

Davidson Re S12/0/somsist: Boone 1: bs Tesora? et : 67 SpHOe <1 OS), 2 OOS Res 4 

Neills Cove S T/0/S6 eel50. Tala Res sas 7 ee S19. Seto eS a 2 : Sp ae 

Osteen Cove 2 L/e/Soustee: Ligeia Sit Is: Virgeteers 2: 8 + oa4. 2 : eas ee Bs 

HdewteRde— 3 hors : : : : cre t : : : : : : : : 

PiscloteRde a: 1/11/56 : 8G: 1O5es 5: 11: 22 ytersee : 9 sens ae : : i: ‘ : 4 

Grogar Cre . . : : $ : 3 : : : 3 3 : : : 3 : 

Picklesimerrs: 1/13/36 +100; 195 shi: 4: 42° °9'$42: 4 5 aos Si as eis as 

1.Hd.Pounding. : 2s . . cf 3 : : : $ $ 3 : ' 3 3 

‘Mill Cr. | Df2G/S6es1oG:. “Seed s 36: Ise: a eS S| S22 as 5 : : . 3 t 

@.Cherry Cove: 1/23/36 :100: 128: 1: 4: che mee 1s Ds 3 Cs ( 3 : 3 : 

$3.-Hamilton-  : . . a4 ¢ f = 4 8 4 : iH é : : 5 : 

Neill Cove : 1/20/36.:100: 101 : : ‘ ; eine de aes - ig : : 2. 2: ¢ 

60.Cove Cre 2 1/20/56 "2100: .1SL%: 2: 10: + Bis : : “50 < : 2 By ae OEE Pe 

Go.tarlow Gat): Wer/eoes toe: 16ets 5.5 waz Lae tO Gis 1 s* eee ee 2 Ls : : os 

96.Farlow Gap) : : : : : : i : ie $ : ; : 6 ‘ : : 

120.Hd. :. re ¢ es : : : : : : : : oN iste tee 

Taurel Wiese 2 1/20/56 .2100> 124%: > 2 bs he uome: wes Bo : Bee) all as Set ae Si ik 

129.Stillwater : oo aae : : : oe 3 28 : $ 5 : $ $ 3 . 

Bre :. 1/22/36 :100: 106 : © 5s Saye Gee aes 3 2 oat os 2 : ae is 

1S1.Caney Bre : 1/24/86.:100: 159: ~: 2: 23° 43 een. Nie : =) ds : Cc aaie seat) 

160.Hd.Grogan : trey Gee e Ges os Tee: : : : : : Bt Veh ss 

Crs s Wi22/56.31008 Isla: : : g 5 : : Wee sh Ge 8 : ¢ : : 

i eS SS eee 

Total Davidson Re Area 1500-1947 _ 35 88 23 146 19 56 19 108 9 6 2 oa 2 9 

E zm 7oe



Drive Method on Pisgah Game Preserve (Davidson River Excluded) rae 

No. Acre- Total Hab- Squir- Tur- Ige Smee Ige She Pole- 

Area Date Men age Buck Doe Fawn Deer bit rel key Grouse Hawk Hawk Owl Owl Fox cat Quail ~ 

Andy Cove 1/24/36 100° ~ 180 4 eo. | 4 34 3 2 ? 1 ao 
Boyd Cove 12/12/25 120 @25 S 8 - vo 5 S 1 6 al de 2 1 
Bmnks Place 12/12/35 90 70 - ao 2 4 a 12 : . 
Pilot Cove 12/13/85. 120 we? 9 eon 33 eB z a 2 Bee De 4) 4 
Bradiey.Cr,. 12/14/35. 120 445 «12: 10.) 22 1 5 10k 5 a 
Newman Cove e : : 

Avery Cr. 1/20/36 90 100 2 2. = a ie 2 3 at 
Avery Cre : 

Back of 4h 
deer trap 8/4/55 140 4291 14 ALG eT 57. 2 Hebe 8 i 2 es s r 23 

Mince Cove ae 
Rocky Fork 1717/36 130 98 4 12 = 15 4 4 1 2 : : 

Engram Cove . 
Big Cr. 1/17/36 130 70 1 oS 7 4 2 5 a 

Beaverdam 1/21/36 80 87 2 ia 8 2 : i 
Stony Fork 1/21/36 80 82 - a, we ee eB : 6 
Billey T. Cove 1/22/36 80 140 - Be 6 1 i i i 
Turkey Cre 1/23/36 80 200 1 Se a 4 at 1 3 : 
Foster Cr. 1/20/36 8C 92 i 1 ' : 
Bear Wallow a 

Cr.(P.Bed): 1/24/36 86 84 2 5. a= 7 ea i 2 1 j 
Walnut Cove i 

(Cathey's) 1/21/36 95 114 i pa al 4 ile 1 59 ir ge 
Penel Cove # f : z 

(King's Cx, 1/28/36 100 141 2 Sua ail. 6 1 z ae if 
Brushy Ridge q 

Br.(Cathey) 1/31/36 100 107 1 a 2 L 2 1 4 
Courthouse Cr 1/29/36 100 158 - 5 ok 6 16 £ ae 
Shoal Cz. 1/29/36 100 __ 269 = 5. 2a. 6 2 5 “ile : 
Total Ovher Areas Sols. 2o90 SY ago 37" eee ee 42 a 107 16 8 ee at ie 29 
Total Davidson Re 1500...1947 35 88 23 146 19 56 19 108 9 6 2 8 aH 9 
GRAND TOTAL Bolo: 4587" "Ge" 248" 40 B80 SE 10s) 20 BID eo ae oy 2 1 38 

f=



: Strin Method - Davidson River 

No. Bear tRabbits:Grouse:Squirrel:Unclass.: Does :Bucks : Fawn :Total Deer 

Chains On Off:0n Off :On Off:0On Off :On Off :0On Off:On Off:0n Off: On Off 

6725 , 255.2 294.18 2168 9 tek 36 -215..153 2 4.¢.) 2 39a 52 

: Number of Acres Per Deer 

Drive Method for all of Preserve: 

4537 + 380 = 11.94 

Drive Method for Davidson River: 

1947 # 146 s 13.33 s 

Drive Method for other areas than Davidson River: Ly 
2590 234 = 11.06 , 

Strip Method, Davidson River (Deer on strip) 
1345 + 39 = 34.48 : : 

Strip Method, Davidson River (Deer on and off strip) : 
1345 ¢ 98 s 13072 , 

: Sex Ratios : 

Areas Exgluding Davidson River (Drive Method) - ¢ 
3 Fawn : 10 Bucks : 28 Doe 

Davidson River watershed (Drive Method) - 

2 Fawn.: 3 Bucks : 7.6 Doe 

Total areas driven on Preserve <- 
3 Fawn : 7 Bucks ©. 19 Doe 

Strip Method on Davidson River - ‘ 
1 Fawn + 2 Bueks : 15 Doe : 21 Unclassified 

eS - j - z : a 2 GBs =e '



Analysis ; 

There has been much discussion relative to the value of the drive 

method of making a game census. True, this method is costly and probably 

not absolutely aucurate due to various factors entering in such as: the 

mobility of wildlife, a crew of unskilled workers, rough topography of the 

country, and the small number of sample areas examined due to the ex- 

cessive cost. On the other hand, the drive method gives a reasonable 

estimate of the deer population -- has the least chance of error compared 

with other-methods developed to date. From the map accompanying this 

report it may be seen that the mechanically selected areas are fairly well 

distributed. Many of the areas are close to the boundary where it is 

generally thought, there is a low concentration of deer. An interesting 

point brought out in the analysis is that there appears to be a less number 

of acres per deer on the group of areas including the botndary than on the 

Davidson River watershed. 

From the table giving the Sex Ratio, it is plainly seen that 

- there is an excessive number of does. This may be lowered to some extent 

as it is very likely that the CCC enrollees in tallying often classed a 

fawn as a doe dcer due to poor visibility in the brush or to inexperience. 

Another factor relative to this is that the last few drives were made as 

the bucks began to drop their antlers. Te sex ratio on the strip method 

may also be affected slightly as the strips were run during the shedding 

season of the bucks. But this cannot be too heavily weighed as 

experienced game wardens ran the strips and they can often distinguish a 

buck from a doe by its general ‘appearance. - : 

Four areas were driven from which no deer were tallied; two of 

these areas were close to the boundary, while the other two were centrally 

located on Davidson Hiver. © | 

In going through the data, a considerable difference is found 

j between the number of acres ner deer as found by the drive method and the 

: number "on strip" indicated by the strip method. . Tue number of acres per 

ae > @eer as seen from the table is nearly the same when all the deer seen on 

and off the strip are considered. ‘To check further, the data on the 1935 

strip method census were lookéd up, and it was. found by considering all 

the deer seen on and off atrip on Davidson River that e figure of eleven 

acres per deer was obtained which also appears to follow fairly closely the 

results of this year's census. This may aid in solving one of our 

objectives: that of finding a correction factor for the strip method and 

thus lowering the cost of a game census. 

Small game generally hunt cover before they will go through the line. 

It was noticed that rabbits jwaped by the drivers went to dens while the 

: squirrels hid in the treetops. Te only game bird or animal other than deer 

to which the drive method may be practically applied seems to be the grouse 

‘ and them only if the men are spaced fairly close throughout the drive. 

Nocturnal animals cannot be tallied with any degree of accuracy. 

T.:e few individuals that had been tallied constitute those that chanced to 

“Os



have been in the direct. path of the drivers. 

Advantages of the. two ‘Methoas oh : 

Drive Method oe a Strip Méthoa SS eon 

Te More. certainty of accuracy. 1. Fast (smaller) crew would 

26 Important initial survey in . average about 1000 acres per man 

country for which no facts or . day on 5% estimate. 

figures are available. : $. oe Relatively cheap method. 

3.  A.standard on which to base : 3. Data can de taken over the 
other. census methods. : entire area. . 

4. Gives a mbre accurate ratio. i c 

. ianitoe eo 

Disadvantages of the two Methods 

Drive lietnod $ Strip Method 

1. Excessive cost. ¢ i. Observer must be a well-trained 
2. Location of areas to drive 3 woodsman, use a compass, accurate 

depends to a certain extent :. conception of two chain strip, 

on topography and natural : etc. ; 

barriers : 2 Most arduous method if 

Se Requires a.large amount of : topography is rough . 

supervision : : 3. Likely not-all deer are seen on 

4. Hard to keep 100 to 150.men : the strip. boas 
interested after making a few : 4. Accuracy varies, depending on 

drives. — z : numerous conditions as: 

Se Only a small area (100 to ‘ litter, visibility, wind direction, 
150 acres) can be driven where : etc. 

country has rough topography. & 1De Differential response to alarm 

sn8 of bucks, does, and-fawns. 
‘ : 6. Dependent on more accurate and 

S costly method of court for 
: correction factor. 

Conclusion i ‘ F 

More detailed analysis of methods will be made at a later date. 

. If possible, another. game drive in the future should be made of at 
least one drainage for experimental purpose; obtain additional proof to 

aos



support the correction factor of the strip method as found by these 

censuses. 

Future censuses should be made in the fall before the bucks shed 

their horns to insure an accurate sex ratio tally. 

Submitted by $ 

7. S. Seely /s/ 

T. S. Seely 

Junior Forester 

March 4, 1936 
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G-Fish and Game 
Florida 

Game Census 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Professor of Game Management, 

University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Reference is made to Mr. A. C. Shaw's letter of 

May 19, eg paragraph 4, sentence 4, in which 

he promis to send you attached information on 

game drives of Ouachita National Forest. 

5-22-36



OAK MI. GAME 

REFUGE ANALYSIS 
* * * 

G 

Fish & Game 
Ouachita 

PART -I- 

A. Established March 8th,1935 by proclamation of the President of 

the United States. 

1. Public demanded this refuge and Arkansas Legislature enacted 

laws making this refuge possible. 

2. Protected by Forest Service Personnel. No regular Warden 

arranged for. ‘ 

3. Reason for selecting this area was because it is convenient 

and on land owned or being bought by the U. S. Government with 

a 40 acre exception. 

; (a) The topography of this refuge is rough, Oak Mt. on the 
Bast reaching an elevation of 1800 feet from this; the 

general slope is rapid and to the North West, the elevation 

of the North West part is only 800 feet. 

(b) Most all the game food found in the Ozark Mountain country 

is found here such as browse, grass, acorns, nuts, berries 

(black, dogwood, black gum, huckle, rasp, and dew), per- 

simmons, walnuts, haws, and grapes. 

(c) The protection system has not been developed beyond the 

temporary arrangements. 

B. The Game population consists of the following: Deer 72 (buck 45, 

doe 22, fawn 5), skunk 9,rabbits 368, grey squirrels 72, fox 

squirrels 162, chipmunks 90, quail 216, turkey 67, hawks 72, owls 

63, opossums 9, wolf 9, jay 207, woodcock 162, and dove 27 accord- 

ing to a count just mde. 
eee e, 

C. No game plants on refuge. 

D. Fish plants: 

1. No streams stocked. 

E. Cooperative agreements have not been made unless it is with 

Disheroons who own a4 private 40 acre tract. 

F. No improvements except the Warden's dwelling is under construc- 

tion, and truek trail roads which with No. 7 Highway forms the 

exterior boundary; except on the North where the boundary goes



through the woods for a little over 2 miles to eliminate private 
land. There is also the Oak TT that runs through the refuge from 
East to West near the center. 

G. Protection: 
We have no Wardens, but with Forest Service Personnel and CCC help, 

two squirrel hunters end about 3 deer dogs have been caught in the 

refuge» None of the cases have gone to court. 

H. Kill for year for deer is in Supervisor's Office from last year's 

CcC check. The estimated kill for all other game consists of 
150 squirrels, 4 turkeys, 10 skunks, 20 opossum, 6 raccoons, and 3 

rabbits. 

Ds There are no streams on the area large enough for fishing except once 

in a great while some fisherman goes in to catch some small fish, 

usually to hog or grab with hanis as water gets low in summer, and 
there have been no stream developments. 

J. The protection system is not developed and has not been in existence 

long enough to tell the effectiveness. 

K. Diseases* None developed to point of notice this year. 

PART II. 

A. Game populations now on refuge: 

1. The game census has just been completed and is given in Part l, 

which was a drive by strip method; driving the animals to the center 

of refuge. The reliability of the count is questioned as to birds such 

as hawks, owls, and etc. which fly around and no one seems to know 
who counted them and the count in this case is a duplication. The 
count for raccoons and other fur bearing animals is too low because 

they usually stir at night and stay in dens throughout the day. 

(a), (b), (ce), (d), (e), & (f): All very satisfactory as a begin- 
ning. 

B. Present conditions of fishing streams within refuge: 

1. All streams are small and run almost dry in summer. The snakes 
and animals clean out the fish in the dry part of the season and ; 
the only fish are those that come up early in the Spring. 

2. The streams are not in proper condition to hold fish, but there 

is plenty of fish food. 

3. The fish are of the proper kinds that inhabit these small 

streams. 

(2)



4, The fish ere in good condition until tim for the streams to 

dry up. 

5. No planting has been done. 

c. Present wild life environment: 

1. Wildlife food: 

(a) Food in Spring early vegetation, "bitter mast", berries 

in summer, nuts, berries and acorns in fall and winter. 

(bv) Grazed very light. 

(c) Timber stand improvement was light on this area, however, 

there is a noticeable loss in hickory nuts, black gum 

berries, and "bitter mast" (black, red, and black jack 

acorns). 

(a) Deer selects all types; the bucks usually select the high 

points and the doe and fawn the lower lands; also usually 

selectsthe thickets for raising. The turkeys, squirrels, 

and fur bearing animals select the cove type for feeding 

grounds. This I think is true throughout the year. 

(e) Here we have short mild winters and there is usually no 

serious scarcity of food with no greater game population 

than now exist. 

2. Not tried out since establishment. 

3. Breeding habits appear normal. So far as is known we have no 

record of any study to base a report on the rate of increase. 

4. Inquiry has been made and we have had no report as to the prev~- 

alence of malnutrition or other diseases. 

5. No animals crowded. 

6. The chasing of deer with dogs is the chief objection to the 

State Game Laws. The hunting season seems reasonable and fair. 

7. On a whole the rabbits seem to be gaining now, as many preda- 

tory animals have been killed out in the last 5 years. 

8. Not established long enough for estimate. 

D. Present protection: 

i. (a), (b), (e), (a), (e), (£),(g), (h), (), & (3)s No Warden. 

2. Law violation is on the decrease. The development of roads 

has helped because the locals are usually scared of the out- 

(3)



sider and outsiders scared of the local. 

The greater use has brought more law abiding citizens out and 

naturally there is a difference as a certain amount of clanish- 

ness has been busted up. 

3. The refuge is in its infancy. We hear favorable comments, and 

as a whole the public is sold to the advantages. 

PART -III- 

In conclusion, I would like to recommend the early selection 

of a Warden or Acting Warden as the objection to the use of CCC help 

on game protection work may be quite a back set. The CCC men do not 

appreciate being denied the Warden's privileges and as soon as the 
hunters find that we are crippled to the extent of using our largest 

man power we will be worse off than if we had stayed off the protection 

job. 9 

Wm. P. Dale, 
Dist. Ranger. 

(4)



G- Fish & Geme 
Ouachita Waldron, Arkansas. 

December 16,1935. 

Pigeon Creek Game Refuge Analysis;1935 

1. History. 

A. Refuge established by Presidential Proclamation March 8,1935. 

1. Sponsored by United States Forest Service. 
Comments indicate favorable public reaction. 

2. Protection instigated; published in local 

papers immediately. Boundary posted and 

patrol established early in November 1935. 

3. The area embreced within the refuge is entirely 
in Governmnt ownership, relatively inaccessible. 

(a). Topography varied, furnishing an assortment 
of timber types, a variety of food species 

but will be rather difficult to protect 

especially from night hunting. 

4, Changes in boundary; see letter "G-Fish & Gam, 

dated July 30,1935. 

B. ( see census under II-A) 

1. (above) 

C. Game plants. None 

D. Fish plants. Streams within refuge do not particularly 
lend themselves to stocking. Sugar Creek was stocked however 

and it is expected Jack end Ramsey will benefit accordingly 

as these streams are tributaries of Sugar Creek. 

E. Cooperative agreements. None 

F, Improvements 
1. Rearing ponds: none, none proposed. 
2. Buildings 

(a) Game Warden Residence proposed. 
(b) Federal 
(c) $2,500 limitation.



3. Roads 

(a) Petit Jean bounds the refuge on the South and East, approximately, 
West Pigeon will parallel closely the West boundary and the 

North. Hogan Mtn. motorway will traverse the refuge along the 

top of Hogan Mtn. The purpose of these roads is for protection. 

(bv) Federal. 

4. Corrals or fencess 

(a) Small corral enclosures are propesed to enclose salt deposites 

as protection against hogs and domestic cattle. 

Wing fences will be necessary on the South, with cattle guards 

on Petit Jean # 51 to exclude cattle from the South. Practically 
the entire North boundary will have to be fenced as well as a 
large part of the West and Northeast sections of the boundary. 

(b) Federal. 

(c) Estimated from 14 to 18 miles of four wire fence necessary. 
Materials will cost approximately $50. per mile. 

G. Protection 

1. Wardens. 

(a) Using temporary labor E.R.A. at present. 

(>) Two men at $30. per month. 130 hours each. 

2. Salary, E, R. Ae 

3. Law enforcement. None so far. No reported violations. 

4. Warden accomplishment. Not in a position to ascertain definitely. 
On account of using temporary men. 

H. Kill by years in immediate vicinity of refuge. 

1. Estimated. 100 Opossum,150 squirrel, 50 quail, 
75 rabbits. These by local hunters. 

I. No fishing to amount to anything. Streams not adaptable. Supply of 

fish very limited, streams are seasonal. 

J. No reports of illegal hunting to date. 
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K. Diseases. 

1. No data on loss of animal or bird life to date. 

II Present status of refuge 

A. Game population now on refuge: 

1. A game census was taken on two sections representing approximately 

15 % of the total area of the refuge, the drive being conducted 

by the Ocala method on December 13th and 14th,1935 as follows: 

Number Total Number estimated 

Species Counted Computed unable to count. 

Deer (Buck) g 13 - 

Deer (doe) x 7 - 

Fox - - 2 

Wildeat 1 ? - 

Skunk - - 150 

Rabbit 16 114 - 

Squirrel (cat) =). 70 ~ 

Squirrel (Pox) 11 70 ~ 

Chipmunk 15 102 - 

Quail 18 122 - 

Turkey 1 ? * 

Hawk 26 175 - 

Owl 3 19 - 

Pheasant - - 3 

Opessun - - 150 

Raccoon - - 20 

Wolf - - is 

Jay 26 175 - 

Woodcock 1 ? - 

Mink - - 3 

Dove 10 6? - i 

Hogs oS 20 - 

* Wolf reported seen on two occasions by boundary crew at the 

time we were clearing boundary. 

2. Reasons for unsatisfactory numbers: 

(a) Law violations. In the past there has been eonsiderable un- 

lawful hunting, and hunting with dogs has been practiced 

poth in and out of season to the detriment of deer, opossum, 

raccoon and squirrels. 

(bv) Hawks and wildeats are plentiful to the detriment of small 

animal and bird life. 

(ce) Limited State Wardens in the past have been unable to suppress 

local unlawful hunting. 
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(4) A scarcity of water in midsummer is midsummer is indicated, 

but no data are available on other food. 

(e) There is no reason for any conflict with other Forest 
resources, So far as is known no logging is contempleted, 

and grazing revenues lost will not be a big factor. 

(f) Road development. Only the minimum required for adequate 
fire protection are contemplated. It is planned to put 

stop gates on the road traversing the refuge. This is a low class 

road and need net be available for public use. 

B. Present conditions of fishing streams within refuge. 

1. Only a few fish in a limited number of pools during the 

dry weather, nothing to attract fishermen. 

2. Only possible to utilize natural holes, as there is insuffi- 

ecient stream flow in the summer to maintain a dam. 

a, b, and ec. Conditions favorable to a limited number of 
bass in natural pools. 

3. yes 

4. unknown 

5. no planting, streams tributary to larger streams on 

which planting is done. 

c. Present Wild Life environment. 

1. Wildlife food. 

(a) Thought to be good, detailed examination necessary 
for details. 

(b) Grazing now due to domestic stock. 

(e) Generally reported to have been favorable to small 
animal life, indirectly producing an augmented food 

supply, bugs, grubs ,etc. 

(d) Data are lacking. 

. (e) Rather think the summer, scarcity of water, is the 
critical period, all though a detailed survey as to 

water conditions at that tim of the year, and as to 
food species in winter is necessary before any definite 

conclusions can be reached. 
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2. Does game stay within confines of refuge? 

(a) no, No particular concentration has been noted, whereas 

turkey and deer have been more frequently reported outside the area. 

(bv) It is believed the game travels to natural breeding grounds West 
of the refuge around White Oak and to other natural feeding grounds. 

3. Are breeding habits normal? Do not think refuge has had any marked 

affect on any habits of game up to this time. 

(a) Rates of increase undetermined. 

4. Condition of gam. 

(a) (b) Those noted are in good shape. 

5. Biological balance. 

(a) Evidence of a good many hawks by actual count whereas the same 
count failed to reveal am abundance of small game. 

6. What is wrong with present hunting season surrounding area? 

Ans. The use of dogs if permitted, these sams dogs run more or 

less at random out of season doing a great deal of damage. 

7, Buffer (rabbit crop) seems to be in the minority. 

8. Present game population is believed about comparable to similar 

country outside the refuge. 5 

(a) There are perhaps less deer on the refuge than on some 

other perts of the district. 

D. Present protection. 

1. not exactly. Using temporary labor. 

(a) to (j) These mn are local men, should be thoroughly 
familiar with local hunters and coniitions but mey be influenced 
because of local ties. It is not thought these men are capable 

of developing the refuge nor of obtaining any but routine infor- 

mation of a simple nature. 

2. Believed local people are respecting restrictions. 

3. Results are not apparent so far. 

III Conclusion and recommendations. 

Very little accurate informtion is on hand to accurately answer 
the foregoing. Most that has been entered is the best possible answer 

and reason of the reporting agency drawn from what information and 

knowledge that is at hand. 
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It is believed the first step is to push development of physical 

features, to eliminate outside- non-game influences to be in a position 

to direct our efforts on the game ani game conditions. 

Make a survey of the area, determine water and food supply at 

seasons and adequacy of natural cover and environment conditions for 

various species. 

Perhaps break ground in suitable places and plant open area 

of High-gear and suitable foods to attract game. 

Try and improve conditions for the game at hand and thoroughly 

learn their habits, then learn to counteract conditions that affect 

drift ié possible before attempting to stock the area heavily. 

Respectfully submitted 12-16-35 i 

Vv. E, Taylor 
District Ranger. 
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G 
Fish & Game Oden, Arkansas. 
Ouachita December 14,1935. 

ANALYSIS OF MUDDY CREEK GAME REFUGE: 

I History 

A. Established March 8,1935. 

1. Sponsored by the Forest Service through Supervisor Hartman. 
Public reaction at the time was principally one of curiositye- 

how it would affect their grazing, hunting, fishing and what 
possibility of work the Refuge would offer. 

2. No protection was instigated at the time of establishment. 

3. The exact reasons for choosing this particular area are not 
known to m, The area was selected by Supervisor Hartman, 
and he never explaimd the reason for the selection. It is a 
fact, however, that there are usually more deer and other 
game in Muddy Creek than in other parts of the Oden District, 
and the area is cut over, providing better game refuge conditions. 

(a) The area of the Gam Refuge is approximately 10,030 acres, 
including the greater part of the Muddy Creek drainage 
inside the old Forest boundary. In this area we have both 
flats and roughs, old fields, northern exposures and 
southern exposures. The area for the most part is 
typical of the Oden District and the Ouachita-- low 
ridges and mountains. Food is plentiful, mast, gress, 
browse, aquatic plants, and fungus growth. The only 
protection given this area was the patrol by an ECW Skilled 
Workman during the deer hunting season, 

4. There have been no changes in the boundary and no»new proclamations 
since the Game Refuge was established. 

B. The game population at the tim the refuge was established was approxi- 
mately the same that‘it is now. The Gam Drive conducted on November 
29,1935, being the first effort made to find out the game population, 
it is difficult to make accurate comparisons. 

C. No gam plants have ever been made on this refuge. 

D. Fish were planted on the games refuge once. 

1. Muddy Creek was stocked. 

(a) The fish stocked were large mouth black bass fingerlings.



, (b) The date of stocking was the second week in June,1935. 

(c) Six 10-gallon cens of large mouth black bass fingerlings 

were planted. 

(a) These fish were obtained from the Federal Hatchery at 

Memmouth Springs, Ark. 

E. No cooperative agreements have been entered into to date. 

F. Some improvements on the Refuge have been constructed by €,¢€.C. labor, 

and ERA labor. 

1. No rearing ponds have been constructed. 

2. A Geme Warden's station is being constructed with ERA labor, It 

will consist of a dwelling, garage, pump house, and combination 

barn and warehouse. 

(a) The purpose of the construction is to provide quarters 

for a year-long Game Warden. 

(b) The construction is being paid for out of Federal funds. 

(c) The cost of the dwelling is not to exceed $2500.00. 

I do not know what the other improvement will cost nor 

what limitations have been set on them. 

3. There are two roads that have been constructed within the 

refuge, with a total length of approximately nine miles. 

(a) The purpose of the construction was to facilitate 

administration and protection. 

(b) The roads mentioned are Federal roads, constructed with 

C.C.C.labor for the use primarily by the Forest Service. 

4. No corrals or fences have been constructed to date. 

G. Protection on this unit has not been entered into, aside from a patrol 

during the 1935 deer season. 

1. There are no Wardens. 

2. There are no expenses. 

3. No lew enforcement cases. 

4. Necessarily, no Warden accomplishments. 

H. The amount of game killed in the immediate vicinity of the refuge in 

recent years is unknown. 
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1. Considering that deer and other game has been fairly plentiful 
within the area covered by the refuge, it is estimated that 

ten deer have been killed in this immediate vicinity in recent 

years, 

ibe Since the establishment of the refuge, no legal fishing has taken 

place. 

J. Since the establishment of the refuge, I have received no reports 

and have no knowledge of any illegal hunting or fishing within the 

boundaries of the game refuge. 

LG No data is available as to diseases effecting the game on the 
refuge. 

II. The Refuge is still in an undeveloped condition. 

A. The game population is only a fraction of what the area will support. 

1. A game drive was made on November 29,1935, following the Ocala 

Method. The results were as follows: 

Deer, (Buck) 84 
Deer, (Doe) 96 
Fox 18 
Wildeat i2 
Skunk 12 
Rabbit 354 
Squirrel (Cat) 54 
Squirrel (Fox) 288 
Chipmunk 96 

: Quail 702 
Turkey Qo 
Hawk 318 
Owl 138 
Pheasant QO 
Grouse 0 
Opessum 30 

Jay 216 
Coon 0 

Bear 
“«F Hoodeoek a 

Mink 6 
Dove 138 
Non-Game Birds 750 

In the area which was driven, covering one sixth of the reserve, 
there were also found eleven hogs, one cow, and one dog, all of 
these domestic. 

2. The reasons for the unsatisfactory numbers can be charged to unlawful 
hunting. 

(a) To my knowledge there has been no law violation since the 
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establishment of the refuge. Prior te that time this area, 

as well as the surrounding country, was hunted regardless of 

season. 

{ (b) It is believed that the predatory animals are not in such 

predominance that the low stocking of game can be blamed on them. 

(ec) The unsatisfactory stocking can not be laid to protection 
deficiencies. 

(a) The unsatisfactory stocking can not be laid to conflicts with 
other forest resources. This area was cut over in 1929. 

(f) The unsatisfactory stocking can not be laid to road develop- 

ment, the latter being held to a minimum. 

B, I would say that the only streams within the reserve(Muddy Creek and its 

tributaries) are in only fair condition in regard to fish. 

ie The size of the fish is rather small, the population only fair; 

2. This stream is in only fair condition to hold fish. 

(a) There are natural holes, and the stream has had small 
improvement dams constructed in it during the last 

six months. 

(bo) There is a plentiful supply of natural fish foods. 

(c) The temperature of the water is rather warm, this being 
due to the lack of shade in many places along the stream 
and also due to the fact that Muddy Creek, like all other 

ereeks on the Oden District, runs off rapidly during the 

season of heavy rain, and then flows very slowly during the 

hot summer. 

3. Muddy Creek harbors the proper kind of fish for its locality, the 
fish native to it. 

4, The fish are in proper condition. 

5. What fish planting has been done was planted in the proper 

manner, 

c. Present wild life environment. . 

1. There is sufficient mast in the fall, plenty of grass, a great 

deal of browse much of this resulting from T. S. I. work, and 

palatable weeds. T. S. I. has not affected the game, sufficient 

mast still being on the area. We have no knowledge as to the 
habits of the deer in relation to what types and exposures the 

different species use seasonally. I do not consider the winter 
period a critical period. 
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ae Whether or not the game stay within the confines of the refuge 

depends largely on the mobility of the species. I would say 

that the deer stay outside of the refuge part of the time. 

Most of this drift comes back in again. 

3. No data is available as to the breeding habits or the rate of 

increase of the various species. 

4. Condition of the game: 

(a) No research or study has been made to determine whether 

or not-the game on the refuge suffer from malnutrition, 

or whether the condition is prevalent. However, in 

view of the quantity of natural deer food on the 

refuge, it is believed that this condition does not 

exist. 

(b) No diseases of game have been reported to me, and .I have 
found no evidence that any exists. 

5. No evidence exists to indicate that one species is crowding 

or retarding the other, with the possible exception:that it appears 

from the game drive that there is a large number of predators, namely 

the owls and hawks. 

6. I would say that nothing is wrong with the present hunting 

season surrounding the area. dAs far as can be determined the hunting done 

within the hunting season does no great damage to the game,and does not 

reduce the number considerably. 

?.  ##The buffer crop seems to be a little light when the hawks 
and owls are taken into consideration. If only four legged predators are 

considered, the buffer crop may be considered adequate. 

8. Considering that this reserve has been established less than 

one year, there is necessarily no available data as to the effect of the 

protection. 

D. Present protection 

1. No protection-- no Game Warden as yet. 

2. I would say that law violation is on the decrease, road 
development not making any difference. 

3. This question cannot be answered because the public has not 

had anything to see as yet. I do not believe they are sold on the idea, 

largely because no effort has been made to sell them. 

III Conclusions: On the basis of whet has been enumerated above under 
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I & II, any conclusions drawn must necessarily be based on rather insuffi- 

cient data- My conclusions would be: 

(1) Obtain a qualified, capable Warden. 

(2) Push the necessary improvements so that the reserve may be 
well set up as an administrative unit. This would include 
completion of the game warden's station, completion of the 

boundary marking and posting, completion of existing roads, 

construction of the necessary telephone net work, construc- 

tion of a dam that will empound a lake of such a character 

that it will serve wild life rather than man. Installation 
of salt boxes, Pisgah Type, enclosed by a hog proof and 
cattle proof fence, and also the enclosure of the several 

natural salt licks on the refuge; Construction of trails 
and motorways as will benefit the administrative set up of 

this unit. 

(3) It is not believed that it will be necessary to plant deer. 
With the present stock of one deer to every 60 acres, ade- 

quate protection should bring the desired increase. 

(4) I would advise stocking with turkeys if this can be done 

without the turkeys becoming domesticated in the process. 

(5) More fish should be planted in Muddy Creek. Our stream 
improvement dams have been constructed and we should try 
to realize on them. If nothing more, find out whether 

or not they do the job for which they were constructed. 

(6) It is not considered advisable to extend the boundary of 

the refuge until several years have elapsed and we have in 

the meantime consolidated our holdings adjacent to the 
reserve and also learn by experience and study what can 

be done with the present area. 

(7) I recommend that som planting of supplementary foods be 

made, not for the primary purpose of providing food for the 

deer on the refuge, but to mke the refuge attractive to 

deer so that regardless of how they drift, there is some 
assurance that they will return, especially in winter, and 

also attract deer now outside of the refuge and make them 

familiar with it. This refuge lends itself very readily 
to this, considerable area of old fields being located on 

creek bottoms. It is suggested that supplementary plants 

be made partly of annuals such as peanuts, winter oats, 
sweet potatoes, and that perannuals of such nature as 

Italian rye grass. Any plants made would necessarily have 

to be enclosed by a hog proof and cattle proof fence. 

G. H. GRISWOLD, 
; District Ranger.



CANEY CREEK GAME REFUGE ANALYSIS 

HISTORY 

Establishment 

: The Caney Creek Game Refuge was established March 8,1935. The 

establishment of a Refuge in this locality received much favorable news- 

paper comment, and the public in general were apparently in sympathy 

with this movement to protect wildlife. 

Very little protection was instigated at the time, but a few months 

after establishment a number of CCC boys from Camp Shady were placed at 

work in the Refuge, running boundary lines and building fish dams on 

Short and Caney Creeks. This activity within the boundaries was instru- 

mental in keeping poachers out of the Refuge. 

The thoice of this area was made largely upon ownership, topog- 

raphy, and cover. The entire tract was owned by the Government, the 

area (8,300 acres) being bounded on the north, east,and south by fairly 

high ridges. This area is very rough, and consists of the watersheds 

of Short and Caney Creeks. Access to the Refuge is difficult and 

open only to foot travellers, since the two roads into the area are 

kept closed. There is good game cover and a fair amount of game food. 

The forest is protection type with a few small areas of merchantable 

timber. Game is not abundant, but there is quite a bit of drift. 

Game population at time of establishment. 

No figures pertaining to the game population before establishment 

are available, and it is doubtful that any organized count was made at 

the time. It is believed however that the figures tabulated in the re- 

cent count, and which are recorded later in this report, will give 4 

fairly accurate picture of the conditions existing at the time the 

Refuge was established. 

Game and Fish Planting 

No plantings of game or fish have been made within the Refuge. 

Cooperative agreements, 

None.



Improvements. 

A total of forty-three rearing ponds, formed by the building of 

log and rock dams, have been created on Short and Caney Creeks to date. 

This work was done with CCC labor, under the supervision of the Forest 

Service and the Bureau of Fisheries. Approximately 770 man days of labor 

was spent on this work. No buildings have been erected. 

Two woods roads enter the Refuge. These are located along Short and 

Caney Creeks, and are merely old roads which were brushed-out and enough 

work done to make them passable for trucks. This work was done in 

connection with TSI and Stream Improvement work. Some maintenance work 

has been done since, but the roads are used only for transporting fire 

and work crews. 

No fences or corrals have been constructed, but it is planned to 

erect two hog traps in the near future. 

Protection. 

No regular Warden has been appointed. An ECW Skilled Worker is 

acting as warden at present, and patrols about four miles daily, keeping 

a diary noting his routes of travel and other pertinent data. There 

have been no cases of law violetion. 

Kill by years in immediate vicinity. 

Figures for kill of deer are available for the years 1934 and 1935. 

In 1934 eight (8) deer were killed, and it is estimated that 500 squirrel, 

100 quail, 1 wildeat, and 12 raccoon were killed. In 1935, -3 deer were 

killed, and it is estimated that between 350 and 400 squirrel, 100 quail, 

2 wildeat, 10 raccoon, and 14 skunk were killed. 

legal fishing. 

No fishing is permitted within the Refuge. 

Tllegal hunting and fishing. 

None within boundaries of Refuge. 

Diseases. 

All deer killed in the vicinity during the 1935 season were 
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examined for evidence of disease, but none was found to be present. No 

other animals or birds were examined, but it is believed that very little, 

if any, game is lost through disease. 

PRESENT STATUS OF REFUGE 

Game population now on Refuge. 

The following figures are the result of a game count recently 
completed: 

Deer (buck)......... 7 HAWK 6 565s sass <cuwvenas LOO 
Beer (600) ,i50606.6. 22 OOS 65 be winsiee teen sacuaae 20 
WEEE iiicccccccscns § QHOSSUME 6.6 cides teen 8 

GRU ici ccccsescece B RACCOON... scsvccscdesas 1 
RODDLG sic sscsccccces BF POP scsi sbveaseesniaciess BS 
Squirrel (Cat).....i135 DOW 4 bs niieyscisvetens 
Squirrel (Fox)...... 98 Other (Birds)..........525 
Chl panko ccesccccs BF COLE sac ciscdeccsessese 4 
Quail. .cccccsccceee e103 HOGS evccecsescsscssssss & 

The principal reason for unsatisfactory numbers within the Refuge 

is due to Law violations prior to establishment. This would be classed 

as a protection deficiency. There have been no violations within the 

Refuge since establishment. 

Present condition of fishing streams. 

Fish run in size from fingerlings to twelve inches in length, 

and streams are fairly well stocked. Sinee the completion of the fish 

dams previously mentioned the streams are in excellent condition. Few 

natural holes esist, but natural fish food is fairly plentiful. Tempera- 

turesof streams va@ry from 72 to 75 degrees in summer. 

Fish found in the streams are of proper species for the locality 

and are in good condition. No fish planting has been done in Refuge 
streams. 

Present wildlife environment. 

Food for wildlife is fairly plentiful. Mast is found in all 5 
seasons in varying amounts. The area is undergrazed. TSI work has 

had no effect since only 1% of the area was so treated. The winters 

in this climate are mild and there is no hazard to game through lack of 
food. 
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There is quite a bit of drift of game to the outside, but this 

usually returns. This is especially true of deer, and there will be 

more drift to the inside the longer the area is under protection. 
Breeding habits appear to be normal but no figures for amount of in- 

crease are available and no comparisons can be made. The game is in 

good condition and there is no evidence of disease, nor is one species 

crowding or depredating another. 

The present hunting season is of about the proper duration, and at 

a good tim of the year. However, the use of dogs and shotguns in the hunt- 

ing of deer is undesirable. 

The buffer crop is in good balance with predatory animal pop- 

ulation, and the present game population is comparable to the length 

of tim the area has been under protection. 

Present protection. 

At present an ECW Skilled Worker is patrolling the Refuge and 
will so continue until a regular Warden is appointed. This man, altho 

a hard, conscientious worker, is not fitted: by training or experience 
for the job. He is a local man, which misht cause him to overlook a 

minor offense by ahother local man, but this is doubtful. There are 

no records of inspection, but som supervision is given by the Project 

Superintendent of Camp samy: 

He is receiving full cooperation from the Forest Service, and 

is mking a record of all game seen, as well as other information. 

Law violation has decreased since the establishment of the Refuge, 

and there is no evidence that road development and greater use has had 

any affect. The public is apparently sold on the idea of a Game Refuge, 

altho it is a little early to say whether or not they are aware of any 

results from such protection. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. - That a Warden be appointed to take charge of the Refuge, prefer- 

ably a man who has had training and experience in this type of work. 

2. That quarters be erected for the Warden. 

3. That no game plantings be made within 12 months, but that fish 

plantings be made as often as possible. 

By: F. W. Bennett & 

Guy M, Wilkinson 
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Table RM-14 GAME CENSUS, NATIONAL FORESTS, Re4, 1936 R+4 Statistics 
Page 1 

GAME REFUGES 

2 ; : State; Date: Acreage 3: Acreage Accessible : Total : No. & Class 3% of 
; : or :Cre-; [nacces~: to livestod: $ Acreage ; of stock 3 total 

Forest : Name :Fed~ :ated:sible to: Acreage not grazed; Acreage: (a)+ :_on (a 20.0. of 
and. : Zeral, ¢ : live~ :_by domestic stock :grazed by: (b)+ : : :(c)4(d) 

Ginte : : : : stock :Not closed: Closed :domestic: (c)+ : C&H: S&G :used by 

3 : : : :primarily tprimarily: stock : (4d) : 3 : stock 

: : : . :for game :for game ; 3 : : : 
: : : (ee Cb) oon ((c)) Mee ceumn (Cl) ames : : : 

IDAHO : : : : : : : : : : : 
Boise :So. Fork of Payette :State:1911: 80,000: ~ : 90,000; 80,000: 250,000: TI: 3,700: 25 

: =~ s " 31935: = 4 : ~ : 49, 280; 49,280; 422s 2,300; 75 
Cache :C.B.Wilson #1 : " 31929: 1,280: USO : ~ $12,000: 13,760: 120; 2,619; 80 

:C. B. Wilson #2 2" 3193]: ~ of - : - : 24,760: 24,760: 410; 1,956: 80 
:C0.B.Wilson (New Add.) : " :1935: ~ 3 - : - 3 9, 440: 9,440: 350: 2,060: 80 
:Pocatello Game Pres. : " 31919: ~ + 19,400 : ml ie 8,960: 28,360: os; 2, 25: 10 

Lemhi :Big Lost River : " 31917: 52,€69s ~ : 1,200: 394,579: Uus Ws: 6,179: 36,448: 35 
:Crooked Creek : " 31924: 24,000: ~ : ~ : 141,760: 165,760: 2,605: 11,600: 80 

Minidoka :Cassia~Power Co. : " 31931: 4,791: 4,791 : ~ 3 HH Bs 130: 553, 312:13,461: 46,770: 75 
Salmon :Big Deer Creek : " 31929: 30,080: - : 5, 600: 3000: 39,680: ko: - + 35 

Hawley Creek : ™ $1929: 1,900: ~ : ~ 3 25,600; 27,500; 817: 3,400: 85 
Sawtooth :Soldier Mt. : "31925: 91,704: 8,570: =: 343,538: 443,812; 3,749: 62,592: 85 

:Warm Spring Creek : ™ 31925: 22,000; 1,000 : - : 44,000: 67, 000: 65: 9,500: 90 
Targhee ;Teton~Bonneville-Madison:; " :1931; 1,200; ~ : ~ 3 149,720: 150,920: 1,970: 22,833: 70 

:Bonneville Co. in $ : : : : : : : : : 
:Swan Valley District : " 31927: 14,000; ~ : - $3 101,525: 115,525: 1,100: 20,000: 85 
: Crooked Creel s_! 1g2e: 500: x : wes 3, 980: 4 4go: 25sec: 180 

Total for Idaho zoe Sees els 96, 80031, 936, $7222, 392, 037s 31,795:228, 353: 

MK 
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Table RM-14 GAME CENSUS, NATIONAL FORESTS, R-4, 1936 R-4 Statistics 
Page 2 

GAME REFUGES 

: : State: Date; Acreage : Acreage Accessible : Total : No. & Class 2% of 

: : or :Cre~:Inacces~; to livestock : Acreage ; of stock : total 

: :Fed- sated:sible to:Acreage not grazed :Acreage 3: (a) + : on (a) COs Oe 

Forest 3: Jame eral : : live~ :by domestic stock :grazed by: (b)+ : : : (c)+{a) 
and : : $ : stock :Not closed: Closed :domestic : (c)+ 3: : sused by 

State : : : : :primarily :primarily: stock : (ad) +: CH ; S&G :stock 
: : : : :for game :for game : : : : : 
: : : : (a) =: (bd) We) ee : : : 

NEVADA 5 : : : 8 : 3 : : : 4 

Dixie :Charleston Mt. :State:1935: == : ~ : 56, 324: ~ > 56,324: =~ : = ¢: » 
Humboldt :Humboldt : " 31923: 5,000; x : =~ : 201,800 ; 206,800: 4,600: 42,200: 80 

:Jart ridge : " 31923; 5,000 ~ : ~ 3 35,300: 40,300; 150: 9,000; 80 
:Santa Rosa : ™ 31923: 2,000: - : ~ 3 62,000: 64,000: 1,600: 2,500: 75 

Nevada :;Reese River : " 31925: 48,400: - : ~ : 145,320 : 193,720: 1,173: « & 70 
:Meadow Canyon 2 31929: 3, 280s - : ~ ; 14,000: 17,280: 13%: 3,200; 90 
:Bade Flat : " 31929; “ot ~ 3 ~ : 11,840: 11,840: 379: ~ 2 75 
:Nye County Grant : " 31923; 26,726: 9,04 : ~ : 52,718: 89,088: 300: 2,000: 80 
gAddn. Nye County Grant : " :1923: ~ : 6,000 ; ~ : 19,600: 25,600; 100; 1,000; 85 
:Schell Creek : " 31923: 25,400: 282 : ~ : Y4j718: 70,400; 150; 6,000; 85 
: Lehman : "31923; 79.0068 35, ple : ~ 3 90,000 :_ 175,512: 13: 7,232: 80 

Total for Nevada 2 3 t 165,806; 51,438 : 56,324 : 677,296 : 950,864: 8,663: 73,132: ~ 
WYOMING : : : 4 : F : : 2 : : 

Targhee :Teton County : "31936: ~ 3 - : ~ : 35,840 : 35,040: 200: 6,450: 80 
Teton :Teton State Game Pres. : " :1905; 44,000; - : 450,000 ; 15,000; 509,000; 705: - : 10 
Wyoming :Tay River : "™ 31910; 2,000: ~ : 12,000: 36,000; 50,000: 500: 9,500; 90 

:Star Valley : " 31935: 15,000: 10,000; ~ : 113,000 ; 138,000; 725: 18,750: 90 
:Popi Agie : " 31917: 40,000: ~ 3 =; 680,000: 120,000: 500: 25,000: 95 
:Green River : "31929: 107,720: 12,520 : 14,720 : 76,040 : 205,000; is 500; = =; 50 

Total for Wyoming t= 3 ™= 3 208,720: 21,520 : 476,720 : 350,680 31,057,840: 6,130: 59,700: ~ 

{
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_ GAME REFUGES 

. :State:Date:Acreage : Acreage Accessible Total :No. & Class A of 

: : or :Cre-:Inacces~; to livestod& sAcreage : of stock total 

Forest 3: Name :Fed= sated; sible to:Acreage not grazed :Acreage : (a)+ :__on (d) :0.C. of 
and : seral ; :live- :by domestic stock :grazed by: (b)+ : : : (c)#(d) 

State : : : sstock :Not closed:Closed :domestic: (c)+ : : susod by 
3 . . : sprimarily :primarily: stock : (a) : C&H : S&G :stock 

: : : 3 :for game :for game : 3 3 $ : 

: : : : (a) : (b) gs) : (a) : : : f 
UTAH : g : 4 : : 3 3 H : . 
Ashley sAshley Game Refuge : State; 1925: 1,000: ~ $ - 3 76, 000; 77,000: 2,000: 4500: 70 
Cache :Cache Game Preserve : " 31914; 6,270: 1,920: ~ : 107,603: 115,793: 4,363: 22,221: 85 

:Mt. Ogden Game Preserve : " :1920: 10,000: 2,000; ~ : 24,000: 30,000; 2,000; 1,500: 90 
Dixie :Dixie : " 31912: 3,840: 4U,4oo: ~ : 419,388: 427,628: 7,515: 2,910: 90 

:Parowan~Paragonah : " 31910; ~ os - 20 : 41,560: 41,560: 400: 2,300: 90 
Fishlake . Glenwood Mt. 2 Us : 8,000; - 2 oon : 168,138; 176,138; 1,491: 15,160; 40 

:Fishlake : ™ 31912: 26,380: ~ : 320 : 247,300: 274,000: 5,550: 16,250: 75 
Manti :Manti Forest : "31936: 7,372: 44,723: ~ : 754,300: 806, 395:16,995:123,755: 30 
Uinta :Strawberry Game Pres. : " :1909: ~ 3 ~ = : 68,490: 68,490: 1,915: 32,590: 80 

:Nebo Game Preserve : " 31935: 18,901: 1,697: ~ : 150,071: 170,669: 6,024: 13,074: 80 
Wasatch ;Timpanogos : " 31930; 11,280; 43,880; ~ : 32,600; 87,760: 1,098: 3,915; 50 

:Big Cottonwood : " 31923; 7,000; 52,732: ~*~ : 7,168: 66,900; 105: 818: 5 
:South Willow : "31934: wet ~ to : 3,500: 4022: 100: -~_: 80 

Total for Utah ees anise Z20 es 100; LUBs2F FHSS HHH ole 38 51995: ~ 

TOTAL FOR REGION 2 = ¢ = 3 799,215: 258,551 : 630,104 5,065,166: 6, 753,096: 95, 949: 600, 178: =
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GAME AREAS BY ADMINISTRATIVE RESTRICTIONS 

: :Date: Acreage : Acreage Accessible : Total ; No. * Class 3% of 

$ :Cre-=:Inacces»: to livestodk sAcreage : of stock : total 

Forest 3: Name sated: sible to:Acreage not grazed : Acreage: (a)t : on (a) 20.C. of 
and : : :liven :.by domestic stock grazed by: (b)+ : : : (c)#(d) 

State : : :stock :Not closed: Closed :domestic : (c)F : : sused by 

: : : :primarily :primarily: stodc +: (d) : C&H : S&G :stock. 

: ; As sfor game :for game : : : : : 

: : : (a) : (b) 2 (6) ss a) : : : : 
IDAHO g 3 3 8 3 3 : 3 3 $ 

Challis :Warm Springs Creek 219133 3500: ~ : 18,000: ~ : 21,500; ~ ; “3 ~ 

:Idaho Primitive Area :1931: 49,600: - : 9,600; 12,800 : 72,000: 150 : 2,000: 20 
Idaho :Idaho Primitive Area 21931: 748,900: ~ : 10,000: 9,000 : 767,900: 80 : = ; i 
Payette :Idaho Primitive Area 21931: 65,000: - : - : 17,400 : 82,400: 200 : ~~ :; 10 
Salmon ;Idaho Primitive Area 21931: 150,000: 5,000 : ~ : 10,400 : 165,400: loo : -~ : ~ 
Sawtooth :East Fork 21920: ~ 3 - : ge: - : L920; 

:East Fork Addition 21932: 250: ~ ‘ (Os ~ : TOC: - oo: ~ 
:Red Fish ;1919: ae 1,500 : 2,500: 4,480 : 69,760: 50 : 1,600: 20 
:Alta Creek :1920: OO: =o 1,320: ee Oe ~ 

Total for Idaho : - :1079,070: 6,500 : 44,150: 54,050 71,183,800: 580: 3,600:  - 
WYOMING. : ‘ : : : 2B : : : 

Targhee :Cascade Creek and vicinity : : $ 3 : : . A 

: of lake of the Woods goo 8 ~ ¢: 20,000 ; ~ 5 2 280,000: = : = ¢: = 
Teton :Winter Range #1 21918: - 3 - : 61,897: 50,000 : 111,897:1,761: ~- : 20 

:Winter Range #2 :1918: ~ oof - : Bu, 838: ~ : & 838: os = oo: ~ 
:Winter Range #3 21918: ~ s ~ : 17,180: 30,000 3: 47,180; 298 : ~ : 15 

Wvomine re Roni ne Tone 21924; 4 go: ~ : 2,560: 7,040 : 14,080; 225: ~ : 40 
Total for Wyoming :-_: 4,480: 20,000 : 116,475: 87,0%0 : 227,995:2,29 : - : = 

TOTAL FOR REGION : = :1083,550: 26,500 : 160,625:141,120 :1,411,795:2,872 : 3,600: -~ 

(
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:__GAME PROTECTION BY FOREST OFFICERS 
g Cases reported to State : Cases reported to State 

eS Forest g for prosecution Q for investigation 

( : Noe : Noe :Con~ :Not con~; Now: No. : Con- :Not con- 

: Cases: Pending: victed: victed _: Cases: Pending: victed: victed _ 

STATE OF IDAHO : . : : H . 3 : 
Boise 22 2 eis a: - ste ee 820s 2 
Cache <n 2 a 3 = 5 ow 8 = Go : = 

Caribou SG Ones “ ous cee: 
Challis ees acess 2 mc — 2 = se 
Idaho * ie ~ Se a 7 2: - re ie : 1 
Lemhi 2 leisy easel une: - 2b os es 3 3 3 2 
Minidoka ci * 1 :o=- 3 - : 5 =e es 5 
Payette $ = 3 - 2 oo 2 - ee ~ toe oo i 
Salmon 2 enc ee Le - >be: - 2: e + 4 
Sawtooth an: Byes es - a 8 = se 9% - 
Targhee cn - i : - OnE: =e : 4 
Weiser SIS eee tee en >: bo: - : - : 

Total for Idaho: 14 : 2 : 9 : 3 :3eo: ~~ : 8 3 ab 
STATE OF NEVADA : : : : : : : : 

Humboldt ns 2 ca 8 © nin: = a : a 
Nevada ele Pie Les - - 1: me: AL 

Total for Nevada _: 1 : = : 1 oe: = etl: Soe a i 
STATE OF UTAH : : : : ; : : : 
Ashley fos: - : oof : - pe - = : 2 

Cache ae = 1 = : a a= = one: : 1 
Dixie vee 2 2 : 1 2s . pes ; = 
Fishlake 5 - oo : 2 eo: - > 3 : 6 
Ia Sal po | =: = 2 2 3 a ne 2 
Manti eS 7 Se 5 - a es = es a cs 
Powell 6 ois = : 5 : 5 clo: e 2 & : aL 

Uinta ao: a ee: = > i; * aos : 1 
Wasatch See mot et = Sue uae iene ened tees 2 

Total for Utah : : me ot 3 pus = 7 en 
STATE OF WYOMING : : : : : § : : 
Caribou ae - ie : = nar: ee a - 
Targhee Soke &: = RI . = ane: - = : cs 

im Teton <43 - Pils : - 2 da = - Se 7 
Wyoming fee eee 2 teas: SN 

Total for Wyoming : 15: le: iL ; 18: ae 9 

TOTAL FOR REGION : 36 : 2 ; 2 : it >q7O 2: = :et = 49
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:GAME PROTECTION BY FOREST OFFICERS: Licenses:Liconses ; Fish 
. Cases handled by Forest :Issued by:Examined ;: Planted 

Forest 3 Officers : Forest :by Forest; 
: No. :Dismis~ :Arres-: Con- :Not ;Officers :0fficers : 
:Cases: sed with: ted :vict- :con~ : : : 
: :Warning : : ed: victed A : 

IDAHO : . : : : : : ‘i 
Boise for oe ee ee: 9 ele : 413,000 
Cache : - 3: - bot ool toe 3 - 2 us : 68, 000 
Caribou o-oo: - : - : - : - oo: - ceO : 202, 000 
Challis : 3 3 3 fo- oboe tle gl 5 : Sul : 202,000 
Idaho toe: - fo f= s = 3 50 Bi : 762,000 
Lemhi 2) See See ee : 30 : 406,000 
Minidoka Bp LB i ee - : hag : 6, 000 
Payette poser bos os oe os = : 10 : ~ 
Salmon : lo: = > 2 oy = 3 Fs 69 2 : 75,000 
Sawtooth toe ofr er 2 | 27 :1,226, 000 
Targhee oe: 5 pe es SS is 2 es : 759,000 
Weiser toe: bom os et es : 16 : 418,000 Total - Idaho: 9; J a TOY 537-000 

NEVADA : : : : 3 : : : 
Dixie Dla: ~ : 1 3: case pending® - i ; a 
Nevada so a i 2 7k GR at 5) 2 ens : 470,000 
Humboldt a ee 1 poe et ls 750) : 29, 000 

UTAH : : : 3 : : : : 
Ashley tos og - toe 3: = + = : : 184 : 370,000 
Cache 22s Se 22,956 : 132,000 
Dixie :o- 3 =: = ft = ¢ = ¢ = : 197 : 416,000 
Fishlake : us: Ss 3 ce 28,997 21,702, 000 
Ia Sal 2 2 0 2 ee fe se : 105  : 40,000 
Manti ne: SG o @ = 8 = eB ne : 237,000 
Minidoka fo o- 3 SG sag Ss fee : 3 : - 
Powell fo: Ss = 3 = = =: = 2 125 : 72,000 
Uinta fos So: = fs BS + = 2 = : wa : 319,000 
Wasatch ees = See Loe Seesoene ab : 6 :1, 600,000 

Total - Utah : 6G 5 Se : 12,808: 1, 88S, 000 
WYOMING ; : : : : : : : 
Ashley i - a fof =e q 10 , - 
Targhee cee: 3B ot: = 3: = 3: = 2 = 2 75 : - 

“Caribou toto: Se Ee |e foot : - 
Teton : 3: Se ee : gah : 23,000 
Wyoming One: ne ee eee eS > 746 : 54S, 000 

Total - Wyoming : 9 : CEO 3 eee 21, 655 : fs 000 
TOPAL = REGION =: 29 : 19 =: 20 =: 7° : 26; 382 :17,597___ : 10,495, 000 

° 1 case pending
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: GAME ANIMALS } 
: Elk :Moose; Mt. : Mt. : Deer sAnte~: Bear 

Forest S : :Sheep:Goats: Mule :White:lope :Black : Silver 

- a Ts Brown 
IDAHO : : 3 : : $ $ 3 : 
Boise : 1400: - : = : 450: 6,000; ~ : ¥, i: 275s = 
Cache : 800; - : =~ : =~: 3,000: ~ : ~ ¢: ho: “ 
Caribou ; Yo: 10: = : =: 2,000: ~ : = + 400: = 
Challis : ho: 5: 650: 150: 3,500: ~ : 400: 225: - 
Idaho : 800: 30: 450: 300: 8,000: 500: = : SOs ” 
Lemhi : 10: =~ : 100: 150: 4,000: = :4, 000: 168 “ 
Minidoka 3 TOs =" 3) Ss is 85500) = ~ 
Payette : 300: ~ : 150: ~: 14,000: =~ : = 3: 350: ~ 
Salmon : > 100: 15: 250: 300: 5,000: 25: 253 350: L 
Sawtooth : 450: = : 50: 125; 1,500; - : = : 150: - 
Targhee : 2,000: 275: 50: ~: 2,000: = : ~ : 350; 1 
Weiser : 50: = 2 ss 1,500: = 3: = 3 250: ~ 

Total - Idaho =: 6,000: 335:1,700:1,475: 59,000: e5:4,425: 2,765: 15 
NEVADA : : : 3 3 3 : : : 

Dixie : Hos = : 50; -: 1,200: - : - : = 3 ~ 
Humboldt Be es ees) = 23,0003 = 8 b0: =: ” 
Nevada 2 1002) =: 150: m3) 60008) = 1502 es a 

Total ~ Nevada : 40: - : 200: ~:; 12,200: ~- : 200: = : ~ 
UTAH : 3 : : : 3 3 : : 
Ashley 3 125:5 =" 9: 10; = 5) B00: = sb: 5O : - 
Cache : 600: = : = : =~: 4000; =~ : ~ : 50: - 
Dixie 3 “ 2 6 £ 6 ¢ = 3 19,000; =» ¢ = ¢ Dae ~ 
La Sal 3 ~ 3 = 3 1003 mis) 15500) a0 =e 10: “ 
Fishlake : 675: = : = ¢ ~ 3 39,000: =~ : = 3 Das ~ 
Manti : S00; = 3 =~ ¢ ~ ¢ 11,000: = +: = ¢§ 100 : ~ 

Mini doka : ~ fo g oo 3 “os 500; = : = 3 ~ ~ 

Powell : 5: os toes io 355003 = 3 =: 20; - 

Uinta 2 500: = : ~ 3: ~: 3,500: =~ : =~ : 40: ~ 
Wasatch : Yor os 15: 5500: = st SO: = 

Total ~ Utah : 2,950: - : 125:  ~-: 89,300: =~ : 175: O35: : 
WYOMING : : 3 : : : . : : 

Ashley $6 ft = g = f # 50: = : = : = 3 ~ 
Caribou 2.0 ft = f = 3 “3 25: = : = 3 10: : 

Targhee : 1,000: 100: 40; ~; 500; 5: ~ : 175: 10 
~~ Teton :19,000:1,400:1,400:. «+: 3,500: 10: ~ : 50 E 35 

Wyoming : 3,000: 600: 400: =: 1,300: - : ~ 3 00: 10 
Total ~ Wyoming :23,000:2,100:1,840: = : 5,375: 15: ~ : 935: 55 
COLORADO : : : : : : : : : 
La Sal Dane see: “3 200; = : ~ 3: “3 ~ 

Total = Colorado: (=: = = ss 200s ss ~ 

TOTAL - REGION :32,090:2,435: 3, 865:1,475:166,075: 540:4,500: 4,158 : = 
sos Soe ° 2 : : : * =
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: PREDATORY ANIMALS 
Forest : Coyote ; Cat or lynx : Mt. Lion : Wolf ; Porcupine 

- IDAHO : $ : : $ 

Boise 3 2,000 : 200 : 100 : ae 3,000 

Cache 2) 2,000): 100 10 : as 2,500 
Caribou : 2,000: 200 : ~ : 10: 2,000 
Challis : 1,000.; 300 : 25 : S: 1, 000 

Idaho : 1,500; 500 : 100 3 “ot 1, 000 
Lemhi : 1,500: 600 : 25 : 23 2, 000 
Minidoka * 15500"% 200 : 5 : ~ os 1,(00 

Payette : 1,500; 100 : 65 : a : 2,000 
Salmon : 2,000: 500g wo: : 4,000 
Sawtooth : 1,000 : 100 3 15 : mS 1,500 
Targhee : 1,500; 100 : 10 gee dees 2,500 
Weiser : 1,000 : —— 3 5 : bm: 2, 500 

Total ~ Idaho: 18,500 : 3,400 : 500 : 56 65, (00 
NEVADA : . 3 3 3 

Dixie : 500; 300 : ~ go = 3 200 
Humboldt : 4,500: 500 : ~ : Os 1,000 
Nevada : 6,500 : 1,500 : 80 poo 3 5,000 

Total = Nevada _: 11,500 : 2, 300 : 80 : Be 6,200 
UTAH : : 3 5 : 

Ashley : 1,000 : 100 : 25 : ~ 3 2,000 
Cache : “500 : 200 : 25 : 10 3 700 
Dixie : 1,500; JOO: 50 : ~ : 8,000 
la Sal ¢, 1,000 ; 200 : 20 : 2: 1, 000 

Fishlake : 2,000 : 800 2 150 $ “3 10, 000 

Manti : 1,500: 500 : 1 tos 2,500 
Minidoka : 100 : 100 : - f.o7 ft 200 

Powell : 2,500; goo; 100) “:. 6 ¢& 2,000 
Uinta : 1,500: 400 : 50 2 @ 8 500 
Wasatch : 2,500 : 500: a : 5: 4000 

TOTAL ~ Utah : 14,100 : +300 : BUS 7 eb Rw eb, 900 
WYOMING. ‘ . : : 3 

Ashley : 100 : 10 : “ fo. 500 
Caribou : LOM: 10 3 - ~ 3 100 
Targhee $ 500 : 50 : 2 : 263 1,000 

Teton Sa, 0008: 80 : 5 : Noy 1, 500 
ri Wyoming 2,1, 500m: 150 : 2 : bie £2708 

Total - Wyoming : 5,410: 300 : 5 Ro 5,600 

TOTAL - REGION : 49,510: 10,300 : 1,134 : 97 : 64,400
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2B Oe le ote Det NN edn eter A LeeAnn es LD = 
: FUR BEARING ANIMALS 

Forest : Beaver : Fox : Marten : Mink : Badger : Ermine : Muskrat 

IDAHO : 3 —_ : : : a: 
Boise : 600: 200: 1,200: 4,500: 1,000: 5,000: 700 
Cache : 100 ; 100; 100: 200: 1,000: 2,000: ™ 
Caribou : 2,300: 100: 700 : 1,000: 2,000: 1,500: 1,500 
Challis : 500 : 400: 600: 800: 500: 2,000: 1,500 
Idaho : 300 : 500: 1,000; 1,500: 1,000: 3,000: 200 
Lemhi : 100 : 200: 4oo : 500: 1,000: 2,000: 500 
Minidoka : 700 : “3 ~ oo 100: 700 : 500: 100 

Payette : 300: 200: 4oo : = 400: 4oo : 2, 500: 800 
Salmon 3 4oo : 400; 1,200 : 1,000: 600: 6,000: 1,000 
Sawtooth : 500 : 200: 500 : 700: 600: 2,000: 300 
Targhee : 600 : 100: 500: = 500: 700 : 3,500: 1,000 
Weiser : 100 : 100; 200 : 00: 600: 1,500: 400 

TOTAL =~ Idaho: 6,500 :2,500: 6,800 :11, 700: 10,100 : 31.59%: 8,000 
NEVADA : : 5 : : 5 < 

Dixie : - +: 200; a2 8 = & 50: en: 2 
Humboldt : 200 : 100: 50: 300; 1,000; 500; 100 
Nevada : ~__: oo: Sl sees 500s 2.000: ~ 

Total - Nevada: 200 : 00: 50: 300: 1,550: 2.'02 100 
UTA g : : : : s : 
Ashley : 700 : 100: 500 : 300: 100 : 500: 500 

Cache : 100: 50: 50: 50: 400 : 700: 200 
Dixie : 100 : 100: ~ ot ~ 300 : 200: 200 
Fishlake : 200 : 100: 50: 25: 600 : 1,000: 200 
La Sal : 200 : 200: “os 253 100 : 200: ~ 

Manti : 800 : 100: 100 : mS 700 : LF 500: 100 

Minidoka : ~ ¢ ~ 3 ~ oOo “oS 200 ; 200: “ 

Powell : 100; 200: OR: 100: 500 : 500: 100 

Uinta : 15500: 50: 250: 500; 1,000; 1,500: 500 

Wasatch : 2,000 : 100: 800 : 800: 2.000 : 1,500; 2,000 

Total ~ Utah 5,700 :1,000: 1,800 : 1,800: 5,400: 7,800: 3,800 
WYOMING. : : : 3 : : < 

Ashley : 100: 10: FO: 25: 100 : 200: 200 
Caribou 3 10% ~3 BOTs 25: ~ 3 100: 100 

Targhee : 500 : 50: 200 3 ~ 200; 300 : 700: 500 

Teton : 2,300: 175: 3,000: 650: 800 : 6,000: 2,500 

- Wyoming ___: 1,000 : 300: ___800 :__600: 1.000 + et TO 
Total - Wyoming : 3,910: 535: 4,100: 1,500: 2,200: 4,000: 6,300 _ 
COLORADO : : : : : : : 
La Sal : 25 mea: “3 = 3 253: 100: ~ 

Total - Colorado: 25 3 25: a: BBE 100: ~ 

TOTAL - REGION : 16,335 :4,760: 12,750 :15,300: 19,275: 55,900: 18,200 
ee ee ee
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g GAME ANIMALS KILLED BY MAN : Number 

FOREST : Deer : Hlk : Mt. : Mt. : Bear : Antelope sof hunters 

— $ . : Sheep : Goats : : : 
IDAHO : $ : : : : : 

Boise 2 (502 =: = 13 25% “ : 6,300 
Cache : 460; 180; ~ 3: “ De: ~ 5 
Caribou : 115: = ¢: = 3 et - : 235 
Challis : 300: ~ 5s 20: 15: 25 : 1,100 
Idaho : 300: 30 : ls: 2 30% ~ : 525 
Lemhi : 100: = : » ¢ en. 5: 145 : 700 
Mini doka : 585: ~ 3 ~ 3 “3 “ g - 3 800 
Payette : 430; = oo: ll 2: 20; - : 1,760 
Salmon : 535: = 5 3 ee) 720) § ~ 3 1,120 
Sawtooth : 260: = +: »= ¢ ll; 53: ~ : 674 
Targhee : 30: Ibs = ¢: ~: 203 ~ : 682 
Weiser : 235: = t= nu eO: x : oo 

Total ~ Idaho : 4,100: 225: 22 : 60: 165: 170 : 16,47 
NEVADA : ‘ : : : : : 
Humboldt 3 2253 ~ $ ~ : = “os ~ : 4.90 

Nevada : hoo: ~ 3 ~ 3: “3 “3: ~ : 10) 

UTAH : : : : : : : 
Ashley : 300; = : ~~ 3: as a: ™ : 722 
Cache : 800: JO: ~~ ¢ “go oo“ og ~ : 4,020 
Dixie : 3,000;. =» 3: = 3 =f = ¢ - : 5,206 
Fishlake : 6,700: 28% 2 ¢ =~ bog ~ : 11,776 
La. Sal 3 125: =~ of “oo: “3 5: ~ : 220 
Manta : 1,250: 7: ~~ oo: 3 yy ~ 3 35150 
Minidoka : Tot = f = ¢ =i; ae an: ~ : 150 
Powell : 200: =~ +: = ¢ =f o-oo ~ : 55k 
Uinta : 800: We: = 3 ~: 10: ~ : 2,560 
Wasatch : 550: ~ 3 ~ 3 “3 ye: ~ $ ee 

Total = Utah : 13,800: 160: = : a8 252 ~ oe, 505 
WYOMING : : 3 : : g 
Ashley : De = =e moo» § ~ fc 20 
Caribou : 5: “3 ~ 3 = =~ 3 - : 5 
Targhee : 20; 55: ns = 5 8 - : “105 
Teton : 45: 1,800 : 2 :Moose50: = 3: “ : 4,295 

aa Wyoming : 60: 430: =~ ¢: Sue Du: ~ : ~760 
Total ~ Wyoming : 135: 2,285 : 2 :Moose50: 30: ~ 25 85 

TOTAL ~ REGION ; 18,660: 2,670: 24 :Moose50;: 220: 170 2 52, (92 
: : : :Goats60: : :
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3 GAME ANIMALS KILLED BY PREDATORY ANIMALS. 

Forest : Mt. Sheep : Mt. Goats : Deer : Elk : Antelope 
IDAHO : 2 : ; : 
Boise : . : 5 27 550 Gl 50. 33 . 
Cache : ” ; ” *. 100" = £0 ° 
Caribou : : - : 100 : " : " 

Challis : 60 : 15 : 300 ; ea 25 
Idaho : 35 : 40 2 5O0 a Bh g - 
Lemhi : z : 25 e000. s ee ee) 
Minidoka : - : - ¢ 7200 3 - : ° 
Payette : - : . $5 585..% - : 
Salmon : 60 : 35 31,000 ; - : - 
Sawtooth : ” : - > 100 . 5 : 
Targhee : ” : = : - : S : ws 

Weiser t a : . : * : ” : " 
Total - Idaho ¢ 156 : 120 23 35 55150 : 150 
NEVADA : : : : : 
Dixie : 6 So ee : 35 : e : 

Humboldt : - : - 2; 60. ~ : - 
Nevada : “ x . <2 280 3 - : " 

Total ~ Nevada : eee 2: 55s * : om 
UTAH : io ree ee : : 
Ashley : a : ~ a; 900. -s ” : 15 
Cache 3 > : ~ : 180 : 10 : . 
Dixie : = : ~ « 670.» - : ™ 
Fishlake : ” : > $9,000: 2; Se |S we 
ia Sal : 10 : . 2,200 = - : - 
Man ti : . : 7 $7 SOR 3 5 : - 
Minidoka : ” : ~ : 15 : . : - 
Powell : - : - 2-500 =; - : “ 
Uinta : - : " e peeO a eo ce < 
Wasatch : ” : " a.» ee : g : a3 

Total - Utah : i ; - 26,280, 170 : 30 
WYOMING : : : : : 

Caribou : : - :o4 ‘ ~ : ~ 
Targhee : “ : a om : “ : 

Teton : - : = f: 23 se 20 : 10 Moose 
7 Wyoming : 10 : . : & : 65 : 6 

Total - Wyoming : 1o : ” tO ts 5 : 10 Moose 
COLORADO : : : : : 
la Sal : ~ : S : 5 : * : " 

Total - Colorado : - : = : iS = : ~ 
TOTAL - REGION : : : : :10 Moose 

gt ae ae Ve :480 Antelope



Table RM-1 R-l Statistics 
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1936 

s_PREDATORY ANIMALS KILLED ON AND ADJOINING NATIONAL FORESTS 

a Forest : Coyote; Mt.Lion:Cat_or Lynx: Wolf : Bear : Porcupine 

IDAHO : : : : ; : 
Boise : 750: 30: Ho : = : #3 125 
Cache : 500: ~ os WB os 1: 850 
Caribou : 1,150: ~ 3 Yo :; - : 43: 800 
Challis : 225; 5: Woo; lo: =: 100 
Idaho : 300: 20; 35 3: = ¢ 3 8 15 
Lemhi : 600; - 3 Mo : ~ : 4: oe 
Minidoka Libs ~ 3 130 3 = ~ 3 00 
Payette : 600: 15: 30 : = 3 263 200 
Salmon : fe 20: 10 1 = 10: 150 
Sawtooth : OO; ~ oo 10 3; = »% 20; 50 
Targhee : 200: ~ oo: 10; =~ : le: 50 
Weiser 2 200; + 3: 10 ye: 200 

Total ~ Idaho : 6, 600: Sor: bOO = 1 : 2u3 g 3. 300 

NEVADA i : : : : $ 
Dixie : 50: =: a oe ~ 3 10 
Humboldt cme ee “3 OO enn: an 90 
Nevada :_ 1,450: 15: 150 30 oe ~ 3 200 

Total - Nevada: 2,800: 15: 2p ee: 300 
UTAH : : 3 : : : 
Ashley : 600; 3: 50 : = 3: 2 200 
Cache : 200; 10: 15s = - 3 150 
Dixie : 1,000: 8: 125 ee: ~ 3 1, 000 

Fishlake : 850; eb: 200 : = : = 3: 2,000 
la, Sal : 500: is: 60: 1 : DE: 100 
Manti : 750: «17: WO: - : =: a5 
Minidoka : 75: - oo: 25s a: 100 
Powell > «625: 13; (ae 150 
Uinta - : 750: as LOOT 3 a 350 
Wasatch : 450: 2: 50 = rb) 

Total - Utah : 5,800: 95.3: g00 : 1 : on: [00 
WYOMING : . : : : : 
Ashley : 50: - 3 5a = oy se: 50 
Caribou : 25: ~ 3 ~ cs eee 50 
Targhee : 75: ~ 3 ~ oe hee eines (Ss 

~ Teton : 350: - 3 - a 125 
Wyoming : (00: “3 20 8 eels 350. 

Total ~ Wyoming =: 1,200: mt 2b ee on: 650 

TOTAL - REGION :16,400: 200: 1,600: 2 : 290: 8, 950
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Table RM~14 LAKE AND STREAM IMPROVEMENT RL Statistics 

Page 13 1936 

Forest : Miles :No.structures :Miles or:Structures:Rearing Ponds:Cost of :No. man: 
and :Surveyedsplanned for and: Acres :_Installed: No. ;: Area :Materials; days : Remarks 

State : sstaked out. sImproved: No. : i i sworked : 

Manti =~ Utah : ~~ : 4 : 2 3: Mos « 3 = : $676 +: 636 : 

Wyoming - Wyo. : ~ : ~ 3 ~ o - 3 Lense: ~ : 56: 

Total ~ Region : ~ : 4 : 12 Yo: 1:2aA. : $676 : 69 ; 

: : : : i : : : :
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Table RM~14 GAME CENSUS, NATIONAL FORESTS, R-4, 1937 Rel Statistics $i Riche ats ai 8 RR tae a i 
ee lan aeeeeeee ne | + Se ree : : State; Date;Acreage ; Acreage Acce. sible : Total : No. & Class :%of 

: : or ;Cre~;Inacces:: to livestode : Acreage; of s tod: total 
Forest $ :Fed= sated; sible to; Acreage not gvszed 2 Acreage ; (a) + tou (a) $6.G.0f and : :eral : : live~ :_by domestic stock :grazed by; (b)+ : : : (c)4@) State : Name $ : : stodc :Nct closeds Closed sdomestic: (c)# : C&: sac sused 

: : : : spfimarily sprimatiiys stode : (a) : : : by 
: $ : 3 :for game ;for game : : : . :stock i Ree cai nee Sheer ba EN pana icin label Dl cared cma Maar ie ee IDAHO 3 3 3 8 : 3 3 3 3 ea 3 Boise  :Mayfield Bird Refuge States 1935s is - : - : 49,280; 49,280: 442; 2,300: 90 :So. Fork of Payette : " 21931: 80,000; “ : 90,000: 80,000; 250,000: 79: 5,275: 25 Cache :C. B. Wilson #1 : " 319292 5003 - : ~~ 125 700s 13,200: 220: 2,000: 80 :C. B. Wilson #2 : " 2193s 120: Ugo: ~ : 36,680: 17,280: 460; 3,760: 80 :C. B, Wilson (New Add.) : " 319353 me - : ~ oy 9, 440s 9, 440: 350: 2,060; 30 :Pocatello Game Pres. : " 31919: = : 19,400; ~ 3 8,960: 28,360: 405: 1,325: 10 - Challis :Salmon River : ™ $1937: 100,000: ~ : =: 250,000: 350, 000; 5,000: 3,000: 50 Lemhi :Big Lost River : " $1917: 52, 669; ~ : 1,200; 394,579: Tig, Ws, 6,256: 35,916: 85 Minidoka :State Bird Sanctuary : " :1931; 4,791: a 68 = 2 539,804: 544,595:12,720: 45,771: 75 Salmon :Hawley Creek 2 F 209g: ~ 3 - : ~ 3 26,240; 26,20: 800: 2, 300: 70 :Big Deer Creek : " 31929; 32,900; - : 5, 6003 4000: 42, 500: ho: = 3 35 Sawtooth :Warm Springs Creek : " 31925: 22, 000s 1,000; 2,000; 42,000; 67,000; 48: 9,500: 90 :Soldier Mountain : " 31925: 4 3772 1, 620 : 1,000; 357,677: 454,674; 3,353 66,864: 80 Targhee ;District 8 91951: 7,680: - oy ~ : 81,4lo; 89,120; 1,612: 12,544; 65 “;Bonneville, Madison and : : : A : : : : : 5 : Teton Counties el OSes ~  DCO0; - : ~ 2 99,800: 101,000: 1,471: 13,543: go :Teton and Bonneville Cos: " :1931: tats ~ : ~ : 49,920: 49,920: 200: 14,650: go : Crooked Creek : " 31928; 500: ~ : = o3 3, 980: 4 4go: 25: 1,250: 80 
:Fromont County 2 21937: = os 000 : = : 6 O: 2, 320: 800: 065: 80 Total for Idaho to: =: 396,737: 25, 500 : 30, Ho eoee 38,3. CE Tay. 33,931:229, 063: -
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Table Ru-14 GAME CENSUS, NATIONAL FORESTS, R-4, 1937 R+l Statistics 
Page 2 es eg 

: State: Dates Acreage : Acreage Accessible : Total ; No. & Class 2F of 
: : or :Cre~sInacces~; to livestock 3 Acreage ; of stock : total 

Forest : :Fed~ :ated:sible tos Acreage not erized : Acreage: (a)+ +: on (d) 2G. Cvot 
and ;: eral : : live» ;_by domestic stsdc :grazeiby: (b)+ 3: :  (c)+(d) 

State : Name : : : stock::Not closed: Closcd :domestic: (c)+ : C@H: S&G :used 
: : : : sprimarily sprimarily: sto&k: (4d) : : : by 
3 : $ : sfur game sfor game ¢ $ : : 2 stodk 

Sen R Ma aha esa Nach a8 edd ACB) ceasing UD) Een UD 2 SDs 2B AC) eam et EJ alg mt 
NEVADA 2 : A ‘. : : : : : 2 : 

Humboldt ;Humboldt 2Stato: 1923: 5, G00: ~ 3 ~ : 201,800: 206,800: 4,600: 42,200; 80 
:Jarbidge 2 W 31923: 5,000: - : = 3: 35,300: 40,300: 150: 9,000: 80 
:Santa Rosa : " 319242 2,000; ~ oo: = : 62,000; 64,000: 1,609; 2,500: 75 

Nevada :Reese River : " 31925; 4s 4ho: - : ~ $ 145,320: 193,760; 622 = : 70 
:Schell Cred : " 31923; 25,400: 282: ~ : W718: 70,400: 206; 9,924: 85 
:Bade Flat 5 WP. eige9: ~ 3 - : - : 12,840; 11,840: 379: = : 75 
siye County Grant : Tages: | 26,726: 9, Gets ~ : 52,718: 89,088: 150: 1,725: 80 
Add. Nye County Grant : " :1923; ws 6,000: ~ $3 19,600: 25,600; 350: ~ : 80 
: Lehman : " £1923: 41,000; ~ og = | 9 IGN, ble; 275, Sle “5Ols 8.so, 65 
; Charleston Mountain :Fed. :1935: es ~ 3 63,410: * 2 63,410) ais Soy 0 
:Meadow Canyon : State; 1929: 3s 280s ~ : =: 14,000; 17,280; 1:38: “ 200: 90 

Total for Nevada fe F156 B46: 15, 926: S$, 410: fel. 608s) 95/7. 990s 8.696: 76,755: = 
NYOMI NG : : 8 8 : 3 : 3 : : 3 

Targhee ;Teton County :State:1936: aoe ~ : - : 35,840: 35,840: 200: 6,450: 80 
Teton :Teton State : " 31905: 44,0002 - : 450,000; 15,000: 509,000; 793: = : 10 
Wyoming :Day's River § Peel: 25.0003 ~ : 12,000; 36,000; 50, 000: HOO? 95555: 90 

:Star Valley 2 "1219552 15,000: 10, 000; = § 123,000: 138,000; 725: 18,750: 90 
:Green River : " 1929: 107,720: 11,520; 14,720; 71,040; 205,000; 2,525: 1,780: 50 
:Popi_ Agie epee Sy ko, 000: ~ : - 3: 80,000: 120, 000: 500: 21,8973. 85 

Total for Wyoming oe es 208. (20: 21,5203 (65 (202 550, 58020, 05/7, 840: 5.25: 5e.410: =
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CAME REPVGM eS 
$ :State;DatesAcreage ¢ Acreage Accessible : Total ;: No. & Class 3% Of 

$ ¢ or :Cre-;Inacces-3 to livestock : Acreage ; of stodc stotal 
Forest ¢ :Fed~ ;ated:sible toe Acreage not grazed ; Acreage; (a)+ 3 on (a) :C.C.of 

and + reral : : live~ :;_bdy domestic stock grazed by: (b)+ : : 3 (c)+(a) 
State : Name : : : stode :Not closed: Closed :domestic: (c)+ : OH: S&G : used 

: : : : sorimarily sprimarily; stodc 3: (a) : < «by 

: 3 2 3 sfor game 3for game ;: $ : : : stock 

SE le a Nh SL RU (esate AOU Sel (CN, Ne NCE oat oe Wl lene 
UTAH $ : : : : : , 2 : : $ 

Ashley :Ashley Game Refuge 3 State; 1925: 1, GOS; ~ : ~ si 76,000: 77,000: 2,000; 500; 75 
Cache  :3Mt. Ogden : " 319203; 10,000: 2, 000; ~ : 24,000; 36,000; 2,000: 1,500: 90 

: Cache : " si9ils 6,270: 1, 920: ~ $107,603; 115,793: 4,368; 22,221; 85 
Dixie Dixie : " 1912: 40,000: ~ 3 ~ ¢ 310,440; 350,40: 5,2iS: 3,107; 65 

: Paragonah~Parowan ¢ " 2920; 10,500: ~ 3 ie” ie Yay 980s 52,40: (00; 3,000: 90 
Fishlake :Glenwood Mt. a Ws : 8,000; pau NS ~ 3 168,138: 176,138: 1,412: 16,277: 90 

:Fishlake : " 31912: 26,380: eh se 640; 246,980: 274,000: 5,250: 16,550: 35 
Manti sManti s " Gos: 7,572: Wh, 723: ~ oo: 754, pot 806, 395: 16, 995: 123,750: 80 
Uinta : Strawberry : " 31909 . = : - 3 68,490; 68,490: 2,136: 31,390: 90 

:Nebo : " 31935: 18,902; 1, 697: ~ : 150,071: 170,669: 5,024: 13,074; 90 
: Provo : " 31937: 3,200: 19, O40: ~ oo: 1,760: 24, 000; Los 650: 80 

Wasatch :Timpanogos : ™ 31930; 11,280; 43, 880s =~ : 32,600: 7,760: 1,098: 3,915: 50 
:Big Cottonwood : " 31923, 7,000: 56,700: ms 3,200: 66,900: 105: 818: 50 
:South Willow "31934: ees " : See) 3,500: 4022,  -§ : = 3: 8&5 

Total for Utah Stn Si Sg POG te OR 169.9 O: tOn 1, 98950 222, 310, 087: 47, 376: 230, (52: = 

TOTAL FOR REGION to= s 4 2 912,728: 232,906: 640, 57021, 148, 130: 6, 934, 334: 95, 246: 600, 960; ~
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Table eet GAME CENSUS, NATIONAL FORESTS, R-4, 1937 Rt Statistics 
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GAME AREAS BY ADMINISTRATIVE RESTRICTIONS 

‘ :Date; Acreage: ; Acreage Accessible : Total ;: No. & Class A of 

* 7 Crew: Inacces=: to livestod: : Acreage : of stock :total 

: sated: sible to: Acreage not grazed ; Acreage; (a) :___on (d) 36.0. of 
Forest 3: Name : : live- +: by domestic stock sgrazed by: (b)+ : : : (c)+(d) 

end. : : stock ;:Nov closed; Closed ;:domestic ; (c)-4 : CH: S&G sused by 

State : : : rprimarily :primarily: stock ; (4d) : : : stock 
: : $ efor game sfor game 3 3 : 3 : 

: og fa, lade Cerne) le Calas : : : 
IDAHO : : 2 : : : : : : 3 

areas : : 2 : ‘: : : iB i 

3. : : : ; : : i ds <i A , 

Cabibou :Bonneville County : (Entire County closed to big game hunting.) : : : : 80 

Challis ; Challis 21937: 6,000: ae = ¢ 35,000: 41,000; 1,200: = : 70 
:Warm Springs 21913: 3, 000; mig 18,500: mi el ee bOOr, meas i 0 

:Idaho Primitive Area 21931: 49, 600; ~ 3 9,600; 12,800; 72,000; 150: 2,000; 20 
Idaho yIdaho Primitive Area $195Le 7 51,000: = : 10,000: 9,000: 750, 000: 80: foe epi ape 
Payette :Idaho Primitive Area 31931: 65,000: ig - : 17,400; 82,400; 200: = abeee LO 
Salmon :Clear Credk 21936; 22,000: oy 5,000: €, 000: 35,000: 173: = 3 65 

:Idano Primitive Area 21931: 150,000; 5, 000: = 4)) 10,4263 165,41G. 100; = 2 .5 
Sawtooth ;East Fork 21920: mois ~ 1, 600; 3203 1, 920: BO. pi 20 

:East Fork Addition 3193523 250; wg 7503 Bos ReOOGs:) ci ie ae ee ae) 

:Red Fish 21919; 61,220: 1,500: 2,20: 4,g00: 69,760: 50: 1,600: 30 
:Alta Creck 21920: GUC ge creas Ue Osi. stuloals TG Ae cee Nte ian 1g 

Total for Idaho 2 ~ 21,088, 6/0; 6,500; 49,010: 97,736: 1, 21, Ob: 2,003: 3,500: = 
WYOMING : 3 t : 3 3 : 3 : $ 

Targhee ;Cascade Creek and vicinity ;: : : 8 3 . : : : 

: of lake of the Woods : : - 3 20,000: mS mn COSOOOs © mi tot im = asi, 0 
Teton :Elk Winter Range #1 21918: ie ss ~ 2 61,897; 50,000; 111,897: 1,696: - + 20 

eu " "9 31918: mes ~ : 34,838: eis pea eS 
eat at SS 21918: nx (8 ss 1,180: 30; 000; | 47.1808) Wer = i: 20 
:Granite Cred: Geb: Fit lis 9,000: Ht, 555: talc) DO ODOM magica (3) 0 

Wyoming :Roaring Fork 21924; 4, 40: oe 2,560: 7,040: 14,080; 225: Benguet, a0) 
Total for Wyoming tos 280: 29,000: 161,030; 87,040; 281,550: 2,443: = 3 ~ 

TOTAL FOR REGION : ~~ :10%,150: 35,500: 210,040: 184,776:1,523,466: 4,46: . 3,600;  - 
pieces fs : : : : 9 : :



Table RM-14 GAME CENSUS, NATIONAL FORESTS, R-4, 1937 Re4 
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: GAME PROTECTION BY FOREST OFFICERS 
: _ Cases reported to State 3 Cases reported to State 

Forest : for prosecution : for investigation 

: No. 3; No. : Con— :Not con— : No. : No. : Con— :Not con— 

jae :Cases:Pending:victed; victed :Cases:Pendingsvicted: victed 

STATS OF IDAHO 3 3 : ; : =e 3 3 
Boise Seb 35 - : 4s z ‘ $3 == OS 28 L 
Cache s o= 8 - 3 - $ - 3 43 - 3: Cow 2 
Caribou = fs ‘vs - : 2% = Sees 2 
Challis oe - : - 3 - : -3 = gr ees - 
Idaho pis aoe Se - 3 - 3 - $ os = § - 3 - 
Lemhi paths SS eter 58 ces = : os - 3 pS 3 
Minidoka ra dee - : Eee - : a = 58 — &@ 5 
Payette S = ¢ - ¢ ai 8 - : - 3 = 8 <n - 

Salmon oe a ee = : 28 a 2 ees L 
Sawtooth ee ft ee So 8 a : mt = =a 2 
Targhee Ree - 3 =e at : ae - 3 mes a 

Weiser fae ieee teint L Bo es Fa tea ul 
Total for Idaho pte os Sy OL 6 roses uO eae 
STATE OF NEVADA . : : : : : : : 

Humboldt So = 8 - $ = - : a =i pit ar 3 

__ Nevada fe th Se 8s ee i bs 8 ase eee il 
Total for Nevada fe 8 = . Ee az 3 4. -_$: - 4 

STATE OF UTAH 2 ; 3 : : : : : 

Ashley so = 4 - : Sesg - : i: = 3% Ue - 

Cache ees - : nee) - ; -3 = § - 3 - 
Dixie tf = - : - 3 - ; AH = = ¢ Z 

Fishlake e973 8 - : & 8 - : 6 3 = 8 Zoe 4 
La Sal co 1s a 3 om 8 - : Le? - 3 = a 
Manti Fase - ; - 38 - : -3 = fo S28 - 
Powell ee - : - 3 - : dos = = 1 
Uinta 5 = 8 - : aoe |S - : dees eauat ase - 
Wasatch Ses Se eae ee = Boy See ijn SS - 

Total for Utah fo 0 a: 3 £ os - cee eh le a os a 
STATE OF WYOMING 4 3 : 8 : : : : 

Caribou SS me - : so ie - 3 3 3 =e - 3 3 
Targhee : = 8 - $ a 1g - 3 -3 a - 3: - 

Teton a : See - : 3.3 se 8 - 
Wyoming Ph lacie ees on ate LS a Pet) ime ee eels 4 

7 Total for Wyoming : 15 =: = Cie 4 ee ee Sa 8 a 

TOTAL FOR REGION 265 8 x 2 BL Ns 1 fos = <@ 26 =: 36 
: : : : : ¢ : $



a RMG14 GAME CENSUS, NATIONAL FORESTS, R-4, 1937 R-4 Statistics 
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:GAME PROTECTION BY FOREST OFFICERS: Licenses:Licenses :; Fish 

; _ Cases handled by Forest sIssued bysExamined :Planted 

Forest R Officers ; : Forest :by Forests; 

: No. :Dismis— :Arres—: Con—::Not :Officers :Officers : 
:Cases:sed with: ted ‘svict-:con— 3; 3 : 

~— : : warning: : ed svicteds : $ : Zs 

IDAHO : ;: : : : ( oe B 
Boise ei 2 - 5 le Esk Eos - 3 86 3s 660 .$ 905,000 

Cache te il se 3 : = & = 3 - 3 - 3 56 +185,000 
Caribou $3 § 3 . = i = - 3 - 2 WS 3 115,000 

Challis ie ers 2 S04 = ee eg BO 3 204 31,425,000 
Idaho to 8 - 3 =a 2 = 8 - 3 60° =: 44 : 787,000 
Lemhi ie mar 1 = : = = 2 = 88 _ ‘i iS 636,000 

Minidoka mi Ss a : ge ae og 2 - : 664 +: 170,000 
Payette Soo es - 3 dy 36 == 4 1 3 ge. 48 : 650,000 

Salmon es - : We ce A$ 143 3: 425° 3s -223);,000 

Sawtooth [= ¢ - g a RE ere - 3 - : ee 21,285,000 

Targhee ieee 2 : = & = ¢ - 3 - : 20s 692,000 

Weiser Rae Se Se aes eee eee 20: 348,000 
Total — Idaho eo 8 10 : St 2s ot OGL 4 geyeok 5¥5076,000 
NEVADA : : : : : : : : 

Humboldt t= 3 - ¢ (ae hoe ge 4 ior % 190 + 458,000 
Nevada t 4 2 3 : eee 2-3 65 e228 000 

Total — Nevada ces cea ee oe 325 3 686,000 
UTAH—Ashley = - : oe Sa ee ie = 3 le 260 2 290,000 

~~~ Cache ee =. a 8 ce hk Gas ee eames 814 : 396,000 
Dixie 2. =. 8 - : - 3: - 3 - 3 - 5 i777 s* 822,000 
Fishlake s.2 2 2 & = Ss fs = 8 13 + 6,099 #2,847,000 
La Sal oe ees 38 - 3 = f = 8 - 3: - : 95-3: 29,000 

Manti ee. i - ¢ - 3: - 3 - 3 - I 677 8 657,000 
Minidoka S = 8 - : - $= = 3 - 3 - : - 3 - 

Powell 2 3 Sele Fe atmo # Sy e 2 =o 324 3: 190,000 
Uinta ea oe i 3 me at) mesa - $ - : 202 : 543,000 
Wasatch Sian acoe ake a ath an eae alee dia Ee Saadake 76 21,757,006 

Total — Utah : 2 3 : ee eee cima eet 64: 8,694 36,231,000 
WYOMING $ 3 ; : ; : : : 

Caribou 2 = 8 - i - t= - +: = - : 1 + - 

Teton © 3 3 1 2 ee ee eae aoa: 495 :1,063,006 
Wyoming 3: - 3 esos gate ete ee ae eee 557 _31,416,00% 

Total — Wyoming : 3 3 os eat ee ee = B67 349, oe 

= TOTAL — REGION SO Ly OO: See S38 584 : 12,340 :16,672,CC00



Table RM-14 R-4 Statistics 

Page 7 GAME CENSUS, NATIONAL FORESTS, R-4, 1937 

: GAME ANIMALS : 
: Elk :Moose: Mt. : Mt. : Deer :Ante—s Bear 

Forest 3 :Sheep:Goats: Mule :White:lope:3; Black : Silver 

~~ : = u fr ke Li etl 8 : Brown $ 

IDAHO : : : : pane : : : 3 
Boise $1,400: = ¢ = # 4002 6,000: 15: = +: 275 2 - 
Cache $ 2,0008 = S$ = 8 = > B5500s = se = 3 20 8 - 

Caribou : “60s 1Oy. 2° =e 2,000; =] § = $ 400 : - 
Challis : 70s 5s “650s 1002‘ 3,500 = # 400; 175 3 - 
Idaho : 800: OO: . 4507, 250: 8,000 G00; <- +: 250 3 - 
Lemhi 2 Ue = = J00y 75s: 4,000; = 34,000: 50s - 

Minidoka : SOs = £ = & = & 7,000r = = - 3 - 
Payette . S00? = 3-008 Cot 6, 5008 == = ¢ 400 : - 

Salmon g 165: 15: 2259 2502 4,500; 358 50% Bie Z 

Sawtooth E 600: —- 3: bOS T50e- 500s === 3 = 200 - 

Targhee 22,0002 S002 Dot. “seb ,ocer = es 400 : 20 

Weiser : BOG a fee eS 200_: 2 
Total — Idaho ¢ 7,000: 3602160001 3502 60,000: 650:4,450:; 2,700 : 23 
NEVADA : : : . : : : : 

Humboldt spo ~~ $ = ' = ¢ 8,500: — 503 - : - 
Nevada Bo Os = 3 es = a 10,000. — = tous 3 = 

Total = Nevada 3 150: =. 2 150; = 3 93,500: ~- 3 20G; = : = 
UTAH 3 : 3 : : : : $ ; 

Ashley : 1508 =. 3 COt = g =2,000" “= 3-200: 50 $ - 

Cache $1,000 = %.= 8 = 3$ 4,0008 — 3 = 2 50 ¢ - 

Dixie sos fee ot t- 5 e 20,000s = F = 4 Ons - 

La Sal to i=. 8 2os- =) 3 2,000) = ~s- = 8 30 3 - 

Fishlake $ 700" =! f = § = 2°48,000% = 3 = -3 TOs’ - 

Manti $ 2,000s =~ 3 = ¢°-=— # 12,000! “= 3 = 3 125 3 - 

Minidoka to oa Be, 2 et D000 Ss ee 8 - : - 
Powell : iS: = ¢ = ¢ = & @,5003 —- f = 3 20-3 - 
Uinta : 5004, = F = & = § 44,0002 =— 28 = # did ¢ - 
Wasatch Sin OOK, ee. 8 15: =: 6,500! = 2-3 75 3 - 

Total — Utah t o,8608. = 8 BO = 3 98,00Cs =~ 3 200s 485.3 = 

WYOMING : ¢ ; : : : : : ; 

Ashley $= Ss Se ee 1OOs “= 2 -— 3 - : - 

Caribou ee fay 9S 3s SOx = = § 10: ¢ - 
Targhee : 800: SOs 10! = °? 600: ce = ¢ 2509 20 

Teton :20,000:1,400:1,400: -— : 4,000: 10: - : 415 3: 43 

= Wyoming 23,5008 600s $50! = & 1,750) = t.= 5. 500 8 

Total — Wyoming :24,300:2,050:1,760: -— : 6,500: Toe = fs m0 

TOTAL ~ REGION :34,915:2,410:3,570:1,350:178,000: 665:4,850: 4,410 : 93



Table RM-14 GAME CENSUS, NATIONAL FORESTS, R-4, 1937 

Page 8 R-4 Statistics 

: pee PR wD A 2 OR YA ONS Acs 

Forest s Coyote’: Cat or-Limx 3: Mt.-Lion : Wolf : Porcupine 

IDAHO oa : { : ; : : 
Boise : 2,000% 200 . 125 ees 2,500 

ee! Cache 3 1,500: 200 G 10 : = g 3,500 

Caribou (4 2,000: 200 2 = A cn 3,000 

Challis 2,000: POO) aa 40 2° be A090 
Idaho . 1,500: 450 : 175 $ = 2% 1,000 

Lemhi : 2,000: 600 f gD : = 1,500 
Minidoka - 1,500: 200 3 10 tice 25500 
Payette ¢ 1,500: 100 fe 50 Geir lisae 1,500 
Salmon : 2,500: G50) . 125 2 aoe 4,000 

Sawtooth : 1, 600% 200 : 30 : anes 1,500 

Targhee = IE OOUs 100 ‘| “5 10. 2,000 

Weiser : 1,000: 200) 3 5 i 8 8500 
Total — Idaho te ES 008 3,200 : 600 : 40 3 26,500 

NEVADA : : ee ey : 
Humboldt : 5,000: 500 : 5 : & 1,000 
Nevada 2 5, C008 1,500 s 95 {= 55000 

Total — Nevada :__10,C00s 2,000 3 1G0 s__ 8 : 6,000 
UTAH ; : : : : 

Ashley 5 1,000: 100 8 29 : - 3 2,000 

Cache : 500: 150 : 50 > 10 3 1,000 
Dixie : 2,0008 800 4 50 . = 8 3 C0 

La Sal : 1,050: 250 : 35 $  =n4 1,050 
Fishlake : 20008 700 : 125 $ - 3: 6,000 

Manti i 1 ,5008 700 : 100 : - 3 2,500 

Minidoka 3 100: 100 : - $ - 3 500 
Powell 8 2 o008 800 : U50. : a 3 1,500 

Uinta . 1,500: 400 : 75 $ 2s 1,000 

Wasatch s_. 2, 000% 500 : 7D : 5 : 3,500 
Total — Utah s 14,1503 4,500 $ 685 t. 22 3. 22,000 

WYOMING : 2 : : $ 

Ashley : 100: 10 : - : - 3 500 

Caribou : eos 15 : - : - 3 50 
Targhee t TBs 50 : 3 a. - 3 1,000 

Teton : 2,000: 1 : 6 : ieee 2,000 

Wyoming : 11,5008 150 : 6 2 NO 3s 3,000 

Total — Wyoming : 4,400: 300 qg 15 ee oes 6,550 

TOTAL — REGION : 44,050: 10,000 : 1,400 : 81: 61,600



Table RM-14 GAME CENSUS, NATIONAL FORESTS, R-4, 1937 

Page 9 R-4 Statistics 

: FUR BEARING ANIMALS 
Forest : Beaver : Fox : Marten : Mink : Badger : Ermine :Skunis;uskrat 

IDAHO : ost : : : 3 8 a 
Boise : 650 :. 450; 650s 1200s 1,000: 4,000:3,000: 700 

5 Cache : 100 50: 100: 200s 500s Ss0003 =" s 100 

Caribou s 25500 OR 2503 7003 2,000% 4,000: - 3: 700 

Challis : 900 250% 400: 500: 400; 2,000: = .2 1,100 

: : $ : : $ ate S208 
Idaho : eho & S50% 1,000: 1,500% 800: 28,0003 SL5t 200 
Lemhi : DO 2 200% 400: 600: 7003 £7008 =— 3 500 

Minidoka . G75 F = 2 - . 100: 600: 7003, 200% 50 

Payette : 400 : 2253 650: 400: 500: 2,500% : 700 

Salmon : 450 : 600: 1,200: 1,000: FOO: 6,000: = 4 800 
Sawtooth 450 ¢- 160 450: 700: 600: T2o0s = 2 250 

Targhee : 650 : 50% 500% 500: 7005 3,000: 2002 1,500 
Weiser : 100 : 100: 200: 400; 500: 1,500: 925: 400 

Total — Idaho = 1,000 t2,,5008 5,800: 7,800: 9,000: 32,60023,600% ‘7,000 
: $ : 2 $ 3 3. 60%: 

NEVADA : $ : : : Et : 3 
Humboldt : 400 : Toe 50: nos $002 BOO: = % 100 
Nevada : ee ee on eee 258 600% 1G BOGs se 

Total — Nevada 3: #00 3 500% 503 300s 10005 23000 3 8 100 

UTAH : 3 : : E 3 3 3 
Ashley : 900 2 100% 400: 3003 LOOs 5003 = 2 900 

Cache : 100 : 253 503 50: 2503 BOOS) aaa 200 
Dixie $ OO = TO0s - : 3 3003 100; -— 3 200 
Fishlake : 250 + 50: 50% 50% 700: 800: 50s 100 
La Sal : 225 + 3002 - : 5% 2008 100: 2803 < 
Manti : 500" s Vos 100s 125% 14200! S503, =. 5500 
Minidoka $ - f= 8 - to J 2003 1503 = - 
Powell 3 50 3: 2503 25% eo0e 5003 3008 CSS 100 
Uinta s = OOO) aoe 3003 500: 8508 1,500 <= % 500 

Wasatch $13,000: 3. 275s 8253 800: 1.500: 2,000: — 3. 3,000 
Total — Utah t 5,625: #1,000¢ 1,700! 2,100: 5, 6008 6,600:, 300: 6,500 

: : : : $ 3 $ 25s 
WYOMING : : : : : $ : : 

Ashley : 100: : 10: Zoe 25s woe 2008, = —¢ 200 

Caribou : TS) i 10: aoe Bos 25? TOOs) =— 3 50 

Targhee 3 435 3 258 150% 150: 200: 1,000: 100s 50 
: : : : : : oO es 

ee Teton $45,200 © 75: 3,800! 609: 700: 6,000: 300: 4,500 

2 3 : : : : aeene 310)5 
Wyoming oe a AO) to 280s 1,000: 700: 1,000: 6,200: LG0¢ 3,500 

3 : $ g 3 & a ees 

Total —- Wyoming : 7,500 : 500: 5,000: 1,500: 2,000: 13,500: 500: 8,300 

3 $ 3 : g $ s ClGOs 
TOTAL — REGION +: 20,725 :4,500: 12,600:11,700: 18,300: 54,700:4,100:21,900 

: : 3 : ; 3 a CLOOs 
Otter. aia



Table RM-14 GAME CENSUS, NATIONAL FORESTS, R-4, 1937 
Page 10 R-4 Statistics 

: GAME ANIMALS LEGALLY KILLED BY MAN : Number 
: : ¢ Mts Mts $ :of Hunters 

Forest : Deer’: Elk : Sheep : Goats : Bear :Antelope: 

IDAHO 3 " “ee a : = 3 
a Boise 3 1.500% - 3 - 3 MO, is Sr 8 - 3 4,800 

Cache 3 450: 100 - : - 3 - 3: A. alg aie 1, 750 
Caribou : TS - : - 3 = 4 -.3 - 3: 250 

Challis : $15; - 3 ig 8 G3 4 =.# 976 
Idaho : 3508 go ¢ e 2 a 8 -10 2 = ¢ 750 
Lemhi : 225: = . =~ 3 4 3 © 3 - 3 650 
Minidoka : 5508 - : me 8 - 3% - 3 =e 650 
Payette : 9502 - ‘ a 2. & 28.8 = 2,200 
Salmon 2 5403 = : Bs os i ZOOL ge = 4 900 
Sawtooth : 03 - : = 8 16-8 ef - 3% 325 
Targhee : 753 SOs = 4g a 2 "AO 2 - 3 725 
Weiser 3 2503. se 8 Ss eee = 3 525 

Motelo= idaho: 9,290; 225 s 95 : 80 : 183 3: - _: 14,500 
NEVADA : $ : $ : $ : 

Humboldt : 2503 - : - 3 > 3 - 3 = 3 630 
Nevada : W503 2 = 8 Ss ee -_: 1,450 

Total — Nevada _;: 1,000: —- 3: =: rein et - $3 2,080 
UTAH : ss : $ : . : 

Ashley : 360; - . - 3 - § - 3 = 8 600 

Cache : 8353 oo 3 = ¢$ - 3 - 3 - 3 3,000 

Dixie s DL 740: << . a =~ 8 - ¢ = *£ 3,500 

Fishlake S 7, 000% 25.3 - 3 - 3 = 3 =°¢ -11,500 

La Sal : 100: - 2 - 3 = 38 = 3 - 3 160 
Manti &. 2,000% AO: 45) - 3 - 3 oD - 3 By 700 

Minidoka : E252 - ‘i - 3 - 3 - 3 - 3 150 
Powell : T75¢ - : - 3 - 3: - 3 - 3: 475 

Uinta . 9503 56: 3 - % - 3 9 ¢ - 3: 25 10 

Wasatch : (65316. 8 -_3 oe 6S -_: 1,500 
Total — Utah iS 14 A008 2bro 2 eS Sole = $ 27,685 

WYOMING : : 3 : : ; : 
Ashley . Oe - ; = ¢ - 3 - 3 - 3 US 

Caribou : 1Oe - : - 3 - 3 = 8 - 3 25 

Targhee c 15? 40 3 = 9 se Oye DW - 3 100 

Teton is 105:4,000 3: ws 44° ¢ = iy = 8 4,660 

Wyoming : 75s 460 3 a8 To Bn ee OL te = 2. 1,300 
Total — Wyoming : 210:4,500_ 3 10% B5e Ts 20) t - 3 6,100 

TOTAL — REGION : 20,900:4,900 3: PS 3 80 3 223 ¢ - © . 50,365 
: 3 as : 45° 3 : 3 

Moose.



Table RM14 GAME CENSUS, NATIONAL FORESTS, R-4, 1937 

Page 11 R-4 Statistics 

: GAME ANIMALS KILLED BY PREDATORY ANIMALS 
Forest : Mt. Sheep : Mt. Goat : Deer : Elk 3+ Antelope 

IDAHO 3 : 3 : : 
Boise : - : 30 : 800 3: wo) 8 - 

aa Cache : Sg = B50 @  BOr ey = 
Caribou : - : - : 200 3: So 3 = 
Challis t 75 : 10 : 350 ¢ 5.8 25 

Idaho , 50 : 35 : 800 3 50 - 
Lemhi 3 - : - : 400 : - : 475 
Minidoka ‘ = : ~ : 700 3 - : - 
Payette : - : _ ¢ 25500 - % SO 8 - 

Salmon : 40 : 20 i S50) 3 To - 
Sawtooth 3 10 : 5 : TSO): 40 3 - 
Targhee : 5 3 - 3 dbo s\- 100 - 
Weiser : = 3 = ie OOS OL = 

Total — Idaho : dO 28 TOO, 336,500 3 400..: 500 
NEVADA : : : ° 3 

Humboldt : - ‘ - o SO 4 eG - 
Nevada : = : = Sh OU ote ae 10 

Total — Nevada : = : = o 64s 10 
UTAH i 8 : : : 

Ashley . 5 . - . <eo0 3 26% 25 

Cache 3 - : - ; 400 3: 50: - 
Dixie : - ¢ - S-2 5000 ¢ - : - 

Fishlake . - : - $ 4,000 = 40 3: - 

La Sal : 5 ‘ - : moo f= ‘ - 
Manti . - : - © 5200 50) 8 - 

Minidoka 3 - 3 - S roo 3 - 3 - 
Powell : - : - : 400 3: - : - 
Uinta 3 - : - : oo0 2 50 3 - 

Wasatch : = : - $e, OOO) 2 i nS ee 
Total — Utah : 10 Sra ngpen 0) leomee 

WYOMING : “ : ee $ 

Ashley 3 - : - 3 LO is - 3 - 
Caribou $ = ‘ - 4 yg - $ - 
Targhee ; - : - : 60. 3 - . - 

Teton : 150 : - : 400 :1,000 3; 50? 
Wyoming : Boe 8 = $2 te 200. 3 = 

Total — Wyoming : eas = $ 600 s1,200 5 50° 

TOTAL — REGION $ 365 : 100 si? ,c70 sd785 3 635 

: 3 : : $ 50° 
Moose. et :



Table RM-14 GAME CENSUS, NATIONAL FORSSTS, R-4, 1937 

Page 12 R-4 Statistics 

:PREDATORY ANIMALS KILLED ON AND ADJOINING NATIONAL FORESTS 

Forest :CoyotesMt. Lion:Cat or Lynx: Wolf : Bear _: Porcupine 

IDAHO ees $ : 3 : 
Boise : 930: 43 13 : = 2196. 3 225 

ies Cache § 750: - : 39 2 ad = 3 600 
Caribou ee hoos = : 36 : = § 68 -s 1,250 

Challis 2 340s as 33 : oc Oe 80 
Idaho $ B75: ao ¢ So 8. = F WB = 50 
Lemhi : 5503 = : ‘6L : - 3 2 4 200 
Minidoka tel 250° - : 148 . - 3 = 2 A450 

Payette . 350: % ‘: . 29 ee ee 100 
Salmon : 8853 15 : 97 : - $ o 8 1%5 
Sawtooth : 300: £ . 39 3 = § 27 2 50 

Targhee : 2358 = : 4 $ = as =- 3: 110 

Weiser po OOS 8 Le ee eee OC 160 
Total — Idaho 2 255% Ge : 538 : 2 § 680 3  oy4b0 

NEVADA $ 3 : : 2 : 2 3 
Humboldt % 250702 2 ‘ 90 : oe 8 = % 104 

Nevada : 1,790; 8 : 230 : Ss 62e"% 246 

Total — Nevada Poa (02 10 i 320 : =} 6eo ¢ 350 

UTA = ‘ $ : 3 ‘ 
Ashley : 5383 4 s 40 . - 3 os 250 

Cache : 235% all ‘ ll : - 3$ 6: 100 

Dixie o 12353 32 di 170 : - 3 - 3 690 

Fishlake ¢ 21,0353 Ag : 175 : - 3 = & 15885 

La Sal 4 532 - : el : = 4 - 3 45 
Manti ¢ 576% 8 : 58 : = 8 - 3: 300 
Minidoka : 2508 - : 25 ‘ - 3 — 3 70 
Powell : 685: 13 : 53 : - 3 - 3 260 
Uinta : 7833 16 : aaa $ = 4 eo 315 

Wasatch 2 oe0: So ie hae a es 165 
Total — Utah 26,0001 106 t (Oe : = +: 14 : 4,080 

WYOMING : : : : : : 
Ashley : 50: - : 5 : - 3 =) 6 40 

Caribou $ 25% - : - : = 4 3 65 
Targhee : TLOs - : 4 : = ¢ 16 & 35 
Teton : 515: - : - : - 3 = 8 85 
Wyoming ? > 565: Sa oot Ss 83 375 

Total — Wyoming : 1,265: + ‘ oe . = % 26% 2 600 

~ TOTAL -- REGION $78,720: 178 : 1,647 : 2 : 428 : 8,480 

ee : : : ) 6: 
°Fox
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Table RM=14 
Page 13 LAKE AND STREAM IMRPROVEMENT R-l. Statistics 

List 

Forest : Miles ;:No. structures ;Miles or; Structure;Rearing Ponds: Cost of :No. man; 
and :Surveyed:planned for and; Acres ;:Installed: No. : Arca :Materials; days ; Remarks 

State : zstaked out. simproved: No. 2 4 oe 3 worked ¢ 

UTAH 3 : $ : 3 : : $ a 
Dixie 2 Woe - Ses ees Lf 2k ~ 3 - 2 7250) 2 

Ashley -) is 8 Su 16S : 52 | = 2 ml BBO) 179 : 

Fishlake : ~ og ~ $e : i) Ne ig mj, $885 49 > Use ; Eyeing station. 

Manti : a) 8 4 sie a! Woy we ~ :$1,409.50; 386 : 

IDAHO $ : : 3 ‘ 3 3 : : 
Salmon te Soh ae 25 : : mo 2 2b As 6S G0seds Byes 

WYOMING : 3 3 : 3 : : 3 3 
Wyoming : ae ~ as ~ 5 Pig ee Mele Ae ~ eels 

Total - Region: 8.8 3: 60 $ 363 As 2 59 =: 3 +s 365 Ae: $2,404.71; 1,191 : 
: : : 3 $ : : : :
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G ; = Report on the 1937 April, 1937 

Fish & Gene i Winter Deer Range Survey 
Winter Range Studies ‘ and 
Chelan ‘ . Deer Census’ 

Introductions 

During the winter of 1935-1936 a decor range survey was conducted 
on the Chelan National Forest and the adjacent state-owmed land in an 

effort to definitely dotemine the winter range occupied by the deer herd, 
the total winter rance available amd the approxinate number of deor presonte 
This was the first orgmmizod attempt over made to obtain information on 
these subjects, but in spite of the initial difficulties presented sone 
very interesting results were cbtainod. A fairly cccurate, though in- 
complete record of the ‘location and condition of the various wintering 
grounds was compiled, ond the census provided a conerete basis for on 
estimate of the decr herds Marasonernt problems that hitherto had pone 
unnoticed were made apparont, and it became obvious that a more detailed 
and conplete survey was necessary to provide the basic Imowledse required 
to deal effectively with these problemse ‘ 

In accordance with these findings, a more thorough survey was 
attempted during the 1937 seasone Suificient basic data was sought to 
definitely detemsine the management practices necessary for intelligent 

administration of the big-same resources of this are&e Undoubtedly, the 
nost important bigecgane territory in the State of Washington, the Chelan 
National Forest, accommodated eight=thousand hunters during the 1936 
seasone The nunber of visitors entering the Forest at this tine to 
enjoy the pursuit of big-game exceeded the season's total for any other 
type of recreational usce 

In view of these facts ond in consideration of the multiple use 
policy, it becomes apparent that it is the responsibility of the Forest 
Service to take initial steps leading to intelligent managenent of the 

bigegane resourcese That the Forest Service*has taken this initial 

action should not be misconstrued as a reflection upon the efficiency of 

the Stote Game Department. In roality, it is indicative of the progress 

that con be attained when those two agencies work in close cooperation 
with a mutual coal in view--the proper menagement of our game resourccese 

In the following report all stateacnts made regarding wild-life con= 

ditions ond trends. are based upon the observations of the field crew 

employed during the survey and the personal obscrvetions of the author, and 

apply only to this locality. The observations or reports of other indi- 3 

viduals regardless of their positions has not been given consideration 

unless verified by 2 member of the survey crow. The liberty has been 

taken to corment rather freely ‘upon the various factors influencing wild- 

life in this region and such comments should be interpreted as indica= 

tions of the general trond rather than concrete statenonts of proven factse 

No attempt was made to confine the survey to National Forest bounde- 

ries, the objec’ive sought being an impartial survey of the entire area con- 

sidered as a biclogicel mit, This may be roughl; considered as that ~-



portion of Chelan and Okanogan counties, north of the Chelan Mtse, west 

of the Columbia and Okanogan Rivers, south of the Similkameon River and 

the crest of the Okanogan Highlands and east of the summit of the Cascade 
Mtse The cooperation given by the State Gane Department is cratefully 

acknowledgode 

Objectives of Survey: ~ ; 

Information relative to the following:-- 

le Approximate boundarics and extent of the winter rangee 
2. Condition of the winter food supplye._ 
Se Presont population. 
4, Percentage of increase during the past ycare 
5e Ratio of adult to yearling doer and hence tho potontial 

increase during the present yoare ' 

6 Relative saturation and carrying capacity of the rangee 
Te Nature and oxtent of losscse 

8 Food profcrencese 
9. Seasonal movencnts.e 

10e Other information relative to the life history of the 
mule decore 

It has already been noted that much of the basic information per- 
taining to these questions was accumulated during the 1936 survey, and 
frequent references to and comparisons with those results will be madee 

Methods of Survey and Census: 

Personnel:-- 
The efficiency of any project of this type is largely dependent 

upon the ability of the individuals comprising the survey crowe To 
effectively cover the territory, on observer nust be able to travel long 

distances during adverse weather conditions,enduring hardships and 
privationse He must be well acquainted with the district to be surveyed 
and capable of accurately.recording on a rap the route he has followed 
and the boundaries of the winter rangoe In addition, he must have con= 

siderable knowledge of deer range conditions that can be gained only 
- through experiences 

Thus it can be seen that a small crew of well qualified men must 
be developed by actual survey work and retained during successive surveys 
to promote the greatest efficiencye In choosing o survey crew not only 
an individual's ability must be considered but also his availability fron 
year to yeare Local residents employed regularly by the Forest Service 
are the only persons available conforming to the above requirencnts. 
The 1937 crew consisted of short term employees of long standing, several 
of whom participated in the 1936 surveye It is possible to use CCC 

enrollees only as assistants accompanying the observer ond under his 
direct controle Ten regular short term employees assisted the writer dur- 
ing the survey and any measure of success attained is directly due to 
their sincere cfforts ond desire to cover the territory as thoroughly 
as possiblee : 

=2e0



The individuals comprising the crew, their short-term positions 
and the number of days spent in the field on actual survey work is 
listed below: 

Nano _Short-term Position NOs of Bays Dates 

Ke Morehead Protective Assistant IF March 8 -= 26 
Ge. Crow Fireman 14 We Gree (25 
Fe Reynaud Trail Foreman 13 "8 w= 25 
C. Risley Fire Guard ae We" Ose 20 
Re Patterson Protective Assistant 10 "U1 -= 26 
Js Cool Fire Guard : 14 wo 8 a= 29 
De. Dow State Fire Worden 5 "16 -— Apre 2 
Me Woods .Protective Assistant 5 We Gee 12 
E. Gibson Lookout 12: "8 == 29 
H. Partridge Fireman i "15 -= 29 
O. Edwards Junior Biologist in charge 17 "6 == Apr. 3 

Total man days =~ 120 
== 

In addition to the. above, seven CCC assistants pwk in a total of 53 dayse 

; Grand Totals-=< 173 mon dayse 

For a detailed description of the survey methods and cquipment used 
refer to the 1936 Winter Deer Range Survey Reporte The original procedure 
evolved proved to be entirely satisfactory for this arca. Considerable 
effort cen be saved by carefully planning in advance the approximate areas 
to be covered during the daily trips and coordinating the efforts of the 
crew nomberse It was found inadvisable to attempt operating the entire crew 
as one unite The winter range is divided into sections detemained by natural 
geological features and individuals were assigned to and had charge of the 
survey operations on these sectionse 

Deer Census Datas 

_ In the following detailed’ report of the comt and estimates no 
attempt has been made to tabulate the deta by ranger districts. The divisions 
given follow natural bomdariese The estimate of the deer population md 
carrying capacities may be regarded as very conservatives The carrying 
capacities given indicate only the relative saturation of the range ac- 
cording to the judgment of the observcre 

The only portion of the Chelan National Forest not included in the 
Biological Unit under consideration is that portion drained by the Pasayten 
and Ashnola Riverse That a number of the deer found in this territory 
winter on the Methow side of the Okanogan highlonds is definitely kmowm, 
but the bulk of the deer in this area probably winter in Comadne ~ 

The species of deer found on the Chelan National Forest ond the 

adjacent state land is predominantly ond. alaost exclusively Rockey Mountain 

Mule Deer (Odocoileus hemionus hemionus)e The Colimbia Black-tailed Deer 

(0. columbianus columbianus) occurs as a sumer visitant along the summit 

of the Cascade Mountains and, om rare occasions, individuals accompany the 
Mule Deer and winter on this side of the divide. This occasional shuffling 

hn



results in intermittent hybridization, the hybrid strain gradually being 

absorbede : 

This continual absorption of Columbia Black-tailed Decr by the 
local Mule Deer herd probably accounts’ for the variation in types that 
has been noticed by local sportsmen who maintain that there are two 

species of Mule Deer in this areoe 

Several instances of hybridization were seen during the past winter. 
On March 5, 1937, the writer accompanied by Mr. Cool and Mr. Risley, saw a 
deer at the mouth of Ransey Creek with a typical Black-tail tail, the tail 
appearing slightly longer ond wider than the ordinary Mule Deer tail. It 
was solid black from the base to the tip and without the pronouced constric- 
tion at the base present in Mule Deere Forty-five other deer, all typical 
Mule Deer, were in the bande On March 6, 1937, the writer, accompanied by 
Assistent Supervisor Mitchell, Ranger Cooper and others, observed a hybrid 
doe and two hybrid yearlings near Cascade Creek, Lake Chelan. The tails’ 
of these deer were of the typical Mule Deer shape ond size but had a 
narrow black stripe runing from the tip to the basee On March 8, 1937, 
the writer accomponied by Mr. Crow, observed a hybrid yearling with the 
normal Mule Deere This yearling's tail had the same black stripe noted 
abovee In addition to the above sight records, K. Morehead saw four 
hybrids of the same type on 25Mile Creck, Lake Chelan, March 22, 1937, 

and Mre Crow observed a hybrid doe and yearling at Crystal Springs, Lake 
Chelon, March 16, 1937, ond an adult hybrid at Granite Falls Creek, Lake 

Chelan, March 10, 1937, all with the same tail marking described abovee 

That ten of these eleven sight records of hybrids were obtained 
on Lake Chelan, indicates a greater degree of hybridizetion in the Lake 
Chelan watershed, due probably to the greater area adjoining the Cascade 
summit at this pointe Conversely the purest strain of Mule Deer should 
be found at the eastern extremity of the Okenogen Highlands in’ the 
Chopake Mountain, Toats Coulee Creek country. 

Occasional White-tailed Deer (0. virginianus macrourus) are to be 
found here, two having been seen during the 1936 survey. During the 1957 
survey the only evidence of this species was the head and horns of a dead 
White-tail Buck found on 25=Mile Creek by Ke Moreheade Unfortunately, 

the skull wis not preserved, so positive identification cannot be madee 

y LAKE.CHELAN ----- WEST SIDE 

Locality Actual Count Estimate Renge Capacity 
1966 1967 1936 1957 

Knapps Coulee to Navarre Coulee 0 0 50 25 300 
Navarre Coulee to First Cre 0 0 50 25 200 
First Cre to Granite Slide 125 448 BOO ~ 790 500 
Granite Slide to 25-lMile Cre 174 485 200 600 400 
Twenty-five Mile Creek to Big Cre * 192 250 250 200 
Twenty-five Mile Creek 149 147 200 250 300 
Big Cre to Stehekin River 76 104 250 400 300 

524 1376 1250 2300 2200 

* Area not covered during 1936 survey. : 

wikia



LAKE CHELAN ----- EAST SIDE 

Locality : Actual Count Estimate Range Capacity 
1936 1957 1936 19387 

Stehekin to Safety Harbor 156 156 600 600 600 
Safety Harbor to Camas Cre 524 222 450 400 400 
Camas Cre to Poison Cre 180 156 250 00 400 
Poison Cr. to Antilone Cre 154 53 200 100 400 
Fourth of July Mte a2 eT 100 50 200 
Joe Cre * 0 2o* 25 200 
Joe Cr. to Washington Cre * 0 BO ged 2000 
Washington Cre & Antoine Cre * oO 50* 50 — 400 
Arbuckle Mfte * 15 25* 25 200 ; 
Alta Coulee a £ eo* ee 200 

806 631 1750 1700 5000 

METHOW RIVER ----- WEST SIDE ; 

Locality Actual Count Estimate Range Capacity 
1986 1957 1936 1937 

Wolf Creek 121 80 150i-7..150 150 
Twisp R. Little Bridge Cre Ee 26 170 50 300 350 
Booth Canyon and Puckell Cre Tel 560 300 800 300 
Snith Canyon 0 146 Oo 300 500 
Libby Creek * 165 100* 300 300 
Gold Ridge 865 885 1100 1100 800 
Fogsy Dew Ridge 152 109 300 200 200 
Middle Fk. Ridge 310 265 500 400 "800 
South Fke Ridge 128 343 °250 500 200 

South Fke to McFarland Cre 38 55 100 150 300 
McFarland Cre to Squaw Ridge 0 0 0 50 300 
Black Canyon * 81 * 200 500 
Black Canyon to Alta Lake * 0 * 50 200 

1821 2859 2850 4500 4200 
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METHOW RIVER ----= EAST SIDE 

Locality Actual Count Estimate Range Capacity 

: 1936" 1957 1936 1937 

Fawn Cre to Cub Cr. * ol 100* 150 200 

Cub Cr. to Falls Cre 18 125 .150 300 200 
Spring Cre to Boulder Cr. 0 4. 0) 200 200 
Boulder Cre 63 267 200 500 300 
Ramsey Cre Be. 103 150 150 150 : 
Pearrygin and Bear Cre 29 115 100 250 360 
Blue Buck 51 132 340 200 200 
Pipestone to S. Fke Beaver Cre 150 2735 250 400 - £00 

South Fke Beaver to Fraser Or. 608 637 960 900 i 900 

Finley Canyon & Benson Cr. 452 241 500 400 1000 
Yoekey and Canyon Cre * 15 50* 50 300 
Leecher Cre and Texas Cre * 101 100* 200 600 
Cow Cre * 15 50* 50 300 
Cow Cre to French Cr. excle * oT 50* 200 600 
French Cre * 6 100* 50 300 

1393 2232 3100 4000 6000 

OKANOGAN STATE PROTECTIVE, AREA 

Locality Actual Comt Estimate Range Capacity 
1936 goof 1956 1937 

Buckhorn Mte to Chilliwist Cre * 3 * 25 
Chilliwist Cr. to Loup Loup Cre * 59 * 200 
Loup Loup Cre to Ruby Ridge * 0 * 75 : 

3 62 500* 300 3000 
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CONCONULLY ------ RUBY RIDGE 10 SHALLOW MT. 

Locality Actual Count Estimate Range Capacity 

f : 1936 1957 . 3960. 1957 

Ruby Ridge — : * 60 100* 100 400 
Arlington Ridge 1é 65 TS, + < 100 500 
Peacock Mte * 70 Q# ~ 100 100 
Happy Hill * 3&0 O* 450 500 
Mineral Hill : * 81 O* ~ 150 200 
North Fke Salmon Cre * 92 o*. 150 200 
Funk Mte * 30 O* 50 100 
Conconully to Spikeman 62 106 125 300 _200 

76 844 300. 1400 2000 eae aes Sopa 2 ee =a 

TOATS COULEE STATE PROTECTIVE AREA 

Locality Actual Count Estinate Range Capacity 
1936 doS% 19s6 "1937 

Coulee Cr. ‘ * 157 * 300 400 
Fish Lake 85 Te. 100 150 100 
Fish Lke to Blue Lk. E. Side 70 130 100 150 100 
Blue Lk. to Loomis, E. Side 214 118 250 250 200 

’ Gibson Cr. to Blue Lke 231 116 350 250 200 
Sinlahekin Cr. to Sarsapkin Cr. 261 164 350 300 200 
Sarsapkir Cre 55 33 100 100 100 
Cecil Cre 130 195 200 300 300 
Toats Coulee Cr. 384 743 550 900 700 

‘Chopaka Cre 1 429 250 600 300 

1572 el9y 2250 “S300 2600 
= fener — = = 

; SUMIARY OF LOCALITIES 

Summary of Localities Actual Comt Hstinate Range 

19356 Lo oon Go0 =. LOST. Carrying 
Capacity 

Lake Chelan (west side) 524 1576. , 1250, 2200 2200 
Lake Chelan (east side) 806 651-1750" — 1700 5000 
Methow River (west side) 1821 2859 2850 4500 4200 
Mothow River (east side) 1393 2232 3100 4000 6000 
Okanogan State Protective Area * pe 500 300 5000 

Conconully Area 76 844 300 1400 2000 

Toats Coulee St. Protece Area 1572 2197 ..2250- S500 2600 

6192 10201 12000 17500 25000 
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In addition, there are several blocks of winter range on state 
land containing small resident herds that were not thoroughly covered 

by the survey, and are therefore not included in the abovee In order 
to give a complete picture of the entire biological unit previously 

described, they have been shown on the enclosed mape A rough estimate 
of the rcsident population on those isolated sections is 500 head and 
carrying capacity is estimated at 2000 heade Thus, the entire unit is 
estimated as having a deer population of 18,000 and sufficient winter 
range to support 27,000. : 

Percentage of Increase During the Past Year: 

%.. The wide variation between the 1936 and 1937 population estimates 

should not be interpreted as indicating the actual change in population. 
Due to the accumulation of more complete information, it was possible to : 
estimate more accurately the true populationse These figures should not 
be used in an attempt to determine the increase or decrease within a 

given arene Such changes in population were determined by a comparison 
of the results obtained on check areas established for this purposee It 

was found that thore was a general increase in the deer herd ranging 
from 30% to 40%. 

-i. Ratio. of -Yearling to Adult Deer: 

Most of the deer counted during the survey were listed as un- 
determined, the observers finding it very difficult to approach closely 

enough to tell the yearlings from the two-year olds. . Wherever any 
doubt existed, the entire band was listed as undetermined. Of the 612 

deer that were positively determined, 407 were adults and 205 were yearlings.e 
This indicates a ratio of one yearling to evory two adults,: ond confirms 
the report received during the past summer of a large fawn crope The 

extremely mild winter undoubtedly permitted a higher survival than 
normally oceurse The use of binoculars would greatly facilitate the 
determination of yearlings and permit more accurate yearling-adult countse 

Winter Deer Range Notes: 

le Browse Plants and Food Preferences: 

On the Chelan National Forest and adjacent private and state owned 
Pr: land, the winter feed of Mule Deer consists primarily of Bitterbrush 

*” (Purshia tridentata) locally known as "Greasewoods" This species is not 
only preferred to others, but is so widely distributed and furnishes such 
an abundant supply of browse that it provides the bulk of the forage con- 
sumede Second in importance is Ceanothus velutinus, commonly Imown as 
"Mountain Laurel, Buckbrush and Snowbrush.” Although other species are 
preferred to Ceanothus velutinus, they do not offer a comparable bulk 
of available browsee A total of forty-four species, many of them 
herbaceous, were noted as furnishing winter feed for dcere They are 
listed under "Food Habits Record", and their relative importance indicated 
by their percentage of total uses The figures given were arrived at by 
totalling the reports for the entire forest and reducing them to the 
nearest percentagee In some cases’ they have been slightly modifiede 
Pércentages less than one (1) are not given, the species being listed as 
incidental (inc)se. Stomach snalysis‘ results are not includede The only 
stomachs examined were from animals that apparently died in a diseased 

condition, The feeding habits of such animals would not be representative 
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of healthy individuals. Food préferences and dezree of use were : 
determined by field observations of browsing deer, ond a careful 
analysis of the plants showing sign of deer browsing. 

. . Food Habits Record 

Scientific Name 2 Common Naze % of Total Use 
Purshia tridentata D.C... = ©  Batterbrosh 60 
Ceanothus velutinus Dougle Buckbrush 10 
Artemisia tridentata Nutt. Big Sagebrush 4 
Amelanchicr spe Service Berry 3 
Philadelphus Lewesii Purshe Syringa-Mock Orange 3 
Salix spe Willow 3 
Pinus ponderosa Dougls Ponderosa Pine 3 
Pachistima myrsinites Rafe False Box 2 
Rosa Spe ; Wild Rose a 
Ribes spe ; Wild Currant 2 
Pseudotsuga taxifolia (Poir) Britte Douglas Fir iL 
Acer glabrun Torre Smooth Maple Z 
Prunus emarginata Dougl. Wild Cherry aT 
Artemisia dracunculoides Purshe Ironweed i 

Eriogonum heracleoides Nutte tl 
Arctostaphylos uva-ursi Spronge Kinnikinnick ince 
Arctostaphylos nevadensis Gray Manzanita : ince 
Berberis aquifolium Pursh. Oregon Grape ince 
Symphoricarpos albus (L) Blake Snowberry ince 
Alnus sp. Alder inc. 
Spiraea lucida Dougl. Hardhack ince 
Prunus demissa Nutte Choke Cherry ince 
Cornus stolonifera Michx. Red-osier Dogwood ince 
Populus tremuloides Nchx. Quaking Aspen inc. 
Populus trichocarpa T&G’ Black Cottonwood ince 
Sambucus glauca Nutt. Elder Berry ince 
Rhus glabra Le Sunach ince 
Shepherdia canadensis Nutte Buffalo Berry ince 
Clematis columbiana Hornem ince 
Balsamorphiza sagittata Nutt. Balsam Root ince 
Heuchera ovalifolia Nutt. Alun Root ince 
Pontstemon fruiticosus (Purshe) Greene Pentstemon ince 
Agropyron spe Bunchgrass ince 
Bromus tectorum L. Cheat Grass ince 
Poa Spe Blue Grass ince 
Chrysothamnus nauseousus (Pall) Britte Rabbit Brush ince 
Cirsium lanceolatwm (L) Scope Bull Thistle ince 
Typha latifolia Le _ Catetail ince 
Sisymbriun altissinun L. Tumble mustard ince 
Lactuca scariola L. Pricly Lettuce ince 
Verbascum thapsus Le Common Mullein ince 

Artemisia tripertita Sagebrush ince 
Artemisia rigida Nutt. ; Sagebrush — ince 
Nepeta Cataria Le | Catnip ; ince 

Unsea loss (Black Moss) ince 
Staghorn Lichen (Yellow 

Lichen) ince 
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They are discussed below, in the order of preference. Preference was 

determined by observing in the field the choice of deer when the compared 

species grew side by sidee { 

le Purshia tridentate D.C. - Bitterbrush, Greasewood. Bitterbrush 

is so uniformly available throughout the entire winter range and is so 

obviously relished by Mule Deer that it can reliably be used as a range 

indicatore Normally it is only the previous season's growth that is utilized, 

the tender tips and leaves being especially desirablee. This species is used 

constantly throughout the winter and is occasionally used even when green 

grass is available in the springe Deep snows make it difficult for deer to 

travel from one bush to another, and under such conditions the deer use a 

large amoumt of Ceanothus velutinus. : 

2e Pachistima myrsinites Ra. - False Boxe A very important browse 

plant in certain localities. This species is preferred to all others except 

Purshia tridentatae Its limited distribution and abundance on the winter 

range, and non-availability in deep snow, reduces its valuee Dayton (Mises 

Pubs No. 101) says, "It is usually unpalatable to livestock. Occasionally it is 

observed to’ be materially browsed by shéep or cattle; ordinarily, however, 

where palatable feed is scarcee” This statement does not hold in regards 
to Mule Deer, at least not on this Foreste They. have repeatedly been found 

using this species even in areas containing an abundance of Purshia tridentataoes 

3e Rosa spe ~ Wild Roses Where Rose ond Bitterbrush were observed 

together, some preference was shown for the Bitterbrushe This may be due to 
the small amount of food available on the Rose, only the tonder tips and 
fruits or hips being eaten.e Although regularly used, it is present in small 

quantities ond is nowhere of great importancee 

- 4, Amelanchier spe — Service Berrye The specific identification of 
this plant has not been determined. The two species, florida ond Cusickii, 

being difficult to differentiate in wintere Service Berry is utilized to 

some degree wherever found. Although widely distributed, it is never 
abundant and the amount of feed available is smalle As with other shrubs, 
browsing is normally confined.to the tender growth of the previous scasone 

- 5 Eriogonum heracleoidese Although widely distributed the amoumt 
of food present is smalle it is readily consumed and on heavily browsed 

areas’ is often importante 

6o Ccanothus velumtinuse - Buckbrush, Snowbrush, Sticky Laurele 
The rank succulent growth of this plant and its evergreen leaves makes it on 
especially important winter browse plant. on this Foreste Though not preferred 

to some species, it is utilized more,’ due to its abundance and availability in 

deep snowe Deer paw out the large clumps and use the succulent tips and large 
lenves, often leaving only the old growth remaining. The amount of feed pre- 
sent on a single bush permits feeding with a minimun of travel. It is regu- 
larly utilized even where an abundance of other browse, including Purshia, 

is available and snow does not hinder free movement. Individuals sometimes 

exhibit a decided preference for this plante Dayton makes the following 

comments (Misce Pub. Noe 101), "In certain parts of Idaho the species is 

sometimes claimed to be a fairly good sheep feed; material’ grazing of this 

shrub by sheep, however, is a sure sign of overgrazing or other starvation 
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conditions," Ho makes no mention of its valuo as deor feed, onc is ecrments 

concerning domestic stock, while most certainly true, should not be applied 
to gance 

7e Philadclphus Lewesii - Syringa, Mock Orangee This is an 
especially valuable pliant in overgrazed arease It is considered as on 
important eucrgency foode ' 

8e Aces Glibvam - Smooth Moplee Comaon but not plentiful. Pre- 
ference about the sane as Ceanothuse . oo 

96 Artonisia dracynculoides - Ironweede This member of the Sages __ 
brush group is used wherever foumd and is apparently relished. .In stands 
of Purshia preference is shown for the Purshiae Except on heavily used 
areas, only the dried flowering heads are consumed. Widely distributed 
but not plentifule : 

10. Prwmus emarginota - Wild Cherry. Of most importance in heavily 
populated arcase Elsewhere it is seldom used in large quantiticse 

lle Artemisia tridentata - Big Sage Brushe This plant is of great 
value in areas of heavy concentration as an emergency feed when the Purshia 
tridentata is depleted, also in those areas where the preferred plants are 
scarce or wanting, Used but slightly otherwisce 

120 Pinus ponderosa - Ponderosa Pines Utilized throughout the 
winter in increasing quancities even when other foods are availablee In 
concentration areas viiere other foods are depleted, it often forms the 
bulk of the deer foods & : 

13. Psoudotsuga taxifolia. - Douglas Fir. Utilization the same as 
for Ponderosa Pince Preference about the same. 

14 Ribes spe - Wild Currant, Squaw Berrye Widely distributed. 
Utilized when other forage becomes scarcee Its chicf value is on cnergency 
foode 

15e Salix spe ~ Willowe. Like the foregoing, willow. becomes important 

only where other food is difficult to obtain. a 

The following plants, listed as incidental, are in many cases pre=- 

ferred by Mule Deer to the above species, and in some localities form a 
high percentage of the food consumed. Consideration of their use over the 
entire forest necessitates including them as incidental. 

: Sambucus glenca = Elder Berrye Apparently relished and heavily 
a 

browsed where found = scarccee : 

Rhus glabra ~- Sumache Consumed as readily as Eldere Rare within 
the deer rangee ; ‘ 

Cornus stolonifera - Red-osicr Dogwoode A.good. emergency feed in the 
thicketse Widely distributode : 

Populus tremuloides - Quaking Aspe¢me The reproduction of this species 
is used on heavily browsed areas = commone 
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Arctostaphylos uva-ursi - Kinnikirmick. A low-growing plant 
difficult to obtain due to snow conditions - commone 

Arctostaphylos nevadenis - Manzonitae Important where found, pre- 
ferred to Fir ond Pine = confined to Lake Chelan = rarce 

Agropyron spe = Bunch Grass. Exclusive of spring use when it forms 
the bulk of the foode Bunchegrass (old growth) is used only as on emergency 
geed in damaged areas = abundante . 

Bromus tectorum - Cheat Grasse Used only as an emergency fovd 
except in spring - abundant. ; : 

Poa spe = Blue Grasse: Used only as an emergency food except in 
spring - oorrmon. / : 

Berberis aquifolium - Oregon Grapes Browsed occasionally wherover 
found = scarces we 

Balsamorhiza sagittata = Balsam Roote Utilized slightly even where 
other feed is plentiful. -Heavily used when other feed becomes scarce - 
commone 

Heuchera ovalifolium - Alum Root. Confined to the cliffs, this species 
is readily consumed. It offers but a small amount of foode Leaves, stems and 
dried fruiting-heads are utilized = scarcce 

Pentstemon fruiticosuse Utilized wherever foumd = raree 

Eriogonum subalpinun. Like E. heracleoides this species is taken 
readily - scarcee a" : 

Symphoricarpos albus = Snow Berry. Snow berry is used but slightly. 
although very common it is: relatively unimportant. 

Spiraea lucida - Hardhacke Used only incidentally where food is scarce ~ 
common 

Alnus spe = Alder. Rarely utilized. Cormon,. 

‘ Prunus demissa = Choke Cherry. Rarely utilized. - common. 

Populus trichocarpa - Cottonwoode Rarely utilized. =~ scarce. 

Shepherdia canadensis = Buffalo berrye Rarely utilized = rare. 

Chrysothamnus nauseosus - Rabbit Brushe Utilized occasionallye of 
some value as an emergency food = commone 

Clematis columbiana ~- Twigs and seed heads consumed in heavily used 
areas — scarcee 

Typha latifolia - Cat-tail. Rarely utilized = rare. 
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Cirsivi lanceolatum - Bull Thistle. The ermed seed heads are 
occasionally eaten = scarcee 

Sisynbrium altissimum ~- Tumble Mustard. Very rarely used in heavily 
browsed aread = abundante 

Lactuca scariola - Prickly Lettuce. Utilized occasionally - scarcce 

Verbascum Shap7us = Comion Mulleine Of slight value as an energency 
food in over-grazed arcas, widely distributed but nowhere plentiful. : 

Artemisia tripartita = Sagebrush. Of value as an emergency feed, 
widely distributed - comuione 

Artemisia rigida - Sagebrushe Of value as an emergency fced, widely 

distributed = comono 

Nepota Cataria = Catnip. Rarely utilized - raree 

Unsea Mosse Rarely used = commone 

Staghorn Lichene Used occasionally - commone 

Condition of Wintor Renge 

The ideal winter deer range consists of rugged open slopes covered 
with Bitterbrush and bordered by timber containing an abundance of Ceanothus. 
Open gentle slopes are utilized providing they are bordered either by 
timber or rugged broken comtrye In no case were deer observed in the 
open at any great distance fron either timber or rough ground. 

The conditioa of the range considered as a whole is very encouraging 

and it was found that even less competition exists between domestic stock 
and deer than was previously recognized. After two years devoted to a care= 
ful study of the rclationship existing between these range "competitors", it 
is my firm belief that within the boumdaries of this biological unit only 
the most flagrant rence abuse by domestic sto¢dk is injurious to the deer 
rongee 

In sceking an explanation for this condition so contradictory to the 
opinion of the public and sportsmen in particular, the following facts per- 
taining to this area must be considered:= 

i = Bitterbrush ond Ceanothus comprise the bulk of the wintor 
deer foode 

2 Dried grass is not used by decor until the supply of browse 
is depletede 

5 - Normal consumption of grass by deer is limited to the new 
growth in the spring, and with the eppearance of heabaceous 
plonts end green foliage the utilization of grass is greatly 
reducede : : 

4 = The new growth of bunchgrass od cheatgrass appears 

sinultancously in the spring and deer show no decided 
preference. 

5 = During the late spring, summer, and fall, sheep, cattle, 
and horses exhibit little interest in Bitterbrush and 
Coanothuse 
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6 = Winter and carly spring grazing by sheep does not occur on 
any portion of the renge exaninede 3 

7 - Winter grazing of cattle and horses on deer range as an 

established custom has beon discontinucds 
8 = Cattle ond horses are normally not placed on the spring ronre 

until green grass appeorse 7 i 

In confirmation of the above statements large areas of the winter 

deer range that have been decidedly overgrazed by stock resulting in a 
virtual elimination of the original grass types, carry excellent stands of 
Bitterbrush. The only instances of stock damage to the winter deer foed 
observed wore in the immediate vicinity of woter/staces, fences, corrals, 
and ranch buildings where all other food had been consumed, and in those 
localities where cattle and horses were kept on the range during the winter 
end carly springe Fortunately, these areas are not extensives On the 
other hand, the Bitterbrush in arcas containing excellent stands of Bunch 
grass has been greatly damaged by deer without injury to the grasses Fron 
this it can be seen that,--the winter deer range is capable of supporting 
both deer and domestic stock in season, that control of each is necessary 
to maintain the full productivity of the range, ond that only the nost 
severe overgrazing by stock can injure the winter deer rangee 

The menace of domestic grazing to local big-game resources has beon 

greatly magnified and overpublicized, thereby creating the erroneous in= 
pression among sportsmen that the complete elimination of domestic stock 
frou lands occupied by deer is essential to their interestse Many regard 
this as the key to an wmnlimited production of ganee 

: The real doenger confronting the winter deer range is over- 
utilization by the deer themselves. . Most of tho area indicated on the 
enclosed map as ."occupied" winter range is at present carrying the maxinun 
deer, population that it will safoly support. Sone portion of the indicated 
area are already overpopulated and in danger of being seriously damagede 
As these over-populated ranges are in or adjoining the areas closed to 
hunting, they shall be discussed wmder "Game Refuges". 

The total acreage of the available winter range covered during the 
survey is approximately 283,000 acrese (Sec enclosed map)» That portion 
listed as “occupied” will not support on increase in the present population, 
having already reached its approximate carrying capacity of 15,000 hoade 
This is about ten acres per head, this portion of the range containing 
about 158,000 acrese The area listed as unoccupied and containing approxi- 
nately 125,000 acres can support a tremendous increase in deere A con- 
servative estimated carrying capacity of 10,000 head would allow 12.5 acres 
per heady The present population is estimated 1,500. Every attempt should 7 

be made to increase the population of this area as rapidly as possible, 
The factors preventing such an increase at present and the suggested means 
of eliminating them are discussed under "Management Problems and 
Suggestions" 

Big-game Refuges : . 

The use of refuges in the administration of our bigegame resources 

is necessitated only. by the inability of.the present systom to control the 
legal kill on a given areae Their value is dependent upon proper administra- 
tion, as a refuge can either benefit or destroy the deer it was intonded to 
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protecte im erroneous idea seems to prevail that refuges act as reservoirs 
and as such supply the surrounding country with a perpetual flow of gance 
This is truce only to a very limited degreee The surest way to destroy the 
ropulation and food supply in a given area is to establish a permonent refuge 
and exterminate the natural predatorse It must be recognized that the 
maximum deer population of any given aren is definitely determined by the 
enount of food the winter range can producee When this carrying capacity 
is exceeded range damaze occurs with a consequent loss of productivity. The 
ultimate result is inevitably the samee The deer become weakened by starva= 
tion, the crowded conditions encourage the spread of disease and an epidemic 
soon decimates the hera. The particular disease or Giscases occuring at 
such a time is of little administrative importance, the condition of the 
range being the factor cntirely responsible for the situation. It is obvious 
that the deer herd must be stabilized and not exceed the carrying capacitye 
Consequently, the annual surplus due to the natural increase must be renovede 

It is immaterial to the welfare of the deer whether predators or hunters 
remove this surpluse , f 

On or adjacent to the Chelan National, Forest there are four refuges 
totalling 298,000 acrese These are discussed in the following:-- 

Emerald Park Refuge 

Established in 1924, this refuge is included in the Wenatchee and 
Chelan National Forests. The portion lying east of the Chelan Swmit is on 
the Chelan National Forest, and contains approximately 40,000 acrese It in- 
wludes the west side of Lake Chelan from the Big Creek Trail to the Railroad 
Creek Trail, an area of precipitous rock cliffs rising from the lakeshore to 
craggy peaks eight-thoveind feet in elevation. This is o natural refuge for 
deer as very few hunters attempt to penetrate this type of countrys The 
available winter ronge is restricted to a narrow fringe of lend bordering the 
lake with a general northeast exposuree This is a poor type of winter range 
with a low carrying capacitye No justification is apparent for cither the 
establishment or continuation of this refuge on the Lake Chelan sidce 

Eight Mile Refuge / 

Established in 1927 and containing approximately 42,500 acres, this 
refuge lies almost entirely within the boundaries of the Chelan National 
Foreste Very little winter renge is included and most of the resident deer 
apparently move to winter range on the east side of the Chewack Rivere This 
area is at present overpopulated, and it is imperative that the refuge.be 

discontinued in the near futures 

Gold Creek Refuge 

Established in 1927, the boundaries of this refuge were revised in 1935, 

reducing the total area from 112,000 to 97,000 acres. The winter range in- 

cluded is quite extensive and is used not only by the resident herd on the 
refuge, but also by a great number of deer that migrate frou other areas 

(probably the headwaters of the Stchekin, Twisp, and Methow Rivers). The 
carrying capacity is estinated at 2,400 ond is greatly exceeded by the pre- 
sont populations The actual comt in this area was 2,471 and the herd was 

estimated at 3,600¢ 
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That serious damage has not already occurred is extremely fortunate 
and can be attributed to the recent mild winters. During the past winter 
‘it was possible for the deer to range over a large territory normally not 
available ond the lower range was sparede Unless measures are taken to 
reduce the population, extensive ond severe damage is inevitable. 

Opening this area to an uncontrolled influx of hunters would result 
in a slaughter disgusting to true sportsmen ond injurious to the best 

interests of wild-life. Such a means of reducing the deer herd should be 
resorted to only when it is apparent that no alternative existse Means 

of avoiding such a condition are discussed under "Management Problems and 
Suggestions o" 

Sinlahekin Refuge 

The largest of the four rofuges is the Sinlahekin which. lics mainly 
outside the National Forest boundariese It was established in 1927 and~- ~ 
originally extended to the Canadian border, including 184,000 acrese The 
area north of the Toats Coulee Creek road was opened in 1935, reducing the 
total acreage to 119,000 acrese 

The adjoining winter range may be sharply divided into two, types: 
that lying north of Cecil Creek contains a good stand of Bitterbrush, and, 
although it is decidedly over-populated, no scrious damage has as yet 
occurrede That portion lying south of Ccocil Creek and extending south to 
Conconully Lake is naturally deficient in available winter food and has 
been seriously damagede This is the only important occupied area not show- 
ing a decided increase, a slight decrease being apparent. Many dead or 
dying deer were found here, indicating the results of over-population and 

rango damiagee The recont mil winters have probably delayed a more serious 
loss, and proapt action may still prevent ite This area is the nost 
seriously damaged section on the entire winter ranges (Sce management Pro= 
blems and Sugcestions). 

From the foregoing it can be seen that large refuges maintained per= 
manently are inadvisable and should be avoidede The refuges discussed have 
now been in effect at least ten yoars and have ceased to be beneficial, It 
should be definitely recognized that refuges are of value in local deer 
management mainly as a means of incrcasing to the carrying capacity the 
deer population.in understocked arease When that objective has been reached, 
the purpose of the refuge has been fulfilled. The value of alternated 
refuges to control the kill on populated areas is recognized, but is an 
inadequate means of dealing with the probleme 

Ideal locations for refuges are the areas indicated on the enclosed 
tap as "Unoccupied winter decor range". These areas at present support a 
small deer herd and a number of deer are removed amually during the open 
seasone It is essnetinal that these areas be doveloped to full producing 
capacitye F 

Mortality on the Winter Range . 

During the recent survey very few carcasses were found that could be 
examined. Scavengers, namely the coyote and the golden cagle, consumed the 
deer soon after death. The majority of deer found dead apparently died in 
a diseased conditione As wmsufficiont cvidence was found to establish a 
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fair comparison between the various causes of death, they have been listed 
in the records below as 'man caused? and 'due to netural causes'. 

Fifty-ci¢ht dead deer were found, of which threo had been killed by 
poachers, one by a car,.and me by striking a barb-wire fence. The remaining 
fifty-three apsarently died of natural causese This indicates a very low 
loss, considering the extent of the coumtry covered and the number of deer 

secne It is bolieved that this is far below the normal winter loss and was 
due to favorable weather conditionse The casos of aie low violations were 
reported to the’ local game protectors ond one conviction was sccurcde 

Record of Decr Carcasses Found 
: Winter Deer Range Survey 

: : L937 
West Side Lake Chelan 

Slide Arca a < 
Little Big Creek 1 

Twenty-Five Mile Creek 1 
Still Creek i 
Big Creek i 
Twonty=five Ilile Road _lt 

Total 6 

East Side Lake Chelan 0 

Viest Side Methow 
Gold Creek 5 
Libby Creck an 
Little Bridge Creel: z 

Total oe 
Total from Natural Causes-= 53 

East Side Methow 
Eight-Mile Croek 4 Total Caused by Mane------= 5 
Chewack River 4 Total 58 
Falls Creek z 

Boulder Creek L 
Bear Creek 3 

Total ial, . 

Conconully Area 0 : 

Toats Coulee irea : 
Funk Mte A 
Conconully Lake 2 
Gibson Creek 2* 
Fish Lake 4 4 
Fish Lake 1* : 
Sinlahekin Creek 4 i 
Coulee (proper) 6 . 

u " Lex 

Tonts Coulee Creck 6 fee-= Killed by Car 
Chopaka Creek iS *e--- Killed by Poachers 

Total 84 ¥*—e--— Killod by wire fence 
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Predatory sminals 

: No definite evidence was found at any of the carcasses that would ins 
dicate conclusively that the animal had been killed by a predators In one 
instance indications were found that a Id1l might have been made by a wolf 
or coyote but the evidence was not conclusivee Coyote signs were abundant 
everywhere and in the Toats Coulee country twelve coyotes were secon and one 
shot by an observer, yet in this same area deer were seon daily that were 
in an extremely weakeped condition. Two deer were actually carried or 
driyon to the road where they were killed and autopsies madee That the 
coyotes were hard pressed for food was evidenced by the rapidity with which 
carcasses were consumede In the samo neighborhood last year it was not w= 
common to find old carcasses showing but little evidence of scavenger 
activitieses This is believed to indicate an inercase in the number of coyotese 

It is recognized that coyotes occasionally kill a number of deer when 
favorable conditions existe Such conditions favorable to coyote depredations, 
ic, crusted snow of sufficient depth and consistency to hamper the movenents 
of the deer and pemit the coyote to travel at will, were not found during 
the past winter except in isolated instancese It is hoped that more definite 
evidence bearing upon the relationship of coyotes to the deer herd will be 
found in future surveyss 

Two cougar were taken by State hunters, one was poisoned and the 
other was tracked down with dogse Several sig of cougar were seen during 
the survey but those animals are not sufficiently numerous. to warrant any 
addition to the control measures now in offecte 

The slaughter of Bald and Golden Eagles in this locality by well 
meaning sportsmen is deplorable and should be discouragede The evidence 
accumulated by interested agencies indicates that these birds are more 
beneficial than harmful to the interests of game in most localitiese Control 
should be limited to those areas where they are undisputably harmful and 
where such control does not destroy a picturesque asset to the wildlife 
appeal of the areae Nature lovers exhibit much interest in these creat birdse 
A considerable number of Eagles appear on the deer range about the middle of 
February ond remain until the latter part of April or the first of Maye 
Vihile here they are predominantly scavengers feeding upon deer carcassese 
Very few remain here to nest and most of the large raptores seon during 
the summer and believed to be Eagles are in reality Swainson, Red=tail, or 
Rough=legged Hawks e 

In several instances clumps of Bitterbrush were found completely 
denuded of bark below the snow line by rodents, probably micee Although 
of no importance at present, this indicates a monace that under certain 
conditions would cause extensive range damage and a consequent reduction 
in its carrying capacitye These certain conditions, an overabundance of 
rodents, could reasonably be expected if all predators preying upon 
rodents were oliminatede This is mentioned merely to indicate one reason 
why predator control measures should not be too vigorously executede 
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Disease and Parasitisn ; 

Records of carly game conditions based upon the observations of 
pioneers indicate that there have been recurrent cycles in the abundance 
of decr over the ontire biological unit under considerations These cycles 
were not mancaused as the human population of the area was at thet tine 
insignificant. It is believed the cycles were caused primarily by the deer 
increasing beyond the carrying capacity of the range ond dying of disease 
and starvatione This condition may have been augmonted by wmusually severe 
winteorse 

Mony Giscased deer were noticed during the past winter ond several 
~- examinations wore made.to determine, if possible, what disease or diseases 

were prevalente These examinations were necessarily rudimentary and 
little knowledge has been gainede ; 

Exonination Noe 1 --- March 3, 1937 --= Fish Lake 

Pregnant doe -—= Killed by poacher 
Heavy infestation of the larvae of the Deer-Botfly-- 
Cephenomyia spe Viscera nornel. 

Examination Noe 2 =-- March 6, 1937 --— First Creek, Lake Chelan 

Pregnant doe --= Killed by care 
: Heavy infestation of Cephenomyia larvaec--removed 54 fron 

naso=pharynxe 
Viscera normale 

Examination Noe 3 --= March 26, 1937 === Blue Lake 

Yearling doe --- found in emaciated condition, fell when attempting 
to rum and was unable to rise. 
Heavy infestation of Cophenomyia larvac, Deer lice, Winter 
ticks ond Summer tickse 
No macroscopic lesions apparente 

Stomach filled with green grass, Bitterbrush ond Syringaoe 

Examination Noe 4 -== March 27, 1937 -=-= Toats Coulee 

Yearling doc === Neck broken by striking fencoce 
Heavy infestation of Cephenomyia larvace 
Viscera normal. 

Exemination Noe 5 --= April 15, 1937 --= S3lue Lake 

Yearling doc =-= partly consumer by scavengerse 
Heavy infestation of Cephenomyia larvace 

Examination Noe 6 -=-= April 15, 1937 <-- Sinlahekin Creek 

Adult doc --=- pregnant = found by Game Protector Stark in extremely 
weakened conditione Examined by Depte of Veterinary Medicine 
State College of Washingtone 
liicroscopic examination of diseased tissues not yot complete. 
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‘The presence of Cephenomyia larvae in 100% of the deer examined dur- 
ing the 1936 ond 1937 surveys, indicates that this parasite may be a factor 
in the ‘isoased condition of the deer, either by providing a means of ontry 
for the causative organisms or Dy lowering the resistance of the deer to 
diseasee In all cases where the deer were examined imacdiately ofter death, 
the larva of the deer bot fly was found imbedded in a pocket in. the centor 
of the dorsal wall of the naso=pharynx immediately posterior to the internal 
auditory openingse After death, the parasites become detached and wonder 
about, usually being found in the nasal chamber, mouth end trachea and even 
on the grounde 

Seasonal Movenents : 

' The designation “winter deer range" survey is perhaps confusing when 
it is noted that the actual survey was held from March 8th to April $rd, 
inclusivee The terms "spring renge" and "concentration areas". have been 
considered, but are equally misleadinge To clarify this point, it is 
necessary to refer to the enclosed mape It should be noted that the colored 
sections represonting winter range occupy a relative small portion of the 
total area enclosed in the biological unite The remainder, with the ex= 
ception of the lowlends immediately bordering the Methow, Columbia, and 

Okanogan Rivers, is largely sumer ranges 

Throughout the latter part of July, August and September, the deer are 
normally distributed from these lowlands to the high alpine meadows, but con- 

mencing about the middle of October, a noticcable drift toward the lowlands 

can be detected in those areas farthest removed from the wintering groundse 
These renote summer ranges are at the headwaters of the Stehekin, Twisp, 
Methow ond Chewack Riverse That this is not a wmiform movenent from high 
to lower altitudes is made apparent by an examination of the equally momtain= 
ous country contiguous with the wintering grounds where no corresponding 
chonge is apparente By the niddle of November the bulk of the deer are within 
a few miles of the wintering grounds indicated on the map and are generally 
below 5,500 fecto These dates and altitudes should be regarded as subject 
to great variation and determined by weather conditions. Stormy fall weather 
with on abundance of snowfall, would serve to speed up this movement and 
force the deer to lower altitudese During the remainder of November, Decen- 
ber, January ond the first half of February, the depth and condition of the 
snow appears to be the factor controlling the movenent and distribution of 

the deere In general, it may be said that a.marked tendency is exhibited to 
range as high as the snow permitse During the latter part of February, due 
largely to the formation of crusted snow, a preference is show for the low 

ridges and southern exposures, which remain conparatively free of this 
menacee With the first appearance of green grass on these open ridges and 

south exposures, the real concentration occurse It is at this time of the 
year that the survey is held ond the winter range on the map indicates the 
location of these areas as established by the 1937 surveye From these con= 
centration points the deer gradually extend their range following the 
departing snows and the growth of green herbagee The summer range supplying 
any certain wintering area can only be surmised, at presente 
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Monagoment Problems and Suggestions 

In a consideration of the present problems confronting successful 
big-gane managenent on this biological unit, it is necessary to bear in 
mind the importance of the local big-geme resourcese During the 1986 hunt- 
ing season a total of 10,000 hummters accounted for a decor kill of approxi- 
mately 2,800 heade It is conservative to estinate the average expenditure 
per hunter as between $25.00 and $50.00. This would sive the staggering 
total of $250,000 to $500,000 expended in tho pursuit of local big-camee 
The meat value -of deer certainly is not worth such an expenditurce 
Obviously, these hunters are aficld.to enjoy the thrill of mmting and 
the pleasures of a canping tripe Successful game menasenent must, therefore, 
not only provide the most favorable conditions for the deer herd in order to 
produce the maximun sustained yield, but also the most favorable hunting 

. conditions to:insure the. hunder.the pleasures he is seeking Thus, it 

requires the optinum conditions for both the hunted and the hunter, In 
7 consideration of the fact that hunters are but one class of people enjoying 

the presence of this form of wild-life, mcasures to attain the above must 
preserve the natural appeal of this species to nature-lovers and protect 
the picturesque features of the roadside landscape so important to other 
reercationists. 

With such an interpretation in mind, the barriers to its realiza= 
tion are more clearly defined as:- 

le An overpopulated condition on portions of the winter range 
(Sinlahckin and Gold Creek Refuges) threatening to reduce 
the productivity of thesoc arcase 

2e An wderpopulated condition on a great expense of excellent 
winter range oxhibiting no marked signs of improvements 

3 An uncontrolled increase in does on areas now carrying a 
maximum population and open to huntinge f 

4, Adverse hunting conditions unfavorable to the deer, the hunters, 

and other recreational usese 

5. Lack of coordination between agencies interested in the game on 
this biological unite 

6¢ Widespread misunderstandin; of the factors affecting wilflife 
and consequent antagonism to necessary changese 

The population problems existing at present require immediate at- 
tentione A reduction and control of the herd is essential in tho Gold Creck 
end Sinlahekin Refugese- It is suggested that these areas be used to test 
two different means of effecting such a reduction and control and adaptable 
to their peculiar problems, ié, alternating closed areas and liniting the 

number of hunterse - 

1. Topocraphically, the Sinlahekin can be divided into several 
sections, bounded by roads and trailse Alternate closed and open seasons 

on these sections should be tried to determine the valuc of this systome 
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The Gold Creck Refuge is more populated and of greater recreational 
us@e An uncontrolled influx of hunters into this refuge or eny portion 
thereof would cause considerable damage to its recreational value, ond result, 
in a slaughter of deer extremely damaging, to-the interests and ideals of 
sportsmanshipe The pleasures of a deer hunting trip would not be possible, 
boing replaced by the competitive desire to kill a decr, or at least clain 
the credit, with no importance attached to the manner in which the deer was 
takene Evory possible effort should be made to preserve the sporting 
qualities of deer hunting and prevent its degenerating into a competitive 
sport with the actual killing as the sole objective. 

The only means by which satisfactory hunting conditions can be 
naintained on this refuge is by limiting the number of hunterse It is 
therefore suggested that some means be devised by which this arca can 
be opened to a restricted number of hunters. 

2e To-secure a rapid increase on the sparsely occupied winter range, 
refuges should be established enclosing these wintering groundse To further 
encourage this increase, yearling deer could be transported from the Gold : 

Creek and Sinlahckin Refuges ond planted in favorable localitiese This 
could be accomplished at no great expense or difficultye The success of such 
transplanting would be dependant upon the prohibition of hunting. Whenever 
a rapid increase is secured, a constant check should be made on the popula- 
tion and the area opened to hunting when the maximum has been attainede It 
is believed the present conditions, ie, failure to repopulate rapidly, is 
due to the open season kill, plus poachinge 

3. The doe problem is not as acute as the foregoing, but must, 
within the next few years, be acted upone A popular miscemception of the 
condition is the belicf that a great number of barren does are present, 
causing a consequent loss of forage for the bucks and fertile docse The 
high percentage of yearlings observed is sufficient evidence to disprove 
this theorye The real danger is discernible when it is realized that: a 
considerable territory is at presont carrying all the deer it will safely 
support, and no increase should be permitteds the sex ratio of fawns is 
approximately even, half the increase being does; an open season on bucks 

is effective in controlling only the increase in the buck populatione It 

‘* is therefore apparent that the prosont deer population cannot be stabil- 

ized by removing bucks and shall continue to'increase aggravating the 
present problem of over-populatione There is but one solution to this 
condition=-the annual surplucs of does must be determined and steps taken 
to romove that surpluse . 

4. Hunting conditions are at present deplorable and are steadily 
beconing worse. ‘Thero is plenty of room on the Chelan National Forest and 

the adjoining state lend to accomiodate even more hunters than the present 

number, providing they were properly distributed. Under existing condi- 

tions the hunters accumulate in certain areas to such an extent that their 

numbers destroy the real deer-hunting possibilities, ond recrcational 

developments are domagede The primary reasons for this are hunting season 

requirements and the lack of proper supervision of camping facilitiese No 

attempt is made to discourage the hunters from camping at random anywhere 

they can got off the road, or to prevent great numbers from camping at one 

places That so many people are aficld at the sane time results from the 
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customary short season designed to protect the deer by preventing too 
large a kill. Actually, a short season in most instances results in a 
greater kill, the large number of hunters in the field at one time 

increasing the chances that a buck in running away from one hunter will 
be exposed to other hunters. The minimum season recormended is three 
wecks 

That so marly people favor the some hunting crounds results, in part, 
from a desire to take advantage of the concentration in newly open refuges, 
and along the edges cf established closed arease Thus, refuges encourage 
a concentration of hunters. In addition, pack horse trips are discouraged 
by the late hunting scasons common heree Earlier seasons would cncourace 

more people to leave the vicinity of roads and enjoy a real deer hunting 
tripe It must also be remembered that a late hunting scason finds the deer 
moving toward the winter groundse The later the season is, the more con= 

c centrated the deer become and the less opportunity there is for the hunters 
to be widely distributede From the viewpoint of game management, the last 
half of September and the first half of October constitutes the most 
favorable hunting periode 

5e Progress in game management on this biological unit is entirely 
dependent upon close cooperation betwoen the agencies interested in its 
wildlife resources, namely the State Gane Department of Washington and the 
U. Se Forest Service. The present cooperation between these administrators 

of a public resource is very encouraging, but a more definite working agree- 
ment is necessary to secure the desired results. 

6. Most of the opposition to mamagenent measures arises from a 
misunderstonding of the factors affecting wildlife and the conditions 
existing. It is, therefore, desirable to initiate on cducationel progran 
designed to inform the public on ganc matterse Such a program should 
include articles prepared for newspaper publication, lectures illustrated 
by slides and movies, and show-no trips, The most favorable times and 
places for show-ne trips are in the fall on the surmer renge, and in the 

spring on the winter rangee 
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SUUMARY 

le Introduction 

The 1936 Winter Deer Rance Survey furnished the prelininary 
data for and emphasized the necd of a more complete survey during 
the winter of 1956-1937. The 1937 survey coverod most of the area 

considered as a biological wnit.e This includes that portion of 
Okanogan and Chelan Counties north of the Chelan Momtains, west 
of the Columbia and Okanogan Rivers, south of the Similkameen 
River and the Crest of the Okanogen Highlands, and east of the 
summit of the Cascade lMountainse 

2e Objectives of Survey 

Information relative to the following: 

1. Approximate boundaries and extent of the winter range 
2e Condition of the winter food supply 

3e Present population 
4. Percentage of increase during the past year 
Se Ratio of adult to yearling deer and hence the potential 

increase during the present year 

6 Relative saturation ond carrying capacity of the range 
Te Nature ond extent of losses 
8. Food preferences 
9e Seasonal movements 

10. Other information relative to the life history of the 

mule deere 

30 Methods of Survey and Census 

Tho. methods and equipment used during the 1937 survey were 
essentially the same as those employed during the 1936 surveye For 
a detailed description of the routine followed, refer to the 1936 

Winter Deer Ronge Survey Reporte 

The 1937 crew was composed of ten regular short-term 
employees under the supervision of o Junior Biologist. Seven CCC 
enrollees were used as assistonts under the direct supervision of 
the regular observerse 

A total of 173 man days were required to complete the surveye 

4. Deer Census Data ' 

Predominant species is tho Rocky Mountain Mule Dcer. 

A total of 10,201 were actually counted. The number of deer 
estimated on the ontire biological mit was 18,000 and its carrying 
capacity is estimated at 27,000 heade 
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5a Percentace of Increase During the Past Year 

r The check areas rovealed en increase in the deer popula= 

tion ranging from 30% to 40%. 

6e Ratio of Yearlinj; to Adult Deer 

It was found that there is approximately one yearling to 
every two adult doore This represents a potontial increase of 

Bee 50% and substontintes observations during the past summer of a 

heavy fawn crope 

Te Browse Plants ond Food Preferences 

Bitterbrush (Purshia tridontsta) forms sixty percent of 
: the winter food, and is preferred by the deer to all other specicse 

Buckbrush (Coenothus velutinus) forms ten percont of the food and 
is cighth in the preforence lists These two spocios together frn 
seventy porcont of the winter food consumcde 

8. Condition of Winter Range 

{a) Idoal winter decr range consists of rugged, open slopes 

containing Bitterbrush, ond. bordered by timber contain- 

ing Cemothus es 

(b) Condition of range considered as a whole is fo0de 

(c) On properly managed winter renge there is no competition 

botweoen deer and domestic stocke 

(ad) The mace of domestic crazing to game resources has beon 
greatly exaggeratede 

(c) Real danger facing winter rance is an overabundanco of deere 

(f) Total acreaze of range covered during survey was 283,000 
acroSe 158,000 acres is already heavily populated, con- 
taining 15,000 decre 125,000 acres is sparsoly populated, 
containing 1,500 head and sufficient food for 10,000. 

Big Game Refuges 

(a) Present refuges constitute a menace due to danger of over= 

; stockinge 

.(b) There are four refuges in this wit containing a total of 
298,000 acrese 

(c) Those refuges have served their purpose and are now m= 
nocessary or undesirables 

(d) Ideal sites for refuges are tho arcas surrounding the 
sparsely occupicd winter ranpee 
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Mortality on Winter Range 5 

Heavy losses from predatory animals were not apparente 
Total winter loss was low due to favorable weather es Citicnse 
Over half the dead or dying, deer found were in the Toats Coulee 

Arede 

Predatory Aninals ‘ 

No definite evidence of heavy losses due to coyotes. 
Cougar population does not warrant an increase in control 
operations. 
Promiscuous killing of Eagles is not justified. 
Relation of Predators-Rodents-aond Deer indicated by rodent 
damage to Bitterbrushe 

Disease and Parasites 

Evidonce of discase was found but specific determination not made 
Disease is the direct result of over-population. 
The larvae of the Deer Bot-Fly were found in all carcasses 
examinede 
There may be a direct relationship between severity of parasitisn 
and the transmission of, or susceptibility to, disease. 

Seasonal Movements 

There is a regular movement of deer from extensive sumer ranges 

to comparatively restricted winter rangese 

Weather conditions affect the time of and rapidity of such move= 
mentse 
Definite areas of summer range supplying particular wintering 
grounds not knowne . - 

» Management Problems and Suggestions 

Problenis 

: 1. Sections of the range are oveor-populated. 
2e Other sections are under-populated. 

3e There is an uncontrolled increase of doese . 

4e Humting conditions are unfavorablee 
5e There is a lack of coordination between agencies interested 

in ganee 
6e Factors affecting wildlife are not realized by the publice 

Suggestions 

1. Reduction of population by control of hunting. 
20 Increase in population by refuge establishment and transplanting. 
3e Determination of annual doe increase on overpopulated areas and 

removal of sance 
4 Readjustment of hunting seasons and closer supervision of 

camping e j 
5e A definite working agreement between interested agencicse 
69 Program of education to acquaint public with existing 

factors and conditionse 
oe



Conclusions 

le It is vitally necessary that the deer herd be stabilized to 
conform with the carrying capacitye 

2e The browse species utilized by decor are not used by domestic 

stock on properly managed ranse, and deer do not seriously 
affect the forage used by domestic stocke Thus, there is no 
marked conflict between deer and domestic stock on properly 

managed rangee 

30 The doer range now occupied will not support an increase in 

populations 

4, Winter range at presont sparsely cccupicd should be 

i administered to encourage an increasce 

5e The existing Game Refuges are detrimental to the game 

resources of the area, and a readjustment is necessarye 

6e The oxisting hunting conditions are detrimental to the 

interests of wildlife ond good sportsmanship, and are 
injurious to other recreational interostse Action to 
remedy this situation is very desirablee 

ss/ Oliver T. Edwards 
Oliver T. Edwards 

Junior Biologist 
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FORES? OFFICERS: git 
Attached is a deer census report for the Inyo Forest 

compiled by Wildlife’ Technician Reed S. Nielson, which we feel 

is an important. contribution to game management work in the 

Region. 

: We are sure you will be much interested in reviewing the 

methods used and the data collected, as this type of survey should 

prove quite usable on many of the Forests of the Region and fits 

in particularly well with our type of organization, : 

S. B. SHOW, Regional Forester 

By 
we ‘ 
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i : * Introduction . 

The deer census was conducted through the months of January,February, 

March, and to the 10th of April, The South-Half of the Forest was worked 
during the month of January and included all of the winter range lying in 
the Mt. Whitney District and a part of the Big.Pine-White Mt. District. Due. 

to almost continual storms, the work in the North-Half of the Forest was 

extended over a period of six weeks and under varying conditions of weather. 
Therefore, this report will treat the findings in the North and South halves 
of the Forest separately, and in conclusion will total the findings of both. 

Objective: In order to properly manage any forest resource, it is necessary 
to know something of its magnitude, condition, extent, and range. Deer 
are definitely a forest resource and are in turn dependent upon other forest 

resources for existence, Since they are subjected to open season and hunt- 
ing, they are definitely a crop producing resource and should be so moniged 
as to ‘sustain an annual yield, It is the purpose of the census, therofore, 
to determine as accurately as possible the total number of deer resident 
in the forest, their condition, the relationship between bucks and does, 
does and fawns, adult and young, and the proportions of the various classes 
of bucks in the herd, Also, to determine the extent of the winter range 
and its carrying capacity ih: relation: to deer and to locate the routes of 
migration from summer to winter range and return. 

History: During the season 1935-36, a detailed reconnaissance of the entire 
deer winter range of the Inyo National Forest was made by Ranger Shellen- 

barger and Wildlife Technician J. D, Cassel, assisted by Rangers Bays and 
Robinson, The range was traversed on foot and detailed observations made 
and notes taken on the numbers‘of deer actually seen, numbers of tracks 

, and abundance of droppings! © Food habits were also studied and favored 
‘“““spécies of browse and their location and extent wore noted, From the 

notes of this reconnaissance, it was possible to locate and delimit areas 
of concentration of deer on the winter range.. Ten areas were thus set up 
and counted, -From the areas actually counted together, with relative con- 
centrations on the entire range, it. was possible. to.determine rather accu- 

rately the total number of deer on the winter.range. - A detailed map of 

this work was made and made, a part, of the report for the census work of 

1935~36. f 

Ranger Shellenbarger and Cassel continued the census work in 1936-37 
but due to extreme adverse winter conditions the work was delayed until 

‘March and April of 1937 and was, therefore, not comparable to the previous 
; year's work. However, all of the census areas were counted but no estimate 

of total numbers of deer on the winter range was made. . 

The ten census areas established on basis of the findings of 1935-36 

progressing from north to south are: 
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Casa Diablo Mt. ---~-------- Mammoth District E 
Pine Creek ----------------- Big Pine-White Mt. District 
Freeman Greek -------------- "  " hes " 

McMurry Meadow ------------- "  " to u : 
Taboose Creek -------------- " " rs i 
North Fk, Oak Creek -------- Mt. Whitney District 
Symmes Creck --------------- " " ° 
Sage Flat ------------------.. "  " , 
Haiwee Creek --------------- "i" " 

: Tunawoe Creek ---+---------- ". " iT 

; The total area of the ten census areas is 19,260 acres and the total 

area ofthe winter range along the east Sierran slope is 94, 720 acres or a 

20.3% sample. oes : 

Shellenbarger and Cassel, from their work in the field, have concluded 
that a detailed reconnaissance of the winter range should be made every fifth 
year to check relative concentrations, However, counts of the established 

census during the intervening years should be sufficient to determine total 
numbers of deer on the winter range. .. pesos 

Method: The areas as determined: by..the 1935-36 census studies were used again 
this year. From two to five men. were used for this work depending on the 

size of the area to be counted... So that the work would be as nearly com- 
parable as possible with the 1935-36:census, the counting was done at the 

same time of day and over the same areas; however, it was not possible to 

make counts on the same days as the original counts were made, - 

Scouts arrive at the base of the foothills at about 12:00 o'clock 

noon and proceed upward on either side of the ridges until well into the 
pinon belt. Then at about 2:00 P.M. they work dom the ridges counting any 
deer seen on either side. Deer, at this time, are usually out feeding and 

; can be located rather easily and if not disturbed, can be studied and accu- 
rate counts made of bucks (Antler class), does, fawns, and yearlings. When 
aroused, the deer tend to work uphill and. back of the observer so that there 
is little possibility of encountering the same herd again during the dow- : 
hill penetration of the feeding grounds, It is possible, however, that 

some few deer take flight before-the observer has had time to see then. Taie 
possibility is quite remote due to the nature of the terrain in the census 

areas which makes it possible for the observer to explore the country with 
the aid of field glasses long before he actually enters it. Another source 
of error lies in the fact that some. deer previously counted may work downhill 
and again be counted with other. deer, The two possibilities likely compensate 

each other to the extent that the total error, if known, would probably be 

negligible, 

The technique of the counting is not. a drive in any sense of the word 
but rather a’ silent as possible penetration of the feeding grounds. The 

deer are not greatly frightened, and the observer from his vantage point, 
the crests of the ridges, can make a detailed and accurate count. With the 

aid of field glasses, the observer can also determine the browse preferences 

of the deer at that particular time. 
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, _ Numbers of tracks of deer are noted as the observer progresses through 
the census area,. In addition, he also records the numbers of tracks of preda- 

tors, the number of coveys of quail and the number of birds in:each covey, In. 
short, the observer records as accurately as possible everything that comes , 
within his field of vision regarding wildlife in general, 

Nine of the census areas are-located within the winter range along the | 

east Sierran slope and one at Casa Diablo Mt. They are in reality sample: 
areas but they are not typical of the range as a whole, In the first place, 
the range is not of a uniform character; secondly, the. deer tend to concen- . 

trate in certain areas where’ gradient, exposure, cover, favorable browse, 

presence of enemies, nearness to summer range, and migration routes are favor- 

able to them. The census areas, then, are areas of concentration and are 
not random samples of the winter range. Therefore, the number of deer per 
square mile based on the ecunts of these areas is not applicable to the range 
as a whole in making estimates of the total deer population. To compensate 
for this inaccuracy, areas between the census areas are traversed and num- 

bers of deer on them are estimated on the basis of sight records, tracks, 

droppings, and browse use, The net result is that the number of deer per 
square mile of winter range can be more accurately determined. " 

‘ The Deer: The predominate species of deer studied is the Inyo Mule Deer, 

Odocoileus homioms inyoensis Cowan, a subspecies or geographic race of mule 

deer, No other subspecies or species of deer was observed on the Inyo winter 
range during the course of this survey although it is known that occasional 
California Mule Deer, and Rocky Mountain Mule Deer do occur in the ,rea. It 
is also probable that some few Black-Tail Deer may work into the area from 
time to time. These deer summer on the Bast Slope of the Sierra Nevada and 
in the highlands of the West Slope. : 

Without an exception, the deer were found in excellent, condition. 

During the month of January, herds of 30 to 40 deer were quite rare 

and more frequently they numbered 25 or less. Also, at this time of year 
they seemed to be quite docile and the investigator was able.to approach 

within short range of then, In March, the herds had increased in size to as 

mich as 225, °° These large herds were easily aroused and tock flight at the 

slightest provocation. “It was impossible to approach nearer than 800 to 
900 yards of then. © Just what prompts*then to band together in larger herds _ 
is not known, neither is it known why they become mone wary when in larger 
herds, Perhaps continued poaching i's a contributary factor. 

cee ie THE SOUTH - HALF - 

‘Topography: The winter range included:in the."South-Half" of the Forest lies 

“Yroughly in-a north-south direction between Taboose Creek on the north and , 
Tunawee Creek on the south, The principal:topogrnphic features of this area 

‘are; the steep escarpment of.the Sierra Nevada on the west dominated by Mt. 

Whitney, Owens Valley, the foothills of the Coso Mountains to the squtheast, 

(over) 
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and the escarpment of the Inyo Mountains to the east. In Qwens. Valley proper, 
the principal features are the semi-dry bed of Owens Lake, the Alabama Hills 
west of Lone Pine, and Upper and Lower Haiwee reservoirs south ‘of Owens Lake. 
Elevations vary from 3727 feet at Lone Pine in the valley to 14,496 at the 
summit of Mt. Whitney. 

Weather: The first storm of winter began December 14, 1937 and continued to 
December 18, It eonsisted of snow in the Pountains down to the 9,000 foot: 

level and rain from that’ level down into the valley. During the month of . 

January, 1938, there were seven storms in the mountains but no precipitation 

was recorded below the 7,000 foot level. Temperatures were generally mild 
and winds though frequent, were of a gentle character. 

The Winter Range: The winter range proper extends from the 9,000 foot level 
of the Sierras down over the foothills and onto the alluvial apron below. The 
lower limits of the winter range parallel roughlyy the forest. boundary. The 
upper limits beginning at the 9,000 foot level at Tunawee Creek gradually 
works downward to approximately the 7,000 font contour at Taboose Creek on the 
north, The foothills, then, of the Sierra Nevada comprise the bulk of. the 

range in the Mt. Whitney District. During periods of extremely heavy snows 
the deer are forced out on to the alluvial apron below but this is not of 
common occurence, The extent of preferred foothill country is not as .ex- 
tensive as it appears from the valley, From Olancha north to Bairs Creek, 
the hills are more precipitous and rugged and very few deer range on them. | 

; In addition to this range, many deer nizrate to the southwest and winter in 
the Kern River Canyon in the vicinity of Jordan Hot Springs. Others migrate 
southward into the Sequoia National Forest particulerly in the Kennedy Meadows 
country and eastward into the foothills sotith of the Inyo Forest boundary. 

In the vicinity of Thibaut Creek, many deer move northeastward into the "Black 
Rocks" and thence across the valley into the Inyo Mountains. 

In general, the range shows moderate to light use by deer except in 
localized areas at Sage Flat, Haiwee Canyon and Tunawee Canyon where over- 
browsing by deer was noted, Snow conditions and the extent of. the range make 

it possible for the deer to: range over large areas precluding the possibility 
of extensive over-utilization of browse. 

Vegetation: From Olancha south, the vegetative cover is typically Lower 

Sonoran characterized by such types as: Atriples (many species), Covillea 
tridentata, Yucca (several species), Opuntia (several species) Ephedra neva- 
densis, Chrysothamms sp., Sarcobatus sp,, and Artemisia tridentata, The, 
foothills to the west rise sharply from the valley floor and the flora changes 
almost abruptly, Artemisia becomes more abundant and increasing numbers of 
favored browse plants as: Purshia glandulosa, Ceanothus cuneatus, Coleogyne 

ranosissima are present, Here also are found many species of  bunchgrasses 
and in ‘the stream beds, Canyon Live Oak, Black Oak, several species of willow, 
birch, and a few alder are found. At about the 6,500 foot contour, this flora 

gives way to one dominated by Pinus monophylla. Also in this association are 
found Ceanothus cunoatus, Cercocarpus ledifolius, Eriogonum’ (several species), 
Carex sp., and bunchgrasses. From this level, the country becomes very rough 

and rocky and rises rapidly, in sone areas almest vertical, to an elevation 

of 9,000 to 13,000 feet. 
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| i Results of the Census: Table I. summarizes the results of the’ census in 

the five census. _reas, of the south-half of the Forest. It lists the 

name of the census area, approximate area in acres (calculated fron 

UiSsG.5s quadrangles), date the census was made, classification of the 

deer seen as yearlings, famms, does, bucks, antler class of bucks (under 

Nother" are listed, those bucks. that: had lost: their antlers or were. too 

far‘ out of range to determine antler class), totnl number seen within, 

the limits.of the census area, namber of deer estimated for the ink os 

-"* mediate area, and the number not classifiod but included’in tho total 

count. 2 he nee sak : gis 

Table I. Summary of Consus Findings, | .South-Half Inyo National Worest. ....«, 

Census Arca 3, Area 3, Date sYear- :Fawns: Does : Bucks _ :Total:Bst. :Not 

Pee inst 2. Ee 3 Mother saps eo lees 

@ak Greek 3 900 11/10/38; 12°: 16: M9: 71 2:2: 1 ee emo 

Symmes Creek :' 700 s/11/38: yA i6 30.5 58 235 8 fk ooo 

Sage Flat-__:’ -640 BU/I2/(5e 90" wosjous ok See I OO 
South Side) — _ ec diecoktan £.. : we oa et ; 

Haiwee-Greele “2° -500°:1/13/38: 21’: 17: Wes 5:2: 2 1: 90: : a 
*(South Side) 
Haimee Creek : 500 41/9/56.4 215 ot 15 ¢: 28 $1 Ek Sheteehet ae a8) 
| (South Side). a : 
a Grocks (500 ;31/21/38 x. 29 =: . 26.294 Osetra wor Fat 52 104 2.5002. 121 

(North Sige): 
| Tunawee Créek: 500 #1/20/38" Jv: Dis) 17e 22s td $290.3 100m: 9. 
| (North Side) 
ee Grea: 500 :/1/78: ste Siege seis oh ciel ieee eee 

| Tabonse Creek: 2400 12/23/38: 46 : 62:102 :1: 37:13 : 231: 750:_ 

Thibaut Creek: 1440 23/11/38: plot Determined nt 200° 500: 200 __ 

TOTALS : $380: $168 : 206: 365 3:27: 8 317: 25 21232 36550: 325 
* Count repeated E 

a From the totals, then, it is seen that 1131 deer were found on 8380 acres 
of winter range or a concentration of 87.02 deer per section. This concentraticn 
is relatively high but it must be remembered that the areas in which the deer were 

found are concentration areas and that the deer are by no means confined thrbuth- 

out the winter on these particular areas but range over much larger areas curing 
| the course of the winter, season. . «=. ; ¥ sede 

All other infornation presented in the table is self-explanatory. 

: Table‘II, presonts the various relationships (Young-Acult, Buék-Doe, Does 
Fawn) ,*the pertent of the various antler classes of bucks, and the ccncentration. 

of deer per section of winter range. The findings for cach census area are in- 
cluded in this table to show the variations as they exist in the different areas. 

Me 
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TABLE II. Relationships South-Half Inyo National Forest — : ‘ 

Census Area :Young-Adul t :Buck-Doe:Doe-Famm:$ Ant. Pt. Classes sConcen- 
: : : bas 4 : +s otherstration 

Oak Gregk’” “pUlyoses: ody 0g abu aliens Bow G 514 S21 5651267 ne 11S 

Synnes Creck : 121,38 3 123.00.: 1: .53.250,0:20,0 330,03 fase 63 

for Flat : 130.80 ¢ 1:0,78 : 13 .76 :50,0:33.3 :16,7: iinsin 1A9 
South Side) : 

Haiwee Creek 3 131,37 #1:5,50-2 1: .40 :62,5:25.0 312.53 Sune 115 
*(South Side) : picpbsikien, 

Haiyee Creek : 1:1.00 2139.33 :.13:°.53 :* Not -Determined 3 188 : 
North Side) ; = ; : : i : : 

Haiwee Creek : 1:2,50 3 129,00 sth: 922 :50.0: : : 50,0 : 36 
South Side : : : ; : ine = : ‘ 

Tunawee Cr, 3 131,18 # dite 5 9 s..580 825,08 Fife s ties 135 
North Side : x z : : : ; ’ 

Tunawee Cr. ¢_132,00___¢ 125,66: 1: ,lH) 266.7: Bote 5s : ou 

Taboose Or. + 131.14 s.125500 3.13.60 3.4.8: $33.3: 61.9 : 62 

AVERAGES 2.12118 : 1:4.72 3 1: 56 :35.0:10.4 322.0: 32.6 + g 
* Count repeated ae : ; ; : 

Young-Adult:: ‘The average Young-Adult ‘ratio ‘of 1:1,18 for all of the census .., 
areas is very good and is indicative of a growing and increasing deer popu- 

lation, The’nean ratio, However, varies considerably throughout :the areas 
and variations can also be noted within areas as: South Side of Haiwee Creek 
1:1.00 and North Side df Hdiwee Creek 1:32.50. ; ; : ‘ 

Buck-Doé: | The mean average Buck-Doe ratio of 1:4.72 is very good:and shows 4 | 
Considerable number of bucks in the herd. Hunting apparently has had but . 

little effect upon the numbers of bucks in the herd, | At Haiwee Creek and 
Tunawee Creek where the ratio is from 1:5 to 1:9, conditions are still good 
but it is possible that the taking of'so mahy bucks from the Mt. Whitney Dist- 

rict during the last hunting season has accounted for the low ratio. This are 
is in the "two buck" zone and should be placed in the "one buck" zone. 

Doe-Farm: The mean average ratio of 1:.56 between does and fawns is excellent. 
This relationship points to a heavy fawm crop (many twin fawns and few barren 
does) and to good survival. : k 

Bucks: In this census, 77 bucks were counted. -Of this number, 52 were posi- 

tively identified as being either "forked horn", three pointer, or four pointer 

The other 25 could not be identified as to antler point class because they 

had cither lost their antlers or they were far out of range to determine 
number of points. Of the 52 bucks, 27 were "forked horns", & were three - | i 

pointers, and 17 were four pointers, Considering the 77 bucks, then, 35% were 

"forked horns", 10.4% were three-pointers, 22.0% were four pointers, and 32.6% 
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eéuld not ‘be identified, Since one-third of the bucks could not be identified, 
| it should not’ be considered that the percentage of the various antler classes 

of bucks as given, are exact at all, but that they are exact in so far as the 

antler classes of bucks were positively determined, 

Concentration:: The average of 87 deer per section of winter range is very 
hish, hovever, concentrations varied widely throughout the census areas (from 
36 along the North Side of Haiwee Creek to 188 along the South Side of the 
same strean), In January, the forage.in this area showed from light to 
noderate use but by April, heavy utilization was.noted throughout, At this 

| time the deer were gradually working hizher. and were also observed to be feed- 
_ ing on the new green shoots of grasses and weeds, paying but little attention 
_ to the browse plants, In the immedinte area, there is adequate range for 
_ Many more deer than are now present in the Haiwee Creek area and the situation 

at the present time is not acute. - : : 4 

. In general, conditions in the South-Half are very good. 

Pca, The principal factors contributing to the loss of deer while on their 
winter range were found to bes predators, illegal hunting, and City of Los 

| Angeles Aqueduct, F- instauess of losses que to disease were noted, During 
_ the past year, the caretaker at the intake of the Upper Haiwee Reservoir re- 
moved the carcasses of 43 deer, mostly does and fawns, from the racks at the 
intake. The aqueduct is open from a point some niles above Lone Pine down to 

| the reservoir, “2 distance of about thirty-five. miles. For part of this dis- 
| tance it parallels, roughly, the lower linits of the winter range and perhaps, 

deer attempting to drink from it fall in and are unable to set up its steep 
concrete protected banks. Other deer, probably pursued by predators and 
hunters in this area, are, perhaps, “frizhtoned into the aqueduct where they 

- drown, The carcasses of two deer taken from the aqueduct during the last ten 
days of February, 1935, had been shot through the head with a ,22 calibre 

| rifle, Interesting also is the record of. the carcasses of 8 coyotes and 6 
bobcats taken from the racks during the same period (One year). Gane Wardeng 

Carl Walters reported seeing the carcasses of predator killed deer at the fol- 
lowing places in the winter range: one at Symmes Creek, one at Oak Creek, and 

. two at Pinon Creek, He expressed the belief that they had all been killed by 
lions. A trapper by the name of Bruner working in the locality concurred 
with Mr, Walters after visiting the above localities, He was unable to catch 
any of the lions, As further evidence of the existence of lion in this area, 
the tracks of one lion and possibly two were positively identified in the Tunawee 
Creek area, Dan Cook, a packer living near Sage Flat, reported seeing six 
coyotes in pursuit of one doe deer, They were able to throw the doe twice ve- 

- fore he frightened them off. Excent for being near the point of exhaustion, the 
doe seemed to be none the worse for the experience. ' Coyotes and bobcats seen 
to be unusually abundant in this area-as evidenced by the number of tracks seen 

» during the course of the census and by the numbers of pelts taken by trappers 
during the winter. Local inhabitants are also of the opinion that they are 

. More abundant than they have been for years. Of lions, it can be said that 
they are present but in small numbers. j : : 

_ Poaching and shooting was reported from time to time all along the 
winter range but no evidence was obtained to prove it. 

(over) 
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THE NORTH - HALF . z 

Topography: This area includes the north half of Owens Valley. It, extonds in 
a north-south direction and,is bounded on the west by the cneernnent of the 
Sierra Nevada; on the east by the escarpment of the Inyo and White Mts.; on 

the north by Casa Diablo Mt. and the Volcanic Tableland immedi,tely below it; 

and on the south by lava flows and volcanic cones which constrict the valley 
in the vicinity of the Tinnemaha Reservoir. Foothills along the Sierran 
slope are more extensive than in the "South-Half" and are particularly promi- 
nent in the vicinity of Big Pine and Bishop Creek, . Of a different character 

but. of considerable extent are the low rolling hills of the Casa Diablo Mt. . 
country, the Benton Range and Blind Spring Hill. There is also extensive 

bench-land and foothill. country along the White Mt. cserrpment north of Laws. 
East of Big Pine there are several low passes that divide the White Mountains 

fron the Inyo Mountains, Elevations vary from 4147 feet at Bishop to 14,22 
feet at the sunmit of White Mountain Peak, 

Weather: A period of erntinual storms prevailed from January 27, 1938 to 
March 15, 1938. Snow fell centinuously in the mountains and at times Covered 
the valley to a depth of six inches, . Maximum depths in the Mts. varied 
from three. to twelve feet on the level, The snow line remained rather éont % 
stant at about the 6,500 foot level. Hish winds preceded the storms and i 
temperatures in the mouhtains and remained at zero or below over extended peri- 
ods. There was no zero weather in the valley except at Benton forty miles 

north of Bishop. : : 

The Winter Ranze; The upper linits of the winter range proper parallel, rough] 
the 7500 to 8000 foot contours along the east Sierran. slope. Along the White 
Mountains and in the Inyo Mountains the upper linits.are perhaps 1000 feet 
higher, The lower limits parallel the Forest boundary except in the vicinity 
of the Tungsten,Hills and Round Valley where they extend a mile beyond. At 
Casa Diablo Mountain and north including the Benton Range, the bulk of the 

winter’range is, outside the Forest boundary. | 

_, The foothills and low rolling hills of these areas include the bulk 
of the winter range. They are very extensive and provide adequate foraze for | 
deer, Utilization of browse by deer has been from moderate to light and even | 

in areas of concentration, no: evidence of over-utilization could be noted, | 
Deer from.the Mammoth District migrate to the Casa Diablo Mt. area to winter. | 
Others migrate northeastward to the low hills surrounding Adobe Valley and | 

some, it is believed, travel as. far as Huntoon Valley, There are definite 

novenents of deer from the Casa Diablo Mt. range across the valley into the 

foothills of the White Mts. Many deer from the west slopes of the Sierras : 
cross to this. side to winter. Crossines were renorted at Bishop Pass, Piute | 

Pass, and Pine Creek Pass by packers in those localities during the latter 
part of the deer season. South of Big Pine there is an area of volcanic 
cones and lava flows known as the "Black Rocks" where the winter range ex- 
tends across the valley into the Inyo Mts. Deer migrate seasonally between =: 
the Sierras and Inyo Mts, at this point.. The winter range of the Inyo Mts. 

includes most of its woodland area, Shellenbarger and Cassel reported deer 
in the following localities: Harkless Flat, Squaw Flat, Cowhorn Valley, 

Waucoba Mountain, Waucoba Canyon, Mazourka Canyon, Marble Canyon, and Andrews 
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Mountain, ' Deer are scattered throuchout this range and no areas of concen- 
tration could be found, Many deer are resident year-long on this range but 

due to extreme arid conditions it is not.an ideal: summer range. Winter con- 
ditions on‘the Sierran side determine the number of deer that might cross to 

; these areas during the winter. ghee aga i 

| Vegetation: The ground cover of this aréa is similar to, that of the "South _ 
Half", The dominant species of Creosote ‘Bush, ‘Yucca, and Opuntia so cormon 

south of Olancha are absent in this area, Artriplex-sp., Chrysothannus sp., 
Artemisia sp., Sarcobatus sp., Ephedra sp., Prunus sp., are the dominant 
valley species. Typical foothill cover consists of Artemisia sp., Purshia 
trident ta, Coleogyne renosissima, Eriogonum (several :species), and bunch - 
grasses, Willows, birch, and@-alder are conmon in the stream channels but 
unlike the Mt. Whitney District, surport only a few stands of oak,’ At or 
near the 6000 foot level this vegetation gives way to one dominated by Pinus 
monophylla, Other species found above this level are: Juniperus (tv0 species), 

Ceanothus sp., Cercecarpus ledifolius, Eriogonun (several species), and bunch- 
grasses. The terrain above the wondland area becomes very rugged, rocky, 

and precipitous, rising rapidly to elevations. in excess of 12,000 feet. 

Results of the Census: Table III. summarizes the more important findings of 
the census of the North-Half of the Inyo National Forest. The Table is self- 
explanatory and includes the same information for the North-Half as was in- 
cluded in Table I. for the South-Half. . 

Comparing the total number of deer seen with the total area covered in 
the census, it is seen that 1298 deer were. counted on an area of 10,240 acres 

i or a concentration of $1 deer per section of winter range. : 

= fit. Summary of Census Findings North-Half Inyo National Forest F 

ensus Area 3; Area: Date : Year- :Fawis: Does 3. Bucks sTotal:Est: Not 

i i : s divigs =: : amass : ly :Others 2 : Class 
South Side) ; : : : : Z : : : : : at : 

Bite meek: §960 22/2u/35e2n 019 Sy 22h 1h 3G anes oe cdat tet tee tt Ge2 5008 YD 
North Side) i : 
Bieterere 5595960 23/07/36 2 ode npsceSeen Need Se Qetee stares 2188 2250: 
dcMurry MDW. : 3200 :3/e2u/35 : 126 : 162: Ob: :1: +: 4O : 795 :500: 222° 

Freeman Gr. _: 12850 33/21/38 : : : ete 2 19.3 50s 19 

aker Cr. : 1920 32/21/38 3: : : : z Se wae 3 ses) e5O0tes 90 

ells Maw. =: 640 32/15/35 : 5 Oa ree Se eta ee e 25° s100 

asa Diablo +: 1280 :4/1/35_ : 29 : 34s: 5 cru itt kt vshestieel Siw “Spel Gest DOS 

otals :102h0 ; : 191 : 255: Yoo: 4:4: 8: 57 2129S 23100: 376 

| TABLE IV. presents a trbulation of the various relationships as determined 
| by the data given in TABLE III, 
| 

, 
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TABLE IV, Relationships North-Half Inyo National Forest 

Census Area :sYoung-Adult:Buck-Doe:Doc-Fawn: % Ant. Pt. Classes. : Concentratinr 

Te a ret a et ae Hy : $2558 :_4 :Other 3 per Section 
South Side , : t \ 

Pine Creek $p.131,00. 49 72.%,90t-12 43. 23303 s21 62.3 : 22.33 g 
North Side ; ’ 
Pine Creek f 131320..s 335.70: 13368 4152 $26.6 26.6 : 25.63 59 

McMurry M@w. : 1:1;00 _: 1:6:00: 1:;66 +: Not Determined pita d int59 

Wells Mdw. $e dGdS ut 1g seahte lt p00. : : 100 : : 25 

Casa Diablo + 1:12.35 _: 1:25.53: 1:.46 : Not Determined ite Ata Seeitlt 

Freeman Creek 3 : Not Determined —- : Z as q 

Averages $e Ue 1s06UGs 281, FOna ss Geen. 505001009 278. 81 

Younz-Adult: The average ratio of 1:1.06 in this relationship is very good and 
. is indicative of an increasing deer population, The ratio in the North-Half is 
just a little better than that found in the South-Half (1:1.18) but in both areas 
it is fairly. constant, Variations are not as noticeable as in the South-Half. 

Buck-Doe: The mean average Buck-Doe ratio of 1:5.50 is good and indicates that 

there are still sufficient nunbers of bucks in the deer herd, It also shows 
that there are fewer bucks in this area than in the South-Half where the ratio 
was 134.72. The. ratio, however, varies within narrower linits than in the 

South-Half, ° . 3 

Doe-Fawn: The nean average ratio inthis relationship of .63 fawns per doe is 
very good and points to excellent. survival of fawns nnd also to a heavy fawn 
crop, The fawn crop is slightly better in this area than in the South-Half 
where there were .56 fawns per doe. 

Bucks: In this census, 73, bucks were observed. of the total number, only 16 
yoPS sesitively i@*ntifivd’:.s te ahbldr point. clesbe~ tThs other 57 Ri Atlost 
thcir antlers: but were identified as ‘bucks by ‘size, carriozc,-and sore-heads. 
It is certain: that many:more bucks wore missed in this census: due to the fact 
that they had‘lost their antlers, If:all of the bucks could: have been more 

accurately determined it is highly probable that the Buck-Doe ratio would be 
better.: The percentages of antler classes of bucks.as given in Table IV. aro 
taken from the total number:of bucks and not:from those nositively identified, 

Concentration: The concentration of deer per section of winter rangé studied 
is very:heavy:but is slightly less than in the South-Half; however, the con- 
centration varies fron 9 per section.in the Freeman Greek area to 159 per 
section in the McMurry Meadow area, Forage’ conditions throughout are good 
and’ show from'moderate to light‘utilization except iA McMurry:Meadow and local 
areas around Pine Creek, The winter range of the North-Half is capable of 

- supporting many more deer than are at present dependent upon it. : 

Estimates: The estimates are not confined to the particular areas studied and, 
counted but are made on the areas between census.areas. (For Tables I. and III) 
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Lésses; Poaching seems to be particularly common near Big Pine in the McMurry 
Meadow country. Ranger Coulter recovered the carcass of a doe killed by 

poachers and reported the case to game wardens. The heads of six does were 

also found in this same area, Several Indians were taken into custody for 
alleged poaching in this area but were later cleared, It seems that "white" — 

hunters in this locality attempt to shift the blame to the Indians, Regard- 

less of responsibility, many deer are taken by poachers in this area each year. 
Poaching was also reported near Benton in the Blind Spring Hills and also in 

_ the White Mountains. : 

No predator-killed deer were observed during the. survey but there is, 
undoubtedly, considerable loss due to them. Coyotes and bobcats are partic-— 
ularly abundant in the vicinity of Casa Diablo Mountain, Big Pine, Inyo Moun- 

tains, and at Pine Creek, ee ap s 

A buck deer was killed by an automobile in Bishop Oreek Canyon. | 

.- No evidence of losses due to disease was noted. ; 

Predators: Coyotes and bobcats are the principal. predators in this area. 
None were observed. during the wintor on the winter deer range but their tracks 
were abundant and common throughout. Local inhabitants report them as being 
More plentiful than ever and trappers have had an exceptionally good season. 

No evidence of lions was noted in the area although many local people 
and packers are of the opinion that there are lions in the area due to the 
fact that they have noted deer killed by lions on the summer range. 

CONCLUSIONS “"""' **~ 

There are approximately 552 sections or approximately 353,280 acres of 
winter range lying within and outside.of the National Forest used by deer, In 

the census studies, 148 sections or 94,720 acres mostly within the Forest 
Boundary were considered and 30,1. sections or 19,260-acres were actually with- 
in the census areas and in other aréas ‘counted ior a 20.3% sample of the 148 
sections was taken, In the 30.1 sections, 2,338 deer were counted, This 
represents an average concentration of 77.6 desr ner section. In view of the 
fact that the areas studied were areas of concentration, tis average concen- 
tration cannot be applied tothe range as a whole in figuring the total nunbers 
of deer on the Inyo National Forest Deer winter range. In the 1936 census, 

1037 deer were counted in the ten established census areas. This season, 2023 
deer were counted in the ten arens making a 95.1% increase in the numbers of 

deer . i in these areas. Such an increase in the deer herd itself is hardly 

possible tut the only explanation seems to be that conditions were such that 
the deer were wintering in larger herds and vere not seattered in small bands 
as they were in 1936, Increases were noted in all of the census areas and 

varied fron 4.2% at Casa Diablo Mountain to 3224 at McMurry Meadow. In view 
_ of these findings alone, it can be said that. the deer are definitely increasing 

| and that estimates made on the total numbers in the past have been very con- 
servative. : 

: : (over) 
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Young-Adult: The mean average ratio of 1:1.09 for all of the census areas is 

very good and is indicative of an increasing deer population. It is slightly 

better than the ratio of 1:1.19 as determined in the 1936 census studies. 

Buck-Does: The ratio of 1 buck to 5.35 does is good and shows that hunting 

has not seriously depleted the buck population. In 1936, the found ratio 
was 1:4.40, and indientas:that hunting and other losses are slowly removing 
the buck population. on 

Doe-Fawn: This relationship as determined in both the 1936 and the 1938 cen- 

sus is almost constant, In 1936 the ratio was 1:.64, and in 1938, 1:.62. 
This ratio indicates a heavy fawn crop (many twin fawns and few barren does) 

and excellent survival. . : 

Bucks: A total of 150 bucks were counted during the-course of the census. 

Of this number, 135 were positively identified as being bucks and the antler 

point classes of 66 were determined; 29 were forked-horns, le were three- 

ge and 25 were four-pointers or better. By percentages, there were 

.0% forked-horns, 18.2% three-pointers, 15.5% four—pointers, and 22.3% 
over the four-pointer class. It is interesting to compare the different 

percentages of antler classes of bucks as they actually occur in the deer 
herd and as they are removed by hunters during the hunting season, The fol- 

lowing table makes this comparison: : : 

Sie ea eae ee ee 

1937-38 : 2X2:3X3:4x4: over 4 xh 

Census : 44.0% : 18.2% : 15.5% : 22.3% 
i 

Kill : 50.0% : 28.0% : 16.6% : 54g 
Ba 2 ah ae Sa, Sn Ee Sw Sl a et 

The percentages given after "kill" were taken from the 1937 deer-kill 
records. If it can be assumed that the postulate, hunting will remove the 

various classes of bucks from the herd proportionately as they occur in 
abundance, is true, then the following conclusions can be made from this 
comparison; Bucks in the forked-horn class ‘are almost holding their own 

against the hunter but are gradually being reduced in numbers by him, ‘hunting 

is seriously reducing the numbers of bucks in.the three-pointer class, the 
-four-pointer class like the forked-horn class is almost holding its own but 

is gradually being reduced, superior bucks over the four-pointer class are 

| not being taken as readily by hunters. Bucks in this class are probably 
more wary than the others and escape. the efforts of the hunter. Indications 
are that the bucks are being removed more rapidly than they are replaced with 

; the result that the percentage of.superior bucks is increasing but the total 

| number of bucks in the herd is decreasing. 

ESTIMATES . 

On the basis of field observations, it is estimated that there are 

9,650 deer wintering on the east Sierran slope from Casa Diable Mountain on 

the north to the Forest boundary on the south. It must be remembered that 

wif foe =e



not all of these deer are year-long residents in the Inyo National Forest 
but that many of them cross the summit and summer in the highlands west of 

the divide. In making the total estimate for deer on the winter range the 

number 9,650 will be included in the totals. Of this number, 24.2% or 

2,338 were actually seen. 

9,650 Deer wintering on east Sierran Slope 
750 #1" " " Waucoba Mt. (Inyo Mts.) 
icy 2 i " White Mountains 

50 " " south of Forest Boundary in Sierras 

2390 #=& " in Kern River Canyon, Sequoia Forest 

13,650 Estimated tot_al number of deer on the winter ranges 

It cannot be stated with any great degree of accuracy just how many of 
these deer are Inyo National Forest deer and how many are not. It is true 

that many deer from the west Sierran slope do migrate eastward to the east 

Sierran Winter Range. It is further true that many of the Inyo National : 
Forest deer migrate to winter ranges outside the Forest to the south and 
southwest. Whether or not these movements compensate each other is not known, 
The estimate above is for deer on the various known winter ranges and is not 
an estimate of the total number of deer that might be resident year-long 

within the boundaries of the Inyo National Forest. 

NOTE: Mans and tabulations are not 
attached to extra copies of 
this report, 
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Wildlife Census Report Form - Sample Areas ee ee oe = 

Sa OOS BOB actin Teac Rae he a ee nee ce 
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WILDLIFE San Francisco, California 

Furbearers August 17, 1936 

Trapping 

#49 -T-3 

FOREST OFFICERS: : 

Attached is Wildlife Technician Reed §. Nielson's 

trapping census report for the Inyo Forest for 1936. 

It is believed you will find this report quite 

jlluninating as it indicates that we may be ablo, by use 

of a eigple method, to study our fur resources and the 

possibilities of placing them upon a management basis. 

S. B. SHOW, Regional Forester 

yee Lint ee ee 
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TRAPPING CENSUS REPORT 

’ 1938 

INYO NATIONAL FOREST 

REGION 5 

By 

REED S, NIELSON, WILDLIFE TECHNICIAN 

July 13, 1938



‘ : TRAPPING CENSUS REPORT . ; = 

oa) INYO “NATIONAL FOREST 1938 

The results of fhe fire! trapping census taken in the Inyo 

National Forest are covered in this report, The census was conducted 

in order to determine the species, number and value of the furbearers 

taken from the forest by trappers and also to determine the feasibility 

of making trapping a special use in the National Forest. 

_ The census w,8 begun in Jamary 1938 and continued until the end of 

the trapping season. The survey was accomplished incidental to the deer 

census work during the same period of time and not as a separate investi- 

gation. The Wildlife Technician was agatatoa by Rangers Shellenbarger, oe 
; a ‘ 

Robinson, and Coulter, Heretofore, this information has been included 

in the Supervisor's Annual Fish nt Game Report based on estimates made 

by Rangers in each of the Ranger Districts of the Forest. ; 

During the progress of the deer census, the investigators were : 

frequently meeting trappers in the field and had an excellent opportunity 

to get information from them personally. Because it was impossible to get 

complete information from any trapper at the middle of the season, a blank 

form was prepared on which he was to record the numbers of pelts of each 

species taken, the month in which they were taken, number of days spent ‘in 

becitins: the average sentas of traps set per day, and the value of the 

pelts, one forns Copies with a franked envelop addressed to the 

Forest Supervisor, were given to ace, trapper and the trapper was in- 

structed how they were te be filled ue From these inquiries, it was - 

hoped that some knowledge might be Eve regarding trapping effort, :



number of predators and furbearers resident in the forest, and the value | 

of trapping as a forest resource, Of the total number of blanks returned, 

not a single one was properly made out except es total numbers of each 

species taken and the value by species for the season's —"s Therefore, 

it was impossible to determine trapping effort and population trends. 

Thirty trappers were interviewed and given forms to be filled out 

and replies were received from twenty-four of them, Two inquiries sent 

out by mail were not answered. Several other trappers were operating in 

the area but could not be located. Indians who were known to be trapping 

would not give any information regarding their catches. Therefore, it has 

been concluded that the twenty-four returns represent approximately 50% 

of the trappers and 75% of the total catch, : 

Areas in which Trapping was done: The map included in this report, shows 

the trapper's number and the Jescorveclinatis area in which he operated. Local 

residents who engaged in trapping incidental to their other work confined 

their efforts near the towns in the valley while the transient trappers 

operated over large and widely separated areas. A total of 134,400 aeres 

were trapped. 59,520 acres were within the boundaries of the National 

Forest and 74,880 acres were outside, , 

The Census: Table I. lists the trappers by number, their total catches by 

species, and the total value of the catch as taken from the individual report 

submitted. The original reports are signed by the trappers and are on 

file in the Supervisor's office bearing a number used in this Table. 

Coyotes and polente were the most sought-after furbearers, Skunks, 

badgers, and fox were ean by accident ans sets made for coyotes and 

bobcats. One trapper spent ine entire season trapping for marten alone 

and another trapper caught two mink in the Owens River north of Bishop 

in shallow water sets made for coyotes. 

ape



aE : TABLE I. 1937-38 SHASON DATA AS To TAKE 

__ Trapper Noe: Coyote-s Bobeat : Marten : Skunk :Badger : Fox : Mink.: Value foe oe 

a : be 10 : : : 8 : x i ae a 7 2 “$$301,00 

2 : 175 : 54 : : YAR 5 : 5 : . :1035,50 

3 : 31 : ie sy : ; : : : : 203,50 

; 4 : a7 : . : 14 : : : ” : { $° 272,50 

5 Et hein a eto 
BR pe he ees teat) ged gaa 
rs eas eo Bite oe : 10400 

:8 : i) : 5a : : : 5 : 9 : : 586,00 

3 4 : 3 : : 2 : : : ; 14,00 

er See : : tt : 31400 

a ae a : : er : 91,450 

12 : 104 : 13 i : 2 : 2 : 10 : : 553.00 

a : ae 3 i : : : uidbcteedas - 49,00 

14 ; “he : : : : : : : 220,50 

GG SRR erg seigenn ag! 22g me denen shied : 112,00 

16 : 72 : g : : : : : 356,00 

7 : 3 : ea 27 ‘ : : : : 4.07.50 

fer yet Fi gas | : : ad 99950 

08 AGE RS Pape get om ag sag : : pein tngg + 100,50 

eo Seg" : ho 10 : ; : : 220,00 

Wn a Lo 10 : ; : 220,00 

22 : 9 : : “ : : : : 40,50 

Bp Pr st set bet ath he ere ii 
ae 9 ‘ paougg cog 5, tecgpeits siete ns Oho 

TOTALS nO utaeelo, 2 (fo 25 8° 15 8 26%) 2 55552,00° 

* Trappers 20 and 2l Worked together and divided the catch in ent reports. 

a The prices used are an average of those actually subnitted by the trap- 

pers, Some reports included itemized receipts from fur companies showingprices 
actually paid for the pelts. 
** Red fox, grey fox and kit fox. Values of pelts averaged.  * 
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5 In Table ‘l, thé averagé prices per pelt were: Coyote $4.50, Bobcat = 

$4.00, Marten $14.00, Skunk $1.00, Badger $1.00, Fox $3.00, averaged, and f 

Mink $8.00. 

Since it ee ieee concluded that the total catches of the. twenty-four 

trigyhiee as hee in Table le represent 15% (approximate) of the. total.catch, 

then 1004 woulé te epbpexthetinnys . : i 

Bede oupben <ge—--- a -—00 —  g 00 
: : ; leat worgeseeee BG <acncae UORS,00 

IEE: : Seman nslkagninnninnpenggians “GS aman FINO 

i Skank aa ers ed: 31 -------- 32,00 

Beet ekg nteeag ages UO ade. B00 

k : Fox(Gray Red, Kit) ee s----=-- 105,00 

: ee cys © 2 -oanh-= _ 16,00 

The approximate total value of this catch would be $6884.00 

4 ‘In — of tive findings of this census, trgpping is an important forest 

enterprise and should be so ‘aes as to sustain an annual yield and at the 

same time, siete’ hp rates of wildlife (in general. 

_ It is inbehostine a igiene Meds season's catch with the estimates for 

total furbearer populations in the Forest from the 1937 Annual Fish and Game 

Report For! ectonees, i Seto of bobeats was estimated at: 250, this season 

the en reeset number oe pia aL5 and the estimated catch 269, The 

ange sipeiatien: was eae at 2,000 and the reported catch this season 

was 763 and the estimated ecects 954. (This report does not include the num— 

bers of coyotes — Ginete caught by the State Divigion of Fish and Game 

predatory scion reget) . The ee Sopuletion was estimated as being 300 

and i aobere vesersas teas wth fn the upper Bishop Creek drainage alone. 

It was the @pneonsus of opinion of the trappers and of local inhabitants, that 

Coyotes and bobcats were more abundant than ever before and were present in 

greater umber s oo had been previously estimated, : 
s pblcn



= Trappers Number 1, 2, and 12 were transient. All of the others 

were residents of the counties in which they trapped. From Table I. it 

can be seen that the transient trappers caught the greatest number of 

furbearers, 3 trappers obtaining approximately 1/3 of the catch. 

Sumnary: 

1. WFarbearers are an important Forest resource and trapping should be man- 

aged as a special use. Trappers should be issued permits and be given 

certain areas in which to trap. The permit should require the trapper to 

keep an accurate record of the number of days he traps per month, the number 

of traps set per day, the species and number of furbearers caught per month, 

and the value by species of his catch per month. Tranpers who were inter- 

viewed regarding the special-use permit idea were, without an exception, in 

favor of it. ~ 

2. The coyote is the most important furbearer trapped according to number 

and value. + , 

3, Bobcats are vastly more abundant than has previously been estimated. 

4, Areas covered by individual trappers varied from approximately 320 

acres to 19,200 acres with an average of approximately 5,600 acres per 

trapper. 

5. Marten are know to be resident throughout the forest in the Jeffrey 

Pine belt and since 77 individuals were caught in the upper limits of one 

drainaze, which is a negligible part of the Marten range, it is highly prob- 

able that the estimate of 300 for the entire forest is low. 

NOTE: Copies of map are not 
attached to extra copies 
of this report 
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— San Francisco, California 
Winter Deer Range September 24, 1938 
Modoc 

# 73 -3%h 

FOREST OFFICERS: j : 

We are enclosing Wildlife Technician Allan C. Randle!s 

report of his 1937-1938 studies of the winter deer range on a 

portion of the Modoc Forest. The area involved covers one of 

the most critical problems of deer winter range and we are sure 

you will be interested not only in the findings but in the 

methods used in making this study. 

S. B. SHOW, Regional Forester 

© DSN 6 ei buss 
Acting | 
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: : oe _. DEER WINTER RANGE STUDIES 

; ae oe i 19371938. te stonatod 
anya, MODOC NATIONAL FOREST Kane Seek tee 

CALIFORNIA REGION ‘ Siveik Sedeamen asus 

The purpose of the study reported here was to obtain information on 
the numbers of deer ranging in, and concerned with, the severe overbrowsed | 

and overgrazed area just south of the Oregon-California boundary line on ~ 

the Modoc National Forest. In addition, information was.needed concerning 

dates of migration from Oregon; the principal routes used; their winter- 
long feeding and social hawits; the relation of temperatures to the habits 
and movements, We wished to determine the age and sex composition of this 

herd and to plan for its management. ; 

Previous attempts to study this area had not been very successful, 
due principally to our efforts to use modern transportation. During the 

winters of 1935-1936 our care would be stalled by snow drifts and the mads 
would be blocked for miles. * During the winter of 1936-1937 we used a 
caterpillar tractor and trucks, but this being a very severe winter period 
even this equipment could not keep enough roads open,.to make a thorough . 
study. : : : 

The winter of 1937-1938 was very open. It was possible to cover 
the study area thoroughly by car until the early days of January, After 

this period we resorted to pack and saddle horses to cover the area. : 

. Early in September Mr. Allan C, Randle was assigned to this study. 

His first job was to make deer counts on five census countgstrips on the 
area, These counts established the resident deer population and the basis 
for estimating the rate and number of increases of migrating deer into the 
study area, : 

From mid-September to the latter part of April, Randle spent most of 
his time in the field on this study, Part of his work included the lower 
“section of the Fremont National Forest in Oregon. 

. Sts a The following report describes his work, travels, and the conditions 

found during the fall and winter period.of 1937 and the early months of 
1938, and a part of the semi-monthly reports required for the study. 

PERIOD. - 9CTOBER and NOVEMBER 1937 . 

sy “af During the night of September 30 we had the first. snow of thé season. 
The. foothills were covered well down into the Juniper belt.. This storm 
continued until, October 7, raining in the valley and. snowing and. raining 
intermittently in thé ‘hills. ”' Some two inches of snow fell,near Crowder 
Flat, the State Line, and adjacent oregon country, remaining. possibly for 

: a day and a Half, : : ‘ : ‘ : 

It is significant ‘to note that, with this early storm and light snow, 
a very noticeable increase in the deer in the country adjacent to Blue Mt. 

took place. The strip counts show'an increase although it was difficult 

to count because of the. jarge number of hunters in this area. Possibly more 

important, because of the large area covered, were the reperts of the hunters 
in the vicinity. All hunters contacted, reported a great many more deer seen



on the afternoon of October 6 than during the morning of the same day. Groups 
of does, fawms, and yearlings were reported moving south where only an oc- 

casional deer was seen in the morning. © Almost without exception the deer 
were reported moving south, The news of this migration spread rapidly and 
hunters began to pour into the vicinity over night, There were but few 
camps in the area between Crowder Flat and Bird Spring on October 5, while 
on October 7, 8, and 9 the country was covered with hunters, Every available 
camping. spot was a tent village. Besides the many local hunters, who annually 
await this early storm to hunt this area, there were a good many hunters who 
had deserted other hunting camps to move in here. It was interesting to 
note that these hunters knew exactly where they wanted to go; many did not 
kmow the country intimately but they knew where they were headed for. A few 
were contacted who, having heard of the storm, had driven all night to come ; 
from the Bay region for this late season hunt. By the evening of October 6 

not only hunters were in evidence, but bucks were hanging in‘nearly every camp. 

: The evidence of this migration and hunt is shown further by the records 
of the Hillcrest checking station. Of the 331 bucks checked at the station 
for the Devils Garden District, 181 were taken the first twenty-one days of 
the season, from September 15 to October 6 inclusive, while 150 bucks were 
taken for the nine day period October 7 - 15. This is not a thing that just 

happened, It is an annual occurrence that hundreds of hunters wait for. 

Throughout the remainder of the hunting season which ends October 15, 
and for about a week after, it was difficult to get any definite count on the 
number of deer in the area because of the many hunters continually running 

them, However, strip counts were made and much valuable observational data 

was obtained, , 

On October 29 a trapper was contacted in Willow Valley, Oregon. In 

our conversation he stated that he had noticed three definite migration lanes 
into the California winter range. He located them along the state line as 
through eastern Yokum Valley, Wild Horse, and Four-mile. It is interesting 

to note here that the Bird Spring area, the area of heavy kill noted above, 
is directly ‘in line with Four-mile and Wild Horse. This trapper stated fur- 

ther that another trapper had told him that he had seen trails of migrating 

deer moving south from as far north as Quartz Mt., some forty miles, In 

c hecking tracks crossing the state line into California during a snow storn 

Commencing November 11, I found three very definite migration lanes, One 
was through éastern Yokum Valley, one at Wild Horse, and one at Four-mile. 

On Novenber 11 I left Alturas to count tracks in the new snow that fell 
the night of November 10. I counted. from Alturas to Steel Swamp by way of 

.. the Avanzino Ranch and from Steel Swamp'to Crowder Flat. Frof-Alturas.to the 
- Avanzino Ranch a total of 132 tracks.were..counted, sixty-nine were moving west 

t oward the winter rangeand ‘sixty-three were moving to the‘east. This count 
‘probably indicates nothing but the wsual- local movement, and “gives us an idea 
of thé nunber of deér in the-area for. future checks... Erom Avanzino Ranch 
to Steel Swamp 101 tracks’ were counted, sixty-nine moving south snd By 32 
to the north, More of a southward movement is noted here. * : 

: On November 12 it was interesting to note the increase of south-bound 
"tracks as I proceedéd north from Crowder Flat.. . From Crowder Flat to the 

Drift Fence, a distance of 2.6 miles, 153 tracks were counted, 75 east-bound 
and §0 west-bound, ° Again indicating only local movement. ‘From the Drift 
Fence to Jim's Flat, 3.2 miles,.145 tracks weré seen, showing 42 east and 103 

west~bound deer. The increase in west~bound deer was found to begin about 

ape



one nile south of Jin's Flet. Where only: single tr,cks had been counted 
before this point was reached, now definite. trails of 4 to: 15. deer were evi- 
dent at regular intervals. One trail of some thirty deer was seen. From 

Jin's Flat north to the state line, 2.7 miles, 126 tracks were counted, 117 _ 
of then showed westward movement while only 9 were east=bound.| The next — 

. leg of the count, from the state line to Wild Horse, approxinately 3.4 miles, 
of 411 tracks seen, 349 were going south and 62 north. The trails indicated 
that the deer are moving in bands of from six to ten; only four trails were 
seen that would indicate a larger number, one of 14, one 15, one of 20, and 
one 30. It is also interesting to note that the majority of the tracks 

found to be moving north are those of large bucks... - 

On November 13 the count was continued in another new snow that fell 
the night of November 12. From the junction of the Crowder Flat and State 
Line roads to Groh's Ranch, a distance of 8 miles, 143 south-bound tracks 
were seen, Returning to Crowder Flat on Navember 14 tracks could be counted 
in new snow that fell the night of the 13th. 0n this day 65 tracks were 
going south while 23 were to the north; this count was for the same eight 

niles stretch as above. It was very noticeable throughout the count that 
the majority of the north bound tracks were those of large bucks. 

The total count for this period shows 2627 deer moying into the winter 
range from Oregon as against 139 moving away from the winter range. The 

“Gfeatest migration took place within two lanes of about 1.7 of a mile in 
width, one at Wild Horse and one at Four-mile. Although, considerable mi- 

gration took place through Yokum Valley I was unable to get as definite infor- 

nation on this migration lane. 

On returning from the State Line a count was made of tracks crossing 
the road from Willow Creek Ranch to Steel Swamp. Very few tracks were seen 
and the deer undoubtedly were not moving beyond the Blue Mt. vicinity. 

In a conversation with a rider on the Grohl's Ranch the evening of 
November 13 I learned of the location of these migration lanes in the Oregon 
territoty. I drove to Lakeview and Bly and contacted Supervisor Harrinan, 

Ranger South and his assistant Mr. Herbert of the Fremont Forest. On this 

trip I found three migration lanes crossing the Lakeview-Klamath Falls high- 
way. There had been a new snow the night before and fresh tracks were seen 

on these lanes. One was at Drew's Gap east of Quartz Mt., one just east of 
Quartz Valley near the summit of Quartz Mt., and one west of Owens Ranch 
near ‘the west side of Quartz Mt. - I followed each of these trails for a dis- 

: tance of three or five niles, both north and south of the highway. The trails 

were definite and.unhesitatingly proceeding south with the trails of small 

bands of deer converging at regular-intervals, Two trails that crossed the 
highway about .3.of a nile. apart at Drew's Gap were followed... The deer that 
had traveled each had trailed tnhesit.tingly for sone three or five niles 
fron the north and converged into a well. beaten trail about one and one-half 
miles south of the ‘highway and: dropped into the valley to pass. around the 
south end of the Drew's Reservoir,’.. It is interesting to note that this lane 
is almost directly north of the lane east of Yokum Valley, and that the other 

two lanes are. some 35 to 40 miles due north of Four-nile and Wild Horse. 

The strip counts being made in the Blue Mt. vicinity do not show any 
appreciable increase in numbers of deer in the area. However, the deer here 
of late are undoubtedly strangers, ,.It is quite evident by their actions Z 

that they are not familiar with their surroundings. One herd of sixteen was 
sighted a few days ago while I was returning from the Bird Spring strip count. 
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There..were three bucks in the herd so I’ stépped to observe them for the hour 
of so of daylight remaining, At dusk I openly walked toward them tofrighten 
them, for.their general actions were such that I felt they. were strangers in 
the vicinity. I almost had to pull their tails to get them to run at all. 
Then they started east along the fringe of Juniper near which they had, been 
feeding, After trotting a hundred yards four of the herd took off to the . 
south across a sage flat at least one-half mile to cover, then five more broke 
from the herd toward Little Blue Mt., at least three ‘quarters of a mile away. 
The remainder of the herd then turned into the Jyniper, which was a strip | 
about 200 yards wide, and were very much confused when they ran into another 
sage flat. The remainder of the herd then broke up and scattered in all di- 
rections to seek what cover they could find. This is only one example of 
nany that I have observed lately. It is my belief that all the local resi- 
Gent deer of the Blue Mt. and Crowder Flat vicinities have now moved into the 
Badger Well area where there is a very great increase in numbers, and that 

new deer have taken over on the northern and eastern edges of the winter 

range. : ; 

An area has been located near Pot-hole spring in the Blue Mt. area that 
has teen fenced from domestic stock all summer, The plants in this area show 

an excellent new growth, but also show that they were well hedged down last 
summer or winter, At any rate all the browse plants in the area are in ex- 
cellent condition for observation of deer browse effects this winter. A chain 
square has been set off, the plants photographed with numbers, and plant 
measurements made. Records were made of Bitter brush, (Pershia tridentata), 
Sage (. .rtemisia tridentata, and cana), Serviceberry (Amelenchier alnifolia) 
and Juniper (Juniperus occidentalis), Next spring photographs and re-measure- 

ments will be made to check each plant with their condition this fall. 

PERIOD - DECEMBER 1 - DECEMBER 15, 1937 

On my return fr“om Blue Mt. on December 1, I noticed considerably more 

deer than usual between Hager Basin and Ingall's Swamp, and between the swamp 

and Alturas, Qn this trip 6 deer wero seen between Ingall's Swamp and Alturas - 
I have not seen a deer in this area this fall. On December 3'I drove to 

Timbered Mt. to make a strip count in an éffort to determing the comparative 
_mumber of deer in the area. Ten niles out of Alturas I saw a doe and two 
famms; just south of the swamp I saw a doe and two yearlings. The result of 

aa the strip count showed o total of Ferty-seven deer, five more than the highest 
; 4. total before this fate and thirty-ni@more than the last count. This count 

and gerieral observations seem to show a drift toward.the south, It is interest- 
_ ing to note that this movement, like that of about October 16 into the Badger 

Well ares, began to take place’ the first clear days.after a stormy period. 

i Two days were spent in photographing and. numbering shrubs in the area : 
near Pot-hole Spring arid“in getting sone photos. of general browse ‘conditions 

mae Near. Blue Mt. — Attempts. have: been made: to get photos of age groups of individ- 

_ wal shrubs, anc of groups of shrubs, to: show: that in this area, at least, what ; 

selection. is made if any.? E Sih eae To3 ME ; 

On December 6 a count was made on the Blue Mt. circle, a drive from 

Pot-Hole Spring around the south and cast sides of Blue Mt. to. the gate on the 
west side of the Dry Valley field - a distance of »me thirteen niles. A 

t otal of 200 dcér were seen. &1l these were seen between Pot-Hole- Spring 

and the Blue Mt. road forks on the northeast side of Blue Mt. This total of 
200 is only three more than was seen on the last count, but on that count 
seventy of the 197 were seen between zg Mt. forks and the road gate. Not 

Q



“a deer was scen in this stretch of the drive on December, 6, The’ following 
morning thirty-seven deer were seen in this stretch, so they had fot all- 

drifted to the sunny ‘slopes as I had at first thought, However,’ the trond. 
of the count shows an increase of the numbers of deer in this Vicinity, as. 

is shown near Tinbéred Mt. and the south end of the Devil's Garden, 

PERIOD - DEGEMBER 16 = DECEMBER 31, 1937 : 

“Since Decenber 16 I have noticed a number of large bucks running alone, 
or in pairs apart from the herds of does and fawns. . .When scen feeding with 

the herds they are a short distance away and show no tendency toward. rutting. 
: In. sone instances the swelling has left the neck, .By December 31 the bucks 

were -beconing as wild as before the rutting season and it is quite impossible 

to gét Near then. : 

... December 16 and 17 wore spent at Badger Well on strin counts and general 
observations. © The strip count did not show as many deer as on November 23. 
It is quite noticeable that the deer are drifting more to the north and west. 

The reports of CCC overhead, wood cutters, etc., in the vicinity are in agree- 

‘ment with ny observations on this point. : 

; This drift is not only noticeable in the Badger Well area but can be 
‘seen over the whole Devil's Garden district, In the last report it was show 
how the deer had increased near Ingall's Swamp and south toward Alturas. It 

is also very noticeable in the vicinity of Steele Swamp. It is difficult to 
get figures to present on this movement, but there is no question ‘of its taking 
place, as was clearly shown in later check-ups on the whole area, 

The after-noon of December 22 brought the first part of the yearly 

Christmas storm. About an inch of snow fell during the afternoon and night 

of the twenty-second, I Grove to Quartz Mt. in Oregon, early the morning of 
the 23rd., to be on hand to see the big Christmag migration start. All re- 
ports are, that the annual Christmas storm,accompanied by a drop in temperatures, 
was all that was needed to start the deer moving south in great herds. The 

, storm was on schedule December 23 on Quartz Mt.) which is the normal time each 
year, and a cold southwest wind was blowing. Tie: khno:m migration lanes wero 
covered all day and a totel of one south=bound track and one north-bound track 

“ was seen. Everything was risht for a migration - snow, cold and wind, but 

no deer.’ * ; 

_ ‘On investigation.I found that practically. no, deer had been seen in this 

Oregon territory since the Novenber storm, - That storm had gtarted a movement 
andthe deer had continued to drift toward the winter ranges. This drift has 
undoubtedly’ been precipitated by the riost unusual fall this area has. seen in 
@ good many years. Since the first storm in Qctober the weather has been con= 

tinually unsettled and threatening; precipitation has been abnormal and temper~ 

; atures have been'moderate. _ The effect of these factors on the range of the 
whole area is probably the answer to the-conbinued drift of the deer, Since 

. early October green feed, such as few people can remember in this area, has 

: been plentiful everywhere and abundant water has beén available over the whole 

ange. These two factors have made all parts of this range - both the lower 
Juniper and Bitterbrush areas and the higher timber areas - available for utili- 

; zation all fall and winter. This has resulted in a most unusual scattering 

of the deer over an extensive area, There have been many reports of the scar+ 

city of deer in the area because local people havo not seen the deer around 
their fields this fall and winter, ‘The answer is that they only cane to these 
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fields for green feed and water, There has been no need for the deer to seek 
green feed this year} it is abundant everywhere, © Even at this laté date the 
ground is free from snow, temperatures are moderate, and. green féediis every- . 

wheré available. I cannot recall more than:a.dozen deer that.I have observed 
feeding on anything but green srass since October 15, and I have‘observed 4 
hundreds of then, © Of these few exceptions two were feeding on Juniper and 
six were feeding on sage (tridentata). There is no question about these latter 

feeding on sage. : 

(After returning from Oregon I made a horseback trip into the Blue Mt. 

. ‘ and State line areas. I covered the territory from Alturas north to Yokun | 

Valley, east throuzh Dry Creek, west to Groh's Ranch along the State Line, 
-south to Steele Swamp and from there east to Blue Mt. and Willow Creek Ranch, 

It took a week to make the trip which is reported as follows. 

Travelling from the § X Ranch east to the Alturas - Crowder Flat road 

I saw only six yearlings and fawns and very few ffosh signs. After I started 

*. north on the main road I saw considerably more des. At .a point approximately 
"ten miles out from Alturas I saw herds of eischteen, fourteen, fifteen, and 

sixteen. These were all within about a two mile stretch, In ny report of 
December 1 = 15 I pointed out that a few deer had been seen in this vicinity 
after December 1, but previous to that tine not a, deer had been seen between 
Alturas and Ingall's Swamp. In addition to the herds noted above, a herd of 
seven deer, were seen just south of Ingall's Swamp. The large group seen on 

: _this trip were approximately at the same place that the few were seen on 
December 3. On the trin December 3 six deer were seen between Alturas and 
Ingall's Swamp, and on this trip seventy were seen. North of Ingall's Swamp, 
between the Swamp and Timbered Mt, I saw twenty-four as ag_inst three onDecem- 

ber 3. In this stretch between Ingall's Swamp and Alturas very few fresh 
tracks were seen except near the herds that:were seen, It is worth noting 
that the place where these deer were seen is in almost a direct east and west 
line with Joseph Creek and the crossing from the North Warner Mts. into the 
Devil's Garden. Although I have not been successful in obtaining any record 
of this crossing,’ the local people report such a crossing and this spot would 

be the logical crossing for deer. 

West from Yokum along the state line there is an almost continual 
criss-cross of tracks over the road and through the fence, Vory few of then 

are fresh tracks however, and they do not show any great south movement. There 
are probably a few localized deer all along the line. Only seventeen deer 

were seen in the fifteen-nile stretch through the timber. However, as I 

_ Neared the Groh's Ranch and began to drop down into the Juniper I noticed con- 

siderablg more fresh tracks and in’ about one and one-half niles saw thirteen 
deer. In counting south~bound tracks and north and east-bound tracks on the _ 

‘whole trip, a few more are found to’be moving toward the winter:r ange than 
away from it. * However, the: difference is almost negligible. The.counts ‘were, 

; south 1458, north 1142): Thase tracks donot by any means represent the deer 
" “inthe area; for there’ was a great deal of repetition in thé count. . 

“Riding fron the Groh: Raich south’ to Steele Swarm I -had. expeeted to see 

@ food mary deer. I was soMewhat surprised vhen only twenty-four were seen 

in the first five niles - to the Willow Creek crossing.,.. After crossing the 
creek I rode to the ridge to the south, probably one-quarter of a nile, and . 

counted fifty-eizht deer; the largest herd was eighteen, From Willow Creek 

to Steele Swamp o3u deer were seen, a distance of about two and one-half niles. 

The najority were in herds of ten to fifteen, the largest containing twenty- 

two. A number of large bucks were seen in the herds$ no count of does, fawns, 4 

and yearlings could be made because the deer are too wild to approach in this 
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open country, © The whole*of this trip was,in Juniper. -. Sage country. The 
“Juniper line on the north and south sides. of Willow Oretk was in as strong 

: ~contrast’ as the munber of deer seen, North of the creek’ only an occasional 
tree is trimmed up, while south of the creek every Juniper on the flats shows 

“a browse line. According to these observations the deer from the Four Mile 
and Wild Horse crossings swing south of Willow Creek nea® its head and con= 
time their movement to the south of the creek, That the majority of the 
deer are moving to the west of Blue Mt. was quite noticeable on the ride from 
Steele Swamp to Blue Mt. In the first two miles east of the Swamp fifty- 
three deer were seen, In the remaining fourteen miles only thirty-one} eight 
north of Blue Mt., twelve to the east of the mountain, and eléven between the 
Dry Valley field and the Willow Creek Ranch. : : 

Another point that should be mentioned is the shortage of yearling deer. 
I have not attempted to carefully average my counts as yet, but the count is 
noticeably short on yearlings, The fawn average will be high, 

Two interesting observatiof[s regardids predators were made on this 
trip. While tying my horse to agproach a Berd of deer on foot, I thought i 
noticed a coyote run through the herd, Te deer paid no attention whatever 
to him and I thought perhaps I had been mistaken. After observing these deer 
for some time I frightened them away and exanined the snow for tracks. There 
it was, the track of a large coyote right + hrough the center of the herd ‘ 
and not a head had been raised by the deer, : 

On another occasion, I saw a fawn coming through the woods at top speed. — 
I watched it to see the cause of its flight and as he ran out into a large 
Clearing a large eagle swooped down upon it. It dodged quickly into the brush 
and the eagle went up and over, As the fawn again eame into the clearing 
the eagle dove again, hitting its wings on the branches of a fallen snag. 
Again the little fellow was free, dashing to a heavy stand of yellow pine, 
_Here the eagle was forced to fly just above the ground because of the branches 
above, but he could not follow the fawn. 

PERIOD - JANUARY 1 to JANUARY 15, 1938 

In my last report I pointed out the evidence that a continual deer 
drift was taking place from the summer to the winter range despite the lack of 
deép snow. Of late this drift has not only been noticeablg in the remote 
portions of the sutmer range but..is very noticeable in those portions of the 
summer range immediately adjacent.to the winter. range. A striking example 

is the strip count made-at Badger Well on January 7. On this date only two : 
. deer, one doe and one’ fawn, were-seen in.the four mile stretch. Compare this 

With previous counts; September 27: three deer, October 10 eleven, November 23 
'_, Sighty, December’16 forty—five... I, not.only did not see, any deer, but very 

.. .: few fresh signs were noticeable-in: the: snow. a eae ‘ 

The road from Badger Yell to the Mowitz.Butte junction, four and one- 
half miles, was covered with snow and had not been traveled, A count of 
tracks crossing this road showed a result of 476 tracks toward the winter 
‘Tange and only 105 away from it. In this stretch there were fifty-one trails 
.fresh enough to clearly distinguish the direction of travel, Forty of these 
trails were heading toward the.winter range and only eleven away fron it, 

. These were trails presun,bly made by from three to ten. deer. he 
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“- on January 10:T rode horseback: in’ company with Mr. George Barmettler, 
U. S. Biological Survey trapper at Perez, to a point between Double Head Mt. - 
and Lone Pine Butte, On this ride we saw thirty-eight deer. .-Mr.. Barmettler 
has been covering this area all summer and fall and.reports that he has very. 
rarely seen a deer in this area, fhe first evidence of increase of deer was 

noticed by him on Détember 22 when he made this same ride on a.trap line. - On 
this date he saw six deer, on January 3 about fifty deer in fifteen miles, 
and he has seen from fifteen to twenty each day since, while making his trap lines. 
Unquestionably, regardless of the absence of heavy snow, the deer are moving 
onto the lowest portions of the winter range. . ' 

One day was spent in the hills west of Jess Valley. The. snow is no 
decper tn these hills than it is on the Garden. The day was spent going over 
an area that I covered quite thoroughly the last part of October. At that 
time there were a lot of deer in this area, On this day only one deer was 
jumped and only three fresh tracks were seen, . This indicates that the deer 

in this area also have moved to the lower country regardless of the absence 
of deep snow. j : 

On January 11 I returned to Blue Mt. and Crowder Flat. There are still 
considerable deer on and around Blue Mt. and they will probably remain here 

if the weather does not get any more severe than it is at present. Qn January 
1 about one hour was spent in looking over the country with glasses from the 
Blue Mt. lookout. The flats to the north of Blue Mt. were covered with deer, 
more than seven hundred were counted} one herd contained about 150. On January 
11 not a deer cound be seen from the lookout, so these herds have probably 
drifted to the south. In the drive from the Willow Creek Ranch to Blue Mt. 
and return, about R miles, fifty-seven deer were seen, 

The Crowder Flat strip count was the highest of any count thus far, a 
total of fifty-one deer, The highest count previous to this time is twenty- 
three, In a walk of possibly five miles east of Crowder Flat, I saw fifty- 

two deer. These deer are found in the mahogany adjacent to the meadows. 

Mr. Ogle and Mr, Cunningham, Weyerhguser Timber Company, timber cruisers, 
who are working in the timber country north of Crowder Flat, report a few deer 
all through the timber, On January 13 I accompanied them into the area north 
and east of Homestead Wells. After leaving our car we walked north toward 
the state line. About’a mile from the car we came upon 2 spot where a deer 

had plowed up considerable turf in setting all four for a quick stop. .On 
examining the tracks we found that coyotes had been chasing the deer, one on 
its heels and/one flanking it on either side. . This spot is about. one-quarter 
of a mile south of the Californiaoregon: line in Section 21, Township 4g North, 
Range 11 E., dnd ‘southwest from Cold Spring. in Dry Créek, Oregon. On back- 
tracking the deer T found there. had been ‘three of thon, jumped by.,coyotes while 

j feeding. While I ‘was backtracking,’ Ogle and Cunningham had tracked the deer 
for a short distance, and thinkingrit was getting away had quit the trail. 
There was very little snow on the ground and we did not think it possible for 

“a coyote to eatch’a deer ‘under ‘existing condifions. | % re 

““" Leaving thé trail we started off through the woods. ..We ‘had only. gone 
a short-distance when we noticéd two ‘large pieces of deer hide lying on the 
snow and the track of a single large coyote. Backtracking for possibly a 
quarter” of ‘a mile we came upon the kill, © We had. been within 100 yards of 
this spot when we quit before. Our faith in the ability of a.deer to escape 
had nearly made us miss seeing this most vivid record of a coyote deer kill 

ever witnessed, 
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After the heavy snow of the night of January 16, I drove to Willow 
Valley in company with Mr. Ogle and Mr. Cunningham, and walked through‘ and west 
on the state line tothe Wild Horse migration lane. - “on this ‘walk'wé saw only 
one deer track in the.fresh snow, Only two weeks ago there were quite a num- 
ber of deer in this area, Ranging north from Crowder Flat’ from four’ to ten 
inches of new snow fell during this storm. hie s : 

; There still are, however, a good many deer oh the edge of the timber: 
and Juniper country around Willow Creek Ranch and Blue Mt, In a round trip 
‘from the Ranch to Aspen Spring about fifty deer, most of these on the slopes 
of Blue Mt., Little Blue Mt., and in the Dry Valley field. Tracks show that 
they are concentrated on or adjacent to the mahogany covered ridges, 

A count of the Bird Spring - Aspen Spring strip @hows a total of sixty- 
“four deer, More than three times as many as any count previous to this time. 
Thirty-five of the total number of deer seen in the strip were seen in the 
fenced area near Pot Hole Spring, 1 have pointed out, before, the presence 
of good browse in this area, and the deer are cleaning it up fast. The 
Timbered Mountain strip, on January 29, netted a count of sixty-two. Here 
again the greater portion was seen on the mahogany covered slopes of the north 
end of the strip. Antlers are still very much in evidence} on this latter 

"count four were seen, two 4 pointers and two 3 pointers. 

. While it is noticeable that the deer are moving south from the timber 
they also can be seen pushing farther west onto the extremities of the winter 
range. Until-about January 15 it was a rare sight to see a deer along the 
r oad from Dry Lake into Nigger Bend on Clear Lake. Last Friday I saw thirty- 
two in about seven miles. These were all feeding on the grass covered hills. 
north and west of the road. Many persons whom I have contacted, who drive 
this road regularly, report seeing deer here every day now. They haye, then, 
moved into the south-vestward extremities of the winter range without the need 
of doing so because of weather conditions, for our weather is still mild and 
the snow is light. 

' ‘Since the grass has been covered with snow in the northern portion of 
the range the deer are found to be feeding more on browse. As'I find it, the 
plants uséd are in the following, order of preference. : ' 

oi “ly! Bitter-brush’ 
etd 22, ..Mahogany ‘ 

ONS st ey : if op Juniper oe sl aeeh teres 
wae ‘ : .. Sage. (tridentata) ~~ wed 

vege Dieu hiiee eee eae 

' A’point regarding the possible effect of topography on the migration 
in this area is worth noting. The eastmost lane thus far recorded is in the 
vicinity of Castle Rock Spring, Oregon, Almost due south'of these points a rin- 
rock ridge runs eastward to the Goose = Lake Ridge. This may be important 

: ‘in pushing the deer toward the Blue Mt. area instead of allowing them to drift 

on south, z 

PERIOD - MARCH 1 to MARCH 15, 1938 

The first of March I set out to get a census on the deer herd con- 
centrated on the western limit of the winter range in the @icinity of Cornell 

and Mammoth north of Perez and Dry Lake, 
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..... IN my last. report I pointed out. how the migration’ herd. from. Oregon: - < 
_and the Blue Mountain area were concentrating at thé edge of,the Juniper — 
‘and timber belts in the vicinity of Doublehead Mountain, ': These deer had 
pushed dow toward the very edges of the extremities-of the winter range .in 
the lava beds. When the heavy February storms came the deer were: forced. to 
drop down into the valley, 

The deer were in such a position that an éasy day's journey would put 
them onto the lowest extremities of the winter range and into safe territory. 
Ranchers in the vicinity observed the big push over the he,vily beaten trails 
that were left as evidence of the numbers of deer passing through the area, 

The temperatures suddenly dropped from near 20° above to 20° below zero, 
these temperaturesdrops being accompanied by heavy snow falls. The deer be- 
gan to push out of the Doublehead vicinity through a narrow strip of land _ 
between Doublehead Mountain and the Southern Pacific railroad tracks toward 
Harvey Jones Butte. This lane took them directly through the Dalton Ranch, 
the Tuck Courtwright Ranch, through Dead Horse Canyon and west across the 
Alturas-Klamath Falls highway, the Southern Pacific and Great Northern rail—_ 
road tracks into the lava beds range. From dawn to dusk they could see end~ 
less files of deer on all sides of them. One rancher actually tallied 5,050; 
his wife tallied 467 in about one hour, looking from the kitchen window. 

My best view of these deer was a speeder ride through the area on the 
Southern Pacific R, R. We tallied 2,080 deer in five miles, counting one- 

a quarter of a mile on each side of the track - or 4 mile strip 5 miles long. ~~ 
The section foreman who took Mr. Fred Johnson and myself on this ride reported 
that we did not see one-half the deer that were seen the day before when he 
took Mr, Paul Fair, the R-5 photographer, through this area a few days pre- 
viously. 

Taking a census of the herd on the area of final concentration was a 
fairly easy task because of their distribution and a good covering of snow. 
The. boundaries of the concentration were found to include an area of 45,12 
sections, some 29,000 acres. A count of fifteen strips at randon points 
throughout the area covering 23.25 miles and totaling 6,520 acres netted a 
total actual count of 3,343 deer, There were .51 deer per acre in the area 
counted, Based on this average the total deer herd in this concentration 
is UL,7e7. According to reports the deer have moved into an area farther 
to the west than I have figured in the concentration area, However, in this 
vicinity the deer are found to be mixing with the drift from the Glass Mountain 
area to the west of the lava beds, To figure acreage in this territory would 
include deer other than the migrants fron the north, In view of this fact I 
‘consider the above. figure conservative, and feél ‘that. the actual herd is in 

oy » exeegs of .15,000 deer, ~. ” a ae wk SUES OR tee eS eet ats ge 

ea - . During the migration of’ Novefiber ‘and Décetibér, Ivestimated the herd 
of Oregon migrants at 15,000°and the Devil's Garden of resident herd.at 5,000, 
making a total of 20,000 deer wintering in this area, Reh 
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asi ar STUDY OF MODOC LAVA BEDS DEER CONCENTRATION 0% mcg use 

: MARCH and APRIL 1938, <0" --2) 000+ 

In securing a count on this herd the following plan was followed: 
¥ : ue Yr 

1. To define the limits of the herd concentration area by determining 

: ; ‘where deer and fresh deer sign*were noted, pea eo 

2, Strip counts were made at random throughout the area, d _ 

3. All deer counted were tallied as the counts were made. : 

4, The strips were paced and tallied to accurately ascertain the 
. distance covered and the range of visibility. : 

5. The total herd was computed by the number of deer actually seen 
_ and recorded. 

6. Computations were made on an acreage and actual count basis that 
Bives a count of over 11,000 deer. 

COUNT STRIPS 

A strip beginning at the Tule Lake rim on the north 
edge of the concentration area to a point five miles : 
east on the Southern Pacific Railroad tracks was Deer Acres 
counted twice from a Southern Pacific speeder. Results (2,080) (800) 
eed cabs nes cst re ee 50 g00 

(The figure 2,080 is not used in the total for con- 

: putation as this is recognized as an unnatural 
: concentration, and was made a few days previous 

++, to the other counts.) se: 

From a point on the highway. ,6 of a mile north ofthe 
Geo. Courtwright ranch east toward Harvey Jones Butte, ee 

1.25 miles x = mile visibility ------------- aye 400 

Looking over a slope and ravine with binoculars 4 x + nile 26 80 

From the east end of the above strip south along the west 
fence line of the Dalton Ranch, 1 mile x 4 mile visibility 0 320 

From a point near the north boundary of the Modoc 

Forest at highway marker 2,078 #60, 2 miles x 4 mile 
visibility, east toward the Clear Lake Hills 271 640 

From the east end of the above strip south along the 
top of the ridge toward Tucker Butte, 1 mile x $ nile 

visibility ------------+------------ 238 320 

From the south end of this strip west to the highway 
in3/h midies x + tile visibility = = --=+-=-<4 2 == - 140 560 

From Sagehorn's gate on the highway west toward Mammoth 

ob tiles x4 mile vieibiiityeii - <= ==. = 2 = = 155 360 

lies



COUNT STRIPS (CONT). ...,... ee 

Return from Marmoth in a northeasterly direction to= Deer Acrea 
ward Casuse Mt. and to the highway by way of the road 

,erossing the railroad opposite Dear Horse Canyon. 
3 miles x } nile visibility tis 20h = 4go 

A strip fron the south of Tule Lake basin to a 
point two miles south along the Great Northern Rail- ih 
road, 2 miles x $ mile visibility 257 640 

East from the highway through Dead Horse Canyon ; 
1 mile x 4 mile visibility 169 320 

From a point $ mile south of highway marker 2078 ¢ 60 
in a southwesterly direction toward the north slope i 
of Casuse Mountain 14 miles x 4 mile visibility 223 4go 

A strip 1 mile wide, about 4 miles from the highway 
north on the Clear Lake road, where the Som range 
east for a short distance toward Doublehead Mountain 

on a Juniper ridge 1 mile x $ nile visibility 37 320 

TOTAL 2555 5720 

The areas to the east and west on the map that are set off in blue are . 
~ portions that are Imown to have northern migrating deer on them but are some- 

what questionable as to numbers, These areas are not included in the figures. 

On the east the deer were not heavily concentrated and on the west they are 
known to mix with the wintering herds from the west. These areas comprise 
3,520 acres. ? ; 4 y 

: The area of heavy concentration, totals 25,357 acres. In this area 
5,720 acres were counted, giving a total count of 2,555 deer. These figures 
give a value of . deer per acre, and for the area a minimum of 11,150, 
after discounting the over-counted along the Southern Pacific Railroad 
tracks. : i :



; SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

I. Fall end Winter Migrations from Oregon Summer Range to California - 
‘- Winter Range. se: 

The migration of deer fron the extensive summer range of the Fremont 
Forest and Oregon Mule Deer Refuge that joins the Modoc Forest's Devil's 

Garden District of northeastern California,is cf ‘such a definite and conclusive 
nature that there can be no question regarding its taking place. ace 

The first definite information regarding the actual location of the i 

various lanes of migration was on October -29 when:Ranger Iverson, of the Devil's 
Garden District, Modoe Forest, and myself met an Oregon trapper, Mr. Alvorson. 
In our crivorsation he described three principal migration lanes, Later obser- 
vations showed three definito nigration lanes located at Four Mile Creek, 
Wild Horse Creek, and Eastern Yokum Valley on the California-Oregon State Line, 
exactly at the same three spoke that Mr. Alvorson had said he had observed deer 
crossings for years. During this conversation we also learned that definite 

migration lanes had been observed on Quarts Mountain, some twenty-five niles 

north of the lanes crossing the state line. Upon studying the maps of the 

Modoc Forest and the Fremont Forest it seemed entirely logical that these lanes 
could be the same continuous lanes of migration. 

The first notable increase of deer in the Devil's Garden area was a 
light snow fall in early October (See semi-monthly report, Oct. - Nov. 1937). 
Fron this time on a continual drift, precipitated by each new storn, was taking 
place, During their early movement it was difficult to get definite informa- 

tion on numbers of deer, lanes of travel, etc., because of the many hunters in 

the vicinity, but the movement was very evident to everyone in the locality of 

Blue Mountain, Crowder Flat, Steele Swamp, Bird Spring, and other noints along 

the migration lanes, 

The next snow storm, the night of November 10, greatly precinitated, the 
Movement, and a good covering of snow made it possible to obtain sone definite 
information on migration lanes and numbers of deer passing into California, 
(See Bi-monthly report oct. ~ Nov. 1937). Because of new snow falls during 
the nights of November 11, 12, and 13, excellent observational conditions 
existed for counting of tracks on the migration lanes. It was at this tine 
that the lanes at Four Mile and Wild Horse Creeks were located, At these 
points a number of trails were seen,. some made by the passage of large herds, 
some by only a.few deer, but all close enough together to leave the signs of an 
extensive movement southward toward the lower ranges, .. At both Wild Horse and 
Four Mile Creeks the heaviest: travel. was concentrated in a limited lane of possi- 
bly three to four tenths of a mile,.with a straggling drift-across.the state 
line from Yokum Valley to the:Grohs! Rim Rock Ranch. . : ‘ 

Because of the many tracks seen. crossing ‘the Toad between Crowder: Flat 

and the State Line (See Bi-monthly report.oct. = Nov..1937), it was quite evi- 
dent that a definite migration lane was passing, somewhere east of the western 
edge of Yokum Valley. It was not until late December, when sufficient snow 
fell for trailing, that this lane was found, At this tine t+ ie-w cevii art 
was over, but undoubtedly this is the eastmost.migration lane. It was found 

to run southward just touching the eastern edge of Yokum Valley and crossing 
Dry Creek Canyon at Castle Rock and Cold Spring. The southward movement on 

this lane is interrupted just south of Cold Spring by a precipitous lava rin 

that is more or less continuous eastward to the Goose Lake Rim, The ledge 
nakes southward movenent impossible in most places. This ledge probably ac- 
counts for the deer swinging southwest and thu s drifting into the Blue Moun- 

tain area. -13- mn



After having covered the State Line during the Novenber storm and 

locating the Wild Horse and Four Mile Creek crossings, an attempt was made to 

locate the lanes to the north in Oregon. Because of the mild weather it was 

necessary to do this quickly before the snow had disappeared, thus sacrificing 

further obseryations on the State Line that undoubtedly would have proved inter- 

esting and valuable, - H : , 

: Driving west from Lr*oviow, Oregon, on the Lakcview-Klamath Falls high- 

way, three very definite migration lanes were found. One at Drew's Gap and 
‘ * two on Quartz Mountain (See Bi-monthly report Oct. - Nov. 1937). The lanes 

+ on Quartz Mountain, directly north of the crossings on the State Line, fitted 

in very nicely. The Drew's Gap crossing, however, was so far eastward that 
at that time it was difficult to tie it in with the other Imown lanes, but 

. did help to strengthen ‘observations of another lane to the last of those found. 

The finding of the eastern Yokum Valley or Cold Spring lane directly south of 

Drew's Gap supports the contention that they are continuous migration routes. 
With the finding of the lanes, appearing simultaneously with the great increase 

of deer in the Blue Mountain area, it is not unreasonable to assume that deer 

are moving directly into California from as far north as Quartz Mountain in 

Oregon. bs 

It is questionable if nore than a very few of the deer summering in the 

Oregon Mule Deer Refuge and the surrounding summer range remain in this area 
to winter. Nearly all available wintering areas close to the summer range 

are now fenced ranches and ranch meadows. It is thought that the deer start- 

: ing the southward ‘movement continue on to the open winter range of the Modoc 

Lava Beds, - 

The deer moving into the winter range areas of the Modoc Forest this 
winter were not driven by snows or unfavorable climatic conditions. Snow fall 

was light and temperatures were relatively high until long after the herds 
were concentrated on the very edges of the lowest portions of the winter range. : 

® In fact the deer arrived at the various portions of, their route quite onsched- 
ule, as noted by observers from year to year. This fact is interesting in 

view of the many theories of the cause of migration, It would seem that it is 
such a well formed habit with these deer to move south into California that 
they moved toward winter security regardless of forage conditions and the 

: immediate necessity for doing so. . *' : ‘ 

i -, The noverient’this past winter’ was not observed as mass migration, 
Although the ‘early storms started the deer moving apparently on schedule, the 
migration, as"it‘is called, took. more ‘the form of a drift. This drift con- 
tinued fron early October, until about, thé first of January with’ the heaviest 

; novenent probably-oécurring between Decenbér 10 and 25. Large herds of deer 
-" .- would.suddenly appear in various portions df the.sarea and then move’ on, srad- 

.° ually working southward..-Areas that were covered carefully to the: south . 
: would be ‘found tn have no tleer, or very few.’ Then in a short period, the sane 

: area would be alive’with deer and the country “to: ‘the north practically deserted. 

There can be no doubt about the drift, although it was somewhat difficult to 
_ geb definite information.on the movement ‘in regard to numbers.’ This south and 
" westward movenent continued until the entiré herd was finally "bottled" up near 

Doublehead Mountain south of Clear Lake, Shortly. they. began to’ spread to the 
open hillsides to the south and west of Doublehead, feeding on the abundant 

crop of grass which had responded to September rains, Here they remained 
until the February storms finally ‘forced them to-drop dom into the lower Lava 

Beds Range. (See. Jan, 16-31 Semi=nonthly report and the Merch 23 Modoc Lava 
Beds concentration counts)... © uit 

14. 13 ae



‘ In addition to the heavy concentration of deer found ‘on “the Lava Beds 

Range, deer from the Devil's Garden resident herd and Oregon migrants are ~ 

known to winter in the vicinity of Steele Swamp, Blue Mountain, Little Blue 

Mountain, Tinbered Mountain, Doublehead Mountain, the Alturas—Canby rim, and 

south of Howards Gulch in the vicinity of Pit River - these latter crossing 

from the Devil's Garden at Howard's Gulch. It is thought that the great 

najority of the deer found in the Lava Beds concentration are Oregon nigrants, 

and those on the Alturas-Canby rim and Pit River side greatly consist of 

Devil's Garden resident deer and migrants from the North Warner Mountains, 

crossing to the Devil's Garden at Joseph Creek, north of Alturas, 

2, Herd Age Class and Sex Commosition. 

Many hundreds of deer were seen and counted during field observations 

in the winter. but the accuracy of nany counts as to herd composition is 

questionable. However, & count as accurate as we enuld possibly make was 

obtained on 1262 deer. Most of these deer were counted during the rutting 

season when the bucks were easily and more often seen. It is thought that 

‘ this count of does, bucks, yearlings, end fawns is fairly representative os | 

the deer herd composition in this area. The total of 1262 deer consisted of 

the following: 434 adult does, 34.3%, 77 adult bucks, 6.1%, 531 fawns 42.1%, 

220 yearlings, 17.5%. : : 

According to these figures a sex ratio of one buck to 5.6 does. is found 

in the area - only bucks of legal antler classes, three points and better, are 

considered in arriving at this figure. The spring fawn crop was found to be 

1.2 fawns per doe. Comparing the yearling count, which represents the survival 

of the second year fawms, with the count of 531 first’ year fams it is found 

t_hat the total of 220 is less than half of 531 counted. This finding tends 

to support, the many reports of a heavy fawn loss from poverty in the early 

. Months of 1937, while on the winter range in California the year-previous:to 

this study. - oe s 

3, Range Conditions : 

The entire range extending fron the lowest portions of the Modoc Lava 

Beds. to the Oregon summer range, is a multiple use range offering only a limit- 

ed.nunber of forage types. The principal browse’ species of which ares 

: Common Name ; Scientific Nane 

: Bitterbrush.. ; Purshia tridentata - 

_« Curly leaf Mt. mahogany , Cercocarpus ledifolius 

.: Serviceberry ; Amelanchier alnifolia 

Snowbrush . : Ceanothus velutinus © 

Black sage : ~ Artemesia nova 

, Big sage " tridentata 

Western juniper. ‘ ; Juniperus occidentalis ; 

Bromus, Poa, and Agropyron grasses occur along ‘with the browse species. 

"Its limited altitudinal range offers little or no escape areas where 

_ wildlife can isolate itself from domestic stock} as a result the signs of 

_. | over use and conflict arevevident over. wide areas. 

Because of the great: pressure of year-long utilization of the’ browse 

types during drouth years they have, been seriously damaged. Bitter brush, 

-15-



@ one tine affording cone of the best available food supplies of the area, 

now is weakened or killed throughout much of the ‘area, It is only ‘occasionally 
that plants showing new growth are found, and in most instances, this srowth 

is completely fed off. It has been so seriously ‘abused that its existence on 

this range is threatened. Mountain Mahogany, likewise, has been reduced to 
negligible importance as a present food sunply for deer because everyvhere it 

has been browsed so high-that it can no longer be reached for utilization. It 
is difficult to finda single young By tterbrush' or Mahogany plant that has not 
deen closely browsed, usually "mushroomed" to: the sround.. . Everywhere throush- 
out the area a "deer line" is present on the Juniper, -and throughout areas of 

heavy concentration nearly all trees show a conspicuous and uniform line as 

high as the deer can reach. Sage brush also shows varying degrees of use over 

all the range. The condition of these latter types, sage and juniper, are in 

thenselves indicators of the condition of the preferred species of browse. 

As would be expected on a range that shows serious overuse of browse 

plants, the ground cover is also badly damaged, The sods of the more valuable 
Bromes and Bluegrasses are seriously thinned, © Only occasionally the less 

palatable Bunchgrasses will not be found cropped to the ground. The resulting 

effect is that sheet and wind erosion have consequently become active in re- 
ducing the top soils, leaving the remaining grass sods sitting hich upon pedes- 

‘tals, with the less fertile, barren sub=soils in between, The condition of 

the range as a whole is such that the continuation of the present abuse by 
overstocking of domestic stock and deer can mean only destruction of both range 

and the herds, 

It is difficult to point out preferred utilization by either domestic 

stock or deer on this range for it is not a matter of preference but a matter 

of availability that plants are fed upon. : 

A further indicator of deer forage conditions was the condition of the 
deer themselves. General observations of deer on the range showed them to 

be in excellent physical condition. However, an epportunity of closely ex- 
amining the skinned carcasses of many bucks during the early October period 
of heavy kill in the Bird Spring area revealed that time after time deer re- 
ported to be fat by hunters, were by no means fat. They were, in all in- 

_stances, in good condition but not fat, showing only slight traces of fat. In 

_;, ,, reality they were close to being poor. 

3 The most evident example of conflict of use on the area was seen on the 
Lava Beds range in the area of heavy concentration, This range, a deer and 

sheep winter range, and a spring lambing range, is so seriously overgrazed 

that very little available food remains for the thousands of deer that movo. 

in here during the severest part of the winter. This past winter's mild 
weather and abundant moisture afforded an excellent growth of grass which ma- 
tured sufficiently to make'excéllent feed for wintering deer. . The deer, even 

in this crowded area camé through in fair condition, but they left behind them 
7 a clean picked range. In early April, before the deer had begun to move east 

and northward, the lambing herds began to move in. Under such conditions it 
is impossible for a rangé to make any recovery. It is highly questionable 
if this range will ever recover from its present condition under the continued 
present use. In view of thé status of open range lambing it would seem logical 

that wildlife priority on this range -dhuld be considered. 

The necessity of immediate relief by reduction of both domestic and deer 
cannot be overemphasized,. In view of the present use, topography and general 

range conditions, a serious conflict between domestic stock and deer is inevit- 
able, and unless .a.reduction.of grazing animals,both domestic livestock and deer, 

. is.made, improyement of the range cannot be expected. ‘ 

 alb-



4, Conclusions and Recommendations - 

1. Three definite migration lanes are knom to lead from the Fromont 
Forest, Oregon deer summer range to the Modoc Forest, California 
winter range. : 

2. These lanes are probably continuous southward from a considerable 
. distance north of Quartz Mountain, Oregon. 

3. Deer undoubtedly move slowly for a distance of 100 miles from the 
. North and south limits of the yearlong range area. : 

4. Movement begins southward over these lanes in the early fall. The 

fall of 1937 the first noticeable movement was October 7, and con= 
tinued until late December. The heaviest movement near the state 

_ dine is probably between December 10 and 25, 

5. Oregon deer migrating into and wintering in California total more 

. than 10,000, 

6. It is estimated that at least 20,000 deer winter on the area in- 
cluding the Devil's Garden District and that portion of the Double- 
head District in the vicinity of Cornell and Doublehead Mountain 

. of the Modoc Forest. : 

(+ The deer winter range as a whole is seriously overgrazed. Relief 

by the reduction of domestic stock and deer of both sexes is im- 

perative. 

8. Deer herd reduction by the removal of surplus -ntlerless deer is 
recommended, Removal of antlerless deer should be by special 

. season and controlled hunting. 

9. It is recommended that the special season for herd control hunting 

. should not open before November 1. 

10, A good surfaced road into the Blue Mountain area is needed in order to 
, get hunters into the area for herd control hunting, 

11. It is recommended that hunting effort for herd control be concentrated 
in the area bounded by Crowder Flat, Willow Creek Ranch, and Timbered 

Mountain on the east; the state line on the north; Steele Swamp and 

Clear Lake on the west; and the Alturas-Klamath Falls Highway to Hacka- 

. More on the South. 

12. It is further recommended that the two refuges on the problem area, the 

Mule Deer Refuge in Oregon and Refuge 1B in California be opened to 
. hunting when conditions justify their need, 

13. Further studies are needed to obtain additional information needed in 
the management of this deer herd and the forage supply on which it 
is dependent. 
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1229 WINTER DEER RANGE SURVEY REPORT 

Malheur National Forest - Oregon 

Unsatisfactory and criticel game conditions now existing on 
the Malheur are directly attributable to past game managemont 
policics in the Pacific Northwest ond the present stage of develop- 
ment in wildlife administration and management. Big gamc manage- 
ment in Oregon and Washington is currently suffering from the 

growing pains incidental to transition from an cra of protection 
to one of systomatic utilization. As a result the big game ranges 
are suffering from numcrous local afflictions arising from the 
erroncous assumption that wildlifo must primarily be protectod 
and incressed, and failure to appreciate cxisting natural limiting 
factors such as depletion of wintor range. } 

In general these game problem areas aro not unlike thoso oxpor- 
ienced elsewhere in the west ond in other sections of the United : 
States. The details may vary but the couse, offect, and roquired 
treatment are fundamentally the same. The destruction of big gamc 

rangos by an overpopulation of game animals and the resultant loss 
of the gamc herds has been witnessed frequently in roecnt years and 
is by no means phonomenale Jackson Hole snd tho Kaibab are classic 
examples of a condition that ot prescnt can bo found in several 
large arcas on and adjacont to the notional forests of Region Six. 
Inasmuch as such problem areas ultimately rosult in the solf-destruction 

of the game herds within their boundarivcs and often give rise to sorious 
conflicts betwoen wildlife end domestic livestock interests, tho 
Forest Service has boen vitally conecrned. 

In seeking to secure action by the administrative bodics 
responsible for the management of the game species it was found that 
there was a conspicuous lack of factual information relative to the 
areas involved ond thet regardless of the sevority of conditions 
satisfactory action could not be obtainod until the facts were 
available. To mect this situation winter game studics and surveys 
were inaugurated by the Forcst Servicce 

: The problem areas in Region Six devoloped first in tho 

Eastern Oregon decr and elk ranges and Grant County soon gained the 
spotlight as having the largest mule decr herd and the most critical 
winter range in the Regione As carly as 1933 it was generally 

recognized that the deer were increesing on the Malheur Forest 
beyond the carrying capacity of the winter forage and subsequent 
investigations recorded the rapid destruction of the browse on the



wintering grounds. In spite of the apparont rango depletion 
remedial action was not taken duc to the groat divergenee of 
opinion regarding causes of range decline, numbers of decr, 
location of winter ranges, normel food habits, and influonce of 
domestic livestock. Public opinion had been molded to favor game 
refugos and rigid hunting laws designod to protect the decor. 
Tho idea of an ovor-nbundanco of deer nocossitating tho oponing 
of rofugos and the logel killing of doo deor was entirely revolution- 
ary. This attitude made it difficult to sceure the prompt action 
nocossary to forestall the imponding rango destruction, and ultimato 

starvation of the dopendent decor hords. 

In 1938 tho Malheur Forost conducted a survey of the winter 
ranges within end adjacont to its boundaries, Tho facts secured 
did much to creato an opinion favorablo to the necessary manage- 
mont practices and helped sccurc tho opening of the Myrtlo Park 
and Canyon Creck Refugese Thoy likewiso paved the way for the 
oxperimontal doo scason which was hold in the Murderers Crock arco 

The 1939 Legislature extended the area to be open to doe 
hunting during the 1939-0 sexsons to include e large portion of 
the Malheur Forest, and liberalized the regulations to permit the 
taking of does during the regular sernsone This will be attempted 
in Region Six to reduce a deer herd to the carrying capacity of 
the winter range and marks o definite forward step in monagement. 

In view of the action started and the increasing serious 
condition of the winter forage, o winter renge survey in 1939 
became essential. The following report summarized the results 
of the 1949 survey. 

In order to avoid repetition ond references to previous 
work the present report is prepared os a supplement to the "Report 
on the 1938 Winter Deer Renee Survey and Deer Consus - Malheur 
National Forest, Oregon". This yoar's efforts wore directed 
largely toward checking the most important areas covered in 1938. 
Duc to a shortage of gamo funds it was found inadvisablo to attompt 
a survey of all the winter ranges adjacent to the Malheur, therefore 
several large, sparsely populated scctions wore not examinod. 

As in the previous survey, the crow was composat ontiroly 
of forest officers ond local short term omployecs regularly 
employed by tho Forest Service. Tho following list gives the namo ; 
end position of all crew mombers and the number of days spent in tho 
ficld on actual survey work: 
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C. Ae Bonnett, Asste Supervisor 3/ 0 + 
Geo. M. Palmor Ranger ee 10 
W. W. Word n 3/20-=3/23 k 
W. E. Barnett ” 3/1-3/20 7 
E. Halvorson Adm. Guard 3/13/20 ii 
8. Snyder n z 3/11-3/28 13 
M. O'Brion " " Z/Aih-h/2 18 
C. Oard if i 3/17-li/2 12 
F. Potter ERA 3/20—3/2h, h 
H. Cardwoll . 3/7-3/2 15 
0. Edwards Jy. Biologist In Charge vende 20: 

Total Man Days Tuy 

Deer Consus Data 

All deer secn during the survey were rocky moumtagin mule 
decr, odocoileus homionus macrotise The population estimtes given 
are based on the number of decor scom end the abundance of deer sign, 
giving cuc consideration to the typo of country covered, i. os, 
ground cover and topography, the relative amount covered, previous 
woather conditions, and visibilitye.« They are not based on an 
arbitrary correction figure mochanically applicd to the total 
number of deer scon, Obviously tho estimetes cen indicate only 
the approximte number of docr and are therefore given’ in round 
numborse Their primary function is to indicctc population trends, 

and for this purposo thoy aro reliable and of value for manaroment 
purposose 

In like manner the carrying capecitics given aro not bascd 
upon a comprchonsive study to determine the amount of forage por 
acre available and tho volumo of browse required to support o doors 
They represent estimetes formed by the range investigator and 
while the actual numerical figure is by itself of little velue, the 
relation between this figure and the estimated population indicates 
the oxisting balance botween the amount of winter forage available 
and the present population. Two carrying capacitics are listed 
for the major wimtering arcas. Ono, the 190 carrying capacity, 
indicates tho approximate number of deer that the winter range 

7 should carry to prevent further depletion during the coming winter 

of 1939-0. The othor, the potential carrying capacity, indicates 
tho approximate number that could be carried without danger of 

y range deplotion if the browse species were permitted to recovor 
near maximum productivity. Carrying capacity estimates are givon 
only for the most important wiitse 
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Locality i__Count._+____ Estimate __+ “Est. Carnying Cape |_ 
(Major concentration areas of vital importance) + 1958 : 1939 + 1938 + 1939 + 190 + Potential + 

John Day River, North Side_ : = 2 : . : 

Holmes-Johnny Creek fue Ble O: 100 : SO 3 
Johnny Creek-Franks ) 3 se 451): 3 950): : 
Frenks-Marks } :1,71 : 901): 3,800 : 3,000): : 
Marks-Cummings . : : Ghb)s : 2,000): : 
Cummings-Belshew : 997 :1,436': 2,100 : 3,000 : : 
Belshaw-Birch $y, 426-31,4835 : 25,7002: 1,000 « : 
Birch-Ht. Vernon Hot Springs > 863 : Ol: 2,000: 2,500 : 2 
Beech Creek, West Side fs b5G1s 76h : LeOOdT2: 21,500 : 3 

Beech Creek-Davis Creek 21,20) :1,119 : 2,500: 2,00 : 2 
Davis Creek-Prairie City-Bates Highway : 25): 300: 500 3 600 : 2 

26,537 36,292 : 15,000 : 20,000 : ~ 8,000 : 10,000 ~~~ 

Area Bordering Whitman National Forest : ; : : : : 
Jeff Davis Creek-Rail Creek $558, gl: 1 000i: A000 Fe ee oy. _* 

: 336: 41 : 1,000: 1,000: : 

John Day River, South Side Sens : : : : 
Stawberry Creek-Canyon Creek : 622: 384 : 2,000 : 1,500: 3 
Canyon Creek-Smoky Creek 21 067: 8h5 : 3,000 eg oe Ge 

21,689 :1,229 :~ 5,000 : 11,000 : ~ 8,000 : 3,000 

t 3 ; ; : : 
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Locality tepsa Sount, 2 _ Estimate _: ate Carrying Cape 
__(lajor concentration areas of vital importance) + 1938 + 1939" + 1998 "1939": 19s Potential 

South Fork John Day, East Side 3 : 2 3 : : 

Smoky Creek-IMurderers Crock) 3 i, Ugho)- ¢ : i000): C 

Murderers Creek-Deer Creek ) ¢ 19855: 1,870) : 6,000: 4,000) : 

Deer Creek-Alsup Creek 2 808: 673 2 5,700: —4,000<: : 

South Fork John Day, West Side ; : : : : : 
Donovan Creel=-Pine Creek 2 1,65: 928 3. 1g5005  -2;500 7: : 

Pine Creek-Fort Creek 2 fs BeDs 5G td p0008 500 2 cee eer a 
: 8,648: 1,937 + 12,000: 15,000 :~ 4,000 : 7,000 
3 : : : : : 

Total : 11,212: 11,799 : 33,000: [0,000 :  ilj,000 : “20,000 

(Areas unsurveyed or of doubtful value as : ¢ : = : : 

oo wiper deer maneg i 7c. Fe a : : : 3 

Silvies River and Arce Bast to Malhour River = + : : : : : 
Watershed : $ . ® : ; 

Silvics River Drainage : 216: 18: 1,700: 1,500 « : 

Dry Croek-Cow Crock 2 poe GG F002 500. ae 

i.) 300! S70 : 2,000: 23000 3 : ** 
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Locality Aerts A tc snes he te ee ee 
(Areas unsurveyed or of doubtful valuc as winter : : : : 3 : 

i te nance OE ctr cee gntere te acca cE AOU 8 5 SAO dt Booed 
Malheur River Arca 2 : : : : : 

Van-Pine Creek : 68: 233 300 : 300 : : 
Van-Griffin Crock 2 123): 10h: 500): 500 : : 
Griffin Creck-Birch Creek Se es Wa eer ee eM wee 200 : : 

: 191 : 1)8: 800 : 1,000 : : ek 

North Fork Melhour River te et eee BON : 7 
: ee) * i Om 600 * : 

Migratory Herds : ta : : 2 : : 
From Little Malheur to Clover Creck, Route #1 : 2 FORK 5 200 3 1,000 : : 
Crosses Malheur East of Juntura, Route 72 : : : 100 : 100 : 3 
South Through Black Hills, Route #4 3 3 RK g 200 s 300 : ¢ 

- South Fork Malhour vie Crowcamp Hills,Rowte #i: =» 80: ees 600: 1,000 : : 
: : 80 : io Peo : eK 

Reported Door Wintoring Arcas not Surveyed : : ; : : : 
Hiddle Fork : : 3 200 : 500 : : 
Long Creek=-Deer Creek 4 ‘ ‘ : L000 3 3 

Cottonwood Creck Ceammeale: <i Sy alee oe E00 te ce, : 
: lest : “00°: 2,000 : : eK 

Total x), ©6063." 516: -59000 : 8,000" « : 

cn et: ee a ee 
*Estimate not made. Area included in Whitman surveys 
**Arce of doubtful value during severe winters; is apparently not normal winter deer range. 
**kArea not covered by 1959 surveys 
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Seasonal Movenonts ond Migrations 

This year's study supported tho findings of the previous 
report. Although the general arcas involved and routes of travel 
are known, detailed Imowledge regarding numbers, routes and time 
of movement is not available. A more intimate Imowledte of these 

scasonal movements ond migrations is necossery for a thorough 
undcrstanding of the deer situation, but thcso intimate details 
are not vitally cssential for managencnt purposcse 

An effort should be made to sceure more information 
rogarding the migratory herds and in particular the one that 

migrates from the Little-Malheur-Ironside arca to the Clover 

Croek-Wostfall districte 

Condition of Winter Range 

The past winter was unusually mild with very little snow- 
fall on the winter renges and very modcrato temperatures prevailing. 
The carly fall rains produced a fair growth of grocn grass and the 
lack of snowfall pormitted the usc of this unusual source of 
winter feod until the middlo of December, sparing a large amount 
of the scanty browsc supplye The decor wore not foreed onto the 
concentration arcas by crusted snow until the middle of Fobruary 

and tho spring growth of grass was available soon aftere Such 
decidedly unusual wintering conditions made possible o much highor 
survival than was expected and greatly reduced the damage to the 
browse specicse Although mild woathcr prevailed the decor wore 
concentrated in a smaller arca thon in 1938. This was due to the 

formation of a heavy crust on the snow. In goneral, the bitter- 
brush was severely over-utilized and large quantities of Juniper 
and other coniferous specics were uscde Extreme high~skirting of 
Juniper did not occur except on the heaviest uscd arcas and a very 
noticeable recovery of this specics hrs been made since the winter 
of 1936-37. Notwithstanding the favorable weather expericneed 
the most important ond palatable spocics, iec., bitterbrush and 
mountain mahogany suffered considerable damage. The cffoct of 

this will undoubtedly be o further decline in range productivitye 

Thus, the disparity between the number of doer and available forage 

will bo oven grocter during the coming winter of 1939-l0. 
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Conditions on the various concentration areas are described 
in the following: 

Canyon Creek, As reported last year range conditions on 
this unit are entremely poor. The major change noted was a shift- 
ing of the heavy concentration to a comparatively small area near 
Canyon City where the browse is in fairly good condition due to : 
its proximity to the city. The total acreage of this area is 
small and it'represents the last source of normal forage. Relatively 
few deer were found compared to former years and a marked shortage : 
of yearlings was noted. Large bands of deer move through this 
area in the spring and fall and its total use is much greater than 

is indicated by the number of deer remaining to winter here. 

Canyon Creek-Strawberry Creek, The bulk of the forage on 
this unit was depleted during the winter of 1936-37 and most of 
the deer perished at that time. Although the present wintering 
herd is extremely small the spring, summer and fall use is heavy 
and does not permit the browse to recover. Very few yearling deer 

were observed. 

Jackass Creek-Canyon Crecke As in the other units on the 
south side of the John Day River a marked shortage of yearling 
deer was notede Range damage has progressed to the stage where 
yearlings are unable to compete with adult decr for the available 
browse, The vitality of favms reared by under nourished does 
will necessarily be impaired. In common with the rest of the 
range on this side of the river the normal carrying capacity is low 
due to a natural shortage of browse apparently caused by the un- 

. favorable exposure and topographye 

South Fork John Day River. A heavier concentration of deer 
at the lower elevations was noted this year and the concentration 
area was considerably smaller, Range conditions are even more 

critical than in previous yoars and the amount of forage that 
will be available per deer during the coming winter is but a 

fraction of the amount required during a normal season. The ratio 
of yearling to adult decr was smaller than that previously noted 
and it is significant that the bulk of the carcasses found were 
those of yoarling deer. The results of hay feeding conducted by 
the State Game Commission emphasized the conclusion reached 
elsewhere after similar attempts, is ee, that artificial feeding 

in overpopulated areas is.inadvisable, and does not offer a moans 

of either sustaining the population or protecting the ranges 
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North Side John Day River--Betes-Prairic Highway to Rail 
Creek, The number of decr listed for this unit does not show f 
the use it is subjected to as a large number of deer wintering to 

the west move through this area on thoir way to and from the summer 

range, Although it shows definite signs of improvement since the 

winter of 1936-37 when it was practically denuded and a large loss 

occurred, it still carrics more deer than the range can supporte 

North Side John Day River--Prairic-Bates Highway to Boar 
Creek, This small section is mentioned separately as it is the 
only area immediately adjacent to the national forest along the 
John Day River that is not severely damaged by excessive game usc. 
The arce was formerly inhabited by a large population of homesteaders 
and miners and in all probability the deer were subjected to 
continuous hunting. The ready accessibility of this comtry and 
the number of small farms still in operation are factors that 
discourage deer from frequenting the arca at the present time. 

North Side John Day RiversBear Creek to Johnny Creeks 
Over most of this large, important winter range an abundance of 
browse is normally proscnt. The favorable exposure and wide 
browse belt make it the most productive area per acro of all the 
wintcring grounds bordoring the Malheur, At presont the most 
palatable browse spccics, bitterbrush, is rapidly dying out and 
the mountain mahogany has been severoly trimmed so that the lower 
branches are dead and no longer productive. The great bulk of 
coniferous forage available (mainly Western Juniper) has shown a 
pronounced recovery since the winter of 1936-37, but a browse lino 
is still very much in evidencee. This is indicative of the low 
palatability of Juniper. A marked increase in numbers of deer 
was evident in this area and the ratio of yearling to adult decr 
wes noticeably lower than last year, The bulk of dead deer found 
were yearlings, clearly indicating that the condition of the range 
is critical and that a normal snowfall would have undoubtedly 
brought about a tremendous losse 

East Side John Day River--Johnny Crock=Kimborly. The amount 
of browse in this area per acre is but 2 fraction of that in the 
proceding unit and thc browe belt is very nerrow and restricted 
to unfavorable slopes and oxposurcs. Normal carrying capacity is 
therefore low, This arca has not been thoroughly covered and 
further work is noeded, especially in the section between Holmes 
Creek and Rudio Creeks 

Rudio Creck-Cottonwood Crock. This unit has not boon 
examined but is reported to contain a sizeable deer herd. Although 
the carrying capacity per acro is not high the arca is oxtensive 
and lics at a comprratively low altitudc, The range lying along 
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the southwost sido of Cottonwood Creek through which decr would 
probably travel in order to reach this unit is high-skirted from 
Donaldson Creek to Cougar Gulch, It is important that this aroa 
be thoroughly covered in 19]03 

Deer Creek-Long Creek. A vast area of range land lying 
east of Monument, south of Ritter, and northeast of the town of : 

Long Creek is reported to contain a resident herd of deer and it 
is probable that a number of deer from the forest winter here. 
This is a very inaccessible section of country inasmuch as the : 
upper reaches of Long Creek and its tributaries, Pine Creck, Pass 
Creek, and Basin Creek, are in a snow belt and there are no roads 

between Monument and Ritter on the south side of the river. In 
addition it lies at a considerable distance from the forests 
Although the general exposure is unfavorable the country is very 
broken and there are many favorable slopes containing good stands 
of bitterbrushe In spitc of a low carrying capacity per acre the 
total area and low elevetion make it a unit capable of supporting 
a large number of deer. It should be thoroughly covered in futuro 

SUrVEYSe 

Middle Fork John Day--Slide Crock-Comp Crock, The gonoral 
exposure of this area and heavy snowfall greatly reduces its value 
as winter range. It is ovident that a number of deer ond elk 
winter here but to detc it has not been covercd by a survoye 

Silvies River. This area has been partially coverod during 
both tho 1948 end 1949 surveys. The concontration area on Hay 
Crock-Myrtle Crock-Sagehen Croek is badly over-utilized. Most of 
the refuge deer winter along the South Fork John Day River, tho 
deer wintering along tho Silvics apparently coming from east of 

the rivor. This is evidenced by the trails crossing to tlh cast 
side in the spring when the molting snows permit the decr to leave 
the concentration area. 

A fow deer are known to winter on both sides of thc Silvics 
below the mouth of Emigrant Croek. Whether or not a large number 
of deer can cxist anywhere along this part of the Silvies River 
during a severc winter is questionable, The high clevation of tho 

country considerably reduces its value for winter range. This is 
potentially oxcollent elk rangé and preference should be given this 
specics in management plans and practicose 

Dry Creek-Cow Creek. Browse conditions along this strip of 
range aro vory favorable and there is no indication of excossive 
use. The absence of normal snowfall during the past two years 
leaves considerable doubt as to tho valuc of this area during a 
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severe winter, A thorough oxamination of this arca should be 
made during the first hard winter, Like the foregoing unit tho 
high elevation and heavy snowfall make this area. better winter elk 
range than deer ranges 

Pine Creek-Van, Tho high altitude of this country is 
apparently undesirable for deer as is ovidenced by the migration 
of deer through this rango and into the Crowcamp Hills, A small 
band of elk is to be found on Pine and Muddy Creekse The entire 

- arca is suitable for elk and the umit should be managed giving 
preference to this specics. 

Van-Cottonwood Crecke The bulk of deer wintering in this 
area are found near Vane There is considerable evidence of 
migration into the "desert country" from the north side of the 
Middle Fork and the area may not be able to support deer in severe 
winterse A large amount of browse is prosent at the highor clova- 
tions but is not accessible to deer. Elk are increasing rapidly and 
are utilizing this foragee Tho area should be managed giving 
preforence to elk, An old browse line is very noticeable over 
tho ontire areca bordering tho forest. This was apparently causod 
by decr during the severe winter of 1936-37 as is ovidencod by theo 
growth ond rcoovery of mahogany reproduction, No sign of decor 
dying in this arca has boon found or reported by stockmen yot a 
heavy loss undoubtedly occurred, If not, the marked recovery 
shown by the browse would not have beon possible. A probable 
explanation lics in the migratory nature of these deere It is quite 
possible that the loss occurrod in the vast expanse of public domain 
in tho "desert cowmtry". 

Further evidence supporting this view is foumd in the North 
Fork Malheur and littlo Melhour ranges bordering the forest, This 
areca is continuous with the Van-Cottonwood Creek mit and at the 
present decr are not found there during the concentration period, 
i. ee, after February 15¢ Howover, a large number of deer do migrate 
from the region to the "desert", This entire area has a woll defined 
browse line but the mahogany is rapidly recovering. The age of the 
new growth establishes the winter of 1936-37 as the period whon the 
damage occurred. In common with the provious unit no sign of loss 
is present or has ever beon reported, The loss undoubtedly occurred 
after the migratory herd left this fringe of high altitude range 
bordering the forest. The range to which these deer migrate has 
not been cxamincd inasmach as it is largely public domain and is 
at a considerable distance from the forest. 
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Inter-rolotionship of Deer and Elie Herds. 

An effort was made during the winter to Jocate the elk 
herds, map the location of their wintering areas and secure an 

estimate of numbers. Due to unfavorable weather conditions the 
survey was unsuccessful and this information was not secureds An 

abundence of elk sign was found over a wide area end preliminary 

information was obtained that will insure a more productive attempt 

in the near future. 

The area occupied by elk on the Malheur is rapidly enlarging 

and at the present time small bands may be encountered on each 

rmager district. 

The largest herd ranges in the Rail Creek, Sheep Mountain, 

North Fork Malheur, Little Malheur area. The overflow from this - 

herd has recently spread to the breaks along the east side of the 

Malheur River in the Black Cenyon, Sunshine Springs area, also to 

the Cottonwood Creek, Ott Mowmmtain region. A smaller herd has 

been hunted for several years in the Whiskey Flet, Jonas Mountain 

Camp Creek section of the Long Creek district. Recent evidence 

indicates that this band is spreading westward and individuals 

may now be found in the Donaldson Ridgo, Rudio Mountain section 

and in the Beech Créek watershed. 

Another herd is’ well established in ‘the vicinity of Frazer 

Peak, Wolf Creek and Calamity Mountain and is spreading into the 

surrounding country on Pine Creek, Muddy Creek, Bridge Creek and 

Antelope Creek. Elk have been seen during the past year on Crooked 

Creek and in the Myrtle Park Refuge on Hay Creek and may have been 

from this hord. ‘Two other small herds are kmown, one in the 

vicinity of Fields Peak and the other on Canyon Creeks Reports 

indicate there are about twenty head in each district. 

To reduce the competition between elk and deer to a minimum 

the elie herd should be stabilized and areas designated wheréin elk 

shall receive primary consideration. In all other areas management 

should be based primarily on mule deers 

The entire south side of the forest from the Little Malhour 

River west to Emigrant Creek has a strip of winter range that is of 

very questionable value to deer due to its comparatively high 

elevation and heavy snowfall. Although deer winter there at present 

it is doubtful if they would survive during a severe winters 

Conditions are very favorable for winter elk range and elk should 

reccive tho primary consideration, All othor areas on the forest 

should be managed primarily for mule deer. 
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To prevent the congregating of elk in huge bands with the 
resultant damage to the range, hunting should be designed to 

scatter them widely. Small bands of elk can be tolerated anywhere 
on the forest so long as their numbers are stabilized. In order 
to secure this stabilization of numbers it will be necessary to 
permit the taking of a limited number of cow elk. 

intersrelationship of Domestic Grazing and Game Production 

A very intimate association exists betweon livestock and 
big gome and it is apparent that either one may be injurious to 
the other in the absence of proper balanced management. This is 
particularly truc on the concentration areas where the compctition 
for forage is acute and the problem is accontuated by the ownership 
status of the area involved, It is also apparent that under proper 
management the degree of competition may be so reduced that neither 
of these forms of use is detrimental to the othere 

In considering these apparently diverse and conflicting 
interests the following perbinent facts regarding the concentration 

areas must be kept in mind: 

1. Tho manegement of the range for livestock production 

must be based prim.rily on the available supply of grass and other 

herbaccous plants. 

2. The management of the range for game production must be 

based primarily on the available supply of browse. 

3e Mule dcer utilize green grass extensively in carly 
spring and in late fall when present, Such use reduces the amount 
of subsequent grazing that tho range will stand, but in itself this 

use will not cause diminished productivity. 

, Livestock utilize browse oxtensively in carly spring and 
late fall. On properly managed rengo this use will not result in 

injury to the browse. 

5. The bulk of the concentration areas is in private 
ownershipes 

6. The oxeessive deer population now present on this private 
land results in considerable range damage with a resultant reduced forage 

: productivitye 
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7» The utilization of this range by dcer diminishes the 
amount of forage available for livestock and constitutes a dircct 

economic loss to tho operator. 

8. Tho productivity of National Forest land likewise is 

reduced by excessive game usc contributing to and aggravating 

oxisting range problems. 

9. Game populations when permitted to increase beyond the : 

carrying capacity ultimately dic off due to an insufficient supply 

of foode 

10. From a range management standpoint the concentration 
areas are in the main subjected to intensive grazing use by domestic 
livestock irrespective of the dogree of game uses 

11. This mismanagement has greatly reduced the omount of 
grass and other herbaceous forage available for livestock and has 
emtsed considerable damage to the browse speciese 

12. Continuous injury to the range by livestock will rosult 

in on impoverished condition of the herbaccous plants and the 
elimination of the most palatable spccicse 

13 Under continuous over-utilization of the range by 

livestock the herbaceous species suffer the greatcst damage. 

14. Under continuous over-utilization of the range by mule 
decr the browse species suffer the greatest damage. 

Considering the foregoing it can bo stated that the degroc 

of competition increasos with increased stocking of the range by 

either gamo or livestock but becomes serious only when that stocking 

exceeds the normal carrying capacity of the range for the particular 

type of usc. It is obvious that a complete withdrawal of all 

livdstock from the area. involved would not pormit tho recovery of 

the browse species nor would it greatly increese the numbor of door 

that could safely wintor theres It is also obvious that the 
complete removal of all decr would not make possible a heavier stocking 

of livestock nor result in a recovery of the grasse 

It is significant tht the areca involved has beon heavily 
utilized by livestock for the past twonty yoars or more, yet it 
was possible for the decor herd to onlarge to its present proportions 
during the same period. It is also significant that on o small 
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portion of the range which is subjected to extremely severe use by 
game but only moderate usc by livestock, there is an excellent 

; stand of bunchgrass. 

Mortality on the Winter Range 

: During the 1939 survey 2 marked shortage of yearling door 
was noted, the lowost ratio of yearlings to adults being found 

where the scarcity of food was most severes This indicated that an 
abnormal loss of favms had occurred. They were unable to reach the 

romaining foliage due to the "high-skirtcd", condition of the browse. 
Tho carcasses found on the range substantiated these observations 
as they were largely thoso of yearling deer, iece, 1938 fawns, The 

winter loss of adult decor was not excessively large but the decr 
leaving the winter range wore in very poor condition and it was 
apparent that only the mildness of the winter had permitted their 
survival. . 

Pereentage of Tnercsse 

In the 1938 roport it was estimated that there would be an 
increaso of about 20% in tho deer herd during the period January 1, 
1938-January 1, 1939. Inasmuch as the 1939 survey did not cover 
all the territory included in 1938, and the concentration of deer 
was restricted to a smaller areca at the timo of inspeetion the 

figures obtained do not give a true comparison. In general it was 
found that last year's population estimates were lows Indications 
are that the actual inercase during the period was more than 20% 
and was somewhere between 20 and 25%. 

Complete records of adult to yearling ratios are not avail- 
able. A marked shortage of yearlings was noted on all the problem 
areas and the sample counts that were taken indicated a ratio of 
roughly one yearling (1938 fawn) to every four adult deor scon. 
This is an unusually low ratio and while not accurate it is 

indicative of the sevore range conditions now existing on the most 
important wintering arcase Yearling deer arc unable to reach as 

y high as mature animals and thorefore have more difficulty in 
obtaining food where the browse is extensively "high-skirted", 
ie Oe, where a marked deer linc is in evidence. Observations during 

: tho summer of 1938 indicetod a normal number of fawnse 

The potential inerease for the period January 1,1939= 
Jonuary 1, 1940 is ostimated at approximately 10%. 
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Condition of Decr on Methour Rangos 

It logically can be expected that the condition of the 
winter rangcs will be reflected in the physical vigor of the deer, 
and, therefore, the average size of deer wintering under adverse 

- conditions on depleted range will be smaller than that of decor 
wintering on normally productive lend. Although past records ff 
Malheur decr weights ond measurements arc not available a compari- 
son of present weights with those obtained on neighboring forests 
is informative. 

During the 1938 hunting season weights and antler measurements ci 
were recorded for 343 mule deer bucks, Theo average weights obtained 
for the various antler classes vary from 3 to 1 pounds less than 
those obtained from similar antler classes on the ncighboring 
Ochoco National Forest. 

The average weight of the 33 deer checked was 135 poundse 
The complete weights and antler mcasurcments are listed below. 

Ney es ay ee I ag ee Ie, cae ae 

wAntler Class 3 l= 2:2 2 : and Bye Guards : All 2 Point 
2 3 ‘ : 

Total Number : Uy: a 10 : 119 
Average Weight ‘07 : 97296 : 112.1 : 99 
Average Spread ) = 8,8sice10elil + 1peBO Seis 10.5 

Average Depth te Oybrts POLOles OS carck 902 

Average Dinmetor a: 6623s o's 75: tose! BG! at veo WAGE 

WwW ia a aiGaeaas ee ee a 

_. Antler Class 2.— 3 ik BeGde: 3-3 2% Bye Gde + All 3 Point 
: ; : = z 

Total Number 2 23 pe gts BP renee OO : Th 
Average Weight sUel 218.7 = 17h : 150045 : 13067 
Average Spread WL Ze72 > 2066 Ifo 16.931 1608 : 16.6 
Average Depth Biel car HegGO or Wied 237 BOS : 13 039 

Average Diameter + 086 :Not Roos 1.02: 1008 tt 

Cars ss ee or oe ee 

Antler Clase 32h 1 & B.Gdes = hy 26 BoGdet = 2 211 4 Point 
Total Number : LO sx2ly gene cast oboe Gace sek? 105 : 
Average Woight 213707 2 16265), : 163.12: 1676) : 163.5 + 161.4 

Average Spread iL feliciat WOsPly 2 LO\e ple P eS? Kl Babies 20.62 x 

Average Depth t 130h3 2° 1503 2: 15031: 160502 1.87: 15355 

Average Diometor + 1s0L + 1022 + Tells 1035+ e292 1023 
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Sy eS oe eee Gee eb a  ;  eeee — 

__Ambler Class: k= 5 :& BeGdet 5 = 51 & BeGde 1 5 ~ 3: All § Point 
Total Number fo ete Se ie pas 6 e228 33 
Average Weight +: 150 f- 2 17708 : 159562: :180.5 2172.5 : 173 05 
Average Spread 2 20075: 2363 : 2005: 212: 23 : 22.93 

= Average Depth : Pb Scr I7esle - 15575 solstbnmste 17016 

Average Diameter + 1s25:  LelO: 163 1650 Lal: 163, 

Antler Class : 3 a Ys ee a a eae a eae 
ast Ge fame Oa eee meee ID 

$ : : 3 ' e : : 
Total Number : hs Se ee re eo 
Average Weight:180,.2 196625 : 183 +: 120 170.3219 2165 2.195 

Average Spread : 2.56 : 27019 : 28625: 19675: 32025 23.75: 26 2 35 
Average Depth + 174625 <:10037 : 1865 3: t2 Mipeiedeye 20) cls 2k: ¢ 19) 
Ave Diameter i 1625 $655 os i 3 1,08: 1e5: 1.6 :Not Rec. 165 

www AML Over § Point 
Total Number : 1h 
Average Weight ‘ 18liel 

Average Spread : 26.2 
Average Depth : 18235 

Average Dismoter + 1eh9 | 

ee mone. aphaahs gol gone ae eitode 
: All ©: All 3 : All W : All 5 ¢ More than : AI1 

figs (lasers ¢ Pontus Poivh.s-Poink:sPeimbcs Sooleba Classes 

Number in Class +119 2 7h SLOZn se 39 cxtyoklt : 3h3 
% of Total Kill 3 3lie7%.< 21660): .3000%s v GsGSion ligl% : 100% 
Average Weight in : : : : : : 

Pounds 2 99,0 2130.7: L6leli 217305 3 Ill 5 > aa a: 
Average Spread in : 3 : 3 t 3 

Inches : 10.5 +: 16.6: 20.62: 22.93: 26.h2 s 1046 
Average Depth $22Qe2ode 103919035055 t--17elbn- 18935 : 1361 

Average Diamotor 2 eT t Oh t 1025: 1e5hs Aol tele 

It is interesting to note in the above tables that animals 
P with the eye guard or brow tine are consistently larger than those in 

the same antler class without the eye guard, This is an indication 

that those with eyeguards are older buckse 
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In addition to the above weights ond measurements 110 does 
and fawns were weighed during the special scason on antlerless 
deer in the Murderers Creek areas The weights recorded are listed 

belows 

ee oe Me pee ae ees 

Number Weighed : 91 

Average Weight : 88.7 lbs. 
Largest Doe dee dr" ° 
Smallest Doe eel" 
Number weighing Over 100 : 

sbi sete ir ese lpi ORs Ue aie 

Fawns 

= ee 

Number Weighed + 19 

Average Weight > 8.6 lbs. 
Largest Fawn » 60 4 

Smelest Bem, 2 cet eth: ots 

The above weight and measurements indicate a general 
decline in vigor due to malnutrition on the winter ranges. This 
decline is also evidenced by the occurrence of diseased bucks 
taken during the hunting seasone The particular disease involved 
has not been determined but has been yariously reported elsewhere 

as Nocrotic=stomatitis and Pseudo=tuberculosise Characteristic 
lesions found when dressing out diseased animals are the pus~filled 
cavities in the thorax, abdomen and throughout the body in the 

vicinity of the large lymph glands, 

During the 1937 hunting season following the severe winter 
of 1936-37 a largo number of cases wero examined, while during the 
1938 season following the mild winter of 1937-38 but one case was 

seen and it was not a severe once 5 

Gamo Management and Local Economy 

Game management designed to remedy the existing conditions 
must consider’ the privately owned land adjacent to the forest as 
well as the forest itself. Likewise, it must not ignore the 

established domestic uses of forest lands Consequently it is 
necessary to give recognition to private interests both off and on 
the forest and be in keeping with the fundamental principles of 
economic land use. Wildlife is a natural resource to be utilized 
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on an economic resource basis for the best interests of the 
county and state, and efficient management of this resource 
should therefore be designed to strengthen and not weaken the 
local economic structures 

The economy of the area adjacent to the Malheur Forest is 
based fundamentally upon livestock production. Other activities 
such as logging, mining and recreation contribute to the local 
welfare but are secondary in vital importance, The grazing industry 

id is therefore of primary importance to the local communities and 
it should be self-evident that the administration of wildlife docs 
not necessitate the abandonment of any established economic 
practice based upon sound resource managements 

During the 1939 hunting scason approximately 9,000 huntors 
visited the Malheur and succeeded in taking approximately 3,000 
buckse An inquiry conducted at representative camps revealed that 
the average hunter spent a minima of $15.00. It is difficult to 
estimate what portion of this sum is expended locally, but in any 
event tho total amount is not large, The return from game is not 
concentrated in the game producing areas but is spread widely 
over tho entire state as tho majority of hunters arrive fully 
equipped.e The small amount spent locally does not materially 
benefit the landovmer who helps support the dcer, since it is 
spent largely with tho merchants and storekecperse The livestock 

operators who own the bulk of the winter deer range, pay taxes on 
it, and in effect make possible the production of a public game 
crop at private expense, and receive no compensation for this cconomic 
losse 

This situation is often misunderstood by sportsmen who 
sometimes fecl that the stockman is attompting to shove the 
game off tho summer rangese 

At the present rate and stage of winter range depletion 
by game animals it does not appear that any action will now be 
timely cnough to prevent a tremendous loss in numbers, Futuro 

returns from wildlife in this area to the state and local communi- 
tics will be reduced proportionately. 

Management Problems and Suggestions 

In the 1938 survey a number of management problems were 
- listod and definite measures advocated to promote their solution. 

To avoid repotition they are not included. It has been folt 
necessary to comment further on the present outlook, the importance 

of public education and the improvement of grazing practices on 
the privately owned winter deer range. These commonts are included 
bolowe 
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In the. 1938 report it was recognized that a large 

reduction in the number of deer was essential to any improvement 
in winter range conditions, At that time it appeared possible 
to minimize if not eliminate additional losses of forage and 
game animals in the future by putting into immediate effect ; 
measures that should have been adopted years ago when the first 
danger signals were recognized. Drastic action would have been 
required but an extreme liberalization of hunting restrictions “ 
during the 1938 season might conceivably have reduced the 
population enough to safeguard the fast disappearing supply of 
winter forage. The special season on antlerless deer that was 

held in Murderers Creek was a step in the right direction and 

served as an entering wedge for future action. It was of great 
educational value and was heartily approved by the participating 
sportsmen who thus were able to view actual conditions on the 
grounds The immediate effect on the deer herd was negligible 
as fewer than three hundred animals were removed. 

At the present time in view of the tremendous increase and 
a further reduction in amount of forage available, it is not 
probable that any administrative measures will prevent additional 
range damage during the coming winter and tho loss of thousands 
of deer. The anterless deer season announced for 1939 will run 

concurrently with the buck season and the special area designated 

covers the major portion of the range involved. Undoubtedly, a 
large number of does and fawns will be taken and the kill of bucks 
will be increased due to the larger number of hunters afield.» Tho 
result will be of immediate benefit to the deer herd, but 
considering that a decrease of over 50% is required, it does not 
now appear possible to adjust the balance in one year. If this 

action had been taken several yoars ago the situation would not 
be so serious at the presont time. 

Inasmuch as this will be the first large scale antlerless 
dcer season in Oregon, there is considcrable danger that in the 
event of a heavy winter loss following the special season, doc 
hunting will receive unfavorable criticism. Charges may be 

made that the loss was a direct result of the hunting rather 
than in spite of such actione Regardless of their lack of 
factual basis such charges can be mado in a sonsational mannor 

that will readily convince many sportsmen of thoir credulitye 
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Inasmuch as the great mass of sportsmen over the State do not a 
understand the need for reducing the herd such adverse publicity 

~ will be convincing. 

The ultimate result would then be to entirely discredit 
the hunting of antlerless deer and hence game management designed 
to maintain a stabilized game population within the limitations 
established by tho available forage supply. While this is a 

* problem of public education, its relation to the administration 
of game resources is a vital onee There is a decided necd for 
factual information available to the public and the sportsmens 

To preclude such a possibility every effort should be 
made to keep the public constantly informed of existing condi~ 
tions, the reasons for such conditions, and the probable effect 
on the game herds. It is unfortunately true that while the 
public has a vital and activo interest in wildlife its views 
are often colored with an excessive amount of sentimentalism 
and misinformation, Past neglect of public cducation has resulted 
in general lack of understanding. Inasmuch as the sporting 
public finances the administration of game, a concerted effort 
should be made to diroct public opinion into the proper channels 
by making the facts available. Full knowledge of any subject 
gives much better understanding. 

The Malheur deer problem areas, and in particular 
Murderers Creck, have been the subject of much speculation 
and controversy for the past five years. Despite the apparent 
need for immediate action corgective steps have not been taken 
while a reasonable opportunity existed to correct conditionse 
Range and game conditions have continued to degencrate at an 
alarming paces 

It is no longer a question of saving the decr herd or 
the range but is rather one of minimizing the severity of the 
losses, salvaging that portion that can be saved, and building 
& more secure foundation for future game management over the 
entire region as woll as on this forest. This area should be 
the proving and testing ground from which will emerge practical 
Management mcasuros that will safcguard other big game areas 
from a similar fate, The object lesson is here and with the 
proper public education its influence and effect should greatly 
stimulate the progress of game management in this region. 
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The yearlong big game habitat is by no moans all in 
public ownership; key wintering arcas, tho limiting factors 

in big game production, are largely privately owned. 
Purchasc by the public of all such areas is hardly fcasible 
because of the economics and costs involved. However, 
a solution to the private land problem is necessary if the 
game herds are to be maintained at the summer range capacity. 

Approved? “August 80, "L959. = = Submitted: July 28, 1939 
Date Date 

fof Bd. B, Birkmaicr f/f Oliver T, Edwards, _ 
Forost Supervisor Junior Biologist 
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Table Ru-14 GAME CENSUS, NATIONAL FORESTS, R-4, 1939 

Page 2 R-ll Statistics 

GA ROD LG as 
: : State: Date: Acreage: Acreage Accessible : Total : Eo. & Clase ‘tof 

: : or :;Cre~;Inacce~; to livestod: : Acreage ; of stock : total 

Forest ; :Fed- :ated; ssible ; Acreage not grazed ; Acreage : (a) + ‘ on_(d) 2C.C. of 

end ; Name :eral ; : to : by domestic stock :grazed by: (b)} : : . ic 

State 3 $ : : live~ :Not closed; Closed : domestic: (c) + : C8H: S&G ; used 

: : : : stock ;primarily :primarily: stock ; (da) : : : by 

: é : : :for game ;for game : $ $ : : stock 

i : : got (A) alec uth) is C) cia ac ee : : : 

NEVADA 2 : : 3 : : . ¥ ‘ : : 

Humboldt:Hurboldt : State:1939: 640: - : - ¢ 100,480; 101,120; 6,881; 19,040; 10 

:Jarbidge : " 31923: 5,000: - : - : 35,300: 40,300; - 150: 9,000; 35 

Nevada : Charleston Mountain :Fed. :1935: - 3: - : 63,477: = 2. 655772 = © + 8 & 

: Lehman State; 1923: 41, 000; - i. om. 9 TBR We ples 4sG, S450; co 
:Schell Creel : " 31923; 25,400; 282; =. 9 - Whoopie: fO,4o0:: 200; 7,350: 100 

:Nye County Grant : " 31923; 26,726: 9, 4s - +. be,(iss S9,068: 56: 1,558 GO 

:Add, Nye County Grant eg Bee ss ae. ae 6, 000: - 2 19,600: 26,600: I50r> = 3. 50 

Toiyabe :Recese River : " 31925; 48,440: - : - : 145,320: 193,760: 725: - + 100 

:Meadow Canyon : " $1929: 3, 300: - : - : 4,000: 17,300: ~- : 2,000: 100 

:Bade Flat ¢ " Syogg:. =. 8 - : - s. Delo: ~ 1 Bios. Sy 9s: ue) a BO 

:Humboldt Co. (Santa Rosa) : " :1923: 2,000: - : ~__¢ 62,000: _ 64, 000: 1,800: 3,675: _15 

Total for Novada toe = 2152,506: 15,026 : 63,477: 620,488: 852, 397:10, 777: 51,350: = 

WYOMING : : : 2 i : : : : : : 

Teton :Teton : States; 1905: 350, 000: ~ ¢ 139,000: 15, G00: 504, 000: 600: mi le 

:Other Closed Areas : " -:1959: 125, 000: - : e : 215,000: 340,000; 5,300; 11,000: 60 

Wyoming : Day's. River 2 " g1910: 2,000: - : 12, 000: 36,000: 50,000: HOO:. 9,555: 90 

:Star Valley : " 31934; 5,000: 3, 0003 - : 50, 000; 58, 000: 300: 4,750: 90 

:Green River : "  $1929;107, 720: 11,520: 14,720: 71,040; 205,000: 3, 500: 680; 50 

:Popi Agie : " ;1917: 40,000: - : = ¢ 80,000; 120,000: 500: 21,600:. 85 

:Horse Creek Beaver go ehSors isu ~ : - : 514100: Sh 120; 1,374: 5,152: _100 

Total for Wyoming Se 8) oe Seu: 14,520; 165,720: 504, 160: 1, 31 1120202, 074: be, 917: -



Table RM-14 GAME CENSUS, NATIONAL FORESTS, R-4, 1939 
Page 3 R- Statistics 

GAME REFUGES 
. 2: State; Date; Acreage : Acreage Accessible s Total : No. & Class 2% of 

3 3 or :;Cre~:Inacces- ; to livestock : Acreage : of stock :;total 
Forest 3: :Fed- :ated; sible to : Acreage not grazed: Acreage: (a)+ : on (d) :C.C.of 

and ;: Name seral ; : live- :_by domestic stock :grazed by: (b) + : : : {d) 

State « : : : stodc ;°t closed: Closed :domestic: (c)* : C@H: S&G 3: used 
: : : : tprimarily :primarily: stock : (4d) : : :° by 
3 : : : :for game :for game ; : : : stock 

: : 5.0 (a) fh) Sie CC) 8 Deities aol at : : 
UTAH - 2 ‘ : . : - : : : : 
Ashley :Ashley : State: 1925: 1, 000; ~ : ~ : 76,500; 77,500; 2,000; 500: 90 
Cache =; Cache 2 " 31914; 6,270: 1, 920: -  : 107,603: 115,793: 4,388: 22,221; 97 

rit. Ogden 3 ". 31:920: 10, 000; 8, 000: - : 24,000; 42,000; 1,500; 2,000; 100 
2 Wasatch : " 31924; 2,000: - 5 =- 3. 10,000;- 12,000:: = :+10,000; 100 

Dixie -+:Dixie : " 31912: 40, 000: ~ : ~ : 310,440: 350,440: 5,248: 3,107: 100 
: Parowan~Paragonah : " 31910: 2,000: = : ~ : ebj2ho: 26,240; 675: 1,000: 100 

Fi shlake: Fi shlalce : " 31912; 34, 380: - : 640: 415,118; 450,138: 3,700: 22,700: 90 
Manti :Manti : "31936: 92, 000: 100: ~ : 704,796: 796,896:15,800:121,000: - 
Uinta : Strawberry : " 21909: Bey nike 8 2 = ¢. 68,k90: 68,895272,3550: 30,600; 100 

: Provo 2 " §1937: 3,200: 19, O40; = : 1,760; 24,7503 40; 1,200: ~ 
2Nebo ee ees 18, SON. 1, 697: - : 150,071: 170,669: 6,024; 13,074: 90 

Wasatch ; Timpanogos : " $1930: 11,280: ~ : - : 32,600: 43,880; 1,098; 3,499: 63 
:South Willow : " 31934: 522s z : oars 3, 500: 4Wio22; = 3 1,6: 75 
:Big Cottonwood 2" 31923: 7,000: 63, 000: = : 200: 200: 136: 818: = 

Total for Utah ae eee 93,751: GO: 1, 932, 318:2, 255,268: 42, 959:232, 865: ~ 

TOTAL FOR REGION t= 2 = 3 1,453,396: 149,703: 334, 63725, 515, M6: 7,453, 682: 104938; 604,303; =
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Table Ru-14 GAME CENSUS, NATIONAL FORESTS, R-4, 1939 

Page 4 
R-4 Statistics 

pe GAME ARGAS BY ADMINISTRATI Vi RESTRICTIONS 

: :Date;Acreage : Acreage Accessible s Total :; No. & Class A of 

: :Cre-;Inacces-=; to livestod: : Acreage ; of stock :total 

Forest 3: sated: sible to: Acreage not grazed ; Acreage : (a)+ : on (a) 20.0. of 

and ¢ Name : : live~ : by domestic stock :grazed by: (b)+ : : : fa) 

State ¢ : : stode :Not closod: Glosed -:domostic; (c)+ : CGH: S&G : used 

: : : :primarily :primarily: stod : (4) : : : by 

: : : :for game ;:for game ; : : . : stock 

: : 3 (a)__: (by ae Gye (a) : : : 

IDAHO S : $ $ : : : : 3 2 

Challis ;Challis 21936: 6,000: ~ te : 35,000: 41,000; 1,200; <= : 85 

sYarm Springs Credk 21938: 3,000: ~ vn 1S, SODs - gio Hed BOOS: a les =. ae 

Idaho :Idaho Primitive arca 21931; 731,000: - 3. 20,000: 9,000: 750, 000: 204: my ae 

Salmon :Idaho Primitive Area 21931: 150, 000: 5,000; = : - LOG 16H Alb: leby = ig 80 

Sawtooth; Bast Fork 21920; = : - : 1, 600: 320: 1,920: Boe | at ea 26) 

East Fork Addition 21932: 250: ~ : 750: - : 1,000) = 2 = 3 - 

: Redfish 21919: 61,220; 1, 500; 2, eto: 4,800: 69,760: 50: 1,600; 30 

sAlta 21920: 6003 - : 1, bis ~ : 1,920: = : ot “ 

Total for Idaho 2 =. 3 952,070: . 300: 34,410: 555) 21,052, 51 py be9: 15600: = 

WYOMING : : $ : : : : : : : 

Teton :Elk Winter Range #1 219183 : - : “ 3 111,297]: LIL Sofi2. 1, (00: - : 20 

:Blk Winter Range #2 21918: = : - : 34,838: - : 34,838: BOs.) ee 2 ae FD 

:Dlic Winter Range #3 21918: = : - : U7, a60: . 30,000: = 47,160; «400: = i: 90 

:Granite Creck 21935: + : 9,000; 44,555: - eS ae ee eee 

Wyoming :Roaring Fork Blk Winter Range :192l, 4480; = : 2,560: sass 14,080; 225: - =: 40 

Total for iiyoming : : 2480: 9,000: . 99,133: 148,937: 261, 550: eon or nel ce = 

TOTAL FOR RUGION : : 956,550: 15,500: 133,543: 208, 47321, 314,066: 3,984: 1,600: ~ 

pce gloat sis : f : 5 : : 3 e :



Table RM-14 GAME CENSUS, NATIONAL FORESTS, R-4, 1939 

Page 5 R-4 Statistics 

GAME PROTECTION BY FORSST OFFICERS 
: STATE CASES 

State : Cases reported to State :. Cases revorted to state 

- and : for prosecution : for investigation 

Forest : No. : No. ¢: Con— :Not con—: No.: No. : Con- :Not con— 

:Cases:Pendingsvicted: victed :Cases:Pending:victed: victed 

STATE OF IDAHO : : : rss : : 3 : 

Boise 132 = : a2 3 x eae = e 3 - 

Cache Bee es 0g - : - 3 - . = 8 - : - 3 - 

Caribou Soe - : — 8 - Shoe aee - : - 3 5 

Challis Seok ® 1S - $ - 2 1 Sh ENS - : - 3 al 

Idaho s = 3 - 3 - 3 - {= 3 - 3 - $ - 

Minidoka : 4 38 = 3 ae a s 4° - : - 3 = 

Payette S) - sae aS - : =. 8 - eds - $ See 1 

Salmon eo te - 3 3. 3 - sc 8) os - : ols 6 

Sawtooth setealsa fe - 3 - 3 a fog) 18 - : - 3 3 

Targhee eo - f nee 1 sr as - : —- 3 7 

Weiser Sooo ae cs es ee eae os eae ee Aa eee eee 1 

Total for Idaho S44 si - $ og 8 5 Boe. us - : 4 3 28 

STATE OF NEVADA E : ; : : : 3 3 

Humboldt ‘ie ate) - 3 - % - : = 3 - : - 3 - 

Nevada ernest aay - 3 - 3 - Se - $ as L 

Toiyabe 3 = 3 = poe ees s:$ - 3 - : - 3 - 

Total for Nevada S = $ - § - te eat = : Los 2 

STATE OF UTAH 4 : : : : : $ : 

Ashley eet - : — - a ere - : - 3 a 

Cache Sie - 3 rig - secs - : - 3 - 

Dixie ans - : - 3: - > 2 t= ; a 2 

Fishlake , Gros - : 4 3 2 s 6. 33 - : 2 3 4 

La Sal to- 3 - 3 - 3: - Bh seas - : - 3 - 

Manti fie - : - 3 - Se. ees $ - 3 a 

Powell f= - 3 - 3 - saa - $ er ab 

Uinta 2 - 2 - 3 1 Oi he eee Son eg 3 

Wasatch Sic aale - : ee 1 Leen ~ g =. $ 3 

TOTAL FOR UTAH Vo. f= 6 3 4 239 3 os 16 

STATE OF WYOMING 3 : : 4 : : : $ 

Caribou fo & - 3 - 3 - ee ee - : - 3 - 

Targhee fren 2B - : - 3 - ohn Sa aos ees : 8 - 

= Teton foe © - $ - 3: - i cIOM ie - : 6 3 - 

Wyoming cS. us - 8 4 3 a ete) 2g = . Ls Z 

Total for Wyoming =: 5 ?: - 3 a 8 1 Meee - : GL a 

TOTAL FOR RGION Sie piets one ee Oe ae AO ae SoU este te NOs 52



Table RM-14 GAME CENSUS, NATIONAL FORESTS, R-4, 1939 

Page 6 R-4 Statistics 

GAME PROTECTION BY FOREST OFFICERS 

3 FOREST SERVICES CASES : : 

State : Cases handled by Forest tLicenses : Licenses 

E and : Officers tIssued by: Examined 

Forest ¢ :Dismissed: :Con— : Not : Forest : by Forest 

s Now 3 with :Arres-:vict-: Con—- :Officers : Officers 

:Cases: warning: ted $ ed svicteds ¢ 

STATE OF IDAHO 3 : 3 : 4 $ : 

Boise 2-4 - : Wee 3a as as ~ § 166: 28 167 

Cache Se 8 = : Ce ee - 3: - 3 41 

Caribou Sa ake ee x : = eS 3 - 3 - $ 228 

Challis oe 1 : iS Ras — 1S 1s - : 70 

Idaho sas - 3 — Poe % - 3 - 3 45 

Minidoka 2s gq : lye ages as - 8 - : 260 

Payette es HS - $ —-— $ = $ - 3 - : - 

Salmon oo. 18 2 $ ae Ge ae is - 3 26 3 570 

Sawtooth s 4 3 4 : - $$ -—: - 3: - : 48 

Targhee Se 3 2 : SS 8 = 8 = : 68 

Weiser Since ia 8 os ia eee Ne eh ee = : 2 

Total for Idaho sto 8 sia}; : QS 8 esas POe. Ss. deee 

STATE OF NEVADA SS : : R : ‘ 

Humboldt Se” Ms 2 : - $¢ = $ - 3 Bom: 140 

Nevada 4.8 é : eS ae ae - 3 - $ 208 

Toiyabe ss oe ee ee eee oe BO: 8 120 

Total for Nevada eno 8 5 : eee - 3 LUZ 468 

STATE OF UTAH : : : : : : : 

Ashley eens, 8 2 : 2 3 ga - 3: - : 250 

Cache eae es - : = 2.6 4 - 3 - 3 320 

Dixie $= 3 - 3 = = 8 - 3: - 4 3 130 

Fishlake ot 9 : Boh ads 235 Bos 10.3. 4,463 

La Sal : - 3 - 3 - 3} =—- 3: - 3 - : 80 

Manti ft - ¢ = 2 a 2 ae fe 8 oa 53 249 

Powell = 2 1 : - $= 8 ae - : 175 

Uinta sca 98 - : - $ = 3 =— ¢$ = s 15408 

Wasatch ~ 1.2 = : eel eae i 3 = : 105 

Total for Utah ee. 12 2 os 3. 3 OO at... glo 

STATE OF WYOMING : . : : : : 3 

Caribou fo 1S - : - 3: = 3 - 3 - 3 25 

Targhee 5. = 8% - : ee ee - $ - ; 6 

a Teton coms a 3 - 3} - 3: a - $ 400 

Wyoming egos ic 3 = 8 et - 3 - 3 284 

Total for Wyoming : 9 3 g : = t= = 8 - $ 715 

GODAL FOR-REGION. 3 47.2 BY 2 10s 6 at EO 98 Or



Table RM-14 GAME CENSUS, NATIONAL FORESTS, R-4, 1939 
Page 7 R-4 Statistics 

State : : Bear : 8 Deer : 3 . 

and :Ante—:Black or:Griz—: : :White: ~ MGs B Mtis 
Forest tlope : Brown: zly : Elk =: Mule :tail :Moose:Sheep : Goat 

IDAHO 3 : ¢ : : 8 $ : : 
Boise ee Seer ass 2003; = * 2,000: .4,000: = = = - 3 200 
Cache $8 roe =| 100: 22,2008 = § = 8 - t- 
Caribou See 400s" —i 9 1,200: .3,000% = 8 2o8 Say SE Be 

Challis $5, 600% 200s ~~ ¢ g00: 7,000! = ¢ iz 6003 300 
Idaho = st 3 S25: = $ 1,0003 8,000: 250: 25% 3503 300 
Minidoka Src toe = ame ae Doe <GeOOOR er Po sewer - 3 = 

Payette oe ee AOOe -— -: 1,400¢ 12,500; = ¢ = 8 T50s 100 

Salmon + S00? 400: rs 300: 6,0008 — 3 poe 2008 350 

Sawtooth ‘7 =! 4 150: -— $ 700s 42,5003 = 2 == 5 453 150 
Targhee ae cocky 400: 263. 1,100: 1,300: 5: 250% 5: = 
Weiser ao cae 28 200s. =k 25s LeOO0s. = i ae eee ce 

Total — Idaho 35,800: 2,800: 19: 8,200: 53,500: 255; 324: 1,400: 1,400 
NEVADA : : : : ; : 3 3 

Humboldt S) ae 36 - ae : 3,500: = ¢$' = § - i: - 

Nevada : 100: a 3 a 2 200: 4,000: —- : — : 100: — 
Toiyabe e A00$ - (a £918,000: = $ = % 150: — 

Total — Nevada : 200: - $= $8 BOs (2550005 - § = % 2503 — 

UTAH : : $ : : $ : 3 $ 

Ashley ¢ 2003 50s = ¢ 200% 2,000 = f= % 20: — 

Cache ee DOs. o 9 27,2002 1L,000; = +: Ls as) 

Dixie fo eg oe oe 153-25,0008 = $ = 8 = fo 

La Sal feta 50: =— $ = s-.45500% = $ = = 30: — 

Fishlake { = 8 10: = 3 800: 50,000: - : — 3 - t«- 

Manti Ss 100; = % 12,800! 9,000: = .¢ = 8 Se ES) se 

Minidoka Re gee - so et Re SB gOOOs-— 5 eres ae 

Powell S: scae “9 io = 5 Sos iSg000% = f= 3k - t = 

Uinta eh eg woe = 38 800: 6,000: ~ 3: — 3 <=} ee 

Wasatch oe Be TOOs = 8 E509 AZ s0008 8 oe ee 
Total — Utah ~:~ 200: 450: — $ 5,000:124,000: - 3: is 50: — 
WYOMING : : g : : : 2 $ $ 

Caribou Ss te 255 = f = : Sor = FY = 8 = fe 
Targhee {= 8 2e5s 103 800: 450: = ° vos 258 = 

Teton [eed 550: 75:18,000: 35,000: 15:1,400: 700: = 

Wyoming cee 700: 2: 5,000: 2,500: -— : 600: oro: = 

Total — Wyoming : — 3: 1,500: 87:323,800: 38,000: 15:2,075: 1,100: _ — 

a TOTAL — REGION :6,200: 4,750: 106:37,200:241,000: 270:2,400: 2,800: 1,400 

°Estimate should probably have becn higher in previous verrs.



Table RM—-14 GAME CENSUS, NATIONAT, “ORESTS, R-4, 1939 

Page 8 
R-4 Statistics 

FUR BEARING ANIMALS 

Forest : : . : $ : : :Ring-: : 

= and 3 : 3 $ : : : staid ¢ :Wea— 

State :Badger:Beaver: Fox :Marten: Mink tMuskrat:Otter: cat :Skunk:sel 

IDAHO : : 5 3 : $ : $ $ : 

Boise : 800: 1,500: 300: 1,000:-1,500: 1,500: 50: -— : 600:4500 

Cache ° 500: toe 208 75? 150: 200: = : =— % 18032000 

Caribou : 2,000: 3,500: 753 225: 1,000: 1,250: 102 °.— 9- 7O0s5000 

Challis ¢ 1,000: 1,700: 500% 700: 800: 2,000: 50: — : 400:2000 

Idaho : 700: 300: 300: 1,000: 1,000: 200: 50: = -2 216022000 

Minidoka $ HOOs LL OOOs = 8 - 3: bot TOOS = eae 503 500: 

Payette : 300: 400: 200: 7003 3503 500: 50s = =) 20081200 

Salmon s 1,0008 700s, 500? 15.2003 21,0002 800: = ££ = = 3800:7000 

Sawtooth § 500: 6503: 175s 400: 5503 250: 10S = Be Boos 600 

Targhee : 600: 1,050: 25s 9003 400: 1,600: 10: -— : 700:4100 

Weiser : 500: 1253 100: 300% 400s 409: 203 =. 3. 60081500 

Total — Idaho : 8,400:11,000:2,200: 6,500: 7,200: 8,809: 250: — :4,000:29600 

NEVADA : : 3 3 . : $ 3 3 : 

Humboldt $1,000: 690: 100: BOE 800: 1003 .. BBY = 2 80051:500 

Nevada : 400: 53, 350: - to - : - ' = = £& 500: 900 

Toiyabe : 500: 5s 150% = 2 = : 100: - 3 — §3_ 800:2000 

Total — Nevada : 1,900: 700: 600: 50s 800: 200: 253 -— 31,600:4200 

UTAH 3 : 5 : : : : $ 3 . 

Ashley 3 T25; 1,000: 508 3508 2003 21,2008 = “= =) gsOs 600 

Cache 3 3508 200: 258 503 75% 500: -—- * — #& 25021000 

Dixie $ 3258 5003 200: = 5 = : 300: -— % 103 40: 450 

La Sal : 100: 400: 250: - 3 253 - $ = ¢ «= @¢ 800% 450 

Fishlake 3 5003 400: moe - $$ - : 200r = ¢ = & 80021000 

Manti $ 12008 4003 50: 2003 100: 1,000: —- : 2s 30021500 

Minidoka $ 2003 258 =— 3 - 3: - $ - (ao ee 103.150 

Powell : 450: 7Os GOO 10: BOO! 12000! = 2 100: 100% 750 

Uinta : 850% 1,600 20 190: 600: 1,700: —- : = : 65032400 

Wasatch :1,500: 3,000: 25: 700: 600: 3,500: — : — : 50032000 

Total — Utah 2 5,500: 7,600:1,000: 1,500: 2,000: 9,400: ~ :% 11223,80080300 

WYOMING g : : : : 3 : 3 3 : 

Caribou : SOS. Jc 3 ios 50% = : Isis § = $ 60: 100 

Targhee : 250: 500: 3os 600: 2003 S85: = ¢$ = ¢ 9$50:1500 

= Teton 3 800: 7500: 250: 3,000: 1,000: 5,000: 70s = %% 700% 600 

Wroming f U,100: 5.000: 200s 100: G00: .- 3,200: Bt =. .2. 20:7 500 

Total — Wyoming : 2,200:11,000: 600: 3,750: 2,000: 8,600: 75s. — #1, 30039700 

TOTAL — REGION :18,000:30,300:4,400:11,800:12,000: 27,000: 350: 112310200 :53800



Table RM—14 GAME CENSUS, NATIONAL FORESTS, R-4, 1939 

Page 9 R-4 Statistics 

a ils cementation EEA 

State : PREDATORY ANIMALS : OTHER 

and 2 :Canadas : Mtn.: :Wolver-: : Snowshoe :Porcu— 

Forest :Coyote: Lynx:Bobcats: Lion:Wolf: ine :Fisher: Hare 3: pine 

IDAHO : : : : ; : : : : 

Boise : 1,5003 100: 200: 100: 5: - : 10: 2,500: 2,000 

Cache ; 800: 20: 100: iO: = - : - 3 2,000: 1,500 

Caribou #2, 0008 100: 2005) S53 Se - : = 2,500: 3,500 

Challis % 2,700 100% 500: Yoo 160: = : = 3 6,500: 2,100 

Idaho ee de, 2008) 100: 250s 125s - = ¢ - g - 3: 23,5008) 15,300 

Minidoka 2 1500s TOs 150: SS - Fi = fens 1,000: 2,500 

Payette ¢ 1,500: Os 100: ab: 20% - a 5,000: 1,000 

Salmon 6, 5008 100: 450: 100: —: - : 20%. “Ws 000s: 5,000 

Sawtooth s1,5002 603 150: s0: = = : 5: 1,700! 14,000 

Targhee 2 500% 50% 100: 10: Se - : - 3 1,300: 2,000 

Weiser i 00!) = 00h Ot Ot tS tee ee O00 

Total — Idaho 316,000: Gb0R 2 s00e — 5a0s. aes : 35: 38,000:24,400 

NEVADA : : : $ : 3 : : : 

Humboldt * 3,500: - 3 450: 253 = 3 - 3 =e 1,900: 1,000 

Nevada ¢ 2,5008 100: 650: 145: -: - : - $ - : 1,000 

Toiyabe s: 5,000: - 3 9003 ao. = 3 - 3 = 3% 500: 4,000 

Total — Nevada :11,000: 100: 2,000: 195: — ¢ - (ae 2,400: 6,000 

UTAH : E : : : : : : 8 

Ashley : 700% 203 100: eos -— 3% - : ae 800: 800 

Cache : 800: eo 200: SOs = "5 - Sf Sx oaess ome 1,300: 800 

Dixie - eeooe ence 700: 60s = - : = are 200: 3,000 

Fishlake : 3,000: = ¢ WOO? 1258 = 93. = oi Sn se 3,500: 6,500 

La Sal © 2,100: as) 600t $5 = .3 - oe - s. 1,000 

Manti 42,0003 = : SOO = = 3 - : - 3: 2.5002" 2,500 

Minidoka : 100: eos 100: 5s = 3 - : - 3 500: 200 

Powell & 250005 - 3: 600: 100: — 3: - . = 8 255003 1,500 

Uinta $ 1,000: 15: 400: 60: — 3: - 3 - 3 i, 7002 1,100 

Wasatch : 1,500: Age, AGO 70S ote Sete at OO O00 

Total — Utah $15,000: M258 4,000s BS0e = - : —-.$ .16,000219,400 

WYOMING : x 3 : : 4 : : 5 

Caribou : 253 102 See te Bh es - : - 3 2003 100 

Targhee : 675: aig 258 as =%8 ~ : = 4 300: 1,800 

Teton 2 2,000: 65: eos = § = 3 - Bpvee feet” 5 6,000: 2,500 

Wyoming : 1,800: 100: 150: oe ae De = 4,500: 2,800 

a TOTAL — Wyoming : 4,500: 175: 200: 53 et Br = 8 TE O00 00 

TOTAL — REGION :46,500: 1,050: 8,800:1,300: 44: ing 35: 67,400:57,000



Tablo RM-14 GAME CENSUS, NATIONAL FORESTS, R-4, 1939 

Page 10 R-4 Statistics 

ESTIMATE OF GAME BIRDS 

State and : . : : : :Sharp—:Ruffed 3; 

Forest : Ducks :Geese:Pinchen:Foolhen:Sagehen: tail :Grouse :Ptarmigan 

IDAHO : : : : : : 4 

~ Boise ; 60G.- = % “2,000: S002 1,000: = t22 55005 - 

Cache : - : S's 2,000 200: 600: — : 700: - 

Caribou = 5,000% 208) Ly o00? = s 2,0005 40% -B,0008 - 

Challis t 2,600: = £ 2,200% 1,000 10,000; =< : 3003 10 

Idaho $ O08 = 8 11,0007 11,0003 - 2 + 7,000: - 

Minidoka : 500; - 3 7003 - * 2 ,000% 10: 50: - 

Payette . 600s = = 25;,00Cs 700: - So s 230008 - 

Salmon to PeO0Ge = 400: 1,600: 2,000: 2,200: 8,000: - 

Sawtooth 3 100%. — # 25.500: 100: 500: 100: 2503 - 

Targhee $ 2,000r- 200 300s 450: 150: —- 8 600: - 

Weiser : 6003 = 2 3,008: 200: 100: 150: 2,500: - 

Total — Idaho $13,200: 225: 49,600: 15,550: 17,350: 2,500: 19,900: 10 

NEVADA $ $ : : i : : : 

Humboldt Y 1,700; = .¢ 3,000? BOOr 10,000! = 4 500s - 

Nevada : - eee 600: - 38,0008 50} 100: - 

Toiyabe : 100%" 5. eG 00C? - 2 20,0008 = : 1,000: - 

Total — Nevada : 1,800: - 3: 3,600: 500: 32,000: 50% T6008 - 
UTAH : : . $ 3 ; 3 $ : 

Ashley : 2508 TOs 600: - 5 5003 - g 3003 - 

Cache = 2000s 100% 600: - sa O00 250: 8008 - 

Dixie : boy = 8 700: - = "92,0007 = < 3003 - 

Fishlake : bOOe = ¢- 21,0002 - tS, 0008 : 500: - 

La Sal : 1003 = 5% 400: - 3 100: —- 2 3003 - 

Manti T B,00Gs) ice. ae 500: - : 200: — 4 8003 - 

Minidoka : - Br es 8 - 2 - $  1,000% = i. 100: - 

Powell s 7,000; — 's 3003 - : 4,000; — ; 500: - 

Uinta : TOOs se 58 400: 253 500: - 3 7003 - 

Wasatch : BOOs).. se O08 = : 500: — . 5003 = 

Total — Utah : 14,100: 110: 5,500: 25st 13,800: 250; 4,990; = 

WYOMING : : : 5 ‘ : : : 

Caribou : O08 = 2% 100: - : 50; - $ 100: - 

Targhee : 200: ine 150: - : 100s = 3008 - 

Teton 2 2,000: 200: 21,2008 eo: 1,200: — * 8, 000% - 

Wroming s 2,000: 150: 650: SO0s: —  900se = t1, 000: = 

Total — Wyoming : 4,300: 365: 2,100: 5253 2,200: — : 3,400: = 

TOTAL — REGION : 33,400: 700: 60,800: 16,600: 65,400: 2,800: 29,700: 10



Table RM-14 GAME CENSUS, NATIONAL FORUSTS, R-4, 1939 

Page 11 ; R-4 Statistics 

SSTIMATE OF GAME BIRDS (Cont. ) 
State : : Svan . Quail : : 

and : Wild 3;Trump—:Whist—:Calif.or:Hungar—:Mourning :Band Tailed 

: Forest tTurkey: eter : ling : Valley: ian ?: Doves: Pigeons 

IDAHO : : $ § 2 3 ; 

Boise : - 3% Seas - 3 250: 100: 2,500: - 

Cache : as - 3 - 3 - : 100: 7003 - 

Caribou 2 10's - 3: = - : 40: 4,500: - 

Challis eee as ee ose - 3 - 5 250: 2,800: - 

Idaho dl Pee) - 3 - 3 200: 500: 5003 - 

Minidoka : - 3 - 3: - 3 50: - ‘ 800: - 

Payette : - 3 - $ = 4 100: 100: 71,5003 - 

Salmon : = 8 = 3 a as 3,000: 100: 6 ,000% - 

Sawtooth : = 3s = % - 3 - . 10% 2,500: - 

Targhee : es 18: 203 - : - : -1,000: = 

Weiser : = 23 - 3: 200: 1,500: 3,0003 = 

Total — Idaho : dIOes 20: 20s B,G002 25700: 265, 800: - 

NEVADA : 3 4 . : : : 

Humboldt ; - 3 — at =e 7003 600: 15,000: - 

Nevada f =f a Eas 500: 90°°s 2,000: - 

Toivabe : ee ans ae 90050: = . 15,0005 - 

Total — Nevada 3: =e - 3 = $1, 85099"; 6900? 32,000: - 

UTAH 3 : : 3 : ; : 

Ashley 3 =. 4% - 3 =- ¢ - : - : 1,000: - 

Cache : ses se — is 1,000: 10. 2,000: - 

Dixie : - 3 - 3 - $ 2,000: - : 2,500: 150 

Fishlake a = 8 0 a8 - 3 7,200: - . 3,000: - 

La Sal : = hae - 3 ea Ay 250% = : 2,000: 750 

Manti . ee - 8 = ate - : = . 1,500: ees 

Minidoka : -.3 — 8 - 3 100: - 3 - ; - 

Powell c - % ee oe - 3% 1,500: - $ O30008 - 

Uinta g - 3 S558 - 3: - : - ‘ - : - 

Tasatch a ee ON eee 1,000: = 

Total — Utah . - i as - 3 6,.5008 eae s 16,500: 900 

WLOMING : c : : : ‘ 3 

Caribou : = $ = 8 - : - : 503 - 

Tarzhee : - 3 430 - 3 - : - : 50: - 

Teton : = % 4s - ¢$ - 3 - : 500: - 

<a Yyoming ne ee ee : = 2 1,200: = 

Total — Wyoming: - 3 Bs. = = pe eke 1,800: = 

: : ; : f : 

TOTAL — REGION 3: 10°: 28: 20:11600°°°:3,400°°: 76,100: 900 

‘ : : $ : : 

Sandhill cranc. 
9°90 Chukker. 

0°°5O Mountain.



Table RM-14 GAME CENSUS, NATIONAL FOR™STS, R-4, 1939 

Page 12 R-4 Statistics 

GAVE ANIMALS LEGALLY KILL"D BY MAN 
. DEER - - = 5 = : ELK 

State :Uncl-: : :Uncl-: Classified 3: 

and sassi-? Classified : sassi-3 : :Cal-: 

Forest :fied :Does :Bucks :Fawns:Total :fied :Bulls:Cows:ves : Total 

. IDAHO 5 : ; : : : : : ; : 

Boise © 8601 — ¢ =- © = 3 630 =. $ = 8 “Ss, St! = 

Cache ¢ 6253 a: 6s 2s 5425 = § = y |=. =r - 

Caribou = 2e008 13% 4: es 324: - 2 53: 85: = % 138 

Challis *) 5628 613 Tei: 413 VEoe = TS oe F =F Ses - 

Idaho (296: ‘TGs 54; = 3 465: 8s Os ig eo 28 

Minidoka BV SOUOe =~ ¢ = sot) mes at UO FOe Sar eee ee 8, es - 

Payette 42,0402 = 3 = 8 = © 230409 = to os oS - 

Salmon : 350: 150: 130: 203 6503 = 2 = F =F = 3 - 

Sawtooth % Us0s ar; ip = 4 DVDR as Se ee 8 = 

Targhee : 763 4s 6: ee 88: 471: 33 4; -3 478 

Weiser & 108s = 8 =. MoS 1O8%. = 3) ee ie - 

Total — Idaho :6,311: 364: 3353 67: 7,077: 479% 65: 9e: of 644 

NEVADA : : $ : 3 : : : : : 

Humboldt foe pa Sas 265: = 2 265 ~ fF = fF =e es - 

Nevada $ =- $$ = $ 290: = : 2908, =f = 4 Sha - 

Toiyabe Sie 1 ee 8 650% = 23 GEOR ee tee Oe ae Be - 

peli Nevada « — 3 = 9 DV .20bs x 23 Dye0oe = tes os = 

UTAH : ¢ : $ : ei : : 3 : 

Ashley eer eae 450: = % A508 = 2 = Fo =f =e - 

Cache $ = 3 6459 2.2873 1592 Bye89:) =: sa ooes = s 98 

Dixie $ « 8,764) 2,661; 150: 4.576: =< 2 = °F =i =5 - 

Fishlake s = #5,0077 6,620: W6s13,933: - ¢ oof 272 Se 64 

La Sal esi af es 8 eo0s = 33 DEOP = 2 eM ee et - 

Manti $ = $ 7989 1,542: = 22,8407 = © 206: Lars 7s 244 

Minidoka oS). Wide oy OCs = one L003 = 3 2 fas ais - 

Powell — § = 3 200s = % 2003 = § = 4 =s = = 

Uinta s = 3 18: 1,436: Be ly457s 280: = toa k = 5 280 

Wasatch pe ee b0s et 200 ee ee - 

Total — Utah t = 38,830:18,796: 618:28,244: 280: 170: ele: 15: 686 

WYOMING : : : 3 : : : : ¢ 5 

Caribou. Boa Se 123 = % WS Sh eS as - 

Targhee : 15: — & a3 = ¢ 17s 743 a: =: =: 76 

Teton $.— 9S =— & 703 — % 701. 1O0t G68: S51: 713 790 

Wyoming : 26s = L008) - =. 7 1153 76: 144: 196: 58: 476 

Total — Wyoming: BOs. 8 Tees =) 8 B14: O52: 5a: 4473 129: 1,342 

TOTAL — REGION :6,341:9,194:20,520: 685:36,740:1,0L1: 758: 757: 146: 2,672



Table RM-14 GAME CENSUS, NATIONAL FOR"STS, R-4, 1939 

Paze 13 R-4 Statistics 

GAME ANIMALS LEGALLY KILLED BY MAN (Cont.) 

State and sAnte-— 3 Bear : : ; Chee : 

Forest : lepe :Black or:Griz-: : . . No. of 

- : : Brown :zly : Moose :Mtn. Sheep:Mt. Goat: Tunters 

IDAEO : 3 : : : : : 

Boise : - 3 oe i = 1S - : - : 5 3 6,850 

Cache : -. 3 - i ee 8 - : - : - $ 800 

Caribou : a So. Ree oes - 2 - t - $ 1,080 

Challis : —— 2O es 8 - : - . iy os 1,430 

Idaho : ey 8 be Bs 8 _ : Di . fo 3s ager 

Minidoka : = - cheas os - : - : - : 2,500 

Payette SP ci eee Se DO? hes 8 - 2 - : - : 5,060 

Salmon : Ors - ace ae - . 9 : 20h se 1,800 

Sawtooth 3 - 3 HO| Bee - : - : - $ 280 

Tarzhee : - 3: 58 Y= 8 - 3 - $ - $ 2,025 

Weiser : SS (oe - : - : - : 500 

Total — Idaho : ors 209. 3 = 8 - 2 14 3 46 3: 23,595 

NEVADA : : 3 : : : . 

Humboldt : eat - Soe 8 - : - : - 3 300 

Nevada : - 3% - Bio ee - : - : - : 600 

Toiyabe $ - 3 = ace t = : - : - : 1,000 

Total — Nevada : - 3 - Ree - : - ‘ _ : 1,900 

UTAH : 8 $ $ : $ : 

Ashley : - 3 5 = 8 - : - : - 3 900 

Cache : a8 6 fos 5 - : - : - 3 4,207 

Dixie : = & - t= ¢ - 3 - : - ‘ 4,113 

Fishlake : = if - fo =: 8 - : - : - e164 574: 

La Sal : - 3 - fom § - : - : - 3 425 

Manti 5 - 3 A f= 3 - : - : - 3 O59 L9S 

Minidoka . = $3 - So 8 - $ - $ - $ 100 

Powell : - 3 - eS ae - : - : - 3 415 

Uinta : - 3 13 fo= § - $ - : - : 3,100 

Wasatch $ =. 8 - : = 3 = 3 - . - $ 2,860 

Total — Utah Dec oe Bona a NS - : -__: 35,887 

WYOMING 2 : : : 3 

Caribou : - 3 42 = 3 - : - $ - 3 50 

Targhee : san HS 6 ¢ = ¢ - ; - : - $ 200 

Teton : = 3 7 @ 2 ¢ 28 3 18 : - : 2,600 

_ Wyoming : - 3 a4 3 = $ - : - $ = : 1,371 

Total — Wroming : - 3 Bl ose eos 18 . - : 4,221 

TOTAL — REGION 3: or 4 2e8 * 2 3 28 s 32 : 46 8 65,603



Table RM—14 GAME CENSUS, NATIONAL FORESTS, R-4, 1939 
Page 14 R-4 Statistics 

GAME ANIMALS KILLED BY PREDATORY ANIMALS 
Forest : Mt. Sheep 3: Mt. Goat : Deer +: Elk : Antelope : Moose 

IDAHO $ : 3 ae : . 
Boise : - : 20 : 450 : wOs - $ - 
Cache : = : - : 85 : - 3 - $ - 
Caribou $ - 3 = $ ye 5 2 - 3 - 
Challis : 40 : 10 : 480 : 5g 350° 4 - 
Idaho $ 35 $ 25 : 500 3 eos - : - 
Minidoka 2 = 2 - A 500 : - : - : - 
Payette : - : - x 650 : Blas - £ _ 

Salmon : 40 : 10 : 900 : S8 20 4 - 

Sawtooth : - : - : eOO 50 3 - 3 - 
Targhee : - : - : - : - : - $ - 

Weiser : - ¢ - : Ola - $ - 3 = 
Total — Idaho : 115 : 65 Soy Coes 165.3 S10. ¢ - 

NEVADA : : : : £ $ 
Humboldt : - : - g 150 - : - : - 

Nevada 3 - : - : 500 : - : - : - 
Toiyabe $ 25 : - 8 650 3: - 3 aS; 22 - 

Total - Nevada : 25. : - 2 1,000 2 = 2 dense - 

UTAH ‘ : : : : $ 
Ashley . - : - A 400 : 20% ao - 

Cache . - ¢ = : 400 : 25 % - : - 
Dixie : - : - ¢ 1,400 <: = . - : - 

Fishlake : - : - © 3,500 ¢ 50 3 - : - 
La Sal 3 5 : - : 400 : - : - : - 
Manti : - : - : 400 : ates - : - 

Minidoka . - : - $ BOS - : - : - 

Povell : > : - 3 600 : - : - : - 
Uinta : - : - . 400 : 20s - $ - 

Wasatch : - - $ 400 : bas - : = 

Total — Utah : 5 : = eg OOO 8 145 3: oO. ¢ - 
WYOMING : : : : : 2 

Caribou : - : - , - 2 - i = $ - 
Targhee : - 3 - : - 3 - : - $ - 

Teton : 10 : - ‘ 60 : - ; - 3 15 
Wyoming : 10 : = 3 140 : 140 3: - : - 

Total — Wyoming : 20 . = : 200 : 140 3 - $ 15 

a TOTAL — REGION : 165 : 65 $13,242 3 450 : 405 3 15



Table RM—14 GAME CENSUS, NATIONAL FOR™STS, R-4, 1939 
Page 15 R-4 Statistics 

___ PREDATORY ANIMALS KILLED ON AND ADJOINING NATIONAL FORESTS 
Forest : : : :Canada: : . Bear 

and State :Coyote :Mt. LionsBobcat: Lynx :Wolf:Porcupine: Black : Grizzly 

= IDAHO : : : : $ : ‘ eet 
Boise : eabe eos - 3 a 8 85e: eo. s - 

Cache ; 280: - : 15 3 = S$ =? Oo - ° - 

Caribou e 1,503 - : 200 WO ee 15360 ite = 

Challis : eves LO 55: = fF =— 3 385 3 eo 8 - 

Idaho ¢ 200: TO! “2 oO 3 - ? -3 20% 50) "2 - 

Minidoka : 650: - $ 25 3 =. =¢% 300 : - 3 - 

Payette B Seoe 1D 3 eae a a 50 § 45 3 - 

Salmon 3 7003 TO) 35 200-5 - t =—3 200 : 65) - 

Sawtooth 3 500: a 35 Os Ss 45 3 50! 3s - 

Targhee : 350: - $ - 3 - 3: -3: 90%: 803 - 

Weiser : 250s - : as ee 60 3 10 - 

Total — Idaho f. D,Obo WO: Je Sle se BOS. = 8 2, CHO 8 oOo e - 

NEVADA 3 ¢ : ‘ 7 : : ; 

Humboldt 3. LOO HOn 22) LOOMS Bes FS i253: - i - 

Nevada : 6753 HS) 8 60 3 563: =—3 35 3 - : - 

Toiyabe : 800: D200) = 5. eS 215 + - a 
Total — Nevada : 2,575: 20.8 S60) ¢ Oo mele idSien - : _ 

UTA : : : : : $ : $ 

Ashley 3 430: 58 25 8 Sabo a8 330 3 Bes - 

Cache : 450: Soe eos See eye ESO) 33 S38 - 

Dixie *. 1,050: HO; i HOO. Se oe GSO is ee 
Fishlake ¢ 24,0003 25 100s Se a ok 760 2 - . =~ 

La Sal : 5153 20; 40: - 3: =-3 200 : 5) is - 

Manti : S05: a: 73 = = 233 S50 + a 
Minidoka : 125% DS! af ap $ - t -3 5, 22) ~ : - 

Powell : 900: 45 4 100% |= 4 = & Se a a 
Uinta © 2,020 pe @ O57? iat axes Bab 2: AS - 

Wasatch : 550: 53 BO = oe 125.2 D8 - 

Total — Utah s 6.595: 112 2 6008 Ose eee OsoLO 3 OO 8 - 

WYOMING 5 ; : $ 3 3 ¢ $ 

Caribou 2 10% - 2 . - $$ =83 GES - : - 

Targhee : 200: - to $ - $ =8 65% BO: - 

Teton : 350: = TS 2 = tee Dae ss ae 
Woming : 475: = B 5 3 10. 3 = LTO. 8 oO - 

Total — Wyoming : 1,035: - : 58 10S 8 elo TOL = 

TOTAL — REGION : 15,270: 212 Si Sole AO) ef =e Ss 6,845 ; 404 3: -



Table RM-14 GAME CENSUS, NATIONAL FORESTS, R-4, 1939 
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BEAV™R AND FISH PLANTINGS 
State % Fish Planted : No. Fish Received From 
and : Fry :Fingerlings: : State $ Federal 

Forest 2. Under i: 2" to 5" 3. Over 5" 9: Hatchery Hatchery 
- IDAHO : : : H 2 

Boise : = : 783,000: 200,000: 753,000: 231 ,000 
Cache : = : 137,000: - : 97,000: 40,000 
Caribou : 82,000: 165,000: 229,000: 343,000% 133,000 
Challis 3 50,000: 652,000: 84,000: 680,000: 107,000 
Idaho : - : 493,000: - : 493,000: - 
Minidoka ; - : 250 ,000: 1,000: 191,000: 60,000 
Payette : 125,000: 735,000: - : 860 ,0003 - 
Salmon : 48,000: 162,000: 1,000: - : 212,000 
Sawtooth ? - : 658,000: - ‘ 262,000: 396,000 
Targhee : 191,000: 706 ,000: - : 852,000: 46 ,000 
Weiser : - : 310,000: = ‘ 310 ,0003 - 

Total — Idaho 3 _496,000: 5,051,000: 515,000: 4,841,000: 1,225,000 
NEVADA 3 3 $ ; $ 

Humboldt : - : 162,000: - : - 3 162,000 
Nevada ; - : 75,000: ‘35,0003 927,000: 48,000 
Toiyabe : = : 169,000: - : 169,000: - 

Total — Nevada 3 - 3 406 ,000: 35,000: 9196 ,000: 210,000 
UTAH t : 3 : : 

Ashley : 181,000: 224,000: 46,000: 299,000: 152,000 
Cache : 230,000: 245,000: 207,000: 572,000: 110,000 
Dixie : 345,000: 260 ,000: 44,000: 599,000: 50,000 

Fishlake $1,476,000: 575,000: 138,000: 219,000: - 
La Sal : - : 70,000: - : 50,000: 20,000 
Manti : 760,000: 28,000: 38,000: 748,000: 28,000 
Minidoka $ - : 10,000: - : - $ 10,000 

Powell 8 160 ,000: 93,000: 19,000: ete,000: - 
Uinta : 296,000: 114,000: 32,0003 320,000: 121,000 
Wasatch 3 2,645,000: 159,000: 189,000: 1,397,000: 1,598,000 

Total — Utah : 6,093,000: 1,778,000: 713,0008 4,476,000: 2,089 ,000 
WYOMING : : : : 3 

Targhee : - : 14,000: - : 14,000: - 
Teton : 440,000: 17,0003 - : 24,0003 433,000 
Wyoming 3 353,000: 689,000: - : 870,000: 164,000 

Total — Wyoming : 793,000: 720 ,0003 - : 908,000: 597,000 

TOTAL = REGION : 7,382,000: 7,955,000: 1,263,000: °10,421,000: 4,121,000 

927,000 County.
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BEAVER AND FISH PLANTINGS (Cont.) 
: :Fish Plant-:No, bea-: 

State =: No. Fish Planted By ted is what weeyene : No. 
= and $ i : Forest ‘percent of ttrans— : beaver 

Forest s State Federal : service $3 needs tplanting: planted 

IDAHO : $ : $ . $ 
Boise : 468,000: - ‘: 516,000: 50 : 15 4 65 
Cache : 97,0008 - : 40,000: 90 : - : - 

Caribou : 342,000: - : 154,000: 42 f 30 14 
Challis g 184,000: - : 602,000: 45 . - : 37 

Idaho 8 188,000: - . 305,000: 50 : - ‘ - 

Minidoka J 191,000: - : 60,000: 100 . 24 3 10 

Payette : 251,000: - : 609,000: 50 : «= = oo 
Salmon : - 8 - : 212,000% 90 : ea 24 

Sawtooth : 262,000: - 2 396,000: 30 . 14 8 14 

Targhee 5 843,000; 3,000: 51,000: 40 : 30 3 ier 
Weiser . - es - . 310,000: 80 : = : 16 

Total — Idaho : 2,826,000: 3,000: 3,255,000: = Cea 370 
NEVADA ; : : : : $ 

Humboldt : 162,000: = : - : 50 : i? pe 
Nevada = OR0.000% - : = . 75 : - : 6 

Toiyabe $ = : - : 169,000: 100 $ - : 6 
Total — Nevada: °272,000: = 5 169,000: - : 8 34 
UTA : : : $ : : 

Ashley : 181,000: — : 270,000: 25 : - 3 - 
Cache : 572,000: 100,000: 10,000: 60 : 4 3 2 
Dixie 599,000: 50,000: - 2 40 : Bea 2. 
Fishlake $ 2,112,000: - ‘ 85,000: - : 9 3 27 
La Sal $ - 2 - : 70,000: 20 : 65 3 52 

Manti : 748,000: - : 28,000: - 2 - ¢ 8 
Minidoka : - : - : 10,000: 100 : - $ - 
Powell : 272,000: - Q - : 90 - : - 

Uinta : $26,000: 18,0003 96,0003 - : - $ 4 
Wasatch $ 1,897,0008. 279,000! 1,519,000: 60 : Or = 33 2 

Total — Utah : 6,207,000: 447,000: 1,883,000: = : eof 103 
WYOMING : : : 3 : ; 

Targhee : 14,000: - : - : 1C : - 3 - 

Teton : 24,000: - : 433,000: 30 ; - 2 12 
a Wyoming : 865,000: = : 177,000: A5 $ Coe 21 

Total — Wyoming : 903,000: — f 610 ,000: - : 6 f 33. 

TOTAL — REGION :°10,208,000: 450,000: 5,922,000: - : 249 3 540 

°110 000 County.
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LAKE AND STREAM IMPROVEMENTS, 1939 

Forest 3 Name_and Description : No. man—days worked 

a IDAHO : c 
Weiser : 1 Fish Trap : 

UTAH : : 

Powell : Barker Reservoir, dam repair : ) 

: : ) 
: Posey Lake, clearing trees and: ) 1169 CCC 
: shrubs Bis)
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